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Release 10500-CMW710-R7150-US 


This release has the following changes: 


• New feature: RRPP 


• New feature: Smart Link 


• New feature: Monitor Link 


• New feature: VRRP 


• New feature: Applying the QoS policy to a control plane 


• New feature: Setting up an IRF 3 system 


• New feature: Portal authentication 


• New feature: MAC-based VLANs 


• New feature: Voice VLANs 


• New feature: IP subnet-based VLANs 


• New feature: Protocol-based VLANs 


• New feature: MVRP 


• New feature: PVST 


• New feature: 6PE 


• New feature: DHCPv6 relay agent 


• New feature: DHCPv6 snooping 


• New feature: IRDP 


• New feature: PIM snooping 


• New feature:BIDIR-PIM 


• New feature: MSDP 


• New feature: NQA UDP tracert operation 


• New feature: NQA UDP template 


• New feature: Output interface for NQA probe packets 


• New feature: MAC authentication requests carrying user IP addresses 


• New feature: Outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled interface 


• Modified feature: Configuring an OSPF NSSA area 


• Modified feature: Changing the maximum number of the value range for the payload size of NQA 
probe packets 


New feature: RRPP 


Overview 


Metropolitan area networks (MANs) and enterprise networks typically use the ring topology to improve 
reliability. However, services will be interrupted if any node in the ring network fails. A ring network 
typically uses Ethernet rings. In contrast, the Ethernet ring technology is more mature and economical, 
so it is more and more popular in MANs and enterprise networks. 
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The Rapid Ring Protection Protocol (RRPP) is a link layer protocol designed for Ethernet rings. RRPP can 
prevent broadcast storms caused by data loops when an Ethernet ring is healthy. RRPP can also rapidly 
restore the communication paths between the nodes when a link is disconnected on the ring. The 
convergence time of RRPP is independent of the number of nodes in the Ethernet ring. RRPP is 
applicable to large-diameter networks. 


Basic RRPP concepts 


Figure 1 shows a typical RRPP network with two Ethernet rings and multiple nodes. RRPP detects ring 
status and sends topology change information by exchanging Rapid Ring Protection Protocol Data Units 
(RRPPDUs) among the nodes. 


Figure 1 RRPP networking diagram 


 
 


RRPP domain 


An RRPP domain is uniquely identified by a domain ID. The interconnected devices with the same 
domain ID and control VLANs constitute an RRPP domain. An RRPP domain contains the following 
elements:  


• Primary ring and subring.  


• Control VLAN. 


• Master node, transit node, edge node, and assistant edge node. 


• Primary port, secondary port, common port, and edge port.  


As shown in Figure 1, Domain 1 is an RRPP domain, containing two RRPP rings: Ring 1 and Ring 2. All 
the nodes on the two RRPP rings belong to the RRPP domain.  


RRPP ring 
A ring-shaped Ethernet topology is called an RRPP ring. RRPP rings include primary rings and subrings. 
You can configure a ring as either the primary ring or a subring by specifying its ring level. The primary 
ring is of level 0, and a subring is of level 1. An RRPP domain contains one or multiple RRPP rings, one 
serving as the primary ring and the others serving as subrings. A ring can be in one of the following 
states: 


• Health state—All physical links on the Ethernet ring are connected. 


• Disconnect state—Some physical links on the Ethernet ring are not connected.  
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As shown in Figure 1, Domain 1 contains two RRPP rings: Ring 1 and Ring 2. The level is set to 0 for 
Ring 1 and 1 for Ring 2. Ring 1 is configured as the primary ring, and Ring 2 is configured as a 
subring.  


Control VLAN and data VLAN 


1. Control VLAN 


In an RRPP domain, a control VLAN is dedicated to transferring RRPPDUs. On a device, the ports 
accessing an RRPP ring belong to the control VLANs of the ring, and only these ports can join the 
control VLANs.  


An RRPP domain is configured with the following control VLANs:  


 One primary control VLAN, which is the control VLAN for the primary ring. 


 One secondary control VLAN, which is the control VLAN for subrings.  


After you specify a VLAN as the primary control VLAN, the system automatically configures the 
secondary control VLAN. The VLAN ID is the primary control VLAN ID plus one. All subrings in 
the same RRPP domain share the same secondary control VLAN. IP address configuration is 
prohibited on the control VLAN interfaces.  


2. Data VLAN 


A data VLAN is dedicated to transferring data packets. Both RRPP ports and non-RRPP ports can 
be assigned to a data VLAN.  


Node 


Each device on an RRPP ring is a node. The role of a node is configurable. RRPP has the following node 
roles: 


• Master node—Each ring has only one master node. The master node initiates the polling 
mechanism and determines the operations to be performed after a topology change.  


• Transit node—On the primary ring, transit nodes refer to all nodes except the master node. On the 
subring, transit nodes refer to all nodes except the master node and the nodes where the primary 
ring intersects with the subring. A transit node monitors the state of its directly connected RRPP links 
and notifies the master node of the link state changes, if any. Based on the link state changes, the 
master node determines the operations to be performed. 


• Edge node—A special node residing on both the primary ring and a subring at the same time. An 
edge node acts as a master node or transit node on the primary ring and as an edge node on the 
subring.  


• Assistant edge node—A special node residing on both the primary ring and a subring at the same 
time. An assistant edge node acts as a master node or transit node on the primary ring and as an 
assistant edge node on the subring. This node works in conjunction with the edge node to detect 
the integrity of the primary ring and to perform loop guard.  


As shown in Figure 1, Ring 1 is the primary ring and Ring 2 is a subring. Device A is the master node of 
Ring 1. Device B, Device C, and Device D are the transit nodes of Ring 1. Device E is the master node of 
Ring 2, Device B is the edge node of Ring 2, and Device C is the assistant edge node of Ring 2. 


Port 
1. Primary port and secondary port 


Each master node or transit node has two ports connected to an RRPP ring, a primary port and a 
secondary port. You can determine the role of a port.  


In terms of functionality, the primary port and the secondary port of a master node have the 
following differences: 
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 The primary port and the secondary port are designed to play the role of sending and 
receiving Hello packets, respectively. 


 When an RRPP ring is in Health state, the secondary port logically denies data VLANs and 
permits only the packets from the control VLANs.  


 When an RRPP ring is in Disconnect state, the secondary port forwards packets from data 
VLANs. 


In terms of functionality, the primary port and the secondary port of a transit node are the same. 
Both are designed for transferring protocol packets and data packets over an RRPP ring.  


As shown in Figure 1, Device A is the master node of Ring 1. Port 1 and Port 2 are the primary 
port and the secondary port of the master node on Ring 1, respectively. Device B, Device C, and 
Device D are the transit nodes of Ring 1. Their Port 1 and Port 2 are the primary port and the 
secondary port on Ring 1, respectively.  


2. Common port and edge port 


The ports connecting the edge node and assistant edge node to the primary ring are common 
ports. The ports connecting the edge node and assistant edge node only to the subrings are edge 
ports. You can determine the role of a port.  


As shown in Figure 1, Device B and Device C reside on Ring 1 and Ring 2. Device B's Port 1 and 
Port 2 and Device C's Port 1 and Port 2 access the primary ring, so they are common ports. 
Device B's Port 3 and Device C's Port 3 access only the subring, so they are edge ports.  


RRPP ring group 
To reduce Edge-Hello traffic, you can configure a group of subrings on the edge node or assistant edge 
node. You must configure a device as the edge node of these subrings, and another device as the 
assistant edge node of these subrings. Additionally, the subrings of the edge node and assistant edge 
node must connect to the same subring packet tunnels in major ring (SRPTs). Edge-Hello packets of the 
edge node of these subrings travel to the assistant edge node of these subrings over the same link.  


An RRPP ring group configured on the edge node is an edge node RRPP ring group. An RRPP ring group 
configured on an assistant edge node is an assistant edge node RRPP ring group. Only one subring in 
an edge node RRPP ring group is allowed to send Edge-Hello packets.  


RRPPDUs 


RRPPDUs of subrings are transmitted as data packets in the primary ring, and RRPPDUs of the primary 
ring can only be transmitted within the primary ring. 


Table 1 RRPPDU types and their functions 


Type  Description  


Hello The master node sends Hello packets (also known as Health packets) to detect the 
integrity of a ring in a network. 


Link-Down 
When a port on the transit node, edge node, or assistant edge node fails, the node 
initiates Link-Down packets to notify the master node of the disconnection of the 
ring.  


Common-Flush-FDB 


When an RRPP ring transits to Disconnect state, the master node initiates 
Common-Flush-FDB (FDB stands for Forwarding Database) packets. It uses the 
packets to instruct the transit nodes, edge nodes, and assistant edge nodes to 
update their own MAC address entries and ARP/ND entries.  
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Type  Description  


Complete-Flush-FDB 


When an RRPP ring transits to Health state, the master node sends 
Complete-Flush-FDB packets for the following purposes:  


• Instruct the transit nodes, edge nodes, and assistant edge nodes to update their 
MAC address entries and ARP/ND entries. 


• Instruct the transit nodes to unblock temporarily blocked ports. 


Edge-Hello The edge node sends Edge-Hello packets to examine the SRPTs between the edge 
node and the assistant edge node.  


Major-Fault 
The assistant edge node sends Major-Fault packets to notify the edge node of SRPT 
failure when an SRPT between assistant edge node and edge node is 
disconnected.  


 


RRPP timers 


When RRPP determines the link state of an Ethernet ring, it uses the following timers:  


• Hello timer—Specifies the interval at which the master node sends Hello packets out of the primary 
port.  


• Fail timer—Specifies the maximum delay of Hello packets sent from the primary port to the 
secondary port of the master node. If the secondary port receives the Hello packets sent by the 
local master node before the Fail timer expires, the ring is in Health state. Otherwise, the ring 
transits to Disconnect state.  


In an RRPP domain, a transit node learns the Fail timer value on the master node through the received 
Hello packets. This ensures that all nodes in the ring network have consistent Fail timer settings. 


How RRPP works 


Polling mechanism 


The polling mechanism is used by the master node of an RRPP ring to examine the Health state of the 
ring network. 


The master node sends Hello packets out of its primary port at the Hello interval. These Hello packets 
travel through each transit node on the ring in turn.  


• If the ring is complete, the secondary port of the master node receives Hello packets before the Fail 
timer expires. The master node keeps the secondary port blocked.  


• If the ring is disconnected, the secondary port of the master node fails to receive Hello packets 
before the Fail timer expires. The master node releases the secondary port from blocking data 
VLANs. It sends Common-Flush-FDB packets to instruct all transit nodes to update their own MAC 
address entries and ARP/ND entries.  


Load balancing 


In a ring network, traffic from multiple VLANs might be transmitted at the same time. RRPP can 
implement load balancing by transmitting traffic from different VLANs along different paths. 


You can configure multiple RRPP domains for a ring network. Each RRPP domain transmits the traffic 
from the specified VLANs (protected VLANs). Traffic from different VLANs can be transmitted according 
to different topologies in the ring network for load balancing.  
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As shown in Figure 6, Ring 1 is configured as the primary ring of Domain 1 and Domain 2, which are 
configured with different protected VLANs. Device A is the master node of Ring 1 in Domain 1. Device 
B is the master node of Ring 1 in Domain 2. With such configurations, traffic from different VLANs can 
be transmitted on different links for load balancing in the single-ring network.  


Link down alarm mechanism 


In an RRPP domain, when the transit node, edge node, or assistant edge node finds that any of its ports 
is down, it immediately sends Link-Down packets to the master node. When the master node receives a 
Link-Down packet, it takes the following actions:  


• Releases the secondary port from blocking data VLANs.  


• Sends Common-Flush-FDB packets to instruct all the transit nodes, edge nodes, and assistant edge 
nodes to update their MAC address entries and ARP/ND entries.  


After each node updates its own entries, traffic is switched to the normal link.  


Ring recovery 
When the ports in an RRPP domain on the transit nodes, edge nodes, or assistant edge nodes come up 
again, the ring is recovered. However, the master node might detect the ring recovery after a period of 
time. A temporary loop might arise in the data VLAN during this period. As a result, a broadcast storm 
occurs. 


To prevent such cases, non-master nodes block the ports immediately when they find the ports accessing 
the ring are brought up again. The nodes block only the packets from the protected VLAN, and they 
permit only the packets from the control VLAN to pass through. The blocked ports are activated only 
when the nodes determine that no loop will be generated by these ports.  


Broadcast storm suppression mechanism in case of SRPT failure in a multi-homed subring 


As shown in Figure 5, Ring 1 is the primary ring, and Ring 2 and Ring 3 are subrings. When the two 
SRPTs between the edge node and the assistant edge node are down, the master nodes of Ring 2 and 
Ring 3 will open their secondary ports. A loop is generated among Device B, Device C, Device E, and 
Device F, causing a broadcast storm.  


To avoid generating a loop, the edge node will temporarily block the edge port. The blocked edge port 
is activated only when the edge node determines that no loop will be generated when the edge port is 
activated.  


RRPP ring group 


In an edge node RRPP ring group, only the activated subring with the smallest domain ID and ring ID 
can send Edge-Hello packets. In an assistant edge node RRPP ring group, any activated subring that 
has received Edge-Hello packets will forward these packets to the other activated subrings. When an 
edge node RRPP ring group and an assistant edge node RRPP ring group are configured, the CPU 
workload is reduced because of the following reasons:  


• Only one subring sends Edge-Hello packets on the edge node. 


• Only one subring receives Edge-Hello packets on the assistant edge node.  


As shown in Figure 5, Device B is the edge node of Ring 2 and Ring 3. Device C is the assistant edge 
node of Ring 2 and Ring 3. Device B and Device C need to send or receive Edge-Hello packets 
frequently. If more subrings are configured or more domains are configured for load balancing, Device 
B and Device C will send or receive a large number of Edge-Hello packets.  


To reduce Edge-Hello traffic, perform the following tasks: 


• Assign Ring 2 and Ring 3 to an RRPP ring group configured on the edge node Device B. 
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• Assign Ring 2 and Ring 3 to an RRPP ring group configured on the assistant edge node Device C.  


If all rings are activated, only Ring 2 on Device B sends Edge-Hello packets.  


Typical RRPP networking 


Single ring 


As shown in Figure 2, only a single ring exists in the network topology. You need only define an RRPP 
domain.  


Figure 2 Schematic diagram for a single-ring network 


 
 


Tangent rings 


As shown in Figure 3, two or more rings exist in the network topology and only one common node exists 
between rings. You must define an RRPP domain for each ring.  


Figure 3 Schematic diagram for a tangent-ring network 
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Intersecting rings 
As shown in Figure 4, two or more rings exist in the network topology and two common nodes exist 
between rings. You need only define an RRPP domain and configure one ring as the primary ring and 
the other rings as subrings. 


Figure 4 Schematic diagram for an intersecting-ring network 


 
 


Dual-homed rings 


As shown in Figure 5, two or more rings exist in the network topology and two similar common nodes 
exist between rings. You need only define an RRPP domain and configure one ring as the primary ring 
and the other rings as subrings. 


Figure 5 Schematic diagram for a dual-homed-ring network 


 
 


Single-ring load balancing 


In a single-ring network, you can achieve load balancing by configuring multiple domains.  


As shown in Figure 6: 


• Ring 1 is configured as the primary ring of both Domain 1 and Domain 2.  


• Domain 1 and Domain 2 are configured with different protected VLANs.  


• In Domain 1, Device A is configured as the master node of Ring 1.  
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• In Domain 2, Device B is configured as the master node of Ring 1.  


Such configurations enable the ring to block different links based on VLANs and achieve single-ring 
load balancing.  


Figure 6 Schematic diagram for a single-ring load balancing network 


 
 


Intersecting-ring load balancing 
In an intersecting-ring network, you can also achieve load balancing by configuring multiple domains.  


As shown in Figure 7:  


• Ring 1 is the primary ring and Ring 2 is the subring in both Domain 1 and Domain 2.  


• Domain 1 and Domain 2 are configured with different protected VLANs.  


• Device A is configured as the master node of Ring 1 in Domain 1.  


• Device D is configured as the master node of Ring 1 in Domain 2.  


• Device E is configured as the master node of Ring 2 in both Domain 1 and Domain 2. However, 
different ports on Device E are blocked in Domain 1 and Domain 2.  


Traffic from different VLANs can travel over different paths in the subring and primary ring. 


Figure 7 Schematic diagram for an intersecting-ring load balancing network 
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Protocols and standards 


RFC 3619, Extreme Networks' Ethernet Automatic Protection Switching (EAPS) Version 1  


RRPP configuration task list 


You can configure RRPP in the following order: 


• Create RRPP domains based on service planning. 


• Specify control VLANs and data VLANs for each RRPP domain.  


• Determine the ring roles and node roles based on the traffic paths in each RRPP domain.  


RRPP does not have an auto election mechanism. You must configure each node in the ring network 
correctly for RRPP to monitor and protect the ring network.  


Before you configure RRPP, you must physically construct a ring-shaped Ethernet topology.  


To configure RRPP, perform the following tasks: 
 


Tasks at a glance Remarks 


(Required.) Creating an RRPP domain Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain. 


(Required.) Configuring control VLANs Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain. 


(Required.) Configuring protected VLANs Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain. 


(Required.) Configuring RRPP rings: 


• Configuring RRPP ports 
• Configuring RRPP nodes 


Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain. 


Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain. 


(Required.) Activating an RRPP domain Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain. 


(Optional.) Configuring RRPP timers Perform this task on the master node in the RRPP domain. 


(Optional.) Configuring an RRPP ring group Perform this task on the edge node and assistant edge 
node in the RRPP domain. 


 


Creating an RRPP domain 


When you create an RRPP domain, specify a domain ID to uniquely identify the RRPP domain. All 
devices in the same RRPP domain must be configured with the same domain ID.  


Perform this task on devices you want to configure as nodes in the RRPP domain.  


To create an RRPP domain: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an RRPP domain and 
enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id 


By default, no RRPP domain is 
created. 
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Configuring control VLANs 


Before you configure RRPP rings in an RRPP domain, configure the same control VLANs for all nodes in 
the RRPP domain first. You need only configure the primary control VLAN for an RRPP domain. The 
system automatically configures the secondary control VLAN. It uses the primary control VLAN ID plus 1 
as the secondary control VLAN ID. For the control VLAN configuration to succeed, make sure the IDs of 
the two control VLANs are consecutive and have not been previously assigned. 


Follow these guidelines when you configure control VLANs: 


• Do not configure the default VLAN of a port accessing an RRPP ring as the control VLAN, and do 
not enable QinQ or VLAN mapping on control VLANs. If you do, RRPPDUs cannot be correctly 
forwarded.  


• After you configure RRPP rings for an RRPP domain, you cannot delete or modify the primary 
control VLAN of the domain. You can only use the undo control-vlan command to delete a 
primary control VLAN. 


• To transparently transmit RRPPDUs on a device not configured with RRPP, make sure only the two 
ports accessing the RRPP ring permit packets from the control VLANs. Otherwise, the packets from 
other VLANs might enter the control VLANs in transparent transmission mode and strike the RRPP 
ring. 


Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain to be configured.  


To configure control VLANs: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


3. Configure the primary control 
VLAN for the RRPP domain. control-vlan vlan-id 


By default, no control VLAN exists 
in the RRPP domain.  


 


Configuring protected VLANs 


Before you configure RRPP rings in an RRPP domain, configure the same protected VLANs for all nodes 
in the RRPP domain. All VLANs to which the RRPP ports are assigned must be protected by the RRPP 
domains.  


Protected VLANs are configured by referencing Multiple Spanning Tree Instances (MSTIs). The protected 
VLAN configuration method varies by the spanning tree mode:  


• In STP, RSTP, or MSTP mode, you must manually configure the mappings between VLANs and 
MSTIs.  


• In PVST mode, the device automatically maps each VLAN to an MSTI. When the spanning tree 
protocol is disabled globally, all VLANs are automatically mapped to MSTI 0.  


For more information about spanning tree, see Layer 2—LAN Switching Configuration Guide for 10500 
switches. 
 


 IMPORTANT: 


When you configure load balancing, you must configure different protected VLANs for different RRPP 
domains. 
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Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain to be configured.  


To configure protected VLANs: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MST region view. stp region-configuration 


Not required if the device is 
operating in PVST mode.  


For more information about the 
command, see Layer 2—LAN 
Switching Command Reference for 
10500 switches. 


3. Configure the 
VLAN-to-instance mapping 
table. 


• Method 1: 
instance instance-id vlan 
vlan-id-list 


• Method 2: 
vlan-mapping modulo modulo 


By default, all VLANs in an MST 
region are mapped to MSTI 0 (the 
CIST). 


Not required if the device is 
operating in PVST mode.  


For more information about the 
commands, see Layer 2—LAN 
Switching Command Reference for 
10500 switches. 


4. Activate MST region 
configuration. active region-configuration 


Not required if the device is 
operating in PVST mode.  


For more information about the 
command, see Layer 2—LAN 
Switching Command Reference for 
10500 switches. 


5. (Optional.) Display the 
currently activated 
configuration information of 
the MST region. 


display stp region-configuration 


Available in any view. 


The output of the command 
includes VLAN-to-instance 
mappings.  


For more information about the 
command, see Layer 2—LAN 
Switching Command Reference for 
10500 switches. 


6. Return to system view. quit Not required if the device is 
operating in PVST mode.  


7. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


8. Configure protected VLANs 
for the RRPP domain. 


protected-vlan reference-instance 
instance-id-list 


By default, no protected VLAN is 
configured for an RRPP domain.  


 


Configuring RRPP rings 


When you configure an RRPP ring, you must configure the ports connecting each node to the RRPP ring 
before configuring the nodes.  
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Configuring RRPP ports 


Follow these guidelines when you configure RRPP ports: 


• Do not enable the OAM remote loopback function on an RRPP port. Otherwise, temporary 
broadcast storms might occur. 


• To accelerate topology convergence, HP recommends that you use the link-delay command to 
enable link status rapid report function on an RRPP port. Use this command (or the undo link-delay 
command, depending on the device model) to set the physical state change suppression interval to 
0 seconds. For more information about the link-delay command (or the undo link-delay 
command), see Interface Command Reference for 10500 switches.  


Perform this task on each node's ports intended for accessing RRPP rings. 


To configure RRPP ports: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view or Layer 2 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 


3. Configure the link type of the 
interface as trunk. port link-type trunk 


By default, the link type of an interface is 
access. 


For more information about the command, 
see Layer 2—LAN Switching Command 
Reference for 10500 switches.  


4. Assign the trunk port to the 
protected VLANs of the RRPP 
domain. 


port trunk permit vlan 
{ vlan-id-list | all } 


By default, a trunk port allows only packets 
from VLAN 1 to pass through. 


RRPP ports always allow packets from the 
control VLANs to pass through. 


For more information about the command, 
see Layer 2—LAN Switching Command 
Reference for 10500 switches.  


5. Disable the spanning tree 
feature. undo stp enable 


By default, the spanning tree feature is 
enabled. 


For more information about the command, 
see Layer 2—LAN Switching Command 
Reference for 10500 switches.  


 


Configuring RRPP nodes 


The maximum number of rings that can be configured on a device in all RRPP domains is 64.  


If a device carries multiple RRPP rings in an RRPP domain, it can only be an edge node or an assistant 
edge node on a subring.  


Specifying a master node 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


2. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


3. Specify the current 
device as the master 
node of the ring, and 
specify the primary port 
and the secondary port. 


ring ring-id node-mode master 
[ primary-port interface-type 
interface-number ] [ secondary-port 
interface-type interface-number ] level 
level-value 


By default, the device is not a 
node of the RRPP ring.  


 


Specifying a transit node 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


3. Specify the current 
device as a transit node 
of the ring, and specify 
the primary port and the 
secondary port. 


ring ring-id node-mode transit 
[ primary-port interface-type 
interface-number ] [ secondary-port 
interface-type interface-number ] level 
level-value 


By default, the device is not a 
node of the RRPP ring.  


 


Specifying an edge node 
When you configure an edge node, you must configure the primary ring before configuring the 
subrings.  


To specify an edge node: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


3. Specify the current 
device as a master node 
or transit node of the 
primary ring, and 
specify the primary port 
and the secondary port. 


ring ring-id node-mode { master | 
transit } [ primary-port interface-type 
interface-number ] [ secondary-port 
interface-type interface-number ] level 
level-value 


By default, the device is not a 
node of the RRPP ring.  


4. Specify the current 
device as the edge node 
of a subring, and specify 
the edge port. 


ring ring-id node-mode edge [ edge-port 
interface-type interface-number ] 


By default, the device is not a 
node of the RRPP ring.  


 


Specifying an assistant edge node 
When you configure an assistant edge node, you must configure the primary ring before configuring 
the subrings.  


To specify an assistant edge node: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


2. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


3. Specify the current device 
as a master node or transit 
node of the primary ring, 
and specify the primary 
port and the secondary 
port. 


ring ring-id node-mode { master | 
transit } [ primary-port interface-type 
interface-number ] [ secondary-port 
interface-type interface-number ] level 
level-value 


By default, the device is not a 
node of the RRPP ring.  


4. Specify the current device 
as the assistant edge node 
of the subring, and specify 
an edge port. 


ring ring-id node-mode assistant-edge 
[ edge-port interface-type 
interface-number ] 


By default, the device is not a 
node of the RRPP ring.  


 


Activating an RRPP domain 


Before you activate an RRPP domain on the current device, enable the RRPP protocol and RRPP rings for 
the RRPP domain on the current device.  


Follow these guidelines when you activate an RRPP domain: 


• Before you enable subrings on a device, you must enable the primary ring. Before you disable the 
primary ring on the device, you must disable all subrings. Otherwise, the system displays error 
prompts. 


• To prevent Hello packets of subrings from being looped on the primary ring, enable the primary 
ring on its master node first. Then enable the subrings on their separate master nodes.  


Perform this task on all nodes in the RRPP domain.  


To activate an RRPP domain: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable RRPP. rrpp enable By default, RRPP is disabled. 


3. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


4. Enable the specified RRPP 
ring. ring ring-id enable 


By default, an RRPP ring is 
disabled. 


 


Configuring RRPP timers 


The Fail timer must be greater than or equal to three times the Hello timer. 


In a dual-homed-ring network, make sure the difference between the Fail timer values on the master 
node of the subring and the master node of the primary ring is greater than twice the Hello timer value 
on the master node of the subring. Otherwise, temporary loops might occur when the primary ring fails.  


Perform this task on the master node of an RRPP domain.  


To configure RRPP timers: 
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter RRPP domain view. rrpp domain domain-id N/A 


3. Configure the Hello timer 
and Fail timer for the RRPP 
domain. 


timer hello-timer 
hello-value fail-timer 
fail-value 


By default, the Hello timer value is 1 second 
and the Fail timer value is 3 seconds. 


 


Configuring an RRPP ring group 


To reduce Edge-Hello traffic, assign subrings with the same edge node and assistant edge node to an 
RRPP ring group. An RRPP ring group must be configured on both the edge node and the assistant edge 
node. It can only be configured on these two types of nodes.  


Follow these guidelines when you configure an RRPP ring group: 


• You can assign a subring to only one RRPP ring group. The RRPP ring groups configured on the 
edge node and the assistant edge node must contain the same subrings. Otherwise, the RRPP ring 
group cannot operate correctly.  


• The subrings in an RRPP ring group must share the same edge node and assistant edge node. The 
edge node and the assistant edge node must have the same SRPTs.  


• Make sure a device is either the edge node or the assistant edge node on the subrings in an RRPP 
ring group.  


• Make sure the RRPP ring groups on the edge node and the assistant edge node have the same 
configurations and activation status.  


• Make sure all subrings in an RRPP ring group have the same SRPTs. If the SRPTs of these subrings 
are different, the RRPP ring group cannot operate correctly.  


Perform this task on both the edge node and the assistant edge node in an RRPP domain.  


To configure an RRPP ring group: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an RRPP ring group 
and enter RRPP ring group 
view. 


rrpp ring-group ring-group-id 
By default, no RRPP ring group is 
created. 


3. Assign the specified subrings 
to the RRPP ring group. domain domain-id ring ring-id-list By default, no subrings are 


assigned to an RRPP ring group. 
 


Displaying and maintaining RRPP 


Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view. 
 


Task Command 


Display brief RRPP information. display rrpp brief 


Display RRPP group configuration information. display rrpp ring-group [ ring-group-id ] 
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Task Command 


Display RRPPDU statistics. display rrpp statistics domain domain-id [ ring 
ring-id ] 


Display detailed RRPP information. display rrpp verbose domain domain-id [ ring 
ring-id ] 


Clear RRPPDU statistics. reset rrpp statistics domain domain-id [ ring ring-id ] 
 


RRPP configuration examples 


Single ring configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 8:  


• Device A, Device B, Device C, and Device D form RRPP domain 1. Specify the primary control 
VLAN of RRPP domain 1 as VLAN 4092. Specify the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1 as 
VLANs 1 through 30.  


• Device A, Device B, Device C, and Device D form primary ring 1. 


• Specify Device A as the master node of primary ring 1, GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port, 
and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. 


• Specify Device B, Device C, and Device D as the transit nodes of primary ring 1. Specify 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port on 
Device B, Device C, and Device D. 


Figure 8 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Device A: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30.  
<DeviceA> system-view 


[DeviceA] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
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[DeviceA] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceA-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1. 
[DeviceA] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device A as the master node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceA] rrpp enable 


2. Configure Device B: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceB> system-view 


[DeviceB] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceB] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceB-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceB-mst-region] active region-configuration 
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[DeviceB-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device B as the transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceB] rrpp enable 


3. Configure Device C: 


Configure Device C in the same way Device B is configured.  


4. Configure Device D: 


Configure Device D in the same way Device B is configured.  


Verifying the configuration 


# Use the display commands to view RRPP configuration and operational information on each device. 


Intersecting ring configuration example 


Network requirements 
As shown in Figure 9:  
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• Device A, Device B, Device C, Device D, and Device E form RRPP domain 1. VLAN 4092 is the 
primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1. RRPP domain 1 protects VLANs 1 through 30. 


• Device A, Device B, Device C, and Device D form primary ring 1. Device B, Device C, and Device 
E form subring 2. 


• Device A is the master node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port 
and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 the secondary port. 


• Device E is the master node of subring 2, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 the secondary port. 


• Device B is the transit node of primary ring 1 and the edge node of subring 2, with 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the edge port.  


• Device C is the transit node of primary ring 1 and the assistant edge node of subring 1, with 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the edge port. 


• Device D is the transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 the secondary port.  


Figure 9 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Device A: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceA> system-view 


[DeviceA] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceA] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceA-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
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# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA] rrpp domain 1  


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device A as the master node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceA] rrpp enable 


2. Configure Device B: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceB> system-view 


[DeviceB] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceB] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceB-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceB-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceB-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 
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[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device B as a transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device B as the edge node of subring 2, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the edge 
port. Enable ring 2.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 enable 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceB] rrpp enable 


3. Configure Device C: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceC> system-view 


[DeviceC] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceC] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceC-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 
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# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device C as a transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device C as the assistant edge node of subring 2, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as 
the edge port. Enable ring 2.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 node-mode assistant-edge edge-port gigabitethernet 
1/0/3 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 enable 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceC] rrpp enable 


4. Configure Device D: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceD> system-view 


[DeviceD] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceD] stp region-configuration 
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[DeviceD-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceD-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceD-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device D as the transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceD] rrpp enable 


5. Configure Device E: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceE> system-view 


[DeviceE] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceE] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceE-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceE-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceE-mst-region] quit 
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# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceE] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceE] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceE] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device E as the master node of subring 2, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 2.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 1 


[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 enable 


[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceE] rrpp enable 


Verifying the configuration 


# Use the display commands to view RRPP configuration and operational information on each device. 


Dual-homed rings configuration example 


Network requirements 
As shown in Figure 10:  


• Device A through Device H form RRPP domain 1. Specify the primary control VLAN of RRPP 
domain 1 as VLAN 4092. Specify the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1 as VLANs 1 through 
30.  


• Device A through Device D form primary ring 1. Device A, Device B, and Device E form subring 2. 
Device A, Device B, and Device F form subring 3. Device C, Device D, and Device G form subring 
4. Device C, Device D, and Device H form subring 5.  
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• Specify Device A, Device E, Device F, Device G, and Device H as the master nodes of Ring 1, Ring 
2, Ring 3, Ring 4, and Ring 5, respectively. Specify GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port 
and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port on the rings.  


• Specify Device A as the edge node of the connected subrings, its GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 and 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 as the edge ports. Specify Device D as the transit node of the primary ring 
and edge node of the connected subrings, its GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 and GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 
as the edge ports. Specify Device B and Device C as the transit node of the primary ring and 
assistant edge nodes of the connected subrings, their GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 and GigabitEthernet 
1/0/4 as the edge ports.  


 


 IMPORTANT: 


Configure the primary and secondary ports on the master nodes correctly to make sure other protocols 
still operate correctly when data VLANs are denied by the secondary ports.  
 


Figure 10 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Device A: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceA> system-view 


[DeviceA] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceA] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceA-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 
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# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] link-delay 0 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo stp enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA] rrpp domain 1  


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device A as the master node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device A as the edge node of subring 2, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 as the edge 
port. Enable subring 2.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 enable 


# Configure Device A as the edge node of subring 3, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the edge 
port. Enable subring 3.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/3 
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[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 enable 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceA] rrpp enable 


2. Configure Device B: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceB> system-view 


[DeviceB] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceB] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceB-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceB-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceB-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] link-delay 0 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo stp enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
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[DeviceB] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device B as the transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device B as the assistant edge node of subring 2, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 as the 
edge port. Enable subring 2.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 node-mode assistant-edge edge-port gigabitethernet 
1/0/4 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 enable 


# Configure Device B as the assistant edge node of subring 3, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the 
edge port. Enable subring 3.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 node-mode assistant-edge edge-port gigabitethernet 
1/0/3 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 enable 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceB] rrpp enable 


3. Configure Device C: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceC> system-view 


[DeviceC] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceC] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceC-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 
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[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] link-delay 0 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device C as the transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device C as the assistant edge node of subring 4, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as 
the edge port. Enable subring 4.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 4 node-mode assistant-edge edge-port gigabitethernet 
1/0/3 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 4 enable 


# Configure Device C as the assistant edge node of subring 5, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 as 
the edge port. Enable subring 5.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 5 node-mode assistant-edge edge-port gigabitethernet 
1/0/4 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 5 enable 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceC] rrpp enable 


4. Configure Device D: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceD> system-view 


[DeviceD] vlan 1 to 30 
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# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceD] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceD-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceD-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceD-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] link-delay 0 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo stp enable 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device D as the transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
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[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device D as the edge node of subring 4, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the edge 
port. Enable subring 4.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 4 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 4 enable 


# Configure Device D as the edge node of subring 5, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 as the edge 
port. Enable subring 5.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 5 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 5 enable 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceD] rrpp enable 


5. Configure Device E: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceE> system-view 


[DeviceE] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceE] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceE-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceE-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceE-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceE] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceE] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceE] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 
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# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device E as the master node of subring 2, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable subring 2.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 1 


[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] ring 2 enable 


[DeviceE-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceE] rrpp enable 


6. Configure Device F: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceF> system-view 


[DeviceF] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceF] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceF-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceF-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceF-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceF] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceF] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceF] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device F as the master node of subring 3, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable subring 3.  
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[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 1 


[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 enable 


[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceF] rrpp enable 


7. Configure Device G: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceG> system-view 


[DeviceG] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceG] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceG-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceG-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceG-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceG] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceG] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceG-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceG] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceG-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceG-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device G as the master node of subring 4, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable subring 4.  
[DeviceG-rrpp-domain1] ring 4 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 1 


[DeviceG-rrpp-domain1] ring 4 enable 


[DeviceG-rrpp-domain1] quit 
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# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceG] rrpp enable 


8. Configure Device H: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceH> system-view 


[DeviceH] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceH] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceH-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceH-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceH-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceH] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceH] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceH-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceH] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 4092 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceH-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 4092 


# Configure the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceH-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device H as the master node of subring 5, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable subring 5.  
[DeviceH-rrpp-domain1] ring 5 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 1 


[DeviceH-rrpp-domain1] ring 5 enable 


[DeviceH-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceH] rrpp enable 
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Verifying the configuration 


# Use the display commands to view RRPP configuration and operational information on each device. 


Load-balanced intersecting-ring configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 11: 


• Device A, Device B, Device C, Device D, and Device F form RRPP domain 1. VLAN 100 is the 
primary control VLAN of the RRPP domain. Device A is the master node of the primary ring, Ring 1. 
Device D is the transit node of Ring 1. Device F is the master node of the subring Ring 3. Device C 
is the edge node of the subring Ring 3. Device B is the assistant edge node of the subring Ring 3.  


• Device A, Device B, Device C, Device D, and Device E form RRPP domain 2. VLAN 105 is the 
primary control VLAN of the RRPP domain. Device A is the master node of the primary ring, Ring 1. 
Device D is the transit node of Ring 1. Device E is the master node of the subring Ring 2. Device C 
is the edge node of the subring Ring 2. Device B is the assistant edge node of the subring Ring 2.  


• Specify VLAN 11 as the protected VLAN of domain 1, and VLAN 12 the protected VLAN of 
domain 2. You can implement VLAN-based load balancing on Ring 1.  


• Ring 2 and Ring 3 have the same edge node and assistant edge node, and the two subrings have 
the same SRPTs. You can add Ring 2 and Ring 3 to an RRPP ring group to reduce Edge-Hello 
traffic.  


Figure 11 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


1. Configure Device A: 


# Create VLANs 11 and 12.  
<DeviceA> system-view 


[DeviceA] vlan 11 to 12 


# Map VLAN 11 to MSTI 1 and VLAN 12 to MSTI 2.  
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[DeviceA] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 11 


[DeviceA-mst-region] instance 2 vlan 12 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceA-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceA-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLANs 11 and 12.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 


# Configure VLAN 11 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 100 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device A as the master node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceA] rrpp domain 2 


# Configure VLAN 105 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain2] control-vlan 105 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 2 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
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[DeviceA-rrpp-domain2] protected-vlan reference-instance 2 


# Configure Device A as the master node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the 
master port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceA-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 level 0 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceA-rrpp-domain2] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceA] rrpp enable 


2. Configure Device B: 


# Create VLANs 11 and 12.  
<DeviceB> system-view 


[DeviceB] vlan 11 to 12 


# Map VLAN 11 to MSTI 1 and VLAN 12 to MSTI 2.  
[DeviceB] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceB-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 11 


[DeviceB-mst-region] instance 2 vlan 12 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceB-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceB-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1.  
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLANs 11 and 12.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 


# Configure VLAN 11 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/3. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 
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# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLAN 12.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 12 


# Configure VLAN 12 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk pvid vlan 12 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/4. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLAN 11.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk permit vlan 11 


# Configure VLAN 11 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 100 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device B as a transit node of primary ring 1 in RRPP domain 1, with GigabitEthernet 
1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device B as the assistant edge node of subring 3 in RRPP domain 1, with 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 as the edge port. Enable subring 3.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 node-mode assistant-edge edge-port gigabitethernet 
1/0/4  


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 enable 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceB] rrpp domain 2 


# Configure VLAN 105 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain2] control-vlan 105 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 2 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
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[DeviceB-rrpp-domain2] protected-vlan reference-instance 2 


# Configure Device B as the transit node of primary ring 1, with GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the 
primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device B as the assistant edge node of subring 2 in RRPP domain 2, with 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the edge port. Enable subring 2.  
[DeviceB-rrpp-domain2] ring 2 node-mode assistant-edge edge-port gigabitethernet 
1/0/3 


[DeviceB-rrpp-domain2] ring 2 enable 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceB] rrpp enable 


3. Configure Device C: 


# Create VLANs 11 and 12.  
<DeviceC> system-view 


[DeviceC] vlan 11 to 12 


# Map VLAN 11 to MSTI 1 and VLAN 12 to MSTI 2.  
[DeviceC] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 11 


[DeviceC-mst-region] instance 2 vlan 12 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceC-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLANs 11 and 12.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 


# Configure VLAN 11 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk pvid vlan 11 
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[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/3. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLAN 12.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 12 


# Configure VLAN 12 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk pvid vlan 12 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/4. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLAN 11.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk permit vlan 11 


# Configure VLAN 11 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/4] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 100 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device C as the transit node of primary ring 1 in RRPP domain 1, with 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. 
Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device C as the edge node of subring 3 in RRPP domain 1, with GigabitEthernet 
1/0/4 as the edge port. Enable subring 3.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 enable 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 2.  
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[DeviceC] rrpp domain 2 


# Configure VLAN 105 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] control-vlan 105 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 2 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] protected-vlan reference-instance 2 


# Configure Device C as the transit node of primary ring 1 in RRPP domain 2, with 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. 
Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 enable 


# Configure Device C as the edge node of subring 2 in RRPP domain 2, with GigabitEthernet 
1/0/3 as the edge port. Enable subring 2.  
[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] ring 2 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] ring 2 enable 


[DeviceC-rrpp-domain2] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceC] rrpp enable 


4. Configure Device D: 


# Create VLANs 11 and 12.  
<DeviceD> system-view 


[DeviceD] vlan 11 to 12 


# Map VLAN 11 to MSTI 1 and VLAN 12 to MSTI 2.  
[DeviceD] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceD-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 11 


[DeviceD-mst-region] instance 2 vlan 12 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceD-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceD-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLANs 11 and 12.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 


# Configure VLAN 11 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 
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[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 11 12 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 100 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device D as the transit node of primary ring 1 in RRPP domain 1, with 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. 
Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceD] rrpp domain 2 


# Configure VLAN 105 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain2] control-vlan 105 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 2 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain2] protected-vlan reference-instance 2 


# Configure Device D as the transit node of primary ring 1 in RRPP domain 2, with 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. 
Enable ring 1.  
[DeviceD-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain2] ring 1 enable 


[DeviceD-rrpp-domain2] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceD] rrpp enable 


5. Configure Device E: 


# Create VLAN 12.  
<DeviceE> system-view 


[DeviceE] vlan 12 


# Map VLAN 12 to MSTI 2.  
[DeviceE-vlan12] quit 


[DeviceE] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceE-mst-region] instance 2 vlan 12 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceE-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceE-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
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[DeviceE] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLAN 12.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 12 


# Configure VLAN 12 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk pvid vlan 12 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceE] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 12 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk pvid vlan 12 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceE] rrpp domain 2 


# Configure VLAN 105 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain2] control-vlan 105 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 2 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 2.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain2] protected-vlan reference-instance 2 


# Configure Device E as the master mode of subring 2 in RRPP domain 2, with GigabitEthernet 
1/0/2 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the secondary port. Enable ring 2.  
[DeviceE-rrpp-domain2] ring 2 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 level 1 


[DeviceE-rrpp-domain2] ring 2 enable 


[DeviceE-rrpp-domain2] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceE] rrpp enable 


6. Configure Device F: 


# Create VLAN 11.  
<DeviceF> system-view 


[DeviceF] vlan 11 


[DeviceF-vlan11] quit 


# Map VLAN 11 to MSTI 1.  
[DeviceF] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceF-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 11 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceF-mst-region] active region-configuration 
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[DeviceF-mst-region] quit 


# Set the physical state change suppression interval to 0 seconds on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceF] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] link-delay 0 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port.  
[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port.  
[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Remove the port from VLAN 1, and assign it to VLAN 11.  
[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 11 


# Configure VLAN 11 as the default VLAN.  
[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceF] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] link-delay 0 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo port trunk permit vlan 1 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 11 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk pvid vlan 11 


[DeviceF-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceF] rrpp domain 1 


# Configure VLAN 100 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


# Configure the VLAN mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLAN of RRPP domain 1.  
[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure Device F as the master node of subring 3 in RRPP domain 1, with GigabitEthernet 
1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Enable subring 3.  
[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 1 


[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] ring 3 enable 


[DeviceF-rrpp-domain1] quit 


# Enable RRPP.  
[DeviceF] rrpp enable 


7. Configure RRPP ring group settings on Device B and Device C: 


# Create RRPP ring group 1 on Device B, and add subrings 2 and 3 to the RRPP ring group.  
[DeviceB] rrpp ring-group 1 


[DeviceB-rrpp-ring-group1] domain 2 ring 2 


[DeviceB-rrpp-ring-group1] domain 1 ring 3 


# Create RRPP ring group 1 on Device C, and add subrings 2 and 3 to the RRPP ring group.  
[DeviceC] rrpp ring-group 1 


[DeviceC-rrpp-ring-group1] domain 2 ring 2 
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[DeviceC-rrpp-ring-group1] domain 1 ring 3 


Verifying the configuration 


# Use the display commands to view RRPP configuration and operational information on each device. 


Troubleshooting RRPP 


Symptom 


When the link state is normal, the master node cannot receive Hello packets, and it unblocks the 
secondary port.  


Analysis 
This symptom is probably caused by the following reasons: 


• RRPP is not enabled on some nodes in the RRPP ring.  


• The domain ID or primary control VLAN ID is not the same on the nodes in the RRPP ring.  


• Some ports are abnormal.  


Solution 
• Use the display rrpp brief command to determine whether RRPP is enabled for all nodes. If it is not, 


use the rrpp enable command and the ring enable command to enable RRPP and RRPP rings for 
all nodes.  


• Use the display rrpp brief command to determine whether the domain ID and primary control 
VLAN ID are the same for all nodes. If they are not, set the same domain ID and primary control 
VLAN ID for the nodes.  


• Use the display rrpp verbose command to examine the link state of each port in each ring.  


• Use the debugging rrpp command on each node to determine whether a port receives or transmits 
Hello packets. If it does not, Hello packets are lost.  


Command reference 


control-vlan 


Use control-vlan to configure the primary control VLAN for the RRPP domain. 


Use undo control-vlan to remove the primary control VLAN from the RRPP domain.  


Syntax 


control-vlan vlan-id 


undo control-vlan 


Default 


No control VLAN exists in the RRPP domain.  


Views 


RRPP domain view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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mdc-admin 


Parameters 


vlan-id: Specifies the ID of the primary control VLAN, in the range of 2 to 4093.  


Usage guidelines 


When you configure control VLANs for an RRPP domain, you only need to configure the primary control 
VLAN. The system automatically configures the secondary control VLAN. It uses the primary control 
VLAN ID plus 1 as the secondary control VLAN ID. For the control VLAN configuration to succeed, 
make sure the IDs of the two control VLANs are consecutive and have not been assigned yet.  


To ensure correct forwarding of RRPPDUs, follow these guidelines: 


• Do not configure the default VLAN of a port accessing an RRPP ring as the control VLAN. 


• Do not enable QinQ or VLAN mapping on the control VLANs.  


After you configure RRPP rings for an RRPP domain, you cannot delete or modify the primary control 
VLAN of the domain. To do so, use the undo control-vlan command. 


Examples 


# Configure VLAN 100 as the primary control VLAN of RRPP domain 1 (assume that VLAN 100 and 
VLAN 101 have not been created yet).  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


display rrpp brief 


Use display rrpp brief to display brief RRPP information. 


Syntax 


display rrpp brief 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Examples 


# Display brief RRPP information.  
<Sysname> display rrpp brief 


 Flags for node mode: M –- Master, T -- Transit, E -- Edge, A -- Assistant-edge 


 


 RRPP protocol status: Enabled 


 


 Domain ID     : 1 


 Control VLAN  : Primary 5, Secondary 6 


 Protected VLAN: Reference instance 0 to 2, 4 
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 Hello timer   : 1 seconds, Fail timer: 3 seconds 


 Fast detection status: Disabled 


 Fast-Hello timer: 20 ms, Fast-Fail timer: 60 ms 


 Fast-Edge-Hello timer: 10 ms, Fast-Edge-Fail timer: 30 ms 


  Ring  Ring   Node  Primary/Common            Secondary/Edge            Enable 


  ID    level  mode  port                      port                      status 


 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  1     1      M     GE1/0/1                   GE1/0/2                   Yes 


 


 Domain ID     : 2 


 Control VLAN  : Primary 10, Secondary 11 


 Protected VLAN: Reference instance 0 to 2, 4 


 Hello timer   : 1 seconds, Fail timer: 3 seconds 


 Fast detection status: Disabled 


 Fast-Hello timer: 10 ms, Fast-Fail timer: 30 ms 


  Ring  Ring   Node  Primary/Common            Secondary/Edge            Enable 


  ID    level  mode  port                      port                      status 


 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  1     0      T     GE1/0/3                   GE1/0/4                   Yes 


  2     1      E     GE1/0/3                   GE1/0/5                   Yes 


                     GE1/0/4 


Table 2 Command output 


Field Description 


Flags for node mode 


RRPP node mode: 


• M—Master node. 
• T—Transit node. 
• E—Edge node. 
• A—Assistant edge node. 


RRPP protocol status 
RRPP status: 


• Enabled—Globally enabled. 
• Disabled—Globally disabled. 


Domain ID RRPP domain ID. 


Control VLAN Primary and secondary control VLANs of the RRPP domain. 


Protected VLAN 
MSTIs corresponding to the VLANs protected by the RRPP domain. To view 
the VLAN-to-instance mappings, use the display stp region-configuration 
command (see Layer 2—LAN Switching Command Reference).  


Hello timer Hello timer value in seconds. 


Fail timer Fail timer value in seconds. 


Fast detection status 
Fast detection status: Enabled or Disabled. This field is not supported. The 
output for this field is invalid. 


Fast-Hello timer Fast-Hello timer value in milliseconds. This field is not supported. The output 
for this field is invalid. 


Fast-Fail timer 
Fast-Fail timer value in milliseconds. This field is not supported. The output 
for this field is invalid. 
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Field Description 


Fast-Edge-Hello timer Fast-Edge-Hello timer value in milliseconds. This field is not supported. The 
output for this field is invalid. 


Fast-Edge-Fail timer Fast-Edge-Fail timer value in milliseconds. This field is not supported. The 
output for this field is invalid. 


Ring ID RRPP ring ID. 


Ring level 
RRPP ring level: 


• 0—Primary ring. 
• 1—Subring. 


Primary/Common port 


This field displays primary ports when the node mode is master node or 
transit node. 


This field displays common ports when the node mode is edge node or 
assistant edge node. 


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 


• The port is not configured on the ring. 
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up. 
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Secondary/Edge port 


This field displays secondary ports when the node mode is master node or 
transit node. 


This field displays edge ports when the node mode is edge node or 
assistant edge node. 


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs:  


• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up. 
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Enable status 
RRPP ring status: 


• Yes—Enabled. 
• No—Disabled. 


 


display rrpp ring-group 


Use display rrpp ring-group to display the RRPP ring group configuration.  


Syntax 


display rrpp ring-group [ ring-group-id ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 
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Parameters 


ring-group-id: Specifies an RRPP ring group by its ID in the range of 1 to 64. If you do not specify this 
argument, the command displays the configuration of all ring groups.  


Usage guidelines 


For an edge node RRPP ring group, this command also displays the subring sending Edge-Hello 
packets.  


Examples 


# Display the configuration of all RRPP ring groups.  
<Sysname> display rrpp ring-group 


 Ring group 1: 


  Domain 1 ring 1 to 3, 5 


  Domain 2 ring 1 to 3, 5 


  Domain 1 ring 1 is the sending ring 


 


 Ring group 2: 


  Domain 1 ring 4, 6 to 7 


  Domain 2 ring 4, 6 to 7 


Table 3 Command output 


Field Description 


Ring group 1 RRPP ring group 1. 


Domain 1 ring 1 to 3, 5 Subrings in the ring group, including rings 1, 2, 3, and 5 in RRPP domain 
1. 


Domain 1 ring 1 is the sending 
ring 


The sending ring of the ring group is ring 1 in RRPP domain 1. 


 


display rrpp statistics 


Use display rrpp statistics to display RRPPDU statistics. 


Syntax 


display rrpp statistics domain domain-id [ ring ring-id ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


domain domain-id: Specifies an RRPP domain by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. 


ring ring-id: Specifies an RRPP ring by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. If you do not specify this option, 
the command displays the RRPPDU statistics for all rings in the specified RRPP domain.  
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Usage guidelines 


If a port belongs to more than one ring, this command collects and displays RRPPDU statistics of the port 
by ring.  


When a ring transits from inactive status to active status, packet counting for the ring restarts.  


Examples 


# Display RRPPDU statistics for all rings in RRPP domain 2.  
<Sysname> display rrpp statistics domain 2 


 Ring ID       : 1 


 Ring level    : 0 


 Node mode     : Master 


 Active status : Yes 


 Primary port  : GE1/0/3 


 Fast-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


 Fast-Edge-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


  Direct Hello     Link     Common     Complete   Edge      Major     Total 


                   down     flush FDB  flush FDB  hello     fault 


 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  Out    16924     0        0          1          0         0         16925 


  In     0         0        0          0          0         0         0 


 Secondary port: GE1/0/4 


 Fast-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


 Fast-Edge-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


  Direct Hello     Link     Common     Complete   Edge      Major     Total 


                   down     flush FDB  flush FDB  hello     fault 


 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  Out    0         0        0          0          0         0         0 


  In     16878     0        0          1          0         0         16879 


 


 Ring ID       : 2 


 Ring level    : 1 


 Node mode     : Edge 


 Active status : No 


 Common port   : GE1/0/3 


 Fast-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


 Fast-Edge-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


  Direct Hello     Link     Common     Complete   Edge      Major     Total 


                   down     flush FDB  flush FDB  hello     fault 


 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  Out    0         0        0          0          0         0         0 


  In     0         0        0          0          0         0         0 


 Common port   : GE1/0/4 


 Fast-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


 Fast-Edge-Hello packets: 0 Sent, 0 Received 


  Direct Hello     Link     Common     Complete   Edge      Major     Total 


                   down     flush FDB  flush FDB  hello     fault 


 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  Out    0         0        0          0          0         0         0 
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  In     0         0        0          0          0         0         0 


 Edge port     : GE1/0/5 


  Direct Hello     Link     Common     Complete   Edge      Major     Total 


                   down     flush FDB  flush FDB  hello     fault 


 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 


  Out    0         0        0          0          0         0         0 


  In     0         0        0          0          0         0         0 


Table 4 Command output 


Field Description 


Ring ID RRPP ring ID. 


Ring level 
RRPP ring level: 


• 0—Primary ring. 
• 1—Subring. 


Node mode 


Node mode: 


• Master node. 
• Transit node. 
• Edge node. 
• Assistant edge node. 


Active status 
RRPP ring status: 


• Yes—Active. 
• No—Inactive. 


Primary port 


The primary port field means the node mode is master node or transit node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 


• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Secondary port 


The secondary port field means the node mode is master node or transit 
node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 


• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Common port 


The common port field means the node mode is edge node or assistant 
edge node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 


• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Edge port 


The edge port field means the node mode is edge node or assistant edge 
node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 


• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  
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Field Description 


Fast-Hello packets 


Fast-Hello packet statistics on the port: 


• Sent—Number of Fast-Hello packets sent out of the port. 
• Received—Number of Fast-Hello packets received on the port. 


This field is not supported. The output for this field is invalid. 


Fast-Edge-Hello packets 


Fast-Edge-Hello packet statistics on the port: 


• Sent—Number of Fast-Edge-Hello packets sent out of the port. 
• Received—Number of Fast-Edge-Hello packets received on the port. 


This field is not supported. The output for this field is invalid. 


Packet direct 
Packet transmission direction on the port:  


• Out—Packet sending direction. 
• In—Packet receiving direction. 


Hello Statistics of Hello packets received/sent on the port. 


Link down Statistics of Link-Down packets received/sent on the port. 


Common flush FDB Statistics of Common-Flush-FDB packets received/sent on the port. 


Complete flush FDB Statistics of Complete-Flush-FDB packets received/sent on the port. 


Edge hello Statistics of Edge-Hello packets received/sent on the port. 


Major fault Statistics of Major-Fault packets received/sent on the port. 


Total 
Total number of packets received/sent on the port. Only Hello, Link-Down, 
Common-Flush-FDB, Complete-Flush-FDB, Edge-Hello, and Major-Fault 
packets of RRPP are counted.  


 


Related commands  


reset rrpp statistics 


display rrpp verbose 


Use display rrpp verbose to display detailed RRPP information. 


Syntax 


display rrpp verbose domain domain-id [ ring ring-id ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


domain domain-id: Specifies an RRPP domain by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. 
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ring ring-id: Specifies an RRPP ring by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. If you do not specify this option, 
the command displays detailed information for all rings in the specified RRPP domain. 


Examples 


# Display detailed information for all rings in RRPP domain 2.  
<Sysname> display rrpp verbose domain 2 


 Domain ID     : 2 


 Control VLAN  : Primary 10, Secondary 11 


 Protected VLAN: Reference instance 3, 5 to 7 


 Hello timer   : 1 seconds, Fail timer: 3 seconds 


 Fast detection status: Disabled 


 Fast-Hello timer: 20 ms, Fast-Fail timer: 60 ms 


 Fast-Edge-Hello timer: 10 ms, Fast-Edge-Fail timer: 30 ms 


 


 Ring ID       : 1 


 Ring level    : 0 


 Node mode     : Master 


 Ring state    : Completed 


 Enable status : Yes, Active status: Yes 


 Primary port  : GE1/0/4                    Port status: UP 


 Secondary port: GE1/0/5                    Port status: BLOCKED 


 


 Ring ID       : 2 


 Ring level    : 1 


 Node mode     : Edge 


 Ring state    : - 


 Enable status : No, Active status: No 


 Common port   : GE1/0/4                    Port status: - 


                 GE1/0/5                    Port status: - 


 Edge port     : GE1/0/3                    Port status: - 


Table 5 Command output 


Field Description  


Domain ID RRPP domain ID. 


Control VLAN 
Control VLANs of the RRPP domain: 


• Primary—Primary control VLAN. 
• Secondary—Secondary control VLAN. 


Protected VLAN 
MSTIs corresponding to the VLANs protected by the RRPP domain. To view the 
VLAN-to-instance mappings, use the display stp region-configuration command 
(see Layer 2—LAN Switching Command Reference).  


Hello timer Hello timer value in seconds. 


Fail timer Fail timer value in seconds. 


Fast detection status Fast detection mechanism status: Enabled or Disabled. This field is not supported. 
The output for this field is invalid. 


Fast-Hello timer Fast-Hello timer value in milliseconds. This field is not supported. The output for this 
field is invalid. 
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Field Description  


Fast-Fail timer Fast-Fail timer value in milliseconds. This field is not supported. The output for this 
field is invalid. 


Fast-Edge-Hello timer Fast-Edge-Hello timer value in milliseconds. This field is not supported. The output 
for this field is invalid. 


Fast-Edge-Fail timer Fast-Edge-Fail timer value in milliseconds. This field is not supported. The output for 
this field is invalid. 


Ring ID RRPP ring ID. 


Ring level 
RRPP ring level: 


• 0—Primary ring. 
• 1—Subring. 


Node mode 


Node mode: 


• Master node. 
• Transit node. 
• Edge node. 
• Assistant edge node. 


Ring state 


RRPP ring state: 


• Completed—The ring is healthy.  
• Failed—The ring is not closed.  


If the ring is not enabled on the device operating as the master node or the device 
is not the master node of the ring, a hyphen (-) is displayed.  


Enable status 
RRPP ring status: 


• Yes—Enabled. 
• No—Disabled. 


Active status 


RRPP ring status.  


• Yes—Active. 
• No—Inactive. 


An RRPP ring can be active only when RRPP and the RRPP ring are both enabled. 
This field also helps you identify whether RRPP is enabled.  


Primary port 


The primary port field means the node mode is master node or transit node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 


• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Secondary port 


The secondary port field means the node mode is master node or transit node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 


• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  
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Field Description  


Common port 


The common port field means the node mode is edge node or assistant edge node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 


• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Edge port 


The edge port field means the node mode is edge node or assistant edge node.  


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 


• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


Port status 


Port status: Down, up, or blocked. 


A hyphen (-) appears when one of the following cases occurs: 


• The ring is inactive. 
• The port is not configured on the ring.  
• The card to which the port belongs has not started up.  
• The port is a member of a link aggregation group.  


 


domain ring 


Use domain ring to configure subrings for an RRPP ring group.  


Use undo domain ring to remove subrings from the RRPP ring group.  


Syntax 


domain domain-id ring ring-id-list 


undo domain domain-id [ ring ring-id-list ] 


Default 


No subring exists in the RRPP ring group.  


Views 


RRPP ring group view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


domain-id: Specifies an RRPP domain by its ID in the range of 1 to 128.  


ring ring-id-list: Specifies a space-separated list of up to 10 RRPP subring ID items. Each item specifies 
an RRPP subring ID or a range of RRPP subring IDs. The value range for RRPP subring IDs is 1 to 128. 
If you do not specify this option, the command removes all subrings from the ring group in the specified 
domain.  


Usage guidelines 


Follow these guidelines when you configure an RRPP ring group on the edge node and the assistant 
edge node:  
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• When you assign an active ring to a ring group, assign it on the assistant edge node first and then 
on the edge node.  


• To remove an active ring from a ring group, remove it on the edge node first and then on the 
assistant edge node.  


• To remove the whole ring group, remove it on the edge node first and then on the assistant edge 
node.  


• When you activate rings in a ring group, activate them on the edge node first and then on the 
assistant edge node. 


• When you deactivate rings in a ring group, deactivate them on the assistant edge node first and 
then on the edge node.  


If you do not follow these guidelines, the assistant edge node might fail to receive Edge-Hello packets 
and consider the primary ring failed even if it did not. 


Examples 


# Create RRPP ring group 1, and add subrings 1, 2, 3, and 5 to domain 1 and domain 2.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp ring-group 1 


[Sysname-ring-group1] domain 1 ring 1 to 3 5 


[Sysname-ring-group1] domain 2 ring 1 to 3 5 


Related commands  


• display rrpp ring-group 


• rrpp ring-group  


protected-vlan 


Use protected-vlan to configure the protected VLANs for the RRPP domain.  


Use undo protected-vlan to remove the protected VLANs from the RRPP domain.  


Syntax 


protected-vlan reference-instance instance-id-list 


undo protected-vlan [ reference-instance instance-id-list ] 


Default 


No protected VLAN is configured for an RRPP domain.  


Views 


RRPP domain view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


reference-instance instance-id-list: Specifies the Multiple Spanning Tree Instances (MSTIs) you want to 
reference in the form of instance-id-list = { instance-id [ to instance-id ] }&<1-10>. The instance-id 
argument is an MSTI ID in the range of 0 to 4094. You can specify up to 10 MSTI IDs or ID ranges. You 
can use the display stp region-configuration command to display the VLAN-to-instance mappings. If 
you do not specify this option, the command removes all MSTIs referenced by the RRPP domain.  
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Usage guidelines 


You can delete or modify the protected VLANs configured for an RRPP domain before and after you 
configure rings for it. However, you cannot delete configurations of all the protected VLANs configured 
for the domain.  


When the VLAN-to-instance mappings change, the protected VLANs of an RRPP domain also change.  


Examples 


# Map VLANs 1 through 30 to MSTI 1, and activate the MST region configuration. Configure VLAN 
100 as the control VLAN of RRPP domain 1. Configure VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the primary control 
VLANs of RRPP domain 1.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] stp region-configuration 


[Sysname-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


[Sysname-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[Sysname-mst-region] quit 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


Related commands  


• display stp region-configuration (Layer 2—LAN Switching Command Reference)  


• rrpp domain 


reset rrpp statistics 


Use reset rrpp statistics to clear RRPPDU statistics. 


Syntax 


reset rrpp statistics domain domain-id [ ring ring-id ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


domain domain-id: Specifies an RRPP domain by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. 


ring ring-id: Specifies an RRPP ring by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. If you do not specify this option, 
the command clears RRPPDU statistics of all RRPP rings in the specified RRPP domain.  


Examples 


# Clear the RRPPDU statistics of ring 10 in RRPP domain 1. 
<Sysname> reset rrpp statistics domain 1 ring 10 


Related commands  


display rrpp statistics 
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ring 


Use ring to configure the node mode of the device, the role of the specified RRPP port, and the level of 
the RRPP ring.  


Use undo ring to delete the RRPP ring. 


Syntax 


ring ring-id node-mode { { master | transit } [ primary-port interface-type interface-number ] 
[ secondary-port interface-type interface-number ] level level-value | { assistant-edge | edge } 
[ edge-port interface-type interface-number ] } 


undo ring ring-id 


Default 


The device is not a node of the RRPP ring.  


Views 


RRPP domain view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ring-id: Specifies an RRPP ring by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. 


master: Specifies the device as the master node of the RRPP ring. 


transit: Specifies the device as the transit node of the RRPP ring. 


primary-port: Specifies the port as a primary port. 


interface-type interface-number: Specifies a port by its type and number.  


secondary-port: Specifies the port as a secondary port. 


level level-value: Specifies an RRPP ring level, 0 for the primary ring and 1 for the subring. 


assistant-edge: Specifies the device as the assistant edge node of the RRPP ring. 


edge: Specifies the device as the edge node of the RRPP ring. 


edge-port: Specifies the edge port for the node. 


Usage guidelines 


The ID of an RRPP ring in a domain must be unique.  


When an RRPP ring is activated, you cannot configure its RRPP ports.  


When you configure the edge node and the assistant edge node, first configure the primary ring, and 
then the subrings.  


The node mode, RRPP port role, and ring level settings of an RRPP ring cannot be modified after they are 
configured. To modify the settings, first remove the current settings.  


Remove all subring configurations before you delete the primary ring configuration of the edge node or 
the assistant edge node. However, an active RRPP ring cannot be deleted. 
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When RRPP is enabled on a device, you must disable the RRPP ring before you can delete it. When 
RRPP is disabled on the device, you can directly delete the RRPP ring, as well as the setting of the ring 
enable command.  


Examples 


# Specify the device as the master node of primary ring 10 in RRPP domain 1. Specify GigabitEthernet 
1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 0 1 2 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] ring 10 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


# Specify the device as the transit node of primary ring 10 in RRPP domain 1. Specify GigabitEthernet 
1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the secondary port. Specify the device as 
the edge node of subring 20 in RRPP domain 1, and specify GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as the edge port. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 0 1 2 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] ring 10 node-mode transit primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] ring 20 node-mode edge edge-port gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


Related commands  


ring enable 


ring enable 


Use ring enable to enable an RRPP ring.  


Use undo ring enable to disable the RRPP ring. 


Syntax 


ring ring-id enable 


undo ring ring-id enable 


Default 


The RRPP ring is disabled. 


Views 


RRPP domain view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ring-id: Specifies an RRPP ring by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. 
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Usage guidelines 


To activate an RRPP ring, you must enable RRPP and the RRPP ring. 


Before you enable subrings on a device, you must enable the primary ring. Before you disable the 
primary ring on the device, you must disable all subrings. Otherwise, the system displays error prompts. 


Examples 


# Enable RRPP ring 10 in RRPP domain 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] control-vlan 100 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] protected-vlan reference-instance 0 1 2 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] ring 10 node-mode master primary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
secondary-port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 level 0 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] ring 10 enable 


Related commands  


rrpp enable 


rrpp domain 


Use rrpp domain to create an RRPP domain and enter its view.  


Use undo rrpp domain to remove an RRPP domain. 


Syntax 


rrpp domain domain-id 


undo rrpp domain domain-id 


Default 


No RRPP domain is created. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


domain-id: Specifies an RRPP domain by its ID in the range of 1 to 128. 


Usage guidelines 


When you delete an RRPP domain, configurations of the control VLANs and protected VLANs are 
deleted at the same time.  


To delete an RRPP domain successfully, make sure it has no RRPP rings.  


Examples 


# Create RRPP domain 1, and enter RRPP domain 1 view.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] 
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Related commands 


• control-vlan 


• protected-vlan 


rrpp enable 


Use rrpp enable to enable RRPP.  


Use undo rrpp enable to disable RRPP. 


Syntax 


rrpp enable 


undo rrpp enable 


Default 


RRPP is disabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


To activate the RRPP domain, enable RRPP and the RRPP rings for the RRPP domain.  


Examples 


# Enable RRPP. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp enable 


Related commands  


ring enable 


rrpp ring-group 


Use rrpp ring-group to create an RRPP ring group and enter its view.  


Use undo rrpp ring-group to remove an RRPP ring group.  


Syntax 


rrpp ring-group ring-group-id 


undo rrpp ring-group ring-group-id 


Default 


No RRPP ring group is created. 


Views 


System view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ring-group-id: Specifies an RRPP ring group ID in the range of 1 to 64.  


Usage guidelines 


When you remove a ring group, remove it on the edge node first and then on the assistant edge node. 
Otherwise, the assistant edge node might fail to receive Edge-Hello packets and consider the primary 
ring failed even if it is not.  


After a ring group is removed, all subrings in the ring group do not belong to any ring group. 


Examples 


# Create RRPP ring group 1 and enter its view.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp ring-group 1 


[Sysname-ring-group1] 


Related commands  


• display rrpp ring-group 


• domain ring 


timer 


Use timer to configure the Hello timer and the Fail timer.  


Use undo timer to restore the default. 


Syntax 


timer hello-timer hello-value fail-timer fail-value 


undo timer 


Default 


The Hello timer is 1 second and the Fail timer is 3 seconds. 


Views 


RRPP domain view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


hello-timer hello-value: Specifies the Hello timer in the range of 1 to 10 seconds. 


fail-timer fail-value: Specifies the Fail timer in the range of 3 to 30 seconds. 


Usage guidelines 


The Fail timer must be greater than or equal to three times the Hello timer. 
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Examples 


# Set the Hello timer to 2 seconds and the Fail timer to 7 seconds for RRPP domain 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] rrpp domain 1 


[Sysname-rrpp-domain1] timer hello-timer 2 fail-timer 7 


New feature: Smart Link 


Overview 


To avoid single-point failures and guarantee network reliability, downstream devices are usually 
dual-homed to upstream devices, as shown in Figure 12. 


Figure 12 Dual uplink network diagram 


 
 


To remove network loops on a dual-homed network, you can use a spanning tree protocol or the Rapid 
Ring Protection Protocol (RRPP). However, convergence time is long with spanning tree protocols, which 
makes it unsuitable for users who have high demand on convergence speed. RRPP can meet demand 
on convergence speed, but it involves complicated networking and configurations and is mainly used in 
ring-shaped networks. 


For more information about spanning tree protocols, see Layer 2—LAN Switching Configuration Guide 
for 10500 switches. 


Smart Link is a feature developed to address the slow convergence issue with STP. It provides link 
redundancy and fast convergence in a dual uplink network, allowing the backup link to take over 
quickly when the primary link fails. Smart Link features subsecond convergence time. 
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A Smart Link device is configured with a smart link group and a transmit control VLAN to transmit flush 
messages. For example, Device C and Device D in Figure 12 are Smart Link devices. 


An associated device supports Smart Link, and receives flush messages sent from the specified control 
VLAN. For example, Device A, Device B, and Device E in Figure 12 are associated devices. 


Terminology 


Smart link group 
A smart link group consists of only two member ports: the primary and the secondary ports. Only one 
port is active for forwarding at a time, and the other port is blocked and in standby state. When link 
failure occurs on the active port due to port shutdown or the presence of unidirectional link, the standby 
port becomes active and takes over. The original active port transits to the blocked state. 


As shown in Figure 12, Port 1 and Port 2 of Device C form a smart link group and those of Device D form 
another. Port 1 is active and Port 2 is standby. 


Primary/secondary port 
Primary port and secondary port are two port types in a smart link group. When both ports in a smart 
link group are up, the primary port preferentially transits to the forwarding state. The secondary port 
stays in standby state. When the primary port fails, the secondary port takes over to forward traffic. 


As shown in Figure 12, Port 1 of Device C and that of Device D are primary ports. Port 2 of Device C 
and that of Device D are secondary ports. 


Primary/secondary link 


The link that connects the primary port in a smart link group is the primary link. The link that connects 
the secondary port is the secondary link. 


Flush message 


When link switchover occurs, the smart link group uses flush messages to notify other devices to refresh 
their MAC address entries and ARP/ND entries. Flush messages are common multicast data packets, 
and will be dropped by a blocked receiving port. 


Protected VLAN 
A smart link group controls the forwarding state of protected VLANs. Each smart link group on a port 
controls a different protected VLAN. The state of the port in a protected VLAN is determined by the state 
of the port in the smart link group. 


Transmit control VLAN 


The transmit control VLAN is used for transmitting flush messages. When link switchover occurs, the 
devices (such as Device C and Device D in Figure 12) send flush messages within the transmit control 
VLAN. 


Receive control VLAN 


The receive control VLAN is used for receiving and processing flush messages. When link switchover 
occurs, the devices (such as Device A, Device B, and Device E in Figure 12) receive and process flush 
messages in the receive control VLAN. In addition, they refresh their MAC address entries and ARP/ND 
entries. 
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How Smart Link works 


Link backup 


As shown in Figure 12, the link on Port 1 of Device C is the primary link. The link on Port 2 of Device C 
is the secondary link. Port 1 is in forwarding state, and Port 2 is in standby state. When the primary link 
fails, Port 2 takes over to forward traffic and Port 1 is blocked and placed in standby state. 


When a port switches to the forwarding state, the system outputs log information to notify the user of the 
port state change. 


Topology change 
Link switchover might outdate the MAC address entries and ARP/ND entries on all devices. The 
following entry update mechanisms are provided to ensure correct packet transmission: 


• Uplink traffic-triggered MAC address learning—Update is triggered by uplink traffic. This 
mechanism is applicable to environments with devices that do not support Smart Link, including 
devices from other vendors. 


• Flush update—A Smart Link-enabled device updates its information by transmitting flush messages 
over the backup link to its upstream devices. This mechanism requires the upstream devices to be 
capable of recognizing Smart Link flush messages to update their MAC address forwarding entries 
and ARP/ND entries. 


Role preemption 


As shown in Figure 12, the link on Port 1 of Device C is the primary link. The link on Port 2 of Device C 
is the secondary link. When the primary link fails, Port 1 is automatically blocked and placed in 
standby state, and Port 2 takes over to forward traffic. When the primary link recovers, one of the 
following actions occurs: 


• If the smart link group is not configured with role preemption, Port 1 stays blocked to keep traffic 
forwarding stable. Port 1 does not take over to forward traffic until the next link switchover. 


• If the smart link group is configured with role preemption, Port 1 takes over to forward traffic as 
soon as its link recovers. Port 2 is automatically blocked and placed in standby state. 


Load sharing 
A ring network might carry traffic of multiple VLANs. Smart Link can forward traffic from different 
VLANs in different smart link groups for load sharing. 


To implement load sharing, you can assign a port to multiple smart link groups. Configure each group 
with a different protected VLAN. Make sure the state of the port is different in these smart link groups, so 
traffic from different VLANs can be forwarded along different paths. 


You can configure protected VLANs for a smart link group by referencing Multiple Spanning Tree 
Instances (MSTIs). For more information about MSTIs, see Layer 2—LAN Switching Configuration Guide 
for 10500 switches. 


Smart Link collaboration mechanisms 


Collaboration between Smart Link and Monitor Link 
Smart Link cannot detect when faults occur on the uplink of the upstream devices or when faults are 
cleared. You can configure the Monitor Link function to monitor the status of the uplink ports of the 
upstream devices. Monitor Link adapts the up/down state of downlink ports to uplink ports, and triggers 
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Smart Link to perform link switchover on the downstream device. For more information about Monitor 
Link, see "New feature: Monitor Link." 


Collaboration between Smart Link and Track 
Smart Link cannot detect unidirectional links, misconnected fibers, or packet loss on intermediate 
devices or network paths of the uplink. It cannot detect when faults are cleared either. To detect link 
status, smart link group member ports must use link detection protocols. When a fault is detected or 
cleared, the link detection protocols inform Smart Link to switch over the links. 


Smart Link collaborates with link detection protocols through track entries. It supports only the Continuity 
Check (CC) function of Connectivity Fault Detection (CFD) to implement link detection. CFD notifies the 
smart link group member ports of fault detection events by using detection VLANs and detection ports. 
A port responds to a continuity check event only when the control VLAN of the smart link group to which 
it belongs matches the detection VLAN. For more information about track entries and the CC function of 
CFD, see High Availability Configuration Guide for 10500 switches. 


Smart Link configuration task list 


Tasks at a glance 


Configuring a Smart Link device: 


• (Required.) Configuring protected VLANs for a smart link group 
• (Required.) Configuring member ports for a smart link group 
• (Optional.) Configuring role preemption for a smart link group 
• (Optional.) Enabling the sending of flush messages 
• (Optional.) Configuring the collaboration between Smart Link and Track 


Configuring an associated device 


• (Required.) Enabling the receiving of flush messages 
 


Configuring a Smart Link device 


Configuration prerequisites 


Before configuring a Smart Link device, complete the following tasks: 


• To prevent loops, shut down a port before configuring it as a smart link group member. You can 
bring up the port only after completing the smart link group configuration. 


• Disable the spanning tree feature and RRPP on the ports you want to add to the smart link group. 
 


 NOTE: 


• A loop might occur on the network during the time when the spanning tree feature is disabled but 
Smart Link has not yet taken effect on a port. 


• If you configure a port as both an aggregation group member and a smart link group member, only 
the aggregation group configuration takes effect. The port is not shown in the output from the display 
smart-link group command. The smart link group configuration takes effect after the port leaves the 
aggregation group. 
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Configuring protected VLANs for a smart link group 


Protected VLANs are configured by referencing MSTIs. The protected VLAN configuration method 
varies by the spanning tree mode:  


• In STP, RSTP, or MSTP mode, you must manually configure the mappings between VLANs and 
MSTIs.  


• In PVST mode, the device automatically maps each VLAN to an MSTI. When the spanning tree 
protocol is disabled globally, all VLANs are automatically mapped to MSTI 0. 


To configure the protected VLANs for a smart link group: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MST region view. stp region-configuration 


Skip this step if the device is 
operating in PVST mode. 


For more information about the 
command, see Layer 2—LAN 
Switching Command Reference for 
10500 switches.  


3. Configure the 
VLAN-to-instance mapping 
table. 


• Method 1: 
instance instance-id vlan 
vlan-list 


• Method 2: 
vlan-mapping modulo 
modulo 


Skip this step if the device is 
operating in PVST mode. 


All VLANs in an MST region are 
mapped to CIST (MSTI 0) by 
default. 


For more information about the 
commands, see Layer 2—LAN 
Switching Command Reference for 
10500 switches.  


4. Manually activate MST region 
configuration. active region-configuration 


Skip this step if the device is 
operating in PVST mode. 


For more information about the 
command, see Layer 2—LAN 
Switching Command Reference for 
10500 switches.  


5. (Optional.) Display the 
currently activated 
configuration information of 
the MST region. 


display stp region-configuration 


Available in any view. 


The output of the command includes 
VLAN-to-instance mappings. 


For more information about the 
command, see Layer 2—LAN 
Switching Command Reference for 
10500 switches.  


6. Return to system view. quit Skip this step if the device is 
operating in PVST mode. 


7. Create a smart link group and 
enter smart link group view. smart-link group group-id N/A 


8. Configure protected VLANs 
for the smart link group. 


protected-vlan reference-instance 
instance-id-list 


By default, no protected VLAN is 
configured for a smart link group.  
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Configuring member ports for a smart link group 


You can configure member ports for a smart link group either in smart link group view or in interface 
view. The configurations made in these two views have the same effect. 


In smart link group view 


To configure member ports for a smart link group in smart link group view: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a smart link group and 
enter smart link group view. smart-link group group-id N/A 


3. Configure member ports for a 
smart link group. 


port interface-type interface-number 
{ primary | secondary } 


By default, no member port is 
configured for a smart link 
group.  


 


In interface view 


To configure member ports for a smart link group in interface view: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface 
view or Layer 2 aggregate 
interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure member ports for a 
smart link group. 


port smart-link group group-id 
{ primary | secondary } 


By default, an interface is not 
a smart link group member.  


 


Configuring role preemption for a smart link group 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter smart link group view. smart-link group group-id N/A 


3. Enable role preemption. preemption mode role 
By default, role preemption is 
enabled. 


4. Configure the preemption 
delay. preemption delay delay 


By default, the preemption delay is 
1 second. 


The preemption delay 
configuration takes effect only 
after role preemption is enabled.  


 


Enabling the sending of flush messages 


Follow these guidelines when you enable the sending of flush messages: 


• The control VLAN configured for a smart link group must be different from the control VLAN 
configured for any other smart link group. 
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• Make sure the configured control VLAN already exists, and assign the smart link group member 
ports to the control VLAN. 


• The control VLAN of a smart link group must also be one of its protected VLANs. Do not remove 
the control VLAN. Otherwise, flush messages cannot be sent correctly. 


To enable the sending of flush messages: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter smart link group 
view. smart-link group group-id N/A 


3. Enable flush update. flush enable [ control-vlan 
vlan-id ] 


By default, flush update is enabled, and 
VLAN 1 is the control VLAN.  


 


Configuring the collaboration between Smart Link and Track 


Smart Link collaborates with the CC function of CFD through track entries to implement link detection. 
Before configuring the collaboration between Smart Link and Track on a port, make sure the port has 
been added to the specified smart link group. 


To configure the collaboration between Smart Link and Track: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view or Layer 2 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure the collaboration 
between Smart Link and Track 
on the port. 


port smart-link group group-id 
track track-entry-number 


By default, the collaboration 
between Smart Link and Track is 
not configured. 


The track entry specified in the 
command must be a track entry 
that has been associated with the 
CC function of CFD.  


 


Configuring an associated device 


Configuration prerequisites 


Disable the spanning tree feature on the associated device's ports that connect to the member ports of 
the smart link group. Otherwise, the ports will discard flush messages when they are not in forwarding 
state if a topology change occurs. 


Enabling the receiving of flush messages 


You do not need to enable all ports on the associated devices to receive flush messages. Enable the 
feature only on all control VLANs of ports on the primary and secondary links between the Smart Link 
device and the destination device. 
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Follow these guidelines when you enable the receiving of flush messages: 


• If no control VLAN is specified for processing flush messages, the device forwards the received 
flush messages without any processing. 


• Make sure the receive control VLAN is the same as the transmit control VLAN configured on the 
Smart Link device. If they are not the same, the associated device will forward the received flush 
messages directly without any processing. 


• Do not remove the control VLANs. Otherwise, flush messages cannot be sent correctly. 


• Make sure the control VLANs are existing VLANs, and assign the ports capable of receiving flush 
messages to the control VLANs. 


To enable the receiving of flush messages: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view or Layer 2 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure the control VLANs 
for receiving flush messages. 


smart-link flush enable 
[ control-vlan vlan-id-list ] 


By default, no control VLAN 
receives flush messages. 


 


Displaying and maintaining Smart Link 


Perform display commands in any view and the reset command in user view: 
 


Task Command 


Display information about the received flush 
messages. 


display smart-link flush 


Display smart link group information. display smart-link group { group-id | all } 


Clear the statistics about flush messages. reset smart-link statistics 


 


Smart Link configuration examples 


Single smart link group configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 13: 


• Device C and Device D are Smart Link devices. Device A, Device B, and Device E are associated 
devices. Traffic of VLANs 1 through 30 on Device C and Device D is dually uplinked to Device A. 


• Configure Smart Link on Device C and Device D for dual uplink backup. 
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Figure 13 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Device C: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceC> system-view 


[DeviceC] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceC] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceC-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] quit 


# Shut down GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] shutdown 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] shutdown 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create smart link group 1, and configure all VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs. 
[DeviceC] smart-link group 1 
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[DeviceC-smlk-group1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the 
secondary port for smart link group 1. 
[DeviceC-smlk-group1] port gigabitethernet1/0/1 primary 


[DeviceC-smlk-group1] port gigabitethernet1/0/2 secondary 


# Enable flush message sending in smart link group 1, and configure VLAN 10 as the transmit 
control VLAN. 
[DeviceC-smlk-group1] flush enable control-vlan 10 


[DeviceC-smlk-group1] quit 


# Bring up GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 again. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo shutdown 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo shutdown 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


2. Configure Device D: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceD> system-view 


[DeviceD] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceD] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceD-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceD-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceD-mst-region] quit 


# Shut down GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] shutdown 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] shutdown 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create smart link group 1, and configure all VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs. 
[DeviceD] smart-link group 1 


[DeviceD-smlk-group1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 
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# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the 
secondary port for smart link group 1. 
[DeviceD-smlk-group1] port gigabitethernet1/0/1 primary 


[DeviceD-smlk-group1] port gigabitethernet1/0/2 secondary 


# Enable flush message sending in smart link group 1, and configure VLAN 20 as the transmit 
control VLAN. 
[DeviceD-smlk-group1] flush enable control-vlan 20 


[DeviceD-smlk-group1] quit 


# Bring up GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 again. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo shutdown 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo shutdown 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


3. Configure Device B: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceB> system-view 


[DeviceB] vlan 1 to 30 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 10 and VLAN 20 as the receive control 
VLANs on the port. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 20 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 20 as the receive control VLAN on the 
port. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 20 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port. 
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[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 10 as the receive control VLAN on the 
port. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


4. Configure Device E: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceE> system-view 


[DeviceE] vlan 1 to 30 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceE] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 10 and VLAN 20 as the receive control 
VLANs on the port. 
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 20 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceE] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port. 
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 10 as the receive control VLAN on the 
port. 
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/3 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceE] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/3 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port. 
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] undo stp enable 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 20 as the receive control VLAN on the 
port. 
[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 20 


[DeviceE-GigabitEthernet1/0/3] quit 


5. Configure Device A: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceA> system-view 


[DeviceA] vlan 1 to 30 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a trunk port. 
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[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 10 and VLAN 20 as the receive control 
VLANs on the port. 
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 20 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 20 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# Display the smart link group configuration on Device C. 
[DeviceC] display smart-link group 1 


Smart link group 1 information: 


  Device ID       : 000f-e23d-5af0 


  Preemption mode : NONE 


  Preemption delay: 1(s) 


  Control VLAN    : 10 


  Protected VLAN  : Reference Instance 1 


 


  Member                  Role      State   Flush-count     Last-flush-time 


  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


  GE1/0/1                 PRIMARY   ACTIVE  5               16:45:20 2012/04/21 


  GE1/0/2                 SECONDARY STANDBY 1               16:37:20 2012/04/21 


# Display the flush messages received on Device B. 
[DeviceB] display smart-link flush 


 Received flush packets                             : 5 


 Receiving interface of the last flush packet       : GigabitEthernet1/0/3 


 Receiving time of the last flush packet            : 16:50:21 2012/04/21 


 Device ID of the last flush packet                 : 000f-e23d-5af0 


 Control VLAN of the last flush packet              : 10 


Multiple smart link groups load sharing configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 14: 


• Device C is a Smart Link device. Device A, Device B, and Device D are associated devices. Traffic 
of VLANs 1 through 200 on Device C is dually uplinked to Device A by Device B and Device D. 


• Implement dual uplink backup and load sharing on Device C. Traffic of VLANs 1 through 100 is 
uplinked to Device A by Device B. Traffic of VLANs 101 through 200 is uplinked to Device A by 
Device D. 
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Figure 14 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Device C: 


# Create VLAN 1 through VLAN 200. 
<DeviceC> system-view 


[DeviceC] vlan 1 to 200 


# Map VLANs 1 through 100 to MSTI 1, and VLANs 101 through 200 to MSTI 2. 
[DeviceC] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 100 


[DeviceC-mst-region] instance 2 vlan 101 to 200 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceC-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] quit 


# Shut down GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] shutdown 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLAN 1 through VLAN 200. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] shutdown 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create smart link group 1, and configure all VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs 
for smart link group 1. 
[DeviceC] smart-link group 1 


Device A


Device DDevice B


GE1/0/1 GE1/0/2


GE1/0/1 GE1/0/1


GE1/0/2 GE1/0/2


Device C


GE1/0/1 GE1/0/2
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[DeviceC-smlk-group1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the 
secondary port for smart link group 1. 
[DeviceC-smlk-group1] port gigabitethernet1/0/1 primary 


[DeviceC-smlk-group1] port gigabitethernet1/0/2 secondary 


# Enable role preemption in smart link group 1, enable flush message sending, and configure 
VLAN 10 as the transmit control VLAN. 
[DeviceC-smlk-group1] preemption mode role 


[DeviceC-smlk-group1] flush enable control-vlan 10 


[DeviceC-smlk-group1] quit 


# Create smart link group 2, and configure all VLANs mapped to MSTI 2 as the protected VLANs 
for smart link group 2. 
[DeviceC] smart-link group 2 


[DeviceC-smlk-group2] protected-vlan reference-instance 2 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the secondary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the 
primary port for smart link group 2. 
[DeviceC-smlk-group2] port gigabitethernet1/0/2 primary 


[DeviceC-smlk-group2] port gigabitethernet1/0/1 secondary 


# Enable role preemption in smart link group 2, enable flush message sending, and configure 
VLAN 110 as the transmit control VLAN. 
[DeviceC-smlk-group2] preemption mode role 


[DeviceC-smlk-group2] flush enable control-vlan 110 


[DeviceC-smlk-group2] quit 


# Bring up GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo shutdown 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo shutdown 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


2. Configure Device B: 


# Create VLAN 1 through VLAN 200. 
<DeviceB> system-view 


[DeviceB] vlan 1 to 200 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 200. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 10 and VLAN 110 as the receive control 
VLANs on the port. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 110 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 
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# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 200. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 10 and VLAN 110 as the receive control 
VLANs on the port. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 110 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


3. Configure Device D: 


# Create VLAN 1 through VLAN 200. 
<DeviceD> system-view 


[DeviceD] vlan 1 to 200 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 200. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 10 and VLAN 110 as the receive control 
VLANs on the port. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 110 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 200. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 10 and VLAN 110 as the receive control 
VLANs on the port. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 110 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


4. Configure Device A: 


# Create VLAN 1 through VLAN 200. 
<DeviceA> system-view 


[DeviceA] vlan 1 to 200 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 200. 
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 10 and VLAN 110 as the receive control 
VLANs on the port. 
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 110 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 
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# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 110 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# Display the smart link group configuration on Device C. 
[DeviceC] display smart-link group all 


Smart link group 1 information: 


  Device ID       : 000f-e23d-5af0 


  Preemption mode : ROLE 


  Preemption delay: 1(s) 


  Control VLAN    : 10 


  Protected VLAN  : Reference Instance 1 


 


  Member                  Role      State   Flush-count     Last-flush-time 


  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


  GE1/0/1                 PRIMARY   ACTIVE  5               16:45:20 2012/04/21 


  GE1/0/2                 SECONDARY STANDBY 1               16:37:20 2012/04/21 


 


Smart link group 2 information: 


  Device ID       : 000f-e23d-5af0 


  Preemption mode : ROLE 


  Preemption delay: 1(s) 


  Control VLAN    : 110 


  Protected VLAN  : Reference Instance 2 


 


  Member                  Role      State   Flush-count     Last-flush-time 


  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


  GE1/0/2                 PRIMARY   ACTIVE  5               16:45:20 2012/04/21 


  GE1/0/1                 SECONDARY STANDBY 1               16:37:20 2012/04/21 


# Display the flush messages received on Device B. 
[DeviceB] display smart-link flush 


 Received flush packets                             : 5 


 Receiving interface of the last flush packet       : GigabitEthernet1/0/2 


 Receiving time of the last flush packet            : 16:25:21 2012/04/21 


 Device ID of the last flush packet                 : 000f-e23d-5af0 


 Control VLAN of the last flush packet              : 10 


Smart Link and Track collaboration configuration example 


Network requirements 
As shown in Figure 15: 


• Device A, Device B, Device C, and Device D form maintenance domain (MD) MD_A of level 5. 
Device C is a Smart Link device, and Device A, Device B, and Device D are associated devices. 
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Traffic of VLANs 1 through 200 on Device C is dually uplinked to Device A by Device B and 
Device D. 


• Configure the collaboration between Smart Link the CC function of CFD through track entries to 
meet the following requirements: 


 Traffic of VLANs 1 through 100 is uplinked to Device A by Device C through GigabitEthernet 
1/0/1 (primary port of smart link group 1). 


 Traffic of VLANs 101 through 200 is uplinked to Device A by Device C through 
GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 (primary port of smart link group 2). 


 When the link between Device C and Device A fails, traffic is quickly switched to the 
secondary port of each smart link group. After the fault is cleared, traffic is switched back to 
the primary ports. 


For more information about CFD, see High Availability Configuration Guide for 10500 switches. 


Figure 15 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Device A: 


# Create VLAN 1 through VLAN 200. 
<DeviceA> system-view 


[DeviceA] vlan 1 to 200 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 200. 
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 10 and VLAN 110 as the receive control 
VLANs on the port. 
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 110 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 


Device A


Device DDevice B GE1/0/1 GE1/0/2
GE1/0/1 GE1/0/1


GE1/0/2 GE1/0/2


Device CGE1/0/1 GE1/0/2


MD_A


Outward-facing  MEP 


User network
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[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 110 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Enable CFD and create MD MD_A of level 5. 
[DeviceA] cfd enable 


[DeviceA] cfd md MD_A level 5 


# Create service instance 1 in which the MA name is based on the VLAN ID in MD_A and 
configure the MA to serve VLAN 10. 
[DeviceA] cfd service-instance 1 ma-id vlan-based md MD_A vlan 10 


# Create a MEP list in service instance 1, create outward-facing MEP 1002, and enable CCM 
sending in service instance 1 on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceA] cfd meplist 1001 1002 service-instance 1 


[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] cfd mep 1002 service-instance 1 outbound 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] cfd cc service-instance 1 mep 1002 enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Create service instance 2 in which the MA name is based on the VLAN ID in MD_A and 
configure the MA to serve VLAN 110. 
[DeviceA] cfd service-instance 2 ma-id vlan-based md MD_A vlan 110 


# Create a MEP list in service instance 2, create outward-facing MEP 1002, and enable CCM 
sending in service instance 2 on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[DeviceA] cfd meplist 2001 2002 service-instance 2 


[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] cfd mep 2002 service-instance 2 outbound 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] cfd cc service-instance 2 mep 2002 enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


2. Configure Device B: 


# Create VLAN 1 through VLAN 200. 
<DeviceB> system-view 


[DeviceB] vlan 1 to 200 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 200. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 10 and VLAN 110 as the receive control 
VLANs on the port. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 110 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 200. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 
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# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 10 and VLAN 110 as the receive control 
VLANs on the port. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 110 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


3. Configure Device C: 


# Create VLAN 1 through VLAN 200. 
<DeviceC> system-view 


[DeviceC] vlan 1 to 200 


# Map VLANs 1 through 100 to MSTI 1 and VLANs 101 through 200 to MSTI 2. 
[DeviceC] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 100 


[DeviceC-mst-region] instance 2 vlan 101 to 200 


# Activate the MST region configuration. 
[DeviceC-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] quit 


# Shut down GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] shutdown 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the port as a trunk port. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 200. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] shutdown 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create smart link group 1, and configure all VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs 
for smart link group 1. 
[DeviceC] smart-link group 1 


[DeviceC-smlk-group1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the 
secondary port for smart link group 1. 
[DeviceC-smlk-group1] port gigabitethernet1/0/1 primary 


[DeviceC-smlk-group1] port gigabitethernet1/0/2 secondary 


# Enable role preemption in smart link group 1, enable flush message sending, and configure 
VLAN 10 as the transmit control VLAN. 
[DeviceC-smlk-group1] preemption mode role 


[DeviceC-smlk-group1] flush enable control-vlan 10 
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[DeviceC-smlk-group1] quit 


# Create smart link group 2, and configure all VLANs mapped to MSTI 2 as the protected VLANs 
for smart link group 2. 
[DeviceC] smart-link group 2 


[DeviceC-smlk-group2] protected-vlan reference-instance 2 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the secondary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the 
primary port for smart link group 2. 
[DeviceC-smlk-group2] port gigabitethernet1/0/2 primary 


[DeviceC-smlk-group2] port gigabitethernet1/0/1 secondary 


# Enable role preemption in smart link group 2, enable flush message sending, and configure 
VLAN 110 as the transmit control VLAN. 
[DeviceC-smlk-group2] preemption mode role 


[DeviceC-smlk-group2] flush enable control-vlan 110 


[DeviceC-smlk-group2] quit 


# Enable CFD and create MD MD_A of level 5. 
[DeviceC] cfd enable 


[DeviceC] cfd md MD_A level 5 


# Create service instance 1 in which the MA name is based on the VLAN ID in MD_A and 
configure the MA to serve VLAN 10. 
[DeviceC] cfd service-instance 1 ma-id vlan-based md MD_A vlan 10 


# Create a MEP list in service instance 1. Create outward-facing MEP 1001, and enable CCM 
sending in service instance 1 on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceC] cfd meplist 1001 1002 service-instance 1 


[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] cfd mep 1001 service-instance 1 outbound 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] cfd cc service-instance 1 mep 1001 enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Create service instance 2 in which the MA name is based on the VLAN ID in MD_A and 
configure the MA to serve VLAN 110. 
[DeviceC] cfd service-instance 2 ma-id vlan-based md MD_A vlan 110 


# Create a MEP list in service instance 2. Create outward-facing MEP 2001. Enable CCM 
sending in service instance 2 on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[DeviceC] cfd meplist 2001 2002 service-instance 2 


[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] cfd mep 2001 service-instance 2 outbound 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] cfd cc service-instance 2 mep 2001 enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create track entry 1 that is associated with the CFD CC function of MEP 1001 in service 
instance 1. 
[DeviceC] track 1 cfd cc service-instance 1 mep 1001 


# Configure the collaboration between the primary port GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 of smart link 
group 1 and the CC function of CFD through track entry 1, and bring up the port. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port smart-link group 1 track 1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo shutdown 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 
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# Create track entry 1 that is associated with the CFD CC function of MEP 1001 in service 
instance 1. 
[DeviceC] track 2 cfd cc service-instance 2 mep 2001 


# Configure the collaboration between the primary port GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 of smart link 
group 2 and the CC function of CFD through track entry 2, and bring up the port. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port smart-link group 2 track 2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo shutdown 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


4. Configure Device D: 


# Create VLAN 1 through VLAN 200. 
<DeviceD> system-view 


[DeviceD] vlan 1 to 200 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 200. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 10 and VLAN 110 as the receive control 
VLANs on the port. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 110 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the port to VLANs 1 through 200. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 200 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the port. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


# Enable flush message receiving and configure VLAN 10 and VLAN 110 as the receive control 
VLANs on the port. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] smart-link flush enable control-vlan 10 110 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# When the optical fiber between Device A and Device B fails, display the smart link group 
configuration on Device C. 
[DeviceC] display smart-link group all 


Smart link group 1 information: 


  Device ID       : 000f-e23d-5af0 


  Preemption mode : ROLE 


  Preemption delay: 1(s) 


  Control VLAN    : 10 


  Protected VLAN  : Reference Instance 1 


 


  Member                  Role      State   Flush-count     Last-flush-time 
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  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


  GE1/0/1                 PRIMARY   DOWN    5               16:45:20 2012/04/21 


  GE1/0/2                 SECONDARY ACTIVE  1               16:37:20 2012/04/21 


 


Smart link group 2 information: 


  Device ID       : 000f-e23d-5af0 


  Preemption mode : ROLE 


  Preemption delay: 1(s) 


  Control VLAN    : 110 


  Protected VLAN  : Reference Instance 2 


 


  Member                  Role      State   Flush-count     Last-flush-time 


  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


  GE1/0/2                 PRIMARY   ACTIVE  5               16:45:20 2012/04/21 


  GE1/0/1                 SECONDARY STANDBY 1               16:37:20 2012/04/21 


The output shows that primary port GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 of smart link group 1 fails, and secondary 
port GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 is in forwarding state. 


Command reference 


display smart-link flush 


Use display smart-link flush to display information about the received flush messages. 


Syntax 


display smart-link flush 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Examples 


# Display information about the received flush messages. 
<Sysname> display smart-link flush 


 Received flush packets                             : 10 


 Receiving interface of the last flush packet       : GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


 Receiving time of the last flush packet            : 19:19:03 2012/04/21 


 Device ID of the last flush packet                 : 000f-e200-8500 


 Control VLAN of the last flush packet              : 1 
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Table 6 Command output 


Field Description 


Received flush packets Total number of received flush messages. 


Receiving interface of the last flush packet Port that received the last flush message. 


Receiving time of the last flush packet Time when the last flush message was received. 


Device ID of the last flush packet Device ID carried in the last flush message. 


Control VLAN of the last flush packet Control VLAN ID carried in the last flush message. 
 


Related commands 


reset smart-link statistics 


display smart-link group 


Use display smart-link group to display information about the specified or all smart link groups. 


Syntax 


display smart-link group { group-id | all } 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


group-id: Specifies a smart link group. The value range for the group-id argument is 1 to 48. 


all: Displays information about all smart link groups. 


Usage guidelines 


Do not configure a port as a member of an aggregation group and a smart link group at the same time. 
Otherwise, the port cannot become the smart link group member, and you cannot view the port by 
using the display smart-link group command. 


Examples 


# Display information about smart link group 1. 
<Sysname> display smart-link group 1 


Smart link group 1 information: 


  Device ID       : 0011-2200-0001 


  Preemption mode : NONE 


  Preemption delay: 1(s) 


  Control VLAN    : 1 


  Protected VLAN  : Reference Instance 2, 4 


 


  Member                  Role      State   Flush-count     Last-flush-time 
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  ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 


  GE1/0/1                 PRIMARY   ACTIVE  1               16:45:20 2012/04/21 


  GE1/0/2                 SECONDARY STANDBY 2               16:37:20 2012/04/21 


Table 7 Command output 


Field Description 


Smart link group 1 information Information about smart link group 1. 


Preemption mode Preemption mode, which can be ROLE for preemption enabled or NONE 
for preemption disabled. 


Preemption delay Preemption delay time, in seconds. 


Control-VLAN Control VLAN ID. 


Protected VLAN 
Protected VLANs of the smart link group. Referenced Multiple Spanning 
Tree Instances (MSTIs) are displayed. To view the VLANs mapped to the 
referenced MSTIs, use the display stp region-configuration command.  


Member Member port of the smart link group. 


Role Port role: primary or secondary. 


State Port state: active, down, or standby. 


Flush-count Number of transmitted flush messages. 


Last-flush-time 
Time when the last flush message was transmitted (NA indicates that no 
flush message has been transmitted). 


 


flush enable 


Use flush enable to enable flush update. 


Use undo flush enable to disable flush update. 


Syntax 


flush enable [ control-vlan vlan-id ] 


undo flush enable 


Default 


Flush update is enabled for smart link groups, and VLAN 1 is used for flush message transmission. 


Views 


Smart link group view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


control-vlan vlan-id: Specifies the control VLAN used for transmitting flush messages. The vlan-id 
argument represents the control VLAN ID in the range of 1 to 4094. 


Usage guidelines 


You must configure different control VLANs for different smart link groups. 
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• Make sure the configured control VLAN already exists, and assign the smart link group member 
ports to the control VLAN. 


• The control VLAN of a smart link group must also be one of its protected VLANs. Do not remove 
the control VLAN. Otherwise, flush messages cannot be sent correctly. 


Examples 


# Disable flush update for smart link group 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] smart-link group 1 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] undo flush enable 


Related commands 


smart-link flush enable 


port 


Use port to assign the specified port as the primary or secondary port of the current smart link group. 


Use undo port to remove the specified port from the smart link group. 


Syntax 


port interface-type interface-number { primary | secondary } 


undo port interface-type interface-number 


Default 


A smart link group has no member ports. 


Views 


Smart link group view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


interface-type interface-number: Specifies a port by its type and number, which can be a Layer 2 
Ethernet interface or Layer 2 aggregate interface. 


primary: Specifies a port as the primary port. 


secondary: Specifies a port as the secondary port. 


Usage guidelines 


Disable the spanning tree feature and RRPP on the ports you want to add to the smart link group. You 
cannot enable the spanning tree feature or RRPP on a smart link group member port. 


If you configure a port as both an aggregation group member and a smart link group member, only 
the aggregation group configuration takes effect. The port is not shown in the output from the display 
smart-link group command. The smart link group configuration takes effect after the port leaves the 
aggregation group. 


You can also assign a port to a smart link group by using the port smart-link group command in 
interface view. 
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Examples 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the secondary port of smart link group 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


[Sysname] smart-link group 1 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] protected-vlan reference-instance 0 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 secondary 


Related commands 


port smart-link group 


port smart-link group 


Use port smart-link group to configure the current port as a member of the specified smart link group. 


Use undo port smart-link group to remove the port from the specified smart link group. 


Syntax 


port smart-link group group-id { primary | secondary } 


undo port smart-link group group-id 


Default 


A port is not a smart link group member. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


group-id: Specifies a smart link group. The value range for the group-id argument is 1 to 48. 


primary: Specifies the port as the primary port. 


secondary: Specifies the port as the secondary port. 


Usage guidelines 


Disable the spanning tree feature and RRPP on the ports you want to add to the smart link group. You 
cannot enable the spanning tree feature or RRPP on a smart link group member port. 


Do not configure a port as a member of an aggregation group and a smart link group at the same time. 
Otherwise, the port cannot become the smart link group member, and you cannot view the port by 
using the display smart-link group command. 


You can assign a port to a smart link group by using the port command in smart link group view. 


Examples 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port of smart link group 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 
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[Sysname] smart-link group 1 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] protected-vlan reference-instance 0 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] quit 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port smart-link group 1 primary 


# Configure Layer 2 aggregate interface 1 as the primary port of smart link group 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] smart-link group 1 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] protected-vlan reference-instance 0 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] quit 


[Sysname] interface bridge-aggregation 1 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] undo stp enable 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] port smart-link group 1 primary 


Related commands 


port 


port smart-link group track 


Use port smart-link group track to configure the collaboration between a smart link group member port 
and a track entry. 


Use undo port smart-link group track to remove the collaboration. 


Syntax 


port smart-link group group-id track track-entry-number 


undo port smart-link group group-id track track-entry-number 


Default 


Smart link group member ports do not collaborate with any track entry. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


group-id: Specifies a smart link group. The value range for the group-id argument is 1 to 48. 


track-entry-number: Specifies the ID of a track entry that has been associated with the CC function of 
CFD. 


Usage guidelines 


Smart Link collaborates with link detection protocols through track entries. It supports only the CC 
function of CFD to implement link detection. To associate the CC function of CFD with a track entry, use 
the track cfd command. 


Before configuring the collaboration between Smart Link and Track on a port, make sure the port has 
been added to the specified smart link group. 
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Examples 


# Configure the collaboration between GigabitEthernet 1/0/1, the primary port of smart link group 1, 
and the CC function of CFD through track entry 1 to detect the link status. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] track 1 cfd cc service-instance 100 mep 2 


[Sysname] smart-link group 1 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] protected-vlan reference-instance 0 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] quit 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port smart-link group 1 primary 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port smart-link group 1 track 1 


# Configure the collaboration between bridge-aggregation 1, the primary port of smart link group 1, 
and the CC function of CFD through track entry 1 to detect the link status. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] track 1 cfd cc service-instance 100 mep 2 


[Sysname] smart-link group 1 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] protected-vlan reference-instance 0 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] quit 


[Sysname] interface bridge-aggregation 1 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] undo stp enable 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] port smart-link group 1 primary 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] port smart-link group 1 track 1 


Related commands 


track cfd 


preemption delay 


Use preemption delay to set the preemption delay. 


Use undo preemption delay to restore the default. 


Syntax 


preemption delay delay 


undo preemption delay 


Default 


The preemption delay is 1 second. 


Views 


Smart link group view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


delay: Specifies the preemption delay in the range of 0 to 300 seconds. 
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Usage guidelines 


The preemption delay configuration takes effect only after role preemption is enabled. 


When role preemption is enabled, and after the preemption delay is set, the primary port waits for a 
specific period before taking over to collaborate with the switchover of upstream devices. 


Examples 


# Enable role preemption and set the preemption delay to 10 seconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] smart-link group 1 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] preemption mode role 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] preemption delay 10 


Related commands 


preemption mode 


preemption mode 


Use preemption mode to enable role preemption. 


Use undo preemption mode to disable role preemption. 


Syntax 


preemption mode role 


undo preemption mode 


Default 


Role preemption is enabled. 


Views 


Smart link group view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


role: Configures the role preemption mode, which enables the primary port to preempt the secondary 
port in active state. 


Examples 


# Enable the role preemption mode. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] smart-link group 1 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] preemption mode role 


protected-vlan 


Use protected-vlan to configure protected VLANs for a smart link group. 


Use undo protected-vlan to remove the protected VLAN configuration of the smart link group. 
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Syntax 


protected-vlan reference-instance instance-id-list 


undo protected-vlan [ reference-instance instance-id-list ] 


Default 


No protected VLAN is configured for a smart link group. 


Views 


Smart link group view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


reference-instance instance-id-list: Specifies the MSTIs to be referenced in the form of instance-id-list = 
{ instance-id [ to instance-id ] }&<1-10>. instance-id is an MSTI ID in the range of 0 to 4094. An MSTI ID 
of 0 represents the common internal spanning tree (CIST). &<1-10> means that you can specify up to 10 
MSTI IDs or ID ranges. You can use the display stp region-configuration command to display the 
instance-to-VLAN mappings. 


Usage guidelines 


If the reference-instance instance-id-list option is specified, the undo protected-vlan command removes 
configuration of VLANs mapped to the specified MSTIs. Otherwise, the command removes 
configuration of all protected VLANs. 


Before assigning ports to a smart link group, configure protected VLANs for the smart link group. 


You can remove the protected VLAN configuration of a smart link group when the group is empty but 
not after a member port is assigned to it. 


Removing a smart link group also removes its protected VLAN configuration. 


If the VLANs mapped to a referenced MSTI change, the protected VLANs also change. 


The VLANs to which the member ports of a smart link group belong must be configured as the protected 
VLANs of the smart link group. 


Examples 


# Map VLANs 1 through 30 to MSTI 1, and activate the MST region configuration. Configure the 
VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected VLANs of smart link group 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] stp region-configuration 


[Sysname-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


[Sysname-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[Sysname-mst-region] quit 


[Sysname] smart-link group 1 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


Related commands 


• display stp region-configuration (Layer 2—LAN Switching Command Reference) 


• smart-link group 
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reset smart-link statistics 


Use reset smart-link statistics to clear the statistics about flush messages. 


Syntax 


reset smart-link statistics 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Examples 


# Clear the statistics about flush messages. 
<Sysname> reset smart-link statistics 


Related commands 


display smart-link flush 


smart-link flush enable 


Use smart-link flush enable to enable the flush message receiving function. 


Use undo smart-link flush enable to remove the configuration. 


Syntax 


smart-link flush enable [ control-vlan vlan-id-list ] 


undo smart-link flush enable [ control-vlan vlan-id-list ] 


Default 


Flush messages are not processed. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


control-vlan vlan-id-list: Specifies the control VLANs used for receiving flush messages. The default is 1. 
The vlan-id-list is expressed in the form of vlan-id-list = { vlan-id [ to vlan-id ] }&<1-10>. The vlan-id 
argument represents the control VLAN ID in the range of 1 to 4094. &<1-10> indicates that you can 
provide up to 10 VLAN IDs or VLAN ID lists. 


Examples 


# Enable GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 to process the flush messages received in VLAN 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] smart-link flush enable 
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# Enable Layer 2 aggregate interface 1 to process the flush messages received in VLAN 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface bridge-aggregation 1 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] smart-link flush enable 


Related commands 


flush enable 


smart-link group 


Use smart-link group to create a smart link group and enter smart link group view. 


Use undo smart-link group to remove a smart link group. 


Syntax 


smart-link group group-id 


undo smart-link group group-id 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


group-id: Specifies a smart link group. The value range for the group-id argument is 1 to 48. 


Usage guidelines 


You cannot remove a smart link group with member ports. 


Examples 


# Create smart link group 1 and enter smart link group view. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] smart-link group 1 


[Sysname-smlk-group1] 


New feature: Monitor Link 


Overview 


Monitor Link associates the state of downlink interfaces with the state of uplink interfaces in a monitor 
link group. When Monitor Link shuts down the downlink interfaces because of an uplink failure, the 
downstream device changes connectivity to another link. 
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Figure 16 Monitor Link application scenario 


 
 


A monitor link group contains uplink and downlink interfaces. An interface can belong to only one 
monitor link group. 


• Uplink interfaces are the monitored interfaces. The state of a monitor link group is associated with 
the state of its member uplink interfaces. When a monitor link group contains no uplink interface 
or all the uplink interfaces are down, the monitor link group goes down. As long as one member 
uplink interface is up, the monitor link group stays up. 


• Downlink interfaces are the monitoring interfaces. The state of the downlink interfaces is 
associated with the state of the monitor link group. When the state of the monitor link group 
changes, the state of its member downlink interfaces changes to be consistent with the group state. 


As shown in Figure 16: 


• Port 1 and Port 2 of Device B form a monitor link group. 


• Port 1 and Port 2 of Device D form another monitor link group. 


• Port 1 is an uplink interface on both devices, and Port 2 is a downlink interface on both devices. 


A monitor link group works independently of other monitor link groups. When a monitor link group 
does not contain any uplink interface or all its uplink interfaces are down, the monitor link group goes 
down. It forces all downlink interfaces down at the same time. When any uplink interface comes up, the 
monitor link group comes up and brings up all the downlink interfaces. 


Configuring Monitor Link 


Follow these restrictions and guidelines when you configure Monitor Link: 


• Do not manually shut down or bring up the downlink interfaces in a monitor link group. 


• To avoid frequent state changes of downlink interfaces in the event that uplink interfaces in the 
monitor link group flap, you can configure a switchover delay. The switchover delay is the time that 
the downlink interfaces wait before they come up following an uplink interface. 
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Creating a monitor link group 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a monitor link group 
and enter monitor link group 
view. 


monitor-link group group-id 
By default, no monitor link 
group is created. 


 


Configuring monitor link group member interfaces 


You can configure member interfaces for a monitor link group in monitor link group view or interface 
view. Configurations made in these views have the same effect. The configuration is supported by the 
following interfaces: 


• Layer 2 Ethernet interfaces and Layer 2 aggregate interfaces 


• Layer 3 Ethernet interfaces and Layer 3 aggregate interfaces 


Follow these guidelines when you configure monitor link group member interfaces: 


• Do not add an aggregate interface and its member ports to the same monitor link group. 
Otherwise, the Monitor Link operation might be interrupted. 


• An interface can be assigned to only one monitor link group. 


• To avoid undesired down/up state changes on the downlink interfaces, configure uplink interfaces 
before you configure downlink interfaces. 


In monitor link group view 


To configure member interfaces for a monitor link group in monitor link group view: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter monitor link group view. monitor-link group group-id N/A 


3. Configure member interfaces 
for the monitor link group. 


port interface-type 
interface-number { downlink | 
uplink } 


By default, a monitor link group 
has no member interfaces.  


 


In interface view 
To configure member interfaces for a monitor link group in interface view: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure the current interface 
as a member of a monitor link 
group. 


port monitor-link group group-id 
{ downlink | uplink } 


By default, the interface is not a 
monitor link group member.  
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Configuring the switchover delay for the downlink interfaces in a monitor link 
group 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter monitor link group view. monitor-link group group-id N/A 


3. Configure the switchover delay 
for the downlink interfaces in 
the monitor link group. 


downlink up-delay delay 


By default, the switchover delay 
is 0 seconds. The downlink 
interfaces come up as soon as an 
uplink interface comes up.  


 


Displaying and maintaining Monitor Link 


Execute the display command in any view: 
 


Task Command 


Display monitor link group information. display monitor-link group { group-id | all } 


 


Monitor Link configuration example 


Network requirements 
As shown in Figure 17: 


• Device C is a Smart Link device, and Device A, Device B, and Device D are associated devices. 
Traffic of VLANs 1 through 30 on Device C is dual-uplinked to Device A through a smart link 
group. 


• Implement dual uplink backup on Device C. When the link between Device A and Device B (or 
Device D) fails, Device C can detect the link fault. It then performs uplink switchover in the smart 
link group. 


For more information about Smart Link, see High Availability Configuration Guide for 10500 switches. 


Figure 17 Network diagram 
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Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Device C: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceC> system-view 


[DeviceC] vlan 1 to 30 


# Map these VLANs to MSTI 1. 
[DeviceC] stp region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] instance 1 vlan 1 to 30 


# Activate MST region configuration. 
[DeviceC-mst-region] active region-configuration 


[DeviceC-mst-region] quit 


# Shut down GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] shutdown 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on the interface. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo stp enable 


# Configure the interface as a trunk port. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the interface to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] shutdown 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create smart link group 1, and configure all the VLANs mapped to MSTI 1 as the protected 
VLANs for smart link group 1. 
[DeviceC] smart-link group 1 


[DeviceC-smlk-group1] protected-vlan reference-instance 1 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as the primary port and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as the 
secondary port for smart link group 1. 
[DeviceC-smlk-group1] port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 primary 


[DeviceC-smlk-group1] port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 secondary 


# Enable the smart link group to transmit flush messages. 
[DeviceC-smlk-group1] flush enable 


[DeviceC-smlk-group1] quit 


# Bring up GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 again. 
[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo shutdown 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


[DeviceC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo shutdown 
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[DeviceC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


2. Configure Device A: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceA> system-view 


[DeviceA] vlan 1 to 30 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the interface to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


# Enable flush message receiving on the interface. 
[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] smart-link flush enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 in the same way GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is configured. 
[DeviceA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] smart-link flush enable 


[DeviceA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


3. Configure Device B: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceB> system-view 


[DeviceB] vlan 1 to 30 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the interface to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


# Enable flush message receiving on the interface. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] smart-link flush enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[DeviceB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


# Configure the interface as a trunk port. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the interface to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


# Enable flush message receiving on the interface. 
[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] smart-link flush enable 


[DeviceB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create monitor link group 1. 
[DeviceB] monitor-link group 1 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as an uplink interface for monitor link group 1. 
[DeviceB-mtlk-group1] port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 uplink 
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# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as a downlink interface for monitor link group 1. 
[DeviceB-mtlk-group1] port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 downlink 


[DeviceB-mtlk-group1] quit 


4. Configure Device D: 


# Create VLANs 1 through 30. 
<DeviceD> system-view 


[DeviceD] vlan 1 to 30 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a trunk port. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the interface to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


# Enable flush message receiving on the interface. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] smart-link flush enable 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Disable the spanning tree feature on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[DeviceD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] undo stp enable 


# Configure the interface as a trunk port. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port link-type trunk 


# Assign the interface to VLANs 1 through 30. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port trunk permit vlan 1 to 30 


# Enable flush message receiving on the interface. 
[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] smart-link flush enable 


[DeviceD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Create monitor link group 1. 
[DeviceD] monitor-link group 1 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as an uplink interface for monitor link group 1. 
[DeviceD-mtlk-group1] port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 uplink 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as a downlink interface for monitor link group 1. 
[DeviceD-mtlk-group1] port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 downlink 


[DeviceD-mtlk-group1] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# When GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 on Device A goes down because of a link fault, verify information 
about monitor link group 1 on Device B. 
[DeviceB] display monitor-link group 1 


Monitor link group 1 information: 


  Group status     : UP 


  Downlink up-delay: 0(s) 


  Last-up-time     : 16:38:26 2012/4/21 


  Last-down-time   : 16:37:20 2012/4/21 


 


  Member                    Role       Status 


  -------------------------------------------- 


  GE1/0/1                   UPLINK     UP 
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  GE1/0/2                   DOWNLINK   UP 


# Verify information about monitor link group 1 on Device D. 
[DeviceD] display monitor-link group 1 


Monitor link group 1 information: 


  Group status     : DOWN 


  Downlink up-delay: 0(s) 


  Last-up-time     : 16:37:20 2012/4/21 


  Last-down-time   : 16:38:26 2012/4/21 


 


  Member                    Role       Status 


  -------------------------------------------- 


  GE1/0/1                   UPLINK     DOWN 


  GE1/0/2                   DOWNLINK   DOWN 


Command reference 


display monitor-link group 


Use display monitor-link group to display monitor link group information. 


Syntax 


display monitor-link group { group-id | all } 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


group-id: Specifies a monitor link group. The value range for the group-id argument is 1 to 16. 


all: Specifies all monitor link groups. 


Usage guidelines 


This command does not display information about ports that belong to a link aggregation group. 


Examples 


# Display information about monitor link group 1. 
<Sysname> display monitor-link group 1 


Monitor link group 1 information: 


  Group status     : UP 


  Downlink up-delay: 0(s) 


  Last-up-time     : 16:38:26 2012/4/21 


  Last-down-time   : 16:37:20 2012/4/21 
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  Member                    Role       Status 


  -------------------------------------------- 


  GE1/0/1                   UPLINK     UP 


  GE1/0/2                   DOWNLINK   UP 


Table 8 Command output 


Field Description 


Monitor link group 1 information Information about monitor link group 1. 


Group status Monitor link group state, which can be up or down. 


Downlink up-delay 
Switchover delay of the downlink interfaces in the monitor link 
group, in seconds. 


Last-up-time Last time when the monitor link group was up. 


Last-down-time Last time when the monitor link group was down. 


Member Member interfaces of the monitor link group. 


Role 
Interface role, which can be uplink interface or downlink 
interface. 


Status Member link state, which can be up or down. 
 


downlink up-delay 


Use downlink up-delay to configure the switchover delay for the downlink interfaces in a monitor link 
group. 


Use undo downlink up-delay to restore the default. 


Syntax 


downlink up-delay delay 


undo downlink up-delay 


Default 


The switchover delay is 0 seconds. The downlink interfaces come up as soon as an uplink interface in 
the monitor link group comes up. 


Views 


Monitor link group view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


delay: Specifies the switchover delay in the range of 1 to 300 seconds. 


Usage guidelines 


To avoid frequent state changes of downlink interfaces in the event that the uplink interfaces in the 
monitor link group flap, you can configure a switchover delay. The switchover delay is the time that the 
downlink interfaces wait before they come up following an uplink interface. 
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Examples 


# Configure the switchover delay for the downlink interfaces in monitor link group 1 as 50 seconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] monitor-link group 1 


[Sysname-mtlk-group1] downlink up-delay 50 


monitor-link group 


Use monitor-link group to create a monitor link group and enter monitor link group view. 


Use undo monitor-link group to remove a monitor link group. 


Syntax 


monitor-link group group-id 


undo monitor-link group group-id 


Default 


No monitor link group is created. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


group-id: Specifies a monitor link group. The value range for the group-id argument is 1 to 16. 


Examples 


# Create monitor link group 1 and enter the view of monitor link group 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] monitor-link group 1 


[Sysname-mtlk-group1] 


port 


Use port to assign an interface to the monitor link group. 


Use undo port to remove an interface from the monitor link group. 


Syntax 


port interface-type interface-number { downlink | uplink } 


undo port interface-type interface-number 


Default 


A monitor link group has no member interfaces. 


Views 


Monitor link group view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


interface-type: Specifies an interface by its type. The interface type can be Layer 2 Ethernet interface, 
Layer 3 Ethernet interface, Layer 2 aggregate interface, Layer 3 aggregate interface. 


downlink: Specifies a downlink interface. 


uplink: Specifies an uplink interface. 


Usage guidelines 


To avoid interrupting Monitor Link operation, do not assign the aggregate interface and member ports 
of an aggregate group to the same monitor link group. 


An interface can be assigned to only one monitor link group. 


You can also assign an interface to a monitor link group by using the port monitor-link group command 
in interface view. 


Examples 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as an uplink interface and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as a downlink 
interface for monitor link group 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] monitor-link group 1 


[Sysname-mtlk-group1] port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 uplink 


[Sysname-mtlk-group1] port gigabitethernet 1/0/2 downlink 


Related commands 


port monitor-link group 


port monitor-link group 


Use port monitor-link group to assign the current interface to a monitor link group as a member 
interface. 


Use undo port monitor-link group to remove the current interface from a monitor link group. 


Syntax 


port monitor-link group group-id { downlink | uplink } 


undo port monitor-link group group-id 


Default 


The interface is not a monitor link group member. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Layer 3 Ethernet interface 


Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Layer 3 aggregate interface 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


group-id: Specifies a monitor link group. The value range for the group-id argument is 1 to 16. 


downlink: Specifies a downlink interface. 


uplink: Specifies an uplink interface. 


Usage guidelines 


To avoid interrupting Monitor Link operation, do not add an aggregate interface and its member ports 
to the same monitor link group. 


An interface can be assigned to only one monitor link group. 


You can also assign an interface to a monitor link group with the port command in monitor link group 
view. 


Examples 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as an uplink interface and GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as a downlink 
interface for monitor link group 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] monitor-link group 1 


[Sysname-mtlk-group1] quit 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port monitor-link group 1 uplink 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] port monitor-link group 1 downlink 


Related commands 


port 


New feature: VRRP 


Overview 


Typically, you can configure a default gateway for every host on a LAN. All packets destined for other 
networks are sent through the default gateway. As shown in Figure 18, when the default gateway fails, 
no hosts can communicate with external networks. 
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Figure 18 LAN networking 


 
 


Using a default gateway facilitates your configuration but requires high availability. Using more egress 
gateways improves link availability but introduces the problem of routing among the egresses. 


Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) is designed to address this issue. VRRP adds a group of 
network gateways to a VRRP group called a virtual router. A VRRP group comprises one master and 
multiple backups, but has only one virtual IP address. The hosts on the subnet only need to configure this 
virtual IP address as their default network gateway for communicating with external networks.  


The virtual IP address of the virtual router can be either of the following IP addresses: 


• Unused IP address on the subnet where the VRRP group resides. 


• IP address of an interface on a router in the VRRP group.  


In the latter case, the router is called the IP address owner. A VRRP group can have only one IP address 
owner. 


VRRP avoids single points of failure and simplifies the configuration on hosts. When the master in the 
VRRP group on a multicast or broadcast LAN (for example, an Ethernet network) fails, another router in 
the VRRP group takes over. The switchover is complete without causing dynamic route recalculation, 
route re-discovery, gateway reconfiguration on the hosts, or traffic interruption.  


VRRP operates in either of the following modes: 


• Standard mode—Implemented based on RFCs. For more information, see "VRRP standard mode." 


• Load balancing mode—Extends the VRRP standard mode to distribute load across VRRP group 
members. For more information, see "VRRP load balancing mode." 


VRRP has two versions: VRRPv2 and VRRPv3. VRRPv2 supports IPv4 VRRP. VRRPv3 supports IPv4 VRRP 
and IPv6 VRRP.  


VRRP standard mode 


In VRRP standard mode, only the master in the VRRP group can provide gateway service. When the 
master fails, the backup routers elect a new master to take over for nonstop gateway service.  
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Figure 19 VRRP networking 


 
 


As shown in Figure 19, Router A, Router B, and Router C form a virtual router, which has its own IP 
address. Hosts on the subnet use the virtual router as the default gateway. 


The router with the highest priority among the three routers is elected as the master, and the other two 
are backups. 


Router priority in a VRRP group 


VRRP determines the role (master or backup) of each router in a VRRP group by priority. A router with 
higher priority is more likely to become the master. 


VRRP priorities range from 0 to 255, and a greater number represents a higher priority. Priorities 1 to 
254 are configurable. Priority 0 is reserved for special uses, and priority 255 is for the IP address owner. 
The IP address owner in a VRRP group always has a running priority of 255 and acts as the master as 
long as it operates correctly.  


Preemption 


A router in a VRRP group operates in either non-preemptive mode or preemptive mode. 


• Non-preemptive mode—The master router acts as the master as long as it operates correctly, even 
if a backup router is later assigned a higher priority. Non-preemptive mode helps avoid frequent 
switchover between the master and backup routers. 


• Preemptive mode—A backup starts a new master election and takes over as master when it 
detects that it has a higher priority than the current master. Preemptive mode makes sure the router 
with the highest priority in a VRRP group always acts as the master.  


Authentication method 


To avoid attacks from unauthorized users, VRRP member routers add authentication keys in VRRP 
packets to authenticate one another. VRRP provides the following authentication methods: 


• Simple authentication 


The sender fills an authentication key into the VRRP packet, and the receiver compares the 
received authentication key with its local authentication key. If the two authentication keys match, 
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the received VRRP packet is legitimate. Otherwise, the received packet is illegitimate and gets 
discarded. 


• MD5 authentication 


The sender computes a digest for the VRRP packet by using the authentication key and MD5 
algorithm, and saves the result to the packet. The receiver performs the same operation with the 
authentication key and MD5 algorithm, and compares the result with the content in the 
authentication header. If the results match, the received VRRP packet is legitimate. Otherwise, the 
received packet is illegitimate and gets discarded. 


On a secure network, you can choose to not authenticate VRRP packets. 
 


 NOTE: 


IPv4 VRRPv3 and IPv6 VRRPv3 do not support VRRP packet authentication.  
 


VRRP timers 


Skew_Time 
Skew_Time helps avoid the situation that multiple backups in a VRRP group become the master when 
the master in the VRRP group fails.  


Skew_Time is not configurable; its value depends on the VRRP version. 


• In VRRPv2 (described in RFC 3768), Skew_Time is (256 – Router priority)/256. 


• In VRRPv3 (described in RFC 5798), Skew_Time is ((256 – Router priority) × VRRP advertisement 
interval)/256. 


VRRP advertisement interval  
The master in a VRRP group periodically sends VRRP advertisements to declare its presence.  


You can configure the interval at which the master sends VRRP advertisements. If a backup does not 
receive any VRRP advertisement when the timer (3 × VRRP advertisement interval + Skew_Time) expires, 
it takes over as the master.  


VRRP preemption delay timer 
You can configure the VRRP preemption delay timer for the following purposes:  


• Avoid frequent state changes among members in a VRRP group. 


• Provide the backups with enough time to collect information (such as routing information).  


In preempt mode, a backup does not immediately become the master after it receives an advertisement 
with lower priority than the local priority. Instead, it waits for a period of time (preemption delay time + 
Skew_Time) before taking over as the master. 


Master election 


Routers in a VRRP group determine their roles by priority. When a router joins a VRRP group, it has a 
backup role. The router role changes according to the following situations:  


• If the backup does not receive any VRRP advertisement when the timer (3 × advertisement interval 
+ Skew_Time) expires, it becomes the master. 


• If the backup receives a VRRP advertisement with the same or greater priority within the timer (3 × 
advertisement interval + Skew_Time), it remains a backup. 
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• If the backup receives a VRRP advertisement with a smaller priority within the timer (3 × 
advertisement interval + Skew_Time), the following results apply: 


 It remains a backup when operating in non-preemptive mode. 


 It becomes the master when operating in preemptive mode. 


The elected master starts a VRRP advertisement interval to periodically send VRRP advertisements to 
notify the backups that it is operating correctly. Each of the backups starts a timer to wait for 
advertisements from the master. 


After a backup receives a VRRP advertisement, it compares only the priority in the packet with its own 
priority.  


When multiple routers in a VRRP group declare that they are the master because of network problems, 
the one with the highest priority becomes the master. If two routers have the same priority, the one with 
the highest IP address becomes the master. 


VRRP tracking 


To enable VRRP tracking, configure the routers in the VRRP group to operate in preemptive mode first. 
This configuration ensures that only the router with the highest priority operates as the master.  


The VRRP tracking function uses network quality analyzer (NQA) or bidirectional forwarding detection 
(BFD) to monitor the state of the master or the upstream link. The collaboration between VRRP and NQA 
or BFD through a track entry implements the following functions: 


• Monitors the upstream link and changes the priority of the router according to the state of the link. 
If the upstream link fails, the hosts on the subnet cannot access external networks through the 
router and the state of the track entry becomes Negative. The priority of the master decreases by a 
specified value, and a router with a higher priority in the VRRP group becomes the master. The 
switchover ensures uninterrupted communication between the hosts on the subnet and external 
networks. 


• Monitors the state of the master on the backups. When the master fails, a backup immediately 
takes over to ensure uninterrupted communication. 


When the track entry changes from Negative to Positive or Notready, the router automatically restores 
its priority. For more information about track entries, see "Configuring Track." 


VRRP application 


Master/backup 
In master/backup mode, only the master forwards packets, as shown in Figure 20. When the master 
fails, a new master is elected from among the backups. This mode requires only one VRRP group, and 
each router in the group has a different priority. The one with the highest priority becomes the master. 
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Figure 20 VRRP in master/backup mode 


 
 


Assume that Router A is acting as the master to forward packets to external networks, and Router B and 
Router C are backups in listening state. When Router A fails, Router B and Router C elect a new master 
to forward packets for hosts on the subnet. 


Load sharing 


A router can join multiple VRRP groups. With different priorities in different VRRP groups, the router can 
act as the master in one VRRP group and a backup in another. 


In load sharing mode, multiple VRRP groups provide gateway services. This mode requires at least two 
VRRP groups, and each group has one master and multiple backups. The master roles in the VRRP 
groups are assumed by different routers, as shown in Figure 21. 


Figure 21 Load sharing of VRRP 


 
 


A router can be in multiple VRRP groups and have a different priority in each group. 


As shown in Figure 21, the following VRRP groups are present: 
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• VRRP group 1—Router A is the master. Router B and Router C are the backups. 


• VRRP group 2—Router B is the master. Router A and Router C are the backups. 


• VRRP group 3—Router C is the master. Router A and Router B are the backups. 


To implement load sharing among Router A, Router B, and Router C, perform the following tasks:  


• Configure the virtual IP addresses of VRRP group 1, 2, and 3 as default gateway IP addresses for 
hosts on the subnet.  


• Assign the highest priority to Router A, B, and C in VRRP group 1, 2, and 3, respectively.  


VRRP load balancing mode 


In a standard-mode VRRP group, only the master can forward packets and backups are in listening state. 
You can create multiple VRRP groups to share traffic, but you must configure different gateways for hosts 
on the subnet. 


In load balancing mode, a VRRP group maps its virtual IP address to multiple virtual MAC addresses, 
assigning one virtual MAC address to each member router. Every router in this VRRP group can forward 
traffic and respond to IPv4 ARP requests or IPv6 ND requests from hosts. Because their virtual MAC 
addresses are different, traffic from hosts is distributed across the VRRP group members. Load balancing 
mode simplifies configuration and improves forwarding efficiency. 


VRRP load balancing mode uses the same master election, preemption, and tracking mechanisms as 
the standard mode. New mechanisms have been introduced to VRRP load balancing mode, as 
described in the following sections. 


Virtual MAC address assignment 


In load balancing mode, the master assigns virtual MAC addresses to routers in the VRRP group. The 
master uses different MAC addresses to respond to ARP requests or ND requests from different hosts. 
The backup routers, however, do not answer ARP requests or ND requests from hosts. 


In an IPv4 network, a load balanced VRRP group works as follows: 


1. The master assigns virtual MAC addresses to all member routers, including itself. This example 
assumes that the virtual IP address of the VRRP group is 10.1.1.1/24, Router A is the master, and 
Router B is the backup. Router A assigns 000f-e2ff-0011 for itself and 000f-e2ff-0012 for Router 
B. See Figure 22. 
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Figure 22 Virtual MAC address assignment 


 
 


2. When an ARP request arrives, the master (Router A) selects a virtual MAC address based on the 
load balancing algorithm to answer the ARP request. In this example, Router A returns the virtual 
MAC address of itself in response to the ARP request from Host A. Router A returns the virtual 
MAC address of Router B in response to the ARP request from Host B. See Figure 23.  


Figure 23 Answering ARP requests 


 
 


3. Each host sends packets to the returned MAC address. As shown in Figure 24, Host A sends 
packets to Router A and Host B sends packets to Router B.  
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Figure 24 Sending packets to different routers for forwarding 


 
 


In the ARP reply sent by the master, the source MAC address in the Ethernet header is different from the 
sender MAC address in the message body. To make sure the Layer 2 device can forward the ARP 
packet, follow these configuration guidelines on the Layer 2 device: 


• Do not enable ARP packet source MAC address consistency check. 


• Do not specify the src-mac keyword when you enable ARP packet validity check for ARP detection.  


For more information about ARP packet source MAC address consistency check and ARP detection, see 
Security Configuration Guide for 10500 switches.  


Virtual forwarder 


Virtual forwarder creation 
Virtual MAC addresses enable traffic distribution across routers in a VRRP group. To enable routers in 
the VRRP group to forward packets, VFs must be created on them. Each VF is associated with a virtual 
MAC address in the VRRP group and forwards packets that are sent to this virtual MAC address. 


VFs are created on routers in a VRRP group, as follows:  


1. The master assigns virtual MAC addresses to all routers in the VRRP group. Each member router 
creates a VF for this MAC address and becomes the owner of this VF. 


2. Each VF owner advertises its VF information to the other member routers. 


3. After receiving the VF advertisement, each of the other routers creates the advertised VF. 


Eventually, every member router maintains one VF for each virtual MAC address in the VRRP group. 


VF weight and priority 
The weight of a VF indicates the forwarding capability of a VF. A higher weight means higher 
forwarding capability. When the weight is lower than the lower limit of failure, the VF cannot forward 
packets. 


The priority of a VF determines the VF state. Among the VFs created on different member routers for the 
same virtual MAC address, the VF with the highest priority is in active state. This VF, known as the active 
virtual forwarder (AVF), forwards packets. All other VFs listen to the state of the AVF and are known as 
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the listening virtual forwarders (LVFs). VF priority is in the range of 0 to 255, where 255 is reserved for 
the VF owner. When the weight of a VF owner is higher than or equal to the lower limit of failure, the 
priority of the VF owner is 255. 


The priority of a VF is calculated based on its weight. 


• If the VF weight is higher than or equal to the lower limit of failure, the following VF priorities 
apply: 


 On a VF owner, the VF priority is 255. 


 On a non-VF owner, the VF priority is calculated as weight/(number of local AVFs + 1). 


• If the VF weight is lower than the lower limit of failure, the VF priority is 0. 


VF backup 


The VFs corresponding to a virtual MAC address on different routers in the VRRP group back up one 
another.  


Figure 25 VF information 


 
 


Figure 25 shows the VF table on each router in the VRRP group and how the VFs back up one another. 
The master, Router A, assigns virtual MAC addresses 000f-e2ff-0011, 000f-e2ff-0012, and 
000f-e2ff-0013 to itself, Router B, and Router C, respectively. Each router creates VF 1, VF 2, and VF 3 
for virtual MAC addresses 000f-e2ff-0011, 000f-e2ff-0012, and 000f-e2ff-0013, respectively. The VFs 
for the same virtual MAC address on different routers back up one another. For example, the VF 1 
instances on Router A, Router B, and Router C back up one another.  


• The VF 1 instance on Router A (the VF 1 owner) has priority 255. It acts as the AVF to forward 
packets sent to virtual MAC address 000f-e2ff-0011. 


• The VF 1 instances on Router B and Router C have a priority of 255/(1 + 1), or 127. Because their 
priorities are lower than the priority of the VF 1 instance on Router A, they act as LVFs. These LVFs 
listen to the state of the VF 1 instance on Router A. 


• When the VF 1 instance on Router A fails, the VF 1 instances on Router B and Router C elect the 
one with higher priority as the new AVF. This AVF forwards packets destined for virtual MAC 
address 000f-e2ff-0011. If the two LVFs' priorities are the same, the LVF with a greater device MAC 
address becomes the new AVF.  
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A VF always operates in preemptive mode. When an LVF finds its priority value higher than the one 
advertised by the AVF, the LVF declares itself as the AVF. 


VF timers 
When the AVF on a router fails, the new AVF on another router creates the following timers for the failed 
AVF: 


• Redirect timer—Before this timer expires, the master still uses the virtual MAC address 
corresponding to the failed AVF to respond to ARP/ND requests from hosts. The VF owner can 
share traffic load if the VF owner resumes normal operation within this time. When this timer 
expires, the master stops using the virtual MAC address corresponding to the failed AVF to 
respond to ARP/ND requests from hosts.  


• Timeout timer—The duration after which the new AVF takes over responsibilities of the failed VF 
owner. Before this timer expires, all routers in the VRRP group keep the VFs that correspond to the 
failed AVF. The new AVF forwards packets destined for the virtual MAC address of the failed AVF. 
When this timer expires, all routers in the VRRP group remove the VFs that correspond to the failed 
AVF, including the new AVF. Packets destined for the virtual MAC address of the failed AVF are not 
forwarded any longer. 


VF tracking 


An AVF forwards packets destined for the MAC address of the AVF. If the AVF's upstream link fails but 
no LVF takes over, the hosts that use the AVF's MAC address as their gateway MAC address cannot 
access the external network. 


The VF tracking function can solve this problem. You can use NQA or BFD to monitor the upstream link 
state of the VF owner, and associate the VFs with NQA or BFD through the tracking function. This 
enables the collaboration between VRRP and NQA or BFD through the Track module. When the 
upstream link fails, the state of the track entry changes to Negative. The weights of the VFs (including 
the AVF) on the router decrease by a specified value. The corresponding LVF with a higher priority on 
another router becomes the AVF and forwards packets. 


Protocols and standards 


• RFC 3768, Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) 


• RFC 5798, Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) Version 3 for IPv4 and IPv6 


Configuring IPv4 VRRP 


VRRP cannot be configured on member ports of aggregation groups. 


IPv4 VRRP configuration task list 


Tasks at a glance Remarks 


(Required.) Specifying an IPv4 VRRP operating mode N/A 


(Optional.) Specifying the IPv4 VRRP version N/A 


(Required.) Creating a VRRP group and assigning a virtual IP address N/A 


(Optional.) Configuring the router priority, preemptive mode, and 
tracking function 


N/A 
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Tasks at a glance Remarks 


(Optional.) Configuring IPv4 VRRP packet attributes N/A 


(Optional.) Configuring VF tracking This configuration applies only to 
VRRP load balancing mode. 


(Optional.) Enabling SNMP notifications for VRRP N/A 


(Optional.) Disabling an IPv4 VRRP group N/A 
 


Specifying an IPv4 VRRP operating mode 


A VRRP group can operate in either of the following modes: 


• Standard mode—Only the master can forward packets.  


• Load balancing mode—All members that have an AVF can forward packets.  


After an IPv4 VRRP operating mode is configured on a router, all IPv4 VRRP groups on the router 
operate in the specified operating mode.  


To specify an IPv4 VRRP operating mode: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Specify an IPv4 VRRP 
operating mode. 


• Specify the standard mode: 
undo vrrp mode 


• Specify the load balancing 
mode: 
vrrp mode load-balance [ 
version-8 ] 


By default, VRRP operates in 
standard mode.  


 


Specifying the IPv4 VRRP version 


The VRRP version on all routers in an IPv4 VRRP group must be the same. 


To specify the version of IPv4 VRRP: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type interface-number N/A 


3. Specify the version of 
VRRP. vrrp version version-number By default, VRRPv3 is used. 


 


Creating a VRRP group and assigning a virtual IP address 


A VRRP group can operate correctly after you create it and assign at least one virtual IP address to it. 
You can configure multiple virtual IP addresses for the VRRP group on an interface that connects to 
multiple subnets for router backup on different subnets.  
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Configuration guidelines 
• The maximum number of VRRP groups supported by a device is 256. The maximum number of 


virtual IP addresses supported by a VRRP group is 16.  


• In VRRP load balancing mode, the device supports a maximum of MaxVRNum/N VRRP groups. 
MaxVRNum refers to the maximum number of VRRP groups supported by the device in VRRP 
standard mode. N refers to the number of devices in the VRRP group.  


• When VRRP is operating in standard mode, the virtual IP address of a VRRP group can be either of 
the following addresses: 


 Unused IP address on the subnet where the VRRP group resides. 


 IP address of an interface on a router in the VRRP group.  


• In load balancing mode, the virtual IP address of a VRRP group can be any unassigned IP address 
of the subnet where the VRRP group resides. It cannot be the IP address of any interface in the 
VRRP group. No IP address owner can exist in a VRRP group. 


• On an IP address owner, HP recommends not using the network command to enable OSPF on the 
interface owning the virtual IP address of the VRRP group. For more information about the network 
command, see Layer 3—IP Routing Command Reference for 10500 switches.  


• If you create an IPv4 VRRP group without assigning virtual IP address to it, the VRRP group stays in 
inactive state and does not function.  


• Removal of the VRRP group on the IP address owner causes IP address collision. To avoid the 
collision, change the IP address of the interface on the IP address owner before you remove the 
VRRP group from the interface. 


• The virtual IP address of an IPv4 VRRP group and the downlink interface IP address of the VRRP 
group must be in the same subnet. Otherwise, the hosts in the subnet might fail to access external 
networks.  


Configuration procedure 


To create a VRRP group and assign a virtual IP address: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type interface-number N/A 


3. Create a VRRP group 
and assign a virtual IP 
address. 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id virtual-ip 
virtual-address 


By default, no VRRP group 
exists.  


 


Configuring the router priority, preemptive mode, and tracking function 


The router priority determines which router in the VRRP group acts as the master. The preemptive mode 
enables a backup to take over as the master when it detects that it has a higher priority than the current 
master. The tracking function decreases the router priority or enables the backup to take over as the 
master when the state of the monitored track entry transits to Negative.  


Configuration guidelines 
• The running priority of an IP address owner is always 255, and you do not need to configure it. An 


IP address owner always operates in preemptive mode. 
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• If you configure the vrrp vrid track priority reduced or vrrp vrid track switchover command on an 
IP address owner, the configuration does not take effect until the router becomes a non-IP address 
owner.  


Configuration procedure 


To configure the router priority, preemptive mode, and tracking function: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number  


N/A 


3. Set the priority of the router in 
the VRRP group. 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id priority 
priority-value The default setting is 100. 


4. Enable the preemptive mode 
for the router in a VRRP group 
and set the preemption delay 
time. 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id 
preempt-mode [ delay 
delay-value ] 


By default, the router in a VRRP 
group operates in preemptive 
mode and the preemption delay 
time is 0 centiseconds, which 
means an immediate preemption. 


5. Associate a VRRP group with 
a track entry. 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id track 
track-entry-number 
{ forwarder-switchover member-ip 
[ ip-address | priority reduced 
[ priority-reduced ] | switchover | 
weight reduced 
[ weight-reduced ] } 


By default, a VRRP group is not 
associated with any track entry.  


 


Configuring IPv4 VRRP packet attributes 


Configuration guidelines 


• You can configure different authentication modes and authentication keys for VRRP groups on an 
interface. However, members of the same VRRP group must use the same authentication mode and 
authentication key. 


• In VRRPv2, all routers in a VRRP group must have the same VRRP advertisement interval. 


• In VRRPv3, authentication mode and authentication key settings do not take effect.  


• In VRRPv3, routers in an IPv4 VRRP group can have different intervals for sending VRRP 
advertisements. The master in the VRRP group sends VRRP advertisements at specified intervals, 
and carries the interval in the advertisements. After a backup receives the advertisement, it records 
the interval in the advertisement. If the backup does not receive a VRRP advertisement before the 
timer (3 x recorded interval + Skew_Time) expires, it regards the master as failed and takes over.  


Configuration procedure 
To configure VRRP packet attributes: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 
3. Configure the authentication 


mode and authentication key 
for an IPv4 VRRP group to 
send and receive VRRP 
packets. 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id 
authentication-mode { md5 | 
simple } { cipher | plain } key 


By default, authentication is 
disabled.  


4. Set the interval at which the 
master in an IPv4 VRRP group 
sends VRRP advertisements. 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id timer 
advertise adver-interval 


The default setting is 100 
centiseconds.  


To maintain system stability, HP 
recommends that you set the VRRP 
advertisement interval to be 
greater than 100 centiseconds.  


5. Specify the source interface 
for receiving and sending 
VRRP packets. 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id 
source-interface interface-type 
interface-number 


By default, the source interface for 
receiving and sending VRRP 
packets is not specified. The 
interface where the VRRP group 
resides sends and receives VRRP 
packets.  


6. Enable TTL check for IPv4 
VRRP packets. vrrp check-ttl enable By default, TTL check for IPv4 VRRP 


packets is enabled. 


7. Return to system view. quit N/A 


8. Set a DSCP value for VRRP 
packets. vrrp dscp dscp-value 


The DSCP value identifies the 
packet priority during 
transmission.  


By default, the DSCP value for 
VRRP packets is 48.  


 


Configuring VF tracking 


You can configure VF tracking in both standard mode and load balancing mode, but the function takes 
effect only in load balancing mode. 


In load balancing mode, you can establish the collaboration between the VFs and NQA or BFD 
through the tracking function. When the state of the track entry transits to Negative, the weights of all 
VFs in the VRRP group on the router decrease by a specified value. When the state of the track entry 
transits to Positive or Notready, the original weight values of the VFs restore.  


Configuration guidelines 


• By default, the weight of a VF is 255, and its lower limit of failure is 10. 


• When the weight of a VF owner is higher than or equal to the lower limit of failure, its priority is 
always 255. The priority does not change with the weight. When the upstream link of the VF 
owner fails, an LVF must take over as the AVF. The switchover happens when the weight of the VF 
owner drops below the lower limit of failure. This requires that the reduced weight for the VF owner 
be higher than 245.  


Configuration procedure 
To configure VF tracking: 
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure the VFs in a VRRP 
group to monitor a track 
entry. 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id track 
track-entry-number 
{ forwarder-switchover member-ip 
ip-address | priority reduced 
[ priority-reduced ] | switchover | 
weight [ reduced 
weight-reduced ] } 


By default, no track entry is 
specified.  


 


Enabling SNMP notifications for VRRP 


Perform this task to enable VRRP to report important events through notifications to the SNMP module. 
The SNMP module determines how to output the notifications according to the configured output rules. 
For more information about notifications, see Network Management and Monitoring Configuration 
Guide for 10500 switches. 


To enable SNMP notifications for VRRP: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable SNMP notifications 
for VRRP. 


snmp-agent trap enable vrrp 
[ auth-failure | new-master ] 


By default, SNMP notifications for 
VRRP are enabled.  


 


Disabling an IPv4 VRRP group 


You can temporarily disable an IPv4 VRRP group. After being disabled, the VRRP group stays in 
initialized state, and its configurations remain unchanged. You can change the configuration of a VRRP 
group when the VRRP group is disabled. Your changes take effect when you enable the VRRP group 
again.  


To disable an IPv4 VRRP group: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Disable a VRRP group. vrrp vrid virtual-router-id shutdown 
By default, a VRRP group is 
enabled. 


 


Displaying and maintaining IPv4 VRRP 


Execute display commands in any view and the reset command in user view. 
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Task Command 


Display states of IPv4 VRRP 
groups. 


display vrrp [ interface interface-type interface-number [ vrid 
virtual-router-id ] ] [ verbose ] 


Display statistics for IPv4 VRRP 
groups. 


display vrrp statistics [ interface interface-type interface-number [ vrid 
virtual-router-id ] ] 


Clear statistics for IPv4 VRRP 
groups. 


reset vrrp statistics [ interface interface-type interface-number [ vrid 
virtual-router-id ] ] 


 


Configuring IPv6 VRRP 


This section describes how to configure IPv6 VRRP.  


IPv6 VRRP configuration task list 


Tasks at a glance Remarks 


(Required.) Specifying an IPv6 VRRP operating 
mode N/A 


(Required.) Creating a VRRP group and 
assigning a virtual IPv6 address 


N/A 


(Optional.) Configuring the router priority, 
preemptive mode, and tracking function N/A 


(Optional.) Configuring VF tracking This configuration applies only to VRRP load balancing 
mode. 


(Optional.) Configuring IPv6 VRRP packet 
attributes N/A 


(Optional.) Disabling an IPv6 VRRP group N/A 
 


Specifying an IPv6 VRRP operating mode 


A VRRP group can operate in either of the following modes: 


• Standard mode—Only the master can forward packets.  


• Load balancing mode—All members that have an AVF can forward packets.  


After the IPv6 VRRP operating mode is specified on a router, all IPv6 VRRP groups on the router operate 
in the specified operating mode.  


To specify an IPv6 VRRP operating mode: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Specify an IPv6 VRRP 
operating mode. 


• Specify the standard mode: 
undo vrrp ipv6 mode 


• Specify the load balancing 
mode: 
vrrp ipv6 mode load-balance 


By default, VRRP operates in 
standard mode.  
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Creating a VRRP group and assigning a virtual IPv6 address 


A VRRP group can work correctly after you create it and assign at least one virtual IPv6 address for it. 
You can configure multiple virtual IPv6 addresses for the VRRP group on an interface that connects to 
multiple subnets for router backup.  


Configuration guidelines 
• Do not create VRRP groups in the VLAN interface of a super VLAN. Otherwise, network 


performance might be adversely affected. 


• On an IP address owner, HP recommends not using the ospfv3 area command to enable OSPF on 
the interface owning the virtual IPv6 address of the VRRP group. For more information about the 
ospfv3 area command, see Layer 3—IP Routing Command Reference for 10500 switches. 


• In load balancing mode, the virtual IPv6 address of a VRRP group cannot be the same as the IPv6 
address of any interface in the VRRP group.  


• The maximum number of VRRP groups supported by a device is 256. The maximum number of 
virtual IPv6 addresses supported by a VRRP group is 16.  


• In VRRP load balancing mode, the device supports a maximum of MaxVRNum/N VRRP groups. 
MaxVRNum refers to the maximum number of VRRP groups supported by the device in VRRP 
standard mode. N refers to the number of devices in the VRRP group.  


• If you create an IPv6 VRRP group without assigning virtual IPv6 address to it, the VRRP group stays 
in inactive state and does not function.  


• Removal of the VRRP group on the IP address owner causes IP address collision. To avoid the 
collision, change the IPv6 address of the interface on the IP address owner before you remove the 
VRRP group from the interface. 


• The virtual IPv6 address of an IPv6 VRRP group and the downlink interface IPv6 address of the 
VRRP group must be in the same subnet. Otherwise, the hosts in the subnet might fail to access 
external networks.  


Configuration procedure 


To create a VRRP group and assign a virtual IPv6 address: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Create a VRRP group and 
assign a virtual IPv6 address, 
which is a link-local address. 


vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id 
virtual-ip virtual-address link-local 


By default, no VRRP group exists. 


The first virtual IPv6 address that 
you assign to an IPv6 VRRP group 
must be a link-local address. It 
must be the last address you 
remove. Only one link local 
address is allowed in a VRRP 
group. 


4. (Optional.) Assign a virtual 
IPv6 address, which is a 
global unicast address. 


vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id 
virtual-ip virtual-address 


By default, no global unicast 
address is assigned for an IPv6 
VRRP group. 
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Configuring the router priority, preemptive mode, and tracking function 


Configuration guidelines 


• The running priority of an IP address owner is always 255, and you do not need to configure it. An 
IP address owner always operates in preemptive mode. 


• If you configure the vrrp ipv6 vrid track priority reduced or vrrp ipv6 vrid track switchover 
command on an IP address owner, the configuration does not take effect until the router becomes 
a non-IP address owner.  


• When the track entry changes from Negative to Positive or Notready, the router automatically 
restores its priority or the failed master router becomes the master again. 


Configuration procedure 
To configure the router priority, preemptive mode, and tracking function: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number  


N/A 


3. Set the priority of the router in 
the VRRP group. 


vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id 
priority priority-value 


The default setting is 100. 


4. Enable the preemptive mode 
for the router in a VRRP group 
and set the preemption delay 
time. 


vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id 
preempt-mode [ delay 
delay-value ] 


By default, the router in a VRRP 
group operates in preemptive 
mode and the preemption delay 
time is 0 centiseconds, which 
means an immediate preemption. 


5. Associate a VRRP group with 
a track entry. 


vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id track 
track-entry-number 
{ forwarder-switchover member-ip 
ipv6-address | priority reduced 
[ priority-reduced ] | switchover | 
weight reduced 
[ weight-reduced ] } 


By default, a VRRP group is not 
associated with any track entry.  


 


Configuring VF tracking 


You can configure VF tracking in both standard mode and load balancing mode, but the function takes 
effect only in load balancing mode. 


In load balancing mode, you can configure the VFs in a VRRP group to monitor a track entry. When the 
state of the track entry transits to Negative, the weights of all VFs in the VRRP group on the router 
decrease by a specified value. When the state of the track entry transits to Positive or Notready, the 
original weights of the VFs restore.  


Configuration guidelines 


• By default, the weight of a VF is 255, and its lower limit of failure is 10. 


• When the weight of a VF owner is higher than or equal to the lower limit of failure, its priority is 
always 255. The priority does not change with the weight. When the upstream link of the VF 
owner fails, an LVF must take over as the AVF. The switchover happens when the weight of the VF 
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owner drops below the lower limit of failure. This requires that the reduced weight for the VF owner 
be higher than 245.  


Configuration procedure 
To configure VF tracking: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 


3. Configure the VFs in a VRRP 
group to monitor a track 
entry. 


vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id track 
track-entry-number 
{ forwarder-switchover member-ip 
ipv6-address | priority reduced 
[ priority-reduced ] | switchover | 
weight reduced 
[ weight-reduced ] } 


By default, no track entry is 
specified.  


 


Configuring IPv6 VRRP packet attributes 


This section describes how to configure IPv6 VRRP packet attributes. 


Configuration guidelines 


• The routers in an IPv6 VRRP group can have different intervals for sending VRRP advertisements. 
The master in the VRRP group sends VRRP advertisements at the specified interval and carries the 
interval attribute in the advertisements. After a backup receives the advertisement, it records the 
interval in the advertisement. If the backup does not receive a VRRP advertisement before the timer 
(3 x recorded interval + Skew_Time) expires, it regards the master as failed and takes over.  


• A high volume of network traffic might cause a backup to fail to receive VRRP advertisements from 
the master within the specified time. As a result, an unexpected master switchover occurs. To solve 
this problem, configure a larger interval. 


Configuration procedure 


To configure the IPv6 VRRP packet attribute: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Set the IPv6 VRRP advertisement 
interval. 


vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id 
timer advertise adver-interval 


The default setting is 100 
centiseconds. 


To maintain system stability, HP 
recommends that you set the 
VRRP advertisement interval to 
be greater than 100 
centiseconds.  


4. Return to system view. quit N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


5. Set a DSCP value for IPv6 VRRP 
packets. vrrp ipv6 dscp dscp-value 


The DSCP value identifies the 
packet priority during 
transmission.  


By default, the DSCP value for 
IPv6 VRRP packets is 56.  


 


Disabling an IPv6 VRRP group 


You can temporarily disable an IPv6 VRRP group. After being disabled, the VRRP group stays in 
initialized state, and its configurations remain unchanged. You can change the configuration of a VRRP 
group when it is disabled. Your changes take effect when you enable the VRRP group again.  


To disable an IPv6 VRRP group: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Disable an IPv6 VRRP group. vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id 
shutdown 


By default, an IPv6 VRRP group is 
enabled. 


 


Displaying and maintaining IPv6 VRRP 


Execute display commands in any view and the reset command in user view. 
 


Task Command 


Display the states of IPv6 VRRP 
groups. 


display vrrp ipv6 [ interface interface-type interface-number [ vrid 
virtual-router-id ] ] [ verbose ] 


Display statistics for IPv6 VRRP 
groups. 


display vrrp ipv6 statistics [ interface interface-type interface-number 
[ vrid virtual-router-id ] ] 


Clear statistics for IPv6 VRRP 
groups. 


reset vrrp ipv6 statistics [ interface interface-type interface-number [ vrid 
virtual-router-id ] ] 


 


IPv4 VRRP configuration examples 


Single VRRP group configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 26, Switch A and Switch B form a VRRP group. They use the virtual IP address 
10.1.1.111/24 to provide gateway service for the subnet where Host A resides. 


Switch A operates as the master to forward packets from Host A to Host B. When Switch A fails, Switch 
B takes over to forward packets for Host A. 
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Figure 26 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


1. Configure Switch A: 


# Configure VLAN 2. 
<SwitchA> system-view 


[SwitchA] vlan 2 


[SwitchA-vlan2] port gigabitethernet 1/0/5 


[SwitchA-vlan2] quit 


[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] ip address 10.1.1.1 255.255.255.0 


# Create VRRP group 1 on VLAN-interface 2, and set its virtual IP address to 10.1.1.111. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 virtual-ip 10.1.1.111 


# Assign Switch A a higher priority than Switch B in VRRP group 1, so Switch A can become the 
master. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 priority 110 


# Configure Switch A to operate in preemptive mode, so it can become the master whenever it 
operates correctly. Set the preemption delay to 500 centiseconds to avoid frequent status 
switchover. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 preempt-mode delay 500 


2. Configure Switch B: 


# Configure VLAN 2. 
<SwitchB> system-view 


[SwitchB] vlan 2 


[SwitchB-Vlan2] port gigabitethernet 1/0/5 


[SwitchB-vlan2] quit 


[SwitchB] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] ip address 10.1.1.2 255.255.255.0 


# Create VRRP group 1 on VLAN-interface 2, and set its virtual IP address to 10.1.1.111. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 virtual-ip 10.1.1.111 


# Set the priority of Router B to 100 in VRRP group 1. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 priority 100 


Host A


Switch A


Switch B


Virtual IP address: 
10.1.1.111/24


GE1/0/5
Vlan-int2


10.1.1.1/24


GE1/0/5
Vlan-int2


10.1.1.2/24


Host B


10.1.1.3/24


10.1.2.1/24


Internet
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# Configure Switch B to operate in preemptive mode, and set the preemption delay to 500 
centiseconds. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 preempt-mode delay 500 


3. Verify the configuration: 


# Ping Host B from Host A. (Details not shown.) 


# Display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch A. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp verbose 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 110                  Running Pri  : 110 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.111 


     Virtual MAC    : 0000-5e00-0101 


     Master IP      : 10.1.1.1 


# Display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch B. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp verbose 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 100                  Running Pri  : 100 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Become Master  : 401ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.111 


     Master IP      : 10.1.1.1 


The output shows that Switch A is operating as the master in VRRP group 1 to forward packets 
from Host A to Host B. 


# Disconnect the link between Host A and Switch A, and verify that Host A can still ping Host B. 
(Details not shown.) 


# Display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch B. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp verbose 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 100                  Running Pri  : 100 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 
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     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.111 


     Virtual MAC    : 0000-5e00-0101 


     Master IP      : 10.1.1.2 


The output shows that when Switch A fails, Switch B takes over to forward packets from Host A to 
Host B. 


# Recover the link between Host A and Switch A, and display detailed information about VRRP 
group 1 on Switch A. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp verbose 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 110                  Running Pri  : 110 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.111 


     Virtual MAC    : 0000-5e00-0101 


     Master IP      : 10.1.1.1 


The output shows that after Switch A resumes normal operation, it becomes the master to forward 
packets from Host A to Host B. 


Multiple VRRP groups configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 27, Switch A and Switch B form two VRRP groups. VRRP group 1 uses the virtual IP 
address 10.1.1.100/25 to provide gateway service for hosts in VLAN 2, and VRRP group 2 uses the 
virtual IP address 10.1.1.200/25 to provide gateway service for hosts in VLAN 3. 


Assign a higher priority to Switch A than Switch B in VRRP group 1, but a lower priority in VRRP group 
2. Traffic from VLAN 2 and VLAN 3 can then be distributed between the two switches. When one of the 
switches fails, the healthy switch provides gateway service for both VLANs. 
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Figure 27 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


1. Configure Switch A: 


# Configure VLAN 2. 
<SwitchA> system-view 


[SwitchA] vlan 2 


[SwitchA-vlan2] port gigabitethernet 1/0/5 


[SwitchA-vlan2] quit 


[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] ip address 10.1.1.1 255.255.255.128 


# Create VRRP group 1, and set its virtual IP address to 10.1.1.100. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 virtual-ip 10.1.1.100 


# Assign Switch A a higher priority than Switch B in VRRP group 1, so Switch A can become the 
master in the group. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 priority 110 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] quit 


# Configure VLAN 3. 
[SwitchA] vlan 3 


[SwitchA-vlan3] port gigabitethernet 1/0/6 


[SwitchA-vlan3] quit 


[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 3 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] ip address 10.1.1.130 255.255.255.128 


# Create VRRP group 2, and set its virtual IP address to 10.1.1.200. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] vrrp vrid 2 virtual-ip 10.1.1.200 


2. Configure Switch B: 


# Configure VLAN 2. 
<SwitchB> system-view 


[SwitchB] vlan 2 


[SwitchB-vlan2] port gigabitethernet 1/0/5 


[SwitchB-vlan2] quit 


[SwitchB] interface vlan-interface 2 
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[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] ip address 10.1.1.2 255.255.255.128 


# Create VRRP group 1, and set its virtual IP address to 10.1.1.100. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 virtual-ip 10.1.1.100 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] quit 


# Configure VLAN 3. 
[SwitchB] vlan 3 


[SwitchB-vlan3] port gigabitethernet 1/0/6 


[SwitchB-vlan3] quit 


[SwitchB] interface vlan-interface 3 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface3] ip address 10.1.1.131 255.255.255.128 


# Create VRRP group 2, and set its virtual IP address to 10.1.1.200. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface3] vrrp vrid 2 virtual-ip 10.1.1.200 


# Assign Switch B a higher priority than Switch A in VRRP group 2, so Switch B can become the 
master in the group. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface3] vrrp vrid 2 priority 110 


3. Verify the configuration: 


# Display detailed information about the VRRP groups on Switch A. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] display vrrp verbose 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 2 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 110                  Running Pri  : 110 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 0 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.100 


     Virtual MAC    : 0000-5e00-0101 


     Master IP      : 10.1.1.1 


 


   Interface Vlan-interface3 


     VRID           : 2                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 100                  Running Pri  : 100 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 0 


     Become Master  : 203ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.200 


     Master IP      : 10.1.1.131 


# Display detailed information about the VRRP groups on Switch B. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface3] display vrrp verbose 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 2 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 
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     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 100                  Running Pri  : 100 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 0 


     Become Master  : 211ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.100 


     Master IP      : 10.1.1.1 


 


   Interface Vlan-interface3 


     VRID           : 2                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 110                  Running Pri  : 110 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 0 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.200 


     Virtual MAC    : 0000-5e00-0102 


     Master IP      : 10.1.1.131 


The output shows the following: 


 Switch A is operating as the master in VRRP group 1 to forward Internet traffic for hosts that use 
the default gateway 10.1.1.100/25. 


 Switch B is operating as the master in VRRP group 2 to forward Internet traffic for hosts that use 
the default gateway 10.1.1.200/25. 


VRRP load balancing configuration example 


Network requirements 
As shown in Figure 28, Switch A, Switch B, and Switch C form a load-balanced VRRP group. They use 
the virtual IP address 10.1.1.1/24 to provide gateway service for subnet 10.1.1.0/24. 


Configure VFs on Switch A, Switch B, and Switch C to monitor their respective VLAN-interface 3. When 
the interface on any one of them fails, the weights of the VFs on the problematic switch decrease so 
another AVF can take over.  
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Figure 28 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


1. Configure Switch A: 


# Configure VLAN 2. 
<SwitchA> system-view 


[SwitchA] vlan 2 


[SwitchA-vlan2] port gigabitethernet 1/0/5 


[SwitchA-vlan2] quit 


# Configure VRRP to operate in load balancing mode. 
[SwitchA] vrrp mode load-balance 


# Create VRRP group 1, and set its virtual IP address to 10.1.1.1. 
[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] ip address 10.1.1.2 24 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 virtual-ip 10.1.1.1 


# Assign Switch A the highest priority in VRRP group 1, so Switch A can become the master.  
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 priority 120 


# Configure Switch A to operate in preemptive mode, so it can become the master whenever it 
operates correctly. Set the preemption delay to 500 centiseconds to avoid frequent status 
switchover. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 preempt-mode delay 500 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] quit 


# Create track entry 1 to monitor the upstream link status of VLAN-interface 3. When the 
upstream link fails, the track entry transits to Negative.  
[SwitchA] track 1 interface vlan-interface 3 
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# Configure the VFs in VRRP group 1 to monitor track entry 1, and decrease their weights by 250 
when the track entry transits to Negative. 
[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 track 1 weight reduced 250 


2. Configure Switch B: 


# Configure VLAN 2. 
<SwitchB> system-view 


[SwitchB] vlan 2 


[SwitchB-vlan2] port gigabitethernet 1/0/5 


[SwitchB-vlan2] quit 


# Configure VRRP to operate in load balancing mode. 
[SwitchB] vrrp mode load-balance 


# Create VRRP group 1, and set its virtual IP address to 10.1.1.1. 
[SwitchB] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] ip address 10.1.1.3 24 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 virtual-ip 10.1.1.1 


# Assign Switch B a higher priority than Switch C in VRRP group 1, so Switch B can become the 
master when Switch A fails. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 priority 110 


# Configure Switch B to operate in preemptive mode, and set the preemption delay to 500 
centiseconds. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 preempt-mode delay 500 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] quit 


# Create track entry 1 to monitor the upstream link status of VLAN-interface 3. When the 
upstream link fails, the track entry transits to Negative.  
[SwitchB] track 1 interface vlan-interface 3 


# Configure the VFs in VRRP group 1 to monitor track entry 1, and decrease their weights by 250 
when the track entry transits to Negative. 
[SwitchB] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 track 1 weight reduced 250 


3. Configure Switch C: 


# Configure VLAN 2. 
<SwitchC> system-view 


[SwitchC] vlan 2 


[SwitchC-vlan2] port gigabitethernet 1/0/5 


[SwitchC-vlan2] quit 


# Configure VRRP to operate in load balancing mode. 
[SwitchC] vrrp mode load-balance 


# Create VRRP group 1, and set its virtual IP address to 10.1.1.1. 
[SwitchC] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] ip address 10.1.1.4 24 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 virtual-ip 10.1.1.1 


# Configure Switch C to operate in preemptive mode, and set the preemption delay to 500 
centiseconds. 
[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 preempt-mode delay 500 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] quit 
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# Create track entry 1 to monitor the upstream link status of VLAN-interface 3. When the 
upstream link fails, the track entry transits to Negative.  
[SwitchC] track 1 interface vlan-interface 3 


# Configure the VFs in VRRP group 1 to monitor track entry 1, and decrease their weights by 250 
when the track entry transits to Negative.  
[SwitchC] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 track 1 weight reduced 250 


4. Verify the configuration: 


# Verify that Host A can ping the external network. (Details not shown.) 


# Display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch A. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp verbose 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 120                  Running Pri  : 120 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.1 


     Member IP List : 10.1.1.2 (Local, Master) 


                      10.1.1.3 (Backup) 


                      10.1.1.4 (Backup) 


   Forwarder Information: 3 Forwarders 1 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 01 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0011 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1101 


     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0012 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : 10.1.1.3 


    Forwarder 03 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0013 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1105 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : 10.1.1.4 


   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Positive   Weight Reduced : 250 
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# Display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch B. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp verbose 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 110                  Running Pri  : 110 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Become Master  : 410ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.1 


     Member IP List : 10.1.1.3 (Local, Backup) 


                      10.1.1.2 (Master) 


                      10.1.1.4 (Backup) 


   Forwarder Information: 3 Forwarders 1 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 01 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0011 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1101 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : 10.1.1.2 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0012 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 


    Forwarder 03 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0013 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1105 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : 10.1.1.4 


   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Positive   Weight Reduced : 250 


# Display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch C. 
[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp verbose 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 100                  Running Pri  : 100 
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     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Become Master  : 401ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.1 


     Member IP List : 10.1.1.4 (Local, Backup) 


                      10.1.1.2 (Master) 


                      10.1.1.3 (Backup) 


   Forwarder Information: 3 Forwarders 1 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 01 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0011 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1101 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : 10.1.1.2 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0012 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : 10.1.1.3 


    Forwarder 03 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0013 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1105 


     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 


   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Positive   Weight Reduced : 250 


The output shows that Switch A is the master in VRRP group 1, and each of the three switches has 
one AVF and two LVFs. 


# Disconnect the link of VLAN-interface 3 on Switch A, and display detailed information about 
VRRP group 1 on Switch A. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp verbose 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 120                  Running Pri  : 120 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.1 


     Member IP List : 10.1.1.2 (Local, Master) 


                      10.1.1.3 (Backup) 


                      10.1.1.4 (Backup) 
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   Forwarder Information: 3 Forwarders 0 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 5 


    Forwarder 01 


     State          : Initialize 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0011 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1101 


     Priority       : 0 


     Active         : 10.1.1.4 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Initialize 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0012 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 0 


     Active         : 10.1.1.3 


    Forwarder 03 


     State          : Initialize 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0013 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1105 


     Priority       : 0 


     Active         : 10.1.1.4 


   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Negative   Weight Reduced : 250 


# Display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch C. 
[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp verbose 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 100                  Running Pri  : 100 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Become Master  : 401ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.1 


     Member IP List : 10.1.1.4 (Local, Backup) 


                      10.1.1.2 (Master) 


                      10.1.1.3 (Backup) 


   Forwarder Information: 3 Forwarders 2 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 01 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0011 (Take Over) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1101 


     Priority       : 85 


     Active         : local 
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    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0012 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 85 


     Active         : 10.1.1.3 


    Forwarder 03 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0013 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1105 


     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 


   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Positive   Weight Reduced : 250 


The output shows that when VLAN-interface 3 on Switch A fails, the weights of the VFs on Switch 
A drop below the lower limit of failure. All VFs on Switch A transit to the Initialized state and 
cannot forward traffic. The VF for MAC address 000f-e2ff-0011 on Switch C becomes the AVF to 
forward traffic. 


# When the timeout timer (about 1800 seconds) expires, display detailed information about 
VRRP group 1 on Switch C. 
[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp verbose 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 100                  Running Pri  : 100 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Become Master  : 402ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.1 


     Member IP List : 10.1.1.4 (Local, Backup) 


                      10.1.1.2 (Master) 


                      10.1.1.3 (Backup) 


   Forwarder Information: 2 Forwarders 1 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0012 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : 10.1.1.3 


    Forwarder 03 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0013 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1105 
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     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 


   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Positive   Weight Reduced : 250 


The output shows that when the timeout timer expires, the VF for virtual MAC address 
000f-e2ff-0011 is removed. The VF no longer forwards the packets destined for the MAC 
address. 


# When Switch A fails, display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch B. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp verbose 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 110                  Running Pri  : 110 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.1 


     Member IP List : 10.1.1.3 (Local, Master) 


                      10.1.1.4 (Backup) 


   Forwarder Information: 2 Forwarders 1 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0012 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 


    Forwarder 03 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0013 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1105 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : 10.1.1.4 


   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Positive   Weight Reduced : 250 


The output shows the following: 


 When Switch A fails, Switch B becomes the master because it has a higher priority than Switch 
C. 


 The VF for virtual MAC address 000f-e2ff-0011 is removed. 
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IPv6 VRRP configuration examples 


Single VRRP group configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 29, Switch A and Switch B form a VRRP group. They use the virtual IP addresses 
1::10/64 and FE80::10 to provide gateway service for the subnet where Host A resides. 


Host A learns 1::10/64 as its default gateway from RA messages sent by the switches. 


Switch A operates as the master to forward packets from Host A to Host B. When Switch A fails, Switch 
B takes over to forward packets for Host A. 


Figure 29 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


1. Configure Switch A: 


# Configure VLAN 2. 
<SwitchA> system-view 


[SwitchA] vlan 2 


[SwitchA-vlan2] port gigabitethernet 1/0/5 


[SwitchA-vlan2] quit 


[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 address fe80::1 link-local 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 address 1::1 64 


# Create VRRP group 1, and set its virtual IPv6 addresses to FE80::10 and 1::10. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip fe80::10 link-local 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip 1::10 


# Assign Switch A a higher priority than Switch B in VRRP group 1, so Switch A can become the 
master. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 priority 110 


# Configure Switch A to operate in preemptive mode, so it can become the master whenever it 
operates correctly. Set the preemption delay to 500 centiseconds to avoid frequent status 
switchover. 
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[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 preempt-mode delay 500 


# Enable Switch A to send RA messages, so Host A can learn the default gateway address. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] undo ipv6 nd ra halt 


2. Configure Switch B: 


# Configure VLAN 2. 
<SwitchB> system-view 


[SwitchB] vlan 2 


[SwitchB-vlan2] port gigabitethernet 1/0/5 


[SwitchB-vlan2] quit 


[SwitchB] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 address fe80::2 link-local 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 address 1::2 64 


# Create VRRP group 1 and set its virtual IPv6 addresses to FE80::10 and 1::10. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip fe80::10 link-local 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip 1::10 


# Configure Switch B to operate in preemptive mode, and set the preemption delay to 500 
centiseconds. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 preempt-mode delay 500 


# Enable Switch B to send RA messages, so Host A can learn the default gateway address. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] undo ipv6 nd ra halt 


3. Verify the configuration: 


# Ping Host B from Host A. (Details not shown.) 


# Display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch A. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp ipv6 verbose 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 110                  Running Pri  : 110 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::10 


                      1::10 


     Virtual MAC    : 0000-5e00-0201 


     Master IP      : FE80::1 


# Display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch B. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp ipv6 verbose 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 100                  Running Pri  : 100 
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     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Become Master  : 403ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::10 


                      1::10 


     Master IP      : FE80::1 


The output shows that Switch A is operating as the master in VRRP group 1 to forward packets 
from Host A to Host B. 


# Disconnect the link between Host A and Switch A, and verify that Host A can still ping Host B. 
(Details not shown.) 


# Display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch B. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp ipv6 verbose 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 100                  Running Pri  : 100 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::10 


                      1::10 


     Virtual MAC    : 0000-5e00-0201 


     Master IP      : FE80::2 


The output shows that when Switch A fails, Switch B takes over to forward packets from Host A to 
Host B. 


# Recover the link between Host A and Switch A, and display detailed information about VRRP 
group 1 on Switch A. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp ipv6 verbose 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 110                  Running Pri  : 110 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::10 


                      1::10 


     Virtual MAC    : 0000-5e00-0201 


     Master IP      : FE80::1 


The output shows that after Switch A resumes normal operation, it becomes the master to forward 
packets from Host A to Host B. 
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Multiple VRRP groups configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 30, Switch A and Switch B form two VRRP groups. VRRP group 1 uses the virtual 
IPv6 addresses 1::10/64 and FE80::10 to provide gateway service for hosts in VLAN 2. VRRP group 2 
uses the virtual IPv6 addresses 2::10/64 and FE90::10 to provide gateway service for hosts in VLAN 3. 


From RA messages sent by the switches, hosts in VLAN 2 learn 1::10/64 as their default gateway. Hosts 
in VLAN 3 learn 2::10/64 as their default gateway. 


Assign Switch A a higher priority than Switch B in VRRP group 1 but a lower priority in VRRP group 2. 
Traffic from VLAN 2 and VLAN 3 can then be distributed between the two switches. When one of the 
switches fails, the healthy switch provides gateway service for both VLANs. 


Figure 30 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


1. Configure Switch A: 


# Configure VLAN 2. 
<SwitchA> system-view 


[SwitchA] vlan 2 


[SwitchA-vlan2] port gigabitethernet 1/0/5 


[SwitchA-vlan2] quit 


[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 address fe80::1 link-local 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 address 1::1 64 


# Create VRRP group 1, and set its virtual IPv6 addresses to FE80::10 to 1::10. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip fe80::10 link-local 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip 1::10 


# Assign Switch A a higher priority than Switch B in VRRP group 1, so Switch A can become the 
master in the group. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 priority 110 
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# Enable Switch A to send RA messages, so hosts in VLAN 2 can learn the default gateway 
address. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] undo ipv6 nd ra halt 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] quit 


# Configure VLAN 3. 
[SwitchA] vlan 3 


[SwitchA-vlan3] port gigabitethernet 1/0/6 


[SwitchA-vlan3] quit 


[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 3 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] ipv6 address fe90::1 link-local 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] ipv6 address 2::1 64 


# Create VRRP group 2, and set its virtual IPv6 addresses to FE90::10 and 2::10. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] vrrp ipv6 vrid 2 virtual-ip fe90::10 link-local 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] vrrp ipv6 vrid 2 virtual-ip 2::10 


# Enable Switch A to send RA messages, so hosts in VLAN 3 can learn the default gateway 
address. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] undo ipv6 nd ra halt 


2. Configure Switch B: 


# Configure VLAN 2. 
<SwitchB> system-view 


[SwitchB-vlan2] port gigabitethernet 1/0/5 


[SwitchB-vlan2] quit 


[SwitchB] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 address fe80::2 link-local 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 address 1::2 64 


# Create VRRP group 1, and set its virtual IPv6 addresses to FE80::10 and 1::10. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip fe80::10 link-local 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip 1::10 


# Enable Switch B to send RA messages, so hosts in VLAN 2 can learn the default gateway 
address. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] undo ipv6 nd ra halt 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] quit 


# Configure VLAN 3. 
[SwitchB] vlan 3 


[SwitchB-vlan3] port gigabitethernet 1/0/6 


[SwitchB-vlan3] quit 


[SwitchB] interface vlan-interface 3 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface3] ipv6 address fe90::2 link-local 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface3] ipv6 address 2::2 64 


# Create VRRP group 2, and set its virtual IPv6 addresses to FE90::10 and 2::10. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface3] vrrp ipv6 vrid 2 virtual-ip fe90::10 link-local 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface3] vrrp ipv6 vrid 2 virtual-ip 2::10 


# Assign Switch B a higher priority than Switch A in VRRP group 2, so Switch B can become the 
master in the group. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface3] vrrp ipv6 vrid 2 priority 110 
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# Enable Switch B to send RA messages, so hosts in VLAN 3 can learn the default gateway 
address. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface3] undo ipv6 nd ra halt 


3. Verify the configuration: 


# Display detailed information about the VRRP groups on Switch A. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] display vrrp ipv6 verbose 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 2 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 110                  Running Pri  : 110 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 0 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::10 


                      1::10 


     Virtual MAC    : 0000-5e00-0201 


     Master IP      : FE80::1 


 


   Interface Vlan-interface3 


     VRID           : 2                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 100                  Running Pri  : 100 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 0 


     Become Master  : 402ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE90::10 


                      2::10 


     Master IP      : FE90::2 


# Display detailed information about the VRRP groups on Switch B. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface3] display vrrp ipv6 verbose 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 2 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 100                  Running Pri  : 100 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 0 


     Become Master  : 401ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::10 


                      1::10 


     Master IP      : FE80::1 


 


   Interface Vlan-interface3 


     VRID           : 2                    Adver Timer  : 100 
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     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 110                  Running Pri  : 110 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 0 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE90::10 


                      2::10 


     Virtual MAC    : 0000-5e00-0202 


     Master IP      : FE90::2 


The output shows the following: 


 Switch A is operating as the master in VRRP group 1 to forward Internet traffic for hosts that use 
the default gateway 1::10/64.  


 Switch B is operating as the master in VRRP group 2 to forward Internet traffic for hosts that use 
the default gateway 2::10/64. 


VRRP load balancing configuration example 


Network requirements 
As shown in Figure 31, Switch A, Switch B, and Switch C form a load balanced VRRP group. They use 
the virtual IPv6 addresses FE80::10 and 1::10 to provide gateway service for subnet 1::/64. 


Hosts on subnet 1::/64 learn 1::10 as their default gateway from RA messages sent by the switches.  


Configure VFs on Switch A, Switch B, or Switch C to monitor their respective VLAN-interface 3. When 
the interface on any of them fails, the weights of the VFs on the problematic switch decrease so another 
AVF can take over.  


Figure 31 Network diagram 
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Configuration procedure 
1. Configure Switch A: 


# Configure VLAN 2. 
<SwitchA> system-view 


[SwitchA] vlan 2 


[SwitchA-vlan2] port gigabitethernet 1/0/5 


[SwitchA-vlan2] quit 


# Configure VRRP to operate in load balancing mode. 
[SwitchA] vrrp ipv6 mode load-balance 


# Create VRRP group 1, and set its virtual IPv6 addresses to FE80::10 and 1::10. 
[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 address fe80::1 link-local 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 address 1::1 64 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip fe80::10 link-local 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip 1::10 


# Assign Switch A the highest priority in VRRP group 1, so Switch A can become the master.  
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 priority 120 


# Configure Switch A to operate in preemptive mode, so it can become the master whenever it 
operates correctly. Set the preemption delay to 500 centiseconds to avoid frequent status 
switchover. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 preempt-mode delay 500 


# Enable Switch A to send RA messages, so hosts on subnet 1::/64 can learn the default 
gateway address. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] undo ipv6 nd ra halt 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] quit 


# Create track entry 1 to monitor the upstream link status of VLAN-interface 3. When the 
upstream link fails, the track entry transits to Negative.  
[SwitchA] track 1 interface vlan-interface 3 


# Configure the VFs in VRRP group 1 to monitor track entry 1, and decrease their weights by 250 
when the track entry transits to Negative. 
[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 track 1 weight reduced 250 


2. Configure Switch B: 


# Configure VLAN 2. 
<SwitchB> system-view 


[SwitchB] vlan 2 


[SwitchB-vlan2] port gigabitethernet 1/0/5 


[SwitchB-vlan2] quit 


# Configure VRRP to operate in load balancing mode. 
[SwitchB] vrrp ipv6 mode load-balance 


# Create VRRP group 1, and set its virtual IPv6 addresses to FE80::10 and 1::10. 
[SwitchB] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 address fe80::2 link-local 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 address 1::2 64 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip fe80::10 link-local 
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[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip 1::10 


# Assign Switch B a higher priority than Switch C in VRRP group 1, so Switch B can become the 
master when Switch A fails. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 priority 110 


# Configure Switch B to operate in preemptive mode, and set the preemption delay to 500 
centiseconds. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 preempt-mode delay 500 


# Enable Switch B to send RA messages so hosts on subnet 1::/64 can learn the default gateway 
address. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] undo ipv6 nd ra halt 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] quit 


# Create track entry 1 to monitor the upstream link status of VLAN-interface 3. When the 
upstream link fails, the track entry transits to Negative.  
[SwitchB] track 1 interface vlan-interface 3 


# Configure the VFs in VRRP group 1 to monitor track entry 1, and decrease their weights by 250 
when the track entry transits to Negative. 
[SwitchB] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 track 1 weight reduced 250 


3. Configure Switch C: 


# Configure VLAN 2. 
<SwitchC> system-view 


[SwitchC] vlan 2 


[SwitchC-vlan2] port gigabitethernet 1/0/5 


[SwitchC-vlan2] quit 


# Configure VRRP to operate in load balancing mode. 
[SwitchC] vrrp ipv6 mode load-balance 


# Create VRRP group 1, and set its virtual IPv6 addresses to FE80::10 and 1::10. 
[SwitchC] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 address fe80::3 link-local 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 address 1::3 64 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip fe80::10 link-local 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip 1::10 


# Configure Switch C to operate in preemptive mode, and set the preemption delay to 500 
centiseconds. 
[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 preempt-mode delay 500 


# Enable Switch C to send RA messages, so the hosts on the subnet 1::/64 can learn the default 
gateway address. 
[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] undo ipv6 nd ra halt 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] quit 


# Create track entry 1 to monitor the upstream link status of VLAN-interface 3. When the 
upstream link fails, the track entry transits to Negative. 
[SwitchC] track 1 interface vlan-interface 3 


# Configure the VFs in VRRP group 1 to monitor track entry 1, and decrease their weights by 250 
when the track entry transits to Negative.  
[SwitchC] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 track 1 weight reduced 250 
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4. Verify the configuration: 


# Verify that Host A can ping the external network. (Details not shown.) 


# Display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch A. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp ipv6 verbose 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 120                  Running Pri  : 120 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::10 


                      1::10 


     Member IP List : FE80::1 (Local, Master) 


                      FE80::2 (Backup) 


                      FE80::3 (Backup) 


   Forwarder Information: 3 Forwarders 1 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 01 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4011 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1101 


     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4012 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : FE80::2 


    Forwarder 03 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4013 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1105 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : FE80::3 


   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Positive   Weight Reduced : 250 


# Display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch B. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp ipv6 verbose 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 
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     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 110                  Running Pri  : 110 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Become Master  : 401ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::10 


                      1::10 


     Member IP List : FE80::2 (Local, Backup) 


                      FE80::1 (Master) 


                      FE80::3 (Backup) 


   Forwarder Information: 3 Forwarders 1 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 01 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4011 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1101 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : FE80::1 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4012 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 


    Forwarder 03 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4013 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1105 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : FE80::3 


   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Positive   Weight Reduced : 250 


# Display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch C. 
[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp ipv6 verbose 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 100                  Running Pri  : 100 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Become Master  : 402ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::10 


                      1::10 


     Member IP List : FE80::3 (Local, Backup) 
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                      FE80::1 (Master) 


                      FE80::2 (Backup) 


   Forwarder Information: 3 Forwarders 1 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 01 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4011 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1101 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : FE80::1 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4012 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : FE80::2 


    Forwarder 03 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4013 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1105 


     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 


   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Positive   Weight Reduced : 250 


The output shows that Switch A is the master in VRRP group 1, and each of the three switches has 
one AVF and two LVFs. 


# Disconnect the link of VLAN-interface 3 on Switch A and display detailed information about 
VRRP group 1 on Switch A. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp ipv6 verbose 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 120                  Running Pri  : 120 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::10 


                      1::10 


     Member IP List : FE80::1 (Local, Master) 


                      FE80::2 (Backup) 


                      FE80::3 (Backup) 


   Forwarder Information: 3 Forwarders 0 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 5 


    Forwarder 01 
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     State          : Initialize 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4011 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1101 


     Priority       : 0 


     Active         : FE80::3 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Initialize 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4012 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 0 


     Active         : FE80::2 


    Forwarder 03 


     State          : Initialize 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4013 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1105 


     Priority       : 0 


     Active         : FE80::3 


   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Negative   Weight Reduced : 250 


# Display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch C. 
[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp ipv6 verbose 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 100                  Running Pri  : 100 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Become Master  : 410ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::10 


                      1::10 


     Member IP List : FE80::3 (Local, Backup) 


                      FE80::1 (Master) 


                      FE80::2 (Backup) 


   Forwarder Information: 3 Forwarders 2 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 01 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4011 (Take Over) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1101 


     Priority       : 85 


     Active         : local 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4012 (Learnt) 
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     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 85 


     Active         : FE80::2 


    Forwarder 03 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4013 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1105 


     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 


   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Positive   Weight Reduced : 250 


The output shows that when VLAN-interface 3 on Switch A fails, the weights of the VFs on Switch 
A drop below the lower limit of failure. All VFs on Switch A transit to the Initialized state and 
cannot forward traffic. The VF for MAC address 000f-e2ff-4011 on Switch C becomes the AVF to 
forward traffic. 


# When the timeout timer (about 1800 seconds) expires, display detailed information about 
VRRP group 1 on Switch C. 
[SwitchC-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp ipv6 verbose 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 100                  Running Pri  : 100 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Become Master  : 400ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::10 


                      1::10 


     Member IP List : FE80::3 (Local, Backup) 


                      FE80::1 (Master) 


                      FE80::2 (Backup) 


   Forwarder Information: 2 Forwarders 1 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4012 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : FE80::2 


    Forwarder 03 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4013 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1105 


     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 
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   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Positive   Weight Reduced : 250 


The output shows that when the timeout timer expires, the VF for virtual MAC address 
000f-e2ff-4011 is removed. The VF no longer forwards the packets destined for the MAC 
address. 


# When Switch A fails, display detailed information about VRRP group 1 on Switch B. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] display vrrp ipv6 verbose 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


   Interface Vlan-interface2 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 110                  Running Pri  : 110 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 500 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::10 


                      1::10 


     Member IP List : FE80::2 (Local, Master) 


                      FE80::3 (Backup) 


   Forwarder Information: 2 Forwarders 1 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4012 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 


    Forwarder 03 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4013 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1105 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : FE80::3 


   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Positive   Weight Reduced : 250 


The output shows the following information: 


 When Switch A fails, Switch B becomes the master because it has a higher priority than Switch 
C. 


 The VF for virtual MAC address 000f-e2ff-4011 is removed. 
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Troubleshooting VRRP 


An error prompt is displayed 


Symptom 


An error prompt "The virtual router detected a VRRP configuration error." is displayed during 
configuration. 


Analysis 


This symptom is probably caused by the following reasons: 


• The VRRP advertisement interval in the packet is not the same as that for the current VRRP group (in 
VRRPv2 only). 


• The number of virtual IP addresses in the packet is not the same as that for the current VRRP group. 


• The virtual IP address list is not the same as that for the current VRRP group. 


• A device in the VRRP group receives illegitimate VRRP packets. For example, the IP address owner 
receives a VRRP packet with the priority 255. 


Solution 


To resolve the problem: 


1. Modify the configuration on routers in VRRP groups to ensure consistent configuration.  


2. Take fault location and anti-attack measures to eliminate potential threats.  


3. If the problem persists, contact HP Support. 


Multiple masters appear in a VRRP group 


Symptom 
Multiple masters appear in a VRRP group. 


Analysis 


It is normal for a VRRP group to have multiple masters for a short time, and this situation requires no 
manual intervention. 


If multiple masters coexist for a longer period, check for the following conditions:  


• The masters cannot receive advertisements from each other. 


• The received advertisements are illegitimate. 


Solution 


To resolve the problem: 


1. Ping between these masters: 


 If the ping operation fails, examine network connectivity.  


 If the ping operation succeeds, check for configuration inconsistencies in the number of virtual 
IP addresses, virtual IP addresses, and authentication. For IPv4 VRRP, also make sure a 
consistent version of VRRP is configured on all routers in the VRRP group. For VRRPv2, make 
sure consistent VRRP advertisement interval is configured on the routers in the VRRP group. 


2. If the problem persists, contact HP Support. 
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Fast VRRP state flapping 


Symptom 


Fast VRRP state flapping occurs. 


Analysis 


The VRRP advertisement interval is set too short. 


Solution 


To resolve the problem: 


1. Increase the interval for sending VRRP advertisements or introduce a preemption delay. 


2. If the problem persists, contact HP Support. 


Command reference 


VRRP cannot be configured on member ports of aggregation groups. 


IPv4 VRRP commands 


display vrrp 


Use display vrrp to display the states of IPv4 VRRP groups. 


Syntax 


display vrrp [ interface interface-type interface-number [ vrid virtual-router-id ] ] [ verbose ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number.  


vrid virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv4 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


verbose: Displays detailed IPv4 VRRP group information. If you do not specify the verbose keyword, the 
command displays brief IPv4 VRRP group information.  


Usage guidelines 


If no interface or VRRP group is specified, this command displays the states of all IPv4 VRRP groups.  


If only an interface is specified, this command displays the states of all IPv4 VRRP groups on the 
specified interface.  
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If both an interface and an IPv4 VRRP group are specified, this command displays the states of the 
specified IPv4 VRRP group on the specified interface.  


Examples 


# Display brief information about all IPv4 VRRP groups on the device when VRRP operates in standard 
mode.  
<Sysname> display vrrp 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


 Interface          VRID  State        Running Adver   Auth     Virtual 


                                       Pri     Timer   Type        IP  


 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 GE1/0/1            1     Master       150     100     Simple   1.1.1.1 


Table 9 Command output (in standard mode) 


Field Description 


Running Mode VRRP operating mode (standard mode). 


Total number of virtual routers Total number of VRRP groups. 


Interface Interface where the VRRP group is configured. 


VRID Virtual router ID (VRRP group number). 


State 


Status of the router in the VRRP group: 


• Master. 
• Backup. 
• Initialize. 
• Inactive. 


Running Pri 
Current priority of the router.  


When a track entry is associated with a VRRP group on the router, the 
router's priority changes when the track entry's status changes.  


Adver Timer VRRP advertisement sending interval in centiseconds. 


Auth Type 


Authentication type: 


• None—No authentication. 
• Simple—Simple text authentication. 
• MD5—MD5 authentication. 


Virtual IP Virtual IP address of the VRRP group. 
 


# Display detailed information about all IPv4 VRRP groups on the device when VRRP operates in 
standard mode.  
<Sysname> display vrrp verbose 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 2 


   Interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 150                  Running Pri  : 150 
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     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 5 


     Auth Type      : Simple               Key          : ****** 


     Virtual IP     : 1.1.1.1 


     Virtual MAC    : 0000-5e00-0101 


     Master IP      : 1.1.1.2 


   VRRP Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1                    State : Positive   Pri Reduced : 50 


   Interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


     VRID           : 11                   Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 80                   Running Pri  : 80 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 0 


     Become Master  : 2370ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 1.1.1.11 


     Virtual MAC    : 0000-5e00-010b 


     Master IP      : 1.1.1.12 


Table 10 Command output (in standard mode) 


Field Description 


Running Mode VRRP operating mode (standard mode). 


Total number of virtual routers Total number of VRRP groups. 


Interface Interface where the VRRP group is configured. 


VRID Virtual router ID (VRRP group number). 


Adver Timer VRRP advertisement sending interval in centiseconds. 


Admin Status Administrative status: up or down.  


State 


Status of the router in the VRRP group: 


• Master. 
• Backup. 
• Initialize. 
• Inactive. 


Config Pri Configured priority of the router, which is configured through the vrrp vrid 
priority command. 


Running Pri 
Current priority of the router.  


When a track entry is associated with a VRRP group on the router, the 
router's priority changes when the track entry's status changes.  


Preempt Mode 
Preemptive mode: 


• Yes. 
• No. 


Delay Time Preemption delay time in centiseconds. 


Become Master Time, in milliseconds, that a backup router has to wait before it becomes 
the master. 
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Field Description 


Auth Type 


Authentication type: 


• None—No authentication. 
• Simple—Simple text authentication. 
• MD5—MD5 authentication. 


Key Authentication key, which is not displayed if no authentication is required. 


Virtual IP Virtual IP address of the VRRP group. 


Virtual MAC Virtual MAC address of the VRRP group's virtual IP address, which is 
displayed when the router is the master. 


Master IP Primary IP address of the interface where the master resides. 


VRRP Track Information 
Track entry information. This field is displayed only after you have 
configured the vrrp vrid track command. 


Track Object Track entry which is associated with the VRRP group.  


State 


Track entry state: 


• Negative. 
• Positive. 
• NotReady. 


Pri Reduced Value by which the priority decreases when the status of the associated 
track entry becomes negative. 


Switchover 
Switchover mode. When the status of the associated track entry becomes 
negative, the backup immediately becomes the master. 


 


# Display brief information about all IPv4 VRRP groups on the device when VRRP operates in load 
balancing mode. 
<Sysname> display vrrp 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


 Interface          VRID  State        Running Address             Active 


                                       Pri 


 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 GE1/0/1            1     Master       150     1.1.1.1             Local 


 -----              VF 1  Active       255     000f-e2ff-0011      Local 


Table 11 Command output (in load balancing mode) 


Field Description 


Running Mode VRRP operating mode (load balancing mode). 


Total number of virtual routers Total number of VRRP groups. 


Interface Interface where the VRRP group is configured. 


VRID Virtual router ID (VRRP group number) or virtual forwarder (VF) ID. 
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Field Description 


State 


• For a VRRP group (when the VRID is a virtual router ID), this field 
indicates the state of the router in the VRRP group. The states include 
Master, Backup, Initialize, and Inactive. 


• For a VF (when the VRID is a VF ID), this field indicates the state of the 
VF in the VRRP group, including Active, Listening, and Initialize. 


Running Pri 


• For a VRRP group (when the VRID is a virtual router ID), this field 
indicates the running priority of the router. When a track entry is 
associated with a VRRP group on the router, the router's priority changes 
when the track entry's status changes.  


• For a VF (when the VRID is a VF ID), this field indicates the running 
priority of the VF. When a track entry is associated with a VF, the priority 
of the VF changes if the state of the monitored track entry changes. 


Address 


• For a VRRP group (when the VRID is a virtual router ID), this field 
indicates the virtual IP address of the VRRP group. 


• For a VF (when the VRID is a VF ID), this field indicates the virtual MAC 
address of the VF. 


Active 


• For a VRRP group (when the VRID is a virtual router ID), this field 
indicates the IP address of the interface where the master resides. If the 
current router is the master, local is displayed. 


• For a VF (when the VRID is a VF ID), this field indicates the IP address of 
the interface where the active virtual forwarder (AVF) resides. If the 
current VF is the AVF, local is displayed. 


 


# Display detailed information about all IPv4 VRRP groups on the device when VRRP operates in load 
balancing mode. 
<Sysname> display vrrp verbose 


IPv4 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 2 


   Interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 150                  Running Pri  : 150 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 5 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.1 


                      10.1.1.2 


                      10.1.1.3 


     Member IP List : 10.1.1.10 (Local, Master) 


                      10.1.1.20 (Backup) 


   VRRP Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1                    State : Positive   Pri Reduced : 50 


   Forwarder Information: 2 Forwarders 1 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 01 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0011 (Owner) 
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     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1101 


     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-0012 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : 10.1.1.20 


   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Positive   Weight Reduced : 250 


   Interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


     VRID           : 11                   Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 80                   Running Pri  : 80 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 0 


     Become Master  : 2370ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : 10.1.1.11 


                    : 10.1.1.12 


                    : 10.1.1.13 


     Member IP List : 10.1.1.10 (Local, Backup) 


                      10.1.1.15 (Master) 


   Forwarder Information: 2 Forwarders 1 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 01 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-40b1 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : 10.1.1.15 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-40b2 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1101 


     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 


Table 12 Command output (in load balancing mode) 


Field Description 


Running Mode VRRP operating mode (load balancing mode). 


Total number of virtual routers Total number of VRRP groups. 


Interface Interface where the VRRP group is configured. 


VRID Virtual router ID (VRRP group number). 


Adver Timer VRRP advertisement sending interval in centiseconds. 
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Field Description 


Admin Status Administrative status: up or down.  


State 


Status of the router in the VRRP group: 


• Master. 
• Backup. 
• Initialize. 
• Inactive. 


Config Pri Configured priority of the router, which is configured by using the vrrp vrid 
priority command. 


Running Pri 
Current priority of the router.  


When a track entry is associated with a VRRP group on the router, the 
router's priority changes when the track entry's status changes.  


Preempt Mode 
Preemptive mode: 


• Yes. 
• No. 


Delay Time Preemption delay time in centiseconds. 


Become Master Time, in milliseconds, that a backup router has to wait before it becomes 
the master.  


Auth Type 


Authentication type: 


• None—No authentication. 
• Simple—Simple text authentication. 
• MD5—MD5 authentication. 


Key Authentication key, which is not displayed if no authentication is required. 


Virtual IP Virtual IP address list of the VRRP group. 


Member IP List 


IP addresses of the member devices in the VRRP group: 


• Local—IP address of the local router. 
• Master—IP address of the master. 
• Backup—IP address of the backup. 


VRRP Track Information Track entry which is associated with the VRRP group. This field is displayed 
only after you have configured the vrrp vrid track command. 


Track Object Track entry to be monitored. 


State 


Track entry state: 


• Negative. 
• Positive. 
• NotReady. 


Pri Reduced 
Value by which the priority decreases when the status of the associated 
track entry becomes negative. This field is displayed only after you have 
configured vrrp vrid track command. 


Switchover 
Switchover mode. When the status of the associated track entry becomes 
negative, the backup immediately becomes the master. 


Forwarder Information: 2 
Forwarders 1 Active 


VF information: Two VFs exist, and one is the AVF. 


Config Weight Configured weight of the VF: 255.  
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Field Description 


Running Weight 
Current weight of the VF.  


When a track entry is associated with the VFs of a VRRP group, the VFs' 
weights change when the track entry's status changes.  


Forwarder 01 Information about VF 01. 


State 


VF state: 


• Active. 
• Listening. 
• Initialize. 


Virtual MAC Virtual MAC address of the VF. 


Owner ID Real MAC address of the VF owner. 


Priority VF priority in the range of 1 to 255. 


Active IP address of the interface where the AVF resides. If the current VF is the 
AVF, local is displayed.  


Forwarder Weight Track 
Configuration 


VF weight Track configuration. 


The field is displayed only after you have configured the vrrp vrid track 
weight command. 


Track Object 
Track entry which is associated with the VFs. 


The field is displayed only after you have configured the vrrp vrid track 
weight command. 


State 


Track entry state: 


• Negative. 
• Positive. 
• NotReady. 


Weight Reduced 


Value by which the weights of the VFs decrease when the state of the 
associated track entry changes to negative.  


The field is displayed only after you configure the vrrp vrid track weight 
command. 


 


display vrrp statistics 


Use display vrrp statistics to display statistics for IPv4 VRRP groups. 


Syntax 


display vrrp statistics [ interface interface-type interface-number [ vrid virtual-router-id ] ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 
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Parameters 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number.  


vrid virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv4 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


Usage guidelines 


If no interface or VRRP group is specified, this command displays statistics for all IPv4 VRRP groups.  


If only an interface is specified, this command displays statistics for all IPv4 VRRP groups on the 
specified interface.  


If both an interface and an IPv4 VRRP group are specified, this command displays statistics for the 
specified IPv4 VRRP group on the specified interface.  


You can use the reset vrrp statistics command to clear statistics for IPv4 VRRP groups. 


Examples 


# Display statistics for all IPv4 VRRP groups when VRRP operates in standard mode. 
<Sysname> display vrrp statistics 


 Interface               : GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


 VRID                    : 1 


 CheckSum Errors         : 0          Version Errors                : 0 


 Invalid Pkts Rcvd  :      0          Unexpected Pkts Rcvd          : 0 


 IP TTL Errors           : 0          Advertisement Interval Errors : 0 


 Invalid Auth Type       : 0          Auth Failures                 : 0 


 Packet Length Errors    : 0          Auth Type Mismatch            : 0 


 Become Master           : 1          Address List Errors           : 0 


 Adver Rcvd              : 0          Priority Zero Pkts Rcvd       : 0 


 Adver Sent              : 807        Priority Zero Pkts Sent       : 0 


 


 Global statistics 


 CheckSum Errors         : 0 


 Version Errors          : 0 


 VRID Errors             : 0 


# Display statistics for all IPv4 VRRP groups when VRRP operates in load balancing mode. 
<Sysname> display vrrp statistics 


 Interface               : GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


 VRID                    : 1 


 CheckSum Errors         : 0          Version Errors                : 0 


 Invalid Pkts Rcvd       : 0          Unexpected Pkts Rcvd          : 0 


 IP TTL Errors           : 0          Advertisement Interval Errors : 0 


 Invalid Auth Type       : 0          Auth Failures                 : 0 


 Packet Length Errors    : 0          Auth Type Mismatch            : 0 


 Become Master           : 39         Address List Errors           : 0 


 Become AVF              : 13         Packet Option Errors          : 0 


 Adver Rcvd              : 2562       Priority Zero Pkts Rcvd       : 1  


 Adver Sent              : 16373      Priority Zero Pkts Sent       : 49 


 Request Rcvd            : 2          Reply Rcvd                    : 10 


 Request Sent            : 12         Reply Sent                    : 2  


 Release Rcvd            : 0          VF Priority Zero Pkts Rcvd    : 1  


 Release Sent            : 0          VF Priority Zero Pkts Sent    : 11 
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 Redirect Timer Expires  : 1          Time-out Timer Expires        : 0 


 


 Global statistics 


 CheckSum Errors         : 0 


 Version Errors          : 0 


 VRID Errors             : 0 


Table 13 Command output (in standard mode) 


Field Description 


Interface Interface where the VRRP group is configured. 


VRID VRRP group number. 


CheckSum Errors Number of packets with checksum errors. 


Version Errors Number of packets with version errors. 


Invalid Pkts Rcvd Number of received packets of invalid packet types. 


Unexpected Pkts Rcvd Number of received unexpected packets. 


Advertisement Interval Errors Number of packets with advertisement interval errors. 


IP TTL Errors Number of packets with TTL errors. 


Auth Failures Number of packets with authentication failures. 


Invalid Auth Type 
Number of packets with authentication failures because of 
invalid authentication types. 


Auth Type Mismatch Number of packets with authentication failures because of 
mismatching authentication types. 


Packet Length Errors Number of packets with VRRP packet length errors. 


Address List Errors Number of packets with virtual IP address list errors. 


Become Master Number of times that the router elected as the master. 


Priority Zero Pkts Rcvd Number of received advertisements with the router priority of 
0. 


Adver Rcvd Number of received advertisements. 


Priority Zero Pkts Sent Number of sent advertisements with the router priority of 0. 


Adver Sent Number of sent advertisements. 


Global statistics Global statistics for all VRRP groups. 


CheckSum Errors Total number of packets with checksum errors. 


Version Errors Total number of packets with version errors.  


VRID Errors Total number of packets with VRID errors.  
 


Table 14 Command output (in load balancing mode) 


Field Description 


Interface Interface where the VRRP group is configured. 


VRID VRRP group number. 


CheckSum Errors Number of packets with checksum errors. 
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Field Description 


Version Errors Number of packets with version errors. 


Invalid Pkts Rcvd Number of received packets of invalid packet types. 


Unexpected Pkts Rcvd Number of received unexpected packets. 


Advertisement Interval Errors Number of packets with advertisement interval errors. 


IP TTL Errors Number of packets with TTL errors. 


Auth Failures Number of packets with authentication failures. 


Invalid Auth Type Number of packets with authentication failures because of 
invalid authentication types. 


Auth Type Mismatch Number of packets with authentication failures because of 
mismatching authentication types. 


Packet Length Errors Number of packets with VRRP packet length errors. 


Address List Errors Number of packets with virtual IP address list errors. 


Become Master Number of times that the router elected as the master. 


Redirect Timer Expires Number of times that the redirect timer expired. 


Become AVF Number of times that the VF elected as the AVF. 


Time-out Timer Expires Number of times that the time-out timer expired. 


Adver Rcvd Number of received advertisements. 


Request Rcvd Number of received requests. 


Adver Sent Number of sent advertisements. 


Request Sent Number of sent requests. 


Reply Rcvd Number of received replies. 


Release Rcvd Number of received release packets. 


Reply Sent Number of sent replies. 


Release Sent Number of sent release packets. 


Priority Zero Pkts Rcvd Number of received advertisements with the router priority of 
0. 


VF Priority Zero Pkts Rcvd Number of received advertisements with the VF priority of 0. 


Priority Zero Pkts Sent Number of sent advertisements with the router priority of 0. 


VF Priority Zero Pkts Sent Number of sent advertisements with the VF priority of 0. 


Packet Option Errors Number of packet option errors. 


Global statistics Global statistics for all IPv4 VRRP groups. 


CheckSum Errors Total number of packets with checksum errors. 


Version Errors Total number of packets with version errors.  


VRID Errors Total number of packets with VRID errors.  
 


Related commands 


reset vrrp statistics 
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reset vrrp statistics 


Use reset vrrp statistics to clear statistics for IPv4 VRRP groups. 


Syntax 


reset vrrp statistics [ interface interface-type interface-number [ vrid virtual-router-id ] ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number.  


vrid virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv4 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


Usage guidelines 


If no interface or VRRP group is specified, this command clears statistics for all IPv4 VRRP groups.  


If only an interface is specified, this command clears statistics for all IPv4 VRRP groups on the specified 
interface.  


If both an interface and an IPv4 VRRP group are specified, this command clears statistics for the 
specified IPv4 VRRP group on the specified interface.  


Examples 


# Clear statistics for all IPv4 VRRP groups on all interfaces.  
<Sysname> reset vrrp statistics 


Related commands 


display vrrp statistics 


snmp-agent trap enable vrrp 


Use snmp-agent trap enable vrrp to enable SNMP notifications for VRRP globally.  


Use undo snmp-agent trap enable vrrp to disable SNMP notifications for VRRP globally.  


Syntax 


snmp-agent trap enable vrrp [ auth-failure | new-master ] 


undo snmp-agent trap enable vrrp [ auth-failure | new-master ] 


Default 


SNMP notifications for VRRP are enabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 
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Parameters 


auth-failure: Generates notifications as defined in RFC 2787 when the device in a VRRP group receives 
a VRRP advertisement with the authentication type or key not matching the local configuration. 


new-master: Generates notifications as defined in RFC 2787 when the state of a device in a VRRP 
group changes from Initialize or Backup to Master. 


Usage guidelines 


When the notification function is enabled, the device can send notifications to the destination host. To 
specify the notification type (inform or trap) and target host, use the snmp-agent target-host command.  


Examples 


# Generate notifications as defined in RFC 2787 when the device in a VRRP group receives a VRRP 
advertisement with the authentication type or key not matching the local configuration. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] snmp-agent trap enable vrrp auth-failure 


vrrp check-ttl enable 


Use vrrp check-ttl enable to enable TTL check for IPv4 VRRP packets. 


Use undo vrrp check-ttl enable to disable TTL check for IPv4 VRRP packets.  


Syntax 


vrrp check-ttl enable 


undo vrrp check-ttl enable 


Default 


TTL check for IPv4 VRRP packets is enabled. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


The master in an IPv4 VRRP group periodically sends VRRP advertisements to declare its presence. The 
VRRP advertisements are multicast in the local subnet and cannot be forwarded by routers, so the TTL 
value is not changed. When the master sends VRRP advertisements, it sets the TTL value to 255. If you 
enable TTL check, the backups drop the VRRP advertisements with TTL other than 255, preventing 
attacks from other subnets. 


Devices from different vendors might implement VRRP differently. When the device is interoperating with 
devices of other vendors, TTL check on VRRP packets might result in unexpected dropping of packets. In 
this scenario, use the undo vrrp check-ttl enable command to disable TTL check on VRRP packets.  


Examples 


# Disable TTL check for IPv4 VRRP packets. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] undo vrrp check-ttl enable 
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vrrp dscp 


Use vrrp dscp to set a DSCP value for VRRP packets. 


Use undo vrrp dscp to restore the default. 


Syntax 


vrrp dscp dscp-value 


undo vrrp dscp 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


dscp-value: Specifies a DSCP value for VRRP packets, in the range of 0 to 63. The default is 48. 


Usage guidelines 


The DSCP value identifies the packet priority during transmission. A greater DSCP value means a higher 
packet priority.  


Examples 


# Set the DSCP value to 30 for VRRP packets. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vrrp dscp 30 


vrrp mode 


Use vrrp mode to specify the operating mode for IPv4 VRRP. 


Use undo vrrp mode to restore the default.  


Syntax 


vrrp mode load-balance [ version-8 ] 


undo vrrp mode 


Default 


IPv4 VRRP operates in standard mode. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


load-balance: Specifies the load balancing mode. 


version-8: Specifies the version carried in VRRP packets as 8. 
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Usage guidelines 


After you create IPv4 VRRP groups on the router, you can specify their operating mode by using this 
command. All IPv4 VRRP groups on the router operate in the specified mode.  


The version-8 keyword takes effect only when the version of IPv4 VRRP configured on the interface is 
VRRPv2. The version-8 keyword is required in the following conditions: 


• A router running Comware V5 software exists in the VRRP group.  


To display the software version, use the display version command. 


• All routers in the IPv4 VRRP group are operating in load balancing mode. 


• All routers in the IPv4 VRRP group are configured with the version of VRRPv2. 


Examples 


# Specify the load balancing mode for IPv4 VRRP. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vrrp mode load-balance 


Related commands 


display vrrp 


vrrp version 


Use vrrp version to specify the version of IPv4 VRRP on an interface. 


Use undo vrrp version to restore the default. 


Syntax 


vrrp version version-number 


undo vrrp version 


Default 


VRRPv3 is used. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


version-number: Specifies a VRRP version. The version number is 2 or 3, where 2 indicates VRRPv2 
(described in RFC 3768), and 3 indicates VRRPv3 (described in RFC 5798).  


Usage guidelines 


The version of VRRP on all routers in an IPv4 VRRP group must be the same.  


Examples 


# Specify VRRPv2 to run on VLAN-interface 10. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 10 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface10] vrrp version 2 
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vrrp vrid authentication-mode 


Use vrrp vrid authentication-mode to configure the authentication mode and the authentication key for 
an IPv4 VRRP group to send and receive VRRP packets. 


Use undo vrrp vrid authentication-mode to restore the default. 


Syntax 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id authentication-mode { md5 | simple } { cipher | plain } key 


undo vrrp vrid virtual-router-id authentication-mode 


Default 


Authentication is disabled when a VRRP group sends and receives VRRP packets. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv4 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


md5: Specifies the MD5 authentication mode.  


simple: Specifies the simple authentication mode. 


cipher: Sets a ciphertext authentication key. 


plain: Sets a plaintext authentication key. 


key: Sets the authentication key. This argument is case sensitive. It must be a ciphertext string of 1 to 41 
characters if you specify the cipher keyword. Or it must be a plaintext string of 1 to 8 characters if you 
specify the plain keyword. 


Usage guidelines 


To avoid attacks from unauthorized users, VRRP member routers add authentication keys in VRRP 
packets to authenticate one another. VRRP provides the following authentication modes: 


• simple—Simple text authentication. 


The sender fills an authentication key into the VRRP packet, and the receiver compares the 
received authentication key with its local authentication key. If the two authentication keys are the 
same, the received VRRP packet is legitimate. Otherwise, the received packet is illegitimate. 


• md5—MD5 authentication. 


The sender computes a digest for the VRRP packet by using the authentication key and MD5 
algorithm, and saves the result to the authentication header. The receiver performs the same 
operation by using the authentication key and MD5 algorithm, and it compares the result with the 
content in the authentication header. If the results are the same, the received VRRP packet is 
legitimate. Otherwise, the received packet is illegitimate. 


The MD5 authentication is more secure than the simple text authentication, but it costs more resources.  


For security purposes, all keys, including keys configured in plain text, are saved in cipher text. 
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 IMPORTANT: 


• You can configure different authentication modes and authentication keys for the VRRP groups on an 
interface. However, members of the same VRRP group must use the same authentication mode and 
authentication key. 


• For VRRPv3, this command does not take effect.  
 


Examples 


# Set the authentication mode to simple and the authentication key to Sysname for VRRP group 1 on 
VLAN-interface 2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 authentication-mode simple plain Sysname 


Related commands 


• display vrrp 


• vrrp version 


vrrp vrid preempt-mode 


Use vrrp vrid preempt-mode to enable the preemptive mode for the device in an IPv4 VRRP group and 
set the preemption delay. 


Use undo vrrp vrid preempt-mode to disable the preemptive mode for the device in an IPv4 VRRP 
group. 


Use undo vrrp vrid preempt-mode delay to restore the default preemption delay. 


Syntax 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id preempt-mode [ delay delay-value ] 


undo vrrp vrid virtual-router-id preempt-mode [ delay ] 


Default 


The device operates in preemptive mode and the preemption delay is 0 centiseconds.  


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv4 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


delay delay-value: Specifies a preemption delay time in the range of 0 to 180000 in centiseconds. The 
default setting is 0 centiseconds. 


Usage guidelines 


In non-preemptive mode, the master router acts as the master as long as it operates correctly, even if a 
backup is assigned a higher priority later. The non-preemptive mode helps avoid frequent switchover 
between the master and backups. 
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In preemptive mode, a backup takes over as the master and sends VRRP advertisements when it detects 
that it has a higher priority than the master. The previous master then becomes a backup. This 
mechanism makes sure the master is always the device with the highest priority.  


A backup does not immediately become the master after it receives an advertisement with lower priority 
than the local priority. Instead, it waits for a period of time before taking over. This avoids frequent state 
changes among members in a VRRP group and provides the backups with enough time to collect 
information (such as routing information). 


Examples 


# Enable the preemptive mode for VLAN-interface 2, and set the preemption delay time to 500 
centiseconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 preempt-mode delay 500 


Related commands 


display vrrp 


vrrp vrid priority 


Use vrrp vrid priority to set the priority of the device in an IPv4 VRRP group.  


Use undo vrrp vrid priority to restore the default. 


Syntax 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id priority priority-value 


undo vrrp vrid virtual-router-id priority 


Default 


The priority of a device in an IPv4 VRRP group is 100. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv4 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


priority-value: Specifies a priority value in the range of 1 to 254. A higher number indicates a higher 
priority. 


Usage guidelines 


VRRP determines the role (master or backup) of each device in a VRRP group by priority. A device with 
a higher priority is more likely to become the master.  


VRRP priority is in the range of 0 to 255, and a greater number represents a higher priority. Priorities 1 
to 254 are configurable. Priority 0 is reserved for special uses, and priority 255 is for the IP address 
owner. The IP address owner in a VRRP group always has a running priority of 255 and acts as the 
master as long as it operates correctly.  
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Examples 


# Set the priority of the switch to 150 in VRRP group 1 on VLAN-interface 2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 priority 150 


Related commands 


• display vrrp 


• vrrp vrid track 


vrrp vrid shutdown 


Use vrrp vrid shutdown to disable an IPv4 VRRP group.  


Use undo vrrp vrid shutdown to restore the default.  


Syntax 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id shutdown 


undo vrrp vrid virtual-router-id shutdown 


Default 


An IPv4 VRRP group is enabled.  


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv4 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


Usage guidelines 


You can use this command to temporarily disable an IPv4 VRRP group. After this command is 
configured, the VRRP group stays in initialized state, and its configurations remain unchanged. You can 
change its configuration and your changes take effect when you enable the VRRP group again.  


Examples 


# Disable IPv4 VRRP group 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 shutdown 


vrrp vrid source-interface 


Use vrrp vrid source-interface to specify the source interface for an IPv4 VRRP group. This interface, 
instead of the interface where the VRRP group resides, sends and receives VRRP packets. 


Use undo vrrp source-interface to cancel the specified source interface.  
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Syntax 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id source-interface interface-type interface-number 


undo vrrp vrid virtual-router-id source-interface 


Default 


No source interface is specified for a VRRP group. The interface where the VRRP group resides sends 
and receives VRRP packets.  


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv4 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number.  


Usage guidelines 


If VRRP group members cannot exchange VRRP packets through the interfaces where the VRRP group 
resides, use this command to specify interfaces for VRRP packet exchange.  


Examples 


# Specify VLAN-interface 20 as the source interface for VRRP packet exchange in IPv4 VRRP group 10. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 10 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface10] vrrp vrid 10 source-interface vlan-interface 20 


vrrp vrid timer advertise 


Use vrrp vrid timer advertise to configure the interval at which the master in an IPv4 VRRP group sends 
VRRP advertisements.  


Use undo vrrp vrid timer advertise to restore the default. 


Syntax 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id timer advertise adver-interval 


undo vrrp vrid virtual-router-id timer advertise 


Default 


The master in an IPv4 VRRP group sends VRRP advertisements at an interval of 100 centiseconds.  


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 
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Parameters 


virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv4 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


adver-interval: Specifies an interval for the master in the specified IPv4 VRRP group to send VRRP 
advertisements. The value range for this argument is 10 to 4095 centiseconds. For VRRPv2, the value of 
the adver-interval argument can only be a multiple of 100. For example, if you configure values in the 
range of 10 to 100, 101 to 200, and 4001 to 4095, the actual values are 100, 200, and 4100, 
respectively. For VRRPv3, the value of the adver-interval argument that you configured takes effect.  


Usage guidelines 


The master in an IPv4 VRRP group periodically sends VRRP advertisements to declare its presence. You 
can use this command to configure the interval at which the master sends VRRP advertisements.  


HP recommends that you set the VRRP advertisement interval to be greater than 100 centiseconds to 
maintain system stability.  


In VRRPv2, all routers in an IPv4 VRRP group must have the same interval for sending VRRP 
advertisements. 


In VRRPv3, the routers in an IPv4 VRRP group can have different intervals for sending VRRP 
advertisements. The master in the VRRP group sends VRRP advertisements at the specified interval and 
carries the interval attribute in the advertisements. After a backup receives the advertisement, it records 
the interval in the advertisement. If the backup does not receive any VRRP advertisement when the timer 
(3 × recorded interval + Skew_Time) expires, it regards the master as failed and takes over.  


Large network traffic might disable a backup from receiving VRRP advertisements from the master within 
the specified time and trigger an unexpected master switchover. To solve this problem, you can use this 
command to configure a larger interval. 


Examples 


# Configure the master in IPv4 VRRP group 1 to send VRRP advertisements at an interval of 500 
centiseconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 timer advertise 500 


Related commands 


display vrrp 


vrrp vrid track 


Use vrrp vrid track to associate a VRRP group or the VFs in a VRRP group with a track entry. 


Use undo vrrp vrid track to remove the association between a VRRP group or the VFs in a VRRP group 
and a track entry. If no track entry is specified, the association between the VRRP group or the VFs in a 
VRRP group and any track entry is removed. 


Syntax 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id track track-entry-number { forwarder-switchover member-ip ip-address | 
priority reduced [ priority-reduced ] | switchover | weight reduced [ weight-reduced ] } 


undo vrrp vrid virtual-router-id track [ track-entry-number ] [ forwarder-switchover | priority reduced | 
switchover | weight reduced ] ] 
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Default 


A VRRP group is not associated with any track entry. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv4 VRRP group number in the range of 1 to 255. 


track-entry-number: Specifies a track entry. The track-entry-number argument is in the range of 1 to 
1024. 


forwarder-switchover member-ip ip-address: Enables the LVF on the router to take over the role of the 
AVF at the specified IP address immediately after the specified track entry changes to negative. You can 
use the display vrrp verbose command to view the IP addresses of VFs.  


priority reduced priority-reduced: Reduces the priority of the router in the VRRP group by a specified 
value when the state of the specified track entry changes to negative. The priority-reduced argument is 
in the range of 1 to 255, and the default is 10.  


switchover: Enables the router in backup state to take over as the master immediately after the specified 
track entry changes to the negative state. 


weight reduced weight-reduced: Reduces the weight of all VFs on the router in the VRRP group by a 
specified value when the state of the specified track entry changes to negative. The weight-reduced 
argument is in the range of 1 to 255, and the default is 30. 


Usage guidelines 


When the associated track entry changes to the negative state, one of the following conditions occurs 
depending on your configuration: 


• The priority of the router in the VRRP group decreases by a specified value. 


• The weight of VFs decreases by a specified value. 


• The router immediately takes over as the master if it is a backup. 


• The LVF on the router immediately takes over the role of the AVF at the specified IP address. 


Before executing this command, create a VRRP group on the interface and assign a virtual IP address to 
it. 


The following parameters take effect only when the IPv4 VRRP group is operating in load balancing 
mode: 


• The forwarder-switchover member-ip ip-address option. 


• The weight reduced weight-reduced option. 


If the priority reduced keyword is specified but the priority-reduced argument is not specified, the 
priority of the router in the VRRP group decreases by 10 when the track entry changes to negative.  


If the weight reduced keyword is specified but the weight-reduced argument is not specified, the weight 
of the VFs on the router in the VRRP group decreases by 30 when the track entry changes to negative.  


The weight of a VF is 255, and its lower limit of failure is 10. 
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When the weight of a VF owner is higher than or equal to the lower limit of failure, its priority is always 
255. The priority does not change with the weight. When the upstream link of the VF owner fails, an LVF 
must take over as the AVF. The switchover occurs when the weight of the VF owner drops below the 
lower limit of failure. This requires that the reduced weight for the VF owner be higher than 245.  


When the track entry changes from Negative to Positive or NotReady, one of the following conditions 
occurs: 


• The router automatically restores its priority or VF weight.  


• The failed master router becomes the master again. 


• The failed AVF becomes active again. 
 


 IMPORTANT: 


• The vrrp vrid track priority command and the vrrp vrid track switchover command cannot take effect 
on an IP address owner. If you have configured the command on an IP address owner, the 
configuration takes effect after the router changes to be a non-IP address owner.  


• You can create a track entry by using the track command before or after you associate it with a VRRP 
group or the VFs in a VRRP group. For more information about configuring track entries, see High 
Availability Configuration Guide for 10500 switches. 


 


Examples 


# Associate VRRP group 1 on VLAN-interface 2 with track entry 1 and decrease the router priority by 
50 when the state of track entry 1 changes to negative. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 track 1 priority reduced 50 


# Associate the VFs of IPv4 VRRP group 1 on VLAN-interface 2 with track entry 1 and enable the LVF to 
take over the role of the AVF at the IP address of 10.1.1.3 immediately after the specified track entry 
changes to the negative state.  
[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 track 1 forwarder-switchover member-ip 10.1.1.3 


# Associate the VFs of IPv4 VRRP group 1 on VLAN-interface 2 with track entry 1 and decrease the 
weight of all VFs on the router in the VRRP group by 50 when the state of track entry 1 changes to 
negative. 
[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 track 1 weight reduced 50 


Related commands 


display vrrp 


vrrp vrid 


Use vrrp vrid to create an IPv4 VRRP group and assign a virtual IP address to it, or to assign a virtual IP 
address to an IPv4 VRRP group.  


Use undo vrrp vrid to remove all configurations of an IPv4 VRRP group, or to remove a virtual IP address 
from an IPv4 VRRP group. 


Syntax 


vrrp vrid virtual-router-id virtual-ip virtual-address 


undo vrrp vrid virtual-router-id [ virtual-ip [ virtual-address ] ] 
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Default 


No IPv4 VRRP group is created.  


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv4 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


virtual-ip virtual-address: Specifies a virtual IP address, which cannot be an all-zero address (0.0.0.0); 
a broadcast address (255.255.255.255); a loopback address; an IP address of other than Class A, 
Class B, and Class C; or an invalid IP address (for example, 0.0.0.1). If you do not specify this option, 
the undo vrrp vrid command removes all virtual IP addresses from the existing IPv4 VRRP group.  


Usage guidelines 


You can assign up to 16 virtual IP addresses to an IPv4 VRRP group.  


If you create an IPv4 VRRP group without assigning virtual IP address to it, the VRRP group stays in 
inactive state and does not function.  


The virtual IP address of an IPv4 VRRP group and the downlink interface IP address of the VRRP group 
must be in the same subnet. Otherwise, the hosts in the subnet might fail to access external networks.  


In load balancing mode, the virtual IP address of an IPv4 VRRP group cannot be the IP address of any 
interface in the VRRP group. Otherwise, the load balancing mode cannot operate.  


Examples 


# Create IPv4 VRRP group 1 and assign virtual IP address 10.10.10.10 to the VRRP group. Then assign 
virtual IP address 10.10.10.11 to the VRRP group. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 virtual-ip 10.10.10.10 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp vrid 1 virtual-ip 10.10.10.11 


Related commands 


display vrrp 


IPv6 VRRP commands 


display vrrp ipv6 


Use display vrrp ipv6 to display the states of IPv6 VRRP groups. 


Syntax 


display vrrp ipv6 [ interface interface-type interface-number [ vrid virtual-router-id ] ] [ verbose ]  


Views 


Any view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number.  


vrid virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv6 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


verbose: Displays detailed IPv6 VRRP group information. If you do not specify the verbose keyword, the 
command displays brief IPv6 VRRP group information.  


Usage guidelines 


If no interface or VRRP group is specified, this command displays the states of all IPv6 VRRP groups.  


If only an interface is specified, this command displays the states of all IPv6 VRRP groups on the 
specified interface.  


If both an interface and an IPv6 VRRP group are specified, this command displays the states of the 
specified IPv6 VRRP group on the specified interface.  


Examples 


# Display brief information about all IPv6 VRRP groups on the device when VRRP operates in standard 
mode.  
<Sysname> display vrrp ipv6 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


 Interface          VRID  State        Running Adver   Auth     Virtual 


                                       Pri     Timer   Type        IP 


 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 


 GE1/0/1            1     Master       150     100     None     FE80::1 


Table 15 Command output (in standard mode) 


Field Description 


Running Mode VRRP operating mode (standard mode). 


Total number of virtual routers Total number of VRRP groups. 


Interface Interface where the VRRP group is configured. 


VRID Virtual router ID (VRRP group number). 


State 


Status of the router in the VRRP group: 


• Master. 
• Backup. 
• Initialize. 
• Inactive. 
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Field Description 


Running Pri 
Current priority of the router.  


When a track entry is associated with a VRRP group on the router, the 
router's priority changes when the track entry's status changes.  


Adver Timer VRRP advertisement sending interval in centiseconds. 


Auth Type 
Authentication type. Only none is available, which means no 
authentication is required. 


Virtual IP Virtual IP address of the VRRP group. 
 


# Display detailed information about all IPv6 VRRP groups on the device when VRRP operates in 
standard mode.  
<Sysname> display vrrp ipv6 verbose 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Standard 


 Total number of virtual routers : 2 


   Interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 150                  Running Pri  : 150 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 10 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::1 


     Virtual MAC    : 0000-5e00-0201 


     Master IP      : FE80::2 


   VRRP Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1                    State : Positive   Pri Reduced : 50 


   Interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


     VRID           : 11                   Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 80                   Running Pri  : 80 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 0 


     Become Master  : 2450ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::11 


     Virtual MAC    : 0000-5e00-020b 


     Master IP      : FE80::12 


Table 16 Command output (in standard mode) 


Field Description 


Running Mode VRRP operating mode (standard mode). 


Total number of virtual routers Total number of VRRP groups. 


Interface Interface where the VRRP group is configured. 


VRID Virtual router ID (VRRP group number). 


Adver Timer VRRP advertisement sending interval in centiseconds. 


Admin Status Administrative status: up or down.  
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Field Description 


State 


Status of the router in the VRRP group: 


• Master. 
• Backup. 
• Initialize. 
• Inactive. 


Config Pri Configured priority of the router, which is configured through the vrrp ipv6 
vrid priority command. 


Running Pri 
Current priority of the router.  


When a track entry is associated with a VRRP group on the router, the 
router's priority changes when the track entry's status changes.  


Preempt Mode 
Preemptive mode: 


• Yes. 
• No. 


Delay Time Preemption delay time in centiseconds. 


Become Master Time, in milliseconds, that a backup router has to wait before it becomes 
the master.  


Auth Type 
Authentication type. Only none is available, which means no 
authentication is required.  


Virtual IP Virtual IP address of the VRRP group. 


Virtual MAC Virtual MAC address of the VRRP group's virtual IP address, which is 
displayed when the router is the master. 


Master IP Link-local address of the interface where the master resides. 


VRRP Track Information Track entry information. This field is displayed only after you have 
configured the vrrp ipv6 vrid track command. 


Track Object Track entry which is associated with the VRRP group. 


State 


Track entry state: 


• Negative. 
• Positive. 
• NotReady. 


Pri Reduced Value by which the priority decreases when the status of the associated 
track entry becomes negative. 


Switchover Switchover mode. When the status of the associated track entry becomes 
negative, the backup immediately becomes the master. 


 


# Display brief information about all IPv6 VRRP groups on the device when VRRP operates in load 
balancing mode.  
<Sysname> display vrrp ipv6 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 1 


 Interface          VRID  State        Running Address             Active 


                                       Pri 


 ---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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 GE1/0/1            1     Master       150     FE80::1             Local 


 -----              VF 1  Active       255     000f-e2ff-4011      Local 


Table 17 Command output (in load balancing mode) 


Field Description 


Running Mode VRRP operating mode (load balancing mode). 


Total number of virtual routers Total number of VRRP groups. 


Interface Interface where the VRRP group is configured. 


VRID Virtual router ID (VRRP group number) or VF ID. 


State 


• For a VRRP group (when the VRID is a virtual router ID), this field 
indicates the state of the router in the VRRP group. The state can be 
Master, Backup, Initialize, or Inactive. 


• For a VF (when the VRID is a VF ID), this field indicates the state of the 
VF in the VRRP group. The state can be Active, Listening, or Initialize. 


Running Pri 


• For a VRRP group (when the VRID is a virtual router ID), this field 
indicates the running priority of the router. When a track entry is 
associated with a VRRP group on the router, the router's priority changes 
when the track entry's status changes.  


• For a VF (when the VRID is a VF ID), this field indicates the running 
priority of the VF. When a track entry is associated with a VF, the priority 
of the VF changes if the state of the monitored track entry changes. 


Address 


• For a VRRP group (when the VRID is a virtual router ID), this field 
indicates the virtual IP address of the VRRP group. 


• For a VF (when the VRID is a VF ID), this field indicates the virtual MAC 
address of the VF. 


Active 


• For a VRRP group (when the VRID is a virtual router ID), this field 
indicates the link-local address of the interface where the master resides. 
If the current router is the master, local is displayed. 


• For a VF (when the VRID is a VF ID), this field indicates the link-local 
address of the interface where the AVF resides. If the current VF is the 
AVF, local is displayed. 


 


# Display detailed information about all IPv6 VRRP groups on the device when VRRP operates in load 
balancing mode.  
<Sysname> display vrrp ipv6 verbose 


IPv6 Virtual Router Information: 


 Running Mode      : Load Balance 


 Total number of virtual routers : 2 


   Interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


     VRID           : 1                    Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Master 


     Config Pri     : 150                  Running Pri  : 150 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 5 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::10 


     Member IP List : FE80::3 (Local, Master) 


                      FE80::2 (Backup) 


     Master IP      : FE80::3 
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   VRRP Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1                    State : Positive   Pri Reduced : 50 


   Forwarder Information: 2 Forwarders 1 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 01 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4011 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1101 


     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-4012 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : FE80::2 


   Forwarder Weight Track Information: 


     Track Object   : 1          State : Positive   Weight Reduced : 250 


   Interface GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


     VRID           : 11                   Adver Timer  : 100 


     Admin Status   : Up                   State        : Backup 


     Config Pri     : 80                   Running Pri  : 80 


     Preempt Mode   : Yes                  Delay Time   : 0 


     Become Master  : 2450ms left 


     Auth Type      : None 


     Virtual IP     : FE80::11 


     Member IP List : FE80::3 (Local, Backup) 


                      FE80::2 (Master) 


     Master IP      : FE80::2 


   Forwarder Information: 2 Forwarders 1 Active 


     Config Weight  : 255 


     Running Weight : 255 


    Forwarder 01 


     State          : Active 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-40b1 (Learnt) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1103 


     Priority       : 127 


     Active         : FE80::2 


    Forwarder 02 


     State          : Listening 


     Virtual MAC    : 000f-e2ff-40b2 (Owner) 


     Owner ID       : 0000-5e01-1101 


     Priority       : 255 


     Active         : local 
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Table 18 Command output (in load balancing mode) 


Field Description 


Running Mode VRRP operating mode (load balancing mode). 


Total number of virtual routers Total number of VRRP groups. 


Interface Interface where the VRRP group is configured. 


VRID Virtual router ID (VRRP group number) 


Adver Timer VRRP advertisement sending interval in centiseconds. 


Admin Status Administrative status: up or down.  


State 


Status of the router in the VRRP group: 


• Master. 
• Backup. 
• Initialize. 
• Inactive. 


Config Pri 
Configured priority of the router, which is configured through the vrrp ipv6 
vrid priority command. 


Running Pri 
Current priority of the router.  


When a track entry is associated with a VRRP group on the router, the 
router's priority changes when the track entry's status changes.  


Preempt Mode 
Preemptive mode: 


• Yes. 
• No. 


Delay Time Preemption delay time in centiseconds. 


Become Master 
Time, in milliseconds, that a backup router has to wait before it becomes 
the master.  


Auth Type Authentication type. Only none is available, which means no 
authentication is required.  


Virtual IP Virtual IP address list of the VRRP group. 


Member IP List 


IP addresses of the member devices in the VRRP group: 


• Local—IP address of the local router. 
• Master—IP address of the master. 
• Backup—IP address of the backup. 


VRRP Track Information 
Track entry which is associated with the VRRP group. This field is displayed 
only after you have configured the vrrp ipv6 vrid track command. 


Track Object Track entry to be monitored. This field is displayed only after you have 
configured the vrrp ipv6 vrid track command. 


State 


Track entry state: 


• Negative. 
• Positive. 
• NotReady. 


Pri Reduced 
Value by which the priority decreases when the status of the associated 
track entry becomes negative. This field is displayed only after you have 
configured vrrp ipv6 vrid track command. 
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Field Description 


Switchover Switchover mode. When the status of the associated track entry becomes 
negative, the backup immediately becomes the master. 


Forwarder Information: 2 
Forwarders 1 Active 


VF information: Two VFs exist and one is the AVF. 


Config Weight Configured weight of the VF: 255. 


Running Weight 
Current weight of the VF.  


When a track entry is associated with the VFs of a VRRP group, the VFs' 
weights change when the track entry's status changes.  


Forwarder 01 Information about VF 01. 


State 


VF state: 


• Active. 
• Listening. 
• Initialize. 


Virtual MAC Virtual MAC address of the VF. 


Owner ID Real MAC address of the VF owner. 


Priority VF priority in the range of 1 to 255. 


Active Link-local address of the interface where the AVF resides. If the current VF is 
the AVF, local is displayed.  


Forwarder Weight Track 
Configuration 


VF weight Track configuration. 


The field is displayed only after you have configured the vrrp ipv6 vrid 
track weight command. 


Track Object 
Track entry which is associated with the VFs. 


The field is displayed only after you have configured the vrrp ipv6 vrid 
track weight command. 


State 


Track entry state: 


• Negative. 
• Positive. 
• NotReady. 


Weight Reduced 


Value by which the weights of the VFs decrease when the state of the 
associated track entry changes to negative.  


The field is displayed only after you have configured the vrrp ipv6 vrid 
track weight command. 


 


display vrrp ipv6 statistics 


Use display vrrp ipv6 statistics to display statistics for IPv6 VRRP groups. 


Syntax 


display vrrp ipv6 statistics [ interface interface-type interface-number [ vrid virtual-router-id ] ] 


Views 


Any view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number.  


vrid virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv6 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


Usage guidelines 


If no interface or VRRP group is specified, this command displays statistics for all IPv6 VRRP groups.  


If only an interface is specified, this command displays statistics for all IPv6 VRRP groups on the 
specified interface.  


If both an interface and an IPv6 VRRP group are specified, this command displays statistics for the 
specified IPv6 VRRP group on the specified interface.  


You can use the reset vrrp ipv6 statistics command to clear statistics for IPv6 VRRP groups. 


Examples 


# Display statistics for all IPv6 VRRP groups when VRRP operates in standard mode. 
<Sysname> display vrrp ipv6 statistics 


 Interface               : GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


 VRID                    : 1 


 CheckSum Errors         : 0          Version Errors                : 0 


 Invalid Pkts Rcvd       : 0          Unexpected Pkts Rcvd          : 0 


 Hop Limit Errors        : 0          Advertisement Interval Errors : 0 


 Invalid Auth Type       : 0          Auth Failures                 : 0 


 Packet Length Errors    : 0          Auth Type Mismatch            : 0 


 Become Master           : 1          Address List Errors           : 0 


 Adver Rcvd              : 0          Priority Zero Pkts Rcvd       : 0 


 Adver Sent              : 425        Priority Zero Pkts Sent       : 0 


 


 Global statistics 


 CheckSum Errors         : 0 


 Version Errors          : 0 


 VRID Errors             : 0 


# Display statistics for all IPv6 VRRP groups when VRRP operates in load balancing mode. 
<Sysname> display vrrp ipv6 statistics 


 Interface               : GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


 VRID                    : 1 


 CheckSum Errors         : 0          Version Errors                : 0 


 Invalid Pkts Rcvd       : 0          Unexpected Pkts Rcvd          : 0 


 Hop Limit Errors        : 0          Advertisement Interval Errors : 0 


 Invalid Auth Type       : 0          Auth Failures                 : 0 


 Packet Length Errors    : 0          Auth Type Mismatch            : 0 


 Become Master           : 39         Address List Errors           : 0 
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 Become AVF              : 13         Packet Option Errors          : 0 


 Adver Rcvd              : 2562       Priority Zero Pkts Rcvd       : 1  


 Adver Sent              : 16373      Priority Zero Pkts Sent       : 49 


 Request Rcvd            : 2          Reply Rcvd                    : 10 


 Request Sent            : 12         Reply Sent                    : 2  


 Release Rcvd            : 0          VF Priority Zero Pkts Rcvd    : 1  


 Release Sent            : 0          VF Priority Zero Pkts Sent    : 11 


 Redirect Timer Expires  : 1          Time-out Timer Expires        : 0 


 


 Global statistics 


 CheckSum Errors         : 0 


 Version Errors          : 0 


 VRID Errors             : 0 


Table 19 Command output (in standard mode) 


Field Description 


Interface Interface where the VRRP group is configured. 


VRID VRRP group number. 


CheckSum Errors Number of packets with checksum errors. 


Version Errors Number of packets with version errors. 


Invalid Pkts Rcvd Number of received packets of invalid packet types. 


Unexpected Pkts Rcvd Number of received unexpected packets. 


Advertisement Interval Errors Number of packets with advertisement interval errors. 


Hop Limit Errors Number of packets with hop limit errors. 


Auth Failures Number of packets with authentication failures. 


Invalid Auth Type Number of packets with authentication failures because of 
invalid authentication types. 


Auth Type Mismatch Number of packets with authentication failures because of 
mismatching authentication types. 


Packet Length Errors Number of packets with VRRP packet length errors. 


Address List Errors Number of packets with virtual IP address list errors. 


Become Master Number of times that the router elected as the master. 


Priority Zero Pkts Rcvd Number of received advertisements with the router priority of 
0. 


Adver Rcvd Number of received advertisements. 


Priority Zero Pkts Sent Number of sent advertisements with the router priority of 0. 


Adver Sent Number of sent advertisements. 


Global statistics Global statistics for all IPv6 VRRP groups. 


CheckSum Errors Total number of packets with checksum errors. 


Version Errors Total number of packets with version errors.  


VRID Errors Total number of packets with VRID errors.  
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Table 20 Command output (in load balancing mode) 


Field Description 


Interface Interface where the VRRP group is configured. 


VRID VRRP group number. 


CheckSum Errors Number of packets with checksum errors. 


Version Errors Number of packets with version errors. 


Invalid Pkts Rcvd Number of received packets of invalid packet types. 


Unexpected Pkts Rcvd Number of received unexpected packets. 


Advertisement Interval Errors Number of packets with advertisement interval errors. 


Hop Limit Errors Number of packets with hop limit errors. 


Auth Failures Number of packets with authentication failures. 


Invalid Auth Type Number of packets with authentication failures because of 
invalid authentication types. 


Auth Type Mismatch Number of packets with authentication failures because of 
mismatching authentication types. 


Packet Length Errors Number of packets with VRRP packet length errors. 


Address List Errors Number of packets with virtual IP address list errors. 


Become Master Number of times that the router elected as the master. 


Redirect Timer Expires Number of times that the redirect timer expired. 


Become AVF Number of times that the VF elected as the AVF. 


Time-out Timer Expires Number of times that the time-out timer expired. 


Adver Rcvd Number of received advertisements. 


Request Rcvd Number of received requests. 


Adver Sent Number of sent advertisements. 


Request Sent Number of sent requests. 


Reply Rcvd Number of received replies. 


Release Rcvd Number of received release packets. 


Reply Sent Number of sent replies. 


Release Sent Number of sent release packets. 


Priority Zero Pkts Rcvd Number of received advertisements with the router priority of 
0. 


VF Priority Zero Pkts Rcvd Number of received advertisements with the VF priority of 0. 


Priority Zero Pkts Sent Number of sent advertisements with the router priority of 0. 


VF Priority Zero Pkts Sent Number of sent advertisements with the VF priority of 0. 


Packet Option Errors Number of packet option errors. 


Global statistics Global statistics for all IPv6 VRRP groups. 


CheckSum Errors Total number of packets with checksum errors. 


Version Errors Total number of packets with version errors.  
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Field Description 


VRID Errors Total number of packets with VRID errors.  
 


Related commands 


reset vrrp ipv6 statistics 


reset vrrp ipv6 statistics 


Use reset vrrp ipv6 statistics to clear statistics for IPv6 VRRP groups. 


Syntax 


reset vrrp ipv6 statistics [ interface interface-type interface-number [ vrid virtual-router-id ] ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number.  


vrid virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv6 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


Usage guidelines 


If no interface or VRRP group is specified, this command clears statistics for all IPv6 VRRP groups.  


If only an interface is specified, this command clears statistics for all IPv6 VRRP groups on the specified 
interface.  


If both an interface and an IPv6 VRRP group are specified, this command clears statistics for the 
specified IPv6 VRRP group on the specified interface.  


Examples 


# Clear statistics for all IPv6 VRRP groups on all interfaces.  
<Sysname> reset vrrp ipv6 statistics 


Related commands 


display vrrp ipv6 statistics 


vrrp ipv6 dscp 


Use vrrp ipv6 dscp to set a DSCP value for IPv6 VRRP packets. 


Use undo vrrp ipv6 dscp to restore the default.  


Syntax 


vrrp ipv6 dscp dscp-value 


undo vrrp ipv6 dscp 
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Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


dscp-value: Specifies a DSCP value for IPv6 VRRP packets, in the range of 0 to 63. The default is 56. 


Usage guidelines 


The DSCP value identifies the packet priority during transmission. A greater DSCP value means a higher 
packet priority.  


Examples 


# Set the DSCP value to 30 for IPv6 VRRP packets. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vrrp ipv6 dscp 30 


vrrp ipv6 mode 


Use vrrp ipv6 mode to specify the operating mode for IPv6 VRRP. 


Use undo vrrp ipv6 mode to restore the default. 


Syntax 


vrrp ipv6 mode load-balance 


undo vrrp ipv6 mode 


Default 


IPv6 VRRP operates in standard mode. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


load-balance: Specifies the load balancing mode. 


Usage guidelines 


In load balancing mode, the virtual IPv6 address of an IPv6 VRRP group cannot be the IPv6 address of 
the interface where the VRRP group is configured. If the IPv6 addresses are the same, the load 
balancing mode cannot function.  


After you create IPv6 VRRP groups on the router, you can specify their operating mode through this 
command. All IPv6 VRRP groups on the router operate in the specified mode.  


Examples 


# Specify the load balancing mode for IPv6 VRRP. 
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<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vrrp ipv6 mode load-balance 


Related commands 


display vrrp ipv6 


vrrp ipv6 vrid preempt-mode 


Use vrrp ipv6 vrid preempt-mode to enable the preemptive mode for the router in an IPv6 VRRP group 
and set the preemption delay. 


Use undo vrrp ipv6 vrid preempt-mode to disable the preemptive mode for the router in an IPv6 VRRP 
group. 


Use undo vrrp ipv6 vrid preempt-mode delay to restore the default preemption delay. 


Syntax 


vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id preempt-mode [ delay delay-value ] 


undo vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id preempt-mode [ delay ] 


Default 


The router operates in preemptive mode and the preemption delay is 0 centiseconds.  


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv6 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


delay delay-value: Specifies a preemption delay time in the range of 0 to 180000 in centiseconds. The 
default setting is 0 centiseconds. 


Usage guidelines 


In non-preemptive mode, the master router acts as the master as long as it operates correctly, even if a 
backup is assigned a higher priority later. The non-preemptive mode helps avoid frequent switchover 
between the master and backups. 


In preemptive mode, a backup takes over as the master and sends VRRP advertisements when it detects 
that it has a higher priority than the master. The previous master then becomes a backup. This 
mechanism makes sure the master is always the router with the highest priority.  


You can configure the VRRP preemption delay time for the following purposes:  


• Avoid frequent state changes among members in a VRRP group. 


• Provide the backups with enough time to collect information (such as routing information). 


A backup does not immediately become the master after it receives an advertisement with lower priority 
than the local priority. Instead, it waits for a period of time before taking over. 
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Examples 


# Enable the preemptive mode for VRRP group 1, and set the preemption delay time to 500 
centiseconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 10 preempt-mode delay 500 


Related commands 


display vrrp ipv6 


vrrp ipv6 vrid priority 


Use vrrp ipv6 vrid priority to set the priority of the router in an IPv6 VRRP group.  


Use undo vrrp ipv6 vrid priority to restore the default. 


Syntax 


vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id priority priority-value 


undo vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id priority 


Default 


The priority of a router in an IPv6 VRRP group is 100. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv6 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


priority-value: Specifies a priority value in the range of 1 to 254. A higher number indicates a higher 
priority. 


Usage guidelines 


VRRP determines the role (master or backup) of each router in a VRRP group by priority. A router with a 
higher priority is more likely to become the master.  


VRRP priority is in the range of 0 to 255, and a greater number represents a higher priority. Priorities 1 
to 254 are configurable. Priority 0 is reserved for special uses, and priority 255 is for the IP address 
owner. The IP address owner in a VRRP group always has a running priority of 255 and acts as the 
master as long as it operates correctly.  


Examples 


# Set the priority of the switch to 150 in VRRP group 1 on VLAN-interface 2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 priority 150 


Related commands 


display vrrp ipv6 
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vrrp ipv6 vrid shutdown 


Use vrrp ipv6 vrid shutdown to disable an IPv6 VRRP group.  


Use undo vrrp ipv6 vrid shutdown to restore the default.  


Syntax 


vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id shutdown 


undo vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id shutdown 


Default 


An IPv6 VRRP group is enabled.  


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv6 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


Usage guidelines 


You can use this command to temporarily disable an IPv6 VRRP group. After this command is 
configured, the VRRP group stays in initialized state, and its configurations remain unchanged. You can 
change its configuration, and your changes take effect when you enable the VRRP group again.  


Examples 


# Disable IPv6 VRRP group 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 shutdown 


vrrp ipv6 vrid timer advertise 


Use vrrp ipv6 vrid timer advertise to configure the interval at which the master in an IPv6 VRRP group 
sends VRRP advertisements.  


Use undo vrrp ipv6 vrid timer advertise to restore the default. 


Syntax 


vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id timer advertise adver-interval 


undo vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id timer advertise 


Default 


The master in an IPv6 VRRP group sends VRRP advertisements at an interval of 100 centiseconds.  


Views 


Interface view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv6 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


adver-interval: Specifies an interval for the master in the specified IPv6 VRRP group to send VRRP 
advertisements, in the range of 100 to 4095 centiseconds. 


Usage guidelines 


The master in an IPv6 VRRP group periodically sends VRRP advertisements to declare its presence. You 
can use this command to configure the interval at which the master sends VRRP advertisements.  


HP recommends that you set the VRRP advertisement interval to be greater than 100 centiseconds to 
maintain system stability.  


The routers in an IPv6 VRRP group can have different intervals for sending VRRP advertisements. The 
master in the VRRP group sends VRRP advertisements at the specified interval and carries the interval 
attribute in the advertisements. After a backup receives the advertisement, it records the interval in the 
advertisement. If the backup does not receive any VRRP advertisement when the timer (3 × VRRP 
advertisement sending interval + Skew_Time) expires, it regards the master as failed and takes over.  


Large network traffic might disable a backup from receiving VRRP advertisements from the master within 
the specified time and trigger an unexpected master switchover. To solve this problem, you can use this 
command to configure a larger interval. 


Examples 


# Configure the master in IPv6 VRRP group 1 to send VRRP advertisements at an interval of 500 
centiseconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 timer advertise 500 


Related commands 


display vrrp ipv6 


vrrp ipv6 vrid track 


Use vrrp ipv6 vrid track to associate an IPv6 VRRP group or the VFs in an IPv6 VRRP group with a track 
entry. 


Use undo vrrp ipv6 vrid track to remove the association between an IPv6 VRRP group or the VFs in an 
IPv6 VRRP group and a track entry. If no track entry is specified, the association between the VRRP 
group or the VFs in a VRRP group and any track entry is removed. 


Syntax 


vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id track track-entry-number { forwarder-switchover member-ip ipv6-address 
| priority reduced [ priority-reduced ] | switchover | weight reduced [ weight-reduced ] } 


undo vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id track [ track-entry-number ] [ forwarder-switchover | priority 
reduced | switchover | weight reduced ] ] 


Default 


An IPv6 VRRP group is not associated with any track entry. 
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Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv6 VRRP group number in the range of 1 to 255. 


track-entry-number: Specifies a track entry. The track-entry-number argument is in the range of 1 to 
1024. 


forwarder-switchover member-ip ipv6-address: Enables the LVF on the router to take over the role of the 
AVF at the specified IPv6 address immediately after the specified track entry changes to the negative 
state. You can use the display vrrp ipv6 verbose command to view the IPv6 addresses of VFs.  


priority reduced priority-reduced: Reduces the priority of the router in the VRRP group by a specified 
value when the state of the specified track entry changes to negative. The priority-reduced argument is 
in the range of 1 to 255, and the default is 10. 


switchover: Enables the router in backup state to take over as the master immediately after the specified 
track entry changes to the negative state. 


weight reduced weight-reduced: Reduces the weight of all VFs on the router in the VRRP group by a 
specified value when the state of the specified track entry changes to negative. The weight-reduced 
argument is in the range of 1 to 255, and the default is 30. 


Usage guidelines 


When the associated track entry changes to the negative state, one of the following conditions occurs 
depending on your configuration: 


• The priority of the router in the VRRP group decreases by a specified value. 


• The weight of VFs decreases by a specified value. 


• The router immediately takes over as the master if it is a backup. 


• The LVF on the router immediately takes over the role of the AVF at the specified IPv6 address. 


Before executing this command, create an IPv6 VRRP group on the interface and assign a virtual IPv6 
address to it.  


The following parameters take effect only when the IPv6 VRRP group is operating in load balancing 
mode: 


• The forwarder-switchover member-ip ip-address option. 


• The weight reduced weight-reduced option. 


If the priority reduced keyword is specified but the priority-reduced argument is not specified, the 
priority of the router in the VRRP group decreases by 10 when the track entry changes to negative.  


If the weight reduced keyword is specified but the weight-reduced argument is not specified, the weight 
of the VFs on the router in the VRRP group decreases by 30 when the track entry changes to negative.  


The weight of a VF is 255, and its lower limit of failure is 10. 


When the weight of a VF owner is higher than or equal to the lower limit of failure, its priority is always 
255. The priority does not change with the weight. When the upstream link of the VF owner fails, an LVF 
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must take over as the AVF. The switchover occurs when the weight of the VF owner drops below the 
lower limit of failure. This requires that the reduced weight for the VF owner be higher than 245.  


When the track entry changes from Negative to Positive or NotReady, one of the following conditions 
occurs: 


• The router automatically restores its priority or VF weight.  


• The failed master router becomes the master again. 


• The failed AVF becomes active again. 
 


 IMPORTANT: 


• The vrrp ipv6 vrid track priority command and the vrrp ipv6 vrid track switchover command cannot 
take effect on an IP address owner. If you have configured the command on an IP address owner, the 
configuration takes effect after the router changes to be a non-IP address owner.  


• You can create a track entry by using the track command before or after you associate it with an IPv6 
VRRP group or the VFs in an IPv6 VRRP group. For more information about configuring track entries, 
see High Availability Configuration Guide for 10500 switches. 


 


Examples 


# Associate IPv6 VRRP group 1 on VLAN-interface 2 with track entry 1 and decrease the router priority 
by 50 when the state of track entry 1 changes to negative. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 track 1 priority reduced 50 


# Associate the VFs of IPv6 VRRP group 1 on VLAN-interface 2 with track entry 1 and enable the LVF to 
take over the role of the AVF at the IPv6 address of FE80::3 immediately after the specified track entry 
changes to negative. 
[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 track 1 forwarder-switchover member-ip FE80::3 


# Associate the VFs of IPv6 VRRP group 1 on VLAN-interface 2 with track entry 1 and decrease the 
weight of all VFs on the router in the VRRP group by 50 when the state of track entry 1 changes to 
negative. 
[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 track 1 weight reduced 50 


Related commands 


display vrrp ipv6 


vrrp ipv6 vrid 


Use vrrp ipv6 vrid to create an IPv6 VRRP group and assign a virtual IPv6 address to it, or to assign a 
virtual IPv6 address to an IPv6 VRRP group.  


Use undo vrrp ipv6 vrid to remove all configurations of an IPv6 VRRP group, or to remove a virtual IPv6 
address from an IPv6 VRRP group. 


Syntax 


vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id virtual-ip virtual-address [ link-local ] 


undo vrrp ipv6 vrid virtual-router-id [ virtual-ip [ virtual-address [ link-local ] ] ] 


Default 


No IPv6 VRRP group is created.  
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Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


virtual-router-id: Specifies an IPv6 VRRP group by its virtual router ID in the range of 1 to 255. 


virtual-ip virtual-address: Specifies a virtual IPv6 address. If you do not specify this option, the undo 
vrrp ipv6 vrid command removes all virtual IPv6 addresses from the existing IPv6 VRRP group.  


link-local: Specifies a link-local address as the virtual IPv6 address.  


Usage guidelines 


You can assign up to 16 virtual IPv6 addresses to an IPv6 VRRP group.  


The first virtual IPv6 address that you assign for an IPv6 VRRP group must be a link-local address, and it 
must be removed last. 


An IPv6 VRRP group can have only one link-local address as its virtual IPv6 address.  


If you create an IPv6 VRRP group without assigning virtual IPv6 address to it, the VRRP group stays in 
inactive state and does not function.  


The virtual IPv6 address of an IPv6 VRRP group and the downlink interface IPv6 address of the VRRP 
group must be in the same subnet. Otherwise, the hosts in the subnet might fail to access external 
networks.  


Examples 


# Create IPv6 VRRP group 1 and assign virtual IPv6 address fe80::10 to the VRRP group. Then assign 
virtual IPv6 address 1::10 to the VRRP group. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip fe80::10 link-local 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] vrrp ipv6 vrid 1 virtual-ip 1::10 


Related commands 


display vrrp ipv6 


New feature: Applying the QoS policy to a control plane 
A switch provides the data plane and the control plane. 


• Data plane—The units at the data plane are responsible for receiving, transmitting, and switching 
(forwarding) packets, such as various dedicated forwarding chips. They deliver super processing 
speeds and throughput. 


• Control plane—The units at the control plane are processing units running most routing and 
switching protocols. They are responsible for protocol packet resolution and calculation, such as 
CPUs. Compared with data plane units, the control plane units allow for great packet processing 
flexibility but have lower throughput. 


When the data plane receives packets that it cannot recognize or process, it transmits them to the 
control plane. If the transmission rate exceeds the processing capability of the control plane, the control 
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plane will be busy handling undesired packets. As a result, the control plane will fail to handle 
legitimate packets correctly or timely. As a result, protocol performance is affected. 


To address this problem, apply a QoS policy to the control plane to take QoS actions, such as traffic 
filtering or rate limiting, on inbound traffic. This makes sure the control plane can correctly receive, 
transmit, and process packets. 


By default, the switch is enabled with predefined control plane QoS policies. A predefined control 
plane QoS policy uses protocol types or protocol group types to identify packets sent to the control 
plane. You can use protocol types or protocol group types in if-match commands in traffic class view for 
traffic classification. Then you can reconfigure traffic behaviors for these traffic classes as required. You 
can use the display qos policy control-plane pre-defined command to display predefined control plane 
QoS policies. 


If the hardware resources of an interface card are insufficient, applying a QoS policy to the control 
plane might fail on the interface card. The system does not automatically roll back the QoS policy 
configuration already applied to the MPU or other interface cards. To ensure consistency, you must use 
the undo qos apply policy command to manually remove the QoS policy configuration applied to them. 


Configuration procedure 


To apply the QoS policy to the control plane: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter control plane view. 


• In standalone mode: 
control-plane slot slot-number 


• In IRF mode: 
control-plane chassis chassis-number slot 
slot-number 


QoS policies cannot be 
applied to the control planes 
of MPUs and switching fabric 
modules. 


3. Apply the QoS policy to 
the control plane. qos apply policy policy-name inbound By default, no QoS policy is 


applied to a control plane.  
 


Displaying and maintaining QoS policies 


Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view.  
 


Task Command 


Display information about QoS policies 
applied to a control plane (in standalone 
mode). 


display qos policy control-plane slot slot-number 


Display information about QoS policies 
applied to a control plane (in IRF mode). 


display qos policy control-plane chassis chassis-number slot 
slot-number 


Display information about the predefined 
QoS policy applied to the control plane 
(in standalone mode). 


display qos policy control-plane pre-defined [ slot slot-number ] 


Display information about the predefined 
QoS policy applied to the control plane 
(in IRF mode). 


display qos policy control-plane pre-defined [ chassis 
chassis-number slot slot-number ] 
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Task Command 


Clear statistics for the QoS policy applied 
to a control plane (in standalone mode). 


reset qos policy control-plane slot slot-number 


Clear statistics for the QoS policy applied 
to a control plane (in IRF mode). 


reset qos policy control-plane chassis chassis-number slot 
slot-number 


 
 


Command reference 


display qos policy control-plane 


Use display qos policy control-plane to display the QoS policy applied to a control plane. 


Syntax 


In standalone mode: 


display qos policy control-plane slot slot-number 


In IRF mode: 


display qos policy control-plane chassis chassis-number slot slot-number 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


slot slot-number: Specifies a card by its slot number. (In standalone mode.) 


chassis chassis-number slot slot-number: Specifies a card on an IRF member device or specifies a PEX. 
The chassis-number argument represents the member ID of the IRF member device or the virtual chassis 
number of the PEX. The slot-number argument represents the slot number of the card or PEX. The slot 
number is fixed at 0 for the PEX. (In IRF mode.) 


Examples 


# Display the QoS policy applied to the control plane of card 3 on IRF member device 1.  
<Sysname> display qos policy control-plane chassis 1 slot 3 


Control plane chassis 1 slot 3 


  Direction: Inbound 


  Policy: p1 


   Classifier: c1 


     Operator: AND 


     Rule(s) : 


      If-match dscp cs3 


     Behavior: b1 
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      Committed Access Rate: 


        CIR 1000 (kbps), CBS 62976 (Bytes), EBS 0 (Bytes) 


        Green action  : pass 


        Yellow action : pass 


        Red action    : discard 


        Green packets : 0 (Packets) 


        Red packets   : 0 (Packets) 


Table 21 Command output 


Field Description 


Direction Inbound direction on the control plane. 


Classifier Traffic class name and its match criteria. 


Operator 
Match operator you set for the traffic class. If the operator is AND, the traffic class 
matches the packets that match all its match criteria. If the operator is OR, the 
traffic class matches the packets that match any of its match criteria. 


Rule(s) Match criteria. 


Behavior Name and contents of a traffic behavior. 


Committed Access Rate Information about the CAR action. 


Green action Action to take on green packets.  


Yellow action Action to take on yellow packets.  


Red action Action to take on red packets.  


Green packets Statistics about green packets. 


Red packets Statistics about red packets. 
 


display qos policy control-plane pre-defined 


Use display qos policy control-plane pre-defined to display predefined QoS policies applied to control 
planes of cards. 


Syntax 


In standalone mode: 


display qos policy control-plane pre-defined [ slot slot-number ] 


In IRF mode: 


display qos policy control-plane pre-defined [ chassis chassis-number slot slot-number ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 
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Parameters 


slot slot-number: Specifies a card by its slot number. If you do not specify a card, this command displays 
the predefined QoS policy applied to the control plane of each in-position card. (In standalone mode.) 


chassis chassis-number slot slot-number: Specifies a card on an IRF member device or specifies a PEX. 
The chassis-number argument represents the member ID of the IRF member device or the virtual chassis 
number of the PEX. The slot-number argument represents the slot number of the card or PEX. The slot 
number is fixed at 0 for the PEX. If you do not specify this option, the command displays the predefined 
QoS policy applied to the control plane of each in-position card on each IRF member device. (In IRF 
mode.) 


Examples 


# (In standalone mode.) Display the predefined QoS policy applied to the control plane of slot 3. 
<Sysname> display qos policy control-plane pre-defined slot 3 


Pre-defined policy information slot 3 


  Protocol          Priority   Bandwidth (kbps)   Group 


  IS-IS             29         512                critical 


  VRRP              36         512                important 


  OSPF Multicast    30         256                critical 


  OSPF Unicast      30         256                critical 


  PIM Multicast     24         128                critical 


  PIM Unicast       24         128                critical 


  IGMP              18         512                important 


  PIMv6 Multicast   24         64                 critical 


  PIMv6 Unicast     24         64                 critical 


  OSPFv3 Unicast    30         256                critical 


  OSPFv3 Multicast  30         256                critical 


  VRRPv6            36         512                important 


  ARP               12         768                normal 


  DHCP Snooping     18         256                redirect 


  DHCP              18         256                normal 


  802.1x            12         128                important 


  STP               36         256                critical 


  LACP              36         64                 critical 


  MVRP              18         256                critical 


  BGP               24         256                critical 


  ICMP              9          512                monitor 


  IPOPTION          18         384                normal 


  BGPv6             24         256                critical 


  IPOPTIONv6        18         64                 normal 


  LLDP              24         64                 important 


  DLDP              24         64                 critical 


  TELNET            8          512                management 


  SSH               8          512                management 


  HTTP              12         64                 management 


  HTTPS             12         64                 management 


  TACACS            12         64                 management 


  RADIUS            12         64                 management 


  ARP Snooping      18         256                redirect 
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  ICMPv6            8          512                monitor 


  DHCPv6            18         256                normal 


  BFD               31         2048               critical 


# (In IRF mode.) Display the predefined QoS policy applied to the control plane of slot 3 of IRF member 
device 1.  
<Sysname> display qos policy control-plane pre-defined chassis 1 slot 3 


Pre-defined control plane policy chassis 1 slot 3 


  Protocol          Priority   Bandwidth (kbps)   Group 


  IS-IS             29         512                critical 


  VRRP              36         512                important 


  OSPF Multicast    30         256                critical 


  OSPF Unicast      30         256                critical 


  PIM Multicast     24         128                critical 


  PIM Unicast       24         128                critical 


  IGMP              18         512                important 


  PIMv6 Multicast   24         64                 critical 


  PIMv6 Unicast     24         64                 critical 


  OSPFv3 Unicast    30         256                critical 


  OSPFv3 Multicast  30         256                critical 


  VRRPv6            36         512                important 


  ARP               12         768                normal 


  DHCP Snooping     18         256                redirect 


  DHCP              18         256                normal 


  802.1x            12         128                important 


  STP               36         256                critical 


  LACP              36         64                 critical 


  MVRP              18         256                critical 


  BGP               24         256                critical 


  ICMP              9          512                monitor 


  IPOPTION          18         384                normal 


  BGPv6             24         256                critical 


  IPOPTIONv6        18         64                 normal 


  LLDP              24         64                 important 


  DLDP              24         64                 critical 


  TELNET            8          512                management 


  SSH               8          512                management 


  HTTP              12         64                 management 


  HTTPS             12         64                 management 


  TACACS            12         64                 management 


  RADIUS            12         64                 management 


  ARP Snooping      18         256                redirect 


  ICMPv6            8          512                monitor 


  DHCPv6            18         256                normal 


  BFD               31         2048               critical 


Table 22 Command output 


Field Description 


Pre-defined control plane policy Contents of the pre-defined control plane QoS policy. 
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Field Description 


Group Protocol group. 
 


qos apply policy 


Use qos apply policy to apply a QoS policy to control plane. 


Use undo qos apply policy to remove an applied QoS policy. 


Syntax 


qos apply policy policy-name { inbound | outbound } 


undo qos apply policy policy-name { inbound | outbound } 


Default 


No QoS policy is applied to control plane.  


Views 


control plane view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


policy-name: Specifies a QoS policy by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. 


inbound: Applies the QoS policy to incoming traffic. 


outbound: Applies the QoS policy to outgoing traffic. This keyword is not supported in control plane 
view. 


Usage guidelines 


Table 23 shows the support of the inbound and outbound keywords for different actions. 


Table 23 Support of the inbound and outbound keywords for different actions 


Action inbound outbound 


Class-based accounting Yes Yes 


Traffic policing Yes Yes 


Traffic filtering Yes Yes 


Traffic mirroring Yes Yes 


Outer VLAN tag 
encapsulation 


Yes No 


Traffic redirecting Yes No 


CVLAN marking Yes except on EA, EB, and SC cards Yes 


SVLAN marking Yes Yes 


802.1p priority 
marking Yes Yes 
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Action inbound outbound 


Drop precedence 
marking 


Yes No 


DSCP marking Yes Yes 


IP precedence marking Yes Yes 


Local precedence 
marking Yes No 


Local QoS ID marking Yes No 
 


Examples 


# Apply QoS policy aaa to the incoming traffic of the control plane of slot 3. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] control-plane slot 3 


[Sysname-cp-slot3] qos apply policy aaa inbound 


reset qos policy control-plane 


Use reset qos policy control-plane to clear statistics for the QoS policy applied to a control plane. 


Syntax 


In standalone mode: 


reset qos policy control-plane slot slot-number 


In IRF mode: 


reset qos policy control-plane chassis chassis-number slot slot-number 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


slot slot-number: Specifies a card by its slot number. (In standalone mode.) 


chassis chassis-number slot slot-number: Specifies a card on an IRF member device or specifies a PEX. 
The chassis-number argument represents the member ID of the IRF member device or the virtual chassis 
number of the PEX. The slot-number argument represents the slot number of the card or PEX. The slot 
number is fixed at 0 for the PEX. (In IRF mode.) 


Examples 


# (In standalone mode.) Clear statistics for the QoS policy applied to the control plane of card 3.  
<Sysname> reset qos policy control-plane slot 3 


# (In IRF mode.) Clear statistics for the QoS policy applied to the control plane of card 3 on IRF member 
device 1.  
<Sysname> reset qos policy control-plane chassis 1 slot 3 
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New feature: Setting up an IRF 3 system 


Overview 


IRF 3 integrates multiple lower-layer devices with a higher-layer IRF fabric to provide high-density, 
low-cost connectivity at the access layer. 


In an IRF 3 system, the higher-layer IRF fabric is called the parent fabric and the lower-layer devices are 
called port extenders (PEXs). You can manage and configure the PEXs from the parent fabric as if they 
were interface cards on the parent fabric. 


Typically, IRF 3 works at the access layer of data centers. As shown in Figure 32, the access layer of a 
network is virtualized into an IRF 3 system. The system contains one parent fabric (a two-chassis IRF 
fabric) and multiple PEXs to provide connectivity for servers and hosts. 
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Figure 32 IRF 3 application scenario 
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• Network scalability and resiliency—You can increase the number of ports in an IRF 3 system by 
adding PEXs without changing network topology. 


• High availability—Each PEX has multiple high-speed physical ports for uplink connectivity to the 
parent fabric. The links on these ports are aggregated and load balanced automatically. 


• Decreased TCO—IRF 3 decreases hardware investments and management costs. In an IRF 3 
system, the parent fabric performs all the management and routing functions, and the PEXs only 
forwards traffic. You can add low-performance devices as PEXs to an IRF 3 system for network 
scalability. In addition, PEXs can load software and synchronize configuration from the parent 
fabric without administrative intervention. 


Basic concepts 


IRF 3 includes IRF concepts and adds the concepts in this section. For more information about IRF 
concepts, see Virtual Technologies Configuration Guide for 10500 switches. 


IRF 3 roles 
The devices in an IRF 3 system have the following roles: 


• Parent fabric—Higher-layer single-chassis or multichassis IRF fabric that controls the entire IRF 3 
system, including PEXs. Each IRF 3 system has one parent fabric. 


• Parent device—Member devices in the parent fabric. 


• Master device—Controls and manages the entire IRF 3 system, including all parent devices and 
PEXs. The master device in the IRF fabric is also the master device for the IRF 3 system. You 
configure all devices (including PEXs and parent devices) from the master device. 


• PEX—Operates as I/O modules of the parent fabric to receive and transmit traffic. All forwarding 
decisions are made on the parent fabric. Table 24 shows the operating states of PEXs. 


Table 24 PEX operating states 


State Description 


Loading The PEX is starting up. To avoid problems, do not reboot a PEX while it is in 
Loading state. 


Online The PEX has started up and registered with the parent fabric. You can 
configure and manage the PEX from the parent fabric. 


Offline 


Any of the following conditions exist: 


• The PEX has not started up. 
• The PEX has lost its uplink connectivity to the parent fabric. 
• The PEX configuration on the parent fabric is incomplete. 


 


PEX port 
A PEX port is a logical port created on the parent fabric for managing a PEX. For each PEX, you must 
create a unique PEX port, and assign all physical interfaces connected to the PEX to the PEX port. 


PEX physical interface 


PEX physical interfaces connect PEXs and the parent fabric. 


You can set up multiple PEX links between the parent fabric and a PEX. These links aggregate 
automatically for backup and load balancing. 
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On the parent fabric, you must assign the PEX physical interfaces for one PEX to the same PEX port. On 
a PEX, you must connect all its PEX physical interfaces to the physical interfaces in the same PEX port. 


Table 25 describes the states of PEX physical interfaces. 


Table 25 PEX physical interface states 


State Description 


Forwarding The PEX physical interface is operating correctly and can forward data traffic. 


Down 
The physical link is disconnected. The PEX physical interface cannot forward any 
packets. 


Blocked 


The PEX physical interface cannot forward any packets except for IRF 3 packets. The 
Blocked state is a transitional state between Forwarding and Down. A PEX physical 
interface changes to the Blocked state in the following situations: 


• Incorrect physical connection: 
 The PEX has PEX links to more than one PEX port on the parent fabric. 
 The PEX port on the parent fabric contains physical links to more than one PEX. 


• The data link is forced to the Blocked state. In the startup phase, the PEX blocks a 
PEX physical interface if the interface's physical link is up, but it is not used for 
loading startup software. 


• The physical state of the interface is up, but the PEX link to the parent fabric has 
been disconnected. The PEX and the parent fabric cannot receive IRF 3 heartbeat 
packets from each other. 


 


Virtual slot number and virtual chassis 


For management purposes, each PEX is assigned to a unique virtual chassis on the parent fabric. A PEX 
is managed as an interface card on its virtual chassis. The slot number for the PEX is fixed at 0. 


The virtual chassis number and slot number are included as the first two segments of the interface 
numbers on the PEX. For example, a PEX has an interface numbered 1/0/1 before it is added to an IRF 
3 system. The interface number changes to 100/0/0/1 after the PEX is added to chassis 100 in an IRF 
3 system. 


IRF 3 operating mechanisms 


IRF 3 membership establishment 
After you complete PEX configuration for a PEX, the master device monitors the PEX physical interfaces 
for the chassis number request from the PEX. The PEX uses the following process to join the IRF 3 system: 


1. Virtual chassis assignment: 


a. At startup, the PEX sends a chassis number request to the master device. 


b. The master device assigns the user-configured chassis number to the PEX. 


2. Software loading and PEX registration: 


a. The PEX checks the local storage medium for valid startup images. 


b. If the local startup images are valid, the PEX verifies their compatibility with the running 
software images on the master device: 


− If all the images are compatible, the PEX starts up with the local startup images. 


− If any incompatibility exists, the PEX goes to step c. 
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 NOTE: 


Steps a and b apply only to the 5700 switch. For the switch to start up, you must make sure it has 
valid local startup images. 


 


c. The PEX sends a startup software request to the master device. 


d. The master device provides the correct Boot ROM and startup software images to the PEX. 


e. The PEX loads the software images, and then automatically reboots to register with the master 
device. 


3. Configuration synchronization: 


a. The parent device issues its running configuration to the PEX. 


b. The PEX runs with the configuration received from the master device instead of reading the 
configuration from its local startup configuration file. 


4. PEX link maintenance: 


The master device and the PEX send heartbeat packets on the PEX links to detect link failure. You 
can determine whether a PEX link is available by checking the state of its physical interfaces. 


Configuration management 


An IRF 3 system manages all its settings (including settings for PEXs) on the master device. You can 
configure and manage PEXs only from the master device. The running configuration on the master 
device has all settings in the IRF 3 system, including settings for PEXs. When a PEX reboots or is added, 
the master device issues its running configuration to the PEX. 


Data forwarding 


The PEXs do not have local forwarding capability. 


The PEXs send any incoming traffic to the parent fabric. The parent fabric makes the forwarding 
decisions and sends the traffic to the outgoing interfaces. Figure 33 shows the data forwarding model. 


Figure 33 Data forwarding model 
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IRF fabric split handling 


A PEX uses an independent mechanism to regularly detect the IRF split on the parent fabric. When the 
parent fabric splits into multiple IRF fabrics, a PEX selects one IRF fabric as its parent fabric, as follows: 


1. The PEX selects the IRF fabric that has the most members as the parent fabric. 


2. If the IRF fabrics have the same number of members, the PEX compares the member IDs of their 
masters. Then, the PEX selects the IRF fabric that has the lowest numbered master. 


After selecting one IRF fabric as the parent fabric, the PEX blocks all PEX links to other IRF fabrics. 


These conflict handling rules are the same as LACP MAD. To ensure that the PEX selects the same IRF 
fabric to forward traffic as IRF, HP recommends that you use LACP MAD on the parent fabric. If any 
other MAD mechanisms are used, the parent fabric selected by the PEX might be placed in Recovery 
state. 
 


 NOTE: 


Ports on a PEX cannot be used for IRF MAD. When you configure MAD mechanisms, use ports on the 
parent fabric and devices that are not in the IRF 3 system. 
 


Hardware compatibility 


HP 10500 switches can only operate as parent devices. The following PEXs are available: 


• 5700 


To connect to PEXs, you must purchase any of the following cards: 


• LSU1QGS8SF0(JG392A, JG393A), LSU1TGS32SF0(JC755A, JG344A), or 
LSUM2TGS16SF0(JH193A, JH201A). 


• LSUM1TGS24EC0(JH194A, JH202A), LSUM1TGS48SG0(JH197A, JH205A). 


Configuration restrictions and guidelines 


For a successful IRF 3 system setup, read the configuration restrictions and guidelines carefully before 
you connect and set up a PEX. 


PEX physical interface requirements 


PEX physical interface selection 


Make sure the PEX physical interfaces at the two ends of a PEX link are at the same rate. 


Use Table 26 to identify physical interfaces for PEX links. 
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Table 26 Candidate PEX physical interfaces 


Switch model Candidate PEX physical 
interfaces Remarks 


10500 


Use the SFP+ and QSFP+ ports on the 
following cards for PEX links: 


• LSU1QGS8SF0, LSU1TGS32SF0, 
or LSUM2TGS16SF0. 


• LSUM1TGS24EC0, or 
LSUM1TGS48SG0. 


If you use the SFP+ ports in a group (see "SFP+ 
port grouping rules") for PEX links, follow these 
restrictions and guidelines: 


• You must use all or none of the ports for PEX 
links. The SFP+ ports can be assigned to 
different PEX ports. 


• To shut down or bring up any SFP+ ports in the 
group, you must make sure all the SFP+ ports 
have been assigned to or removed from PEX 
ports. 


If you use the breakout ports of a QSFP+ port on 
the LSUM1QGS8SF0 for PEX links, follow these 
restrictions and guidelines: 


• You must use all or none of the breakout ports 
for PEX links. The breakout ports can be 
assigned to different PEX ports. 


• To shut down or bring up any breakout ports of 
the QSFP+ port, you must make sure all the 
breakout ports have been assigned to or 
removed from PEX ports. 


5700 


Use the following physical interfaces 
for PEX links: 


• SFP+ ports 45 through 48 on the 
front panel. 


• QSFP+ ports on the front panel. 


Do not use both SFP+ and QSFP+ ports for PEX 
links. 


 


SFP+ port grouping rules 
The SFP+ ports on the following cards are grouped: 


• LSUM2TGS16SF0 


• LSU1TGS32SF0 


• LSUM1TGS24EC0 


The SFP+ ports on the LSU1TGS32SF0, and LSUM1TGS24EC0 cards are grouped by port number in 
order, starting from 1. Each group contains four ports. 


The SFP+ ports on the LSUM2TGS16SF0 LPU card are divided into the following groups: 


• Ports 1, 2, 15, and 16. 


• Ports 3 through 5. 


• Ports 6 through 8. 


• Ports 9 through 11. 


• Ports 12 through 14. 


PEX cabling requirements 


When you connect the parent fabric and PEXs, follow these cabling restrictions and guidelines: 
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• On the parent fabric, connect a PEX port's all physical interfaces to the same PEX. 


• On a PEX, connect all its PEX physical interfaces to the physical interfaces in the same PEX port. 


• Do not connect PEXs to each other. 


• IRF 3 only supports one layer of PEXs. You cannot attach a lower-layer PEX to a higher-layer PEX. 


• Do not attach a lower-layer network device to a PEX. 


IRF member ID restrictions 


In an IRF 3 system, change the member IDs of parent devices with caution. If the member ID of a parent 
device is changed, you must reconfigure the PEX port bindings on the parent device. 


sFlow compatibility 


sFlow is not available on PEX physical interfaces. 


Feature availability of PEXs 


Some software features supported on the parent devices are not available for PEXs. For more 
information about these features, see the software release notes for the parent devices. 


IRF 3 system setup and configuration task list 


HP recommends the following IRF 3 setup and configuration procedure: 
 


Tasks at a glance Remarks 
1. (Required.) Planning the IRF 3 system setup N/A 


2. (Optional.) Setting up the parent fabric The parent fabric must be a single-chassis or 
multichassis IRF fabric. 


3. Configuring IRF 3 settings on the parent fabric: 
a.  (Optional.) Enabling IRF 3 capability 
b. (Required.) Creating PEX ports 
c. (Required.) Assigning virtual chassis numbers to 


PEXs 
d. (Required.) Assigning physical interfaces to PEX 


ports 
e. (Required.) Specifying startup software images for 


PEXs 


Specifying startup software images for PEXs is 
optional if the PEXs have storage media and 
can load PEX-capable startup software images 
locally. 


4. (Required.) Connecting the PEXs to the parent fabric 


Make sure the PEX cabling is consistent with 
the PEX physical interface assignment on the 
parent fabric. 


PEXs join the IRF 3 system when PEX links 
come up. 


To remove PEXs from the IRF 3 system, see 
"Removing PEXs from an IRF 3 system." 
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Planning the IRF 3 system setup 


Consider the following items when you plan an IRF 3 system: 


• Hardware compatibility and restrictions. 


• IRF 3 system size. (See "Enabling IRF 3 capability.") 


• Parent devices and PEXs. 


• PEX physical interfaces and cabling scheme. 


• Virtual chassis assignment for PEXs. 


The plan must meet the requirements described in "Hardware compatibility" and "Configuration 
restrictions and guidelines." 


For more information about hardware and cabling, see the installation guide for 10500 switches. 


Setting up the parent fabric 


For more information about setting up an IRF fabric, see Virtual Technologies Configuration Guide for 
10500 switches. 


Configuring IRF 3 settings on the parent fabric 


Enabling IRF 3 capability 


For a device to operate as a parent device, you must enable its IRF 3 capability by setting the IRF mode 
to enhanced or light. The IRF mode determines the number of parent devices and PEXs that an IRF 3 
system can contain, as shown in Table 27. 


Table 27 Comparison of enhanced-mode and light-mode IRF 3 systems 


Mode Parent fabric 
(10500 IRF fabric) PEXs Remarks 


Enhanced 4 chassis 60 


To use this mode, the interface cards on the parent fabric 
can only be the following cards: 


• EC cards, SF cards, or SG cards. 
• LSU1CGC2SE0(JG916A) card. 
• LSUM2GP44TSSE0(JH191A, JH199A) card. 
• LSUM2GT48SE0(JH192A, JH200A) card. 
• If the parent fabric contains other interface cards, the 


parent fabric cannot start up when you enable 
enhanced mode. 


Light 2 chassis 30 Make sure the parent fabric does not have member 
devices that are assigned the member ID 3 or 4. 


 


The parent devices must operate in the same IRF mode. 


To enable IRF 3 capability: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


2. Enable enhanced or 
light IRF mode. irf mode { enhanced | light } 


The default IRF mode is normal. IRF 
capability is enabled, and IRF 3 
capability is disabled. 


To disable IRF 3 capability, use the 
following commands: 


• irf mode normal. 
• undo irf mode { enhanced | light 


}. 


3. Return to user view. quit N/A 


4. Save the running 
configuration. save N/A 


5. Reboot the system for 
the setting to take 
effect. 


reboot N/A 


 


Creating PEX ports 


You must create a PEX port for each PEX. 


To create a PEX port: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a PEX port and enter PEX 
port view. pex-port pex-id 


By default, no PEX ports have 
been created. 


You can create a maximum of 
120 PEX ports. 


3. (Optional.) Configure a port 
description. description text 


The default PEX port description 
is pex-port pex-number, for 
example, pex-port 0002. 


 


Assigning virtual chassis numbers to PEXs 


You must assign a unique virtual chassis number to each PEX. 


You cannot change the chassis number of a PEX while it is starting up. 


An operating PEX will reboot if you change or remove its chassis number. 


To assign a virtual chassis number to a PEX: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter PEX port view. pex-port pex-id N/A 


3. Assign a virtual chassis 
number to the PEX. associate chassis-number 


By default, PEXs are not assigned virtual 
chassis numbers. 
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Assigning physical interfaces to PEX ports 


A PEX port must have a minimum of one physical interface in Forwarding state for its PEX to 
communicate with the parent fabric correctly. If a PEX port has only one physical interface in 
Forwarding state, the PEX will reboot when any of the following events occur: 


• The interface is removed from the PEX port. 


• The interface goes down. 


For more information about physical interfaces that can be used for PEX links, see "PEX physical 
interface requirements." 


To assign physical interfaces to a PEX port: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view 
or interface range 
view. 


• Enter interface view: 
interface interface-type 
interface-number 


• Enter interface range view: 
interface range { interface-type 
interface-number [ to 
interface-type interface-number ] 
} &<1-24> 


To configure one interface, enter 
interface view. 


To configure a range of interfaces, enter 
interface range view. 


3. Shut down the 
physical interface or 
interfaces. 


shutdown By default, all physical interfaces are up. 


4. Return to system view. quit N/A 


5. Enter PEX port view. pex-port pex-id N/A 


6. Assign a physical 
interface to the PEX 
port. 


port group interface interface-type 
interface-number 


By default, a PEX port does not contain 
physical interfaces. 


Repeat this step to assign multiple 
physical interfaces to the PEX port. A 
physical interface's configuration is 
automatically restored to the default after 
you assign the interface to a PEX port. 


Each PEX port can have a maximum of 
six physical interfaces. 


7. Return to system view. quit N/A 


8. Enter interface view 
or interface range 
view. 


• Enter interface view: 
interface interface-type 
interface-number 


• Enter interface range view: 
interface range { interface-type 
interface-number [ to 
interface-type interface-number ] 
} &<1-24> 


N/A 


9. Bring up the physical 
interface or 
interfaces. 


undo shutdown N/A 
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Specifying startup software images for PEXs 


PEXs must load startup software images from the parent fabric when they join the IRF 3 system for the 
first time. 


To specify startup software images for PEXs to load from the parent fabric: 
 


Task Command Remarks 


Specify startup software 
images for PEXs. 


• boot-loader pex pex-model file boot 
boot-package system system-package [ 
feature feature-package&<1-30> ] 


• boot-loader pex pex-model file ipe 
ipe-filename 


To upgrade software for PEXs in 
the IRF 3 system, see 
Fundamentals Configuration 
Guide.  


 


Connecting the PEXs to the parent fabric 


Connect all the PEX physical interfaces to the physical interfaces assigned to the same PEX port on the 
parent fabric. 


For more information about connection restrictions and guidelines, see "PEX cabling requirements." 


Removing PEXs from an IRF 3 system 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Change PEXs to 
switch mode. 


pex working-mode switch { all | 
chassis chassis-number slot 
slot-number1 [ to slot-number2 ] } 


PEXs operate in PEX mode in the IRF 3 
system. 


The switch mode change will take effect 
at reboot. 


To cancel the change, configure the undo 
pex working-mode switch { all | chassis 
chassis-number slot slot-number1 [ to 
slot-number2 ] } command before the 
reboot. 


In switch mode, PEXs operate 
independently from the parent fabric and 
cannot be managed from the parent 
fabric. 


3. Return to user view. quit N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


4. Reboot each PEX that 
is placed in switch 
mode. 


reboot chassis chassis-number 


Repeat this step to reboot all PEXs that 
are placed in switch mode. The devices 
will be removed from the IRF 3 system 
and operate as independent switches. 


 IMPORTANT: 


After the removed devices reboot, the 
mode change is included in their running 
configuration but not in their startup 
configuration files. To prevent the 
original mode from being restored when 
another reboot occurs, you must save the 
configuration on each removed device. 


5. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


6. Enter interface view 
or interface range 
view. 


• Enter interface view: 
interface interface-type 
interface-number 


• Enter interface range view: 
interface range { interface-type 
interface-number [ to 
interface-type interface-number ] 
} &<1-24> 


Specify all physical interfaces that are 
connected to the removed PEXs. 


7. Shut down the 
physical interfaces. shutdown By default, all physical interfaces are up. 


8. Return to system view. quit N/A 


9. Remove the PEX 
settings for a 
removed PEX. 


a. Enter PEX port view.  
pex-port pex-id 


b. Remove each physical 
interface from the PEX port.  
undo port group interface 
interface-type 
interface-number 


c. Return to system view.  
quit 


d. Remove the PEX port. 
undo pex-port pex-id 


Repeat this step to remove the PEX 
settings for each removed PEX. 


10. Enter interface view 
or interface range 
view. 


• Enter interface view: 
interface interface-type 
interface-number 


• Enter interface range view: 
interface range { interface-type 
interface-number [ to 
interface-type interface-number ] 
} &<1-24> 


N/A 


11. Bring up the physical 
interfaces. undo shutdown N/A 
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Displaying and maintaining PEXs 


Execute display commands in any view. 
 


Task Command 


Display PEX port information. display pex-port [ pex-id ] [ verbose ] 


Display the operating mode settings for 
PEXs in the IRF 3 system. 


display pex working-mode { all | chassis chassis-number slot 
slot-number1 [ to slot-number2 ] } 


Display the PEX startup software images 
stored on the parent fabric. 


display boot-loader pex [ pex-model ] 


 


For more information about the display boot-loader pex command, see Fundamentals Command 
Reference for 10500 switches. 


IRF 3 system configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 34, set up an IRF 3 system that contains a two-chassis HP 10500 parent fabric and 
two HP FF 5700-40XG-2QSFP+ PEXs. 


Figure 34 Network diagram 
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[Sysname] irf mode enhanced 


[Sysname] quit 


<Sysname> reboot 


# Create PEX port 1 for PEX 1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] pex-port 1 


# Assign virtual chassis number 100 to PEX 1. 
[Sysname-pex-port1] associate 100 


[Sysname-pex-port1] quit 


# Shut down the ports Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/2/0/1 through Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/2/0/4 and 
Ten-GigabitEthernet 2/2/0/1 through Ten-GigabitEthernet 2/2/0/4. 
[Sysname] interface range ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/1 to ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/4 
ten-gigabitethernet 2/2/0/1 to ten-gigabitethernet 2/2/0/4 


[Sysname-if-range] shutdown 


[Sysname-if-range] quit 


# Assign Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/2/0/1 and Ten-GigabitEthernet 2/2/0/1 to PEX port 1. 
[Sysname] pex-port 1 


[Sysname-pex-port1] port group interface ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/1 


[Sysname-pex-port1] port group interface ten-gigabitethernet 2/2/0/1 


# Configure the description of PEX port 1 as connect-to-pex1. 
[Sysname-pex-port1] description connect-to-pex1 


[Sysname-pex-port1] quit 


# Create PEX port 2 for PEX 2. 
[Sysname] pex-port 2 


# Assign virtual chassis number 101 to PEX 2. 
[Sysname-pex-port2] associate 101 


# Assign Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/2/0/2 and Ten-GigabitEthernet 2/2/0/2 to PEX port 2. 
[Sysname-pex-port2] port group interface ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/2 


[Sysname-pex-port2] port group interface ten-gigabitethernet 2/2/0/2 


# Configure the description of PEX port 2 as connect-to-pex2. 
[Sysname-pex-port2] description connect-to-pex2 


[Sysname-pex-port2] quit 


# Bind all other physical interfaces in the same group as the PEX physical interfaces to PEX port 1 and 
PEX port 2. 
[Sysname] pex-port 1 


[Sysname-pex-port1] port group interface ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/3 


[Sysname-pex-port1] port group interface ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/4 


[Sysname-pex-port1] quit 


[Sysname] pex-port 2 


[Sysname-pex-port2] port group interface ten-gigabitethernet 2/2/0/3 


[Sysname-pex-port2] port group interface ten-gigabitethernet 2/2/0/4 


[Sysname-pex-port2] quit 
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 NOTE: 


To shut down or bring up any SFP+ ports in a group, you must make sure all the SFP+ ports have been 
assigned to or removed from PEX ports. 
 


# Bring up the ports Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/2/0/1 through Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/2/0/4 and 
Ten-GigabitEthernet 2/2/0/1 through Ten-GigabitEthernet 2/2/0/4. 
[Sysname] interface range ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/1 to ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/4 
ten-gigabitethernet 2/2/0/1 to ten-gigabitethernet 2/2/0/4 


[Sysname-if-range] undo shutdown 


[Sysname-if-range] return 


# Save the configuration. 
<Sysname> save 


The current configuration will be written to the device. Are you sure? [Y/N]:y 


Please input the file name(*.cfg)[flash:/startup.cfg] 


(To leave the existing filename unchanged, press the enter key): 


flash:/startup.cfg exists, overwrite? [Y/N]:y 


Validating file. Please wait... 


Saved the current configuration to mainboard device successfully. 


# Use FTP or TFTP to transfer PEX startup software image file to the parent device. (Details not shown.) 
 


 NOTE: 


You must store the image file in the root directory of the flash memory on the master device. 
 


# Specify the file as the startup image file for HP FF 5700-40XG-2QSFP+ switches. 
<Sysname> boot-loader pex PEX-5700 file ipe flash:/5700PEX.ipe main 


Verifying the IPE file and the images....Done. 


Decompressing file 5700PEX-CMW710-BOOT-A0045P57.bin to 
flash:/5700PEX-CMW710-BOOT-A0045P57.bin.....................Done. 


Decompressing file 5700PEX-CMW710-SYSTEM-A0045P57.bin to 
flash:/5700PEX-CMW710-SYSTEM-A0045P57.bin............................................
................................................................Done. 


The system reads the images from the file after they pass verification. 


Connecting the PEXs to the parent fabric 
# Connect the PEXs to the parent device, as shown in Figure 34. (Details not shown.) 


Configuring the PEXs 


1. Run PEX-capable Boot ROM and Comware images on the switches to be used as PEXs. For 
software versions that support PEX, see the release notes for the switches. (Details not shown.) 


2. Change the operating mode to PEX from the Boot menu or CLI: 


 Change the operating mode to PEX from the Boot menu: 


# Reboot PEX 1 and press Ctrl+B at the prompt. If you have set a Boot menu password, you 
must enter the correct password to access the Boot menu. 
Starting...... 


Press Ctrl+D to access BASIC BOOT MENU 


 


****************************************************************************** 
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*                                                                              * 


*              HP FF 5700-40XG-2QSFP+ Switch BOOTROM, Version 139              * 


*                                                                              * 


****************************************************************************** 


Copyright (c) 2010-2015 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 


 


Creation Date   : Dec 12 2014,13:45:08 


CPU Clock Speed : 1000MHz 


Memory Size     : 2048MB 


Flash Size      : 512MB 


CPLD Version    : 002/002 


PCB Version     : Ver.B 


Mac Address     : 70F96D44F89A 


PEX mode is disabled. 


Press Ctrl+B to access EXTENDED BOOT MENU...0 


 


Password recovery capability is enabled. 


# In the Boot menu, press Ctrl+Y to change the operating mode to PEX. 
   EXTENDED BOOT MENU 


 


1. Download image to flash 


2. Select image to boot 


3. Display all files in flash 


4. Delete file from flash 


5. Restore to factory default configuration 


6. Enter BootRom upgrade menu 


7. Skip current system configuration 


8. Set switch startup mode 


0. Reboot 


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTENDED ASSISTANT MENU 


Ctrl+F: Format file system 


Ctrl+P: Change authentication for console login 


Ctrl+Y: Change Work Mode 


Ctrl+R: Download image to SDRAM and run 


 


Enter your choice(0-8): 


# Enter Y to confirm the operating mode change. 
PEX mode is disabled. Are you sure you want to enable PEX mode? [Y/N]Y 


Mode changed successfully 


# Enter 0 in the Boot menu to reboot PEX 1. 


 Change the operating mode to PEX from the CLI: 


# Enter system view. 
<Sysname> system-view 


# Change the operating mode to PEX. 
[Sysname] pex working-mode pex slot 1 


Are you sure you want to change to the PEX mode? [Y/N]: y 
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If you want to change parent device to PEX mode or change PEX device to switch mode, 
you must reboot the device. 


Reboot PEX 1 for the change to take effect. 


At startup, PEX 1 loads the startup images from the parent fabric. 
****************************************************************************** 


*                                                                              * 


*              HP FF 5700-40XG-2QSFP+ Switch BOOTROM, Version 140              * 


*                                                                              * 


****************************************************************************** 


Copyright (c) 2010-2015 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 


 


Creation Date   : Jan  6 2015,19:27:03 


CPU Clock Speed : 1000MHz 


Memory Size     : 2048MB 


Flash Size      : 512MB 


CPLD Version    : 002/002 


PCB Version     : Ver.B 


Mac Address     : 70F96D44F89A 


PEX mode is enabled. 


Press Ctrl+B to access EXTENDED BOOT MENU...0 


Loading the main image files... 


Loading file 
flash:/5700pex-10500-cmw710-system-r7150.bin..................................
..............................................................................
..............................................................................
..................................................................... 


Done. 


Loading file 
flash:/5700pex-10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.bin....................................
..............................Done. 


 


Image file flash:/5700pex-10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.bin is 
self-decompressing............................................................
..............................................................................
..............................................................................
..............................................................................
..................................................... 


.......................................................... 


..............................................................................


..............................................................................


..............................................................................


..............................................................................


........................Done. 


System is starting... 


Cryptographic algorithms tests passed. 


[2015-04-24 01:06:20] Done. 


 


Starting...... 


Press Ctrl+D to access BASIC BOOT MENU 
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****************************************************************************** 


*                                                                              * 


*              HP FF 5700-40XG-2QSFP+ Switch BOOTROM, Version 140              * 


*                                                                              * 


****************************************************************************** 


Copyright (c) 2010-2015 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 


 


Creation Date   : Jan  6 2015,19:27:03 


CPU Clock Speed : 1000MHz 


Memory Size     : 2048MB 


Flash Size      : 512MB 


CPLD Version    : 002/002 


PCB Version     : Ver.B 


Mac Address     : 70F96D44F89A 


PEX mode is enabled. 


Press Ctrl+B to access EXTENDED BOOT MENU...0 


Loading the main image files... 


Loading file 
flash:/5700PEX-10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin..................................
..............................................................................
..............................................................................
...................................................................... 


Done. 


Loading file 
flash:/5700PEX-10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin......................... 


.........................................Done. 


 


Image file flash:/5700PEX-10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin is self-decompressing..... 


..............................................................................


..............................................................................


..............................................................................


..............................................................................


.............................. 


System is starting... 


Cryptographic algorithms tests passed. 


Done. 


While the PEX is starting up, the parent fabric displays messages about PEX port state 
changes, PEX registration, and PEX startup. 
%Nov 12 10:32:43:326 2014 HP PEX/4/PEX_LINK_BLOCK: -MDC=1-Chassis=1-Slot=2; Status 
of Ten-GigabitEthernet1/2/0/1 changed from down to blocked. 


%Nov 12 10:32:43:326 2014 HP PEX/4/PEX_LINK_BLOCK: -MDC=1-Chassis=2-Slot=2; Status 
of Ten-GigabitEthernet2/2/0/1 changed from down to blocked. 


%Nov 12 10:32:43:352 2014 HP IFNET/3/PHY_UPDOWN: -MDC=1; 
Ten-GigabitEthernet1/2/0/1 link status is up. 


%Nov 12 10:32:43:352 2014 HP IFNET/3/PHY_UPDOWN: -MDC=1; 
Ten-GigabitEthernet2/2/0/1 link status is up. 


%Nov 12 10:32:43:353 2014 HP IFNET/5/LINK_UPDOWN: -MDC=1; Line protocol on the 
interface Ten-GigabitEthernet1/2/0/1 is up. 


%Nov 12 10:32:43:353 2014 HP IFNET/5/LINK_UPDOWN: -MDC=1; Line protocol on the 
interface Ten-GigabitEthernet2/2/0/1 is up. 
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%Nov 12 10:32:52:753 2014 HP PEX/5/PEX_REG_REQUEST: -MDC=1; Received a REGISTER 
request on PEX port 1 from PEX (chassis 100). 


%Nov 12 10:32:52:766 2014 HP DEV/4/BOARD_LOADING: -MDC=1; Board in chassis 100 slot 
0 is loading software images. 


%Nov 12 10:32:52:742 2014 HP PEX/5/PEX_LINK_FORWARD: -MDC=1-Chassis=1-Slot=2; 
Status of Ten-GigabitEthernet1/2/0/1 changed from blocked to forwarding. 


%Nov 12 10:32:52:742 2014 HP PEX/5/PEX_LINK_FORWARD: -MDC=1-Chassis=2-Slot=2; 
Status of Ten-GigabitEthernet2/2/0/1 changed from blocked to forwarding. 


%Nov 12 10:33:09:127 2014 HP DEV/2/BOARD_STATE_FAULT: -MDC=1; Board state changed 
to Fault on chassis 100 slot 0, type is unknown. 


%Nov 12 10:33:21:290 2014 HP DEV/5/BOARD_STATE_NORMAL: -MDC=1; Board state changed 
to Normal on chassis 100 slot 0, type is HP FF 5700-40XG-2QSFP+. 


%Nov 12 10:33:27:754 2014 HP PEX/5/PEX_REG_JOININ: -MDC=1; PEX (chassis 100) 
registered successfully on PEX port 1. 


%Nov 12 10:33:28:645 2014 HP IFNET/3/PHY_UPDOWN: -MDC=1; Pex100/0/0/51 link status 
is up. 


%Nov 12 10:33:28:645 2014 HP IFNET/3/PHY_UPDOWN: -MDC=1; Pex100/0/0/52 link status 
is up. 


%Nov 12 10:33:28:647 2014 HP IFNET/5/LINK_UPDOWN: -MDC=1; Line protocol on the 
interface Pex100/0/0/51 is up. 


%Nov 12 10:33:28:647 2014 HP IFNET/5/LINK_UPDOWN: -MDC=1; Line protocol on the 
interface Pex100/0/0/52 is up. 


3. Configure PEX 2 in the same way PEX 1 is configured. (Details not shown.) 


Verifying the configuration 


# Verify that the IRF 3 system has been set up. You can configure the PEXs from the parent fabric if the 
PEXs are in Online state and each have a minimum of one PEX link in Forwarding state. 
<Sysname> display pex-port verbose 


PEX port 1: 


  PEX status: Online 


  Associated ID: Chassis 100 


  Description: connect-to-pex1 


  Member port count: 4 


  Member port                 Status               Peer port 


  XGE1/2/0/1                  Forwarding           PEX100/0/0/47 


  XGE1/2/0/3                  Down                 -- 


  XGE1/2/0/4                  Down                 -- 


  XGE2/2/0/1                  Forwarding           PEX100/0/0/48 


PEX port 2: 


  PEX status: Online 


  Associated ID: Chassis 101 


  Description: connect-to-pex2 


  Member port count: 4 


  Member port                 Status               Peer port 


  XGE1/2/0/2                  Forwarding           PEX101/0/0/48 


  XGE2/2/0/2                  Forwarding           PEX101/0/0/47 


  XGE2/2/0/3                  Down                 -- 


  XGE2/2/0/4                  Down                 -- 
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Command reference 


associate 


Use associate to assign a virtual chassis to a PEX. 


Use undo associate to remove the virtual chassis assignment for a PEX. 


Syntax 


associate chassis-number 


undo associate 


Default 


A PEX is not assigned a virtual chassis number. 


Views 


PEX port view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


chassis-number: Specifies a virtual chassis number in the range of 100 to 219. 


Usage guidelines 


You must assign a unique virtual chassis number to each PEX. 


You cannot change the chassis number of a PEX while it is starting up. 


An operating PEX will reboot if you change or remove its chassis number. 


Examples 


# Assign chassis number 100 to the PEX attached to PEX port 2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] pex-port 2 


[Sysname-pex-port2] associate 100 


description 


Use description to configure a description for a PEX port. 


Use undo description to restore the default description. 


Syntax 


description text 


undo description 


Default 


PEX port description uses the pex-port pex-number format (for example, pex-port 0002). 
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Views 


PEX port view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


text: Specifies a description, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 79 characters. 


Examples 


# Configure a description for PEX port 2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] pex-port 2 


[Sysname-pex-port2] description connecttodep2 


display pex working-mode 


Use display pex working-mode to display the operating mode configuration of PEXs in the IRF 3 system. 


Syntax 


display pex working-mode { all | chassis chassis-number slot slot-number1 [ to slot-number2 ] } 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


all: Specifies all PEXs. 


chassis chassis-number: Specifies a PEX by its virtual chassis number. Available values are the virtual 
chassis numbers of all PEXs. 


slot slot-number1: Specifies a PEX in the virtual chassis. In the current software version, a virtual chassis 
can contain only one PEX. The slot number is fixed at 0 for the PEX. 


slot slot-number1 to slot-number2: Specifies a range of PEXs in the virtual chassis. In the current software 
version, a virtual chassis can contain only one PEX. The slot number is fixed at 0 for the slot-number1 
and slot-number2 argument. 


Examples 


# Display the operating mode configuration of all PEXs. 
<Sysname> display pex working-mode all 


PEX device mode Configuration: 


  Switch mode at startup: 


    None 


  PEX mode at startup: 
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    Chassis 100 slots 0 


    Chassis 101 slots 0 


    Chassis 102 slots 0 


Table 28 Command output 


Field Description 


PEX device mode Configuration Displays the operating mode configuration for PEXs. 


Switch mode at startup Displays the virtual chassis number and slot number information for 
PEXs that will operate in switch mode after a reboot. 


PEX mode at startup 
Displays the virtual chassis number and slot number information for 
PEXs that will operate in PEX mode after a reboot. 


Chassis 100 slots 0 PEX in slot 0 of chassis 100. The slot number of a PEX is fixed at 0. 
 


display pex-port 


Use display pex-port to display information about PEX ports. 


Syntax 


display pex-port [ pex-id ] [ verbose ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


pex-id: Specifies the port number of a PEX port. If you do not specify a PEX port, the command displays 
information about all PEX ports. 


verbose: Displays detailed information about PEX ports. If you do not specify this keyword, the 
command displays brief information about PEX ports. 


Examples 


# Display brief information about all PEX ports. 
<Sysname> display pex-port 


PEX port 1: 


  PEX status: Online 


  Associated ID: Chassis 100 


  Description: pex-port 0001 


 


PEX port 2: 


  PEX status: Online 


  Associated ID: Chassis 101 


  Description: pex-port 0002 
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PEX port 3: 


  PEX status: Online 


  Associated ID: Chassis 102 


  Description: pex-port 0003 


# Display detailed information about all PEX ports. In this example, PEX ports have member physical 
interfaces. 
<Sysname> display pex-port verbose 


PEX port 1: 


  PEX status: Online 


  Associated ID: Chassis 100 


  Description: pex-port 0001 


  Member port count: 3 


  Member port               Status               Peer port 


  XGE3/0/0/23               Forwarding           PEX100/0/2/2 


  XGE3/2/0/27               Forwarding           PEX100/0/0/53 


  XGE4/2/0/1                Forwarding           PEX100/0/0/54 


 


PEX port 2: 


  PEX status: Online 


  Associated ID: Chassis 101 


  Description: pex-port 0002 


  Member port count: 2 


  Member port               Status               Peer port 


  XGE3/0/0/24               Forwarding           PEX101/0/0/53 


  XGE4/2/0/2                Forwarding           PEX101/0/0/54 


 


PEX port 3: 


  PEX status: Online 


  Associated ID: Chassis 102 


  Description: pex-port 0003 


  Member port count: 2 


  Member port               Status               Peer port 


  FGE3/4/0/8                Forwarding           PEX102/0/0/51 


  FGE4/5/0/12               Forwarding           PEX102/0/0/52 


Table 29 Command output 


Field Description 


PEX status 


PEX status: 


• Online—The PEX is online. 
• Offline—The PEX is offline. 
• Loading—The PEX is starting up. 


Associated ID 
ID of the virtual chassis that contains the PEX. If the PEX is 
not assigned to any virtual chassis, this field displays Not 
configured. 


Description PEX port description. 
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Field Description 


Member port Physical interfaces assigned to the PEX port on the parent 
fabric. 


Status 


PEX link status: 


• Forwarding—The PEX link is operating correctly and 
can forward data traffic. 


• Down—The PEX link is disconnected and cannot 
forward any packets. 


• Blocked—The PEX link cannot forward any packets 
except for IRF 3 packets. 


Peer port PEX physical interface on the PEX. This field displays two 
hyphens (--) if the system cannot obtain the interface name. 


No member ports. No physical interfaces have been assigned to the PEX port. 
 


irf mode 


Use irf mode to configure the IRF mode. 


Use undo irf mode to restore the default. 


Syntax 


irf mode { enhanced | light | normal } 


undo irf mode { enhanced | light } 


Default 


The device operates in normal IRF mode to provide IRF capability. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


enhanced: Specifies enhanced IRF mode. In this mode, the device can operate as a parent device in an 
IRF 3 system. This mode supports more parent devices and PEXs than light mode. 


light: Specifies light IRF mode. In this mode, the device can operate as a parent device in an IRF 3 
system. This mode supports fewer parent devices and PEXs than enhanced mode. 


normal: Specifies normal IRF mode. In this mode, IRF 3 capability is disabled. The device can only form 
an independent IRF fabric with other devices. 


Usage guidelines 


For a device to operate as a parent device, you must enable its IRF 3 capability by setting the IRF mode 
to enhanced or light. The IRF mode determines the number of parent devices and PEXs that an IRF 3 
system can contain. Use Table 30 to choose a mode depending on feature and port-density 
requirements. 
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Table 30 Comparison of enhanced-mode and light-mode IRF 3 systems 


Mode Parent fabric (HP 
10500 IRF fabric) PEXs Remarks 


Enhanced 4 chassis 60 


To use this mode, the interface cards on the 
parent fabric can only be any of the following 
cards: 


• EC cards, SF cards, or SG cards. 
• LSU1CGC2SE0(JG916A) card. 
• LSUM2GP44TSSE0(JH191A, JH199A) 


card. 
• LSUM2GT48SE0(JH192A, JH200A) card. 


If the parent fabric contains other interface 
cards, the parent fabric cannot start up when 
you enable enhanced mode. 


Light 2 chassis 30 
Make sure the parent fabric does not have 
member devices that are assigned the member 
ID 3 or 4. 


 


The parent devices must operate in the same IRF mode. 


For the mode change to take effect, you must reboot the device. 


Examples 


# Enable enhanced IRF mode. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] irf mode enhanced 


Do you want to change the IRF capability? [Y/N]:y 


IRF capability changed. For the setting to take effect, save the configuration, 


and then reboot the device. 


pex working-mode 


Use pex working-mode to set the operating mode of PEXs. 


Use undo pex working-mode to restore the default. 


Syntax 


pex working-mode switch { all | chassis chassis-number slot slot-number1 [ to slot-number2 ] } 


undo pex working-mode { all | chassis chassis-number slot slot-number1 [ to slot-number2 ] } 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


switch: Specifies the switch operating mode. In this mode, the specified devices operate independently. 
It is not part of an IRF 3 system, whether or not it has connections to the parent fabric. 
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all: Specifies all PEXs. 


chassis chassis-number: Specifies a PEX by its virtual chassis number. Available values are the virtual 
chassis numbers of all PEXs. 


slot slot-number1: Specifies a PEX in the virtual chassis. In the current software version, a virtual chassis 
can contain only one PEX. The slot number is fixed at 0 for the PEX. 


slot slot-number1 to slot-number2: Specifies a range of PEXs in the virtual chassis. In the current software 
version, a virtual chassis can contain only one PEX. The slot number is fixed at 0 for the slot-number1 
and slot-number2 argument. 


Usage guidelines 


For the configuration to take effect, you must reboot the device. 


To cancel the mode change configuration, use the undo form of this command before you reboot the 
device. 


Examples 


# Set the operating mode to switch for the PEX in virtual chassis 100. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] pex working-mode switch chassis 100 slot 0 


Are you sure you want to force a change to switch mode?[Y/N]: y 


If you want to change PEX device to switch mode, you must reboot the device. 


[Sysname] quit 


<Sysname> reboot chassis 100 


pex-port 


Use pex-port to create a PEX port and enter PEX port view. If the port has been created, the command 
only places you in PEX port view. 


Use undo pex-port to delete a PEX port. 


Syntax 


pex-port pex-id 


undo pex-port pex-id 


Default 


No PEX ports exist. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


pex-id: Specifies a PEX port number in the range of 1 to 120. 


Usage guidelines 


For each PEX, you must create a unique PEX port on the parent fabric. All PEX settings for a PEX are 
configured on its PEX port. 
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Before you delete a PEX port, check its state. If the PEX port is in Online state, the delete operation will 
cause the attached PEX to reboot. 


Examples 


# Create PEX port 2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] pex-port 2 


[Sysname-pex-port2] 


port group interface 


Use port group interface to assign a physical interface to a PEX port on the parent fabric. 


Use undo port group interface to remove a physical interface from a PEX port. 


Syntax 


port group interface interface-type interface-number 


undo port group interface interface-name 


Default 


No physical interfaces are assigned to a PEX port. 


Views 


PEX port view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


interface-type interface-number: Specifies a physical interface by its type and number. Available 
interfaces include SFP+ and QSFP+ ports. 


interface-name: Specifies a physical interface in the interface-typeinterface-number format. No space is 
allowed between the interface-type and interface-number arguments. 


Usage guidelines 


You can assign a maximum of six physical interfaces to the PEX port for a PEX. The physical interfaces 
are aggregated automatically for backup and load balancing. The default configuration is 
automatically restored on the interfaces after the assignment. 


You must connect a PEX port's all physical interfaces to the same PEX.  


If a physical interface has been assigned to a PEX port, you cannot assign the interface to any other PEX 
port. 


Make sure the PEX physical interfaces at the two ends of a PEX link are at the same rate. 


The SFP+ ports on the LSU1TGS32SF0(JC755A, JG344A), and LSUM1TGS24EC0(JH194A, JH202A) 
cards are grouped by port number in order, starting from 1. Each group contains four ports. 


The SFP+ ports on the LSUM2TGS16SF0(JH193A, JH201A) card are divided into the following groups: 


• Ports 1, 2, 15, and 16. 


• Ports 3 through 5. 
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• Ports 6 through 8. 


• Ports 9 through 11. 


• Ports 12 through 14. 


If you use the SFP+ ports in a group for PEX links, follow these restrictions and guidelines: 


• You must use all or none of the ports for PEX links. The SFP+ ports can be assigned to different PEX 
ports. 


• To shut down or bring up any SFP+ ports in the group, you must make sure all the SFP+ ports have 
been assigned to or removed from PEX ports. 


If you use the breakout ports of a QSFP+ port on the LSU1QGS8SF0(JG392A, JG393A) for PEX links, 
follow these restrictions and guidelines: 


• You must use all or none of the breakout ports for PEX links. The breakout ports can be assigned to 
different PEX ports. 


• To shut down or bring up any breakout ports of the QSFP+ port, you must make sure all the 
breakout ports have been assigned to or removed from PEX ports. 


A PEX port must have a minimum of one physical interface in Forwarding state for its PEX to 
communicate with the parent device correctly. If a PEX port has only one physical interface in 
Forwarding state, the PEX will reboot when any of the following events occur: 


• The interface is removed from the PEX port. 


• The interface goes down. 


Examples 


# Assign the physical interfaces Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/2/0/1 through Ten-GigabitEthernet 1/2/0/4 
to PEX port 3. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface range ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/1 to ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/4 


[Sysname-if-range] shutdown 


[Sysname] pex-port 3 


[Sysname-pex-port3] port group interface ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/1 


[Sysname-pex-port3] port group interface ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/2 


[Sysname-pex-port3] port group interface ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/3 


[Sysname-pex-port3] port group interface ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/4 


[Sysname-pex-port3] quit 


[Sysname] interface range ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/1 to ten-gigabitethernet 1/2/0/4 


[Sysname-if-range] undo shutdown 


New feature: Portal authentication 


Overview 


Portal authentication controls user access to the Internet. Portal authenticates a user by the username 
and password the user enters on a portal authentication page. Therefore, portal authentication is also 
known as Web authentication. When portal authentication is deployed on a network, an access device 
redirects unauthenticated users to the website provided by a portal Web server. The users can access 
the resources on the website without authentication. If the users want to access the Internet, they must 
pass authentication on the website. 


Portal authentication is classified into the following types: 
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• Active authentication—Users visit the authentication website provided by the portal Web server 
and enter their username and password for authentication. 


• Forced authentication—Users are redirected to the portal authentication website for authentication 
when they visit other websites. 


Portal authentication flexibly imposes access control on the access layer and vital data entries. It has the 
following advantages: 


• Allows users to perform authentication through Web pages without installing client software. 


• Provides ISPs with diversified management choices and extended functions. For example, the ISPs 
can place advertisements, provide community services, and publish information on the 
authentication page. 


• Supports multiple authentication modes. For example, re-DHCP authentication implements a 
flexible address assignment scheme and saves public IP addresses. Cross-subnet authentication 
can authenticate users who reside in a different subnet than the access device. 


The device supports Portal 1.0, Portal 2.0, and Portal 3.0. 


Extended portal functions 


By forcing patching and anti-virus policies, extended portal functions help hosts to defend against 
viruses. Portal supports the following extended functions: 


• Security check—Detects after authentication whether or not a user host installs anti-virus software, 
virus definition file, unauthorized software, and operating system patches. 


• Resource access restriction—Allows an authenticated user to access certain network resources 
such as the virus server and the patch server. Users can access more Internet resources after 
passing security check. 


Security check must cooperate with the HP IMC security policy server and the iNode client. 


Portal system components 


A typical portal system consists of these basic components: authentication client, access device, portal 
authentication server, portal Web server, AAA server, and security policy server. 


Figure 35 Portal system components 
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Authentication client 
An authentication client is a Web browser that runs HTTP/HTTPS or a user host that runs a portal client 
application. Security check for the user host is implemented through the interaction between the portal 
client and the security policy server. 


Access device 


An access device refers to a broadband access device such as a switch or a router. An access device 
has the following functions: 


• Redirects all HTTP requests of unauthenticated users to the portal Web server. 


• Interacts with the portal authentication server and the AAA server to complete authentication, 
authorization, and accounting. 


• Allows users that pass portal authentication to access authorized Internet resources. 


Portal authentication server 


The portal authentication server receives authentication requests from authentication clients and 
interacts with the access device to authenticate users. 


Portal Web server 


The portal Web server pushes the Web authentication page to authentication clients and forwards user 
authentication information (username and password) to the portal authentication server. The access 
device also redirects HTTP requests from unauthenticated users to the portal Web server. 


The portal Web server can be integrated with the portal authentication server or an independent server. 


AAA server 


The AAA server interacts with the access device to implement authentication, authorization, accounting 
for portal users. In a portal system, a RADIUS server can perform authentication, authorization, 
accounting for portal users, and an LDAP server can perform authentication for portal users. 


Security policy server 


The security policy server interacts with the portal client and the access device for security check and 
authorization for users. 


Interaction between portal system components 


The components of a portal system interact as follows: 


1. An unauthenticated user initiates authentication by accessing an Internet website through a Web 
browser. When receiving the HTTP request, the access device redirects it to the Web 
authentication page provided by the portal Web server. The user can also visit the authentication 
website to log in. The user must log in through the HP iNode client for extended portal functions. 


2. The user enters the authentication information on the authentication page/dialog box and 
submits the information. The portal Web server forwards the information to the portal 
authentication server. Then the portal authentication server processes the information and 
forwards it to the access device. 


3. The access device interacts with the AAA server to implement authentication, authorization, 
accounting for the user. 


4. If security policies are not imposed on the user, the access device allows the authenticated user to 
access the Internet. If security policies are imposed on the user, the portal client, the access device, 
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and the security policy server interact to check the user host. If the user passes the security check, 
the security policy server authorizes the user to access resources based on the check result. Portal 
authentication through Web does not support security check for users. To implement security 
check, the client must be the HP iNode client. 


 


 NOTE: 


Portal authentication supports NAT traversal whether it is initiated by a Web client or an HP iNode 
client. When the portal authentication client is on a private network, the portal authentication server is on 
a public network, and the access device is enabled with NAT, network address translations performed 
on the access device do not affect portal authentication. However, in such a case, HP recommends using 
an interface's public IP address as the source address of outgoing portal packets. 
 


Portal authentication modes 


Portal authentication has three modes: direct authentication, re-DHCP authentication, and cross-subnet 
authentication. In direct authentication and re-DHCP authentication, no Layer 3 forwarding devices exist 
between the authentication client and the access device. In cross-subnet authentication, Layer 3 
forwarding devices can exist between the authentication client and the access device. 


Direct authentication 


A user manually configures a public IP address or obtains a public IP address through DHCP. Before 
authentication, the user can access only the portal Web server and predefined authentication-free 
websites. After passing authentication, the user can access other network resources. The process of 
direct authentication is simpler than that of re-DHCP authentication. 


Re-DHCP authentication 


Before a user passes authentication, DHCP allocates an IP address (a private IP address) to the user. The 
user can access only the portal Web server and predefined authentication-free websites. After the user 
passes authentication, DHCP reallocates an IP address (a public IP address) to the user. The user then 
can access other network resources. No public IP address is allocated to users who fail authentication. 
Re-DHCP authentication saves public IP addresses. For example, an ISP can allocate public IP addresses 
to broadband users only when they access networks beyond the residential community network. 


Only the HP iNode client supports re-DHCP authentication. IPv6 portal authentication does not support 
the re-DHCP authentication mode. 


Cross-subnet authentication 


Cross-subnet authentication is similar to direct authentication, except it allows Layer 3 forwarding 
devices to exist between the authentication client and the access device. 


In direct authentication, re-DHCP authentication, and cross-subnet authentication, a user's IP address 
uniquely identifies the user. After a user passes authentication, the access device generates an ACL for 
the user based on the user's IP address to control forwarding of the packets from the user. Because no 
Layer 3 forwarding device exists between authentication clients and the access device in direct 
authentication and re-DHCP authentication, the access device can learn the user MAC addresses. The 
access device can enhance its capability of controlling packet forwarding by using the learned MAC 
addresses. 
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Portal authentication process 


Direct authentication and cross-subnet authentication share the same authentication process. Re-DHCP 
authentication has a different process as it has two address allocation procedures. 


Direct authentication/cross-subnet authentication process (with CHAP/PAP authentication) 


Figure 36 Direct authentication/cross-subnet authentication process 
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9. The client and the security policy server exchange security check information. The security policy 
server detects whether or not the user host installs anti-virus software, virus definition files, 
unauthorized software, and operating system patches. 


10. The security policy server authorizes the user to access certain network resources based on the 
check result. The access device saves the authorization information and uses it to control access 
of the user. 


Re-DHCP authentication process (with CHAP/PAP authentication) 
Figure 37 Re-DHCP authentication process 
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14. The security policy server authorizes the user to access certain network resources based on the 
check result. The access device saves the authorization information and uses it to control access 
of the user. 


Portal configuration task list 


Tasks at a glance 


(Required.) Configuring a portal authentication server 


(Required.) Configuring a portal Web server 


(Required.) Enabling portal authentication on an interface 


(Required.) Referencing a portal Web server for an interface 


(Optional.) Controlling portal user access 


• Configuring a portal-free rule 
• Configuring an authentication source subnet 
• Configuring an authentication destination subnet 
• Setting the maximum number of portal users 
• Specifying a portal authentication domain 
• Outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled interface 


(Optional.) Configuring portal detection features 


• Configuring online detection of portal users 
• Configuring portal authentication server detection 
• Configuring portal Web server detection 
• Configuring portal user synchronization 


(Optional.) Configuring the portal fail-permit feature 


(Optional.) Configuring BAS-IP for unsolicited portal packets sent to the portal authentication server 


(Optional.) Applying a NAS-ID profile to an interface 


(Optional.) Enabling portal roaming 


(Optional.) Logging out portal users 
 


Configuration prerequisites 


The portal feature provides a solution for user identity authentication and security check. To complete 
user identity authentication, portal must cooperate with RADIUS. 


The prerequisites for portal authentication configuration are as follows: 


• The portal authentication server, portal Web server, and RADIUS server have been installed and 
configured correctly. 


• To use the re-DHCP portal authentication mode, make sure the DHCP relay agent is enabled on 
the access device, and the DHCP server is installed and configured correctly. 


• The portal client, access device, and servers can reach each other. 


• To use the remote RADIUS server, configure usernames and passwords on the RADIUS server, and 
configure the RADIUS client on the access device. For information about RADIUS client 
configuration, see " Configuring AAA." 
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• To implement extended portal functions, install and configure CAMS EAD or IMC EAD. Make sure 
the ACLs configured on the access device correspond to the isolation ACL and the security ACL on 
the security policy server. For information about security policy server configuration on the access 
device, see " Configuring AAA." For installation and configuration about the security policy 
server, see CAMS EAD Security Policy Component User Manual or IMC EAD Security Policy Help. 


Configuring a portal authentication server 


Perform this task to configure the following portal authentication server parameters: 


• IP address of the portal authentication server 


• VPN instance of the portal authentication server 


• Shared encryption key used between the device and the portal authentication server 


• Destination UDP port number used by the device to send unsolicited portal packets to the portal 
authentication server 


The device supports multiple portal authentication servers. 


Do not delete a portal authentication server in use. Otherwise, users authenticated by that server cannot 
log out normally. 


To configure a portal authentication server: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a portal 
authentication server, and 
enter its view. 


portal server server-name 
By default, no portal 
authentication server is 
created. 


3. Specify the IP address of 
the portal authentication 
server. 


• To specify an IPv4 portal server: 
ip ipv4-address [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name] [ key { cipher | 
simple } key-string ] 


• To specify an IPv6 portal server: 
ipv6 ipv6-address [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name] [ key { cipher | 
simple } key-string ] 


Specify an IPv4 portal 
authentication server, an IPv6 
authentication portal server, or 
both. 


By default, no portal 
authentication server is 
specified. 


4. (Optional.) Configure the 
destination UDP port 
number used by the device 
to send unsolicited portal 
packets to the portal 
authentication server. 


port port-id 


By default, the UDP port 
number is 50100. 


This port number must be the 
same as the listening port 
number specified on the portal 
authentication server. 


 


Configuring a portal Web server 


Perform this task to configure the following portal Web server parameters: 


• VPN instance of the portal Web server 


• URL of the portal Web server 


• Parameters carried in the URL when the device redirects the URL to users 
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The device supports multiple portal Web servers. 


To configure a portal Web server: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a portal Web server 
and enter its view. portal web-server server-name 


By default, no portal Web server is 
created. 


3. Specify the VPN instance to 
which the portal Web server 
belongs. 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name By default, the portal Web server 
belongs to the public network. 


4. Specify the URL of the portal 
Web server. url url-string By default, no URL is specified. 


5. Configure the parameters to 
be carried in the URL when 
the device redirects it to users. 


url-parameter param-name 
{ original-url | source-address | 
source-mac | value expression } 


By default, no redirection URL 
parameters are configured. 


 


Enabling portal authentication on an interface 


You must first enable portal authentication on an access interface before it can perform portal 
authentication for connected clients. 


When a portal-enabled interface receives a portal packet, it checks the source IP address and VPN 
information of the packet. If the packet matches a locally configured portal authentication server, the 
interface regards the packet valid and sends an authentication response packet to the portal 
authentication server. Otherwise, the interface drops the packet. After a user logs in to the device, the 
user interacts with the portal authentication server as needed. 


Configuration restrictions and guidelines 


When you enable portal authentication on an interface, follow these restrictions and guidelines: 


• Make sure the interface has a valid IP address before you enable re-DHCP portal authentication 
on the interface. 


• Cross-subnet authentication mode (layer3) does not require Layer 3 forwarding devices between 
the access device and the portal authentication clients. However, if a Layer 3 forwarding device 
exists between the authentication client and the access device, you must use the cross-subnet portal 
authentication mode. 


• With re-DHCP portal authentication, HP recommends that you also configure authorized ARP on 
the interface to make sure only valid users can access the network. With authorized ARP 
configured on the interface, the interface learns ARP entries only from the users who have obtained 
a public address from DHCP. 


• An IPv6 portal server does not support the re-DHCP portal authentication mode. 


• You can enable both IPv4 portal authentication and IPv6 portal authentication on an interface. 


Configuration procedure 


To enable portal authentication on an interface: 
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Enable portal authentication 
on the interface. 


• To enable IPv4 portal 
authentication: 
portal enable method { direct | 
layer3 | redhcp } 


• To enable IPv6 portal 
authentication: 
portal ipv6 enable method { direct | 
layer3 } 


Enable IPv4 portal 
authentication, IPv6 portal 
authentication, or both on the 
interface. 


 


Referencing a portal Web server for an interface 


After you reference a portal Web server for an interface, the device redirects the HTTP requests of the 
portal users on the interface to the portal Web server. 


An interface can reference both an IPv4 portal Web server and an IPv6 portal Web server. 


To reference a portal Web server for an interface: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN interface 
view. interface interface-type interface-number 


The interface must be a Layer 3 
interface. 


3. Reference a portal 
Web server for the 
interface. 


• To reference an IPv4 portal Web server: 
portal apply web-server server-name [ 
fail-permit ] 


• To reference an IPv6 portal Web server: 
portal ipv6 apply web-server server-name 
[ fail-permit ] 


Reference an IPv4 portal Web 
server, an IPv6 portal Web 
server, or both for the interface. 


By default, the interface does 
not reference any portal Web 
server. 


 


Controlling portal user access 


Configuring a portal-free rule 


A portal-free rule allows specified users to access specified external websites without portal 
authentication.  


The matching items for a portal-free rule include the source/destination IP address, TCP/UDP port 
number, source MAC address, access interface, and VLAN. Packets matching a portal-free rule will not 
trigger portal authentication, so users sending the packets can directly access the specified external 
websites. 


You cannot configure two or more portal-free rules with the same filtering criteria. Otherwise, the system 
prompts that the rule already exists. 


Regardless of whether portal authentication is enabled or not, you can only add or remove a portal-free 
rule. You cannot modify it. 
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To configure an IP-based portal-free rule: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Configure an 
IPv4-based portal-free 
rule. 


portal free-rule rule-number 
{ destination ip { ip-address 
{ mask-length | mask } | any } [ tcp 
tcp-port-number | udp 
udp-port-number ] | source ip 
{ ip-address { mask-length | mask } | 
any } [ tcp tcp-port-number | udp 
udp-port-number ] } * 


By default, no IPv4-based portal-free 
rule exists. 


3. Configure an 
IPv6-based portal-free 
rule. 


portal free-rule rule-number 
{ destination ipv6 { ipv6-address 
prefix-length | any } [ tcp 
tcp-port-number | udp 
udp-port-number ] | source ipv6 
{ ipv6-address prefix-length | any } [ tcp 
tcp-port-number | udp 
udp-port-number ] } * 


By default, no IPv6-based portal-free 
rule exists. 


 


To configure a source-based portal-free rule: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Configure a 
source-based 
portal-free rule. 


portal free-rule rule-number source 
{ interface interface-type 
interface-number | mac mac-address | 
vlan vlan-id } * 


By default, no source-based 
portal-free rule exists. 


If you specify both a VLAN and an 
interface, the interface must belong 
to the VLAN. Otherwise, the 
portal-free rule does not take effect. 


 


Configuring an authentication source subnet 


By configuring authentication source subnets, you specify that only HTTP packets from users on the 
authentication source subnets can trigger portal authentication. If an unauthenticated user is not on any 
authentication source subnet, the access device discards all the user's HTTP packets that do not match 
any portal-free rule. 


When you configure a portal authentication source subnet, follow these restrictions and guidelines: 


• Authentication source subnets apply only to cross-subnet portal authentication. 


• In direct or re-DHCP portal authentication mode, a portal user and its access interface 
(portal-enabled) are on the same subnet. It is not necessary to specify the subnet as the 
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authentication source subnet. If the specified authentication source subnet is different from the 
access subnet of the users, the users will fail the portal authentication. 


 In direct mode, the access device regards the authentication source subnet as any source IP 
address. 


 In re-DHCP mode, the access device regards the authentication source subnet on an interface 
as the subnet to which the private IP address of the interface belongs. 


• If both authentication source subnets and destination subnets are configured on an interface, only 
the authentication destination subnets take effect. 


• You can configure multiple authentication source subnets. If the source subnets overlap, the subnet 
with the largest address scope (with the smallest mask or prefix) takes effect. 


To configure an IPv4 portal authentication source subnet: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure an IPv4 portal 
authentication source subnet. 


portal layer3 source 
ipv4-network-address 
{ mask-length | mask } 


By default, no IPv4 portal 
authentication source subnet is 
configured, and users from any 
subnets must pass portal 
authentication. 


 


To configure an IPv6 portal authentication source subnet: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure an IPv6 portal 
authentication source subnet. 


portal ipv6 layer3 source 
ipv6-network-address prefix-length 


By default, no IPv6 portal 
authentication source subnet is 
configured, and IPv6 users from 
any subnets must pass portal 
authentication. 


 


Configuring an authentication destination subnet 


By configuring authentication destination subnets, you specify that users trigger portal authentication 
only when they accessing the specified subnets (excluding the destination IP addresses and subnets 
specified in portal-free rules). Users can access other subnets without portal authentication. 


If both authentication source subnets and destination subnets are configured on an interface, only the 
authentication destination subnets take effect. 


You can configure multiple authentication destination subnets. If the destination subnets overlap, the 
subnet with the largest address scope (with the smallest mask or prefix) takes effect. 


To configure an IPv4 portal authentication destination subnet: 
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN interface 
view. interface interface-type interface-number N/A 


3. Configure an IPv4 
portal authentication 
destination subnet. 


portal free-all except destination 
ipv4-network-address { mask-length | 
mask } 


By default, no IPv4 portal 
authentication destination subnet is 
configured, and users accessing 
any subnets must pass portal 
authentication. 


 


To configure an IPv6 portal authentication destination subnet: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN interface 
view. interface interface-type interface-number N/A 


3. Configure an IPv6 
portal authentication 
destination subnet. 


portal ipv6 free-all except destination 
ipv6-network-address prefix-length 


By default, no IPv6 portal 
authentication destination subnet is 
configured, and users accessing 
any subnets must pass portal 
authentication. 


 


Setting the maximum number of portal users 


Perform this task to control the total number of IPv4 and IPv6 portal users in the system. 


If you configure the maximum total number smaller than the number of current online portal users on the 
device, this configuration still takes effect. The online users are not affected but the system forbids new 
portal users to log in. 


To configure the maximum number of total portal users allowed in the system: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Set the maximum number of 
total portal users. portal max-user max-number By default, no limit is set on the 


number of portal users in the system. 
 


Specifying a portal authentication domain 


An authentication domain defines a set of authentication, authorization, and accounting policies. Each 
portal user belongs to an authentication domain and is authenticated, authorized, and accounted in the 
domain. 


After you specify a portal authentication domain on an interface, the device uses the specified 
authentication domain for AAA of all portal users on the interface, ignoring the domain names carried 
in the usernames. This allows for flexible portal access control. 


The device selects the authentication domain for a portal user on an interface in this order: 


1. ISP domain specified for the interface. 
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2. ISP domain carried in the username. 


3. System default ISP domain. For information about the default ISP domain, see " Configuring 
AAA." 


You can specify an IPv4 portal authentication domain, an IPv6 portal authentication domain, or both on 
an interface. 


To specify an IPv4 portal authentication domain: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Specify an IPv4 portal 
authentication domain. portal domain domain-name 


By default, no ISP domain is 
specified for IPv4 portal users on 
the interface. 


 


To specify an IPv6 portal authentication domain: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN interface 
view. interface interface-type interface-number N/A 


3. Specify an IPv6 
portal authentication 
domain. 


portal ipv6 domain domain-name 
By default, no ISP domain is 
specified for IPv6 portal users on the 
interface. 


 


Enabling outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled interface 


When you enable this feature on a portal-enabled interface, the device permits the interface to send the 
following packets: 


• Packets whose destination IP addresses are IP addresses of authenticated portal users. 


• Packets that match portal-free rules. 


Other outgoing packets on the interface are dropped. 


To enable outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled interface: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Enable outgoing packets 
filtering. 


portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter 
enable 


By default, outgoing packets filtering 
is disabled. The interface can send 
any packets. 
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Configuring portal detection features 


Configuring online detection of portal users 


Configure online detection to quickly detect abnormal logouts of portal users. 


• Configure ARP or ICMP detection for IPv4 portal users. 


• Configure ND or ICMPv6 detection for IPv6 portal users. 


If the device receives no packets from a portal user within the idle time, the device detects the user's 
online status as follows: 


• ICMP or ICMPv6 detection—Sends ICMP or ICMPv6 requests to the user at configurable intervals 
to detect the user status. 


 If the device receives a reply within the maximum number of detection attempts, it considers 
that the user is online and stops sending detection packets. Then the device resets the idle timer 
and repeats the detection process when the timer expires. 


 If the device receives no reply after the maximum number of detection attempts, the device logs 
out the user. 


• ARP or ND detection—Sends ARP or ND requests to the user and detects the ARP or ND entry 
status of the user at configurable intervals. 


 If the ARP or ND entry of the user is refreshed within the maximum number of detection 
attempts, the device considers that the user is online and stops detecting the user's ARP or ND 
entry. Then the device resets the idle timer and repeats the detection process when the timer 
expires. 


 If the ARP or ND entry of the user is not refreshed after the maximum number of detection 
attempts, the device logs out the user. 


ARP and ND detections apply only to direct and re-DHCP portal authentication. ICMP detection applies 
to all portal authentication modes. 


To configure online detection of IPv4 portal users: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN interface 
view. interface interface-type interface-number N/A 


3. Configure online 
detection of IPv4 
portal users. 


portal user-detect type { arp | icmp } 
[ retry retries ] [ interval interval ] [ idle 
time ] 


By default, this feature is disabled 
on the interface. 


 


To configure online detection of IPv6 portal users: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN interface 
view. interface interface-type interface-number N/A 


3. Configure online 
detection of IPv6 
portal users. 


portal ipv6 user-detect type { icmpv6 | 
nd } [ retry retries ] [ interval interval ] 
[ idle time ] 


By default, this feature is disabled 
on the interface. 
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Configuring portal authentication server detection 


During portal authentication, if the communication between the access device and portal authentication 
server is broken, both of the following occur: 


• New portal users are not able to log in. 


• The online portal users are not able to log out normally. 


To address this problem, the access device needs to be able to detect the reachability changes of the 
portal server quickly and take corresponding actions to deal with the changes. 


With the portal authentication server detection feature, the device periodically detects portal packets 
sent by a portal authentication server to determine the reachability of the server. If the device receives a 
portal packet within a detection timeout (timeout timeout) and the portal packet is valid, the device 
considers the portal authentication server to be reachable. Otherwise, the device considers the portal 
authentication server to be unreachable. 


Portal packets include user login packets, user logout packets, and heartbeat packets. Heartbeat 
packets are periodically sent by a server. By detecting heartbeat packets, the device can detect the 
server's actual status more quickly than by detecting other portal packets. 


Only the IMC portal authentication server supports sending heartbeat packets. To test server 
reachability by detecting heartbeat packets, you must enable the server heartbeat feature on the IMC 
portal authentication server. 


You can configure the device to take one or more of the following actions when the server reachability 
status changes: 


• Sending a trap message to the NMS. The trap message contains the name and current state of the 
portal authentication server.  


• Sending a log message, which contains the name, the current state, and the original state of the 
portal authentication server. 


• Enabling portal fail-permit. When the portal authentication server is unreachable, the portal 
fail-permit feature on an interface allows users on the interface to have network access. When the 
server recovers, it resumes portal authentication on the interface. For more information, see 
"Configuring the portal fail-permit feature." 


To configure portal authentication server detection: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A- 


2. Enter portal 
authentication server 
view. 


portal server server-name N/A 


3. Configure portal 
authentication server 
detection. 


server-detect [ timeout timeout ] { log | 
trap } * 


By default, portal authentication 
server detection is disabled. 


This feature takes effect regardless 
of whether portal authentication is 
enabled on an interface or not. 
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Configuring portal Web server detection 


A portal authentication process cannot complete if the communication between the access device and 
the portal Web server is broken. To address this problem, you can enable portal Web server detection 
on the access device. 


With the portal Web server detection feature, the access device simulates a Web access process to 
initiate a TCP connection to the portal Web server. If the TCP connection can be established successfully, 
the access device considers the detection successful, and the portal Web server is reachable. Otherwise, 
it considers the detection to have failed. Portal authentication status on interfaces of the access device 
does not affect the portal Web server detection feature. 


You can configure the following detection parameters: 


• Detection interval—Interval at which the device detects the server reachability. 


• Maximum number of consecutive failures—If the number of consecutive detection failures reaches 
this value, the access device considers that the portal Web server is unreachable. 


You can configure the device to take one or more of the following actions when the server reachability 
status changes: 


• Sending a trap message to the NMS. The trap message contains the name and current state of the 
portal Web server.  


• Sending a log message, which contains the name, the current state, and the original state of the 
portal Web server. 


• Enabling portal fail-permit. When the portal Web server is unreachable, the portal fail-permit 
feature on an interface allows users on the interface to have network access. When the server 
recovers, it resumes portal authentication on the interface. For more information, see "Configuring 
the portal fail-permit feature." 


To configure portal Web server detection: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter portal Web 
server view. portal web-server server-name N/A 


3. Configure portal 
Web server 
detection. 


server-detect [ interval interval ] [ retry 
retries ] { log | trap } * 


By default, portal Web server 
detection is disabled. 


This feature takes effect regardless 
of whether portal authentication is 
enabled on an interface or not. 


 


Configuring portal user synchronization 


Once the access device loses communication with a portal authentication server, the portal user 
information on the access device and that on the portal authentication server might be inconsistent after 
the communication resumes. To address this problem, the device provides the portal user 
synchronization feature. This feature is implemented by sending and detecting portal synchronization 
packets, as follows: 


1. The portal authentication server sends the online user information to the access device in a 
synchronization packet at the user heartbeat interval, which is set on the portal authentication 
server. 
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2. Upon receiving the synchronization packet, the access device compares the users carried in the 
packet with its own user list. If a user contained in the packet does not exist on the access device, 
the access device informs the portal authentication server to delete the user. The access device 
starts the synchronization detection timer (timeout timeout) immediately when a user logs in. If the 
user does not appear in any synchronization packet within a synchronization detection interval, 
the access device considers the user does not exist on the portal authentication server and logs 
the user out. 


Portal user synchronization requires a portal authentication server to support the portal user heartbeat 
function. Only the IMC portal authentication server supports the portal user heartbeat function. To 
implement the portal user synchronization feature, you also need to configure the user heartbeat 
function on the portal authentication server. Make sure the user heartbeat interval configured on the 
portal authentication server is not greater than the synchronization detection timeout configured on the 
access device. 


Deleting a portal authentication server on the access device also deletes the user synchronization 
configuration for the portal authentication server. 


To configure portal user information synchronization: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter portal 
authentication server 
view. 


portal server server-name N/A 


3. Configure portal user 
synchronization. user-sync timeout timeout By default, portal user 


synchronization is disabled. 
 


Configuring the portal fail-permit feature 


Perform this task to configure the portal fail-permit feature on an interface. When the access device 
detects that the portal authentication server or portal Web server is unreachable, it allows users on the 
interface to have network access without portal authentication. 


If you enable fail-permit for both a portal authentication server and a portal Web server on an interface, 
the interface does the following: 


• Disables portal authentication when either server is unreachable. 


• Resumes portal authentication when both servers are reachable. 


After portal authentication resumes, unauthenticated users must pass portal authentication to access the 
network. Users who have passed portal authentication before the fail-permit event can continue 
accessing the network. 


To configure portal fail-permit: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN interface 
view. interface interface-type interface-number N/A 


3. Enable portal 
fail-permit for a portal 


portal [ ipv6 ] fail-permit server 
server-name 


By default, portal fail-permit is 
disabled for a portal 
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Step Command Remarks 
authentication server. authentication server. 


4. Enable portal 
fail-permit for a portal 
Web server. 


portal [ ipv6 ] apply web-server 
server-name fail-permit 


By default, portal fail-permit is 
disabled for a portal Web server. 


 


Configuring BAS-IP for unsolicited portal packets sent to the portal 
authentication server 


If the device runs Portal 2.0, the unsolicited packets sent to the portal authentication server must carry 
the BAS-IP attribute. If the device runs Portal 3.0, the unsolicited packets sent to the portal authentication 
server must carry the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 attribute. 


If IPv4 portal authentication is enabled on an interface, you can configure the BAS-IP attribute on the 
interface. If IPv6 portal authentication is enabled on an interface, you can configure the BAS-IPv6 
attribute on the interface. 


If you configure the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 attribute on an interface, the device uses the configured BAS-IP 
or BAS-IPv6 address as the source IP address of the portal notifications sent from the interface to the 
portal authentication server. Otherwise, the source IP address is the IP address of the interface. 


During a re-DHCP portal authentication or mandatory user logout process, the device sends portal 
notification packets to the portal authentication server. For the authentication or logout process to 
complete, make sure the BAS-IP/BAS-IPv6 attribute is the same as the device IP or IPv4 address 
specified on the portal authentication server. 


To configure the BAS-IP attribute for unsolicited portal packets sent to the portal authentication server: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure BAS-IP for IPv4 
portal packets sent to the 
portal authentication 
server. 


portal bas-ip ipv4-address 


By default, the BAS-IP attribute of an IPv4 
portal response packet sent to the portal 
authentication server is the source IPv4 
address of the packet, and that of an 
IPv4 portal notification packet is the IPv4 
address of the interface. 


4. Configure BAS-IPv6 for 
IPv6 portal packets sent to 
the portal authentication 
server. 


portal bas-ipv6 ipv6-address 


By default, the BAS-IPv6 attribute of an 
IPv6 portal response packet sent to the 
portal authentication server is the source 
IPv6 address of the packet, and that of 
an IPv6 portal notification packet is the 
IPv6 address of the interface. 


 


Applying a NAS-ID profile to an interface 


By default, the device sends its device name in the NAS-Identifier attribute of all RADIUS requests. 
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A NAS-ID profile enables you to send different NAS-Identifier attribute strings in RADIUS requests from 
different VLANs. The strings can be organization names, service names, or any user categorization 
criteria, depending on the administrative requirements. 


For example, map the NAS-ID companyA to all VLANs of company A. The device will send companyA 
in the NAS-Identifier attribute for the RADIUS server to identify requests from any Company A users. 


You can apply a NAS-ID profile to a portal-enabled interface. If no NAS-ID profile is specified on the 
interface or no matching NAS-ID is found in the specified profile, the device uses the device name as the 
interface NAS-ID. 


To apply a NAS-ID profile to an interface: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a NAS-ID profile and 
enter NAS-ID profile view. aaa nas-id profile profile-name 


For more information about this 
command, see Security Command 
Reference for 10500 switches. 


3. Configure a NAS ID and 
VLAN binding in the profile. 


nas-id nas-identifier bind vlan 
vlan-id 


For more information about this 
command, see Security Command 
Reference for 10500 switches. 


4. Return to system view. quit N/A 


5. Enter VLAN interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


6. Specify the NAS-ID profile on 
the interface. portal nas-id-profile profile-name By default, no NAS-ID profile is 


specified on the interface. 
 


Enabling portal roaming 


Portal roaming takes effect only on portal users logging in from VLAN interfaces. It does not take effect 
on portal users logging in from common Layer 3 interface. 


If portal roaming is enabled on a VLAN interface, an online portal user can access resources from any 
Layer 2 port in the VLAN without re-authentication. 


If portal roaming is disabled, to access external network resources from a Layer 2 port different from the 
current access port in the VLAN, the user must do the following: 


• First log out from the current port. 


• Then re-authenticate on the new Layer 2 port. 


To enable portal roaming: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable portal 
roaming. portal roaming enable 


By default, portal roaming is 
disabled. 


You cannot enable portal roaming 
when login users exist on the 
device. 
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Logging out portal users 


Logging out a user terminates the authentication process for the user or removes the user from the 
authenticated users list. 


When the number of users exceeds 2000, executing the portal delete-user command takes a few 
minutes. To ensure successful logout of portal users, do not perform the following operations during the 
command execution: 


• Master/backup device switchover. 


• Disabling portal authentication on the interface. 


To log out users: 
 


Step Command 


1. Enter system view. system-view 


2. Log out IPv4 portal users. portal delete-user { ipv4-address | all | interface interface-type 
interface-number } 


3. Log out IPv6 portal users. portal delete-user { all | interface interface-type interface-number | 
ipv6 ipv6-address } 


 


Displaying and maintaining portal 


Execute display commands in any view and the reset command in user view. 
 


Task Command 


Display portal rules on an interface (in standalone 
mode). 


display portal rule { all | dynamic | static } interface 
interface-type interface-number [ slot slot-id ] 


Display portal rules on an interface (in IRF mode). 
display portal rule { all | dynamic | static } interface 
interface-type interface-number [ chassis 
chassis-number slot slot-number ] 


Display portal configuration and portal running state 
information on an interface. 


display portal interface interface-type 
interface-number 


Display portal authentication server information. display portal server [ server-name ] 


Display portal Web server information. display portal web-server [ server-name ] 


Display packet statistics for portal authentication 
servers. 


display portal packet statistics [ server server-name ] 


Display portal user information. 
display portal user { all | interface interface-type 
interface-number } 


Clear packet statistics for portal authentication 
servers. 


reset portal packet statistics [ server server-name ] 
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Portal configuration examples 


Configuring direct portal authentication 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 38, the host is directly connected to the switch (the access device). The host is 
assigned with a public IP address either manually or through DHCP. A portal server acts as both a 
portal authentication server and a portal Web server. A RADIUS server acts as the 
authentication/accounting server. 


Configure direct portal authentication, so the host can access only the portal server before passing the 
authentication and access Internet resources after passing the authentication. 


Figure 38 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration prerequisites 


• Configure IP addresses for the host, switch, and servers as shown in Figure 38 and make sure they 
can reach each other. 


• Configure the RADIUS server correctly to provide authentication and accounting functions. 


Configuring the portal authentication server on IMC PLAT 5.0 
In this example, the portal server runs on IMC PLAT 5.0(E0101) and IMC UAM 5.0(E0101). 


1. Configure the portal authentication server: 


a. Log in to IMC and click the Service tab. 


b. Select User Access Manager > Portal Service Management > Server from the navigation tree 
to enter the portal server configuration page, as shown in Figure 39. 


c. Configure the portal server parameters as needed. 


This example uses the default settings. 


d. Click OK. 


RADIUS server


SwitchHost
2.2.2.2/24


Gateway: 2.2.2.1/24


Vlan-int100
2.2.2.1/24


Vlan-int2
192.168.0.100/24


Portal server
192.168.0.111/24


192.168.0.112/24
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Figure 39 Portal server configuration 


 
 


2. Configure the IP address group: 


a. Select User Access Manager > Portal Service Management > IP Group from the navigation 
tree to enter the portal IP address group configuration page. 


b. Click Add to enter the page shown in Figure 40.  


c. Enter the IP group name. 


d. Enter the start IP address and end IP address of the IP group.  


Make sure the host IP address is in the IP group. 


e. Select a service group. 


This example uses the default group Ungrouped. 


f. Select the action Normal. 


g. Click OK. 


Figure 40 Adding an IP address group 
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3. Add a portal device: 


a. Select User Access Manager > Portal Service Management > Device from the navigation tree 
to enter the portal device configuration page. 


b. Click Add to enter the page shown in Figure 41. 


c. Enter the device name NAS. 


d. Enter the IP address of the switch's interface connected to the host. 


e. Enter the key, which must be the same as that configured on the switch. 


f. Set whether to enable IP address reallocation. 


This example uses direct portal authentication, and therefore select No from the Reallocate IP 
list. 


g. Select whether to support sever heartbeat and user heartbeat functions.  


In this example, select No for both Support Server Heartbeat and Support User Heartbeat. 


h. Click OK. 


Figure 41 Adding a portal device 


 
 


4. Associate the portal device with the IP address group: 


a. As shown in Figure 42, click the icon in the Port Group Information Management column of 
device NAS to enter the port group configuration page.  


b. Click Add to enter the page shown in Figure 43. 


c. Enter the port group name. 


d. Select the configured IP address group.  


The IP address used by the user to access the network must be within this IP address group. 


e. Use the default settings for other parameters. 


f. Click OK. 
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Figure 42 Device list 


 
 


Figure 43 Adding a port group 


 
 


5. Select User Access Manager > Service Parameters > Validate System Configuration from the 
navigation tree to validate the configurations. 


Configuring the switch 


1. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 


# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view. 
<Switch> system-view 


[Switch] radius scheme rs1 


# Specify the primary authentication server and primary accounting server, and configure the 
keys for communication with the servers. 
[Switch-radius-rs1] primary authentication 192.168.0.112 


[Switch-radius-rs1] primary accounting 192.168.0.112 


[Switch-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 


[Switch-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 


# Exclude the ISP domain name from the username sent to the RADIUS server. 
[Switch-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 


[Switch-radius-rs1] quit 


# Enable RADIUS session control. 
[Switch] radius session-control enable 


2. Configure an authentication domain: 


# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view. 
[Switch] domain dm1 


# Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain. 
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[Switch-isp-dm1] authentication portal radius-scheme rs1 


[Switch-isp-dm1] authorization portal radius-scheme rs1 


[Switch-isp-dm1] accounting portal radius-scheme rs1 


[Switch-isp-dm1] quit 


# Configure domain dm1 as the default ISP domain. If a user enters the username without the ISP 
domain name at login, the authentication and accounting methods of the default domain are 
used for the user. 
[Switch] domain default enable dm1 


3. Configure portal authentication: 


# Configure a portal authentication server. 
[Switch] portal server newpt 


[Switch-portal-server-newpt] ip 192.168.0.111 key simple portal 


[Switch-portal-server-newpt] port 50100 


[Switch-portal-server-newpt] quit 


# Configure a portal Web server. 
[Switch] portal web-server newpt 


[Switch-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal 


[Switch-portal-websvr-newpt] quit 


# Enable direct portal authentication on VLAN-interface 100. 
[Switch] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal enable method direct 


# Reference the portal Web server newpt on VLAN-interface 100. 
[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal apply web-server newpt 


# Configure the BAS-IP as 2.2.2.1 for portal packets sent from VLAN-interface 100 to the portal 
authentication server. 
[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal bas-ip 2.2.2.1 


[Switch–Vlan-interface100] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# Verify that the portal configuration has taken effect. 
[Switch] display portal interface vlan-interface 100 


 Portal information of Vlan-interface100 


     Nas id profile: Not configured 


 IPv4: 


     Portal status: Enabled 


     Authentication type: Direct 


     Portal Web server: newpt 


     Authentication domain: Not configured 


     BAS-IP: 2.2.2.1 


     User Detection:  Not configured 


     Action for server detection: 


         Server type    Server name                        Action  


         --             --                                 --  


     Layer3 source network: 


         IP address               Mask 


 


     Destination authenticate subnet: 
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         IP address               Mask 


IPv6: 


     Portal status: Disabled 


     Authentication type: Disabled 


     Portal Web server: Not configured 


     Authentication domain: Not configured 


     BAS-IPv6: Not configured 


     User detection: Not configured 


     Action for server detection: 


         Server type    Server name                        Action 


         --             --                                 -- 


     Layer3 source network: 


         IP address                                        Prefix length 


 


     Destination authenticate subnet:  


         IP address                                        Prefix length 


A user can perform portal authentication by using the HP iNode client or through Web page. Before 
passing the authentication, the user can access only the authentication page 
http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal. All Web requests from the user will be redirected to the 
authentication page. After passing the authentication, the user can access Internet resources. 


# After the user passes authentication, use the following command to display information about the 
portal user. 
[Switch] display portal user interface vlan-interface 100 


 Total portal users: 1 


  Username: abc 


  Portal server: newpt 


  State: Online 


  VPN instance: -- 


  MAC                IP                 VLAN   Interface 


  0015-e9a6-7cfe     2.2.2.2            100    Vlan-interface100 


  Authorization information: 


    DHCP IP pool: N/A 


    ACL: N/A 


    CAR: N/A 


Configuring re-DHCP portal authentication 


Network requirements 
As shown in Figure 44, the host is directly connected to the switch (the access device). The host obtains 
an IP address through the DHCP server. A portal server acts as both a portal authentication server and 
a portal Web server. A RADIUS server acts as the authentication/accounting server. 


Configure re-DHCP portal authentication. Before passing the authentication, the host is assigned a 
private IP address. After passing the authentication, the host gets a public IP address and can access 
Internet resources. 
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Figure 44 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration prerequisites and guidelines 


• Configure IP addresses for the switch and servers as shown in Figure 44 and make sure the host, 
switch, and servers can reach each other. 


• Configure the RADIUS server correctly to provide authentication and accounting functions. 


• For re-DHCP portal authentication, configure a public address pool (20.20.20.0/24) and a 
private address pool (10.0.0.0/24) on the DHCP server. (Details not shown.) 


• For re-DHCP portal authentication: 


 The switch must be configured as a DHCP relay agent. 


 The portal-enabled interface must be configured with a primary IP address (a public IP 
address) and a secondary IP address (a private IP address). 


For information about DHCP relay agent configuration, see Layer 3—IP Services Configuration 
Guide. 


• Make sure the IP address of the portal device added on the portal server is the public IP address 
(20.20.20.1) of the switch's interface connecting the host. The private IP address range for the IP 
address group associated with the portal device is the private subnet 10.0.0.0/24 where the host 
resides. The public IP address range for the IP address group is the public subnet 20.20.20.0/24. 


Configuration procedure 


Perform the following tasks on the switch. 


1. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 


# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view. 
<Switch> system-view 


[Switch] radius scheme rs1 


# Specify the primary authentication server and primary accounting server, and configure the 
keys for communication with the servers. 
[Switch-radius-rs1] primary authentication 192.168.0.113 


[Switch-radius-rs1] primary accounting 192.168.0.113 


[Switch-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 


[Switch-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 


# Exclude the ISP domain name from the username sent to the RADIUS server. 
[Switch-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 


192.168.0.111/24


192.168.0.113/24


192.168.0.112/24
SwitchHost


 automatically obtains 
an IP address


Vlan-int100
20.20.20.1/24


10.0.0.1/24 sub
Vlan-int2
192.168.0.100/24


Portal Server


RADIUS server


DHCP server
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[Switch-radius-rs1] quit 


# Enable RADIUS session control. 
[Switch] radius session-control enable 


2. Configure an authentication domain: 


# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view. 
[Switch] domain dm1 


# Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain. 
[Switch-isp-dm1] authentication portal radius-scheme rs1 


[Switch-isp-dm1] authorization portal radius-scheme rs1 


[Switch-isp-dm1] accounting portal radius-scheme rs1 


[Switch-isp-dm1] quit 


# Configure domain dm1 as the default ISP domain. If a user enters the username without the ISP 
domain name at login, the authentication and accounting methods of the default domain are 
used for the user. 
[Switch] domain default enable dm1 


3. Configure DHCP relay and authorized ARP: 


# Configure DHCP relay. 
[Switch] dhcp enable 


[Switch] dhcp relay client-information record 


[Switch] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Switch–Vlan-interface100] ip address 20.20.20.1 255.255.255.0 


[Switch–Vlan-interface100] ip address 10.0.0.1 255.255.255.0 sub 


[Switch-Vlan-interface100] dhcp select relay 


[Switch-Vlan-interface100] dhcp relay server-address 192.168.0.112 


# Enable authorized ARP. 
[Switch-Vlan-interface100] arp authorized enable 


[Switch-Vlan-interface100] quit 


4. Configure portal authentication: 


# Configure a portal authentication server. 
[Switch] portal server newpt 


[Switch-portal-server-newpt] ip 192.168.0.111 key simple portal 


[Switch-portal-server-newpt] port 50100 


[Switch-portal-server-newpt] quit 


# Configure a portal Web server. 
[Switch] portal web-server newpt 


[Switch-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal 


[Switch-portal-websvr-newpt] quit 


# Enable re-DHCP portal authentication on VLAN-interface 100. 
[Switch] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal enable method redhcp 


# Reference the portal Web server newpt on VLAN-interface 100. 
[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal apply web-server newpt 


# Configure the BAS-IP as 20.20.20.1 for portal packets sent from VLAN-interface 100 to the 
portal authentication server. 
[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal bas-ip 20.20.20.1 
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[Switch–Vlan-interface100] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# Verify that the portal configuration has taken effect. 
[Switch] display portal interface vlan-interface 100 


 Portal information of Vlan-interface100 


     Nas id profile: Not configured 


 IPv4: 


     Portal status: Enabled 


     Authentication type: Redhcp 


     Portal Web server: newpt 


     Authentication domain: Not configured 


     BAS-IP: 20.20.20.1 


     User Detection:  Not configured 


     Action for server detection: 


         Server type    Server name                        Action  


         --             --                                 --  


     Layer3 source network: 


         IP address               Mask 


 


     Destination authenticate subnet: 


         IP address               Mask 


IPv6: 


     Portal status: Disabled 


     Authentication type: Disabled 


     Portal Web server: Not configured 


     Authentication domain: Not configured 


     BAS-IPv6: Not configured 


     User detection: Not configured 


     Action for server detection: 


         Server type    Server name                        Action 


         --             --                                 -- 


     Layer3 source network: 


         IP address                                        Prefix length 


 


     Destination authenticate subnet:  


         IP address                                        Prefix length  


A user can perform portal authentication by using the HP iNode client or through Web page. Before 
passing the authentication, the user can access only the authentication page 
http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal. All Web requests from the user will be redirected to the 
authentication page. After passing the authentication, the user can access Internet resources. 


# After the user passes authentication, use the following command to display information about the 
portal user. 
[Switch] display portal user interface vlan-interface 100 


Total portal users: 1 


Username: abc 


  Portal server: newpt 


  State: Online 
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  VPN instance: -- 


  MAC                IP                 VLAN   Interface 


  0015-e9a6-7cfe     20.20.20.2         100    Vlan-interface100 


  Authorization information: 


    DHCP IP pool: N/A 


    ACL: N/A 


    CAR: N/A 


Configuring cross-subnet portal authentication 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 45, Switch A supports portal authentication. The host accesses Switch A through 
Switch B. A portal server acts as both a portal authentication server and a portal Web server. A 
RADIUS server acts as the authentication/accounting server. 


Configure Switch A for cross-subnet portal authentication. Before passing the authentication, the host 
can access only the portal Web server. After passing the authentication, the user can access Internet 
resources. 


Figure 45 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration prerequisites and guidelines 


• Configure IP addresses for the switch and servers as shown in Figure 45 and make sure the host, 
switch, and servers can reach each other. 


• Configure the RADIUS server correctly to provide authentication and accounting functions. 


• Make sure the IP address of the portal device added on the portal authentication server is the IP 
address (20.20.20.1) of the switch's interface connecting the host. The IP address group 
associated with the portal device is the subnet of the host (8.8.8.0/24). 


Configuration procedure 


Perform the following tasks on Switch A. 


1. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 


# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view. 
<SwitchA> system-view 


[SwitchA] radius scheme rs1 


# Specify the primary authentication server and primary accounting server, and configure the 
keys for communication with the servers. 
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[SwitchA-radius-rs1] primary authentication 192.168.0.112 


[SwitchA-radius-rs1] primary accounting 192.168.0.112 


[SwitchA-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 


[SwitchA-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 


# Exclude the ISP domain name from the username sent to the RADIUS server. 
[SwitchA-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 


[SwitchA-radius-rs1] quit 


# Enable RADIUS session control. 
[SwitchA] radius session-control enable 


2. Configure an authentication domain: 


# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view. 
[SwitchA] domain dm1 


# Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain. 
[SwitchA-isp-dm1] authentication portal radius-scheme rs1 


[SwitchA-isp-dm1] authorization portal radius-scheme rs1 


[SwitchA-isp-dm1] accounting portal radius-scheme rs1 


[SwitchA-isp-dm1] quit 


# Configure domain dm1 as the default ISP domain. If a user enters the username without the ISP 
domain name at login, the authentication and accounting methods of the default domain are 
used for the user. 
[SwitchA] domain default enable dm1 


3. Configure portal authentication: 


# Configure a portal authentication server. 
[SwitchA] portal server newpt 


[SwitchA-portal-server-newpt] ip 192.168.0.111 key simple portal 


[SwitchA-portal-server-newpt] port 50100 


[SwitchA-portal-server-newpt] quit 


# Configure a portal Web server. 
[SwitchA] portal web-server newpt 


[SwitchA-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal 


[SwitchA-portal-websvr-newpt] quit 


# Enable cross-subnet portal authentication on VLAN-interface 4. 
[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 4 


[SwitchA–Vlan-interface4] portal enable method layer3 


# Reference the portal Web server newpt on VLAN-interface 4. 
[SwitchA–Vlan-interface4] portal apply web-server newpt 


# Configure the BAS-IP as 20.20.20.1 for portal packets sent from VLAN-interface 4 to the portal 
authentication server. 
[SwitchA–Vlan-interface4] portal bas-ip 20.20.20.1 


[SwitchA–Vlan-interface4] quit 


On Switch B, configure a default route to subnet 192.168.0.0/24, specifying the next hop address as 
20.20.20.1. (Details not shown.) 


Verifying the configuration 


# Verify that the portal configuration has taken effect. 
[SwitchA] display portal interface vlan-interface 4 
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 Portal information of Vlan-interface4 


     Nas id profile: Not configured 


 IPv4: 


     Portal status: Enabled 


     Authentication type: Layer3 


     Portal Web server: newpt 


     Authentication domain: Not configured 


     BAS-IP: 20.20.20.1 


     User Detection:  Not configured 


     Action for server detection: 


         Server type    Server name                        Action  


         --             --                                 --  


     Layer3 source network: 


         IP address               Mask 


 


     Destination authenticate subnet: 


         IP address               Mask 


IPv6: 


     Portal status: Disabled 


     Authentication type: Disabled 


     Portal Web server: Not configured 


     Authentication domain: Not configured 


     BAS-IPv6: Not configured 


     User detection: Not configured 


     Action for server detection: 


         Server type    Server name                        Action 


         --             --                                 -- 


     Layer3 source network: 


         IP address                                        Prefix length 


 


     Destination authenticate subnet:  


         IP address                                        Prefix length  


A user can perform portal authentication by using the HP iNode client or through Web page. Before 
passing the authentication, the user can access only the authentication page 
http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal. All Web requests from the user will be redirected to the 
authentication page. After passing the authentication, the user can access Internet resources. 


# After the user passes authentication, use the following command to display information about the 
portal user. 
[SwitchA] display portal user interface vlan-interface 4 


Total portal users: 1 


Username: abc 


  Portal server: newpt 


  State: Online 


  VPN instance: -- 


  MAC                IP                 VLAN   Interface 


  0015-e9a6-7cfe     8.8.8.2            4      Vlan-interface4 


  Authorization information: 


    DHCP IP pool: N/A 
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    ACL: N/A 


    CAR: N/A 


Configuring extended direct portal authentication 


Network requirements 
As shown in Figure 46, the host is directly connected to the switch (the access device). The host is 
assigned with a public IP address either manually or through DHCP. A portal server acts as both a 
portal authentication server and a portal Web server. A RADIUS server acts as the 
authentication/accounting server. 


Configure extended direct portal authentication. If the host fails security check after passing identity 
authentication, it can access only subnet 192.168.0.0/24. After passing security check, the host can 
access Internet resources. 


Figure 46 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration prerequisites 
• Configure IP addresses for the host, switch, and servers as shown in Figure 46 and make sure they 


can reach each other. 


• Configure the RADIUS server correctly to provide authentication and accounting functions. 


Configuration procedure 
Perform the following tasks on the switch. 


1. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 


# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view. 
<Switch> system-view 


[Switch] radius scheme rs1 


# Specify the primary authentication server and primary accounting server, and configure the 
keys for communication with the servers. 
[Switch-radius-rs1] primary authentication 192.168.0.112 


[Switch-radius-rs1] primary accounting 192.168.0.112 


[Switch-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 


[Switch-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 


[Switch-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 
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# Specify the security policy server. 
[Switch-radius-rs1] security-policy-server 192.168.0.113 


[Switch-radius-rs1] quit 


# Enable RADIUS session control. 
[Switch] radius session-control enable 


2. Configure an authentication domain: 


# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view. 
[Switch] domain dm1 


# Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain. 
[Switch-isp-dm1] authentication portal radius-scheme rs1 


[Switch-isp-dm1] authorization portal radius-scheme rs1 


[Switch-isp-dm1] accounting portal radius-scheme rs1 


[Switch-isp-dm1] quit 


# Configure domain dm1 as the default ISP domain. If a user enters the username without the ISP 
domain name at login, the authentication and accounting methods of the default domain are 
used for the user. 
[Switch] domain default enable dm1 


3. Configure ACL 3000 as the isolation ACL and ACL 3001 as the security ACL. 
[Switch] acl number 3000 


[Switch-acl-adv-3000] rule permit ip destination 192.168.0.0 0.0.0.255 


[Switch-acl-adv-3000] rule deny ip 


[Switch-acl-adv-3000] quit 


[Switch] acl number 3001 


[Switch-acl-adv-3001] rule permit ip 


[Switch-acl-adv-3001] quit 
 


 NOTE: 


Make sure you specify ACL 3000 as the isolation ACL and ACL 3001 as the security ACL on the 
security policy server. 


 


4. Configure portal authentication: 


# Configure a portal authentication server. 
[Switch] portal server newpt 


[Switch-portal-server-newpt] ip 192.168.0.111 key simple portal 


[Switch-portal-server-newpt] port 50100 


[Switch-portal-server-newpt] quit 


# Configure a portal Web server. 
[Switch] portal web-server newpt 


[Switch-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal 


[Switch-portal-websvr-newpt] quit 


# Enable direct portal authentication on VLAN-interface 100. 
[Switch] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal enable method direct 


# Reference the portal Web server newpt on VLAN-interface 100. 
[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal apply web-server newpt 
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# Configure the BAS-IP as 2.2.2.1 for portal packets sent from VLAN-interface 100 to the portal 
authentication server. 
[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal bas-ip 2.2.2.1 


[Switch–Vlan-interface100] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# Verify that the portal configuration has taken effect. 
[Switch] display portal interface vlan-interface 100 


 Portal information of Vlan-interface100 


     Nas id profile: Not configured 


 IPv4: 


     Portal status: Enabled 


     Authentication type: Direct 


     Portal Web server: newpt 


     Authentication domain: Not configured 


     BAS-IP: 2.2.2.1 


     User Detection:  Not configured 


     Action for server detection: 


         Server type    Server name                        Action  


         --             --                                 --  


     Layer3 source network: 


         IP address               Mask 


 


     Destination authenticate subnet: 


         IP address               Mask 


IPv6: 


     Portal status: Disabled 


     Authentication type: Disabled 


     Portal Web server: Not configured 


     Authentication domain: Not configured 


     BAS-IPv6: Not configured 


     User detection: Not configured 


     Action for server detection: 


         Server type    Server name                        Action 


         --             --                                 -- 


     Layer3 source network: 


         IP address                                        Prefix length 


 


     Destination authenticate subnet:  


         IP address                                        Prefix length  


Before passing portal authentication, a user that uses the HP iNode client can access only the 
authentication page http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal. All Web requests from the user will be 
redirected to the authentication page. 


• The user can access the resources permitted by ACL 3000 after passing only identity 
authentication.  


• The user can access Internet resources permitted by ACL 3001 after passing both identity 
authentication and security check. 
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# After the user passes identity authentication and security check, use the following command to display 
information about the portal user. 
[Switch] display portal user interface vlan-interface 100 


Total portal users: 1 


Username: abc 


  Portal server: newpt 


  State: Online 


  VPN instance: -- 


  MAC                IP                 VLAN   Interface 


  0015-e9a6-7cfe     2.2.2.2            100    Vlan-interface100 


  Authorization information: 


    DHCP IP pool: N/A 


    ACL: 3001 


    CAR: N/A 


Configuring extended re-DHCP portal authentication 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 47, the host is directly connected to the switch (the access device). The host obtains 
an IP address through the DHCP server. A portal server acts as both a portal authentication server and 
a portal Web server. A RADIUS server acts as the authentication/accounting server. 


Configure extended re-DHCP portal authentication. Before passing portal authentication, the host is 
assigned a private IP address. After passing portal identity authentication, the host obtains a public IP 
address and accepts security check. If the host fails the security check, it can access only subnet 
192.168.0.0/24. After passing the security check, the host can access Internet resources. 


Figure 47 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration prerequisites and guidelines 


• Configure IP addresses for the switch and servers as shown in Figure 47 and make sure the host, 
switch, and servers can reach each other. 


• Configure the RADIUS server correctly to provide authentication and accounting functions. 
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• For re-DHCP portal authentication, configure a public address pool (20.20.20.0/24) and a 
private address pool (10.0.0.0/24) on the DHCP server. (Details not shown.) 


• For re-DHCP portal authentication: 


 The switch must be configured as a DHCP relay agent. 


 The portal-enabled interface must be configured with a primary IP address (a public IP 
address) and a secondary IP address (a private IP address). 


For information about DHCP relay agent configuration, see Layer 3—IP Services Configuration 
Guide. 


• Make sure the IP address of the portal device added on the portal server is the public IP address 
(20.20.20.1) of the switch's interface connecting the host. The private IP address range for the IP 
address group associated with the portal device is the private subnet 10.0.0.0/24 where the host 
resides. The public IP address range for the IP address group is the public subnet 20.20.20.0/24. 


Configuration procedure 
Perform the following tasks on the switch. 


1. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 


# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view. 
<Switch> system-view 


[Switch] radius scheme rs1 


# Specify the primary authentication server and primary accounting server, and configure the 
keys for communication with the servers. 
[Switch-radius-rs1] primary authentication 192.168.0.113 


[Switch-radius-rs1] primary accounting 192.168.0.113 


[Switch-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 


[Switch-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 


[Switch-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 


# Specify the security policy server. 
[Switch-radius-rs1] security-policy-server 192.168.0.114 


[Switch-radius-rs1] quit 


# Enable RADIUS session control. 
[Switch] radius session-control enable 


2. Configure an authentication domain: 


# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view. 
[Switch] domain dm1 


# Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain. 
[Switch-isp-dm1] authentication portal radius-scheme rs1 


[Switch-isp-dm1] authorization portal radius-scheme rs1 


[Switch-isp-dm1] accounting portal radius-scheme rs1 


[Switch-isp-dm1] quit 


# Configure domain dm1 as the default ISP domain. If a user enters the username without the ISP 
domain name at login, the authentication and accounting methods of the default domain are 
used for the user. 
[Switch] domain default enable dm1 


3. Configure ACL 3000 as the isolation ACL and ACL 3001 as the security ACL. 
[Switch] acl number 3000 


[Switch-acl-adv-3000] rule permit ip destination 192.168.0.0 0.0.0.255 
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[Switch-acl-adv-3000] rule deny ip 


[Switch-acl-adv-3000] quit 


[Switch] acl number 3001 


[Switch-acl-adv-3001] rule permit ip 


[Switch-acl-adv-3001] quit 
 


 NOTE: 


Make sure you specify ACL 3000 as the isolation ACL and ACL 3001 as the security ACL on the 
security policy server. 


 


4. Configure DHCP relay and authorized ARP: 


# Configure DHCP relay. 
[Switch] dhcp enable 


[Switch] dhcp relay client-information record 


[Switch] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Switch–Vlan-interface100] ip address 20.20.20.1 255.255.255.0 


[Switch–Vlan-interface100] ip address 10.0.0.1 255.255.255.0 sub 


[Switch-Vlan-interface100] dhcp select relay 


[Switch-Vlan-interface100] dhcp relay server-address 192.168.0.112 


# Enable authorized ARP. 
[Switch-Vlan-interface100] arp authorized enable 


[Switch-Vlan-interface100] quit 


5. Configure portal authentication: 


# Configure a portal authentication server. 
[Switch] portal server newpt 


[Switch-portal-server-newpt] ip 192.168.0.111 key simple portal 


[Switch-portal-server-newpt] port 50100 


[Switch-portal-server-newpt] quit 


# Configure a portal Web server. 
[Switch] portal web-server newpt 


[Switch-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal 


[Switch-portal-websvr-newpt] quit 


# Enable re-DHCP portal authentication on VLAN-interface 100. 
[Switch] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal enable method redhcp 


# Reference the portal Web server newpt on VLAN-interface 100. 
[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal apply web-server newpt 


# Configure the BAS-IP as 20.20.20.1 for portal packets sent from VLAN-interface 100 to the 
portal authentication server. 
[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal bas-ip 20.20.20.1 


[Switch–Vlan-interface100] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# Verify that the portal configuration has taken effect. 
[Switch] display portal interface vlan-interface 100 


 Portal information of Vlan-interface100 


     Nas id profile: Not configured 
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 IPv4: 


     Portal status: Enabled 


     Authentication type: Redhcp 


     Portal Web server: newpt 


     Authentication domain: Not configured 


     BAS-IP: 20.20.20.1 


     User Detection:  Not configured 


     Action for server detection: 


         Server type    Server name                        Action  


         --             --                                 --  


     Layer3 source network: 


         IP address               Mask 


 


     Destination authenticate subnet: 


         IP address               Mask 


IPv6: 


     Portal status: Disabled 


     Authentication type: Disabled 


     Portal Web server: Not configured 


     BAS-IPv6: Not configured 


     User detection: Not configured 


     Action for server detection: 


         Server type    Server name                        Action 


         --             --                                 -- 


     Layer3 source network: 


         IP address                                        Prefix length 


 


     Destination authenticate subnet:  


         IP address                                        Prefix length  


Before passing portal authentication, a user that uses the HP iNode client can access only the 
authentication page http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal. All Web requests from the user will be 
redirected to the authentication page. 


• The user can access the resources permitted by ACL 3000 after passing only identity 
authentication.  


• The user can access Internet resources permitted by ACL 3001 after passing both identity 
authentication and security check. 


# After the user passes identity authentication and security check, use the following command to display 
information about the portal user. 
[Switch] display portal user interface vlan-interface 100 


Total portal users: 1 


Username: abc 


  Portal server: newpt 


  State: Online 


  VPN instance: -- 


  MAC                IP                 VLAN   Interface 


  0015-e9a6-7cfe     20.20.20.2         100    Vlan-interface100 


  Authorization information: 


    DHCP IP pool: N/A 
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    ACL: 3001 


    CAR: N/A 


Configuring extended cross-subnet portal authentication 


Network requirements 
As shown in Figure 48, Switch A supports portal authentication. The host accesses Switch A through 
Switch B. A portal server acts as both a portal authentication server and a portal Web server. A 
RADIUS server acts as the authentication/accounting server. 


Configure Switch A for extended cross-subnet portal authentication. Before passing portal 
authentication, the host can access only the portal server. After passing portal identity authentication, 
the host accepts security check. If the host fails the security check it can access only the subnet 
192.168.0.0/24. After passing the security check, the host can access Internet resources. 


Figure 48 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration prerequisites and guidelines 
• Configure IP addresses for the switch and servers as shown in Figure 48 and make sure the host, 


switch, and servers can reach each other. 


• Configure the RADIUS server correctly to provide authentication and accounting functions. 


• Make sure the IP address of the portal device added on the portal server is the IP address 
(20.20.20.1) of the switch's interface connecting the host. The IP address group associated with 
the portal device is the subnet of the host (8.8.8.0/24). 


Configuration procedure 
Perform the following tasks on Switch A. 


1. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 


# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view. 
<SwitchA> system-view 


[SwitchA] radius scheme rs1 


# Specify the primary authentication server and primary accounting server, and configure the 
keys for communication with the servers. 
[SwitchA-radius-rs1] primary authentication 192.168.0.112 


[SwitchA-radius-rs1] primary accounting 192.168.0.112 
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[SwitchA-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 


[SwitchA-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 


[SwitchA-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 


# Specify the security policy server. 
[SwitchA-radius-rs1] security-policy-server 192.168.0.113 


[SwitchA-radius-rs1] quit 


# Enable RADIUS session control. 
[SwitchA] radius session-control enable 


2. Configure an authentication domain: 


# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view. 
[SwitchA] domain dm1 


# Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain. 
[SwitchA-isp-dm1] authentication portal radius-scheme rs1 


[SwitchA-isp-dm1] authorization portal radius-scheme rs1 


[SwitchA-isp-dm1] accounting portal radius-scheme rs1 


[SwitchA-isp-dm1] quit 


# Configure domain dm1 as the default ISP domain. If a user enters the username without the ISP 
domain name at login, the authentication and accounting methods of the default domain are 
used for the user. 
[SwitchA] domain default enable dm1 


3. Configure ACL 3000 as the isolation ACL and ACL 3001 as the security ACL. 
[SwitchA] acl number 3000 


[SwitchA-acl-adv-3000] rule permit ip destination 192.168.0.0 0.0.0.255 


[SwitchA-acl-adv-3000] rule deny ip 


[SwitchA-acl-adv-3000] quit 


[SwitchA] acl number 3001 


[SwitchA-acl-adv-3001] rule permit ip 


[SwitchA-acl-adv-3001] quit 
 


 NOTE: 


Make sure you specify ACL 3000 as the isolation ACL and ACL 3001 as the security ACL on the 
security policy server. 


 


4. Configure portal authentication: 


# Configure a portal authentication server. 
[SwitchA] portal server newpt 


[SwitchA-portal-server-newpt] ip 192.168.0.111 key simple portal 


[SwitchA-portal-server-newpt] port 50100 


[SwitchA-portal-server-newpt] quit 


# Configure a portal Web server. 
[SwitchA] portal web-server newpt 


[SwitchA-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal 


[SwitchA-portal-websvr-newpt] quit 


# Enable cross-subnet portal authentication on VLAN-interface 4. 
[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 4 


[SwitchA–Vlan-interface4] portal enable method layer3 
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# Reference the portal Web server newpt on VLAN-interface 4. 
[SwitchA–Vlan-interface4] portal apply web-server newpt 


# Configure the BAS-IP as 20.20.20.1 for portal packets sent from VLAN-interface 4 to the portal 
authentication server. 
[SwitchA–Vlan-interface4] portal bas-ip 20.20.20.1 


[SwitchA–Vlan-interface4] quit 


On Switch B, configure a default route to subnet 192.168.0.0/24, specifying the next hop address as 
20.20.20.1. (Details not shown.) 


Verifying the configuration 


# Verify that the portal configuration has taken effect. 
[SwitchA] display portal interface vlan-interface 4 


 Portal information of Vlan-interface4 


     Nas id profile: Not configured 


 IPv4: 


     Portal status: Enabled 


     Authentication type: Layer3 


     Portal Web server: newpt 


     BAS-IP: 20.20.20.1 


     User Detection:  Not configured 


     Action for server detection: 


         Server type    Server name                        Action  


         --             --                                 --  


     Layer3 source network: 


         IP address               Mask 


 


     Destination authenticate subnet: 


         IP address               Mask 


IPv6: 


     Portal status: Disabled 


     Authentication type: Disabled 


     Portal Web server: Not configured 


     BAS-IPv6: Not configured 


     User detection: Not configured 


     Action for server detection: 


         Server type    Server name                        Action 


         --             --                                 -- 


     Layer3 source network: 


         IP address                                        Prefix length 


 


     Destination authenticate subnet:  


         IP address                                        Prefix length  


Before passing portal authentication, a user that uses the HP iNode client can access only the 
authentication page http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal. All Web requests from the user will be 
redirected to the authentication page. 


• The user can access the resources permitted by ACL 3000 after passing only identity 
authentication.  
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• The user can access Internet resources permitted by ACL 3001 after passing both identity 
authentication and security check. 


# After the user passes identity authentication and security check, use the following command to display 
information about the portal user. 
[SwitchA] display portal user interface vlan-interface 4 


Total portal users: 1 


Username: abc 


  Portal server: newpt 


  State: Online 


  VPN instance: -- 


  MAC                IP                 VLAN   Interface 


  0015-e9a6-7cfe     8.8.8.2            4    Vlan-interface4 


  Authorization information: 


    DHCP IP pool: N/A 


    ACL: 3001 


    CAR: N/A 


Configuring portal server detection and portal user synchronization 


Network requirements 
As shown in Figure 49, the host is directly connected to the switch (the access device). The host is 
assigned with a public IP address either manually or through DHCP. A portal server acts as both a 
portal authentication server and a portal Web server. A RADIUS server acts as the 
authentication/accounting server. 


• Configure direct portal authentication on the switch, so the host can access only the portal server 
before passing the authentication and access Internet resources after passing the authentication. 


• Configure the switch to detect the reachability state of the portal authentication server, send log 
messages upon state changes, and disable portal authentication when the authentication server is 
unreachable. 


• Configure the switch to synchronize portal user information with the portal server periodically. 


Figure 49 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration prerequisites and guidelines 


• Configure IP addresses for the switch and servers as shown in Figure 49 and make sure the host, 
switch, and servers can reach each other. 


• Configure the RADIUS server correctly to provide authentication and accounting functions. 
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• Configure the portal authentication server. Be sure to enable the server heartbeat function and the 
user heartbeat function. 


• Configure the switch (access device) as follows: 


 Configure direct portal authentication on VLAN-interface 100, the interface to which the host is 
connected. 


 Configure portal authentication server detection, so that the switch can detect the reachability 
of the portal authentication server by cooperating with the portal server heartbeat function. 


 Configure portal user synchronization, so that the switch can synchronize portal user 
information with the portal authentication server by cooperating with the portal user heartbeat 
function. 


Configuring the portal authentication server on IMC PLAT 5.0 


This example assumes that the portal server runs on IMC PLAT 5.0(E0101) and IMC UAM 5.0(E0101). 


1. Configure the portal authentication server: 


a. Log in to IMC and click the Service tab. 


b. Select User Access Manager > Portal Service Management > Server from the navigation tree 
to enter the portal server configuration page, as shown in Figure 50. 


c. Configure the portal server heartbeat interval and user heartbeat interval. 


d. Use the default settings for other parameters. 


e. Click OK. 


Figure 50 Portal authentication server configuration 


 
 


2. Configure the IP address group: 


a. Select User Access Manager > Portal Service Management > IP Group from the navigation 
tree to enter the portal IP address group configuration page. 


b. Click Add to enter the page shown in Figure 51.  


c. Enter the IP group name. 
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d. Enter the start IP address and end IP address of the IP group.  


Make sure the host IP address is in the IP group. 


e. Select a service group. 


This example uses the default group Ungrouped. 


f. Select the action Normal. 


g. Click OK. 


Figure 51 Adding an IP address group 


 
 


3. Add a portal device: 


a. Select User Access Manager > Portal Service Management > Device from the navigation tree 
to enter the portal device configuration page. 


b. Click Add to enter the page shown in Figure 52. 


c. Enter the device name NAS. 


d. Enter the IP address of the switch's interface connected to the host. 


e. Enter the key, which must be the same as that configured on the switch. 


f. Set whether to enable IP address reallocation. 


This example uses direct portal authentication, and therefore select No from the Reallocate IP 
list. 


g. Select whether to support sever heartbeat and user heartbeat functions.  


In this example, select Yes for both Support Server Heartbeat and Support User Heartbeat. 


h. Click OK. 
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Figure 52 Adding a portal device 


 
 


4. Associate the portal device with the IP address group: 


a. As shown in Figure 53, click the icon in the Port Group Information Management column of 
device NAS to enter the port group configuration page.  


b. Click Add to enter the page shown in Figure 54. 


c. Enter the port group name. 


d. Select the configured IP address group.  


The IP address used by the user to access the network must be within this IP address group. 


e. Use the default settings for other parameters. 


f. Click OK. 


Figure 53 Device list 
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Figure 54 Adding a port group 


 
 


5. Select User Access Manager > Service Parameters > Validate System Configuration from the 
navigation tree to validate the configurations. 


Configuring the switch 


1. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 


# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view. 
<Switch> system-view 


[Switch] radius scheme rs1 


# Specify the primary authentication server and primary accounting server, and configure the 
keys for communication with the servers. 
[Switch-radius-rs1] primary authentication 192.168.0.112 


[Switch-radius-rs1] primary accounting 192.168.0.112 


[Switch-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 


[Switch-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 


# Exclude the ISP domain name from the username sent to the RADIUS server. 
[Switch-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 


[Switch-radius-rs1] quit 


# Enable RADIUS session control. 
[Switch] radius session-control enable 


2. Configure an authentication domain: 


# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view. 
[Switch] domain dm1 


# Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain. 
[Switch-isp-dm1] authentication portal radius-scheme rs1 


[Switch-isp-dm1] authorization portal radius-scheme rs1 


[Switch-isp-dm1] accounting portal radius-scheme rs1 


[Switch-isp-dm1] quit 


# Configure domain dm1 as the default ISP domain. If a user enters the username without the ISP 
domain name at login, the authentication and accounting methods of the default domain are 
used for the user. 
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[Switch] domain default enable dm1 


3. Configure portal authentication: 


# Configure a portal authentication server. 
[Switch] portal server newpt 


[Switch-portal-server-newpt] ip 192.168.0.111 key simple portal 


[Switch-portal-server-newpt] port 50100 


# Configure reachability detection of the portal authentication server: configure the server 
detection interval as 40 seconds, and send log messages upon reachability status changes. 
[Switch-portal-server-newpt] server-detect timeout 40 log 


 


 NOTE: 


The value of timeout must be greater than or equal to the portal server heartbeat interval. 
 


# Configure portal user synchronization with the portal authentication server, and set the 
synchronization detection interval to 600 seconds. 
[Switch-portal-server-newpt] user-sync timeout 600 


[Switch-portal-server-newpt] quit 
 


 NOTE: 


The value of timeout must be greater than or equal to the portal user heartbeat interval. 
 


# Configure a portal Web server. 
[Switch] portal web-server newpt 


[Switch-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal 


[Switch-portal-websvr-newpt] quit 


# Enable direct portal authentication on VLAN-interface 100. 
[Switch] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal enable method direct 


# Enable portal fail-permit for the portal authentication server newpt. 
[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal fail-permit server newpt 


# Reference the portal Web server newpt on VLAN-interface 100. 
[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal apply web-server newpt 


# Configure the BAS-IP as 2.2.2.1 for portal packets sent from VLAN-interface 100 to the portal 
authentication server. 
[Switch–Vlan-interface100] portal bas-ip 2.2.2.1 


[Switch–Vlan-interface100] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# Use the following command to display information about the portal authentication server. 
[Switch] display portal server newpt 


Portal server: newpt 


  IP                    : 192.168.0.111 


  VPN instance          : Not configured 


  Port                  : 50100 


  Server Detection      : Timeout 40s  Action: log 


  User synchronization  : Timeout 600s 


  Status                : Up 
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The Up status of the portal authentication server indicates that the portal authentication server is 
reachable. If the access device detects that the portal authentication server is unreachable, the Status 
field in the command output displays Down. The access device generates a server unreachable log 
"Portal server newpt turns down from up." and disables portal authentication on the access interface, so 
the host can access the external network without authentication. 


Configuring cross-subnet portal authentication for MPLS L3VPNs 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 55, the PE device Switch A provides portal authentication for the host in VPN 1. A 
portal server in VPN 3 acts as the portal authentication server, portal Web server, and RADIUS server. 


Configure cross-subnet portal authentication on Switch A, so the host can access Internet resources after 
passing identity authentication. 


Figure 55 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration prerequisites 


• Before enabling portal authentication, configure MPLS L3VPN and specify VPN targets for VPN 1 
and VPN 3 so that VPN 1 and VPN 3 can communicate with each other. This example describes 
only the access authentication configuration on the user-side PE. For information about MPLS 
L3VPN configurations, see MPLS Configuration Guide. 


• Configure the RADIUS server correctly to provide authentication and accounting functions. 


Configuration procedure 


Perform the following tasks on Switch A. 


1. Configure a RADIUS scheme: 


# Create a RADIUS scheme named rs1 and enter its view. 
<SwitchA> system-view 


[SwitchA] radius scheme rs1 


# For the RADIUS scheme, specify the VPN instance that is bound to the interface connected to 
the portal/RADIUS server. This example uses VPN instance vpn3. 
[SwitchA-radius-rs1] vpn-instance vpn3 


 


 NOTE: 


For the VPN instance information, see the MPLS L3VPN configuration on Switch A. 
 


# Specify the primary authentication server and primary accounting server, and configure the 
keys for communication with the servers. 
[SwitchA-radius-rs1] primary authentication 192.168.0.111 


P


MPLS backbone


PE PE
CE


VPN 1 VPN 3


(Portal server / 
RADIUS server)
192.168.0.111/24


CE


Vlan-int3
3.3.0.3/24


Host
Switch A Switch B 
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[SwitchA-radius-rs1] primary accounting 192.168.0.111 


[SwitchA-radius-rs1] key accounting simple radius 


[SwitchA-radius-rs1] key authentication simple radius 


# Exclude the ISP domain name from the username sent to the RADIUS server. 
[SwitchA-radius-rs1] user-name-format without-domain 


# Specify the source IP address for RADIUS packets to be sent as 3.3.0.3. This address must be 
the same as that of the portal device specified on the portal authentication server to avoid 
authentication failures. 
[SwitchA-radius-rs1] nas-ip 3.3.0.3 


[SwitchA-radius-rs1] quit 


# Enable RADIUS session control. 
[SwitchA] radius session-control enable 


2. Configure an authentication domain: 


# Create an ISP domain named dm1 and enter its view. 
[SwitchA] domain dm1 


# Configure AAA methods for the ISP domain. 
[SwitchA-isp-dm1] authentication portal radius-scheme rs1 


[SwitchA-isp-dm1] authorization portal radius-scheme rs1 


[SwitchA-isp-dm1] accounting portal radius-scheme rs1 


[SwitchA-isp-dm1] quit 


# Configure domain dm1 as the default ISP domain. If a user enters the username without the ISP 
domain name at login, the authentication and accounting methods of the default domain are 
used for the user. 
[SwitchA] domain default enable dm1 


3. Configure portal authentication: 


# Configure a portal authentication server. 
[SwitchA] portal server newpt 


[SwitchA-portal-server-newpt] ip 192.168.0.111 vpn-instance vpn3 key simple portal 


[SwitchA-portal-server-newpt] port 50100 


[SwitchA-portal-server-newpt] quit 


# Configure a portal Web server. 
[SwitchA] portal web-server newpt 


[SwitchA-portal-websvr-newpt] url http://192.168.0.111:8080/portal 


[SwitchA-portal-websvr-newpt] vpn-instance vpn3 


[SwitchA-portal-websvr-newpt] quit 


# Enable cross-subnet portal authentication on VLAN-interface 3. 
[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 3 


[SwitchA–Vlan-interface3] portal enable method layer3 


# Reference the portal Web server newpt on VLAN-interface 3. 
[SwitchA–Vlan-interface3] portal apply web-server newpt 


# Configure the BAS-IP as 3.3.0.3 for portal packets sent from VLAN-interface 3 to the portal 
authentication server. 
[SwitchA–Vlan-interface3] portal bas-ip 3.3.0.3 


[SwitchA–Vlan-interface3] quit 
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Verifying the configuration 


# Verify the portal configuration by executing the display portal interface command. (Details not 
shown.) 


# After the user passes authentication, execute the display portal user command to display the portal 
user information. 
[SwitchA] display portal user all 


Total portal users: 1 


Username: abc 


  Portal server: newpt 


  State: Online 


  VPN instance: vpn3 


  MAC                IP                 VLAN   Interface 


  000d-88f7-c268     3.3.0.1            3      Vlan-interface3 


  Authorization information: 


    DHCP IP pool: N/A 


    ACL: N/A 


    CAR: N/A 


Troubleshooting portal 


No portal authentication page is pushed for users 


Symptom 


When a user is redirected to the IMC portal authentication server, no portal authentication page or 
error message is prompted for the user. The login page is blank. 


Analysis 


The key configured on the portal access device and that configured on the portal authentication server 
are inconsistent. As a result, packet verification fails, and the portal authentication server refuses to push 
the authentication page. 


Solution 
Use the display portal server command on the access device to check whether a key is configured for 
the portal authentication server. 


• If no key is configured, configure the right key. 


• If a key is configured, use the ip or ipv6 command in the portal authentication server view to 
correct the key, or correct the key configured for the access device on the portal authentication 
server. 


Cannot log out portal users on the access device 


Symptom 


You cannot use the portal delete-user command on the access device to log out a portal user, but the 
portal user can log out by clicking the Disconnect button on the portal authentication client. 
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Analysis 
When you execute the portal delete-user command on the access device to log out a user, the access 
device sends an unsolicited logout notification message to the portal authentication server. The 
destination port number in the logout notification is the listening port number of the portal 
authentication server configured on the access device. If this listening port number is not the actual 
listening port number configured on the server, the server cannot receive the notification. As a result, the 
server does not log out the user. 


When a user uses the Disconnect button on the authentication client to log out, the portal authentication 
server sends an unsolicited logout request message to the access device. The access device uses the 
source port in the logout request as the destination port in the logout ACK message. As a result, the 
portal authentication server can definitely receive the logout ACK message and log out the user. 


Solution 


1. Use the display portal server command to display the listening port of the portal authentication 
server configured on the access device. 


2. Use the portal server command in system view to change the listening port number to the actual 
listening port of the portal authentication server. 


Cannot log out portal users on the RADIUS server 


Symptom 


The access device uses the HP IMC server as the RADIUS server to perform identity authentication for 
portal users. You cannot log out the portal users on the RADIUS server. 


Analysis 
The HP IMC server uses session control packets to send disconnection requests to the access device. On 
the access device, the listening UDP port for session control packets is disabled by default. Therefore, 
the access device cannot receive the portal user logout requests from the RADIUS server. 


Solution 


On the access device, execute the radius session-control enable command in system view to enable the 
RADIUS session control function. 


Users logged out by the access device still exist on the portal authentication 
server 


Symptom 


After you log out a portal user on the access device, the user still exists on the portal authentication 
server. 


Analysis 
When you execute the portal delete-user command on the access device to log out a user, the access 
device sends an unsolicited logout notification to the portal authentication server. If the BAS-IP or 
BAS-IPv6 address carried in the logout notification is different from the portal device IP address 
specified on the portal authentication server, the portal authentication server discards the logout 
notification. When sending of the logout notifications times out, the access device logs out the user. 
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However, the portal authentication server does not receive the logout notification successfully, and 
therefore it regards the user is still online. 


Solution 
Configure the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 attribute on the interface enabled with portal authentication. Make 
sure the attribute value is the same as the portal device IP address specified on the portal authentication 
server. 


Re-DHCP portal authenticated users cannot log in successfully 


Symptom 
The device performs re-DHCP portal authentication for users. A user enters the correct username and 
password, and the client successfully obtains the private and public IP addresses. However, the 
authentication result for the user is failure. 


Analysis 


When the access device detects that the client IP address is changed, it sends an unsolicited portal 
packet to notify of the IP change to the portal authentication server. The portal authentication server 
notifies of the authentication success only after it receives the IP change notification from both the access 
device and the client. 


If the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 address carried in the portal notification packet is different from the portal 
device IP address specified on the portal authentication server, the portal authentication server discards 
the portal notification packet. As a result, the portal authentication server considers that the user has 
failed the authentication. 


Solution 
Configure the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 attribute on the interface enabled with portal authentication. Make 
sure the attribute value is the same as the portal device IP address specified on the portal authentication 
server. 


Command reference 


display portal interface 


Use display portal interface to display portal configuration and portal running state on an interface. 


Syntax 


display portal interface interface-type interface-number 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 
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Parameters 


interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. 


Examples 


# Display portal configuration and portal running state on VLAN-interface 2. 
<Sysname> display portal interface vlan-interface 2 


 Portal information of Vlan-interface2 


     Nas id profile: profile1    


 IPv4: 


     Portal status: Enabled 


     Authentication type: Direct 


     Portal Web server  : wbs 


     Authentication domain: my-domain 


     BAS-IP: Not configured 


     User detection : Type: ICMP  Interval: 300s  Attempts: 5   Idle time: 180s 


     Action for server detection: 


         Server type    Server name                        Action 


         Web server     wbs                                fail-permit 


         Portal server  pts                                fail-permit 


     Layer3 source network: 


         IP address               Mask 


         1.1.1.1                  255.255.0.0 


 


     Destination authentication subnet: 


         IP address               Mask 


         2.2.2.2                  255.255.255.0 


 


 IPv6: 


     portal status: Enabled 


     Authentication type: Direct 


     Portal Web server: wbsv6 


     Authentication domain: my-domain 


     BAS-IPv6:Not configured 


     User detection: Type: ICMPv6  Interval: 300s  Attempts: 5   Idle time: 180s 


     Action for server detection: 


         Server type    Server name                        Action 


         Web server     wbsv6                              fail-permit 


         Portal server  ptsv6                              fail-permit 


     Layer3 source network: 


         IP address                                        Prefix length 


         11::5                                             64 


 


     Destination authentication subnet: 


         IP address                                        Prefix length 
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Table 31 Command output 


Field Description 


Portal information of interface Portal configuration on the interface. 


Nas id profile NAS-ID profile specified on the interface. 


IPv4 IPv4 portal configuration. 


IPv6 IPv6 portal configuration. 


Portal status 


Portal authentication status on the interface: 


• Disabled—Portal authentication is disabled. 
• Enabled—Portal authentication is enabled. 
• Authorized—The portal authentication server or portal Web server is 


unreachable. The interface allows users to have network access without 
authentication. 


Authentication type 


Authentication mode enabled on the interface: 


• Direct—Direct authentication. 
• Redhcp—Re-DHCP authentication. 
• Layer3—Cross-subnet authentication. 


Portal Web server Name of the portal Web server referenced on the interface. 


Authentication domain Mandatory authentication domain on the interface. 


BAS-IP BAS-IP attribute of the portal packets sent to the portal authentication 
server. 


BAS-IPv6 
BAS-IPv6 attribute of the portal packets sent to the portal authentication 
server. 


User detection 
Configuration for online detection of portal users on the interface, including 
detection method (ARP, ICMP, ND, or ICMPv6), detection interval, 
maximum number of detection attempts, and user idle time. 


Action for server detection 


Portal server detection configuration on the interface: 


• Server type—Type of the server. Portal server represents the portal 
authentication server, and Web server represents the portal Web server. 


• Server name—Name of the server. 
• Action—Action triggered by the result of server detection. This field 


displays fail-permit when the portal fail-permit function is enabled. 


Layer3 source subnet Information of the portal authentication source subnet. 


Destination authentication 
subnet 


Information of the portal authentication destination subnet. 


IP address IP address of the portal authentication subnet. 


Mask Subnet mask of the portal authentication subnet. 


Prefix length Prefix length of the IPv6 portal authentication subnet address. 
 


Related commands 


• portal domain 


• portal enable 
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• portal free-all except destination 


• portal ipv6 free-all except destination 


• portal ipv6 layer3 source 


• portal layer3 source 


• portal web-server 


display portal packet statistics 


Use display portal packet statistics to display packet statistics for portal authentication servers. The 
statistics are for the packets the device sent to and received from the portal authentication servers. 


Syntax 


display portal packet statistics [ server server-name ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


server server-name: Specifies a portal authentication server by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 
32 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


If you do not specify the server server-name option, this command displays packet statistics for all portal 
authentication servers. 


Examples 


# Display packet statistics for portal authentication server pts. 
<Sysname> display portal packet statistics server pts 


 Portal server :  pts 


 Invalid packets: 0 


 Pkt-Type                            Total    Drops    Errors 


 REQ_CHALLENGE                       3        0        0 


 ACK_CHALLENGE                       3        0        0 


 REQ_AUTH                            3        0        0 


 ACK_AUTH                            3        0        0 


 REQ_LOGOUT                          1        0        0 


 ACK_LOGOUT                          1        0        0 


 AFF_ACK_AUTH                        3        0        0 


 NTF_LOGOUT                          1        0        0 


 REQ_INFO                            6        0        0 


 ACK_INFO                            6        0        0 


 NTF_USERDISCOVER                    0        0        0 


 NTF_USERIPCHANGE                    0        0        0 
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 AFF_NTF_USERIPCHAN                  0        0        0 


 ACK_NTF_LOGOUT                      1        0        0 


 NTF_USER_HEARTBEAT                  2        0        0 


 ACK_NTF_USER_HEARTBEAT              0        0        0 


 NTF_CHALLENGE                       0        0        0 


 NTF_USER_NOTIFY                     0        0        0 


 AFF_NTF_USER_NOTIFY                 0        0        0 


Table 32 Command output 


Field Description 


Portal server Name of the portal authentication server. 


Invalid packets Number of invalid packets. 


Pkt-Type Packet type. 


Total Total number of packets. 


Drops Number of dropped packets. 


Errors Number of erroneous packets. 


REQ_CHALLENGE Challenge request packet the portal authentication server sent to the access 
device. 


ACK_CHALLENGE 
Challenge acknowledgment packet the access device sent to the portal 
authentication server. 


REQ_AUTH Authentication request packet the portal authentication server sent to the 
access device. 


ACK_AUTH 
Authentication acknowledgment packet the access device sent to the portal 
authentication server. 


REQ_LOGOUT Logout request packet the portal authentication server sent to the access 
device. 


ACK_LOGOUT Logout acknowledgment packet the access device sent to the portal 
authentication server. 


AFF_ACK_AUTH Affirmation packet the portal authentication server sent to the access device 
after receiving an authentication acknowledgment packet. 


NTF_LOGOUT Forced logout notification packet the access device sent to the portal 
authentication server. 


REQ_INFO Information request packet. 


ACK_INFO Information acknowledgment packet. 


NTF_USERDISCOVER User discovery notification packet the portal authentication server sent to the 
access device. 


NTF_USERIPCHANGE 
User IP change notification packet the access device sent to the portal 
authentication server. 


AFF_NTF_USERIPCHAN User IP change success notification packet the portal authentication server 
sent to the access device. 


ACK_NTF_LOGOUT 
Forced logout acknowledgment packet the portal authentication server sent 
to the access device. 
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Field Description 


NTF_USER_HEARTBEAT  User synchronization packet the portal authentication server sent to the 
access device. 


ACK_NTF_USER_HEARTBEAT  User synchronization acknowledgment packet the access device sent to the 
portal authentication server. 


NTF_HEARTBEAT Server heartbeat packet the portal authentication server sent to the access 
device. 


NTF_CHALLENGE Challenge request packet the access device sent to the portal authentication 
server. 


NTF_USER_NOTIFY User information notification packet the access device sent to the portal 
authentication server. 


AFF_NTF_USER_NOTIFY NTF_USER_NOTIFY acknowledgment packet the portal authentication 
server sent to the access device. 


 


Related commands 


reset portal packet statistics 


display portal rule 


Use display portal rule to display portal packet filtering rules on an interface. 


Syntax 


In standalone mode: 


display portal rule { all | dynamic | static } interface interface-type interface-number [ slot slot-number ] 


In IRF mode: 


display portal rule { all | dynamic | static } interface interface-type interface-number [ chassis 
chassis-number slot slot-number ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


all: Displays all portal rules, including dynamic and static portal rules. 


dynamic: Displays dynamic portal rules, which are generated after users pass portal authentication. 
These rules allow packets with specific source IP addresses to pass the interface. 


static: Displays static portal rules, which are generated after portal authentication is enabled. The 
interface filters packets by these rules when portal authentication is enabled. 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. 
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slot slot-number: Specifies a card by its slot number. If you do not specify this option, this command 
displays portal rules for all cards. (In standalone mode.) 


chassis chassis-number slot slot-number: Specifies a card on an IRF member device. The chassis-number 
argument represents the member ID of the IRF member device or the virtual chassis number of the PEX. 
The slot-number argument represents the slot number of the card or PEX. The slot number is fixed at 0 for 
the PEX. If you do not specify this option, this command displays portal rules for all cards on all IRF 
member devices. (In IRF mode.) 


Examples 


# Display all portal rules on VLAN-interface 100. 
<Sysname> display portal rule all interface vlan-interface 100 


IPv4 portal rules on Vlan-interface100: 


Rule 1 


 Type                : Static 


 Action              : Permit 


 Protocol            : Any 


 Status              : Active 


 Source: 


    IP             : 0.0.0.0 


    Mask           : 0.0.0.0 


    Port           : Any 


    MAC            : 0000-0000-0000 


    Interface      : Vlan-interface100 


    VLAN           : 100 


 Destination: 


    IP             : 192.168.0.111 


    Mask           : 255.255.255.255 


    Port           : Any 


 


Rule 2 


 Type                : Dynamic 


 Action              : Permit 


 Status              : Active 


 Source: 


    IP             : 2.2.2.2 


    MAC            : 000d-88f8-0eab 


    Interface      : GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


    VLAN           : 100 


 Author ACL: 


    Number         : 3001 


 


Rule 3 


 Type                : Static 


 Action              : Redirect 


 Status              : Active 


 Source: 


    IP             : 0.0.0.0 


    Mask           : 0.0.0.0 


    Interface      : Vlan-interface100 
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    VLAN           : 100 


    Protocol       : TCP 


 Destination: 


    IP             : 0.0.0.0 


    Mask           : 0.0.0.0 


    Port           : 80 


 


Rule 4: 


 Type                : Static 


 Action              : Deny 


 Status              : Active 


 Source: 


    IP             : 0.0.0.0 


    Mask           : 0.0.0.0 


    Interface      : Vlan-interface100 


    VLAN           : Any 


 Destination: 


    IP             : 0.0.0.0 


    Mask           : 0.0.0.0 


 


IPv6 portal rules on Vlan-interface100: 


Rule 1 


 Type                : Static 


 Action              : Permit 


 Protocol            : Any 


 Status              : Active 


 Source: 


    IP              : :: 


    Prefix length   : 0 


    Port            : Any 


    MAC             : 0000-0000-0000 


    Interface       : Vlan-interface100 


    VLAN            : 100 


 Destination: 


    IP               : 3000::1 


    Prefix length    : 64 


    Port             : Any 


 


Rule 2 


 Type                : Dynamic 


 Action              : Permit 


 Status              : Active 


 Source: 


    IP              : 3000::1 


    MAC             : 0015-e9a6-7cfe 


    Interface       : GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


    VLAN            : 100 


 Author ACL: 
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    Number          : 3001 


 


Rule 3 


 Type                : Static 


 Action              : Redirect 


 Status              : Active 


 Source: 


    IP              : :: 


    Prefix length   : 0 


    Interface       : Vlan-interface100 


    VLAN            : 100 


    Protocol        : TCP 


 Destination: 


    IP              : :: 


    Prefix length   : 0 


    Port            : 80 


 


Rule 4: 


 Type                : Static 


 Action              : Deny 


 Status              : Active 


 Source: 


    IP             : :: 


    Prefix length  : 0 


    Interface      : Vlan-interface100 


    VLAN           : 100 


 Destination: 


    IP             : :: 


    Prefix length  : 0 


Table 33 Command output 


Field Description 


Rule 
Number of the portal rule. IPv4 portal rules and IPv6 portal rules are 
numbered separately. 


Type 
Type of the portal rule: 


• Static—Static portal rule. 
• Dynamic—Dynamic portal rule. 


Action 


Action triggered by the portal rule: 


• Permit—The interface allows packets to pass. 
• Redirect—The interface redirects packets. 
• Deny—The interface forbids packets to pass. 


Protocol 


Transport layer protocol permitted by the portal rule: 


• Any—Permits any transport layer protocol. 
• TCP—Permits TCP. 
• UDP—Permits UDP. 


Status Status of the portal rule: 
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Field Description 
• Active—The portal rule is effective. 
• Unactuated—The portal rule is not activated. 


Source Source information of the portal rule. 


IP Source IP address. 


Mask Subnet mask of the source IPv4 address. 


Prefix length Prefix length of the source IPv6 address. 


Port Source transport layer port number. 


MAC Source MAC address. 


Interface Layer 2 or Layer 3 interface on which the portal rule is implemented. 


VLAN Source VLAN ID. 


Protocol Protocol type for the portal rule. 


Destination Destination information of the portal rule. 


IP Destination IP address. 


Port Destination transport layer port number. 


Mask Subnet mask of the destination IPv4 address. 


Prefix length Prefix length of the destination IPv6 address. 


Author ACL 
Authorized ACL of the portal rule. This field is displayed only for a dynamic 
portal rule. 


Number Number of the authorized ACL that the AAA server assigns to the user. This 
field displays None if the AAA server does not assign an ACL. 


 


display portal server 


Use display portal server to display information about portal authentication servers. 


Syntax 


display portal server [ server-name ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


server-name: Specifies a portal authentication server by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 32 
characters. 
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Usage guidelines 


If you do not specify the server-name argument, this command displays information about all portal 
authentication servers. 


Examples 


# Display information about portal authentication server pts. 
<Sysname> display portal server pts 


Portal server: pts 


  IP                    : 192.168.0.111 


  VPN instance          : vpn1 


  Port                  : 50100 


  Server detection      : Timeout 60s  Action: log, trap 


  User synchronization  : Timeout 200s 


  Status                : Up 


Table 34 Command output 


Field Description 


Portal server  Name of the portal authentication server. 


IP IP address of the portal authentication server. 


VPN instance MPLS L3VPN where the portal authentication server resides. 


Port Listening port on the portal authentication server. 


Server detection 


Parameters for portal authentication server detection: 


• Detection timeout in seconds. 
• Actions (log and trap) triggered by the reachability status change of the portal 


authentication server. 


User synchronization User idle timeout in seconds for portal user synchronization. 


Status 


Reachability status of the portal authentication server: 


• N/A—Portal authentication server detection is disabled. Reachability status of 
the server is unknown. 


• Up—Portal authentication server detection is enabled. The server is reachable. 
• Down—Portal authentication server detection is enabled. The server is 


unreachable. 
 


Related commands 


• portal enable 


• portal server 


• server-detect (portal authentication server view) 


• user-sync 


display portal user 


Use display portal user to display information about portal users. 


Syntax 


display portal user { all | interface interface-type interface-number } 
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Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


all: Displays information about all portal users. 


interface interface-type interface-number: Displays information about portal users on the specified 
interface. 


Examples 


# Display information about all portal users. 
<Sysname> display portal user all 


Total portal users: 1 


Username: abc 


  Portal server: pts 


  State: Online 


  Authorization ACL: None 


  VPN instance: -- 


  MAC             IP                    VLAN    Interface 


  1222-1600-01fe  2.2.2.2               100     Vlan-interface100 


Table 35 Command output 


Field Description 


Total portal users Total number of portal users. 


Username Name of the user. 


Portal server Name of the portal authentication server. 


State 


Current state of the portal user: 


• Initialized—The user waits to be authenticated after initialization. 
• Authenticating—The user is being authenticated. 
• Authorizing—The user is being authorized. 
• Online—The user is online. 


Authorization ACL ACLs authorized to the portal user. 


VPN instance MPLS L3VPN the portal user belongs to. If the portal user is on a public 
network, this field displays double hyphens (--). 


MAC MAC address of the portal user. 


IP IP address of the portal user. 


VLAN VLAN where the portal user resides. 


Interface Access interface of the portal user. 
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Related commands 


portal enable 


display portal web-server 


Use display portal web-server to display information about portal Web servers. 


Syntax 


display portal web-server [ server-name ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


server-name: Specifies a portal Web server by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 32 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


If you do not specify the server-name argument, this command displays information about all portal 
Web servers. 


Examples 


# Display information about portal Web server wbs. 
<Sysname> display portal web-server wbs 


Portal Web server: wbs 


    URL              : http://www.test.com/portal 


    URL parameters   : userurl=http://www.test.com/welcome 


                       userip=source-address 


    VPN instance     : Not configured 


    Server detection : Interval: 120s  Attempts: 5  Action: log, trap 


    IPv4 status      : Up 


    IPv6 status      : N/A 


Table 36 Command output 


Field Description 


Portal Web server  Name of the portal Web server. 


URL URL of the portal Web server. 


URL parameters URL parameters for the portal Web server. 


VPN instance Name of the MPLS L3VPN where the portal Web server resides. 


Server detection 
Parameters for portal Web server detection: 


• Detection interval in seconds. 
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Field Description 
• Maximum number of detection attempts. 
• Actions (log and trap) triggered by the reachability status change of the portal 


Web server. 


IPv4/IPv6 status 


Current state of the portal Web server: 


• N/A—Portal Web server detection is disabled. Reachability status of the server is 
unknown. 


• Up—Portal Web server detection is enabled. The server is reachable. 
• Down—Portal Web server detection is enabled. The server is unreachable. 


 


Related commands 


• portal enable 


• portal web-server 


• server-detect (portal Web server view) 


ip 


Use ip to specify the IP address of an IPv4 portal authentication server. 


Use undo ip to delete the IP address of the IPv4 portal authentication server. 


Syntax 


ip ipv4-address [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] [ key { cipher | simple } key-string ] 


undo ip 


Default 


The IP address of the IPv4 portal authentication server is not specified. 


Views 


Portal authentication server view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ipv4-address: Specifies the IP address of the IPv4 portal authentication server. 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies the MPLS L3VPN where the portal authentication server 
resides by the VPN instance name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. If the portal 
authentication server is on the public network, do not specify this option. 


key: Specifies a shared key for communication with the portal authentication server. Portal packets 
exchanged between the access device and the portal authentication server carry an authenticator that 
is generated with the shared key. The receiver uses the authenticator to check the correctness of the 
received portal packets. 


cipher: Sets a ciphertext shared key. 


simple: Sets a plaintext shared key. 
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key-string: Specifies the shared key. A plaintext shared key is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 64 
characters. A ciphertext shared key is a case-sensitive string of 33 to 117 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


A portal authentication server has only one IP address. Therefore, in portal authentication server view, 
only one IP address exists. A newly configured IP address (IPv4 or IPv6) overrides the old address. 


Do not configure the same IP address and MPLS L3VPN for different portal authentication servers. 


For security purposes, all keys, including keys specified in plain text, are saved in cipher text. 


Examples 


# Configure the IP address of IPv4 portal authentication server pts as 192.168.0.111 and the plaintext key 
as portal. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal server pts 


[Sysname-portal-server-pts] ip 192.168.0.111 key simple portal 


Related commands 


• display portal server 


• portal server 


ipv6 


Use ipv6 to specify the IP address of an IPv6 portal authentication server. 


Use undo ipv6 to delete the IP address of the IPv6 portal authentication server. 


Syntax 


ipv6 ipv6-address [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name] [ key { cipher | simple } key-string ] 


undo ipv6 


Default 


The IP address of the IPv6 portal authentication server is not specified. 


Views 


Portal authentication server view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ipv6-address: Specifies the IP address of the IPv6 portal authentication server. 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies the MPLS L3VPN where the portal authentication server 
resides by the VPN instance name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. If the portal 
authentication server is on the public network, do not specify this option. 


key: Specifies a shared key for communication with the portal authentication server. Portal packets 
exchanged between the access device and the portal authentication server carry an authenticator that 
is generated with the shared key. The receiver uses the authenticator to check the correctness of the 
received portal packets. 
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cipher: Sets a ciphertext shared key. 


simple: Sets a plaintext shared key. 


key-string: Specifies the shared key. A plaintext shared key is a case-sensitive string of 1 to 64 
characters. A ciphertext shared key is a case-sensitive string of 33 to 117 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


A portal authentication server has only one IP address. Therefore in portal authentication server view, 
only one IP address exists. A newly configured IP address (IPv4 or IPv6) overrides the old address. 


Do not configure the same IP address and MPLS L3VPN for different portal authentication servers. 


For security purposes, all keys, including keys specified in plain text, are saved in cipher text. 


Examples 


# Configure the IP address of IPv6 portal authentication server pts as 2000::1 and the plaintext key as 
portal. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal server pts 


[Sysname-portal-server-pts] ipv6 2000::1 key simple portal 


Related commands 


• display portal server 


• portal server 


port 


Use port to configure the destination UDP port number used by the device to send unsolicited portal 
packets to the portal authentication server. 


Use undo port to restore the default. 


Syntax 


port port-id 


undo port 


Default 


The access device uses 50100 as the destination UDP port number for unsolicited portal packets. 


Views 


Portal authentication server view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


port-id: Specifies a destination UDP port number the access device uses to send unsolicited portal 
packets to the portal authentication server. The value range for this argument is 1 to 65534. 


Usage guidelines 


The specified port must be the port that listens to portal packets on the portal authentication server. 
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Examples 


# Configure the destination UDP port number as 50000 for the device to send unsolicited portal packets 
to portal authentication server pts. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal server pts 


[Sysname-portal-server-pts] port 50000 


Related commands 


portal server 


portal { bas-ip | bas-ipv6 } 


Use portal { bas-ip | bas-ipv6 } to configure the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 attribute carried in the portal 
packets sent to a portal authentication server on an interface. 


Use undo portal { bas-ip | bas-ipv6 } to delete the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 attribute on the interface. 


Syntax 


portal { bas-ip ipv4-address | bas-ipv6 ipv6-address } 


undo portal { bas-ip | bas-ipv6 } 


Default 


The BAS-IP attribute of an IPv4 portal reply packet sent to the portal authentication server is the source 
IPv4 address of the packet. The BAS-IPv6 attribute of an IPv6 portal reply packet sent to the portal 
authentication server is the source IPv6 address of the packet. 


The BAS-IP attribute of an IPv4 portal notification packet sent to the portal authentication server is the 
IPv4 address of the interface. The BAS-IPv6 attribute of an IPv6 portal notification packet sent to the 
portal authentication server is the IPv6 address of the interface. 


Views 


VLAN interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ipv4-address: Specifies BAS-IP for portal packets sent by the interface. This attribute must be the device 
address, and cannot be 0.0.0.0, 1.1.1.1, a class D address, a class E address, or a loopback address. 


ipv6-address: Specifies BAS-IPv6 for portal packets sent by the interface. This attribute must be the 
device address, and cannot be a multicast address, an all 0 address, or a link-local address. 


Usage guidelines 


If the device runs Portal 2.0, unsolicited portal packets (such as a logout notification packet) sent to the 
portal authentication server must carry the BAS-IP attribute. If the device runs Portal 3.0, unsolicited 
portal packets sent to the portal authentication server must carry the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 attribute. 


After this command takes effect, the source IP address for unsolicited notification portal packets the 
device sends to the portal authentication server is the configured BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6. Otherwise the 
source IP address of the packets is the IP address of the interface. 
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If re-DHCP portal authentication is enabled on the interface, the portal device IPv4 or IPv6 address 
specified on the portal authentication server and the IPv4 or IPv6 address of the interface must be the 
same. Otherwise, portal authentication will fail. To ensure normal authentication for users, you can 
configure the BAS-IP or BAS-IPv6 attribute for the interface, and specify the attribute value as the portal 
device IPv4 or IPv6 address specified on the portal authentication server. 


You must configure the BAS-IP/BAS-IPv6 attribute on an authentication-enabled interface if the portal 
device IPv4 or IPv6 address specified on an HP IMC portal authentication server is not the IPv4 or IPv6 
address of the interface. 


Examples 


# Configure the BAS-IP attribute of outgoing portal packets as 2.2.2.2 on VLAN-interface 100. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname–Vlan-interface100] portal bas-ip 2.2.2.2 


Related commands 


display portal interface 


portal apply web-server 


Use portal [ ipv6 ] apply web-server to reference a portal Web server on an interface. The device 
redirects the HTTP requests sent by unauthenticated portal users to the portal Web server. 


Use undo portal [ ipv6 ] apply web-server to delete the portal Web server referenced on the interface. 


Syntax 


portal [ ipv6 ] apply web-server server-name [ fail-permit ] 


undo portal [ ipv6 ] apply web-server 


Default 


No portal Web server is referenced on the interface. 


Views 


VLAN interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ipv6: Specifies an IPv6 portal Web server. If the server is an IPv4 portal Web server, do not specify this 
keyword. 


server-name: Specifies a portal Web server to be referenced on the interface by its name, a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 32 characters. The name must already exist. 


fail-permit: Enables the portal fail-permit function on the interface. The portal fail-permit function allows 
portal users to access the Internet without authentication when the portal Web server is unreachable. 


Usage guidelines 


You can enable both IPv4 and IPv6 portal authentication on an interface. Therefore, you can reference 
both an IPv4 portal Web server and an IPv6 portal Web server on the interface. 
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When portal fail-permit is enabled for a portal authentication server and a portal Web server on the 
interface, portal authentication is disabled for users on the interface if either server is unreachable. 
Portal authentication resumes after both servers become reachable. 


Examples 


# Reference portal Web server wbs on VLAN-interface 100 for portal authentication. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname–Vlan-interface100] portal apply web-server wbs 


Related commands 


• display portal interface 


• portal fail-permit server 


• portal web-server 


portal delete-user 


Use portal delete-user to log out portal users. 


Syntax 


portal delete-user { ipv4-address | all | interface interface-type interface-number | ipv6 ipv6-address } 


Views 


System view  


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ipv4-address: Specifies the IP address of an IPv4 portal user. 


all: Specifies IPv4 and IPv6 portal users on all interfaces. 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. If you specify 
this option, this command logs out all IPv4 and IPv6 portal users on the interface. 


ipv6 ipv6-address: Specifies the IP address of an IPv6 portal user. 


Examples 


# Log out the portal user whose IP address is 1.1.1.1. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal delete-user 1.1.1.1 


Related commands 


display portal user 


portal domain 


Use portal [ ipv6 ] domain to configure a portal authentication domain on an interface. All portal users 
accessing through the interface must use the authentication domain. 


Use undo portal [ ipv6 ] domain to delete the configured portal authentication domain. 
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Syntax 


portal [ ipv6 ] domain domain-name 


undo portal [ ipv6 ] domain 


Default 


No portal authentication domain is configured on the interface. 


Views 


VLAN interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ipv6: Specifies an authentication domain for IPv6 portal users. Do not specify this keyword for IPv4 
portal users. 


domain-name: Specifies an ISP authentication domain by its name, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 24 
characters. 


Usage guidelines 


You can specify both an IPv4 portal authentication domain and an IPv6 portal authentication domain 
on the interface. 


Do not specify the ipv6 keyword for IPv4 portal users. 


Examples 


# Configure the authentication domain for IPv4 portal users as my-domain on VLAN-interface 100. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname–Vlan-interface100] portal domain my-domain 


Related commands 


display portal interface 


portal enable 


Use portal [ ipv6 ] enable to enable portal authentication on an interface. 


Use undo portal [ ipv6 ] enable to disable portal authentication on the interface. 


Syntax 


portal enable method { direct | layer3 | redhcp } 


portal ipv6 enable method { direct | layer3 } 


undo portal [ ipv6 ] enable 


Default 


Portal authentication is disabled on the interface. 


Views 


VLAN interface view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ipv6: Enables IPv6 portal authentication. Do not specify this keyword for IPv4 portal authentication. 


method: Specifies an authentication mode: 


• direct—Direct authentication. 


• layer3—Cross-subnet authentication. 


• redhcp—Re-DHCP authentication. 


Usage guidelines 


Make sure the device supports IPv6 ACL and IPv6 forwarding before you enable IPv6 portal 
authentication on the interface. 


IPv6 portal authentication does not support the re-DHCP authentication mode. 


Do not add a portal authentication-enabled ethernet interface to an aggregation group. Otherwise, 
portal authentication cannot take effect on the interface. 


You can enable both IPv4 and IPv6 portal authentication on an interface. 


Examples 


# Enable direct IPv4 portal authentication on VLAN-interface 100. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname–Vlan-interface100] portal enable method direct 


Related commands 


display portal interface 


portal fail-permit server 


Use portal [ ipv6 ] fail-permit server to enable the portal fail-permit function for a portal authentication 
server on the interface. 


Use undo portal [ ipv6] fail-permit server to disable the portal fail-permit function for the portal 
authentication server. 


Syntax 


portal [ ipv6 ] fail-permit server server-name 


undo portal [ ipv6] fail-permit server 


Default 


Portal fail-permit is disabled for the portal authentication server. 


Views 


VLAN interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 
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Parameters 


ipv6: Specifies an IPv6 portal authentication server. Do not specify this keyword for an IPv4 portal 
authentication server. 


server-name: Specifies a portal authentication server by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 32 
characters. 


Usage guidelines 


When portal fail-permit is enabled for a portal authentication server and a portal Web server on an 
interface, the interface disables portal authentication for portal users if either server is unreachable. 
Portal authentication resumes on the interface when both servers become reachable. After portal 
authentication resumes, unauthenticated portal users need to pass authentication to access network 
resources. Portal users who has passed authentication can continue accessing network resources. 


You can enable portal fail-permit for at most one portal authentication server and one portal Web 
server on an interface. 


Examples 


# Enable portal fail-permit for portal authentication server pts1 on VLAN-interface 100. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname–Vlan-interface100] portal fail-permit server pts1 


Related commands 


display portal interface 


portal free-all except destination 


Use portal free-all except destination to configure an IPv4 portal authentication destination subnet on 
an interface. 


Use undo portal free-all except destination to delete the IPv4 portal authentication destination subnets 
on the interface. 


Syntax 


portal free-all except destination ipv4-network-address { mask-length | mask } 


undo portal free-all except destination [ ipv4-network-address ] 


Default 


No IPv4 portal authentication destination subnet is configured on the interface. Portal users must pass 
portal authentication to access any subnet. 


Views 


VLAN interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ipv4-network-address: Specifies an IPv4 portal authentication subnet address. 
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mask-length: Specifies the subnet mask length for the authentication subnet address, in the range of 0 to 
32. 


mask: Specifies the subnet mask in dotted decimal format. 


Usage guidelines 


Portal users on the interface are authenticated when accessing the specified authentication destination 
subnet (except IP addresses and subnets specified in portal-free rules). The users can access other 
subnets without portal authentication. 


You can configure multiple authentication destination subnets. 


If you do not specify the ipv4-network-address argument in the undo portal free-all except destination 
command, this commands deletes all IPv4 portal authentication destination subnets on the interface. 


Re-DHCP authentication does not support authentication destination subnets. 


If you configure both an authentication source subnet and an authentication destination subnet on an 
interface, only the authentication destination subnet takes effect. 


Examples 


# Configure an IPv4 portal authentication destination subnet of 11.11.11.0/24 on VLAN-interface 2. 
Portal users need to pass authentication to access this subnet and can access other subnets without 
authentication. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname–Vlan-interface2] portal free-all except destination 11.11.11.0 24 


Related commands 


display portal interface 


portal free-rule 


Use portal free-rule to configure an IP-based portal-free rule. 


Use undo portal free-rule to delete portal-free rules. 


Syntax 


portal free-rule rule-number { destination ip { ip-address { mask-length | mask } | any } [ tcp 
tcp-port-number | udp udp-port-number ] | source ip { ip-address { mask-length | mask } | any } [ tcp 
tcp-port-number | udp udp-port-number ] } * 


portal free-rule rule-number { destination ipv6 { ipv6-address prefix-length | any } [ tcp tcp-port-number 
| udp udp-port-number ] | source ipv6 { ipv6-address prefix-length | any } [ tcp tcp-port-number | udp 
udp-port-number ] } * 


undo portal free-rule { rule-number | all } 


Default 


No IP-based portal-free rule is configured. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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mdc-admin 


Parameters 


rule-number: Specifies a portal-free rule number. 


destination: Specifies the destination information. 


source: Specifies the source information. 


ip ip-address: Specifies an IPv4 address for the portal-free rule. 


{ mask-length | mask }: Specifies the subnet mask of the IPv4 address. The value range for the 
mask-length argument is 0 to 32. The mask argument is in dotted decimal format. 


ipv6 ipv6-address: Specifies an IPv6 address for the portal-free rule. 


prefix-length: Specifies the prefix length of the IPv6 address, in the range of 0 to 128. 


ip any: Represents any IPv4 address. 


ipv6 any: Represents any IPv6 address. 


tcp tcp-port-number: Specifies a TCP port number for the portal-free rule, in the range of 0 to 65535. 


udp udp-port-number: Specifies a UDP port number for the portal-free rule, in the range of 0 to 65535. 


all: Specifies all portal-free rules. 


Usage guidelines 


You can specify both the source and destination keyword for a portal-free rule. If you specify only one 
keyword, the other keyword does not act as a filtering criterion. 


If you specify both a source port number and a destination port number for a portal-free rule, the two 
port numbers must belong to the same transport layer protocol. 


You cannot configure two portal-free rules with the same filtering criteria. 


Examples 


# Configure an IPv4-based portal-free rule: specify the rule number as 1, the source IP address as 
10.10.10.1/24, the destination IP address as 20.20.20.1, and the destination TCP port number as 23. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal free-rule 1 destination ip 20.20.20.1 32 tcp 23 source ip 10.10.10.1 24 


With this rule, users in subnet 10.10.10.1/24 do not need to pass portal authentication when they 
access services provided on TCP port 23 of host 20.20.20.1. 


# Configure an IPv4-based portal-free rule: specify the rule number as 2, the source IP address as 
2000::1/64, the destination IP address as 2001::1, and the destination TCP port number as 23. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal free-rule 2 destination ipv6 2001::1 128 tcp 23 source ip 2000::1 64 


With this rule, users in subnet 2000::1/64 do not need to pass portal authentication when they access 
services provided on TCP port 23 of host 2001::1. 


Related commands 


display portal rule 
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portal free-rule source 


Use portal free-rule source to configure a source-based portal-free rule. The filtering criteria include 
source MAC address, source interface, and source VLAN. 


Use undo portal free-rule to delete portal-free rules. 


Syntax 


portal free-rule rule-number source { interface interface-type interface-number | mac mac-address | 
vlan vlan-id } * 


undo portal free-rule { rule-number | all } 


Default 


No source-based portal-free rule is configured. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


rule-number: Specifies a portal-free rule number. 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies a source interface by its type and number for the 
portal-free rule. 


mac mac-address: Specifies a source MAC address for the portal-free rule, in the form of H-H-H. 


vlan vlan-id: Specifies a source VLAN ID for the portal-free rule. 


all: Specifies all portal-free rules. 


Usage guidelines 


If you specify both the source VLAN and the source Layer 2 interface, the interface must be in the VLAN. 


Examples 


# Configure source-based portal-free rule: specify the rule number as 3, source MAC address as 1-1-1, 
and source VLAN ID as 10. This rule allows the portal user whose source MAC address is 1-1-1 from 
VLAN 10 to access network resources without authentication. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal free-rule 3 source mac 1-1-1 vlan 10 


Related commands 


display portal rule 


portal ipv6 free-all except destination  


Use portal ipv6 free-all except destination to configure an IPv6 portal authentication destination subnet. 


Use undo portal ipv6 free-all except destination to delete IPv6 portal authentication destination 
subnets. 
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Syntax 


portal ipv6 free-all except destination ipv6-network-address prefix-length 


undo portal ipv6 free-all except destination [ ipv6-network-address ] 


Default 


No IPv6 portal authentication destination subnet is configured on the interface. Portal users must pass 
portal authentication to access any IPv6 subnet. 


Views 


VLAN interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ipv6-network-address: Specifies an IPv6 portal authentication destination subnet. 


prefix-length: Specifies the prefix length of the IPv6 subnet, in the range of 0 to 128. 


Usage guidelines 


Portal users on the interface are authenticated when accessing the specified authentication destination 
subnet (except IP addresses and subnets specified in portal-free rules). The users can access other 
subnets without portal authentication. 


You can configure multiple authentication destination subnets. 


If you do not specify the ipv6-network-address argument in the undo portal ipv6 free-all except 
destination command, this command deletes all IPv6 portal authentication destination subnets on the 
interface. 


Re-DHCP authentication does not support authentication destination subnets. 


If you configure both an authentication source subnet and an authentication destination subnet on an 
interface, only the authentication destination subnet takes effect. 


Examples 


# Configure an IPv6 portal authentication destination subnet of 1::2/16 on VLAN-interface 2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname–Vlan-interface2] portal ipv6 free-all except destination 1::2 16 


Related commands 


display portal interface 


portal ipv6 layer3 source 


Use portal ipv6 layer3 source to configure an IPv6 portal authentication source subnet on an interface. 


Use undo portal ipv6 layer3 source to delete IPv6 portal authentication source subnets. 


Syntax 


portal ipv6 layer3 source ipv6-network-address prefix-length 


undo portal ipv6 layer3 source [ ipv6-network-address ] 
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Default 


No IPv6 portal authentication source subnet is configured on the interface. Portal users from any IPv6 
subnet must pass portal authentication. 


Views 


VLAN interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ipv6-network-address: Specifies an IPv6 portal authentication source subnet address. 


prefix-length: Specifies the prefix length of the IPv6 address, in the range of 0 to 128. 


Usage guidelines 


With IPv6 authentication source subnets configured, only packets from IPv6 users on the authentication 
source subnets can trigger portal authentication. If an unauthenticated IPv6 user is not on any 
authentication source subnet, the access device discards all the user's packets that do not match any 
portal-free rule. 


If you do not specify the ipv6-network-address argument in the undo portal ipv6 layer3 source 
command, this command deletes all IPv6 portal authentication source subnets on the interface. 


Only cross-subnet authentication supports authentication source subnets. 


If you configure both an authentication source subnet and an authentication destination subnet on an 
interface, only the authentication destination subnet takes effect. 


Examples 


# Configure an IPv6 portal authentication source subnet of 1::1/16 on VLAN-interface 2. Only portal 
users from subnet 1::1/16 trigger portal authentication. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname–Vlan-interface2] portal ipv6 layer3 source 1::1 16 


Related commands 


• display portal interface 


• portal ipv6 free-all except destination 


portal ipv6 user-detect 


Use portal ipv6 user-detect to enable online detection of IPv6 portal users on an interface. 


Use undo portal user-detect to restore the default. 


Syntax 


portal ipv6 user-detect type { icmpv6 | nd } [ retry retries ] [ interval interval ] [ idle time ] 


undo portal ipv6 user-detect 


Default 


Online detection of IPv6 portal users is disabled on the interface. 
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Views 


VLAN interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


type: Specifies the detection type. 


• icmpv6—ICMPv6 detection. 


• nd—ND detection. 


retry retries: Sets the maximum number of detection attempts, in the range of 1 to 10. The default value 
is 3. 


interval interval: Sets a detection interval in the range of 1 to 1200 seconds. The default interval is 3 
seconds. 


idle time: Sets the user idle timeout in the range of 60 to 3600 seconds. The default is 180 seconds. 
When the timeout expires, online detection of portal users is started. 


Usage guidelines 


When the device receives no packets from a portal user within the idle time, the device detects the user 
online status as follows: 


• ICMPv6 detection—Sends ICMPv6 requests to the user at configurable intervals to detect the user 
status. 


 If the device receives a reply within the maximum number of detection attempts, it considers 
that the user is online and stops sending detection packets. Then the device resets the idle timer 
and repeats the detection process when the timer expires. 


 If the device receives no reply after the maximum number of detection attempts, the device logs 
out the user. 


• ND detection—Sends ND requests to the user and detects the ND entry status of the user at 
configurable intervals. 


 If the ND entry of the user is refreshed within the maximum number of detection attempts, the 
device considers that the user is online and stops detecting the user's ND entry. Then the 
device resets the idle timer and repeats the detection process when the timer expires. 


 If the ND entry of the user is not refreshed after the maximum number of detection attempts, the 
device logs out the user. 


Direct authentication and re-DHCP authentication support both ND detection and ICMPv6 detection. 
Cross-subnet authentication only supports ICMPv6 detection. 


If firewall policies on the access device filter out ICMPv6 packets, ICMPv6 detection might fail and result 
in the logout of portal users. Make sure the access device does not block ICMPv6 packets before you 
enable ICMPv6 detection on an interface. 


Examples 


# Enable online detection of IPv6 portal users on VLAN-interface 100. Configure the detection type as 
ND, the maximum number of detection attempts as 5, the detection interval as 10 seconds, and the user 
idle timeout as 300 seconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 
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[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname–Vlan-interface100] portal ipv6 user-detect type nd retry 5 interval 10 idle 300 


Related commands 


display portal interface 


portal layer3 source 


Use portal layer3 source to configure an IPv4 portal authentication source subnet on an interface. 


Use undo portal layer3 source to delete IPv4 portal authentication source subnets. 


Syntax 


portal layer3 source ipv4-network-address { mask-length | mask } 


undo portal layer3 source [ ipv4-network-address ] 


Default 


No IPv4 portal authentication source subnet is configured on the interface. Portal users from any IPv4 
subnet must pass portal authentication. 


Views 


VLAN interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ipv4-network-address: Specifies an IPv4 portal authentication source subnet address. 


mask-length: Specifies the subnet mask length of the IPv4 address, in the range of 0 to 32. 


mask: Specifies the subnet mask in dotted decimal format. 


Usage guidelines 


With IPv4 authentication source subnets configured, only packets from IPv4 users on the authentication 
source subnets can trigger portal authentication. If an unauthenticated IPv4 user is not on any 
authentication source subnet, the access device discards all the user's packets that do not match any 
portal-free rule. 


If you do not specify the ipv4-network-address argument in the undo portal layer3 source command, 
this command deletes all IPv4 portal authentication source subnets on the interface. 


Only cross-subnet authentication supports authentication source subnets. 


If you configure both an authentication source subnet and an authentication destination subnet on an 
interface, only the authentication destination subnet takes effect. 


Examples 


# Configure an IPv4 portal authentication source subnet of 10.10.10.0/24 on VLAN-interface 2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname–Vlan-interface2] portal layer3 source 10.10.10.0 24 
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Related commands 


• display portal interface 


• portal free-all except destination 


portal max-user 


Use portal max-user to set the maximum number of total portal users allowed in the system. 


Use undo portal max-user to restore the default. 


Syntax 


portal max-user max-number 


undo portal max-user 


Default 


The total number of portal users allowed in the system is not limited. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


max-number: Specifies the maximum number of total portal users in the system. The value range for this 
argument is 1 to 4294967295. 


Usage guidelines 


If you configure the maximum total number smaller than the number of current online portal users on the 
device, this command still takes effect. The online users are not affected by this command, but the system 
forbids new portal users to log in. 


This command set the maximum number of online IPv4 and IPv6 portal users in all. 


Examples 


# Set the maximum number of online portal users allowed in the system to 100. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal max-user 100 


Related commands 


• display portal user 


• portal { ipv4-max-user | ipv6-max-user } 


portal nas-id profile 


Use portal nas-id-profile to specify a NAS-ID profile for an interface. 


Use undo portal nas-id-profile to remove the NAS-ID profile from the interface. 


Syntax 


portal nas-id-profile profile-name 
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undo portal nas-id-profile 


Default 


An interface is not specified with any NAS-ID profile. 


Views 


VLAN interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


profile-name: Specifies the name of a NAS-ID profile, a case-insensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


A NAS-ID profile defines the binding relationship between VLANs and NAS-IDs. To configure a NAS-ID 
profile, use the aaa nas-id profile command. For more information, see "AAA commands." 


If an interface is specified with a NAS-ID profile, the interface prefers to use the bindings defined in the 
profile. 


If no NAS-ID profile is specified for an interface or no matching binding is found in the specified profile, 
the device uses the device name as the interface NAS-ID. 


Examples 


# Specify NAS-ID profile aaa for VLAN-interface 2. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] portal nas-id-profile aaa 


Related commands 


aaa nas-id profile 


portal outbound-filter enable 


Use portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter enable to enable outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled 
interface. 


Use undo portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter enable to disable outgoing packets filtering. 


Syntax 


portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter enable 


undo portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter enable 


Default 


Outgoing packets filtering is disabled. A portal-enabled interface can send any packets. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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Parameters 


ipv6: Specifies outgoing IPv6 packets. If you do not specify this keyword, the command is for outgoing 
IPv4 packets. 


Usage guidelines 


When you enable this feature on a portal-enabled interface, the device permits the interface to send the 
following packets: 


• Packets whose destination IP addresses are IP addresses of authenticated portal users. 


• Packets that match portal-free rules. 


Other outgoing packets on the interface are dropped. 


Examples 


# Enable outgoing packets filtering on VLAN-interface 100. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname–Vlan-interface100] portal outbound-filter enable 


Related commands 


portal enable 


portal roaming enable 


Use portal roaming enable to enable portal roaming. 


Use undo portal roaming enable to disable portal roaming. 


Syntax 


portal roaming enable 


undo portal roaming enable 


Default 


Portal roaming is disabled. An online portal user cannot roam in its VLAN. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


This command applies only to portal users that log in from VLAN interfaces. 


If portal roaming is enabled, an online portal user can access network resources from any Layer 2 port 
in its local VLAN. If portal roaming is disabled, the portal user can access network resources only from 
the Layer 2 port on which it passes authentication. 


This command can be executed only when no user is online. 


Examples 


# Enable portal roaming. 
<Sysname> system-view 
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[Sysname] portal roaming enable 


portal server 


Use portal server to create a portal authentication server and enter its view. 


Use undo portal server to delete the specified portal authentication server. 


Syntax 


portal server server-name 


undo portal server server-name 


Default 


No portal authentication server is configured on the device. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


server-name: Specifies a portal authentication server by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 32 
characters. 


Usage guidelines 


In portal authentication server view, you can configure the following parameters and functions for the 
portal authentication server: 


• IP address of the server. 


• MPLS L3VPN where the portal authentication server resides. 


• Pre-shared key for communication between the access device and the server. 


• Destination UDP port number used by the device to send unsolicited portal packets to the portal 
authentication server. 


• Server detection function. 


You can configure multiple portal authentication servers for an access device. 


Examples 


# Create portal authentication server pts and enter its view. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal server pts 


[Sysname-portal-server-pts] 


Related commands 


display portal server 


portal user-detect 


Use portal user-detect to enable online detection of IPv4 portal users on an interface. 
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Use undo portal user-detect to restore the default. 


Syntax 


portal user-detect type { arp | icmp } [ retry retries] [ interval interval ] [ idle time ] 


undo portal user-detect 


Default 


Online detection of IPv4 portal users is disabled on the interface. 


Views 


VLAN interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


type: Specifies the detection type. 


• arp—ARP detection. 


• icmp—ICMP detection. 


retry retries: Sets the maximum number of detection attempts, in the range of 1 to 10. The default value 
is 3. 


interval interval: Sets a detection interval in the range of 1 to 1200 seconds. The default interval is 3 
seconds. 


idle time: Sets a user idle timeout in the range of 60 to 3600 seconds. The default is 180 seconds. 
When the timeout expires, online detection of IPv4 portal users is started. 


Usage guidelines 


When the device receives no packets from a portal user within the configured idle time, the device 
detects the user online status as follows: 


• ICMP detection—Sends ICMP requests to the user at configurable intervals to detect the user status. 


 If the device receives a reply within the maximum number of detection attempts, it considers 
that the user is online and stops sending detection packets. Then the device resets the idle timer 
and repeats the detection process when the timer expires. 


 If the device receives no reply after the maximum number of detection attempts, the device logs 
out the user. 


• ARP detection—Sends ARP requests to the user and detects the ARP entry status of the user at 
configurable intervals. 


 If the ARP entry of the user is refreshed within the maximum number of detection attempts, the 
device considers that the user is online and stops detecting the user's ARP entry. Then the 
device resets the idle timer and repeats the detection process when the timer expires. 


 If the ARP entry of the user is not refreshed after the maximum number of detection attempts, 
the device logs out the user. 


• Direct authentication and re-DHCP authentication support both ARP detection and ICMP detection. 
Cross-subnet authentication only supports ICMP detection. 
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If firewall policies on the access device filter out ICMP packets, ICMP detection might fail and result in 
the logout of portal users. Make sure the access device does not block ICMP packets before you enable 
ICMP detection on an interface. 


Examples 


# Enable online detection of IPv4 portal users on VLAN-interface 100. Configure the detection type as 
ARP, the maximum number of detection attempts as 5, the detection interval as 10 seconds, and the 
user idle timeout as 300 seconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname–Vlan-interface100] portal user-detect type arp retry 5 interval 10 idle 300 


Related commands 


display portal interface 


portal web-server 


Use portal web-server to create a portal Web server and enter its view. 


Use undo portal web-server to delete the specified portal Web server. 


Syntax 


portal web-server server-name 


undo portal web-server server-name 


Default 


No portal Web server is configured on the device. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


server-name: Specifies a portal Web server by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 32 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


The portal Web server pushes portal authentication pages to portal users during authentication. The 
access device redirects HTTP requests of unauthenticated portal users to the portal Web server. In portal 
Web server view, you can configure the URL and URL parameters for the portal Web server and the 
portal Web server detection function. 


Examples 


# Create portal Web server wbs and enter its view. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal web-server wbs 


[Sysname-portal-websvr-wbs] 


Related commands 


• display portal web-server 
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• portal apply web-server 


reset portal packet statistics 


Use reset portal packet statistics to clear packet statistics for portal authentication servers. 


Syntax 


reset portal packet statistics [ server server-name ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


server-name: Specifies a portal authentication server by its name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 32 
characters. 


Usage guidelines 


If you do not specify the server server-name argument, this command clears packet statistics for all 
portal authentication servers. 


Examples 


# Clear packet statistics for portal authentication server pts. 
<Sysname> reset portal packet statistics server pts  


Related commands 


display portal packet statistics 


server-detect (portal authentication server view) 


Use server-detect to enable portal authentication server detection. After server detection is enabled for 
a portal authentication server, the device periodically detects portal packets from the server to identify 
its reachability status. 


Use undo server-detect to restore the default. 


Syntax 


server-detect [ timeout timeout ] { log | trap } * 


undo server-detect 


Default 


Portal authentication server detection is disabled. 


Views 


Portal authentication server view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 
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Parameters 


timeout timeout: Specifies the detection timeout in the range of 10 to 3600 seconds. The default is 60 
seconds. 


{ log | trap } *: Specifies the action to be taken after the device detects reachability status change of the 
portal authentication server. You can select one of the following options or both: 


• log—When reachability status of the portal authentication server changes, the device sends a log 
message. The log message contains the name, the original state, and the current state of the portal 
authentication server. 


• trap—When reachability status of the portal authentication server changes, the device sends a 
trap message to the NMS. The trap message contains the name and the current state of the portal 
authentication server. 


Usage guidelines 


The portal authentication server detection function is effective only when the portal authentication server 
supports server heartbeat. Now only the IMC portal authentication server supports server heartbeat. 


If the device receives portal packets from the portal authentication server before the detection timeout 
expires and verifies the correctness of the packets, the device considers the portal authentication server 
is reachable. Otherwise, the device considers the portal authentication server is unreachable. 


Examples 


# Enable server detection for portal authentication server pts:  


• Set the detection timeout to 600 seconds. 


• Configure the device to send a log message and a trap message if the server reachability status 
changes. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal server pts 


[Sysname-portal-server-pts] server-detect timeout 600 log trap 


Related commands 


portal server 


server-detect (portal Web server view) 


Use server-detect to enable portal Web server detection. 


Use undo server-detect to restore the default. 


Syntax 


server-detect [ interval interval ] [ retry retries ] { log | trap } * 


undo server-detect 


Default 


Portal Web server detection is disabled. 


Views 


Portal Web server view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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mdc-admin 


Parameters 


interval interval: Specifies a detection interval in the range of 10 to 1200 seconds. The default is 20 
seconds. 


retry retries: Specifies the maximum number of consecutive detection failures, in the range of 1 to 10. 
The default is 3. If the number of consecutive failed detections reaches this threshold, the device 
considers the server as unreachable. 


{ log | trap } *: Specifies the action to be taken after the device detects reachability status change of the 
portal Web server. You can select one of the following options or both: 


• log—When reachability status of the portal Web server changes, the device sends a log message. 
The log message contains the name, the original state, and the current state of the portal Web 
server. 


• trap—When reachability status of the portal Web server changes, the device sends a trap 
message to the NMS. The trap message contains the name and the current state of the portal Web 
server. 


Usage guidelines 


The access device performs server detection independently. No configuration on the portal Web server 
is required for the detection. 


Examples 


# Enable server detection for portal Web server wbs: 


• Set the detection interval to 600 seconds. 


• Set the maximum number of consecutive detection failures to 2. 


• Configure the device to send a log message and a trap massage after server reachability status 
changes. 


<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal web-server wbs 


[Sysname-portal-websvr-wbs] server-detect interval 600 retry 2 log trap 


Related commands 


portal web-server 


url 


Use url to configure a URL for a portal Web server. 


Use undo url to delete the URL for the portal Web server. 


Syntax 


url url-string 


undo url 


Default 


No URL is specified for the portal Web server. 


Views 


Portal Web server view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


url-string: Specifies a URL for the portal Web server, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


This command specifies a URL that can be accessed through standard HTTP or HTTPS. The URL should 
start with http:// or https://. If the URL you specify does not start with http:// or https://, the system 
considers the URL begins with http:// by default. 


Examples 


# Configure the URL for portal Web server wbs as http://www.test.com/portal. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal web-server wbs 


[Sysname-portal-websvr-wbs] url http://www.test.com/portal 


Related commands 


display portal web-server 


url-parameter 


Use url-parameter to configure the parameters carried by the URL of a portal Web server. The access 
device redirects a portal user by sending the URL with the parameters to the user. 


Use undo url-parameter to delete the parameters carried by the URL of the portal Web server. 


Syntax 


url-parameter param-name { original-url | source-address | source-mac | value expression } 


undo url-parameter param-name 


Default 


URL parameters for the portal Web server are not configured. 


Views 


Portal Web server view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


param-name: Specifies a URL parameter name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 32 characters. Content of 
the parameter is determined by the following keyword you specify. 


original-url: Specifies the URL of the original web page that a portal user visits. 


source-address: Specifies the user IP address. 


source-mac: Specifies the user MAC address. 


value expression: Specifies a custom case-sensitive string of 1 to 256 characters. 
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Usage guidelines 


You can configure multiple URL parameters. 


If you configure a URL parameter multiple times, the most recent configuration takes effect. 


After you configure the URL parameters, the access device sends the portal Web server URL with these 
parameters to portal users. For example, assume that the URL of a portal Web server is 
http://www.test.com/portal, and you execute the url-parameter userip source-address and 
url-parameter userurl value http://www.test.com/welcome commands. Then, the access device sends 
to the user whose IP address is 1.1.1.1 the URL http://www.test.com/portal?userip=1.1.1.1&userurl= 
http://www.test.com/welcome. 


Examples 


# Configure URL parameters userip and userurl for portal Web server wbs. Configure userip as 
source-address and userurl as value http://www.test.com/welcome. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal web-server wbs 


[Sysname-portal-websvr-wbs] url-parameter userip source-address 


[Sysname-portal-websvr-wbs] url-parameter userurl value http://www.test.com/welcome 


Related commands 


• display portal web-server 


• url 


user-sync 


Use user-sync to enable portal user synchronization for a portal authentication server. After this function 
is enabled, the device replies to and periodically detects the synchronization packets from the portal 
authentication server. In this way, information about online portal users on the device and on the portal 
authentication server remains consistent. 


Use undo user-sync to restore the default. 


Syntax 


user-sync timeout timeout 


undo user-sync 


Default 


Portal user synchronization is disabled for the portal authentication server. 


Views 


Portal authentication server view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


timeout timeout: Sets a detection timeout for synchronization packets, in the range of 60 to 18000 
seconds. The default is 1200 seconds. 
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Usage guidelines 


Portal user synchronization requires that the portal authentication server support the portal user 
heartbeat function. Now, only the IMC portal authentication server supports portal user heartbeat. To 
implement portal user synchronization, you need to configure the user heartbeat function on the portal 
authentication server. Make sure the user heartbeat interval configured on the portal authentication 
server is not greater than the synchronization detection timeout configured on the access device. 


Deleting a portal authentication server on the device also deletes the user synchronization configuration 
for the server. 


If you configure portal user synchronization multiple times for a portal authentication server, the most 
recent configuration takes effect. 


For information of the users considered as nonexistent on the portal authentication server, the device 
deletes the information after the configured detection timeout expires. 


If the user information from the portal authentication server does not exist on the device, the device 
encapsulates IP addresses of the users in user heartbeat reply packets to the server. The portal 
authentication server then deletes the users. 


Examples 


# Enable portal user synchronization for portal authentication server pts and set the detection timeout to 
600 seconds. If a use has not appeared in the synchronization packets sent by the portal authentication 
server for 600 seconds, the access device logs out the user. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal server pts 


[Sysname-portal-server-pts] user-sync timeout 600 


Related commands 


portal server 


vpn-instance 


Use vpn-instance to specify the MPLS L3VPN where a portal Web server resides. 


Use undo vpn-instance to delete the MPLS L3VPN for the portal Web server. 


Syntax 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name 


undo vpn-instance 


Default 


The portal Web server is considered on the public network. 


Views 


Portal Web server view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


vpn-instance-name: Specifies the name of the MPLS L3VPN where the portal Web server resides, a 
case-sensitive string of 1 to 31 characters. 
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Usage guidelines 


A portal Web server belongs to only one MPLS L3VPN. 


Examples 


# Configure the MPLS L3VPN for portal Web server wbs as abc. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] portal web-server wbs 


[Sysname-portal-websvr-wbs] vpn-instance abc 


New feature: MAC-based VLANs 
This feature is available only on hybrid ports. 


The MAC-based VLAN feature assigns hosts to a VLAN based on their MAC addresses. This feature is 
also called user-based VLAN because VLAN configuration remains the same regardless of a user's 
physical location. 


Configuring MAC-based VLANs 


Configuring static MAC-based VLAN assignment 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a MAC-to-VLAN 
entry. 


mac-vlan mac-address mac-address 
[ mask mac-mask ] vlan vlan-id [ dot1q 
priority ] 


By default, no MAC-to-VLAN entry 
exists. 


3. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


4. Configure the link type of 
the port as hybrid. port link-type hybrid By default, all ports are access 


ports. 


5. Assign the hybrid port to 
the MAC-based VLANs. 


port hybrid vlan vlan-id-list { tagged | 
untagged } 


By default, a hybrid port is an 
untagged member of the VLAN to 
which the port belongs when its 
link type is access.  


6. Enable the MAC-based 
VLAN feature. mac-vlan enable By default, this feature is 


disabled. 


7. (Optional.) Configure the 
system to assign VLANs 
based on the MAC 
address preferentially. 


vlan precedence mac-vlan 


By default, the system assigns 
VLANs based on the MAC 
address preferentially when both 
the MAC-based VLAN and IP 
subnet-based VLAN are 
configured on a port.  


 


Configuring dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment 


When you configure dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment, follow these restrictions and guideline: 
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• For correct operation of 802.1X and MAC authentication, HP recommends not using dynamic 
MAC-based VLAN assignment with 802.1X or MAC authentication. 


• When dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment is enabled on a port, the configuration of MAC 
learning limit and disabling of MAC address learning do not take effect. 


• For successful dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment, use static VLANs when you create 
MAC-to-VLAN entries. 


• HP recommends not using dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment with MSTP. In MSTP mode, if a 
port is blocked in the MSTI of its target VLAN, the port drops the received packets instead of 
delivering them to the CPU. As a result, the port will not be dynamically assigned to the target 
VLAN. 


• HP recommends not using dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment with PVST. In PVST mode, if the 
target VLAN of a port is not permitted on the port, the port is placed in blocked state. The port 
drops the received packets instead of delivering them to the CPU. As a result, the port will not be 
dynamically assigned to the target VLAN. 


• HP recommends not configuring both dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment and automatic 
voice VLAN assignment mode on a port because they can have a negative impact on each other. 


To configure dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a MAC-to-VLAN 
entry. 


mac-vlan mac-address 
mac-address vlan vlan-id [ dot1q 
priority ] 


By default, no MAC-to-VLAN entry 
exists. 


3. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 


4. Configure the link type of 
the port as hybrid. port link-type hybrid By default, all ports are access ports. 


5. Enable the MAC-based 
VLAN feature. mac-vlan enable By default, MAC-based VLAN is 


disabled. 


6. Enable dynamic 
MAC-based VLAN 
assignment. 


mac-vlan trigger enable 


By default, dynamic MAC-based 
VLAN assignment is disabled. 


The VLAN assignment for a port is 
triggered only when the source MAC 
address of its receiving packet 
exactly matches the MAC address in 
a MAC-to-VLAN entry. 


7. (Optional.) Configure the 
system to assign VLANs 
based on the MAC address 
preferentially. 


vlan precedence mac-vlan 


By default, the system assigns VLANs 
based on the MAC address 
preferentially when both the 
MAC-based VLAN and IP 
subnet-based VLAN are configured 
on a port.  


8. (Optional.) Disable the port 
from forwarding packets 
that fail the exact MAC 
address match in its PVID. 


port pvid forbidden 


By default, when a port receives 
packets whose source MAC 
addresses fail the exact match, the 
port forwards them in its PVID.  
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Configuring server-assigned MAC-based VLAN 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 


3. Configure the link type of the 
ports as hybrid. port link-type hybrid By default, all ports are access 


ports. 


4. Assign the hybrid port to the 
MAC-based VLANs. 


port hybrid vlan vlan-id-list { tagged 
| untagged } 


By default, a hybrid port is an 
untagged member of the VLAN to 
which the port belongs when its 
link type is access.  


5. Enable the MAC-based VLAN 
feature. mac-vlan enable 


By default, MAC-based VLAN is 
disabled. 


6. Configure 802.1X or MAC 
authentication. 


For more information, see Security 
Command Reference for 10500 
switches. 


N/A 


 


Command reference 


display mac-vlan 


Use display mac-vlan to display MAC-to-VLAN entries. 


Syntax 


display mac-vlan { all | dynamic | mac-address mac-address [ mask mac-mask ] | static | vlan 
vlan-id } 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


all: Specifies all MAC-to-VLAN entries. 


dynamic: Specifies dynamically configured MAC-to-VLAN entries. 
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mac-address mac-address: Specifies the MAC address in the MAC-to-VLAN entry. The format of the 
mac-address argument is H-H-H. 


mask mac-mask: Specifies the mask for matching MAC addresses in MAC-to-VLAN entries. For the 
mac-mask argument, the high-order bits must be consecutive 1s in binary notation or consecutive Fs in 
hexadecimal notation. The default value is all Fs in hexadecimal notation. 


static: Specifies statically configured MAC-to-VLAN entries. 


vlan vlan-id: Specifies the VLAN in MAC-to-VLAN entries. The value range for the vlan-id argument is 1 
to 4094. 


Examples 


# Display all MAC-to-VLAN entries. 
<Sysname> display mac-vlan all 


The following MAC VLAN entries exist: 


State: S - Static, D - Dynamic 


 


MAC address        Mask                VLAN ID   Dot1q      State 


0008-0001-0000     FFFF-FF00-0000      5         3          S 


0002-0001-0000     FFFF-FFFF-FFFF      5         3          S&D 


 


Total MAC VLAN entries count: 2 


Table 37 Command output 


Field Description 


S - Static Statically configured MAC-to-VLAN entries. 


D - Dynamic Dynamically configured MAC-to-VLAN entries. 


MAC address MAC address of the MAC-to-VLAN entry. 


Mask MAC address mask of the MAC-to-VLAN entry. 


VLAN ID VLAN ID of the MAC-to-VLAN entry. 


Dot1q 802.1p priority of the VLAN in the MAC-to-VLAN entry. 


State 


State of a MAC-to-VLAN entry: 


• S—The MAC-to-VLAN entry is configured statically. 
• D—The MAC-to-VLAN entry is dynamically issued by the 


authentication server. 
• S&D—The MAC-to-VLAN entry is configured both statically and 


dynamically. 
 


Related commands 


mac-vlan mac-address 


display mac-vlan interface 


Use display mac-vlan interface to display all ports that are enabled with the MAC-based VLAN feature. 


Syntax 


display mac-vlan interface 
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Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Examples 


# Display all ports that are enabled with the MAC-based VLAN feature. 
<Sysname> display mac-vlan interface 


MAC VLAN is enabled on following ports: 


GigabitEthernet1/0/1  GigabitEthernet1/0/2  GigabitEthernet1/0/3 


Related commands 


mac-vlan enable 


mac-vlan enable 


Use mac-vlan enable to enable the MAC-based VLAN feature on a port. 


Use undo mac-vlan enable to disable the MAC-based VLAN feature on a port 


Syntax 


mac-vlan enable 


undo mac-vlan enable 


Default 


The MAC-based VLAN feature is disabled on a port. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Examples 


# Enable the MAC-based VLAN feature on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname–GigabitEthernet1/0/1] mac-vlan enable 


Related commands 


display mac-vlan interface 


mac-vlan mac-address 


Use mac-vlan mac-address to configure a MAC-to-VLAN entry. 
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Use undo mac-vlan to delete the specified MAC-to-VLAN entries. 


Syntax 


mac-vlan mac-address mac-address [ mask mac-mask ] vlan vlan-id [ dot1q priority ] 


undo mac-vlan { all | mac-address mac-address [ mask mac-mask ] | vlan vlan-id } 


Default 


No MAC-to-VLAN entry is configured. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


mac-address mac-address: Specifies a MAC address in the format of H-H-H. The MAC address cannot 
be a multicast MAC address or all 0s. When you configure a MAC address, leading zeros in each H 
section can be omitted. For example, to configure a MAC address 000f-00e2-0001, you can enter only 
f-e2-1. 


mask mac-mask: Specifies the MAC address mask. For the mac-mask argument, the high-order bits must 
be consecutive 1s in binary notation or consecutive Fs in hexadecimal notation. The default value is all 
Fs in hexadecimal notation. 


vlan vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN ID in the range of 1 to 4094. 


dot1q priority: Specifies the 802.1p priority of the VLAN specific to the MAC-to-VLAN entry. The value 
range for the priority argument is 0 to 7, and the default value is 0. The higher the value, the higher the 
802.1p priority. 


all: Specifies all static MAC-to-VLAN entries. 


Usage guidelines 


For successful dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment, use static VLANs when you create 
MAC-to-VLAN entries. 


Different types of MAC-to-VLAN entries are created depending on whether you specify the mask 
keyword. 


• When you specify this keyword, the created MAC-to-VLAN entry describes the relationship among 
a group of MAC addresses, a VLAN, and the 802.1p priority for the VLAN. 


• When you do not specify this keyword, the created MAC-to-VLAN entry describes the relationship 
among a MAC address, a VLAN, and the 802.1p priority for the VLAN. 


These different types of MAC-to-VLAN entries are stored separately in two tables. The system updates 
the two tables according to the configuration. 


Examples 


# Associate the MAC address 0000-0001-0001 with VLAN 100, and specify the 802.1p priority as 7 
for VLAN 100 in this entry. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] mac-vlan mac-address 0-1-1 vlan 100 dot1q 7 
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# Associate VLAN 100 with MAC addresses whose six high-order bits are 121122, and specify the 
802.1p priority as 4 for VLAN 100 in this entry. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] mac-vlan mac-address 1211-2222-3333 mask ffff-ff00-0000 vlan 100 dot1q 4 


Related commands 


display mac-vlan 


mac-vlan trigger enable 


Use mac-vlan trigger enable to enable dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment on a port. 


Use undo mac-vlan trigger enable to disable dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment on a port. 


Syntax 


mac-vlan trigger enable 


undo mac-vlan trigger enable 


Default 


Dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment is disabled. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


VLAN assignment for a port is triggered only when the source MAC address of its received packet 
exactly matches the MAC address in a MAC-to-VLAN entry. 


Examples 


# Enable dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] mac-vlan trigger enable 


Related commands 


• mac-vlan mac-address 


• port pvid forbidden 


port pvid forbidden 


Use port pvid forbidden to disable a port from forwarding packets that fail the exact MAC address 
match in its PVID. 


Use undo port pvid forbidden to restore the default. 


Syntax 


port pvid forbidden 


undo port pvid forbidden 
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Default 


When a port receives packets whose source MAC addresses fail the exact MAC address match, the 
port forwards them in its PVID. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


Use this feature only with dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment. 


Examples 


# Disable GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 from forwarding packets that fail the exact MAC address match in its 
PVID. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port pvid forbidden 


Related commands 


mac-vlan trigger enable 


vlan precedence 


Use vlan precedence to set the VLAN matching order when both the MAC-based VLAN and IP 
subnet-based VLAN are configured on a port. 


Use undo vlan precedence to restore the default. 


Syntax 


vlan precedence { mac-vlan | ip-subnet-vlan } 


undo vlan precedence 


Default 


A port matches VLANs based on MAC addresses preferentially. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


mac-vlan: Matches VLANs based on MAC addresses preferentially. 


ip-subnet-vlan: Matches VLANs based on IP subnets preferentially. 


Usage guidelines 


This command takes effect only on MAC-based VLANs and IP subnet-based VLANs. 
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When you enable dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment, HP recommends that you configure the vlan 
precedence mac-vlan command to ensure the priority of MAC-based VLAN matching. If you execute the 
vlan precedence ip-subnet-vlan command, the command will not take effect.  


Examples 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 to match VLANs based on MAC addresses preferentially. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] vlan precedence mac-vlan 


Related commands 


mac-vlan trigger enable 


New feature: Voice VLANs 
A voice VLAN is used for transmitting voice traffic. The device can configure QoS parameters for voice 
packets to ensure higher transmission priority of the voice packets. 


Configuring voice VLANs 


Voice VLAN configuration task list 


Tasks at a glance 


(Required.) Configuring the QoS priority settings for voice traffic 


(Required.) Use one of the following methods: 


• Configuring a port to operate in automatic voice VLAN assignment mode 
• Configuring a port to operate in manual voice VLAN assignment mode 


(Optional.) Enabling LLDP for automatic IP phone discovery 


(Optional.) Use one of the following methods: 


• Configuring LLDP to advertise a voice VLAN 
• Configuring CDP to advertise a voice VLAN 


 


Configuring the QoS priority settings for voice traffic 


The QoS priority settings carried in voice traffic include the CoS and DSCP values. You can configure 
the device to modify the QoS priority settings for voice traffic. 


Before you configure the QoS priority settings for voice traffic on a port, make sure the voice VLAN 
feature is disabled on it. 


To configure the QoS priority settings for voice traffic: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


3. Configure QoS priority 
settings for incoming voice 
VLAN packets. 


• Configure the port to trust the QoS 
priority settings: 
voice-vlan qos trust 


• Configure the port to modify the 
CoS and DSCP values: 
voice-vlan qos cos-value 
dscp-value 


By default, a port modifies the 
CoS and DSCP values for voice 
VLAN packets to 6 and 46, 
respectively. 


If a port trusts the QoS priority 
settings in incoming voice 
VLAN packets, the port does 
not modify their CoS and DSCP 
values. 


If you execute the voice-vlan 
qos and voice-vlan qos trust 
commands multiple times, the 
most recent configuration takes 
effect. 


 


Configuring a port to operate in automatic voice VLAN assignment mode 


When you configure a port to operate in automatic voice VLAN assignment mode, follow these 
restrictions and guidelines: 


• Do not configure a VLAN as both a voice VLAN and a protocol-based VLAN. 


 A voice VLAN in automatic mode on a hybrid port processes only tagged incoming voice 
traffic. 


 A protocol-based VLAN on a hybrid port processes only untagged incoming packets. For more 
information about protocol-based VLANs, see "Configuring protocol-based VLANs." 


• HP recommends not using this mode with MSTP. In MSTP mode, if a port is blocked in the MSTI of 
the target voice VLAN, the port drops the received packets instead of delivering them to the CPU. 
As a result, the port will not be dynamically assigned to the voice VLAN. 


• HP recommends not using this mode with PVST. In PVST mode, if the target voice VLAN is not 
permitted on a port, the port is placed in blocked state. The port drops the received packets 
instead of delivering them to the CPU. As a result, the port will not be dynamically assigned to the 
voice VLAN. 


• HP recommends not configuring both dynamic MAC-based VLAN assignment and automatic 
voice VLAN assignment mode on a port because they can have a negative impact on each other. 


To configure a port to operate in automatic voice VLAN assignment mode: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. (Optional.) Set the voice 
VLAN aging timer. voice-vlan aging minutes 


By default, the aging timer of a 
voice VLAN is 1440 minutes. 


The voice VLAN aging timer takes 
effect only on ports in automatic 
voice VLAN assignment mode.  


3. (Optional.) Enable the voice 
VLAN security mode. voice-vlan security enable By default, the voice VLAN security 


mode is enabled. 
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Step Command Remarks 
4. (Optional.) Add an OUI 


address for voice packet 
identification. 


voice-vlan mac-address oui mask 
oui-mask [ description text ] 


By default, system default OUI 
addresses exist.. 


5. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


6. Configure the link type of the 
port.  


• port link-type trunk 
• port link-type hybrid 


N/A 


7. Configure the port to operate 
in automatic voice VLAN 
assignment mode. 


voice-vlan mode auto 
By default, the automatic voice 
VLAN assignment mode is 
enabled. 


8. Enable the voice VLAN 
feature on the port. voice-vlan vlan-id enable 


By default, the voice VLAN feature 
is disabled. 


Before you configure a voice 
VLAN, you must create a VLAN. 


 


Configuring a port to operate in manual voice VLAN assignment mode 


When you configure a port to operate in manual voice VLAN assignment mode, follow these restrictions 
and guidelines: 


• You can configure different voice VLANs for different ports on the same device. Make sure the 
following requirements are met: 


 One port can be configured with only one voice VLAN. 


 Voice VLANs must be existing static VLANs. 


• Do not enable voice VLAN on the member ports of a link aggregation group.  


• To make a voice VLAN take effect on a port operating in manual mode, you must manually assign 
the port to the voice VLAN. 


To configure a port to operate in manual voice VLAN assignment mode: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. (Optional.) Enable the voice 
VLAN security mode. voice-vlan security enable By default, the voice VLAN security 


mode is enabled. 


3. (Optional.) Add an OUI 
address for voice packet 
identification. 


voice-vlan mac-address oui mask 
oui-mask [ description text ] 


By default, system default OUI 
addresses exist.  


4. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


5. Configure the port to operate 
in manual voice VLAN 
assignment mode. 


undo voice-vlan mode auto 
By default, a port operates in 
automatic voice VLAN assignment 
mode. 
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Step Command Remarks 


6. Assign the access, trunk, or 
hybrid port to the voice 
VLAN. 


• For the access port, use port 
access vlan vlan-id 


• For the trunk port, use port 
trunk permit vlan { vlan-id-list | 
all } 


• For the hybrid port, use port 
hybrid vlan vlan-id-list { tagged 
| untagged } 


After you assign an access port to 
the voice VLAN, the voice VLAN 
becomes the PVID of the port. 


7. (Optional.) Configure the 
voice VLAN as the PVID of the 
trunk or hybrid port. 


• For the trunk port, use port 
trunk pvid vlan vlan-id 


• For the hybrid port, use port 
hybrid pvid vlan vlan-id 


This step is required for untagged 
incoming voice traffic and 
prohibited for tagged incoming 
voice traffic. 


8. Enable the voice VLAN 
feature on the port. voice-vlan vlan-id enable 


By default, the voice VLAN feature 
is disabled. 


Before you configure a voice 
VLAN, you must create a VLAN. 


 


Enabling LLDP for automatic IP phone discovery 


When you enable LLDP for automatic IP phone discovery, following these restrictions and guidelines: 


• Before you enable this feature, enable LLDP both globally and on access ports. 


• Use this feature only with the automatic voice VLAN assignment mode. 


• Do not use this feature together with CDP compatibility. 


To enable LLDP for automatic IP phone discovery: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable LLDP for automatic IP 
phone discovery. voice-vlan track lldp By default, this feature is disabled. 


 


Configuring LLDP to advertise a voice VLAN 


For IP phones that support LLDP, the device advertises the voice VLAN information to the IP phones 
through the LLDP-MED TLVs. 


Before you configure this feature, enable LLDP both globally and on access ports. 


To configure LLDP to advertise a voice VLAN: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view.  


interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


3. Configure an advertised 
voice VLAN ID. 


lldp tlv-enable med-tlv network-policy 
vlan-id 


By default, no advertised 
voice VLAN ID is configured. 


For more information about 
the command, see Layer 
2—LAN Switching Command 
Reference for 10500 
switches. 


4. (Optional.) Display the voice 
VLAN advertised by LLDP. display lldp local-information N/A 


 


Configuring CDP to advertise a voice VLAN 


If an IP phone supports CDP but does not support LLDP, it will send out CDP packets to the device to 
request the voice VLAN ID. If the IP phone does not receive the voice VLAN ID within a time period, it 
will send out untagged packets. The device cannot differentiate untagged voice packets from other 
types of packets. 


You can configure CDP compatibility on the device to enable it to perform the following operations: 


• Receive and identify CDP packets from the IP phone. 


• Send CDP packets to the IP phone. The voice VLAN information is carried in the CDP packets. 


After receiving the advertised VLAN information, the IP phone performs automatic voice VLAN 
configuration. Packets from the IP phone will be transmitted in the dedicated voice VLAN. 


LLDP packets sent from the device carry the priority information. CDP packets sent from the device do 
not carry the priority information. 


Before you configure this feature, enable LLDP globally and on access ports. 


To configure CDP to advertise a voice VLAN: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable CDP compatibility. lldp compliance cdp 
By default, CDP compatibility 
is disabled. 


3. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view.  


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


4. Configure CDP-compatible 
LLDP to operate in TxRx 
mode. 


lldp compliance admin-status cdp txrx 


CDP-compatible LLDP 
operating in TxRx mode can 
send and receive CDP 
packets. 


5. Configure an advertised 
voice VLAN ID. cdp voice-vlan vlan-id 


By default, no advertised 
voice VLAN ID is configured. 


For more information about 
the command, see Layer 
2—LAN Switching Command 
Reference for 10500 
switches. 
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Displaying and maintaining voice VLANs 


Execute display commands in any view. 
 


Task Command 


Display the voice VLAN state. display voice-vlan state 


Display OUI addresses on a device. display voice-vlan mac-address 
 


Command reference 


display voice-vlan mac-address 


Use display voice-vlan mac-address to display OUI addresses and their masks and descriptions. 


Syntax 


display voice-vlan mac-address 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Examples 


# Display OUI addresses and their masks and descriptions. 
<Sysname> display voice-vlan mac-address 


OUI address     Mask            Description 


0001-e300-0000  ffff-ff00-0000  Siemens phone 


0003-6b00-0000  ffff-ff00-0000  Cisco phone 


0004-0d00-0000  ffff-ff00-0000  Avaya phone 


000f-e200-0000  ffff-ff00-0000  Aolynk phone 


0060-b900-0000  ffff-ff00-0000  Philips/NEC phone 


00d0-1e00-0000  ffff-ff00-0000  Pingtel phone 


00e0-7500-0000  ffff-ff00-0000  Polycom phone 


00e0-bb00-0000  ffff-ff00-0000  3Com phone 


Table 38 Command output 


Field Description 


OUI address OUI address allowed on the device. 


Mask Mask of the OUI address. 


Description Description of the OUI address. 
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Related commands 


voice-vlan mac-address 


display voice-vlan state 


Use display voice-vlan state to display voice VLAN information. 


Syntax 


display voice-vlan state 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Examples 


# Display voice VLAN information. 
<Sysname> display voice-vlan state 


 Current voice VLANs: 1 


 Voice VLAN security mode: Security 


 Voice VLAN aging time: 1440 minutes 


 Voice VLAN enabled ports and their modes: 


 Port                        VLAN        Mode        CoS        DSCP 


 GE1/0/1                     111         AUTO        6          46 


Table 39 Command output 


Field Description 


Maximum of Voice VLANs Maximum number of voice VLANs supported on the device. 


Current Voice VLANs Number of existing voice VLANs. 


Voice VLAN security mode 
Voice VLAN mode: 


• Security. 
• Normal. 


Voice VLAN enabled ports and their modes 
Voice VLAN-enabled ports and their voice VLAN assignment 
modes. 


Port Voice VLAN-enabled port. 


VLAN ID of the voice VLAN enabled on the port.  


Mode 
Voice VLAN assignment mode of the port: 


• Manual. 
• Automatic. 


 


Related commands 


• voice-vlan aging 
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• voice-vlan enable 


• voice-vlan mode auto 


• voice-vlan security enable 


voice-vlan aging 


Use voice-vlan aging to set the voice VLAN aging timer. 


Use undo voice-vlan aging to restore the default. 


Syntax 


voice-vlan aging minutes 


undo voice-vlan aging 


Default 


The voice VLAN aging timer is 1440 minutes. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


minutes: Sets the voice VLAN aging timer in the range of 5 to 43200 minutes. 


Usage guidelines 


In automatic voice VLAN assignment mode, the device starts an aging timer for a voice VLAN when 
assigning a port to the voice VLAN. If no voice packets are received on the port before the timer expires, 
the device removes the port from the voice VLAN. 


Set the voice VLAN aging timer only when the voice VLAN assignment mode is automatic. 


Examples 


# Set the voice VLAN aging timer to 100 minutes. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] voice-vlan aging 100 


Related commands 


display voice-vlan state 


voice-vlan enable 


Use voice-vlan enable to enable the voice VLAN feature and configure a VLAN as the voice VLAN for 
a port. 


Use undo voice-vlan enable to disable the voice VLAN feature on a port. 


Syntax 


voice-vlan vlan-id enable 


undo voice-vlan [ vlan-id ] enable 
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Default 


The voice VLAN feature is disabled on ports. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


vlan-id: Specifies a voice VLAN ID in the range of 2 to 4094. 


Usage guidelines 


Use this command only on a hybrid or trunk port operating in automatic voice VLAN assignment mode. 


Examples 


# Enable the voice VLAN feature and configure VLAN 2 as the voice VLAN on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] voice-vlan 2 enable 


Related commands 


• display voice-vlan state 


• voice-vlan mode auto 


voice-vlan mac-address 


Use voice-vlan mac-address to configure the OUI address information for voice packet identification. 


Use undo voice-vlan mac-address to delete an OUI address. 


Syntax 


voice-vlan mac-address mac-address mask oui-mask [ description text ] 


undo voice-vlan mac-address oui 


Default 


System default OUI addresses exist. 


Table 40 System default OUI addresses 


Number OUI address Vendor 


1 0001-E300-0000 Siemens phone 


2 0003-6B00-0000 Cisco phone 


3 0004-0D00-0000 Avaya phone 


4 000F-E200-0000 Aolynk phone 


5 0060-B900-0000 Philips/NEC phone 


6 00D0-1E00-0000 Pingtel phone 


7 00E0-7500-0000 Polycom phone 
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Number OUI address Vendor 


8 00E0-BB00-0000 3Com phone 
 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


mac-address: Specifies a source MAC address of voice traffic, in the format of H-H-H. For example, 
1234-1234-1234. 


mask oui-mask: Specifies the valid length of the OUI address by a mask in the format of H-H-H. The 
mask contains consecutive 1s and 0s. For example, FFFF-0000-0000. To match the voice devices of a 
vendor, set the mask to FFFF-FF00-0000. 


description text: Specifies the OUI address description, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 30 characters. 


oui: Specifies an OUI address to delete, in the format of H-H-H. For example, 1234-1200-0000. An OUI 
address is the logical AND result of the mac-address and oui-mask arguments. It cannot be a broadcast 
address, a multicast address, or an all-zero address. 


Usage guidelines 


Typically, an OUI address refers to the first 24 bits of a MAC address (in binary notation) and is a 
globally unique identifier that IEEE assigns to a vendor. However, OUI addresses in this chapter are 
addresses that the system uses to identify voice packets. They are the logical AND results of the 
mac-address and oui-mask arguments in this command. 


You can manually delete or add the system default OUI addresses. 


The device supports a maximum of 128 OUI addresses. 


Examples 


# Add an OUI address 1234-1200-0000 by specifying the MAC address as 1234-1234-1234 and the 
mask as fff-ff00-0000. Configure the OUI address description as PhoneA. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] voice-vlan mac-address 1234-1234-1234 mask ffff-ff00-0000 description PhoneA 


Related commands 


display voice-vlan mac-address 


voice-vlan mode auto 


Use voice-vlan mode auto to configure a port to operate in automatic voice VLAN assignment mode. 


Use undo voice-vlan mode auto to configure a port to operate in manual voice VLAN assignment 
mode. 


Syntax 


voice-vlan mode auto 


undo voice-vlan mode auto 
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Default 


A port operates in automatic voice VLAN assignment mode. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


To make a voice VLAN take effect on a port operating in manual mode, you must manually assign the 
port to the voice VLAN. 


Examples 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 to operate in manual voice VLAN assignment mode. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] undo voice-vlan mode auto 


Related commands 


display voice-vlan state 


voice-vlan qos 


Use voice-vlan qos to configure a port to modify the CoS and DSCP values for incoming voice VLAN 
packets. 


Use undo voice-vlan qos to restore the default. 


Syntax 


voice-vlan qos cos-value dscp-value 


undo voice-vlan qos 


Default 


A port modifies the CoS and DSCP values for incoming voice VLAN packets to 6 and 46, respectively. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


cos-value: Specifies a CoS value in the range of 0 to 7. 


dscp-value: Specifies a DSCP value in the range of 0 to 63. 


Usage guidelines 


Before you execute this command on a port, make sure the voice VLAN feature is disabled on it. 
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If you execute both the voice-vlan qos and voice-vlan qos trust commands multiple times, the most 
recent configuration takes effect. 


Examples 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 to modify the CoS and DSCP values for voice VLAN packets to 5 
and 45, respectively. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] voice-vlan qos 5 45 


Related commands 


voice-vlan qos trust 


voice-vlan qos trust 


Use voice-vlan qos trust  to configure a port to trust the priority settings in incoming voice VLAN 
packets. 


Use undo voice-vlan qos to restore the default. 


Syntax 


voice-vlan qos trust 


undo voice-vlan qos 


Default 


A port modifies the CoS and DSCP values for incoming voice VLAN packets to 6 and 46, respectively. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


When a port trusts the QoS priority settings in incoming voice VLAN packets, the port does not modify 
their CoS and DSCP values. 


Before you execute this command on a port, make sure the voice VLAN feature is disabled on it. 


If you execute both the voice-vlan qos and voice-vlan qos trust commands multiple times, the most 
recent configuration takes effect. 


Examples 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 to trust the priority settings in incoming voice VLAN traffic. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] voice-vlan qos trust 


Related commands 


voice-vlan qos 
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voice-vlan security enable 


Use voice-vlan security enable to enable the voice VLAN security mode. 


Use undo voice-vlan security enable to disable the voice VLAN security mode. 


Syntax 


voice-vlan security enable 


undo voice-vlan security enable 


Default 


The voice VLAN security mode is enabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


In security mode, a voice VLAN transmits only voice packets whose source MAC addresses match the 
OUI addresses of the device. 


In normal mode, a voice VLAN transmits voice packets and non-voice packets. 


Examples 


# Disable the voice VLAN security mode. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] undo voice-vlan security enable 


Related commands 


display voice-vlan state 


voice-vlan track lldp 


Use voice-vlan track lldp to enable LLDP for automatic IP phone discovery. 


Use undo voice-vlan track lldp to disable LLDP for automatic IP phone discovery. 


Syntax 


voice-vlan track lldp 


undo voice-vlan track lldp 


Views 


System view 


Default 


This feature is disabled. 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 
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Examples 


# Enable LLDP for automatic IP phone discovery. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] voice-vlan track lldp 


New feature: IP subnet-based VLANs 


Configuring IP subnet-based VLANs 


In this method, untagged packets are assigned to VLANs based on their source IP addresses and subnet 
masks. A port configured with IP subnet-based VLANs assigns a received untagged packet to a VLAN 
based on the source address of the packet. 


Use this feature when untagged packets from an IP subnet or IP address must be transmitted in a VLAN. 


This feature is available only on hybrid ports, and it processes only untagged packets. 


An IP subnet-based VLAN has one or multiple subnets to match inbound packets. Each subnet has a 
unique index in the IP subnet-based VLAN. All subnets in an IP subnet-based VLAN have the same 
VLAN ID. 


To configure an IP subnet-based VLAN: 
 


Task Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN view. vlan vlan-id N/A 


3. Associate an IP 
subnet or IP address 
with the VLAN. 


ip-subnet-vlan [ ip-subnet-index ] ip 
ip-address [ mask ] 


By default, a VLAN is not associated 
with any IP subnets or IP addresses. 


A multicast subnet or a multicast 
address cannot be associated with a 
VLAN. 


4. Return to system 
view. quit N/A 


5. Enter interface view. 


• Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface 
view: 
interface interface-type 
interface-number 


• Enter Layer 2 aggregate interface 
view: 
interface bridge-aggregation 
interface-number 


N/A 


6. Configure the port 
link type as hybrid. port link-type hybrid By default, all ports are access ports. 


7. Assign the hybrid 
port to the specified 
IP subnet-based 
VLANs. 


port hybrid vlan vlan-id-list { tagged | 
untagged } 


By default, a hybrid port is an 
untagged member of the VLAN to 
which the port belongs when its link 
type is access. 
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Task Command Remarks 
8. Associate the hybrid 


port with the 
specified IP 
subnet-based VLAN. 


port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan vlan vlan-id  
By default, no IP subnet-based VLAN is 
associated with a hybrid port. 


 


Command reference 


display ip-subnet-vlan interface 


Use display ip-subnet-vlan interface to display IP subnet-based VLANs that are associated with the 
specified ports. 


Syntax 


display ip-subnet-vlan interface { interface-type interface-number1 [ to interface-type 
interface-number2 ] | all } 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


interface-type interface-number1: Specifies an interface by its type and number. 


interface-type interface-number1 to interface-type interface-number2: Specifies an interface range. 


all: Displays information about IP subnet-based VLANs that are associated with all ports. 


Examples 


# Display IP subnet-based VLANs on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
<Sysname> display ip-subnet-vlan interface gigabitethernet1/0/1 


 Interface: GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


  VLAN ID   Subnet index    IP address       Subnet mask       Status 


  3         0               192.168.1.0      255.255.255.0     Active 


  4         N/A             N/A              N/A               Inactive 


  4094      65535           172.16.1.1       255.255.0.0       Inactive 


Table 41 Command output 


Field Description 


VLAN ID ID of the IP subnet-based VLAN. 


Subnet index 
Index of the IP subnet. 


If no IP subnet-based VLAN is configured, this field displays N/A. 
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Field Description 


IP address 
IP address of the subnet. It can be an IP address or a subnet address. 


If no IP subnet address is configured for the VLAN, this field displays N/A. 


Subnet mask 
Mask of the IP subnet. 


If no subnet mask is configured for the VLAN, this field displays N/A. 


Status 


Whether the IP subnet-based VLAN has taken effect on the port: 


• Active—The IP subnet-based VLAN has taken effect. 
• Inactive—The IP subnet-based VLAN has not taken effect. For example, this field 


displays Inactive in one of the following conditions: 
 The configuration of the IP subnet-based VLAN is not complete. 
 The port does not allow the IP subnet-based VLAN. 


 


Related commands 


• display ip-subnet-vlan vlan 


• ip-subnet-vlan 


• port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan 


display ip-subnet-vlan vlan 


Use display ip-subnet-vlan vlan to display information about IP subnet-based VLANs. 


Syntax 


display ip-subnet-vlan vlan { vlan-id1 [ to vlan-id2 ] | all } 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


vlan-id1: Specifies an IP subnet-based VLAN by its VLAN ID in the range of 1 to 4094. 


vlan-id1 to vlan-id2: Specifies a VLAN ID range. Both the vlan-id1 and the vlan-id2 arguments are in 
the range of 1 to 4094. The value for the vlan-id2 argument must be equal to or greater than the value 
for the vlan-id1 argument. 


all: Specifies all IP subnet-based VLANs. 


Examples 


# Display information about all IP subnet-based VLANs. 
<Sysname> display ip-subnet-vlan vlan all 


 VLAN ID: 3 


  Subnet index      IP address      Subnet mask 


  0                 192.168.1.0     255.255.255.0 
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Table 42 Command output 


Field Description 


VLAN ID ID of the IP subnet-based VLAN. 


Subnet index Index of the IP subnet. 


IP address IP address of the subnet. It can be an IP address or a subnet address. 


Subnet mask Mask of the IP subnet. 
 


Related commands 


• display ip-subnet-vlan interface 


• ip-subnet-vlan 


• port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan 


ip-subnet-vlan 


Use ip-subnet-vlan to associate a VLAN with the specified IP subnet or IP address. 


Use undo ip-subnet-vlan to remove the association. 


Syntax 


ip-subnet-vlan [ ip-subnet-index ] ip ip-address [ mask ] 


undo ip-subnet-vlan { ip-subnet-index [ to ip-subnet-end ] | all } 


Default 


A VLAN is not associated with any IP subnets or IP addresses. 


Views 


VLAN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ip-subnet-index: Specifies a beginning IP subnet index in the range of 0 to 65535. The value can be 
configured by users. It can also be automatically numbered by the system based on the order in which 
the IP subnets or IP addresses are associated with the VLAN. 


ip ip-address [ mask ]: Specifies the source IP address or network address based on which the 
subnet-based VLANs are classified in dotted decimal notation. The mask argument is the subnet mask of 
the source IP address or network address, in dotted decimal notation with a default value of 
255.255.255.0. 


to ip-subnet-end: Specifies an end IP subnet index of an IP subnet index range, in the range of 0 to 
65535. The value for the ip-subnet-end argument must be greater than or equal to the beginning IP 
subnet index. 


all: Removes all associations between the VLAN and IP subnets or IP addresses. 


Usage guidelines 


The IP subnet or IP address cannot be a multicast network segment or a multicast address. 
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Examples 


# Configure VLAN 3 as an IP subnet-based VLAN and associate it with the 192.168.1.0/24 network 
segment. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vlan 3 


[Sysname-vlan3] ip-subnet-vlan ip 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 


Related commands 


• display protocol-vlan interface 


• display protocol-vlan vlan 


• port hybrid protocol-vlan 


port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan 


Use port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan to associate a port with an IP subnet-based VLAN. 


Use undo port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan to remove the association. 


Syntax 


port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan vlan vlan-id 


undo port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan { vlan vlan-id | all } 


Default 


A port is not associated with any IP subnet-based VLANs. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


vlan vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN by its ID in the range of 1 to 4094. 


all: Specifies all VLANs. 


Usage guidelines 


Only hybrid ports support this feature. 


Before you associate a port with an IP subnet-based VLAN, assign the port to the IP subnet-based 
VLAN. 


Examples 


# Associate GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 with IP subnet-based VLAN 3. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vlan 3 


[Sysname-vlan3] ip-subnet-vlan ip 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 


[Sysname-vlan3] quit 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type hybrid 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port hybrid vlan 3 untagged 
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[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan vlan 3 


# Associate the Layer 2 aggregate interface Bridge-Aggregation 1 with the IP subnet-based VLAN 3. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vlan 3 


[Sysname-vlan3] ip-subnet-vlan ip 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 


[Sysname-vlan3] quit 


[Sysname] interface bridge-aggregation 1 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] port link-type hybrid 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] port hybrid vlan 3 untagged 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan vlan 3 


Related commands 


• display ip-subnet-vlan interface 


• display ip-subnet-vlan vlan 


• ip-subnet-vlan 


New feature: Protocol-based VLANs 


Configuring protocol-based VLANs 


The protocol-based VLAN feature assigns inbound packets to different VLANs based on their protocol 
types and encapsulation formats. The protocols available for VLAN assignment include IP, IPX, and AT. 
The encapsulation formats include Ethernet II, 802.3 raw, 802.2 LLC, and 802.2 SNAP. 


This feature is available only on hybrid ports, and it processes only untagged packets. It associates the 
available network service types with VLANs and facilitates network management and maintenance. 


A protocol-based VLAN has one or multiple protocol templates. A protocol template defines a protocol 
type and an encapsulation format as the match criteria to match inbound packets. Each protocol 
template has a unique index in the protocol-based VLAN. All protocol templates in a protocol-based 
VLAN have the same VLAN ID. 


For a port to assign inbound packets to protocol-based VLANs, perform the following tasks: 


• Assign the port to the protocol-based VLANs. 


• Associate the port with the protocol templates of the protocol-based VLANs. 


When an untagged packet arrives at the port, the port processes the packet as follows: 


• If the protocol type and encapsulation format in the packet match a protocol template, the port 
tags the packet with the VLAN tag specific to the protocol template. 


• If no protocol templates are matched, the port tags the packet with its PVID. 


The voice VLAN in automatic mode processes only tagged voice traffic. Do not configure a VLAN as 
both a protocol-based VLAN and a voice VLAN. 


To configure a protocol-based VLAN: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter VLAN view. vlan vlan-id N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


3. Create a protocol 
template for the VLAN. 


protocol-vlan [ protocol-index ] 
{ at | ipv4 | ipv6 | ipx 
{ ethernetii | llc | raw | snap } 
| mode { ethernetii etype 
etype-id | llc { dsap dsap-id 
[ ssap ssap-id ] | ssap ssap-id } 
| snap etype etype-id } } 


By default, no protocol template is 
configured for a VLAN. 


4. Exit VLAN view. quit N/A 


5. Enter interface view. 


• Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view: 
interface interface-type 
interface-number 


• Enter Layer 2 aggregate 
interface view: 
interface 
bridge-aggregation 
interface-number 


N/A 


6. Configure the port link 
type as hybrid. port link-type hybrid By default, all ports are access ports. 


7. Assign the hybrid port to 
the specified 
protocol-based VLANs. 


port hybrid vlan vlan-id-list 
{ tagged | untagged } 


By default, a hybrid port is an untagged 
member of the VLAN to which the port 
belongs when its link type is access. 


8. Associate the hybrid port 
with the specified 
protocol-based VLAN. 


port hybrid protocol-vlan vlan 
vlan-id { protocol-index [ to 
protocol-end ] | all } 


By default, a port is not associated with 
any protocol-based VLANs. 


 


Command reference 


display ip-subnet-vlan interface 


Use display ip-subnet-vlan interface to display IP subnet-based VLANs that are associated with the 
specified ports. 


Syntax 


display ip-subnet-vlan interface { interface-type interface-number1 [ to interface-type 
interface-number2 ] | all } 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


interface-type interface-number1: Specifies an interface by its type and number. 
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interface-type interface-number1 to interface-type interface-number2: Specifies an interface range. 


all: Displays information about IP subnet-based VLANs that are associated with all ports. 


Examples 


# Display IP subnet-based VLANs on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
<Sysname> display ip-subnet-vlan interface gigabitethernet1/0/1 


 Interface: GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


  VLAN ID   Subnet index    IP address       Subnet mask       Status 


  3         0               192.168.1.0      255.255.255.0     Active 


  4         N/A             N/A              N/A               Inactive 


  4094      65535           172.16.1.1       255.255.0.0       Inactive 


Table 43 Command output 


Field Description 


VLAN ID ID of the IP subnet-based VLAN. 


Subnet index 
Index of the IP subnet. 


If no IP subnet-based VLAN is configured, this field displays N/A. 


IP address 
IP address of the subnet. It can be an IP address or a subnet address. 


If no IP subnet address is configured for the VLAN, this field displays N/A. 


Subnet mask 
Mask of the IP subnet. 


If no subnet mask is configured for the VLAN, this field displays N/A. 


Status 


Whether the IP subnet-based VLAN has taken effect on the port: 


• Active—The IP subnet-based VLAN has taken effect. 
• Inactive—The IP subnet-based VLAN has not taken effect. For example, this field 


displays Inactive in one of the following conditions: 
 The configuration of the IP subnet-based VLAN is not complete. 
 The port does not allow the IP subnet-based VLAN. 


 


Related commands 


• display ip-subnet-vlan vlan 


• ip-subnet-vlan 


• port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan 


display ip-subnet-vlan vlan 


Use display ip-subnet-vlan vlan to display information about IP subnet-based VLANs. 


Syntax 


display ip-subnet-vlan vlan { vlan-id1 [ to vlan-id2 ] | all } 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 
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mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


vlan-id1: Specifies an IP subnet-based VLAN by its VLAN ID in the range of 1 to 4094. 


vlan-id1 to vlan-id2: Specifies a VLAN ID range. Both the vlan-id1 and the vlan-id2 arguments are in 
the range of 1 to 4094. The value for the vlan-id2 argument must be equal to or greater than the value 
for the vlan-id1 argument. 


all: Specifies all IP subnet-based VLANs. 


Examples 


# Display information about all IP subnet-based VLANs. 
<Sysname> display ip-subnet-vlan vlan all 


 VLAN ID: 3 


  Subnet index      IP address      Subnet mask 


  0                 192.168.1.0     255.255.255.0 


Table 44 Command output 


Field Description 


VLAN ID ID of the IP subnet-based VLAN. 


Subnet index Index of the IP subnet. 


IP address IP address of the subnet. It can be an IP address or a subnet address. 


Subnet mask Mask of the IP subnet. 
 


Related commands 


• display ip-subnet-vlan interface 


• ip-subnet-vlan 


• port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan 


ip-subnet-vlan 


Use ip-subnet-vlan to associate a VLAN with the specified IP subnet or IP address. 


Use undo ip-subnet-vlan to remove the association. 


Syntax 


ip-subnet-vlan [ ip-subnet-index ] ip ip-address [ mask ] 


undo ip-subnet-vlan { ip-subnet-index [ to ip-subnet-end ] | all } 


Default 


A VLAN is not associated with any IP subnets or IP addresses. 


Views 


VLAN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ip-subnet-index: Specifies a beginning IP subnet index in the range of 0 to 65535. The value can be 
configured by users. It can also be automatically numbered by the system based on the order in which 
the IP subnets or IP addresses are associated with the VLAN. 


ip ip-address [ mask ]: Specifies the source IP address or network address based on which the 
subnet-based VLANs are classified in dotted decimal notation. The mask argument is the subnet mask of 
the source IP address or network address, in dotted decimal notation with a default value of 
255.255.255.0. 


to ip-subnet-end: Specifies an end IP subnet index of an IP subnet index range, in the range of 0 to 
65535. The value for the ip-subnet-end argument must be greater than or equal to the beginning IP 
subnet index. 


all: Removes all associations between the VLAN and IP subnets or IP addresses. 


Usage guidelines 


The IP subnet or IP address cannot be a multicast network segment or a multicast address. 


Examples 


# Configure VLAN 3 as an IP subnet-based VLAN and associate it with the 192.168.1.0/24 network 
segment. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vlan 3 


[Sysname-vlan3] ip-subnet-vlan ip 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 


Related commands 


• display protocol-vlan interface 


• display protocol-vlan vlan 


• port hybrid protocol-vlan 


port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan 


Use port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan to associate a port with an IP subnet-based VLAN. 


Use undo port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan to remove the association. 


Syntax 


port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan vlan vlan-id 


undo port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan { vlan vlan-id | all } 


Default 


A port is not associated with any IP subnet-based VLANs. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 
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Parameters 


vlan vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN by its ID in the range of 1 to 4094. 


all: Specifies all VLANs. 


Usage guidelines 


Only hybrid ports support this feature. 


Before you associate a port with an IP subnet-based VLAN, assign the port to the IP subnet-based 
VLAN. 


Examples 


# Associate GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 with IP subnet-based VLAN 3. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vlan 3 


[Sysname-vlan3] ip-subnet-vlan ip 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 


[Sysname-vlan3] quit 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type hybrid 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port hybrid vlan 3 untagged 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan vlan 3 


# Associate the Layer 2 aggregate interface Bridge-Aggregation 1 with the IP subnet-based VLAN 3. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] vlan 3 


[Sysname-vlan3] ip-subnet-vlan ip 192.168.1.0 255.255.255.0 


[Sysname-vlan3] quit 


[Sysname] interface bridge-aggregation 1 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] port link-type hybrid 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] port hybrid vlan 3 untagged 


[Sysname-Bridge-Aggregation1] port hybrid ip-subnet-vlan vlan 3 


Related commands 


• display ip-subnet-vlan interface 


• display ip-subnet-vlan vlan 


• ip-subnet-vlan 


New feature: MVRP 
Multiple Registration Protocol (MRP) is an attribute registration protocol used to transmit attribute values. 
Multiple VLAN Registration Protocol (MVRP) is a typical MRP application. It synchronizes VLAN 
information among devices. 


MVRP propagates local VLAN information to other devices, receives VLAN information from other 
devices, and dynamically updates local VLAN information. When the network topology changes, 
MVRP propagates and learns VLAN information again according to the new topology. 
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Configuring MVRP  


MVRP configuration task list 


Tasks at a glance 


(Required.) Enabling MVRP 


(Optional.) Configuring an MVRP registration mode 


(Optional.) Configuring MRP timers 


(Optional.) Enabling GVRP compatibility 
 


When you configure MVRP, follow these restrictions and guidelines: 


• MVRP can work with STP, RSTP, or MSTP. MVRP cannot work with other link layer topology 
protocols, including service loopback, PVST, RRPP, and Smart Link. Ports blocked by STP, RSTP, or 
MSTP can receive and send MVRP frames. 


For more information about RRPP and Smart Link, see High Availability Configuration Guide for 
10500 switches. 


• Do not configure both MVRP and remote port mirroring on a port. Otherwise, MVRP might register 
the remote probe VLAN with incorrect ports, which would cause the monitor port to receive 
undesired copies. For more information about port mirroring, see Network Management and 
Monitoring Configuration Guide for 10500 switches. 


• MVRP takes effect only on trunk ports.  


• Enabling MVRP on a Layer 2 aggregate interface takes effect on the aggregate interface and all 
Selected member ports in the link aggregation group. 


• MVRP configuration made on an aggregation group member port takes effect only after the port is 
removed from the aggregation group. 


Before configuring MVRP, make sure each MSTI is mapped to an existing VLAN on each device in the 
network. 


Enabling MVRP 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable MVRP globally. mvrp global enable 


By default, MVRP is globally 
disabled. 


For MVRP to take effect on a port, 
enable MVRP both on the port and 
globally. 


3. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view or Layer 2 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


4. Configure the port as a trunk 
port. port link-type trunk 


By default, each port is an access 
port. For more information about 
the port link-type trunk command, 
see Layer 2—LAN Switching 
Command Reference for 10500 
switches.  


5. Configure the trunk port to 
permit the specified VLANs. 


port trunk permit vlan { vlan-id-list 
| all } 


By default, a trunk port permits 
only VLAN 1. 


Make sure the trunk port permits 
all registered VLANs. 


For more information about the 
port trunk permit vlan command, 
see Layer 2—LAN Switching 
Command Reference for 10500 
switches.  


6. Enable MVRP on the port. mvrp enable 
By default, MVRP is disabled on a 
port. 


 


Configuring an MVRP registration mode 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view or Layer 2 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure an MVRP 
registration mode. 


mvrp registration { fixed | 
forbidden | normal } 


Optional. 


The default setting is normal 
registration mode.  


 


Configuring MRP timers 


To avoid frequent VLAN registrations and deregistrations, use the same MRP timers throughout the 
network. 


Each port maintains its own Periodic, Join, and LeaveAll timers, and each attribute of a port maintains a 
Leave timer. 


To configure MRP timers: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface view or Layer 2 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 


3. Configure the LeaveAll timer. mrp timer leaveall timer-value 
Optional. 


The default setting is 1000 
centiseconds.  


4. Configure the Join timer. mrp timer join timer-value 
Optional. 


The default setting is 20 
centiseconds.  


5. Configure the Leave timer. mrp timer leave timer-value 
Optional. 


The default setting is 60 
centiseconds.  


6. Configure the Periodic timer. mrp timer periodic timer-value 


Optional. 


The default setting is 100 
centiseconds. 


You can restore the Periodic timer 
to the default at any time.  


 


Table 45 shows the value ranges for Join, Leave, and LeaveAll timers and their dependencies. 


• If you set a timer to a value beyond the allowed value range, your configuration fails. You can set 
a timer by tuning the value of any other timer. The value of each timer must be an integer multiple 
of 20 centiseconds and in the range defined in Table 45. 


• When you restore the default settings for the timers, HP recommends that you restore the timers in 
the order of Join, Leave, and LeaveAll. 


Table 45 Dependencies of the Join, Leave, and LeaveAll timers 


Timer Lower limit Upper limit 


Join 20 centiseconds Half the Leave timer 


Leave Twice the Join timer LeaveAll timer 


LeaveAll Leave timer on each port 32760 centiseconds 
 


Enabling GVRP compatibility 


Enable GVRP compatibility for MVRP when the peer device supports GVRP. Then, the local end can 
receive and send both MVRP and GVRP frames. 


When you enable GVRP compatibility, follow these restrictions and guidelines: 


• GVRP compatibility enables MVRP to work with STP or RSTP, but not MSTP. 


• When the system is busy, disable the Period timer to prevent the participant from frequently 
registering or deregistering attributes. 


To enable GVRP compatibility: 
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable GVRP 
compatibility. 


mvrp gvrp-compliance 
enable 


By default, GVRP compatibility is disabled.  


 


Displaying and maintaining MVRP 


Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view. 
 


Task Command 


Display MVRP running status. display mvrp running-status [ interface interface-list ] 


Display the MVRP state of a port in a 
VLAN. 


display mvrp state interface interface-type interface-number vlan 
vlan-id 


Display MVRP statistics. display mvrp statistics [ interface interface-list ] 


Clear MVRP statistics. reset mvrp statistics [ interface interface-list ] 
 


Command reference 


display mvrp running-status 


Use display mvrp running-status to display MVRP running status. 


Syntax 


display mvrp running-status [ interface interface-list ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


interface interface-list: Specifies a range of Ethernet interfaces in the form of interface-type 
interface-number [ to interface-type interface-number ]. The interface-type interface-number argument 
represents the interface type and interface number. If you do not specify this option, the command 
displays global MVRP information and MVRP running status for all MVRP-enabled ports. 


Examples 


# Display global MVRP information and MVRP running status for all MVRP-enabled ports. 
<Sysname> display mvrp running-status 


 -------[MVRP Global Info]------- 


 Global Status     : Enabled 


 Compliance-GVRP   : False 
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 ----[GigabitEthernet1/0/1]---- 


 Config Status                  : Enabled 


 Running Status                 : Enabled 


 Join Timer                     : 20 (centiseconds) 


 Leave Timer                    : 60 (centiseconds) 


 Periodic Timer                 : 100 (centiseconds) 


 LeaveAll Timer                 : 1000 (centiseconds) 


 Registration Type              : Normal 


 Registered VLANs : 


  1(default), 2-10 


 Declared VLANs : 


  1(default), 2-10 


 Propagated VLANs : 


  1(default), 2-10 


 


 ----[GigabitEthernet1/0/2]---- 


 Config Status                  : Enabled 


 Running Status                 : Disabled 


 Join Timer                     : 20 (centiseconds) 


 Leave Timer                    : 60 (centiseconds) 


 Periodic Timer                 : 100 (centiseconds) 


 LeaveAll Timer                 : 1000 (centiseconds) 


 Registration Type              : Normal 


 Registered VLANs : 


  None 


 Declared  VLANs : 


  None 


 Propagated VLANs : 


  None 


Table 46 Command output 


Field Description 


MVRP Global Info Global MVRP information. 


Global Status 
Global MVRP status: 


• Enabled. 
• Disabled. 


Compliance-GVRP 
GVRP compatibility status: 


• True—Compatible. 
• False—Incompatible. 


----[GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ---- Interface prompt. 


Config Status 
Whether MVRP is enabled on the port: 


• Enabled. 
• Disabled. 
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Field Description 


Running Status 


Whether MVRP takes effect on the port: 


• Enabled. 
• Disabled. 


The running status of MVRP is determined by the following 
information: 


• Link state. 
• Link type. 
• Whether the port is a member of an aggregate interface. 
• MVRP enabling status of the port. 


Registration Type 


MVRP registration mode: 


• Normal. 
• Fixed. 
• Forbidden. 


Registered VLANs VLANs that the port has registered. 


Declared VLANs VLANs that the port has declared to its peer participant. 


Propagated VLANs 
VLANs that the port has learned and notified other participants on 
the same device to declare to their respective peer participants. 


 


display mvrp state 


Use display mvrp state to display the MVRP state of a port in a VLAN. 


Syntax 


display mvrp state interface interface-type interface-number vlan vlan-id 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies a port by its type and number. 


vlan vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN by its VLAN ID in the range of 1 to 4094. 


Examples 


# Display the MVRP state of GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 in VLAN 2. 
<Sysname> display mvrp state interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 vlan 2 


 MVRP state of VLAN 2 on port GE1/0/1: 


 Port                      VLAN   App-state   Reg-state 


 ------------------------ ------ ----------- ----------- 


 GE1/0/1                     2       VP          IN 
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Table 47 Command output 


Field Description 


MVRP state of VLAN 2 
on port GE1/0/1 


MVRP state of GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 in VLAN 2. 


App-state 


State of the attribute that the local participant declares to its peer participant: 


• VO—Very anxious observer. 
• VP—Very anxious passive. 
• VN—Very anxious new. 
• AN—Anxious new. 
• AA—Anxious active. 
• QA—Quiet active. 
• LA—Leaving active. 
• AO—Anxious observer. 
• QO—Quiet observer. 
• AP—Anxious passive. 
• QP—Quiet passive. 
• LO—Leaving observer. 


Reg-state 


Registration state of the attribute declared by the peer participant on the local 
participant: 


• IN—Registered. 
• LV—Previously registered, but now being unregistered. 
• MT—Not registered. 


 


display mvrp statistics 


Use display mvrp statistics to display MVRP statistics. 


Syntax 


display mvrp statistics [ interface interface-list ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


interface interface-list: Specifies a range of Ethernet interfaces in the form of interface-type 
interface-number [ to interface-type interface-number ]. The interface-type interface-number argument 
represents the interface type and interface number. If you do not specify this option, the command 
displays MVRP statistics of all MVRP-enabled ports. 


Usage guidelines 


If MVRP is disabled on the specified ports, this command does not provide any output. 
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Examples 


# Display MVRP statistics of all ports. 
<Sysname> display mvrp statistics 


 


 ----[GigabitEthernet1/0/1]---- 


 Failed Registrations        : 1 


 Last PDU Origin             : 000f-e200-0010 


 Frames Received             : 201 


  New Event Received          : 0 


  JoinIn Event Received       : 1167 


  In Event Received           : 0 


  JoinMt Event Received       : 22387 


  Mt Event Received           : 31 


  Leave Event Received        : 210 


  LeaveAll Event Received     : 63 


 Frames Transmitted          : 120 


  New Event Transmitted       : 0 


  JoinIn Event Transmitted    : 311 


  In Event Transmitted        : 0 


  JoinMt Event Transmitted    : 873 


  Mt Event Transmitted        : 11065 


  Leave Event Transmitted     : 167 


  LeaveAll Event Transmitted  : 4 


 Frames Discarded            : 0 


 


 ----[GigabitEthernet1/0/2]---- 


 Failed Registrations        : 0 


 Last PDU Origin             : 0000-0000-0000 


 Frames Received             : 0 


  New Event Received          : 0 


  JoinIn Event Received       : 0 


  In Event Received           : 0 


  JoinMt Event Received       : 0 


  Mt Event Received           : 0 


  Leave Event Received        : 0 


  LeaveAll Event Received     : 0 


 Frames Transmitted          : 0 


  New Event Transmitted       : 0 


  JoinIn Event Transmitted    : 0 


  In Event Transmitted        : 0 


  JoinMt Event Transmitted    : 0 


  Mt Event Transmitted        : 0 


  Leave Event Transmitted     : 0 


  LeaveAll Event Transmitted  : 0 


 Frames Discarded            : 0 
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Table 48 Command output 


Field Description 


----[GigabitEthernet1/0/1]---- 
Interface prompt. The statistics between the current interface 
prompt and the next interface prompt are statistics of the current 
interface.  


Failed Registrations Number of VLAN registration failures through MVRP on the local 
participant. 


Last PDU Origin Source MAC address of the last MVRPDU. 


Frames Received Number of MVRP frames received. 


New Event Received Number of New events received. 


JoinIn Event Received Number of JoinIn events received. 


In Event Received Number of In events received. 


JoinMt Event Received Number of JoinMt events received. 


Mt Event Received Number of Mt events received. 


Leave Event Received Number of Leave events received. 


LeaveAll Event Received Number of LeaveAll events received. 


Frames Transmitted Number of MVRP frames sent. 


New Event Transmitted Number of New events sent. 


JoinIn Event Transmitted Number of JoinIn events sent. 


In Event Transmitted Number of In events sent. 


JoinMt Event Transmitted Number of JoinMt events sent. 


Mt Event Transmitted Number of Mt events sent. 


Leave Event Transmitted Number of Leave events sent. 


LeaveAll Event Transmitted Number of LeaveAll events sent. 


Frames Discarded Number of MVRP frames dropped. 
 


mrp timer join 


Use mrp timer join to set the Join timer. 


Use undo mrp timer join to restore the default. 


Syntax 


mrp timer join timer-value 


undo mrp timer join 


Default 


The Join timer is 20 centiseconds. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


timer-value: Specifies the Join timer value (in centiseconds). The Join timer must meet the following 
requirements: 


• Not less than 20. 


• Less than half the Leave timer. 


• Divisible by 20. 


Examples 


# Set the Join timer to 40 centiseconds. (In this example, the Leave timer is 100 centiseconds.) 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] mrp timer join 40 


Related commands 


• display mvrp running-status 


• mrp timer leave 


mrp timer leave 


Use mrp timer leave to set the Leave timer. 


Use undo mrp timer leave to restore the default. 


Syntax 


mrp timer leave timer-value 


undo mrp timer leave 


Default 


The Leave timer is 60 centiseconds. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


timer-value: Specifies the Leave timer value (in centiseconds). The Leave timer must meet the following 
requirements: 


• Greater than two times the Join timer. 


• Less than the LeaveAll timer. 


• Divisible by 20. 
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Examples 


# Set the Leave timer to 100 centiseconds. (In this example, the Join and LeaveAll timer use their default 
settings.) 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] mrp timer leave 100 


Related commands 


• display mvrp running-status 


• mrp timer join 


• mrp timer leaveall 


mrp timer leaveall 


Use mrp timer leaveall to set the LeaveAll timer. 


Use undo mrp timer leaveall to restore the default. 


Syntax 


mrp timer leaveall timer-value 


undo mrp timer leaveall 


Default 


The LeaveAll timer is 1000 centiseconds. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameter 


timer-value: Specifies the LeaveAll timer value (in centiseconds). The LeaveAll timer must meet the 
following requirements: 


• Greater than any Leave timer on each port. 


• Not greater than 32760. 


• Divisible by 20. 


Usage guidelines 


Each time the LeaveAll timer of a port expires, all attributes of the MSTIs on the port are deregistered 
throughout the network. This type of deregistration affects a large portion of the network. Therefore, do 
not set too small a value for the LeaveAll timer. 


To keep the dynamic VLANs learned through MVRP stable, do not set the LeaveAll timer smaller than its 
default value (1000 centiseconds). 


The device randomly changes the LeaveAll timer within a certain range when the MRP participant 
restarts its LeaveAll timer. This prevents the LeaveAll timer of a particular participant from always 
expiring first. 
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Examples 


# Set the LeaveAll timer to 1500 centiseconds. (In this example, the Leave timer has been restored to the 
default.) 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] mrp timer leaveall 1500 


Related commands 


• display mvrp running-status 


• mrp timer leave 


mrp timer periodic 


Use mrp timer periodic to set the Periodic timer. 


Use undo mrp timer periodic to restore the default. 


Syntax 


mrp timer periodic timer-value 


undo mrp timer periodic 


Default 


The Periodic timer is 100 centiseconds. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


timer-value: Specifies the Periodic timer (in centiseconds), which can be 0 or 100. 


Usage guidelines 


Setting the Periodic timer to 0 disables the Periodic timer. 


Setting the Periodic timer to 100 enables the Periodic timer. The participant then sends MRP frames per 
100 centiseconds. 


Examples 


# Disable the periodic timer. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] mrp timer periodic 0 


Related commands 


display mvrp running-status 


mvrp enable 


Use mvrp enable to enable MVRP on a port. 
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Use undo mvrp enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


mvrp enable 


undo mvrp enable 


Default 


MVRP is disabled on a port. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


For MVRP to take effect on a port, make sure the following requirements are met: 


• MVRP is enabled both globally and on the port. 


• The port is in up state. 


• The link type of the port is trunk. 


• The port is not a member of an aggregation group. 


Examples 


# Enable MVRP on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] mvrp global enable 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] port link-type trunk 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] mvrp enable 


Related commands 


display mvrp running-status 


mvrp global enable 


Use mvrp global enable to enable MVRP globally. 


Use undo mvrp global enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


mvrp global enable 


undo mvrp global enable 


Default 


MVRP is disabled globally. 


Views 


System view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


To make MVRP take effect on a port, enable MVRP both on the port and globally. 


Examples 


# Enable MVRP globally. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] mvrp global enable 


Related commands 


display mvrp running-status 


mvrp gvrp-compliance enable 


Use mvrp gvrp-compliance enable to enable GVRP compatibility. 


Use undo mvrp gvrp-compliance enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


mvrp gvrp-compliance enable 


undo mvrp gvrp-compliance enable 


Default 


GVRP compatibility is disabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


When you enable GVRP compatibility, the device can receive and send both MVRP and GVRP frames. 


Examples 


# Enable GVRP compatibility. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] mvrp gvrp-compliance enable 


Related commands 


display mvrp running-status 


mvrp registration 


Use mvrp registration to set the MVRP registration mode on a port. 


Use undo mvrp registration to restore the default. 
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Syntax 


mvrp registration { fixed | forbidden | normal } 


undo mvrp registration 


Default 


The MVRP registration mode is normal. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


fixed: Specifies the fixed registration mode. 


forbidden: Specifies the forbidden registration mode. 


normal: Specifies the normal registration mode. 


Examples 


# Set the MVRP registration mode to fixed on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] mvrp registration fixed 


Related commands 


display mvrp running-status 


reset mvrp statistics 


Use reset mvrp statistics to clear MVRP statistics of ports. 


Syntax 


reset mvrp statistics [ interface interface-list ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


interface interface-list: Specifies a range of Ethernet interfaces in the form of interface-type 
interface-number [ to interface-type interface-number ]. The interface-type interface-number argument 
represents the interface type and interface number. If you do not specify this option, the command 
clears MVRP statistics of all ports. 


Examples 


# Clear MVRP statistics of all ports. 
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<Sysname> reset mvrp statistics 


Related commands 


display mvrp statistics 


New feature: PVST 
In an STP- or RSTP-enabled LAN, all bridges share one spanning tree. Traffic from all VLANs is 
forwarded along the spanning tree, and ports cannot be blocked on a per-VLAN basis to prune loops. 


PVST allows every VLAN to have its own spanning tree, which increases usage of links and bandwidth. 
Because each VLAN runs STP or RSTP independently, a spanning tree only serves its VLAN. 


A PVST-enabled HP device can communicate with a third-party device that is running Rapid PVST or 
PVST. The PVST-enabled HP device supports fast network convergence like RSTP when connected to 
PVST-enabled HP devices or third-party devices enabled with Rapid PVST. 


A port's link type determines the type of BPDUs the port sends. 


• An access port sends STP BPDUs. 


• A trunk or hybrid port sends STP BPDUs in VLAN 1 and sends PVST BPDUs in other VLANs. 


Configuring PVST  


Setting the spanning tree mode 


The spanning tree modes include: 


• STP mode—All ports of the device send STP BPDUs. Select this mode when the peer device of a 
port supports only STP.  


• RSTP mode—All ports of the device send RSTP BPDUs. A port in this mode automatically transits to 
the STP mode when it receives STP BPDUs from the peer device. A port in this mode does not 
transit to the MSTP mode when it receives MSTP BPDUs from the peer device.  


• PVST mode—All ports of the device send PVST BPDUs. Each VLAN maintains a spanning tree. In a 
network, the amount of spanning trees maintained by all devices equals the number of 
PVST-enabled VLANs multiplied by the number of PVST-enabled ports. If the amount of spanning 
trees exceeds the capacity of the network, device CPUs will be overloaded. Packet forwarding is 
interrupted, and the network becomes unstable. The maximum number of spanning trees that a 
device can maintain is 254. 


• MSTP mode—All ports of the device send MSTP BPDUs. A port in this mode automatically transits 
to the STP mode when receiving STP BPDUs from the peer device. A port in this mode does not 
transit to the RSTP mode when receiving RSTP BPDUs from the peer device.  


The MSTP mode is compatible with the RSTP mode, and the RSTP mode is compatible with the STP 
mode.  


Compatibility of the PVST mode depends on the link type of a port. 


• On an access port, the PVST mode is compatible with other spanning tree modes in all VLANs. 


• On a trunk port or hybrid port, the PVST mode is compatible with other spanning tree modes only 
in VLAN 1.  


To set the spanning tree mode: 
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Set the spanning tree mode. stp mode { mstp | pvst | rstp | stp } The default setting is the 
MSTP mode. 


 


Configuring the root bridge or a secondary root bridge 


You can have the spanning tree protocol determine the root bridge of a spanning tree through 
calculation. You can also specify a device as the root bridge or as a secondary root bridge. 


A device has independent roles in different spanning trees. It can act as the root bridge in one spanning 
tree and as a secondary root bridge in another. However, one device cannot be the root bridge and a 
secondary root bridge in the same spanning tree. 


A spanning tree can have only one root bridge. If multiple devices can be selected as the root bridge in 
a spanning tree, the device with the lowest MAC address is selected. 


When the root bridge of an instance fails or is shut down and no new root bridge is specified, the 
following events occur: 


• If you specify only one secondary root bridge, it becomes the root bridge. 


• If you specify multiple secondary root bridges for the instance, the secondary root bridge with the 
lowest MAC address is given priority. 


• If you do not specify a secondary root bridge, a new root bridge is calculated. 


You can specify one root bridge for each spanning tree, regardless of the device priority settings. Once 
you specify a device as the root bridge or a secondary root bridge, you cannot change its priority.  


You can configure a device as the root bridge by setting the device priority to 0.  


Configuring the current device as the root bridge of a specific spanning tree 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Configure the current 
device as the root 
bridge. 


• In STP/RSTP mode: 
stp root primary 


• In PVST mode: 
stp vlan vlan-id-list root primary 


• In MSTP mode: 
stp [ instance instance-list ] root primary 


By default, a device does not 
function as the root bridge. 


 


Configuring the current device as a secondary root bridge of a specific spanning tree 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


2. Configure the current 
device as a secondary root 
bridge. 


• In STP/RSTP mode: 
stp root secondary 


• In PVST mode: 
stp vlan vlan-id-list root secondary 


• In MSTP mode: 
stp [ instance instance-list ] root 
secondary 


By default, a device does not 
function as a secondary root 
bridge. 


 


Configuring the device priority 


Device priority is a factor in calculating the spanning tree. The priority of a device determines whether 
the device can be elected as the root bridge of a spanning tree. A lower value indicates a higher 
priority. You can set the priority of a device to a low value to specify the device as the root bridge of the 
spanning tree. A spanning tree device can have different priorities in different spanning trees. 


During root bridge selection, if all devices in a spanning tree have the same priority, the one with the 
lowest MAC address is selected. You cannot change the priority of a device after it is configured as the 
root bridge or as a secondary root bridge.  


To configure the priority of a device in a specified MSTI: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Configure the priority of 
the current device. 


• In STP/RSTP mode: 
stp priority priority 


• In PVST mode: 
stp vlan vlan-id-list priority priority 


• In MSTP mode: 
stp [ instance instance-list ] priority 
priority 


The default setting is 32768. 


 


Configuring the network diameter of a switched network 


Any two terminal devices in a switched network can reach each other through a specific path, and there 
are a series of devices on the path. The switched network diameter is the maximum number of devices 
on the path for an edge device to reach another one in the switched network through the root bridge. 
The network diameter indicates the network size. The bigger the diameter, the larger the network size. 


Based on the network diameter you configured, the system automatically sets an optimal hello time, 
forward delay, and max age for the device.  


In STP, RSTP, or MSTP mode, each MST region is considered a device. The configured network diameter 
takes effect only on the CIST (or the common root bridge) but not on other MSTIs.  


In PVST mode, the configured network diameter takes effect only on the root bridges of the specified 
VLANs. 


To configure the network diameter of a switched network: 
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Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Configure the network 
diameter of the switched 
network. 


• In STP/RSTP/MSTP mode: 
stp bridge-diameter diameter 


• In PVST mode: 
stp vlan vlan-id-list bridge-diameter 
diameter 


The default setting is 7. 


 


Setting spanning tree timers 


The following timers are used for spanning tree calculation: 


• Forward delay—Delay time for port state transition. To prevent temporary loops on a network, the 
spanning tree feature sets an intermediate port state (the learning state) before it transits from the 
discarding state to the forwarding state. The feature also requires that the port transit its state after 
a forward delay timer to make sure the state transition of the local port stays synchronized with the 
peer.  


• Hello time—Interval at which the device sends configuration BPDUs to detect link failures. If the 
device receives no configuration BPDUs within the timeout period, it recalculates the spanning tree. 
The formula for calculating the timeout period is timeout period = timeout factor × 3 × hello time. 


• Max age—In the CIST of an MSTP network, the device uses the max age timer to determine 
whether a configuration BPDU received by a port has expired. If it has, a new spanning tree 
calculation process starts. The max age timer does not take effect on other MSTIs except the CIST.  


To ensure a fast topology convergence, make sure the timer settings meet the following formulas: 


• 2 × (forward delay – 1 second) ≥ max age 


• Max age ≥ 2 × (hello time + 1 second) 


HP recommends not manually setting the spanning tree timers. HP recommends that you specify the 
network diameter and letting spanning tree protocols automatically calculate the timers based on the 
network diameter. If the network diameter uses the default value, the timers also use their default values. 


Set the timers only on the root bridge. The timer settings on the root bridge apply to all devices on the 
entire switched network. 


Configuration restrictions and guidelines 


• The length of the forward delay timer is related to the network diameter of the switched network. 
The larger the network diameter is, the longer the forward delay time should be. HP recommends 
that you use the automatically calculated value because inappropriate forward delay setting might 
cause temporary redundant paths or increase the network convergence time. 


• An appropriate hello time setting enables the device to promptly detect link failures on the network 
without using excessive network resources. If the hello time is too long, the device mistakes packet 
loss for a link failure and triggers a new spanning tree calculation process. If the hello time is too 
short, the device frequently sends the same configuration BPDUs, which wastes device and 
network resources. HP recommends that you use the automatically calculated value. 


• If the max age timer is too short, the device frequently begins spanning tree calculations and might 
mistake network congestion as a link failure. If the max age timer is too long, the device might fail 
to promptly detect link failures and quickly launch spanning tree calculations, reducing the 
auto-sensing capability of the network. HP recommends that you use the automatically calculated 
value. 
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Configuration procedure 
To set the spanning tree timers: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Set the forward delay 
timer. 


• In STP/RSTP/MSTP mode: 
stp timer forward-delay time 


• In PVST mode: 
stp vlan vlan-id-list timer 
forward-delay time 


The default setting is 15 seconds.  


3. Set the hello timer. 


• In STP/RSTP/MSTP mode: 
stp timer hello time 


• In PVST mode: 
stp vlan vlan-id-list timer hello 
time 


The default setting is 2 seconds.  


4. Set the max age timer. 


• In STP/RSTP/MSTP mode: 
stp timer max-age time 


• In PVST mode: 
stp vlan vlan-id-list timer max-age 
time 


The default setting is 20 seconds. 


 


Configuring path costs of ports 


When the path cost of a port changes, the system recalculates the role of the port and initiates a state 
transition. 


To configure the path cost of a port: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet or 
aggregate interface view. interface interface-type interface-number N/A 


3. Configure the path cost of the 
ports. 


• In STP/RSTP mode: 
stp cost cost 


• In PVST mode: 
stp vlan vlan-id-list cost cost 


• In MSTP mode: 
stp [ instance instance-list ] cost cost 


By default, the system 
automatically calculates the 
path cost of each port. 


 


Configuring the port priority 


The priority of a port is a factor that determines whether the port can be elected as the root port of a 
device. If all other conditions are the same, the port with the highest priority is elected as the root port. 


On a spanning tree device, a port can have different priorities and play different roles in different 
spanning trees. As a result, data of different VLANs can be propagated along different physical paths, 
implementing per-VLAN load balancing. You can set port priority values based on the actual 
networking requirements. 
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When the priority of a port changes, the system recalculates the port role and initiates a state transition. 


To configure the priority of a port: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet or 
aggregate interface view. interface interface-type interface-number N/A 


3. Configure the port priority. 


• In STP/RSTP mode: 
stp port priority priority 


• In PVST mode: 
stp vlan vlan-id-list port priority priority 


• In MSTP mode: 
stp [ instance instance-list ] port priority 
priority 


The default setting is 128 
for all ports. 


 


Enabling outputting port state transition information 


In a large-scale spanning tree network, you can enable devices to output the port state transition 
information. Then, you can monitor the port states in real time. 


To enable outputting port state transition information: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable outputting port state 
transition information. 


• In STP/RSTP mode: 
stp port-log instance 0 


• In PVST mode: 
stp port-log vlan vlan-id-list 


• In MSTP mode: 
stp port-log { all | instance instance-list 
} 


By default, this feature is 
enabled. 


 


Enabling the spanning tree feature 


You must enable the spanning tree feature for the device before any other spanning tree related 
configurations can take effect. In STP, RSTP, or MSTP mode, make sure the spanning tree feature is 
enabled globally and on the desired ports. In PVST mode, make sure the spanning tree feature is 
enabled globally, in the desired VLANs, and on the desired ports. 


To exclude specific ports from spanning tree calculation and save CPU resources, disable the spanning 
tree feature for these ports with the undo stp enable command. Make sure no loops occur in the network 
after you disable the spanning tree feature on these ports. 


Enabling the spanning tree feature in PVST mode 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


2. Enable the spanning tree 
feature. stp global enable 


By default, the spanning tree 
feature is disabled globally. 


3. Enable the spanning tree 
feature in VLANs. stp vlan vlan-id-list enable By default, the spanning tree 


feature is enabled in VLANs. 


4. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet or 
aggregate interface view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 


5. Enable the spanning tree 
feature on the port. stp enable By default, the spanning tree 


feature is enabled on all ports. 
 


Command reference 


New command: stp vlan enable 


Use stp vlan enable to enable the spanning tree feature for VLANs. 


Use undo stp enable to disable the spanning tree feature for VLANs. 


Syntax 


stp vlan vlan-id-list enable 


undo stp vlan vlan-id-list enable 


Default 


The spanning tree feature is enabled in VLANs. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


vlan vlan-id-list: Specifies a space-separated list of up to 10 VLAN items. Each item specifies a VLAN or 
a range of VLANs in the form of vlan-id1 [ to vlan-id2 ]. The value for vlan-id2 must be equal to or 
greater than the value for vlan-id1. The value range for the vlan-id argument is 1 to 4094. If you do not 
specify any VLAN, this command globally enables or disables the spanning tree feature (VLANs are not 
included). 


Usage guidelines 


When you enable the spanning tree feature, the device operates in STP, RSTP, PVST, or MSTP mode, 
depending on the spanning tree mode setting. 


When you enable the spanning tree feature, the device dynamically maintains the spanning tree status 
of VLANs, based on received configuration BPDUs. When you disable the spanning tree feature, the 
device stops maintaining the spanning tree status. 


Examples 


# In PVST mode, globally enable the spanning tree feature and then enable the spanning tree feature 
for VLAN 2. 
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<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] stp mode pvst 


[Sysname] stp global enable 


[Sysname] stp vlan 2 enable 


Modified command: stp mode 


Old syntax 


stp mode { mstp | rstp | stp } 


New syntax 


stp mode { mstp | pvst | rstp | stp } 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


The pvst keyword was added to the stp mode command. The pvst keyword configures the spanning tree 
device to operate in PVST mode. 


Other modified commands 


The optional keyword vlan vlan-id-list was added to the following commands: 


• display stp 


• display stp history 


• display stp tc 


• stp bridge-diameter 


• stp cost 


• stp port priority 


• stp port-log 


• stp priority 


• stp root primary 


• stp root secondary 


• stp timer forward-delay 


• stp timer hello 


• stp timer max-age 
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New feature: 6PE 
IPv6 provider edge (6PE) is a transition technology that uses MPLS to connect sparsely populated IPv6 
networks through an existing IPv4 backbone network. It is an efficient solution for ISP IPv4/MPLS 
networks to provide IPv6 traffic switching capability.  


Figure 56 Network diagram for 6PE 


 
 


6PE mainly performs the following operations: 


• 6PE assigns a label to IPv6 routing information received from a CE router, and sends the labeled 
IPv6 routing information to the peer 6PE device through an MP-BGP session. The peer 6PE device 
then forwards the IPv6 routing information to the attached customer site.  


• 6PE provides tunnels over the IPv4 backbone so the IPv4 backbone can forward packets for IPv6 
networks. The tunnels can be GRE tunnels, MPLS LSPs, or MPLS TE tunnels. 


• Upon receiving an IPv6 packet, 6PE adds an inner tag (corresponding to the IPv6 packet) and 
then an outer tag (corresponding to the public network tunnel) to the IPv6 packet. Devices in the 
IPv4 backbone network forwards the packet based on the outer tag. When the peer 6PE device 
receives the packet, it removes the outer and inner tags and forwards the original IPv6 packet to 
the attached customer site.  


To implement exchange of IPv6 routing information, you can configure IPv6 static routing, an IPv6 IGP 
protocol, or IPv6 BGP between CE and 6PE devices.  


For more information about MPLS, MPLS TE, CE, and P (Provider), see MPLS Configuration Guide for 
10500 switches. For more information about GRE, see Layer 3—IP Services Configuration Guide for 
10500 switches.  


Configuring basic 6PE 


Before you configure 6PE, perform the following tasks: 


• Establish tunnels in the IPv4 backbone network (see Layer 3—IP Services Configuration Guide). 


• Configure basic MPLS on 6PE devices (see MPLS Configuration Guide). 


• Configure BGP on 6PE devices so that they can advertise tagged IPv6 routing information through 
BGP sessions. The following describes only BGP configurations on 6PE devices.  


To configure basic 6PE: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter BGP view. bgp as-number N/A 


IPv6 network
Customer site


CE


6PE 6PE 


P


IPv4/MPLS network


IBGP


CE


IPv6 network
Customer site
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Step Command Remarks 


3. Specify a 6PE peer or peer 
group and its AS number. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } as-number as-number 


No 6PE peer is specified by 
default.  


4. Enter BGP IPv6 unicast 
address family view. address-family ipv6 [ unicast ] N/A 


5. Enable BGP to exchange 
IPv6 unicast routing 
information with the 6PE 
peer or peer group. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } enable 


This feature is disabled by 
default. 


6. Enable BGP to exchange 
labeled IPv6 routes with the 
6PE peer or peer group. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } label-route-capability 


This feature is disabled by 
default. 


 


Configuring optional 6PE capabilities 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter BGP view. bgp as-number N/A 


3. Enter BGP IPv6 unicast 
address family view. address-family ipv6 [ unicast ] N/A 


4. Advertise COMMUNITY 
attribute to the 6PE peer or 
peer group. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } advertise-community 


By default, the COMMUNITY 
attribute is not advertised. 


5. Advertise extended 
community attribute to the 
6PE peer or peer group. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } 
advertise-ext-community 


By default, the extended 
community attribute is not 
advertised. 


6. Allow the local AS number to 
appear in routes from the 6PE 
peer or peer group and 
specify the repeat times. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } allow-as-loop 
[ number ] 


By default, the local AS number 
is not allowed to appear in 
routes from the 6PE peer or 
peer group. 


7. Specify an AS path list to filter 
routes advertised to or 
received from the 6PE peer or 
peer group. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } as-path-acl 
as-path-acl-number { export | import } 


By default, no AS path list is 
specified. 


8. Specify an IPv6 ACL to filter 
routes advertised to or 
received from the 6PE peer or 
peer group. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } filter-policy 
acl6-number { export | import } 


By default, no ACL is specified.  


9. Specify an IPv6 prefix list to 
filter routes advertised to or 
received from the 6PE peer or 
peer group. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } prefix-list 
ipv6-prefix-name { export | import } 


By default, no IPv6 prefix list is 
specified. 


10. Specify a routing policy to 
filter routes advertised to or 
received from the 6PE peer or 
peer group. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } route-policy 
route-policy-name { export | import } 


By default, no routing policy is 
specified.  
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Step Command Remarks 


11. Advertise a default route to 
the 6PE peer or peer group. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } 
default-route-advertise [ route-policy 
route-policy-name ] 


By default, no default route is 
advertised.  


12. Save all routes from the 6PE 
peer or peer group. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } keep-all-routes 


By default, routes from a peer 
or peer group are not saved. 


13. Configure BGP updates sent 
to the 6PE peer or peer group 
to carry only the public AS 
number. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } public-as-only 


By default, this feature is not 
configured. 


14. Specify the maximum number 
of routes that BGP can receive 
from the 6PE peer or peer 
group. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } route-limit 
prefix-number [ { alert-only discard | 
reconnect reconnect-time } | 
percentage-value ] * 


By default, the number of routes 
that a router can receive from 
the 6PE peer or peer group is 
not limited.  


15. Specify a preferred value for 
routes received from the 6PE 
peer or peer group. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } preferred-value value 


By default, the preferred value 
is 0. 


16. Configure the device as a 
route reflector and the 6PE 
peer or peer group as a 
client. 


peer { group-name | ip-address 
[ mask-length ] } reflect-client 


By default, no route reflector or 
client is configured.  


17. Return to user view.  return N/A 


18. Display information about the 
6PE peer or peer group. 


display bgp peer ipv6 [ unicast ] 
[ ip-address mask-length | 
{ ip-address | group-name 
group-name } log-info | [ ip-address ] 
verbose ] 


Available in any view. 


19. Display routing information 
advertised to or received from 
the 6PE peer or peer group. 


display bgp routing-table ipv6 
[ unicast ] peer ip-address 
{ advertised-routes | received-routes } 
[ network-address prefix-length | 
statistics ] 


Available in any view. 


20. Perform soft reset on the 
inbound or outbound BGP 
6PE connection. 


refresh bgp ip-address [ mask-length ] 
{ export | import } ipv6 [ unicast ] Available in user view. 


21. Reset a BGP 6PE connection. reset bgp ip-address [ mask-length ] 
ipv6 [ unicast ] 


Available in user view. 


 


New feature: DHCPv6 relay agent 


Overview 


A DHCPv6 client usually uses a multicast address to contact the DHCPv6 server on the local link to 
obtain an IPv6 address and other configuration parameters. As shown in Figure 57, if the DHCPv6 
server resides on another subnet, the DHCPv6 clients need a DHCPv6 relay agent to contact the server. 
The relay agent feature avoids deploying a DHCP server on each subnet. 
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Figure 57 Typical DHCPv6 relay agent application 


 
 


As shown in Figure 58, a DHCPv6 client obtains an IPv6 address and other network configuration 
parameters from a DHCPv6 server through a DHCPv6 relay agent. The following example uses rapid 
assignment to describe the process: 


• The DHCPv6 client sends a Solicit message containing the Rapid Commit option to the multicast 
address FF02::1:2 of all the DHCPv6 servers and relay agents. 


• After receiving the Solicit message, the DHCPv6 relay agent encapsulates the message into the 
Relay Message option of a Relay-forward message, and sends the message to the DHCPv6 server. 


• After obtaining the Solicit message from the Relay-forward message, the DHCPv6 server performs 
the following tasks: 


 Selects an IPv6 address and other required parameters. 


 Adds them to a reply that is encapsulated within the Relay Message option of a Relay-reply 
message. 


 Sends the Relay-reply message to the DHCPv6 relay agent. 


• The DHCPv6 relay agent obtains the reply from the Relay-reply message and sends the reply to the 
DHCPv6 client.  


• The DHCPv6 client uses the IPv6 address and other network parameters assigned by the DHCPv6 
server to complete network configuration. 


Figure 58 Operating process of a DHCPv6 relay agent 
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DHCPv6 relay agent configuration task list 


Tasks at a glance 


(Required.) Enabling the DHCPv6 relay agent on an interface 


(Required.) Specifying DHCPv6 servers on the relay agent 


(Optional.) Setting the DSCP value for DHCPv6 packets sent by the DHCPv6 relay agentSetting the DSCP value 
for DHCPv6 packets sent by the DHCPv6 relay agent 


 


Enabling the DHCPv6 relay agent on an interface 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Enable DHCPv6 relay agent 
on the interface. ipv6 dhcp select relay 


By default, the DHCPv6 relay agent 
is disabled on the interface. 


Do not enable the DHCPv6 relay 
agent and DHCPv6 client on the 
same interface. 


 


Specifying DHCPv6 servers on the relay agent 


You can use the ipv6 dhcp relay server-address command to specify a maximum of eight DHCPv6 
servers on the DHCP relay agent interface. The DHCPv6 relay agent forwards DHCP requests to all the 
specified DHCPv6 servers. 


To specify a DHCPv6 server on a relay agent: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 


3. Specify a DHCPv6 server. 
ipv6 dhcp relay server-address 
ipv6-address [ interface 
interface-type interface-number ] 


By default, no DHCPv6 server is 
specified. 


If a DHCPv6 server address is a 
link-local address or multicast 
address, you must specify an 
outgoing interface by using the 
interface keyword in this command. 
Otherwise, DHCPv6 packets might 
fail to reach the DHCPv6 server. 
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Setting the DSCP value for DHCPv6 packets sent by the DHCPv6 relay 
agent 


The DSCP value of a packet specifies the priority level of the packet and affects the transmission priority 
of the packet. 


To set the DSCP value for DHCPv6 packets sent by the DHCPv6 relay agent: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Set the DSCP value for 
DHCPv6 packets sent by the 
DHCPv6 relay agent. 


ipv6 dhcp dscp dscp-value The default DSCP value is 56. 


 


Displaying and maintaining the DHCPv6 relay agent 


Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view. 
 


Task Command 


Display the DUID of the local device. display ipv6 dhcp duid 


Display DHCPv6 server addresses 
specified on the DHCPv6 relay agent. 


display ipv6 dhcp relay server-address [ interface interface-type 
interface-number ] 


Display packet statistics on the DHCPv6 
relay agent. 


display ipv6 dhcp relay statistics [ interface interface-type 
interface-number ] 


Clear packets statistics on the DHCPv6 
relay agent. 


reset ipv6 dhcp relay statistics [ interface interface-type 
interface-number ] 


 


DHCPv6 relay agent configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 59, configure the DHCPv6 relay agent on Switch A to relay DHCPv6 packets 
between DHCPv6 clients and the DHCPv6 server. 


Switch A acts as the gateway of network 1::/64. It sends RA messages to notify the hosts to obtain IPv6 
addresses and other configuration parameters through DHCPv6. For more information about RA 
messages, see "Configuring basic IPv6 settings." 
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Figure 59 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


# Specify IPv6 addresses for VLAN-interface 2 and VLAN-interface 3. 
<SwitchA> system-view 


[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 address 2::1 64 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] quit 


[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 3 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] ipv6 address 1::1 64 


# Disable RA message suppression on VLAN-interface 3. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] undo ipv6 nd ra halt 


# Set the M flag to 1 in RA advertisements to be sent on VLAN-interface 3. Hosts that receive the RA 
advertisements will obtain IPv6 addresses through DHCPv6. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] ipv6 nd autoconfig managed-address-flag 


# Set the O flag to 1 in RA advertisements to be sent on VLAN-interface 3. Hosts that receive the RA 
advertisements will obtain information other than IPv6 address through DHCPv6. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] ipv6 nd autoconfig other-flag 


# Enable the DHCPv6 relay agent on VLAN-interface 3 and specify the DHCPv6 server on the relay 
agent. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] ipv6 dhcp select relay 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] ipv6 dhcp relay server-address 2::2 


Verifying the configuration 


# Display DHCPv6 server address information on Switch A. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] display ipv6 dhcp relay server-address 


Interface: Vlan-interface3 


 Server address                             Outgoing Interface 


 2::2 


# Display packet statistics on the DHCPv6 relay agent. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface3] display ipv6 dhcp relay statistics 


Packets dropped               :  0 


DHCPv6 serverSwitch A
DHCPv6 relay agent


DHCPv6 client DHCPv6 client


DHCPv6 clientDHCPv6 client


Vlan-int2
2::1/64


Vlan-int3
1::1/64


2::2/64
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Packets received              :  14 


    Solicit                   :  0 


    Request                   :  0 


    Confirm                   :  0 


    Renew                     :  0 


    Rebind                    :  0 


    Release                   :  0 


    Decline                   :  0 


    Information-request       :  7 


    Relay-forward             :  0 


    Relay-reply               :  7 


Packets sent                  :  14 


    Advertise                 :  0 


    Reconfigure               :  0 


    Reply                     :  7 


    Relay-forward             :  7 


    Relay-reply               :  0 


Command reference 


display ipv6 dhcp relay server-address 


Use display ipv6 dhcp relay server-address to display DHCPv6 server addresses specified on the 
DHCPv6 relay agent. 


Syntax 


display ipv6 dhcp relay server-address [ interface interface-type interface-number ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. If you do not 
specify an interface, this command displays DHCPv6 server addresses on all interfaces enabled with 
DHCPv6 relay agent. 


Examples 


# Display DHCPv6 server addresses on all interfaces enabled with DHCPv6 relay agent. 
<Sysname> display ipv6 dhcp relay server-address 


Interface: Vlan-interface2 


 Server address                             Outgoing Interface 


 2::3 


 3::4                                       Vlan-interface4      
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Interface: Vlan-interface3 


 Server address                             Outgoing Interface 


 2::3 


 3::4                                       Vlan-interface4    


# Display DHCPv6 server addresses on VLAN-interface 2. 
<Sysname> display ipv6 dhcp relay server-address interface vlan-interface 2 


Interface: Vlan-interface2 


 Server address                             Outgoing Interface 


 2::3 


 3::4                                       Vlan-interface4      


Table 49 Command output 


Field Description 


Server address DHCPv6 server address specified on the DHCP relay agent. 


Outgoing Interface 
Output interface of DHCPv6 packets. If no output interface is specified, 
the device searches the routing table for the output interface. 


 


Related commands 


• ipv6 dhcp relay server-address 


• ipv6 dhcp select 


display ipv6 dhcp relay statistics 


Use display ipv6 dhcp relay statistics to display DHCPv6 packet statistics on the DHCPv6 relay agent. 


Syntax 


display ipv6 dhcp relay statistics [ interface interface-type interface-number ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. If you do not 
specify an interface, this command displays DHCPv6 packets statistics on all interfaces enabled with 
DHCPv6 relay agent. 


Examples 


# Display DHCPv6 packet statistics on all interfaces enabled with DHCPv6 relay agent. 
<Sysname> display ipv6 dhcp relay statistics 


Packets dropped               :  4 


Packets received              :  14 
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    Solicit                   :  0 


    Request                   :  0 


    Confirm                   :  0 


    Renew                     :  0 


    Rebind                    :  0 


    Release                   :  0 


    Decline                   :  0 


    Information-request       :  7 


    Relay-forward             :  0 


    Relay-reply               :  7 


Packets sent                  :  14 


    Advertise                 :  0 


    Reconfigure               :  0 


    Reply                     :  7 


    Relay-forward             :  7 


    Relay-reply               :  0 


# Display DHCPv6 packet statistics on the DHCPv6 relay agent on VLAN-interface 2. 
<Sysname> display ipv6 dhcp relay statistics interface vlan-interface 2 


Packets dropped               :  4 


Packets received              :  16 


    Solicit                   :  0 


    Request                   :  0 


    Confirm                   :  0 


    Renew                     :  0 


    Rebind                    :  0 


    Release                   :  0 


    Decline                   :  0 


    Information-request       :  8 


    Relay-forward             :  0 


    Relay-reply               :  8 


Packets sent                  :  16 


    Advertise                 :  0 


    Reconfigure               :  0 


    Reply                     :  8 


    Relay-forward             :  8 


    Relay-reply               :  0 


Table 50 Command output 


Field Description 


Packets dropped Number of discarded packets. 


Packets received Number of received packets. 


Solicit Number of received solicit packets. 


Request Number of received request packets. 


Confirm Number of received confirm packets. 


Renew Number of received renew packets. 


Rebind Number of received rebind packets. 
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Field Description 


Release Number of received release packets. 


Decline Number of received decline packets. 


Information-request Number of received information request packets. 


Relay-forward Number of received relay-forward packets. 


Relay-reply Number of received relay-reply packets. 


Packets sent Number of sent packets. 


Advertise Number of sent advertise packets. 


Reconfigure Number of sent reconfigure packets. 


Reply Number of sent reply packets. 


Relay-forward Number of sent Relay-forward packets. 


Relay-reply Number of sent Relay-reply packets. 
 


Related commands 


reset ipv6 dhcp relay statistics 


ipv6 dhcp relay server-address 


Use ipv6 dhcp relay server-address to specify a DHCPv6 server on the DHCPv6 relay agent. 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp relay server-address to remove DHCPv6 server addresses. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp relay server-address ipv6-address [ interface interface-type interface-number ] 


undo ipv6 dhcp relay server-address [ ipv6-address [ interface interface-type interface-number ] ] 


Default 


No DHCPv6 server address is specified on the DHCPv6 relay agent. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ipv6-address: Specifies the IPv6 address of a DHCPv6 server. 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an output interface through which the relay agent 
forwards the DHCPv6 requests to the DHCPv6 server. If you do not specify an output interface, the relay 
agent looks up the routing table for an output interface. 


Usage guidelines 


Upon receiving a request from a DHCPv6 client, the interface encapsulates the request into a 
Relay-forward message and forwards the message to the specified DHCPv6 server. 
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You can specify a maximum of eight DHCPv6 servers on an interface. The DHCPv6 relay agent 
forwards DHCP requests to all the specified DHCPv6 servers. 


If the DHCPv6 server address is a link-local address or multicast address, you must specify an output 
interface. If you do not specify an output interface, DHCPv6 packets might fail to reach the DHCPv6 
server. 


If you do not specify an IPv6 address, the undo ipv6 dhcp relay server-address command removes all 
DHCPv6 server addresses specified on the interface. 


Do not enable the DHCPv6 client and the DHCPv6 relay agent on the same interface. 


Examples 


# Enable the DHCPv6 relay agent on VLAN-interface 2 and specify the DHCPv6 server address 
2001:1::3. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 2 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 dhcp select relay 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface2] ipv6 dhcp relay server-address 2001:1::3 


Related commands 


• display ipv6 dhcp relay server-address 


• ipv6 dhcp select 


reset ipv6 dhcp relay statistics 


Use reset ipv6 dhcp relay statistics to clear packets statistics on the DHCPv6 relay agent. 


Syntax 


reset ipv6 dhcp relay statistics [ interface interface-type interface-number ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. If you do not 
specify an interface, this command clears all relay agent statistics. 


Examples 


# Clear packet statistics on the DHCPv6 relay agent. 
<Sysname> reset ipv6 dhcp relay statistics 


Related commands 


display ipv6 dhcp relay statistics 
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New feature: DHCPv6 snooping 


Overview 


DHCPv6 snooping works between the DHCPv6 client and server, or between the DHCPv6 client and 
DHCPv6 relay agent. It guarantees that DHCPv6 clients obtain IP addresses from authorized DHCPv6 
servers. Also, it records IP-to-MAC bindings of DHCPv6 clients (called DHCPv6 snooping entries) for 
security purposes. 


DHCPv6 snooping does not work between the DHCPv6 server and DHCPv6 relay agent. 


DHCPv6 snooping defines trusted and untrusted ports to make sure that clients obtain IPv6 addresses 
only from authorized DHCPv6 servers. 


• Trusted—A trusted port can forward DHCPv6 messages correctly to make sure the clients get IPv6 
addresses from authorized DHCPv6 servers. 


• Untrusted—An untrusted port discards received messages sent by DHCPv6 servers to prevent 
unauthorized servers from assigning IPv6 addresses. 


DHCPv6 snooping reads DHCP-ACK messages received from trusted ports and DHCP-REQUEST 
messages to create DHCPv6 snooping entries. A DHCPv6 snooping entry includes the MAC and IP 
addresses of a client, the port that connects to the DHCPv6 client, and the VLAN. You can use the 
display ipv6 dhcp snooping binding command to display the IP addresses of users for management. 


Application of trusted and untrusted ports 


Configure ports facing the DHCPv6 server as trusted ports, and configure other ports as untrusted ports. 


As shown in Figure 60, configure the DHCPv6 snooping device's port that is connected to the DHCPv6 
server as a trusted port. The trusted port forwards response messages from the DHCPv6 server to the 
client. The untrusted port connected to the unauthorized DHCPv6 server discards incoming DHCPv6 
response messages. 


Figure 60 Trusted and untrusted ports 


 
 


Trusted


DHCPv6 server


DHCPv6 snooping


Untrusted Untrusted


Unauthorized 
DHCPv6 server


DHCPv6 client


DHCPv6 reply messages
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HP implementation of Option 18 and Option 37 


Option 18, also called the interface-ID option, is used by the DHCPv6 relay agent to determine the 
interface to use to forward RELAY-REPLY message. 


In HP implementation, the DHCPv6 snooping device adds Option 18 to the received DHCPv6 request 
message before forwarding it to the DHCPv6 server. The server then assigns IP address to the client 
based on the client information in Option 18. 


Figure 61 Option 18 format 


 
 


Figure 61 shows the Option 18 format, which includes the following fields: 


• Option code—Option code. 


• Option length—Size of the option data. 


• Port index—Port that receives the DHCPv6 request from the client.  


• VLAN ID—ID of the outer VLAN. 


• Second VLAN ID—ID of the inner VLAN. 


• DUID—DUID of the DHCPv6 client. 
 


 NOTE: 


The Second VLAN ID field is optional. If the received DHCPv6 request does not contain a second VLAN, 
Option 18 also does not contain it. 
 


DHCPv6 snooping support for Option 37 


Option 37, also called the remote-ID option, is used to identify the client. 


In HP implementation, the DHCPv6 snooping device adds Option 37 to the received DHCPv6 request 
message before forwarding it to the DHCPv6 server. This option provides client information about 
address allocation. 


Option code Option length


0 7 15 23 31


Port index VLAN ID


Second VLAN ID (option)


DUID (variable)
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Figure 62 Option 37 format 


 
 


Figure 62 shows the Option 37 format, which includes the following fields: 


• Option code—Option code. 


• Option length—Size of the option data. 


• Enterprise number—Enterprise number. 


• Port index—Port that receives the DHCPv6 request from the client.  


• VLAN ID—ID of the outer VLAN. 


• Second VLAN ID—ID of the inner VLAN. 


• DUID—DUID of the DHCPv6 client. 
 


 NOTE: 


The Second VLAN ID field is optional. If the received DHCPv6 request does not contain a second VLAN, 
Option 37 also does not contain it. 
 


DHCPv6 snooping configuration task list 


Tasks at a glance 


(Required.) Configuring basic DHCPv6 snooping 


(Optional.) Configuring Option 18 and Option 37 


(Optional.) Configuring DHCPv6 snooping entry auto backup 


(Optional.) Setting the maximum number of DHCPv6 snooping entries 


(Optional.) Configuring DHCPv6 packet rate limit 


(Optional.) Enabling DHCPv6-REQUEST check 


(Optional.) Configuring a DHCPv6 packet blocking port 
 


Configuring basic DHCPv6 snooping 


Follow these guidelines when you configure basic DHCPv6 snooping: 


• To make sure DHCPv6 clients can obtain valid IPv6 addresses, specify the ports connected to 
authorized DHCPv6 servers as trusted ports. The trusted ports and the ports connected to DHCPv6 
clients must be in the same VLAN. 


Option code Option length


0 7 15 23 31


Port index VLAN ID


Second VLAN ID (option)


DUID (variable)


Enterprise number
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• If you configure DHCPv6 snooping settings on a Layer 2 Ethernet interface that is a member port 
of a Layer 2 aggregate interface, the settings do not take effect unless the interface is removed 
from the aggregation group. 


To configure basic DHCPv6 snooping: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable DHCPv6 snooping. ipv6 dhcp snooping enable By default, DHCPv6 snooping is 
disabled. 


3. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


This interface must connect to the 
DHCPv6 server. 


4. Specify the port as a trusted 
port. ipv6 dhcp snooping trust 


By default, all ports are untrusted 
ports after DHCPv6 snooping is 
enabled. 


5. Return to system view. quit N/A 


6. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


This interface must connect to the 
DHCPv6 client. 


7. (Optional.) Enable recording 
of client information in 
DHCPv6 snooping entries. 


ipv6 dhcp snooping binding 
record 


By default, DHCPv6 snooping 
does not record client information. 


 


Configuring Option 18 and Option 37 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. 


• Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface 
view: 
interface interface-type 
interface-number 


• Enter Layer 2 aggregate 
interface view: 
interface bridge-aggregation 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Enable support for Option 
18. 


ipv6 dhcp snooping option 
interface-id enable 


By default, Option 18 is not 
supported. 


4. (Optional.) Specify the 
content as the interface ID. 


ipv6 dhcp snooping option 
interface-id [ vlan vlan-id ] string 
interface-id 


By default, the DHCPv6 snooping 
device uses its DUID as the content 
for Option 18. 


5. Enable support for Option 37. ipv6 dhcp snooping option 
remote-id enable 


By default, Option 37 is not 
supported. 


• (Optional.) Specify the content 
as the remote ID. 


ipv6 dhcp snooping option 
remote-id [ vlan vlan-id ] string 
remote-id 


By default, the DHCPv6 snooping 
device uses its DUID as the content 
for Option 37. 
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Configuring DHCPv6 snooping entry auto backup 


The auto backup feature saves DHCPv6 snooping entries to a backup file, and allows the DHCPv6 
snooping device to download the entries from the backup file at reboot. The entries on the DHCPv6 
snooping device cannot survive a reboot. The auto backup helps the security features provide services if 
these features (such as IP source guard) must use DHCPv6 snooping entries for user authentication. 
 


 IMPORTANT: 


If you disable DHCPv6 snooping with the undo ipv6 dhcp snooping enable command, the device deletes 
all DHCPv6 snooping entries, including those stored in the backup file. 
 


To configure DHCPv6 snooping entry auto backup: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Configure the DHCPv6 
snooping device to back 
up DHCPv6 snooping 
entries to a file. 


ipv6 dhcp snooping 
binding database 
filename { filename | url 
url [ username username 
[ password { cipher | 
simple } key ] ] } 


By default, the DHCPv6 snooping device does 
not back up the DHCPv6 snooping entries. 


With this command executed, the DHCPv6 
snooping device backs up DHCPv6 snooping 
entries immediately and runs auto backup. 


This command automatically creates the file if 
you specify a non-existent file. 


3. (Optional.) Manually save 
DHCPv6 snooping entries 
to the backup file. 


ipv6 dhcp snooping 
binding database update 
now 


N/A 


4. (Optional.) Set the waiting 
time after a DHCPv6 
snooping entry change for 
the DHCPv6 snooping 
device to update the 
backup file. 


ipv6 dhcp snooping 
binding database update 
interval seconds 


The default waiting time is 300 seconds. 


The waiting period starts when a DHCPv6 
snooping entry is learned, updated, or 
removed. The DHCPv6 snooping device 
updates the backup file when the specified 
waiting period is reached. All changed 
entries during the period will be saved to the 
backup file. 


If no DHCPv6 snooping entry changes, the 
backup file is not updated. 


 


Setting the maximum number of DHCPv6 snooping entries 


Perform this task to prevent the system resources from being overused. 


To set the maximum number of DHCPv6 snooping entries: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


3. Set the maximum number 
of DHCPv6 snooping 
entries for the interface to 
learn. 


ipv6 dhcp snooping 
max-learning-num number 


By default, the number of DHCPv6 
snooping entries for an interface to 
learn is not limited. 


 


Configuring DHCPv6 packet rate limit 


This DHCPv6 packet rate limit feature discards exceeding DHCPv6 packets to prevent attacks that send 
large numbers of DHCPv6 packets. 


To configure DHCPv6 packet rate limit: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Specify the maximum 
rate at which an 
interface can receive 
DHCPv6 packets. 


ipv6 dhcp snooping 
rate-limit rate 


By default, incoming DHCPv6 packets on an 
interface are not rate limited. 


You can configure this command only on 
Layer 2 Ethernet interfaces and Layer 2 
aggregate interfaces. 


If you specify the maximum rate on a Layer 2 
Ethernet interface that is a member port of a 
Layer 2 aggregate interface, the Layer 2 
Ethernet interface uses the DHCP packet 
maximum rate configured on the Layer 2 
aggregate interface. If the Layer 2 Ethernet 
interface leaves the aggregation group, it uses 
its own DHCP packet maximum rate. 


 


Enabling DHCPv6-REQUEST check 


Perform this task to use the DHCPv6-REQUEST check feature to protect the DHCPv6 server against 
DHCPv6 client spoofing attacks. Attackers can forge DHCPv6-RENEW messages to renew leases for 
legitimate DHCPv6 clients that no longer need the IP addresses. The forged messages disable the victim 
DHCPv6 server from releasing the IP addresses. Attackers can also forge DHCPv6-DECLINE or 
DHCPv6-RELEASE messages to terminate leases for legitimate DHCPv6 clients that still need the IP 
addresses. 


The DHCPv6-REQUEST check feature enables the DHCPv6 snooping device to check every received 
DHCPv6-RENEW, DHCPv6-DECLINE, or DHCPv6-RELEASE message against DHCPv6 snooping 
entries.  


• If any criterion in an entry is matched, the device compares the entry with the message 
information.  


 If they are consistent, the device considers the message valid and forwards it to the DHCPv6 
server. 


 If they are different, the device considers the message forged and discards it.  
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• If no matching entry is found, the device forwards the message to the DHCPv6 server.  


To enable DHCPv6-REQUEST check: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 


3. Enable DHCPv6-REQUEST 
check. 


ipv6 dhcp snooping check 
request-message 


By default, DHCPv6-REQUEST check is 
disabled. 


You can enable the feature only on Layer 
2 Ethernet interfaces and Layer 2 
aggregate interfaces. 


 


Configuring a DHCPv6 packet blocking port 


A DHCPv6 packet blocking port drops all incoming DHCPv6 packets. Use this feature to filter all 
incoming DHCPv6 packets on the interface where DHCP snooping features are configured. These 
packets cannot be dropped by simply applying an ACL, because the ACL rules deployed by DHCPv6 
snooping features take precedence over the ACL application. 


To configure a DHCPv6 packet blocking port: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure the port to block 
DHCPv6 packets. ipv6 dhcp snooping deny 


By default, the port does not block 
DHCPv6 packets. 


 


Displaying and maintaining DHCPv6 snooping 


Execute display commands in any view, and reset commands in user view. 
 


Task Command 


Display information about trusted ports. display ipv6 dhcp snooping trust 


Display DHCPv6 snooping entries. display ipv6 dhcp snooping binding [ address 
ipv6-address [ vlan vlan-id ] ] 


Display information about the file that stores DHCPv6 
snooping entries. 


display ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database 


Display DHCPv6 packet statistics for DHCPv6 snooping 
(in standalone mode). 


display ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics [ slot 
slot-number ] 


Display DHCPv6 packet statistics for DHCPv6 snooping 
(in IRF mode). 


display ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics 
[ chassis chassis-number slot slot-number ] 


Clear DHCPv6 snooping entries. reset ipv6 dhcp snooping binding { all | address 
ipv6-address [ vlan vlan-id ] } 
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Task Command 


Clear DHCPv6 packet statistics for DHCPv6 snooping 
(in standalone mode). 


reset ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics [ slot 
slot-number ] 


Clear DHCPv6 packet statistics for DHCPv6 snooping 
(in IRF mode). 


reset ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics [ chassis 
chassis-number slot slot-number ] 


 


DHCPv6 snooping configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 63, configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 connecting to the DHCPv6 server as a trusted 
port. Enable DHCPv6 snooping to record client information in DHCPv6 snooping entries. 


Figure 63 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


# Enable DHCPv6 snooping. 
<SwitchB> system-view 


[SwitchB] ipv6 dhcp snooping enable 


# Specify GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a trusted port. 
[SwitchB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[SwitchB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 dhcp snooping trust 


[SwitchB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Enable recording of client information in DHCPv6 snooping entries. 
[SwitchB]interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[SwitchB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] ipv6 dhcp snooping binding record 


[SwitchB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# Verify that the DHCPv6 client obtains an IPv6 address and all other configuration parameters only 
from the authorized DHCPv6 server. (Details not shown.) 


# Display DHCPv6 snooping entries on the DHCPv6 snooping device. 


GE1/0/1


Switch A
DHCPv6 server


Switch B
DHCPv6 snooping


GE1/0/2 GE1/0/3


Unauthorized 
DHCPv6 server


DHCPv6 client
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[SwitchB] display ipv6 dhcp snooping binding 


Command reference 


DHCPv6 snooping works between the DHCPv6 client and the DHCPv6 server or between the DHCPv6 
client and DHCPv6 the relay agent. DHCPv6 snooping does not work between the DHCPv6 server and 
the DHCPv6 relay agent. 


display ipv6 dhcp snooping binding 


Use display ipv6 dhcp snooping binding to display DHCPv6 snooping entries. 


Syntax 


display ipv6 dhcp snooping binding [ address ipv6-address [ vlan vlan-id ] ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


address ipv6-address: Displays the DHCPv6 snooping entry for the specified IPv6 address. 


vlan vlan-id: Specifies the ID of the VLAN where the IPv6 address resides. 


Usage guidelines 


If you do not specify any parameters, this command displays all DHCPv6 snooping entries. 


Examples 


# Display all DHCPv6 snooping entries. 
<Sysname> display ipv6 dhcp snooping binding  


1 DHCPv6 snooping entries found. 


 IPv6 address     MAC address    Lease       VLAN SVLAN Interface 


 ================ ============== =========== ==== ===== ======================== 


 2::1             00e0-fc00-0006 54          2    N/A   GigabitEthernet1/0/1 


Table 51 Command output 


Field Description 


IPv6 Address IPv6 address assigned to the DHCPv6 client. 


MAC Address MAC address of the DHCPv6 client. 


Lease Remaining lease duration in seconds. 


VLAN 


When both DHCPv6 snooping and QinQ are enabled or the DHCPv6 
packet contains two VLAN tags, this field identifies the outer VLAN tag. 
Otherwise, it identifies the VLAN where the port connecting the DHCPv6 
client resides. 
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Field Description 


SVLAN 
When both DHCPv6 snooping and QinQ are enabled or the DHCPv6 
packet contains two VLAN tags, this field identifies the inner VLAN tag. 
Otherwise, it displays N/A. 


Interface Port connecting to the DHCPv6 client. 
 


Related commands 


• ipv6 dhcp snooping binding record 


• reset ipv6 dhcp snooping binding 


display ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database 


Use display ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database to display information about DHCPv6 snooping 
entry auto backup. 


Syntax 


display ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Examples 


# Display information about DHCPv6 snooping entry auto backup. 
<Sysname> display ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database 


File name              :   database.dhcp 


Username               :    


Password               :    


Update interval        :   600 seconds 


Latest write time      :   Feb 27 18:48:04 2012 


Status                 :   Last write succeeded. 


Table 52 Command output 


Field Description 


File name Name of the DHCPv6 snooping entry backup file. 


Username Username for logging in to the remote device. 


Password Password for logging in to the remote device. This field displays ****** if a password is 
configured. 


Update interval 
Waiting time in seconds after a DHCPv6 snooping entry change for the DHCPv6 
snooping device to update the backup file. 


Latest write time Time of the latest update. 
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Field Description 


Status 


Status of the update: 


• Writing—The backup file is being updated. 
• Last write succeeded—The backup file was successfully updated. 
• Last write failed—The backup file failed to be updated. 


 


display ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics 


Use display ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics to display DHCPv6 packet statistics for DHCPv6 
snooping. 


Syntax 


In standalone mode: 


display ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics [ slot slot-number ] 


In IRF mode: 


display ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics [ chassis chassis-number slot slot-number ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


slot slot-number: Specifies a card by its slot number. If you do not specify a card, this command displays 
DHCPv6 packet statistics for the card where the command is executed. (In standalone mode.) 


chassis chassis-number slot slot-number: Specifies a card on an IRF member device or specifies a PEX. 
The chassis-number argument represents the member ID of the IRF member device or the virtual chassis 
number of the PEX. The slot-number argument represents the slot number of the card or PEX. The slot 
number is fixed at 0 for the PEX. If you do not specify a card or PEX, this command displays DHCPv6 
packet statistics for the card or PEX where the command is executed. (In IRF mode.) 


Examples 


# Display DHCPv6 packet statistics for DHCPv6 snooping. 
<Sysname> display ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics 


 DHCPv6 packets received                 : 100 


 DHCPv6 packets sent                     : 200 


 Invalid DHCPv6 packets dropped          : 0 


Related commands 


reset ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics 
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display ipv6 dhcp snooping trust 


Use display ipv6 dhcp snooping trust to display information about trusted ports. 


Syntax 


display ipv6 dhcp snooping trust 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Examples 


# Display information about trusted ports. 
<Sysname> display ipv6 dhcp snooping trust 


DHCPv6 snooping is enabled. 


 Interface                                       Trusted 


 =========================                       ============ 


 GigabitEthernet1/0/1                            Trusted 


The output shows that DHCPv6 snooping is enabled, GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 is the trusted port. 


Related commands 


ipv6 dhcp snooping trust 


ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database filename 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database filename to configure the DHCPv6 snooping device to back 
up DHCPv6 snooping entries to a file. 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database filename to disable the auto backup and remove the 
backup file. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database filename { filename | url url [ username username [ password 
{ cipher | simple } key ] ] } 


undo ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database filename 


Default 


The DHCPv6 snooping device does not back up DHCPv6 snooping entries. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 
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Parameters 


filename: Specifies the name of a local file. For information about the filename argument, see 
Fundamentals Configuration Guide. 


url url: Specifies the URL of a remote file. Do not include a username or password in the URL. Case 
sensitivity and the supported path format type vary by server. 


username username: Specifies the username for logging in to the remote device. 


cipher: Sets a ciphertext password. 


simple: Sets a plaintext password. 


key: Specifies the key string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is specified, it must be a string of 
1 to 32 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a ciphertext string of 1 to 73 characters.  


Usage guidelines 


For security purposes, all passwords, including passwords configured in plaintext, are saved in 
ciphertext. 


This command automatically creates the file if you specify a non-existent file. 


With this command executed, the DHCPv6 snooping device backs up its snooping entries immediately 
and runs auto backup. The snooping device, by default, waits 300 seconds after a DHCPv6 snooping 
entry change to update the backup file. You can use the ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database update 
interval command to change the waiting time. If no DHCPv6 snooping entry changes, the backup file is 
not updated. 


When the file is on a remote device, follow these restrictions and guidelines to specify the URL, 
username, and password: 


• If the file is on an FTP server, enter URL in the format of ftp://server address:port/file path, where 
the port number is optional. 


• If the file is on a TFTP server, enter URL in the format of tftp://server address:port/file path, where 
the port number is optional. 


• The username and password must be the same as those configured on the FTP or TFTP server. If the 
server authenticates only the username, the password can be omitted. For example, enter URL 
ftp://1.1.1.1/database.dhcp username admin at the CLI to specify the URL and username for the 
file on an FTP server. 


• If the IP address of the server is an IPv6 address, enclose the address in a pair of brackets, for 
example, ftp://[1::1]/database.dhcp. 


• You can also specify the DNS domain name for the server address field, for example, 
ftp://company/database.dhcp. 


Examples 


# Configure the DHCPv6 snooping device to back up DHCPv6 snooping entries to the file 
database.dhcp. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database filename database.dhcp 


# Configure the DHCPv6 snooping device to back up DHCPv6 snooping entries to the file 
database.dhcp in the working directory of the FTP server at 1::1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database filename url ftp://[1::1]/database.dhcp 
username 1 password simple 1 
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# Configure the DHCPv6 snooping device to back up DHCPv6 snooping entries to the file 
database.dhcp in the working directory of the TFTP server at 2::1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database filename tftp://[2::1]/database.dhcp 


Related commands 


ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database update interval 


ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database update interval 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database update interval to set the waiting time after a DHCPv6 
snooping entry change for the DHCPv6 snooping device to update the backup file. 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database update interval to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database update interval seconds 


undo ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database update interval 


Default 


The DHCPv6 snooping device waits 300 seconds after a DHCPv6 snooping entry change to update the 
backup file. If no DHCPv6 snooping entry changes, the backup file is not updated. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


seconds: Sets the waiting time in seconds, in the range of 60 to 864000. 


Usage guidelines 


When a DHCPv6 snooping entry is learned, updated, or removed, the waiting period starts. The 
DHCPv6 snooping device updates the backup file when the waiting period is reached. All snooping 
entries changed during the period will be saved to the backup file.  


The waiting time does not take effect if you do not configure the DHCPv6 snooping entry auto backup 
by using the ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database filename command. 


Examples 


# Set the waiting time to 600 seconds for the DHCPv6 snooping device to update the backup file. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database update interval 600 


Related commands 


ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database filename 
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ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database update now 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database update now to manually save DHCPv6 snooping entries to 
the backup file. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database update now 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


This command does not take effect if you do not configure the DHCPv6 snooping entry auto backup by 
using the ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database filename command. 


Examples 


# Manually save DHCPv6 snooping entries to the backup file. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database update now 


Related commands 


ipv6 dhcp snooping binding database filename 


ipv6 dhcp snooping binding record 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping binding record to enable recording of client information in DHCPv6 snooping 
entries. 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp snooping binding record to disable the feature. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping binding record 


undo ipv6 dhcp snooping binding record 


Default 


DHCPv6 snooping does not record client information. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


This command enables DHCPv6 snooping on the port directly connected to the clients to record client 
information in DHCPv6 snooping entries. 
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Examples 


# Enable recording of client information in DHCPv6 snooping entries on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname]interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 dhcp snooping binding record 


ipv6 dhcp snooping check request-message 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping check request-message to enable the DHCPv6-REQUEST check feature for the 
received DHCPv6-RENEW, DHCPv6-DECLINE, and DHCPv6-RELEASE messages. 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp snooping check request-message to disable the DHCPv6-REQUEST check feature. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping check request-message 


undo ipv6 dhcp snooping check request-message 


Default 


DHCPv6-REQUEST check is disabled. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


Use the DHCPv6-REQUEST check feature to protect the DHCPv6 server against DHCPv6 client spoofing 
attacks. The feature enables the DHCPv6 snooping device to check every received DHCPv6-RENEW, 
DHCPv6-DECLINE, or DHCPv6-RELEASE message against DHCPv6 snooping entries.  


• If any criterion in an entry is matched, the device compares the entry with the message 
information. 


 If they are consistent, the device considers the message valid and forwards it to the DHCPv6 
server. 


 If they are different, the device considers the message forged and discards it. 


• If no matching entry is found, the device forwards the message to the DHCPv6 server. 


Examples 


# Enable DHCPv6-REQUEST check. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 dhcp snooping check request-message 


ipv6 dhcp snooping deny 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping deny to configure a port as DHCPv6 packet blocking port. 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp snooping deny to restore the default. 
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Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping deny 


undo ipv6 dhcp snooping deny 


Default 


A port does not block DHCPv6 packets. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


DHCPv6 clients connected to DHCPv6 packet blocking ports cannot obtain IPv6 addresses, IPv6 
prefixes, and other configuration parameters from a DHCPv6 server. 


Do not configure a port as both a trusted port and a DHCPv6 packet blocking port. 


Examples 


# Configure Layer 2 Ethernet interface GigabitEthernet 3/0/1 as a DHCPv6 packet blocking port. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 3/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet3/0/1] ipv6 dhcp snooping deny 


ipv6 dhcp snooping enable 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping enable to enable DHCPv6 snooping. 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp snooping enable to disable DHCPv6 snooping. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping enable 


undo ipv6 dhcp snooping enable 


Default 


DHCPv6 snooping is disabled. 


Views 


System view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


Use the DHCPv6 snooping feature together with trusted port configuration. Before trusted ports are 
configured, all ports on the DHCPv6 snooping device are untrusted and discard all responses sent from 
DHCPv6 servers. 


When DHCPv6 snooping is disabled, the device forwards all responses from DHCPv6 servers. 
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Examples 


# Enable DHCPv6 snooping. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 dhcp snooping enable 


ipv6 dhcp snooping max-learning-num 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping max-learning-num to set the maximum number of DHCPv6 snooping entries 
for an interface to learn. 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp snooping max-learning-num to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping max-learning-num number 


undo ipv6 dhcp snooping max-learning-num 


Default 


The number of DHCPv6 snooping entries for an interface to learn is not limited. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


number: Sets the maximum number of DHCPv6 snooping entries for an interface to learn, in the range 
of 1 to 4294967295. 


Examples 


# Specify the Layer 2 Ethernet interface GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 to learn a maximum of 1000 DHCPv6 
snooping entries. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 dhcp snooping max-learning-num 1000 


ipv6 dhcp snooping option interface-id enable 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping option interface-id enable to enable support for the interface-ID option (also 
called Option 18). 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp snooping option interface-id enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping option interface-id enable  


undo ipv6 dhcp snooping option interface-id enable 


Default 


Option 18 is not supported. 
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Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


This command takes effect only when DHCPv6 snooping is globally enabled. 


Examples 


# Enable support for Option 18. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 dhcp snooping enable 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 dhcp snooping option interface-id enable 


Related commands 


• ipv6 dhcp snooping enable 


• ipv6 dhcp snooping option interface-id string 


ipv6 dhcp snooping option interface-id string 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping option interface-id string to specify the content as the interface ID for Option 
18. 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp snooping option interface-id string to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping option interface-id [ vlan vlan-id ] string interface-id 


undo ipv6 dhcp snooping option interface-id [ vlan vlan-id ] 


Default 


The DHCPv6 snooping device uses its DUID as the content for Option 18. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


vlan vlan-id: Specifies the VLAN where the DHCPv6 clients resides. 


interface-id: Specifies a string of 1 to 128 characters as the interface ID. 


Examples 


# Specify company001 as the interface ID. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 dhcp snooping enable 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 
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[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 dhcp snooping option interface-id enable 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 dhcp snooping option interface-id string company001 


Related commands 


• ipv6 dhcp snooping enable 


• ipv6 dhcp snooping option interface-id enable 


ipv6 dhcp snooping option remote-id enable 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping option remote-id enable to enable support for the remote-ID option (also 
called Option 37). 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp snooping option remote-id enable to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping option remote-id enable 


undo ipv6 dhcp snooping option remote-id enable 


Default 


Option 37 is not supported. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


This command takes effect only when DHCPv6 snooping is globally enabled. 


Examples 


# Enable support for Option 37. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 dhcp snooping enable 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 dhcp snooping option remote-id enable 


Related commands 


• ipv6 dhcp snooping enable 


• ipv6 dhcp snooping option remote-id string 


ipv6 dhcp snooping option remote-id string 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping option remote-id string to specify the content as the remote ID for Option 37. 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp snooping option remote-id string to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping option remote-id [ vlan vlan-id ] string remote-id 


undo ipv6 dhcp snooping option remote-id [ vlan vlan-id ] 
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Default 


The DHCPv6 snooping device uses its DUID as the content for Option 37. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


vlan vlan-id: Specifies the VLAN where the DHCPv6 clients resides. 


remote-id: Specifies the a string of 1 to 128 characters as the remote ID. 


Examples 


# Specify device001 as the remote ID. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ipv6 dhcp snooping enable 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 dhcp snooping option remote-id enable 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 dhcp snooping option remote-id string device001 


Related commands 


• ipv6 dhcp snooping enable 


• ipv6 dhcp snooping option remote-id enable 


ipv6 dhcp snooping rate-limit 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping rate-limit to specify the maximum rate at which an interface can receive 
DHCPv6 packets. 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp snooping rate-limit to remove the rate limit. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping rate-limit rate 


undo ipv6 dhcp snooping rate-limit 


Default 


Incoming DHCPv6 packets on an interface are not rate limited. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


rate: Specifies the maximum rate for an interface to receive DHCPv6 packets, in Kbps. The value range 
for this argument is 64 to 512. 
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Usage guidelines 


This command takes effect only when DHCPv6 snooping is enabled. 


The DHCPv6 packet rate limit feature enables the interface to discard DHCPv6 packets that exceed the 
maximum rate. 


If you configure this command on a Layer 2 Ethernet interface that is a member port of a Layer 2 
aggregate interface, the Layer 2 Ethernet interface uses the DHCP packet maximum rate configured on 
the Layer 2 aggregate interface. If the Layer 2 Ethernet interface leaves the aggregation group, it uses 
its own DHCP packet maximum rate. 


Examples 


# Specify GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 to receive DHCPv6 packets at a maximum rate of 64 Kbps. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 dhcp snooping rate-limit 64 


ipv6 dhcp snooping trust 


Use ipv6 dhcp snooping trust to configure a port as a trusted port. 


Use undo ipv6 dhcp snooping trust to restore the default state of a port. 


Syntax 


ipv6 dhcp snooping trust 


undo ipv6 dhcp snooping trust 


Default 


After you enable DHCPv6 snooping, all ports are untrusted. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view, Layer 2 aggregate interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


Specify the port facing the DHCP server as trusted and specify the other ports as untrusted so DHCP 
clients can obtain valid IP addresses. 


Examples 


# Specify GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 as a trusted port. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] ipv6 dhcp snooping trust 


Related commands 


display ipv6 dhcp snooping trust 
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reset ipv6 dhcp snooping binding 


Use reset ipv6 dhcp snooping binding to clear DHCPv6 snooping entries. 


Syntax 


reset ipv6 dhcp snooping binding { all | address ipv6-address [ vlan vlan-id ] } 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


address ipv6-address: Clears the DHCPv6 snooping entry for the specified IPv6 address. 


vlan vlan-id: Clears DHCPv6 snooping entries for the specified VLAN. 


all: Clears all DHCPv6 snooping entries. 


Usage guidelines 


This command applies to all slots on the device. 


Examples 


# Clear all DHCPv6 snooping entries. 
<Sysname> reset ipv6 dhcp snooping binding all 


Related commands 


display ipv6 dhcp snooping binding 


reset ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics 


Use reset ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics to clear DHCPv6 packet statistics for DHCPv6 snooping. 


Syntax 


In standalone mode: 


reset ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics [ slot slot-number ] 


In IRF mode: 


reset ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics [ chassis chassis-number slot slot-number ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


slot slot-number: Specifies a card by its slot number. If you do not specify a card, this command clears 
DHCPv6 packet statistics for the card where the command is executed. (In standalone mode.) 
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chassis chassis-number slot slot-number: Specifies a card on an IRF member device or specifies a PEX. 
The chassis-number argument represents the member ID of the IRF member device or the virtual chassis 
number of the PEX. The slot-number argument represents the slot number of the card or PEX. The slot 
number is fixed at 0 for the PEX. If you do not specify a card or PEX, this command clears DHCPv6 
packet statistics for the card or PEX where the command is executed. (In IRF mode.) 


Examples 


# Clear DHCPv6 packet statistics for DHCPv6 snooping. 
<Sysname> reset ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics 


Related commands 


display ipv6 dhcp snooping packet statistics 


New feature: IRDP 
The term router in this chapter refers to a routing-capable device. 


The term host in this chapter refers to the host that supports IRDP. For example, a host that runs the Linux 
operating system. 


Overview 


ICMP Router Discovery Protocol (IRDP), an extension of the ICMP, allows hosts to discover the IP 
addresses of neighboring routers that can be used as a default gateway to reach IP-based devices on 
other networks. 


IRDP provides the following benefits: 


• Enables hosts to track dynamic changes in router availability. 


• Is independent of any routing protocol. 


• Requires a minimal amount of manual configuration. 


IRDP operation 


IRDP uses the following types of ICMP messages: 


• Router advertisement (RA)—Sent by a router to advertise IP addresses (including the primary and 
secondary IP addresses) and preference. 


• Router solicitation (RS)—Sent by a host to request the IP addresses of routers on the subnet. 


A router periodically broadcasts or multicasts an RA message from each IRDP-enabled interface, 
advertising the IP addresses of that interface. Hosts listen for RAs to obtain the IP addresses of 
neighboring routers. Upon receiving an RA, the host adds the IP addresses in the RA to its routing table. 
The host selects the IP address with the highest preference as the default gateway. 


When a host attached to the subnet starts up, the host multicasts an RS message to request immediate 
advertisements. If the host does not receive any advertisements to the RS, it retransmits the RS several 
times. If the host does not discover the IP addresses of neighboring routers because of network problems, 
the host can still discover them from periodic RAs. 


IRDP allows hosts to discover the IP addresses of neighboring routers, but it does not suggest the best 
route to a specific destination. If a host selects a router that is not the best next hop to a specific 
destination, the router will send an ICMP redirect message to the host to provide a better route. 
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Basic concepts 


Preference of an IP address 


Every IP address advertised in RAs has a preference value. The IP address with the highest preference is 
selected as the default gateway address. 


You can specify the preference for IP addresses advertised on a router interface. 


A larger preference value represents a higher preference. The minimum preference value (-2147483648) 
indicates that the address, even though it might be advertised, is not to be used by neighboring hosts as 
a default gateway address.  


Lifetime of an IP address 


An RA contains a lifetime field that specifies the lifetime of advertised IP addresses. If no new RA for an 
IP address is received within the lifetime of the IP address, the host removes the corresponding route 
entry. 


All the IP addresses advertised by an interface have the same lifetime. 


Advertising interval 


A router interface with IRDP enabled sends out RAs at a random interval between the minimum 
advertising interval and the maximum advertising interval. This mechanism prevents the local link from 
being overloaded by a large number of RAs sent simultaneously from routers.  


HP recommends that you shorten the advertising interval on a link that suffers high packet loss rates. 


Destination address of RAs 


An RA uses either of the following destination IP addresses:  


• Broadcast address 255.255.255.255. 


• Multicast address 224.0.0.1, which identifies all hosts on the local subnet. 


By default, the destination IP address of an RA is the broadcast address. If the interface that sends RAs 
supports multicast, specify 224.0.0.1 as the destination IP address. 


Proxy-advertised IP addresses 
By default, an interface advertises its primary and secondary IP addresses. You can specify IP 
addresses of other gateways for an interface to proxy-advertise. 


Protocols and standards 


RFC 1256: ICMP Router Discovery Messages 


Configuration procedure 


To configure IRDP: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


The interface can be a Layer 3 
Ethernet interface or VLAN interface. 
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Step Command Remarks 


3. Enable IRDP on the interface. ip irdp 


By default, IRDP is disabled. 


After IRDP is enabled on an 
interface, the IRDP configuration 
takes effect, and the device sends RA 
messages out of the interface. 


4. (Optional.) Specify the 
preference of advertised 
primary and secondary IP 
addresses on the interface. 


ip irdp preference 
preference-value The default preference is 0. 


5. (Optional.) Set the lifetime of 
advertised IP addresses. ip irdp lifetime lifetime-value 


The default lifetime is 1800 seconds. 


The specified lifetime applies to all 
advertised IP addresses, including 
the IP addresses of the interface and 
proxy-advertised IP addresses on the 
interface. 


The lifetime of the advertised IP 
addresses cannot be shorter than the 
maximum advertising interval. 


6. (Optional.) Set the maximum 
and minimum advertising 
intervals. 


ip irdp interval 
max-interval-value 
[ min-interval-value ] 


By default, the maximum interval is 
600 seconds and the minimum 
interval is 3/4 of the maximum 
interval. 


7. (Optional.) Specify the multicast 
address 224.0.0.1 as the 
destination IP address of RAs. 


ip irdp multicast 
By default, RAs use the broadcast 
address 255.255.255.255 as the 
destination IP address. 


8. (Optional.) Specify a 
proxy-advertised IP address and 
its preference. 


ip irdp address ip-address 
preference-value 


Repeat this step to specify multiple 
proxy-advertised IP addresses. 


By default, no IP address is specified. 


You can specify a maximum of four 
proxy-advertised IP addresses on an 
interface. 


 


IRDP configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 64, Host A and Host B that run the Linux operating systems support IRDP, and they 
are in the internal network of a company. Switch A and Switch B act as the egress routers and connect 
to external networks 192.168.1.0/24 and 192.168.2.0/24, respectively. 


Configure Switch A as the default gateway for the hosts. Packets to the external networks can be 
correctly routed. 
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Figure 64 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 


1. Configure Switch A: 


# Specify an IP address for VLAN-interface 2. 
<SwitchA> system-view 


[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] ip address 10.154.5.1 24 


# Enable IRDP on VLAN-interface 2. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] ip irdp 


# Specify preference 1000 for advertised IP addresses on VLAN-interface 2. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] ip irdp preference 1000 


# Specify the multicast address 224.0.0.1 as the destination IP address for RAs sent by 
VLAN-interface 2. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] ip irdp multicast 


# Specify the IP address 192.168.1.0 and preference 400 for VLAN-interface 2 to 
proxy-advertise. 
[SwitchA-Vlan-interface2] ip irdp address 192.168.1.0 400 


2. Configure Switch B: 


# Specify an IP address for VLAN-interface 2. 
<SwitchB> system-view 


[SwitchB] interface vlan-interface 2 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] ip address 10.154.5.2 24 


# Enable IRDP on VLAN-interface 2. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] ip irdp 


# Specify preference 500 for advertised IP addresses on VLAN-interface 2. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] ip irdp preference 500 


# Specify the multicast address 224.0.0.1 as the destination IP address for RAs sent by 
VLAN-interface 2. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] ip irdp multicast 


# Specify the IP address 192.168.2.0 and preference 400 for VLAN-interface 2 to 
proxy-advertise. 
[SwitchB-Vlan-interface2] ip irdp address 192.168.2.0 400 
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Verifying the configuration 


# Display the routing table for Host A. 
[HostA@localhost ~]$ netstat -rne 


Kernel IP routing table 


Destination     Gateway         Genmask         Flags Metric Ref    Use Iface 


10.154.5.0      0.0.0.0         255.255.255.0   U     0      0        0 eth1 


192.168.1.0     0.0.0.0         255.255.255.0   U     0      0        0 eth1 


192.168.2.0     0.0.0.0         255.255.255.0   U     0      0        0 eth1 


0.0.0.0          10.154.5.1     0.0.0.0          UG    0      0        0 eth1 


The output shows that the default route on Host A points to IP address 10.154.5.1, and Host A has routes 
to 192.168.1.0/24 and 192.168.2.0/24. 


# Display the routing table for Host B. 
[HostB@localhost ~]$ netstat -rne 


Kernel IP routing table 


Destination     Gateway         Genmask         Flags Metric Ref    Use Iface 


10.154.5.0      0.0.0.0         255.255.255.0   U     0      0        0 eth1 


192.168.1.0     0.0.0.0         255.255.255.0   U     0      0        0 eth1 


192.168.2.0     0.0.0.0         255.255.255.0   U     0      0        0 eth1 


0.0.0.0          10.154.5.1     0.0.0.0          UG    0      0        0 eth1 


The output shows that the default route on Host B points to IP address 10.154.5.1, and Host B has routes 
to 192.168.1.0/24 and 192.168.2.0/24. 


Command reference 


ip irdp 


Use ip irdp to enable IRDP on an interface. 


Use undo ip irdp to disable IRDP on an interface. 


Syntax 


ip irdp 


undo ip irdp 


Default 


IRDP is disabled on an interface. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


After IRDP is enabled on an interface, the IRDP configuration takes effect, and the device sends RA 
messages out of the interface. 
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Examples 


# Enable IRDP on VLAN-interface 100. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface100] ip irdp 


ip irdp address 


Use ip irdp address to specify an IP address to be proxy-advertised by an interface. 


Use undo ip irdp address to remove the proxy-advertised IP address. 


Syntax 


ip irdp address ip-address preference-value 


undo ip irdp address [ ip-address ] 


Default 


No proxy-advertised IP address is specified. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ip-address: Specifies an IP address in dotted decimal notation. 


preference-value: Specifies the preference for the proxy-advertised IP address, in the range of 
–2147483648 to 2147483647. 


Usage guidelines 


You can specify a maximum of four proxy-advertised IP addresses on an interface. An RA sent on an 
interface includes the IP addresses of the interface and the proxy-advertised IP addresses. 


If you do not specify an IP address for the undo command, this command removes the proxy-advertised 
IP addresses from all interfaces. 


Examples 


# Specify the IP address 192.168.0.8 and its preference 1600 for VLAN-interface 100 to 
proxy-advertise. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface100] ip irdp address 192.168.0.8 1600 


Related commands 


ip irdp 


ip irdp lifetime 


Use ip irdp lifetime to set the lifetime of IP addresses advertised on an interface. 
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Use undo ip irdp lifetime to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ip irdp lifetime lifetime-value 


undo ip irdp lifetime 


Default 


The lifetime is 1800 seconds. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


lifetime-value: Specifies the lifetime in seconds, in the range of 4 to 9000. 


Usage guidelines 


The lifetime of IP addresses cannot be shorter than the maximum advertising interval on an interface. 


The specified lifetime applies to all advertised IP addresses, including the IP addresses of the interface 
and proxy-advertised IP addresses on the interface. 


Examples 


# Set the lifetime of IP addresses advertised on VLAN-interface 100 to 2000 seconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface100] ip irdp lifetime 2000 


Related commands 


• ip irdp 


• ip irdp interval 


ip irdp interval 


Use ip irdp interval to set the maximum and minimum intervals for advertising RAs on an interface. 


Use undo ip irdp interval to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ip irdp interval max-interval-value [ min-interval-value ] 


undo ip irdp interval 


Default 


The maximum advertising interval is 600 seconds, and the minimum advertising interval is 3/4 of the 
maximum advertising interval. 


Views 


Interface view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


max-interval-value: Specifies the maximum advertising interval in seconds, in the range of 4 to 1800. 


min-interval-value: Specifies the minimum advertising interval in seconds, in the range of 3 to 
max-interval-value. 


Usage guidelines 


The device periodically broadcasts or multicasts an RA at a random interval between the maximum and 
minimum advertising interval. 


The maximum advertising interval cannot be longer than the lifetime of advertised IP addresses. 
Otherwise, the lifetime is automatically adjusted to a value three times the maximum interval. 


Examples 


# On VLAN-interface 100, set the maximum advertising interval to 500 seconds and the minimum 
advertising interval to 300 seconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface100] ip irdp interval 500 300 


Related commands 


• ip irdp 


• ip irdp lifetime 


ip irdp multicast 


Use ip irdp multicast to specify the multicast address 224.0.0.1 as the destination IP address of RAs sent 
on an interface. 


Use undo ip irdp multicast to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ip irdp multicast 


undo ip irdp multicast 


Default 


The destination IP address is 255.255.255.255. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Examples 


# Specify the multicast address 224.0.0.1 as the destination IP address for VLAN-interface 100 to send 
RAs. 
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<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface100] ip irdp multicast 


Related commands 


ip irdp 


ip irdp preference 


Use ip irdp preference to specify the preference of advertised primary and secondary IP addresses on 
an interface. 


Use undo ip irdp preference to restore the default. 


Syntax 


ip irdp preference preference-value 


undo ip irdp preference 


Default 


The preference of advertised IP addresses is 0. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


preference-value: Specifies the preference in the range of –2147483648 to 2147483647. A larger value 
represents a higher preference. To request that neighboring hosts do not use any advertised IP address 
as the default gateway, set the value to the minimum value (–2147483648). 


Examples 


# Specify preference 1 for IP addresses advertised on VLAN-interface 100. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface100] ip irdp preference 1 


Related commands 


ip irdp 


New feature: PIM snooping 


Overview 


PIM snooping runs on Layer 2 devices. It works with IGMP snooping to analyze received PIM messages, 
and adds the ports that are interested in specific multicast data to a PIM snooping routing entry. In this 
way, the multicast data can be forwarded to only the ports that are interested in the data. 
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Figure 65 Multicast packet transmission without or with PIM snooping 


 
 


As shown in Figure 65, Source 1 sends multicast data to multicast group G1, and Source 2 sends 
multicast data to multicast group G2. Receiver 1 belongs to G1, and Receiver 2 belongs to G2. The 
Layer 2 switch's interfaces that connect to the PIM routers are in the same VLAN. 


• When the Layer 2 switch runs only IGMP snooping, it performs the following actions: 


a. Maintains the router ports according to the received PIM hello messages that PIM routers 
send. 


b. Floods all other types of received PIM messages except PIM hello messages in the VLAN. 


c. Forwards all multicast data to all router ports in the VLAN.  


Each PIM router in the VLAN, whether interested in the multicast data or not, can receive all 
multicast data and all PIM messages except PIM hello messages. 


• When the Layer 2 switch runs both IGMP snooping and PIM snooping, it performs the following 
actions: 


a. Examines whether a PIM router is interested in the multicast data addressed to a multicast 
group according to the received PIM messages that the router send. 


b. Adds only the ports that connect to the router and are interested in the data to a PIM snooping 
routing entry.  
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c. Forwards PIM messages and multicast data to only the routers that are interested in the data, 
which saves network bandwidth. 


For more information about IGMP snooping and the router port, see "Configuring IGMP snooping." 


PIM snooping can run in PIM-SM and PIM-SSM networks. Do not configure PIM snooping in PIM-DM or 
BIDIR-PIM networks. For more information about PIM, see "Configuring PIM." 


Configuring PIM snooping 


 IMPORTANT: 


• Do not configure PIM snooping in secondary VLANs because PIM snooping does not take effect in 
secondary VLANs. For more information about secondary VLANs, see Layer 2—LAN Switching 
Configuration Guide for 10500 switches. 


• Make sure the IP packet length of join/prune messages is less than the MTU of receiver-side PIM 
interfaces that connect to PIM snooping devices. Otherwise, multicast data might not be correctly 
forwarded. The IP packet length of join/prune messages is the packet length of join/prune messages 
plus the IP header length. To set the maximum size of join/prune messages, use the jp-pkt-size 
command. To set the MTU for an Ethernet interface, use the mtu command. For more information 
about the command, see Interface Command Reference for 10500 switches. 


 


To configure PIM snooping for a VLAN, you must enable IGMP snooping globally on the Layer 2 device, 
and then enable IGMP snooping and PIM snooping for the VLAN. 


After you enable PIM snooping for a VLAN, PIM snooping works only on the member interfaces of the 
VLAN. 


To configure PIM snooping: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable IGMP snooping 
globally and enter 
IGMP-snooping view. 


igmp-snooping By default, IGMP snooping is 
disabled.  


3. Return to system view. quit N/A 


4. Enter VLAN view. vlan vlan-id N/A 


5. Enable IGMP snooping for 
the VLAN. igmp-snooping enable By default, IGMP snooping is 


disabled in a VLAN.  


6. Enable PIM snooping for the 
VLAN. pim-snooping enable By default, PIM snooping is disabled 


in a VLAN.  


7. (Optional.) Set the aging 
time for the PIM snooping 
global neighbor ports on the 
new active MPU in graceful 
restart. 


pim-snooping graceful-restart 
neighbor-aging-time interval 


The default setting is 105 seconds. 


A global neighbor port is a Layer 2 
aggregate interface that acts as a 
neighbor port. 


8. (Optional.) Set the aging 
time for the PIM snooping 
global downstream ports 
and global router ports on 
the new active MPU in 
graceful restart. 


pim-snooping graceful-restart 
join-aging-time interval 


The default setting is 210 seconds. 


A global downstream port or a 
global router port is a Layer 2 
aggregate interface that acts as a 
downstream port or router port. 
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Displaying and maintaining PIM snooping 


Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view.  
 


Task Command 


Display PIM snooping neighbor information (in 
standalone mode). 


display pim-snooping neighbor [ vlan vlan-id ] [ slot 
slot-number ] [ verbose ] 


Display PIM snooping neighbor information (in IRF 
mode). 


display pim-snooping neighbor [ vlan vlan-id ] 
[ chassis chassis-number slot slot-number ] [ verbose ] 


Display PIM snooping router port information (in 
standalone mode). 


display pim-snooping router-port [ vlan vlan-id ] [ slot 
slot-number ] 


Display PIM snooping router port information (in IRF 
mode). 


display pim-snooping router-port [ vlan vlan-id ] 
[ chassis chassis-number slot slot-number ] 


Display PIM snooping routing entries (in standalone 
mode). 


display pim-snooping routing-table [ vlan vlan-id ] 
[ slot slot-number ] [ verbose ] 


Display PIM snooping routing entries (in IRF mode). display pim-snooping routing-table [ vlan vlan-id ] 
[ chassis chassis-number slot slot-number ] [ verbose ] 


Display statistics for the PIM messages learned 
through PIM snooping. 


display pim-snooping statistics 


Clear statistics for the PIM messages learned through 
PIM snooping. 


reset pim-snooping statistics 


 


PIM snooping configuration example 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 66: 


• OSPF runs on the network. 


• Source 1 sends multicast data to multicast group 224.1.1.1, and Source 2 sends multicast data to 
multicast group 225.1.1.1.  


• Receiver 1 belongs to multicast group 224.1.1.1, and Receiver 2 belongs to multicast group 
225.1.1.1.  


• Router C and Router D run IGMP on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. Router A, Router B, Router C, and 
Router D run PIM-SM.  


• GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 on Router A acts as a C-BSR and C-RP. 


Configure IGMP snooping and PIM snooping on Switch A so that Switch A forwards PIM messages and 
multicast data to only the routers that are interested in the multicast data. 
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Figure 66 Network diagram 


 
 


Configuration procedure 
1. Assign an IP address and subnet mask to each interface according to Figure 66. (Details not 


shown.) 


2. Configure OSPF on the routers. (Details not shown.) 


3. Configure Router A: 


# Enable IP multicast routing. 
<RouterA> system-view 


[RouterA] multicast routing 


[RouterA-mrib] quit 


# Enable PIM-SM on each interface. 
[RouterA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] pim sm 


[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


[RouterA] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] pim sm 


[RouterA-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


# Configure GigabitEthernet 1/0/2 as a C-BSR and C-RP. 
[RouterA] pim 


[RouterA-pim] c-bsr 10.1.1.1 


[RouterA-pim] c-rp 10.1.1.1 


[RouterA-pim] quit 


4. Configure Router B: 


# Enable IP multicast routing. 
<RouterB> system-view 


[RouterB] multicast routing 


[RouterB-mrib] quit 


# Enable PIM-SM on each interface. 
[RouterB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[RouterB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] pim sm 


[RouterB-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 
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[RouterB] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[RouterB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] pim sm 


[RouterB-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


5. Configure Router C: 


# Enable IP multicast routing. 
<RouterC> system-view 


[RouterC] multicast routing 


[RouterC-mrib] quit 


# Enable IGMP on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[RouterC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[RouterC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] igmp enable 


[RouterC-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Enable PIM-SM on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[RouterC] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[RouterC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] pim sm 


[RouterC-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


6. Configure Router D: 


# Enable IP multicast routing. 
<RouterD> system-view 


[RouterD] multicast routing 


[RouterD-mrib] quit 


# Enable IGMP on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
[RouterD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[RouterD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] igmp enable 


[RouterD-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] quit 


# Enable PIM-SM on GigabitEthernet 1/0/2. 
[RouterD] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/2 


[RouterD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] pim sm 


[RouterD-GigabitEthernet1/0/2] quit 


7. Configure Switch A: 


# Enable IGMP snooping globally. 
<SwitchA> system-view 


[SwitchA] igmp-snooping 


[SwitchA-igmp-snooping] quit 


# Create VLAN 100, assign GigabitEthernet 1/0/1 through GigabitEthernet 1/0/4 to this 
VLAN, and enable IGMP snooping and PIM snooping for this VLAN. 
[SwitchA] vlan 100 


[SwitchA-vlan100] port gigabitethernet 1/0/1 to gigabitethernet 1/0/4 


[SwitchA-vlan100] igmp-snooping enable 


[SwitchA-vlan100] pim-snooping enable 


[SwitchA-vlan100] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# On Switch A, display information about PIM snooping neighbors for VLAN 100. 
[SwitchA] display pim-snooping neighbor vlan 100 


Total 4 neighbors. 
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VLAN 100: Total 4 neighbors. 


  10.1.1.1 


    Slots (0 in total): 


    Ports (1 in total): 


      GE1/0/1                 (00:32:43) 


  10.1.1.2 


    Slots (0 in total): 


    Ports (1 in total): 


      GE1/0/2                 (00:32:43) 


  10.1.1.3 


    Slots (0 in total): 


    Ports (1 in total): 


      GE1/0/3                 (00:32:43) 


  10.1.1.4 


    Slots (0 in total): 


    Ports (1 in total): 


      GE1/0/4                 (00:32:43) 


The output shows that Router A, Router B, Router C, and Router D are PIM snooping neighbors. 


# On Switch A, display information about PIM snooping routing entries for VLAN 100. 
[SwitchA] display pim-snooping routing-table vlan 100 


Total 2 entries. 


FSM Flag: NI-no info, J-join, PP-prune pending 


 


VLAN 100: Total 2 entries. 


  (*, 224.1.1.1) 


    Upstream neighbor: 10.1.1.1 


      Upstream Slots (0 in total): 


      Upstream Ports (1 in total): 


        GE1/0/1 


      Downstream Slots (0 in total): 


      Downstream Ports (1 in total): 


        GE1/0/3 


          Expires: 00:03:01, FSM: J 


  (*, 225.1.1.1) 


    Upstream neighbor: 10.1.1.2 


      Upstream Slots (0 in total): 


      Upstream Ports (1 in total): 


        GE1/0/2 


      Downstream Slots (0 in total): 


      Downstream Ports (1 in total): 


        GE1/0/4 


          Expires: 00:03:11, FSM: J 


The output shows that: 


• Switch A will forward the multicast data intended for multicast group 224.1.1.1 to only Router C. 


• Switch A will forward the multicast data intended for multicast group 225.1.1.1 to only Router D. 
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Troubleshooting PIM snooping 


PIM snooping does not work on a Layer 2 device 


Symptom 


PIM snooping does not work on a Layer 2 device. 


Analysis 
IGMP snooping or PIM snooping is not enabled. 


Solution 
To resolve the problem: 


1. Use the display current-configuration command to display information about IGMP snooping and 
PIM snooping. 


2. If IGMP snooping is not enabled, enable IGMP snooping globally, and then enable IGMP 
snooping and PIM snooping for the VLAN. 


3. If PIM snooping is not enabled, enable PIM snooping for the VLAN. 


4. If the problem persists, contact HP Support. 


display pim-snooping neighbor 


Use display pim-snooping neighbor to display PIM snooping neighbor information. 


Syntax 


In standalone mode: 


display pim-snooping neighbor [ vlan vlan-id ] [ slot slot-number ] [ verbose ] 


In IRF mode: 


display pim-snooping neighbor [ vlan vlan-id ] [ chassis chassis-number slot slot-number ] [ verbose ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


vlan vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN by its VLAN ID in the range of 1 to 4094. If you do not specify a VLAN, 
the command displays PIM snooping neighbor information for all VLANs. 


slot slot-number: Specifies a card by its slot number. If you do not specify a card, the command displays 
PIM snooping neighbor information for the MPU. (In standalone mode.) 


chassis chassis-number slot slot-number: Specifies a card on an IRF member device or specifies a PEX. 
The chassis-number argument represents the member ID of the IRF member device or the virtual chassis 
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number of the PEX. The slot-number argument represents the slot number of the card or PEX. The slot 
number is fixed at 0 for the PEX. If you do not specify a card or PEX, the command displays PIM 
snooping neighbor information for the global active MPU. (In IRF mode.) 


verbose: Displays detailed information. If you do not specify this keyword, the command displays brief 
information. 


Examples 


# Display detailed information about PIM snooping neighbors for VLAN 2. 
<Sysname> display pim-snooping neighbor vlan 2 verbose 


Total 2 neighbors. 


 


VLAN 2: Total 2 neighbors. 


  10.1.1.2 


    Slots (0 in total): 


    Ports (1 in total): 


      GE1/0/1                              (02:02:23)    LAN Prune Delay(T) 


  10.1.1.3 


    Slots (0 in total): 


    Ports (1 in total): 


      GE1/0/2                              (02:02:25)  


Table 53 Command output 


Field Description 


Total 2 neighbors Total number of PIM snooping neighbors. 


VLAN 2: Total 2 neighbors Total number of PIM snooping neighbors in VLAN 2. 


10.1.1.2 IP address of the PIM snooping neighbor. 


Slots (0 in total) 


• In standalone mode, this field displays the slot IDs of the 
cards that have PIM snooping neighbors and the total 
number of the cards (excluding the specified card). 


• In IRF mode, this field displays the chassis numbers and slot IDs of the 
cards that have PIM snooping neighbors and the total number of the 
cards (excluding the specified card). 


Ports (1 in total) Ports where the PIM snooping neighbors reside, and the total number of the 
ports. 


(02:02:23) 


Remaining aging timer for a PIM snooping neighbor on the port.  


This field is always displayed for a global port (including Layer 2 aggregate 
interfaces). For a non-global port: 


• In standalone mode, this field is displayed if the port is on the MPU. 
Otherwise, you must specify the slot slot-number option to display this 
field. 


• In IRF mode, this field is displayed if the port is on the MPU. Otherwise, 
you must specify the chassis chassis-number slot slot-number option to 
display this field. 


LAN Prune Delay The PIM hello message sent by the PIM snooping neighbor has the 
LAN_Prune_Delay option. 


(T) 
The join message suppression feature has been disabled for the PIM 
snooping neighbor. 
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display pim-snooping router-port 


Use display pim-snooping router-port to display PIM snooping router port information. 


Syntax 


In standalone mode: 


display pim-snooping router-port [ vlan vlan-id ] [ slot slot-number ] 


In IRF mode: 


display pim-snooping router-port [ vlan vlan-id ] [ chassis chassis-number slot slot-number ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


vlan vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN by its VLAN ID in the range of 1 to 4094. If you do not specify a VLAN, 
the command displays PIM snooping router port information for all VLANs. 


slot slot-number: Specifies a card by its slot number. If you do not specify a card, the command displays 
PIM snooping router port information for the MPU. (In standalone mode.) 


chassis chassis-number slot slot-number: Specifies a card on an IRF member device or specifies a PEX. 
The chassis-number argument represents the member ID of the IRF member device or the virtual chassis 
number of the PEX. The slot-number argument represents the slot number of the card or PEX. The slot 
number is fixed at 0 for the PEX. If you do not specify a card or PEX, the command displays PIM 
snooping router port information for the global active MPU. (In IRF mode.) 


Examples 


# Display PIM snooping router port information for VLAN 2. 
<Sysname> display pim-snooping router-port vlan 2 


VLAN 2: 


  Router slots (0 in total): 


  Router ports (2 in total): 


    GE1/0/1                              (00:01:30) 


    GE1/0/2                              (00:01:32)  


Table 54 Command output 


Field Description 


VLAN 2 VLAN ID. 
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Field Description 


Router slots (1 in total) 


• In standalone mode, this field displays the slot IDs of the cards that 
have router ports and the total number of the cards (excluding the 
specified card). 


• In IRF mode, this field displays the chassis numbers and slot IDs of the 
cards that have router ports and the total number of the cards 
(excluding the specified card). 


Router ports (2 in total) Router ports, and the total number of the router ports. 


(00:01:30) 


Remaining aging time for the router port. 


This field is always displayed for a global port. For a non-global port: 


• In standalone mode, this field is displayed if the port is on the MPU. 
Otherwise, you must specify the slot slot-number option to display this 
field. 


• In IRF mode, this field is displayed if the port is on the MPU. Otherwise, 
you must specify the chassis chassis-number slot slot-number option to 
display this field. 


 


display pim-snooping routing-table 


Use display pim-snooping routing-table to display PIM snooping routing entries. 


Syntax 


In standalone mode: 


display pim-snooping routing-table [ vlan vlan-id ] [ slot slot-number ] [ verbose ] 


In IRF mode: 


display pim-snooping routing-table [ vlan vlan-id ] [ chassis chassis-number slot slot-number ] 
[ verbose ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


vlan vlan-id: Specifies a VLAN by its VLAN ID in the range of 1 to 4094. If you do not specify a VLAN, 
the command displays PIM snooping routing entries for all VLANs. 


slot slot-number: Specifies a card by its slot number. If you do not specify a card, the command displays 
PIM snooping routing entries for the MPU. (In standalone mode.) 


chassis chassis-number slot slot-number: Specifies a card on an IRF member device or specifies a PEX. 
The chassis-number argument represents the member ID of the IRF member device or the virtual chassis 
number of the PEX. The slot-number argument represents the slot number of the card or PEX. The slot 
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number is fixed at 0 for the PEX. If you do not specify a card or PEX, the command displays PIM 
snooping routing entries for the global active MPU. (In IRF mode.) 


verbose: Displays detailed information. If you do not specify this keyword, the command displays brief 
information. 


Examples 


# Display detailed information about PIM snooping routing entries for VLAN 2. 
<Sysname> display pim-snooping routing-table vlan 2 verbose 


Total 1 entries. 


FSM Flag: NI-no info, J-join, PP-prune pending 


 


VLAN 2: Total 1 entries. 


  (172.10.10.1, 225.1.1.1) 


    FSM information: normal 


    Upstream neighbor: 20.1.1.1 


      Upstream Slots (0 in total): 


      Upstream Ports (1 in total): 


        GE1/0/1 


      Downstream Slots (0 in total): 


      Downstream Ports (2 in total): 


        GE1/0/2 


          Expires: 00:03:01, FSM: J 


          Downstream Neighbors (2 in total): 


            7.1.1.1 


              Expires: 00:59:19, FSM: J 


            7.1.1.11 


              Expires: 00:59:20, FSM: J 


        GE1/0/3 


          Expires: 00:02:21, FSM: PP 


Table 55 Command output 


Field Description 


Total 1 entries Total number of (S, G) entries and (*, G) entries. 


FSM Flag: NI-no info, J-join, PP-prune 
pending 


State machine flag of the downstream port: 


• NI—Initial state. 
• J—Join. 
• PP—Prune pending. 


(172.10.10.1, 225.1.1.1) (S, G) entry. 


FSM information 


Finite state machine information of the entry: 


• delete—The entry attributes have been deleted. 
• dummy—The entry is a new temporary entry. 
• no info—The entry does not exist. 
• normal—The entry is a correct entry. 


Upstream neighbor Upstream neighbor of the (S, G) or (*, G) entry. 
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Field Description 


Upstream Slots (0 in total) 


• In standalone mode, this field displays the slot IDs of the cards that 
have upstream neighbors and the total number of the cards 
(excluding the specified card). 


• In IRF mode, this field displays the chassis numbers and slot IDs of 
the cards that have upstream neighbors and the total number of the 
cards (excluding the specified card). 


Upstream Ports (1 in total) 


Upstream ports, and the total number of upstream ports. 


• In standalone mode, this field is displayed if the port is on the MPU. 
Otherwise, you must specify the slot slot-number option to display 
this field. 


• In IRF mode, this field is displayed if the port is on the MPU. 
Otherwise, you must specify the chassis chassis-number slot 
slot-number option to display this field. 


Downstream Slots (1 in total) 


• In standalone mode, this field displays the slot IDs of the cards that 
have downstream ports and the total number of the cards 
(excluding the specified card). 


• In IRF mode, this field displays the chassis numbers and slot IDs of 
the cards that have downstream ports and the total number of the 
cards (excluding the specified card). 


Downstream Ports (2 in total) Downstream ports of the upstream neighbor, and the total number of 
the downstream ports. 


Downstream Neighbors (2 in total) 
Downstream neighbors of the downstream port, and the total number 
of the downstream neighbors. 


Expires: 00:03:01, FSM: J 


Remaining aging time for the downstream port or downstream 
neighbor, and the finite state machine information. 


This field is always displayed for a global port. For a non-global port: 


• In standalone mode, this field is displayed if the port is on the MPU. 
Otherwise, you must specify the slot slot-number option to display 
this field. 


• In IRF mode, this field is displayed if the port is on the MPU. 
Otherwise, you must specify the chassis chassis-number slot 
slot-number option to display this field. 


 


display pim-snooping statistics 


Use display pim-snooping statistics to display statistics for the PIM messages learned through PIM 
snooping. 


Syntax 


display pim-snooping statistics 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 
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mdc-operator 


Examples 


# Display statistics for the PIM messages learned through PIM snooping. 
<Sysname> display pim-snooping statistics 


Received PIMv2 hello:  100 


Received PIMv2 join/prune:  100 


Received PIMv2 error:  0 


Received PIMv2 messages in total:  200 


Received PIMv1 messages in total:  0 


Table 56 Command output 


Field Description 


Received PIMv2 hello Number of received PIMv2 hello messages. 


Received PIMv2 join/prune Number of received PIMv2 join/prune messages. 


Received PIMv2 error Number of received PIMv2 messages with errors. 


Received PIMv2 messages in total Total number of received PIMv2 messages. 


Received PIMv1 messages in total Total number of received PIMv1 messages. 
 


Related commands 


reset pim-snooping statistics 


pim-snooping enable 


Use pim-snooping enable to enable PIM snooping for a VLAN. 


Use undo pim-snooping enable to disable PIM snooping for a VLAN. 


Syntax 


pim-snooping enable 


undo pim-snooping enable 


Default 


PIM snooping is disabled in a VLAN. 


Views 


VLAN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


You must enable IGMP snooping globally and for a VLAN before you execute this command. 


PIM snooping does not take effect on sub-VLANs of a multicast VLAN. 


Examples 


# Enable IGMP snooping globally, and enable IGMP snooping and PIM snooping for VLAN 2. 
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<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] igmp-snooping 


[Sysname-igmp-snooping] quit 


[Sysname] vlan 2 


[Sysname-vlan2] igmp-snooping enable 


[Sysname-vlan2] pim-snooping enable 


Related commands 


• igmp-snooping 


• igmp-snooping enable 


pim-snooping graceful-restart join-aging-time 


Use pim-snooping graceful-restart join-aging-time to set the aging time for PIM snooping global 
downstream ports and global router ports on the new active MPU in graceful restart. 


Use undo pim-snooping graceful-restart join-aging-time to restore the default. 


Syntax 


pim-snooping graceful-restart join-aging-time interval 


undo pim-snooping graceful-restart join-aging-time 


Default 


The default setting is 210 seconds. 


Views 


VLAN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


interval: Sets an aging time in the range of 210 to 18000 seconds. 


Usage guidelines 


A global downstream port or a global router port is a Layer 2 aggregate interface that acts as a 
downstream port or router port. 


You must enable PIM snooping for a VLAN before you execute this command. 


Examples 


# In VLAN 2, set the aging time for PIM snooping global downstream ports and global router ports on 
the new active MPU in graceful restart to 600 seconds. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] igmp-snooping 


[Sysname-igmp-snooping] quit 


[Sysname] vlan 2 


[Sysname-vlan2] igmp-snooping enable 


[Sysname-vlan2] pim-snooping enable 


[Sysname-vlan2] pim-snooping graceful-restart join-aging-time 600 
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Related commands 


pim-snooping enable 


pim-snooping graceful-restart neighbor-aging-time 


Use pim-snooping graceful-restart neighbor-aging-time to set the aging time for PIM snooping global 
neighbor ports on the new active MPU in graceful restart.  


Use undo pim-snooping graceful-restart neighbor-aging-time to restore the default.  


Syntax 


pim-snooping graceful-restart neighbor-aging-time interval 


undo pim-snooping graceful-restart neighbor-aging-time 


Default 


The default setting is 105 seconds. 


Views 


VLAN view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


interval: Sets an aging time in the range of 105 to 18000 seconds.  


Usage guidelines 


A global neighbor port is a Layer 2 aggregate interface that acts as a neighbor port. 


You must enable PIM snooping in a VLAN before you execute this command. 


Examples 


# In VLAN 2, set the aging time for PIM snooping global neighbor ports on the new active MPU in 
graceful restart to 300 seconds.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] igmp-snooping 


[Sysname-igmp-snooping] quit 


[Sysname] vlan 2 


[Sysname-vlan2] igmp-snooping enable 


[Sysname-vlan2] pim-snooping enable 


[Sysname-vlan2] pim-snooping graceful-restart neighbor-aging-time 300 


Related commands 


pim-snooping enable 


reset pim-snooping statistics 


Use reset pim-snooping statistics to clear statistics for the PIM messages learned through PIM snooping. 


Syntax 


reset pim-snooping statistics 
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Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Examples 


# Clear statistics for the PIM messages learned through PIM snooping. 
<Sysname> reset pim-snooping statistics 


Related commands 


display pim-snooping statistics 


New feature:BIDIR-PIM 


Configuring BIDIR-PIM 


This section describes how to configure BIDIR-PIM. 


When the switch joins an IRF 3 system, it does not support BIDIR-PIM. For more information about IRF 3, 
see Virtualization Technologies Configuration Guide for 10500 switches. 


BIDIR-PIM does not support multicast forwarding over a GRE tunnel. 


BIDIR-PIM configuration task list 


Tasks at a glance Remarks 


(Required.) Enabling BIDIR-PIM N/A 


(Required.) Configuring an RP: 


• Configuring a static RP 
• Configuring a C-RP 
• (Optional.) Enabling Auto-RP listening 
• (Optional.) Configuring the maximum number of BIDIR-PIM 


RPs 


You must configure a static RP, a C-RP, or 
both in a BIDIR-PIM domain. 


Configuring a BSR: 


• (Required.) Configuring a C-BSR 
• (Optional.) Configuring a PIM domain border 
• (Optional.) Disabling BSM semantic fragmentation 


Skip the task of configuring a BSR on a 
network without C-RPs. 


(Optional.) Configuring common PIM features N/A 
 


Configuration prerequisites 


Before you configure BIDIR-PIM, configure a unicast routing protocol so that all devices in the domain 
can interoperate at the network layer. 
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Enabling BIDIR-PIM 


Because BIDIR-PIM is implemented on the basis of PIM-SM, you must enable PIM-SM before you enable 
BIDIR-PIM. When you deploy a BIDIR-PIM domain, HP recommends that you enable PIM-SM on all 
non-border interfaces of the domain.  
 


 IMPORTANT: 


All interfaces on a device must be enabled with the same PIM mode. 
 


To enable BIDIR-PIM: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable IP multicast 
routing and enter 
MRIB view. 


multicast routing [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 


By default, IP multicast routing is 
disabled. 


3. Return to system view. quit N/A 


4. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


5. Enable PIM-SM. pim sm By default, PIM-SM is disabled.  


6. Return to system view. quit N/A 


7. Enter PIM view. pim [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 


N/A 


8. Enable BIDIR-PIM. bidir-pim enable By default, BIDIR-PIM is disabled.  
 


Configuring an RP 


 CAUTION: 


When both PIM-SM and BIDIR-PIM run on the PIM network, do not use the same RP to provide services 
for PIM-SM and BIDIR-PIM. Otherwise, exceptions might occur to the PIM routing table. 
 


An RP can provide services for multiple or all multicast groups. However, only one RP can forward 
multicast traffic for a multicast group at a time.  


An RP can be manually configured or dynamically elected through the BSR mechanism. For a 
large-scaled PIM network, configuring static RPs is a tedious job. Generally, static RPs are backups for 
dynamic RPs to enhance the robustness and operational manageability on a multicast network. 


Configuring a static RP 


If only one dynamic RP exists on a network, you can configure a static RP to avoid communication 
interruption caused by single-point failures. The static RP also avoids bandwidth waste due to frequent 
message exchange between C-RPs and the BSR. The static RP configuration must be the same on all 
routers in the BIDIR-PIM domain. 


In BIDIR-PIM, a static RP can be specified with an unassigned IP address. This address must be on the 
same subnet with the link on which the static RP is configured. For example, if the IP addresses of the 
interfaces at the two ends of a link are 10.1.1.1/24 and 10.1.1.2/24, you can assign 10.1.1.100/24 to 
the static RP. As a result, the link becomes an RPL.  
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To configure a static RP: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter PIM view. pim [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] N/A 


3. Configure a static RP 
for BIDIR-PIM. 


static-rp rp-address bidir [ acl-number | 
preferred ] * 


By default, no static RP is 
configured. 


 


Configuring a C-RP 


 IMPORTANT: 


When you configure a C-RP, reserve a large bandwidth between the C-RP and other devices in the 
BIDIR-PIM domain. 
 


In a BIDIR-PIM domain, if you want a router to become the RP, you can configure the router as a C-RP. 
The BSR collects the C-RP information according to the received advertisement messages from C-RPs or 
the auto-RP announcements from other routers. Then, it organizes the C-RP information into the RP-set 
information, which is flooded throughout the entire network. Then, the other routers on the network can 
determine the RPs for different multicast group ranges based on the RP-set information. HP recommends 
that you configure C-RPs on backbone routers. 


To enable the BSR to distribute the RP-set information in the BIDIR-PIM domain, the C-RPs must 
periodically send advertisement messages to the BSR. The BSR learns the C-RP information, 
encapsulates the C-RP information and its own IP address in a BSM, and floods the BSM to all PIM 
routers in the domain. 


An advertisement message contains a holdtime option, which defines the C-RP lifetime for the 
advertising C-RP. After the BSR receives an advertisement message from a C-RP, it starts a timer for the 
C-RP. If the BSR does not receive any advertisement message when the timer expires, it considers the 
C-RP failed or unreachable. 


To configure a C-RP: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter PIM view. pim [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] N/A 


3. Configure a C-RP to 
provide services for 
BIDIR-PIM. 


c-rp ip-address [ advertisement-interval 
adv-interval | group-policy acl-number | 
holdtime hold-time | priority priority ] * bidir 


By default, no C-RP is 
configured. 


 


Enabling Auto-RP listening 


This feature enables the switch to receive Auto-RP announcement and discovery messages destined for 
224.0.1.39 and 224.0.1.40 respectively and to learn the RP for each multicast group. 


To enable Auto-RP listening: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


2. Enter PIM view. pim [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 


N/A 


3. Enable Auto-RP listening. auto-rp enable By default, Auto-RP listening is 
disabled. 


 


Configuring the maximum number of BIDIR-PIM RPs 
In a BIDIR-PIM domain, one DF election per RP is implemented on all PIM-enabled interfaces. To avoid 
unnecessary DF elections, HP recommends not configuring multiple RPs for BIDIR-PIM. 


This configuration sets a limit on the number of BIDIR-PIM RPs. If the number of RPs exceeds the limit, 
excess RPs do not take effect and can be used only for DF election rather than multicast data forwarding. 
The system does not delete the excess RPs. They must be deleted manually.  


To configure the maximum number of BIDIR-PIM RPs: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter PIM view. pim [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] N/A 


3. Configure the maximum 
number of BIDIR-PIM RPs. bidir-rp-limit limit The default setting is 6. 


 


Configuring a BSR 


You must configure a BSR if C-RPs are configured to dynamically select the RP. You do not need to 
configure a BSR when you have configured only a static RP but no C-RPs. 


A BIDIR-PIM domain can have only one BSR, but must have at least one C-BSR. Any router can be 
configured as a C-BSR. Elected from C-BSRs, the BSR is responsible for collecting and advertising RP 
information in the BIDIR-PIM domain. 


Configuring a C-BSR 


 IMPORTANT: 


Because the BSR and other devices exchange a large amount of information in the BIDIR-PIM domain, 
reserve a large bandwidth between the C-BSR and other devices. 
 


The BSR election process is summarized as follows: 


1. Initially, each C-BSR regards itself as the BSR of the BIDIR-PIM domain and sends BSMs to other 
routers in the domain. 


2. When a C-BSR receives the BSM from another C-BSR, it compares its own priority with the priority 
carried in the message. The C-BSR with a higher priority wins the BSR election. If a tie exists in the 
priority, the C-BSR with a higher IP address wins. The loser uses the winner's BSR address to 
replace its own BSR address and no longer regards itself as the BSR. The winner retains its own 
BSR address and continues to regard itself as the BSR. 


The elected BSR distributes the RP-set information collected from C-RPs to all routers in the BIDIR-PIM 
domain. All routers use the same hash algorithm to select an RP for a specific multicast group. 
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A BSR policy enables the router to filter BSR messages based on the used ACL that specifies the legal 
BSR addresses. It is used to guard against the following BSR spoofing cases: 


• Some maliciously configured hosts can forge BSMs to fool routers and change RP mappings. Such 
attacks often occur on border routers. 


• When an attacker controls a router on the network, the attacker can configure the router as a 
C-BSR to win the BSR election. Through this router, the attacker controls the advertising of RP 
information. 


When you configure a C-BSR, follow these guidelines: 


• C-BSRs should be configured on routers on the backbone network. 


• You must configure the same BSR policy on all routers in the BIDIR-PIM domain. The BSR policy 
discards illegal BSR messages, but it partially guards against BSR attacks on the network. If an 
attacker controls a legal BSR, the problem still exists.  


• For C-BSRs interconnected through a GRE tunnel, configure static multicast routes to make sure the 
next hop to a C-BSR is a tunnel interface. For more information about static multicast routes, see 
"Configuring multicast routing and forwarding." 


To configure a C-BSR: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter PIM view. pim [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 


N/A 


3. Configure a C-BSR. 


c-bsr ip-address [ scope 
group-address { mask-length 
| mask } ] [ hash-length 
hash-length | priority 
priority ] * 


By default, no C-BSR is configured. 


4. (Optional.) Configure a BSR policy.  bsr-policy acl-number 
By default, BSR policies are not 
configured. 


 


Configuring a PIM domain border 
A PIM domain border determines the transmission boundary of bootstrap messages. Bootstrap 
messages cannot cross the domain border in either direction. A number of PIM domain border 
interfaces partition a network into different BIDIR-PIM domains. 


To configure a PIM domain border: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure a PIM domain 
border. pim bsr-boundary 


By default, no PIM domain border 
is configured. 


 


Disabling BSM semantic fragmentation 
BSM semantic fragmentation enables a BSR to split a BSM into multiple BSM fragments (BSMFs) if the 
BSM exceeds the MTU. In this way, a non-BSR router can update the RP-set information for a group 
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range after receiving all BSMFs for the group range. The loss of one BSMF only affects the RP-set 
information of the group ranges that the fragment contains. 


If the BIDIR-SM domain contains a device that does not support this feature, you must disable this 
feature on all C-BSRs. If you do not disable this feature, such a device regards a BSMF as a BSM and 
updates the RP-set information each time it receives a BSMF. It learns only part of the RP-set information, 
which further affects the RP election. 


To disable BSM semantic fragmentation: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter PIM view. pim [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] N/A 


3. Disable BSM semantic 
fragmentation. undo bsm-fragment enable By default, BSM semantic 


fragmentation is enabled. 
 


 NOTE: 


Generally, a BSR performs BSM semantic fragmentation according to the MTU of its BSR interface. For 
BSMs originated due to learning of a new PIM neighbor, semantic fragmentation is performed according 
to the MTU of the interface that sends the BSMs.  
 


Configuring common PIM features 


Configuration task list 


Tasks at a glance 


(Optional.) Configuring a multicast source policy 


(Optional.) Configuring a PIM hello policy 


(Optional.) Configuring PIM hello message options 


(Optional.) Configuring common PIM timers 


(Optional.) Setting the maximum size of each join or prune message 


(Optional.) Enabling BFD for PIM 


(Optional.) Enabling PIM passive mode 
 


Configuration prerequisites 


Before you configure common PIM features, complete the following tasks: 


• Configure a unicast routing protocol so that all devices in the domain can interoperate at the 
network layer. 


• Configure PIM-DM or PIM-SM. 
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Configuring a multicast source policy 


This feature enables the device to filter multicast data based on the used ACL that specifies the multicast 
sources and the optional groups. It filters not only data packets but also register messages with multicast 
data encapsulated. It controls the information available to downstream receivers. 


To configure a multicast source policy: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter PIM view. pim [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 


N/A 


3. Configure a multicast source 
policy. source-policy acl-number 


By default, multicast source 
policies are not configured.  


 


Configuring a PIM hello policy 


This feature enables the device to filter PIM hello messages based on the used ACL that specifies the 
packet source addresses. It is used to guard against PIM message attacks and to establish correct PIM 
neighboring relationships. 


To configure a PIM hello policy:  
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Configure a PIM hello policy. pim neighbor-policy acl-number 


By default, PIM hello policies are 
not configured. 


If a PIM neighbor's hello messages 
cannot pass the policy, the 
neighbor is automatically removed 
when its maximum number of hello 
attempts is reached. 


 


Configuring PIM hello message options 


In either a PIM-DM domain or a PIM-SM domain, hello messages exchanged among routers contain the 
following configurable options:  


• DR_Priority (for PIM-SM only)—Priority for DR election. The device with the highest priority wins the 
DR election. You can configure this option for all the routers in a shared-media LAN that directly 
connects to the multicast source or the receivers. 


• Holdtime—PIM neighbor lifetime. If a router does not receive a hello message from a neighbor 
when the neighbor lifetime expires, it regards the neighbor failed or unreachable.  


• LAN_Prune_Delay—Delay of pruning a downstream interface on a shared-media LAN. This 
option has LAN delay, override interval, and neighbor tracking support (the capability to disable 
join message suppression).  
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The LAN delay defines the PIM message propagation delay. The override interval defines a 
period for a router to override a prune message. If the propagation delay or override interval on 
different PIM routers on a shared-media LAN are different, the largest ones apply.  


On the shared-media LAN, the propagation delay and override interval are used as follows: 


 If a router receives a prune message on its upstream interface, it means that there are 
downstream routers on the shared-media LAN. If this router still needs to receive multicast 
data, it must send a join message to override the prune message within the override interval. 


 When a router receives a prune message from its downstream interface, it does not 
immediately prune this interface. Instead, it starts a timer (the propagation delay plus the 
override interval). If interface receives a join message before the timer expires, the router does 
not prune the interface. Otherwise, the router prunes the interface.  


If you enable neighbor tracking on an upstream router, this router can track the states of the 
downstream nodes for which the joined state holdtime timer has not expired. If you want to 
enable neighbor tracking, you must enable it on all PIM routers on a shared-media LAN. 
Otherwise, the upstream router cannot track join messages from every downstream routers. 


• Generation ID—A router generates a generation ID for hello messages when an interface is 
enabled with PIM. The generation ID is a random value, but only changes when the status of the 
router changes. If a PIM router finds that the generation ID in a hello message from the upstream 
router has changed, it assumes that the status of the upstream router has changed. In this case, it 
sends a join message to the upstream router for status update. You can configure an interface to 
drop hello messages without the generation ID options to promptly know the status of an upstream 
router. 


You can configure hello message options for all interfaces in PIM view or for the current interface in 
interface view. The configuration made in interface view takes priority over the configuration made in 
PIM view.  


Configuring hello message options globally 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter PIM view. pim [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 


N/A 


3. Set the DR priority. hello-option dr-priority priority The default setting is 1. 


4. Set the neighbor lifetime. hello-option holdtime time The default setting is 105 seconds. 


5. Set the PIM message 
propagation delay for a 
shared-media LAN. 


hello-option lan-delay delay The default setting is 500 
milliseconds.  


6. Set the override interval. hello-option override-interval 
interval 


The default setting is 2500 
milliseconds. 


7. Enable neighbor tracking. hello-option neighbor-tracking By default, neighbor tracking is 
disabled.  


 


Configuring hello message options on an interface 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Set the DR priority. pim hello-option dr-priority 
priority 


The default setting is 1. 


4. Set the neighbor lifetime. pim hello-option holdtime time The default setting is 105 seconds. 


5. Set the PIM message 
propagation delay. pim hello-option lan-delay delay The default setting is 500 


milliseconds.  


6. Set the override interval. pim hello-option override-interval 
interval 


The default setting is 2500 
milliseconds. 


7. Enable neighbor tracking. pim hello-option 
neighbor-tracking 


By default, neighbor tracking is 
disabled. 


8. Enable dropping hello 
messages without the 
Generation ID option. 


pim require-genid 
By default, an interface accepts 
hello messages without the 
Generation ID option. 


 


Configuring common PIM timers 


 IMPORTANT: 


To prevent the upstream neighbors from aging out, you must configure the interval for sending 
join/prune messages to be less than the joined/pruned state holdtime timer. 
 


The following are common timers in PIM: 


• Hello interval—Interval at which a PIM router sends hello messages to discover PIM neighbors, 
and maintain PIM neighbor relationship. 


• Triggered hello delay—Maximum delay for sending a hello message to avoid collisions caused by 
simultaneous hello messages. After receiving a hello message, a PIM router waits for a random 
time before sending a hello message. This random time is in the range of 0 to the triggered hello 
delay. 


• Join/Prune interval—Interval at which a PIM router sends join/prune messages to its upstream 
routers for state update. 


• Joined/Pruned state holdtime—Time for which a PIM router keeps the joined/pruned state for the 
downstream interfaces. This joined/pruned state holdtime is specified in a join/prune message. 


• Multicast source lifetime—Lifetime that a PIM router maintains for a multicast source. If a router 
does not receive subsequent multicast data from the multicast source S when the timer expires, it 
deletes the (S, G) entry for the multicast source. 


You can configure common PIM timers for all interfaces in PIM view or for the current interface in 
interface view. The configuration made in interface view takes priority over the configuration made in 
PIM view.  
 


 TIP: 


For a network without special requirements, HP recommends using the defaults. 
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Configuring common PIM timers globally 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter PIM view. pim [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 


N/A 


3. Set the hello interval. timer hello interval The default setting is 30 seconds. 


4. Set the join/prune interval. timer join-prune interval 
The default setting is 60 seconds. 


This configuration takes effect after 
the current interval ends. 


5. Set the joined/pruned state 
holdtime. holdtime join-prune time The default setting is 210 seconds. 


6. Set the multicast source 
lifetime. source-lifetime time The default setting is 210 seconds. 


 


Configuring common PIM timers on an interface 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number N/A 


3. Set the hello interval. pim timer hello interval The default setting is 30 seconds. 


4. Set the triggered hello delay. pim triggered-hello-delay delay The default setting is 5 seconds.  


5. Set the join/prune interval. pim timer join-prune interval 
The default setting is 60 seconds. 


This configuration takes effect after 
the current interval ends. 


6. Set the joined/pruned state 
holdtime. pim holdtime join-prune time The default setting is 210 seconds. 


 


Setting the maximum size of each join or prune message 


The loss of an oversized join or prune message might result in loss of massive information. You can set a 
small value for the size of each join or prune message to reduce the impact. 


To set the maximum size of each join or prune message: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter PIM view. pim [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] N/A 


3. Set the maximum size of each 
join or prune message. jp-pkt-size size The default setting is 8100 bytes. 
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Enabling BFD for PIM 


If a DR on a shared-media network fails, a new DR election process does not start until the DR ages out. 
In addition, it might take a long period of time before other routers detect the link failures and trigger a 
new DR election. To start a new DR election process immediately after the original DR fails, enable BFD 
for PIM to detect link failures among PIM neighbors.  


You must enable BFD for PIM on all PIM routers on a shared-media network. For more information about 
BFD, see High Availability Configuration Guide for 10500 switches. 


You must enable PIM-DM or PIM-SM on an interface before you configure this feature on the interface. 


To enable BFD for PIM: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type interface-number N/A 


3. Enable BFD for PIM. pim bfd enable 
By default, BFD is disabled for 
PIM. 


 


Enabling PIM passive mode 


To guard against PIM hello spoofing, you can enable PIM passive mode on an interface which is 
directly connected to user hosts. The PIM passive interface cannot receive or forward PIM protocol 
messages (excluding register, register-stop and C-RP-Adv messages). In addition, the interface acts as 
the DR and the DF on the subnet. 


Configuration guidelines 


When you enable PIM passive mode, follow these restrictions and guidelines: 


• This feature takes effect only when PIM-DM or PIM-SM is enabled on the interface. 


• Do not enable this feature on a shared-media LAN with multiple PIM routers. If you do this, the PIM 
passive interface might become a second DR and DF on the subnet. 


Configuration procedure 
To enable PIM passive mode on an interface: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter interface view. interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Enable PIM passive mode on 
the interface. pim passive By default, PIM passive mode is 


disabled. 
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auto-rp enable 


Use auto-rp enable to enable Auto-RP listening. 


Use undo auto-rp enable to disable Auto-RP listening. 


Syntax 


auto-rp enable 


undo auto-rp enable 


Default 


Auto-RP listening is disabled. 


Views 


PIM view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Examples 


# Enable Auto-RP listening on the public network. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] pim 


[Sysname-pim] auto-rp enable 


bidir-pim enable (PIM view) 


Use bidir-pim enable to enable BIDIR-PIM.  


Use undo bidir-pim enable to disable BIDIR-PIM.  


Syntax 


bidir-pim enable 


undo bidir-pim enable 


Default 


BIDIR-PIM is disabled.  


Views 


PIM view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


This command takes effect only when IP multicast routing is enabled. 


Examples 


# Enable IP multicast routing on the public network, and enable BIDIR-PIM.  
<Sysname> system-view 
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[Sysname] multicast routing 


[Sysname-mrib] quit 


[Sysname] pim 


[Sysname-pim] bidir-pim enable 


Related commands 


multicast routing 


bidir-rp-limit (PIM view) 


Use bidir-rp-limit to configure the maximum number of BIDIR-PIM RPs. 


Use undo bidir-rp-limit to restore the default. 


Syntax 


bidir-rp-limit limit 


undo bidir-rp-limit 


Default 


The maximum number of BIDIR-PIM RPs is 6.  


Views 


PIM view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


limit: Sets the maximum number of RPs in BIDIR-PIM, in the range of 1 to 32.  


Usage guidelines 


In a BIDIR-PIM domain, one DF election per RP is implemented on all PIM-enabled interfaces. To avoid 
unnecessary DF elections, HP recommends not configuring multiple RPs for BIDIR-PIM. 


This command sets a limit on the number of BIDIR-PIM RPs. If the number of RPs exceeds the limit, excess 
RPs do not take effect and can be used only for DF election rather than multicast data forwarding.  


Examples 


# Set the maximum number of BIDIR-PIM RPs to 3 on the public network.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] pim 


[Sysname-pim] bidir-rp-limit 3 


bsm-fragment enable (PIM view) 


Use bsm-fragment enable to enable bootstrap message (BSM) semantic fragmentation. 


Use undo bsm-fragment enable to disable BSM semantic fragmentation. 


Syntax 


bsm-fragment enable 


undo bsm-fragment enable 
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Default 


BSM semantic fragmentation is enabled. 


Views 


PIM view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


Disable BSM semantic fragmentation if the PIM-SM domain contains a device that does not support this 
feature. 


Examples 


# Disable BSM semantic fragmentation on the public network. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] pim 


[Sysname-pim] undo bsm-fragment enable 


bsr-policy (PIM view) 


Use bsr-policy to configure a BSR policy to define the legal BSR address range. 


Use undo bsr-policy to remove the configuration. 


Syntax 


bsr-policy acl-number 


undo bsr-policy 


Default 


BSR policies are not configured, and bootstrap messages from multicast sources are regarded valid. 


Views 


PIM view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


acl-number: Specifies an IPv4 basic ACL by its number in the range of 2000 to 2999.  


Usage guidelines 


You can use this command to guard against BSR spoofing. 


In an IPv4 basic ACL, the source keyword matches the source address in bootstrap messages. 


If you specify the vpn-instance keyword in an ACL rule, the rule does not take effect. The other optional 
parameters except the time-range keyword and the fragment keyword in the ACL rules are ignored. 
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Examples 


# On the public network, configure a BSR policy so that only the devices on the subnet 10.1.1.0/24 can 
act as the BSR. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] acl number 2000 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2000] rule permit source 10.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2000] quit 


[Sysname] pim 


[Sysname-pim] bsr-policy 2000 


Related commands 


c-bsr (PIM view) 


c-bsr (PIM view) 


Use c-bsr to configure a candidate-BSR (C-BSR). 


Use undo c-bsr to remove a C-BSR. 


Syntax 


c-bsr ip-address [ scope group-address { mask-length | mask } ] [ hash-length hash-length | priority 
priority ] * 


undo c-bsr ip-address [ scope group-address { mask-length | mask } ] 


Default 


C-BSRs do not exist. 


Views 


PIM view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ip-address: Specifies the IP address of a C-BSR. 


scope group-address: Specifies a multicast group by its IP address in the range of 239.0.0.0 to 
239.255.255.255. If you do not specify a multicast group, the command designates the C-BSR to the 
global-scoped zone. 


mask-length: Specifies an address mask length in the range of 8 to 32. 


mask: Specifies an address mask. 


hash-length hash-length: Specifies a hash mask length in the range of 0 to 32. The default setting is 30. 


priority priority: Sets a C-BSR priority in the range of 0 to 255. The default setting is 64. A larger value 
represents a higher priority. 


Usage guidelines 


The IP address of a C-BSR must be the IP address of a local PIM enabled interface on the C-BSR. 
Otherwise, the configuration does not take effect. 


If you execute this command for a zone multiple times, the most recent configuration takes effect. 
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You can configure the same C-BSR for different zones. 


Examples 


# Configure the interface with the IP address of 1.1.1.1 as the C-BSR for the global-scoped zone on the 
public network. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] pim 


[Sysname-pim] c-bsr 1.1.1.1 


c-rp (PIM view) 


Use c-rp to configure a candidate-RP (C-RP). 


Use undo c-rp to remove the configuration of a C-RP. 


Syntax 


c-rp ip-address [ advertisement-interval adv-interval | group-policy acl-number | holdtime hold-time | 
priority priority ] * [ bidir ] 


undo c-rp ip-address 


Default 


C-RPs do not exist. 


Views 


PIM view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


ip-address: Specifies the IP address of a C-RP. 


advertisement-interval adv-interval: Sets a C-RP advertisement interval in the range of 1 to 65535 
seconds. The default value is 60 seconds. 


group-policy acl-number: Specifies an IPv4 basic ACL by its number in the range of 2000 to 2999. If 
you specify an ACL, the command designates the C-RP to IPv4 multicast groups that the ACL permits. 
The C-RP is designated to all IPv4 multicast groups when one of the following conditions exists: 


• You do not specify an ACL. 


• The specified ACL does not exist. 


• The specified ACL does not have valid rules. 


holdtime hold-time: Sets a C-RP lifetime in the range of 1 to 65535 seconds. The default value is 150 
seconds. 


priority priority: Sets a C-RP priority in the range of 0 to 255. The default setting is 192. A larger value 
represents a lower priority. 


bidir: Specifies BIDIR-PIM to which the C-RP is designated. If you do not specify this keyword, the C-RP 
provides services for PIM-SM. 
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Usage guidelines 


The IP address of a C-RP must be the IP address of a local PIM enabled interface on the C-RP. Otherwise, 
the configuration does not take effect. 


In an IPv4 basic ACL, the source keyword matches the multicast group address in C-RP advertisement 
messages, and the other parameters are ignored. If the specified addresses are not multicast group 
addresses, the ACL rule is not valid. Only groups that the ACL permits are advertised. 


To use a C-RP for multiple multicast group ranges, specify them by multiple permit statements in an ACL 
and reference the ACL in the group-policy keyword. 


If you execute this command using the same C-RP IP address multiple times, the most recent 
configuration takes effect. 


Examples 


# On the public network, configure the interface with the IP address of 1.1.1.1 as the C-RP for multicast 
group ranges 225.1.0.0/16 and 226.2.0.0/16, and set its priority to 10. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] acl number 2000 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2000] rule permit source 225.1.0.0 0.0.255.255 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2000] rule permit source 226.2.0.0 0.0.255.255 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2000] quit 


[Sysname] pim 


[Sysname-pim] c-rp 1.1.1.1 group-policy 2000 priority 10 


pim bsr-boundary 


Use pim bsr-boundary to configure a PIM-SM domain border, namely, a bootstrap message boundary. 


Use undo pim bsr-boundary to remove the configured PIM domain border. 


Syntax 


pim bsr-boundary 


undo pim bsr-boundary 


Default 


No PIM domain border is configured. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Examples 


# Configure VLAN-interface 100 as a PIM-SM domain border. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface100] pim bsr-boundary 


Related commands 


• c-bsr (PIM view) 
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• multicast boundary 
[Sysname-Vlan-interface100] pim require-genid 


pim sm 


Use pim sm to enable PIM-SM. 


Use undo pim sm to disable PIM-SM. 


Syntax 


pim sm 


undo pim sm 


Default 


PIM-SM is disabled. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


This command takes effect only when IP multicast routing is enabled. If the interface belongs to a VPN 
instance, make sure IP multicast routing is enabled for the VPN instance. 


Examples 


# On the public network, enable IP multicast routing, and enable PIM-SM on VLAN-interface 100. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] multicast routing 


[Sysname-mrib] quit 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname-Vlan-interface100] pim sm 


Related commands 


multicast routing 


static-rp (PIM view) 


Use static-rp to configure a static RP. 


Use undo static-rp to remove a static RP. 


Syntax 


static-rp rp-address [ acl-number | bidir | preferred ] * 


undo static-rp rp-address 


Default 


Static RPs are not configured. 
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Views 


PIM view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


rp-address: Specifies the IP address of the static RP. This address must be a real and valid unicast IP 
address, rather than an address on the 127.0.0.0/8 subnet. For a static RP serving BIDIR-PIM, you can 
specify an unused IP address. 


acl-number: Specifies an IPv4 basic ACL number in the range of 2000 to 2999. If you specify an ACL, 
the command designates the static RP to only multicast groups that the ACL permits. The static RP is 
designated to all multicast groups when one of the following conditions exists: 


• You do not specify an ACL. 


• The specified ACL does not exist. 


• The specified ACL does not have valid rules. 


bidir: Specifies BIDIR-PIM to which the static RP is designated. If you do not specify this keyword, the 
PIM mode is PIM-SM. 


preferred: Gives priority to the static RP if the static RP and the dynamic RP exist at the same time on the 
network. The dynamic RP takes effect only if no static RP exists on the network. If you do not specify this 
keyword, the dynamic RP has priority. The static RP takes effect only if no dynamic RP exists on the 
network or when the dynamic RP fails. 


Usage guidelines 


You do not need to enable PIM on an interface that acts as a static RP. 


In an IPv4 basic ACL, the source keyword matches the multicast group address in multicast packets. 


If you specify the vpn-instance keyword in an ACL rule, the rule does not take effect. The other optional 
parameters except the time-range keyword and the fragment keyword in the ACL rules are ignored. 


When the ACL rules used by a static RP change, new RPs must be elected for all multicast groups. 


You can configure multiple static RPs by using this command multiple times. However, if you specify the 
same static RP address or reference the same ACL in the command, the most recent configuration takes 
effect. If you configure multiple static RPs for the same multicast group, the static RP with the highest IP 
address is used. 


Examples 


# On the public network, configure the interface with the IP address of 11.110.0.6 as a static RP for 
multicast group range 225.1.1.0/24, and give priority to this static RP. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] acl number 2001 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2001] rule permit source 225.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2001] quit 


[Sysname] pim 


[Sysname-pim] static-rp 11.110.0.6 2001 preferred 


Related commands 


display pim rp-info 
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New feature: MSDP 


Overview 


Multicast Source Discovery Protocol (MSDP) is an inter-domain multicast solution that addresses the 
interconnection of PIM-SM domains. It discovers multicast source information in other PIM-SM domains. 


In the basic PIM-SM mode, a multicast source registers only with the RP in the local PIM-SM domain, 
and the multicast source information in each domain is isolated. As a result, both of the following occur: 


• The RP obtains the source information only within the local domain. 


• A multicast distribution tree is built only within the local domain to deliver multicast data locally.  


MSDP enables the RPs of different PIM-SM domains to share their multicast source information. The local 
RP can then join the SPT rooted at the multicast source across the PIM-SM domains. This allows multicast 
data to be transmitted among different domains.  


With MSDP peer relationships established between appropriate routers on the network, the RPs of 
different PIM-SM domains are interconnected with one another. These MSDP peers exchange source 
active (SA) messages, so that the multicast source information is shared among these domains. 


MSDP is applicable only if the intra-domain multicast protocol is PIM-SM. MSDP takes effect only for the 
ASM model.  


For more information about the concepts of DR, BSR, C-BSR, RP, C-RP, SPT, and RPT mentioned in this 
document, see "Configuring PIM." 


How MSDP works 


MSDP peers 


One or more pairs of MSDP peers on the network form an MSDP interconnection map. In the map, the 
RPs of different PIM-SM domains interconnect in a series. An SA message from an RP is relayed to all 
other RPs by these MSDP peers.  


Figure 67 MSDP peer locations on the network 


 
 


As shown in Figure 67, an MSDP peer can be created on any PIM-SM router. MSDP peers created on 
PIM-SM routers that assume different roles function differently.  
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• MSDP peers created on RPs: 


 Source-side MSDP peer—MSDP peer closest to the multicast source, such as RP 1. The 
source-side RP creates and sends SA messages to its remote MSDP peer to notify the MSDP 
peer of the locally registered multicast source information.  


A source-side MSDP peer must be created on the source-side RP. Otherwise, it cannot 
advertise the multicast source information out of the PIM-SM domain.  


 Receiver-side MSDP peer—MSDP peer closest to the receivers, typically the receiver-side RP, 
such as RP 3. After receiving an SA message, the receiver-side MSDP peer resolves the 
multicast source information carried in the message. Then, it joins the SPT rooted at the 
multicast source across the PIM-SM domains. When multicast data from the multicast source 
arrives, the receiver-side MSDP peer forwards the data to the receivers along the RPT.  


 Intermediate MSDP peer—MSDP peer with multiple remote MSDP peers, such as RP 2. An 
intermediate MSDP peer forwards SA messages received from one remote MSDP peer to other 
remote MSDP peers. It acts as a relay for forwarding multicast source information.  


• MSDP peers created on PIM-SM routers that are not RPs:  


Router A and Router B are MSDP peers on multicast routers that are not RPs. Such MSDP peers 
only forward SA messages.  


In a PIM-SM network using the BSR mechanism, the RP is dynamically elected from C-RPs. A PIM-SM 
network typically has multiple C-RPs to ensure network robustness. Because the RP election result is 
unpredictable, MSDP peering relationships must be built between all C-RPs to always keep the winning 
C-RP on the MSDP interconnection map. Losing C-RPs assume the role of common PIM-SM routers on this 
map. 


Inter-domain multicast delivery through MSDP 


As shown in Figure 68, an active source (Source) exists in the domain PIM-SM 1, and RP 1 has learned 
the existence of Source through multicast source registration. RPs in PIM-SM 2 and PIM-SM 3 also seek 
the location of Source so that multicast traffic from Source can be sent to their receivers. MSDP peering 
relationships must be established between RP 1 and RP 3 and between RP 3 and RP 2.  
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Figure 68 Inter-domain multicast delivery through MSDP 


 
 


The process of implementing PIM-SM inter-domain multicast delivery by leveraging MSDP peers is as 
follows:  


1. When the multicast source in PIM-SM 1 sends the first multicast packet to multicast group G, DR 1 
encapsulates the data within a register message. It sends the register message to RP 1, and RP 1 
obtains information about the multicast source.  


2. As the source-side RP, RP 1 creates SA messages and periodically sends them to its MSDP peer.  


An SA message contains the address of the multicast source (S), the multicast group address (G), 
and the address of the RP that has created this SA message (RP 1, in this example). 


3. On MSDP peers, each SA message undergoes an RPF check and multicast policy-based filtering. 
Only SA messages that have arrived along the correct path and passed the filtering are received 
and forwarded. This avoids delivery loops of SA messages. In addition, you can configure MSDP 
peers into an MSDP mesh group to avoid SA message flooding between MSDP peers.  


 


 NOTE: 


An MSDP mesh group refers to a group of MSDP peers that establish MSDP peering relationships 
with each other and share the same group name.  


 


4. SA messages are forwarded from one MSDP peer to another. Finally, information about the 
multicast source traverses all PIM-SM domains with MSDP peers (PIM-SM 2 and PIM-SM 3, in this 
example).  


5. After receiving the SA message that RP 1 created, RP 2 in PIM-SM 2 examines whether any 
receivers for the multicast group exist in the domain.  


 If a receiver exists in the domain, the RPT for the multicast group G is maintained between RP 2 
and the receivers. RP 2 creates an (S, G) entry and sends an (S, G) join message. The join 
message travels hop by hop toward the multicast source, and the SPT is established across the 
PIM-SM domains.  
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The subsequent multicast data flows to RP 2 along the SPT, and from RP 2 to the receiver-side 
DR along the RPT. After receiving the multicast data, the receiver-side DR determines whether 
to initiate an RPT-to-SPT switchover process based on its configuration.  


 If no receivers exist in the domain, RP 2 neither creates an (S, G) entry nor sends a join 
message toward the multicast source.  


In inter-domain multicasting using MSDP, once an RP gets information about a multicast source in 
another PIM-SM domain, it no longer relies on RPs in other PIM-SM domains. The receivers can override 
the RPs in other domains and directly join the multicast SPT rooted at the source.  


Anycast RP through MSDP 
PIM-SM requires only one active RP to serve each multicast group. If the active RP fails, the multicast 
traffic might be interrupted. The Anycast RP mechanism enables redundancy backup between two or 
more RPs by configuring multiple RPs with the same IP address for one multicast group. A multicast 
source registers with the closest RP or a receiver joins the closest RP to implement source information 
synchronization. 


Anycast RP has the following benefits: 


• Optimal RP path—A multicast source registers with the closest RP to build an optimal SPT. A 
receiver joins the closest RP to build an optimal RPT. 


• Redundancy backup among RPs—When an RP fails, the RP-related sources and receiver-side DRs 
will register with or join their closest available RPs. This achieves redundancy backup among RPs.  


Anycast RP is implemented by using either of the following methods: 


• Anycast RP through PIM-SM—In this method, you can configure multiple RPs for one multicast 
group and add them to an Anycast RP set. For more information about Anycast RP through 
PIM-SM, see "Configuring PIM." 


The switch does not support this method. 


• Anycast RP through MSDP—In this method, you can configure multiple RPs with the same IP 
address for one multicast group and configure MSDP peering relationships between the RPs. 


As shown in Figure 69, within a PIM-SM domain, a multicast source sends multicast data to 
multicast group G, and the receiver joins the multicast group.  


To implement Anycast RP through MSDP: 


a. Assign the same IP address (known as Anycast RP address, typically a private address) to an 
interface on Router A and Router B.  


− An Anycast RP address is usually assigned to a logical interface, such as a loopback 
interface. 


− Make sure the Anycast RP address is a host address (with the subnet mask 
255.255.255.255). 


b. Configure the interfaces as C-RPs.  


c. Establish an MSDP peering relationship between Router A and Router B.  


An MSDP peer address must be different from the Anycast RP address. 
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Figure 69 Anycast RP through MSDP 


 
 


The following describes how Anycast RP through MSDP is implemented: 


a. After receiving the multicast data from Source, the source-side DR registers with the closest RP 
(RP 1 in this example). 


b. After receiving the IGMP report message from the receiver, the receiver-side DR sends a join 
message toward the closest RP (RP 2 in this example). An RPT rooted at this RP is established.  


c. The RPs share the registered multicast source information through SA messages. After 
obtaining the multicast source information, RP 2 sends an (S, G) source-specific join message 
toward the source to create an SPT. 


d. When the multicast data reaches RP 2 along the SPT, the RP forwards the data along the RPT 
to the receiver. After receiving the multicast data, the receiver-side DR determines whether to 
initiate an RPT-to-SPT switchover process based on its configuration. 


MSDP peer-RPF forwarding 
The MSDP peer-RPF check is used for forwarding SA messages on a network that runs MSDP. If the 
peer-RPF check succeeds, the SA message is accepted and forwarded. Otherwise, the SA message is 
discarded. 


As shown in Figure 70: 


• There are five ASs on the network. IGP runs within each AS, and BGP or MBGP runs between 
these ASs. 


• Each AS contains at least one PIM-SM domain, and each PIM-SM domain contains at least one RP. 


• MSDP peering relationship has been established among these RPs. 


RP 3, RP 4, and RP 5 are in the same MSDP mesh group. 


RP 6 is configured as the static RPF peer of RP 7.  
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Figure 70 MSDP peer-RPF forwarding 


 
 


The process of peer-RPF forwarding is as follows: 


1. RP 1 creates an SA message and forwards it to its peer RP 2. 


2. RP 2 determines that RP 1 is the RP that creates the SA message because the RP address in the SA 
message is the same as that of RP 1. Then, RP 2 accepts and forwards the SA message. 


3. RP 3 accepts and forwards the SA message, because RP 2 and RP 3 reside in the same AS and 
RP 2 is the next hop of RP 3 to RP 1. 


4. RP 4 and RP 5 accept the SA message, because RP 3 is in the same mesh group with them. Then, 
RP 4 and RP 5 forward the SA message to their peer RP 6 rather than other members of the mesh 
group. 


5. RP 4 and RP 5 reside in the closest AS in the route to RP 1. However, RP 6 accepts and forwards 
only the SA message from RP 5, because the IP address of RP 5 is higher than that of RP 4. 


6. RP 7 accepts and forwards the SA message, because RP 6 is its static RPF peer.  


7. RP 8 accepts and forwards the SA message, because RP 7 is the eBGP or MBGP next hop of the 
peer-RPF route to RP 1. 


8. RP 9 accepts the SA message, because RP 8 is the only RP of RP 9. 


MSDP support for VPNs 


Interfaces on the multicast routers in a VPN can set up MSDP peering relationships with each other. 
With the SA messages exchanged between MSDP peers, the multi-instance VPN implements the 
forwarding of multicast data across different PIM-SM domains.  


To support MSDP for VPNs, a multicast router that runs MSDP maintains an independent set of MSDP 
mechanism for each VPN that it supports. These mechanisms include SA message cache, peering 
connection, timers, sending cache, and cache for exchanging PIM messages. 


One VPN is isolated from another, and MSDP and PIM-SM messages can be exchanged only within the 
same VPN.  
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• RFC 3446, Anycast Rendezvous Point (RP) mechanism using Protocol Independent Multicast (PIM) 
and Multicast Source Discovery Protocol (MSDP) 


MSDP configuration task list 


Tasks at a glance 


Configuring basic MSDP features: 


• (Required.) Enabling MSDP 
• (Required.) Specifying an MSDP peer 
• (Optional.) Configuring a static RPF peer 


Configuring an MSDP peering connection: 


• (Optional.) Configuring a description for an MSDP peer 
• (Optional.) Configuring an MSDP mesh group 
• (Optional.) Controlling MSDP peering connections 


Configuring SA message-related parameters: 


• (Optional.) Enabling multicast data encapsulation in SA messages 
• (Optional.) Configuring the originating RP of SA messages 
• (Optional.) Configuring SA request messages 
• (Optional.) Configuring SA message policies 
• (Optional.) Configuring the SA cache mechanism 


 


Configuring basic MSDP features 


All the configuration tasks in this section should be performed on RPs in PIM-SM domains, and each of 
these RPs acts as an MSDP peer. 


Configuration prerequisites 


Before you configure basic MSDP features, complete the following tasks:  


• Configure a unicast routing protocol so that all devices in the domain can interoperate at the 
network layer.  


• Configure PIM-SM to enable intra-domain multicast.  


Enabling MSDP 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enable IP multicast routing 
and enter MRIB view. 


multicast routing [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 


By default, IP multicast routing is 
disabled. 


3. Return to system view. quit N/A 


4. Enable MSDP and enter 
MSDP view. 


msdp [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 


By default, MSDP is disabled. 
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Specifying an MSDP peer 


An MSDP peering relationship is identified by an address pair (the addresses of the local MSDP peer 
and the remote MSDP peer). To create an MSDP peering connection, you must perform the following 
operation on both devices that are a pair of MSDP peers.  


If an interface of the router is shared by an MSDP peer and a BGP or MBGP peer at the same time, HP 
recommends that you configure the same IP address for the MSDP peer and the BGP or MBGP peer. 


To specify an MSDP peer:  
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MSDP view. msdp [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] N/A 


3. Specify an MSDP peer. peer peer-address connect-interface 
interface-type interface-number 


By default, MSDP peers do 
not exist. 


 


Configuring a static RPF peer 


This feature prevents SA messages forwarded by the static RPF peer from undertaking the RPF check. 
This simplifies the RPF check mechanism for SA messages. 


You can configure an RP policy for the static RPF peer to filter SA messages based on the referenced 
IPv4 prefix list that specifies the RP addresses. 


If only one MSDP peer is configured on a router, this MSDP peer is considered to be a static RPF peer. 


To configure a static RPF peer:  
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MSDP view. msdp [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] N/A 


3. Configure a static RPF peer. static-rpf-peer peer-address 
[ rp-policy ip-prefix-name ] 


By default, static RPF peers do not 
exist. 


 


Configuring an MSDP peering connection 


This section describes how to configure an MSDP peering connection. 
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Configuration prerequisites 


Before you configure an MSDP peering connection, complete the following tasks: 


• Configure a unicast routing protocol so that all devices in the domain can interoperate at the 
network layer. 


• Configure basic MSDP features. 


Configuring a description for an MSDP peer 


This feature helps administrators easily distinguish an MSDP peer from other MSDP peers.  


To configure a description for an MSDP peer: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MSDP view. msdp [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] N/A 


3. Configure a description for 
an MSDP peer. peer peer-address description text By default, an MSDP peer is not 


configured with any description. 
 


Configuring an MSDP mesh group 


This feature avoids SA message flooding among MSDP peers within an AS. It also simplifies the RPF 
check mechanism because you do not need to run BGP or MBGP between these MSDP peers. 


When receiving an SA message from outside the mesh group, a member MSDP peer performs the RPF 
check on the SA message. If the SA message passes the RPF check, the member MSDP peer floods the 
message to the other members in the mesh group. When receiving an SA message from another 
member, the MSDP peer neither performs an RPF check on the message nor forwards the message to 
the other members. 


To organize multiple MSDP peers in a mesh group, assign the same mesh group name to these MSDP 
peers. Before doing this, make sure the routers are interconnected with one another. 


To create an MSDP mesh group:  
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MSDP view. msdp [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 


N/A 


3. Configure an MSDP mesh 
group. 


peer peer-address mesh-group 
name 


By default, an MSDP peer does 
not belong to any mesh group. 


If you assign an MSDP peer to 
multiple mesh groups, the most 
recent configuration takes effect.  
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Controlling MSDP peering connections 


MSDP peers are interconnected over TCP (port number 639). You can tear down or re-establish MSDP 
peering connections to control SA message exchange between the MSDP peers. When the connection 
between two MSDP peers is torn down, SA messages are no longer delivered between them. No 
attempt is made to re-establish the connection. The configuration information for the peer remains 
unchanged.  


MSDP peers periodically send keepalive messages to each other to keep a session alive. When a 
session is established, an MSDP peer sends a keepalive message to its peer and starts a keepalive timer 
and a peer hold timer. When the keepalive timer expires, the MSDP peer sends a new keepalive 
message. If the MSDP peer receives an MSDP message from its peer before the peer hold timer expires, 
it resets the peer hold timer. Otherwise, the MSDP peer tears down the session. 


A TCP connection is required when one of the following conditions exists: 


• A new MSDP peer is created. 


• A previously deactivated MSDP peering connection is reactivated. 


• A previously failed MSDP peer attempts to resume operation. 


You can change the MSDP connection retry interval to adjust the interval between MSDP peering 
connection attempts.  


To enhance MSDP security, enable MD5 authentication for both MSDP peers to establish a TCP 
connection. If the MD5 authentication fails, the TCP connection cannot be established. 
 


 IMPORTANT: 


The MSDP peers involved in MD5 authentication must be configured with the same authentication 
method and key. Otherwise, the authentication fails and the TCP connection cannot be established.  
 


To control MSDP peering connections:  
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MSDP view. msdp [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] N/A 


3. Tear down an MSDP peering 
connection. shutdown peer-address By default, an MSDP peering 


connection is active.  


4. Configure the MSDP 
connection retry interval. timer retry interval The default setting is 30 seconds. 


5. Configure MD5 
authentication for both MSDP 
peers to establish a TCP 
connection. 


peer peer-address password 
{ cipher | simple } password 


By default, MD5 authentication is 
not performed before a TCP 
connection is established. 


 


Configuring SA message-related parameters 


This section describes how to configure SA message-related parameters. 
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Configuration prerequisites 


Before you configure SA message delivery, complete the following tasks:  


• Configure a unicast routing protocol so that all devices in the domain can interoperate at the 
network layer. 


• Configure basic MSDP features. 


Enabling multicast data encapsulation in SA messages 


Some multicast sources send multicast data at an interval longer than the aging time of (S, G) entries. In 
this case, the source-side DR must encapsulate multicast data packet-by-packet in register messages and 
send them to the source-side RP. The source-side RP transmits the (S, G) information to the remote RP 
through SA messages. Then, the remote RP sends join messages to the source-side DR and builds an SPT. 
Because the (S, G) entries have timed out, remote receivers can never receive the multicast data from the 
multicast source.  


To avoid this problem, you can enable the source-side RP to encapsulate multicast data in SA messages. 
As a result, the source-side RP can forward the multicast data in SA messages to its remote MSDP peers. 
After receiving the SA messages, the remote RP decapsulates the SA messages and forwards the 
multicast data to the receivers in the local domain along the RPT.  


To enable multicast data encapsulation in SA messages:  
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MSDP view. msdp [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 


N/A 


3. Enable multicast data 
encapsulation in SA 
messages. 


encap-data-enable 
By default, an SA message 
contains only (S, G) entries, 
but not the multicast data.  


 


Configuring the originating RP of SA messages 


This feature enables an interface to originate SA messages and to use its IP address as the RP address in 
SA messages. It is typically used in the Anycast-RP application. 


By default, the RP address in SA messages originated by a member Anycast-RP is the Anycast-RP 
address. The SA messages will fail the RPF check on the other members because the RP address in SA 
messages is the same as the local RP address. In this case, source information cannot be exchanged 
within the Anycast-RP. To solve the problem, you must specify an interface other than the interface where 
the member Anycast-RP resides as the originating RP of SA messages. 


To configure the originating RP of SA messages: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MSDP view. msdp [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 


N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 
3. Configure an interface as the 


originating RP of SA 
messages. 


originating-rp interface-type 
interface-number 


By default, SA messages are 
originated by the actual RPs. 


 


Configuring SA request messages 


By default, after receiving a new join message, a router waits for an SA message to obtain the multicast 
source information and to join the SPT. You can enable the router to request source information by 
sending SA request messages to an MSDP peer. This reduces the join latency. 


An SA request policy enables the device to filter SA request messages based on the referenced ACL that 
specifies the multicast groups.  
 


 IMPORTANT: 


Before you enable the router to send SA requests, make sure you disable the SA message cache 
mechanism. 
 


To configure SA request messages:  
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MSDP view. msdp [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 


N/A 


3. Enable the device to send SA 
request messages to an MSDP 
peer. 


peer peer-address request-sa-enable 


By default, after receiving a 
new join message, a device 
does not send an SA request 
message to any MSDP peer. 
Instead, it waits for the next SA 
message from its MSDP peer. 


4. Configure an SA request 
policy. 


peer peer-address sa-request-policy 
[ acl acl-number ] 


By default, SA request policies 
are not configured. 


 


Configuring SA message policies 


To control the propagation of multicast source information, you can configure the following policies: 


• SA creation policy—Limits the multicast source information advertised in SA messages. This policy 
enables the router to advertise (S, G) entries based on the referenced ACL that specifies the 
multicast sources and groups.  


• SA incoming or outgoing policy—Limits the receipt or forwarding of SA messages. This policy 
enables the router to receive or forward SA messages based on the referenced ACL that specifies 
the multicast sources and groups.  


By default, multicast data packets are encapsulated in SA messages and forwarded to MSDP peers only 
if the TTL values in the packets are larger than zero. You can set the lower TTL threshold for multicast 
data packets encapsulated in SA messages that are sent to an MSDP peer. Then, only multicast data 
packets whose TTL values are larger than or equal to the configured value are encapsulated in SA 
messages. Only SA messages whose TTL values are larger than or equal to the configured value are 
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forwarded to the specified MSDP peer. This controls the multicast data packet encapsulation and limits 
the propagation range of the SA messages. 


To configure SA message policies:  
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MSDP view. msdp [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 


N/A 


3. Configure an SA creation 
policy. import-source [ acl acl-number ] 


By default, SA creation policies 
are not configured. 


4. Configure an SA incoming or 
outgoing policy. 


peer peer-address sa-policy 
{ export | import } [ acl 
acl-number ] 


By default, SA incoming or 
outgoing policies are not 
configured. 


5. Set the lower TTL threshold for 
multicast data packets 
encapsulated in SA 
messages. 


peer peer-address minimum-ttl 
ttl-value The default setting is 0. 


 


Configuring the SA cache mechanism 


The SA cache mechanism enables the router to locally cache (S, G) entries contained in SA messages. 
It reduces the time for obtaining multicast source information, but increases memory occupation.  


With the SA cache mechanism enabled, when the router receives a new (*, G) join message, it 
searches its SA message cache first.  


• If no matching (S, G) entry is found, the router waits for the SA message that its MSDP peer sends 
in the next cycle.  


• If a matching (S, G) entry is found in the cache, the router joins the SPT rooted at S.  


To protect the router against DoS attacks, you can set a limit on the number of (S, G) entries in the SA 
cache from an MSDP peer.  


To configure the SA cache:  
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Enter MSDP view. msdp [ vpn-instance 
vpn-instance-name ] 


N/A 


3. Enable the SA cache 
mechanism. cache-sa-enable 


By default, the SA message 
cache mechanism is enabled. 
The device caches the (S, G) 
entries contained in the received 
SA messages. 


4. Set the maximum number of 
(S, G) entries in the SA cache 
from an MSDP peer. 


peer peer-address 
sa-cache-maximum sa-limit 


The default setting is 
4294967295. 
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Displaying and maintaining MSDP 


Execute display commands in any view and reset commands in user view. 
 


Task Command 


Display brief information about MSDP peers. 
display msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] brief 
[ state { connect | disabled | established | listen | 
shutdown } ] 


Display detailed status of MSDP peers. 
display msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 
peer-status [ peer-address ] 


Display (S, G) entries in the SA cache. 
display msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 
sa-cache [ group-address | source-address | 
as-number ] * 


Display the number of (S, G) entries in the SA cache. display msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 
sa-count [ as-number ] 


Reset the TCP connection with an MSDP peer and 
clear statistics for the MSDP peer. 


reset msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] peer 
[ peer-address ] 


Clear (S, G) entries in the SA cache. reset msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 
sa-cache [ group-address ] 


Clear statistics for an MSDP peer without resetting the 
TCP connection with the MSDP peer. 


reset msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 
statistics [ peer-address ] 


 


MSDP configuration examples 


This section provides examples of configuring MSDP on switches.  


PIM-SM inter-domain multicast configuration 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 71: 


• OSPF runs within AS 100 and AS 200 and BGP runs between them. 


• Each PIM-SM domain has at least one multicast source or receiver.  


Set up MSDP peering relationships between the RPs in the PIM-SM domains to share multicast source 
information among the PIM-SM domains.  
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Figure 71 Network diagram 


 
 


Table 57 Interface and IP address assignment 


Device Interface IP address Device Interface IP address 


Switch A Vlan-int103 10.110.1.2/24 Switch D Vlan-int104 10.110.4.2/24 


Switch A Vlan-int100 10.110.2.1/24 Switch D Vlan-int300 10.110.5.1/24 


Switch A Vlan-int200 10.110.3.1/24 Switch E Vlan-int105 10.110.6.1/24 


Switch B Vlan-int103 10.110.1.1/24 Switch E Vlan-int102 192.168.3.2/24 


Switch B Vlan-int101 192.168.1.1/24 Switch E Loop0 3.3.3.3/32 


Switch B Loop0 1.1.1.1/32 Switch F Vlan-int105 10.110.6.2/24 


Switch C Vlan-int104 10.110.4.1/24 Switch F Vlan-int400 10.110.7.1/24 


Switch C Vlan-int102 192.168.3.1/24 Source 1 — 10.110.2.100/24 


Switch C Vlan-int101 192.168.1.2/24 Source 2 — 10.110.5.100/24 


Switch C Loop0 2.2.2.2/32 Switch D Vlan-int104 10.110.4.2/24 
 


Configuration procedure 


1. Assign an IP address and subnet mask to each interface according to Figure 71. (Details not 
shown.) 


2. Configure OSPF on the switches in the ASs. (Details not shown.) 


3. Enable IP multicast routing and PIM-SM, and configure PIM-SM domain borders: 


# On Switch A, enable IP multicast routing. 
<SwitchA> system-view 


[SwitchA] multicast routing 


[SwitchA-mrib] quit 
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# Enable PIM-SM on VLAN-interface 103 and VLAN-interface 100. 
[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 103 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface103] pim sm 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface103] quit 


[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 100 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface100] pim sm 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface100] quit 


# Enable IGMP on the receiver-side interface VLAN-interface 200. 
[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 200 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface200] igmp enable 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface200] quit 


# Enable IP multicast routing and PIM-SM on Switch B, Switch C, Switch D, Switch E, and Switch 
F in the same way Switch A is configured. (Details not shown.) 


# Configure a PIM domain border on Switch B.  
[SwitchB] interface vlan-interface 101 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface101] pim bsr-boundary 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface101] quit 


# Configure a PIM domain border on Switch C and Switch E in the same way Switch B is 
configured. (Details not shown.) 


4. Configure C-BSRs and C-RPs: 


# Configure Loopback 0 as a C-BSR and a C-RP on Switch B.  
[SwitchB] pim 


[SwitchB-pim] c-bsr 1.1.1.1 


[SwitchB-pim] c-rp 1.1.1.1 


[SwitchB-pim] quit 


# Configure C-BSRs and C-RPs on Switch C and Switch E in the same way Switch B is configured. 
(Details not shown.) 


5. Configure BGP for mutual route redistribution between BGP and OSPF: 


# On Switch B, configure an eBGP peer, and redistribute OSPF routes.  
[SwitchB] bgp 100 


[SwitchB-bgp] router-id 1.1.1.1 


[SwitchB-bgp] peer 192.168.1.2 as-number 200 


[SwitchB-bgp] address-family ipv4 unicast 


[SwitchB-bgp-ipv4] import-route ospf 1 


[SwitchB-bgp-ipv4] peer 192.168.1.2 enable 


[SwitchB-bgp-ipv4] quit 


# On Switch C, configure an eBGP peer, and redistribute OSPF routes.  
[SwitchC] bgp 200 


[SwitchC-bgp] router-id 2.2.2.2 


[SwitchC-bgp] peer 192.168.1.1 as-number 100 


[SwitchC-bgp] address-family ipv4 unicast 


[SwitchC-bgp-ipv4] import-route ospf 1 


[SwitchC-bgp-ipv4] peer 192.168.1.1 enable 


[SwitchC-bgp-ipv4] quit 


# Redistribute BGP routes into OSPF on Switch B.  
[SwitchB] ospf 1 
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[SwitchB-ospf-1] import-route bgp 


[SwitchB-ospf-1] quit 


# Redistribute BGP routes into OSPF on Switch C.  
[SwitchB] ospf 1 


[SwitchB-ospf-1] import-route bgp 


[SwitchB-ospf-1] quit 


6. Configure MSDP peers: 


# Configure an MSDP peer on Switch B.  
[SwitchB] msdp 


[SwitchB-msdp] peer 192.168.1.2 connect-interface vlan-interface 101 


[SwitchB-msdp] quit 


# Configure an MSDP peer on Switch C.  
[SwitchC] msdp 


[SwitchC-msdp] peer 192.168.1.1 connect-interface vlan-interface 101 


[SwitchC-msdp] peer 192.168.3.2 connect-interface vlan-interface 102 


[SwitchC-msdp] quit 


# Configure MSDP peers on Switch E.  
[SwitchE] msdp 


[SwitchE-msdp] peer 192.168.3.1 connect-interface vlan-interface 102 


[SwitchE-msdp] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# Display information about BGP peer groups on Switch B.  
[SwitchB] display bgp peer ipv4 


 


 BGP local router ID: 1.1.1.1 


 Local AS number: 100 


 Total number of peers: 1                  Peers in established state: 1 


 


  Peer                    AS  MsgRcvd  MsgSent OutQ PrefRcv Up/Down  State 


 


  192.168.1.2             200 24       21      0    6       00:20:07 Established 


# Display information about BGP peer groups on Switch C.  
[SwitchC] display bgp peer ipv4 


 


 BGP local router ID: 2.2.2.2 


 Local AS number: 1 


 Total number of peers: 1                  Peers in established state: 1 


 


  Peer                    AS  MsgRcvd  MsgSent OutQ PrefRcv Up/Down  State 


 


  192.168.1.1             100 18       16      0    1       00:20:07 Established 


# Display the BGP routing table on Switch C.  
[SwitchC] display bgp routing-table ipv4 


 


 Total number of routes: 5 
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 BGP local router ID is 2.2.2.2 


 Status codes: * - valid, > - best, d - dampened, h - history, 


               s - suppressed, S - stale, i - internal, e - external 


 


     Network            NextHop         MED        LocPrf     PrefVal Path/Ogn 


 


* >  1.1.1.1/32         192.168.1.1     0                     0       100? 


* >i 2.2.2.2/32         0.0.0.0         0                     0       ? 


* >  192.168.1.0        0.0.0.0         0                     0       ? 


* >  192.168.1.1/32     0.0.0.0         0                     0       ? 


* >  192.168.1.2/32     0.0.0.0         0                     0       ? 


# Verify that hosts in PIM-SM 1 and PIM-SM 3 can receive the multicast data from Source 1 in PIM-SM 
1 and Source 2 in PIM-SM 2. (Details not shown.) 


# Display brief information about MSDP peer groups on Switch B.  
[SwitchB] display msdp brief 


Configured   Established  Listen       Connect      Shutdown     Disabled 


1            1            0            0            0            0 


 


Peer address    State       Up/Down time    AS         SA count   Reset count 


192.168.1.2     Established 00:12:57        200        13         0 


# Display brief information about MSDP peer groups on Switch C.  
[SwitchC] display msdp brief 


Configured   Established  Listen       Connect      Shutdown     Disabled 


1            1            0            0            0            0 


 


Peer address    State       Up/Down time    AS         SA count   Reset count 


192.168.3.2     Established 01:43:57        ?          8          0 


192.168.1.1     Established 01:43:57        ?          13         0 


# Display brief information about MSDP peer groups on Switch E.  
[SwitchE] display msdp brief 


Configured   Established  Listen       Connect      Shutdown     Disabled 


1            1            0            0            0            0 


 


Peer address    State       Up/Down time    AS         SA count   Reset count 


192.168.3.1     Established 01:07:57        200        8          0 


# Display detailed MSDP peer information on Switch B.  
[SwitchB] display msdp peer-status 


MSDP Peer 192.168.1.2; AS 200 


 Description: 


 Information about connection status: 


   State: Established 


   Up/down time: 00:15:47 


   Resets: 0 


   Connection interface: Vlan-interface101 (192.168.1.1) 


   Received/sent messages: 16/16 


   Discarded input messages: 0 


   Discarded output messages: 0 
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   Elapsed time since last connection or counters clear: 00:17:40 


   Mesh group peer joined: momo 


   Last disconnect reason: Hold timer expired with truncated message 


   Truncated packet: 5 bytes in buffer, type: 1, length: 20, without packet time: 75s 


 Information about (Source, Group)-based SA filtering policy: 


   Import policy: None 


   Export policy: None 


 Information about SA-Requests: 


   Policy to accept SA-Requests: None 


   Sending SA-Requests status: Disable 


 Minimum TTL to forward SA with encapsulated data: 0 


 SAs learned from this peer: 0, SA cache maximum for the peer: 4294967295 


 Input queue size: 0, Output queue size: 0 


 Counters for MSDP messages: 


   RPF check failure: 0 


   Incoming/outgoing SA: 0/0 


   Incoming/outgoing SA-Request: 0/0 


   Incoming/outgoing SA-Response: 0/0 


   Incoming/outgoing Keepalive: 867/867 


   Incoming/outgoing Notification: 0/0 


   Incoming/outgoing Traceroutes in progress: 0/0 


   Incoming/outgoing Traceroute reply: 0/0 


   Incoming/outgoing Unknown: 0/0 


   Incoming/outgoing data packet: 0/0 


Inter-AS multicast configuration by leveraging static RPF peers 


Network requirements 


As shown in Figure 72: 


• The network has two ASs: AS 100 and AS 200. OSPF runs within each AS. BGP runs between the 
two ASs. 


• PIM-SM 1 belongs to AS 100, and PIM-SM 2 and PIM-SM 3 belong to AS 200. Each PIM-SM 
domain has at least one multicast source or receiver. 


Configure the switches to meet the network requirements: 


• Configure Loopback 0 as the C-BSR and C-RP of the related PIM-SM domain on Switch A, Switch D 
and Switch G. 


• According to the peer-RPF forwarding rule, the switches accept SA messages that pass the filtering 
policy from its static RPF peers. To share multicast source information among PIM-SM domains 
without changing the unicast topology structure, configure MSDP peering relationships for the RPs 
of the PIM-SM domains and configure the static RPF peering relationships.  
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Figure 72 Network diagram 


 
 


Table 58 Interface and IP address assignment 


Device Interface IP address Device Interface IP address 


Source 1 — 192.168.1.100/24 Switch D Vlan-int105 10.110.5.1/24 


Source 2 — 192.168.3.100/24 Switch D Vlan-int103 10.110.3.2/24 


Switch A Vlan-int101 10.110.1.1/24 Switch D Loop0 2.2.2.2/32 


Switch A Vlan-int102 10.110.2.1/24 Switch E Vlan-int105 10.110.5.2/24 


Switch A Loop0 1.1.1.1/32 Switch E Vlan-int300 192.168.3.1/24 


Switch B Vlan-int101 10.110.1.2/24 Switch F Vlan-int106 10.110.6.1/24 


Switch B Vlan-int100 192.168.1.1/24 Switch F Vlan-int104 10.110.4.2/24 


Switch B Vlan-int103 10.110.3.1/24 Switch G Vlan-int106 10.110.6.2/24 


Switch C Vlan-int102 10.110.2.2/24 Switch G Vlan-int400 192.168.4.1/24 


Switch C Vlan-int200 192.168.2.1/24 Switch G Loop0 3.3.3.3/32 


Switch C Vlan-int104 10.110.4.1/24 
   


Configuration procedure 


1. Assign an IP address and subnet mask to each interface according to Table 58. (Details not 
shown.) 


2. Configure OSPF on the switches in the ASs. (Details not shown.) 


3. Enable IP multicast routing, PIM-SM, and IGMP, and configure PIM-SM domain borders: 


# On Switch C, enable IP multicast routing. 
<SwitchC> system-view 


[SwitchC] multicast routing 


[SwitchC-mrib] quit 
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# Enable PIM-SM on each interface, and enable IGMP on the receiver-side interface 
VLAN-interface 200. 
[SwitchC] interface vlan-interface 102 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface102] pim sm 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface102] quit 


[SwitchC] interface vlan-interface 200 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface200] igmp enable 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface200] quit 


[SwitchC] interface vlan-interface 104 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface104] pim sm 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface104] quit 


# Configure Switch A, Switch B, Switch D, Switch E, Switch F, and Switch G in the same way 
Switch C is configured. (Details not shown.) 


# On Switch B, configure the PIM domain borders. 
[SwitchB] interface vlan-interface 103 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface103] pim bsr-boundary 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface103] quit 


# Configure the PIM domain borders on Switch C, Switch D, and Switch F in the same way 
Switch B is configured. (Details not shown.) 


4. Configure C-BSRs and C-RPs: 


# On Switch A, configure Loopback 0 as a C-BSR and a C-RP. 
[SwitchA] pim 


[SwitchA-pim] c-bsr 1.1.1.1 


[SwitchA-pim] c-rp 1.1.1.1 


[SwitchA-pim] quit 


# Configure C-BSRs and C-RPs on Switch D and Switch G in the same way Switch A is 
configured. (Details not shown.) 


5. Configure BGP, and redistribute BGP routing information into OSPF and OSPF routing 
information into BGP: 


# On Switch B, configure an eBGP peer, and redistribute OSPF routing information. 
[SwitchB] bgp 100 


[SwitchB-bgp] router-id 1.1.1.2 


[SwitchB-bgp] peer 10.110.3.2 as-number 200 


[SwitchB-bgp] address-family ipv4 unicast 


[SwitchB-bgp-ipv4] peer 10.110.3.2 enable 


[SwitchB-bgp-ipv4] import-route ospf 1 


[SwitchB-bgp-ipv4]quit 


[SwitchB-bgp] quit 


# On Switch D, configure an eBGP peer, and redistribute OSPF routing information. 
[SwitchD] bgp 200 


[SwitchD-bgp] router-id 2.2.2.2 


[SwitchD-bgp] peer 10.110.3.1 as-number 100 


[SwitchD-bgp] address-family ipv4 unicast 


[SwitchD-bgp-ipv4] peer 10.110.3.1 enable 


[SwitchD-bgp-ipv4] import-route ospf 1 


[SwitchD-bgp-ipv4]quit 


[SwitchD-bgp] quit 
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# On Switch C, configure an eBGP peer, and redistribute OSPF routing information. 
[SwitchC] bgp 100 


[SwitchC-bgp] router-id 1.1.1.3 


[SwitchC-bgp] peer 10.110.4.2 as-number 200 


[SwitchC-bgp] address-family ipv4 unicast 


[SwitchC-bgp-ipv4] peer 10.110.4.2 enable 


[SwitchC-bgp-ipv4] import-route ospf 1 


[SwitchC-bgp-ipv4]quit 


[SwitchC-bgp] quit 


# On Switch F, configure an eBGP peer, and redistribute OSPF routing information. 
[SwitchF] bgp 200 


[SwitchF-bgp] router-id 3.3.3.1 


[SwitchF-bgp] peer 10.110.4.1 as-number 100 


[SwitchF-bgp] address-family ipv4 unicast 


[SwitchF-bgp-ipv4] peer 10.110.4.1 enable 


[SwitchF-bgp-ipv4] import-route ospf 1 


[SwitchF-bgp-ipv4]quit 


[SwitchF-bgp] quit 


# On Switch B, redistribute BGP routing information into OSPF. 
[SwitchB] ospf 1 


[SwitchB-ospf-1] import-route bgp 


[SwitchB-ospf-1] quit 


# On Switch D, redistribute BGP routing information into OSPF. 
[SwitchD] ospf 1 


[SwitchD-ospf-1] import-route bgp 


[SwitchD-ospf-1] quit 


# On Switch C, redistribute BGP routing information into OSPF 
[SwitchC] ospf 1 


[SwitchC-ospf-1] import-route bgp 


[SwitchC-ospf-1] quit 


# On Switch F, redistribute BGP routing information into OSPF. 
[SwitchF] ospf 1 


[SwitchF-ospf-1] import-route bgp 


[SwitchF-ospf-1] quit 


6. Configure MSDP peers and static RPF peers: 


# On Switch A, configure Switch D and Switch G as the MSDP peers and static RPF peers. 
[SwitchA] ip prefix-list list-dg permit 10.110.0.0 16 greater-equal 16 less-equal 32 


[SwitchA] msdp 


[SwitchA-msdp] peer 10.110.3.2 connect-interface vlan-interface 101 


[SwitchA-msdp] peer 10.110.6.2 connect-interface vlan-interface 102 


[SwitchA-msdp] static-rpf-peer 10.110.3.2 rp-policy list-dg 


[SwitchA-msdp] static-rpf-peer 10.110.6.2 rp-policy list-dg 


[SwitchA-msdp] quit 


# On Switch D, configure Switch A as the MSDP peer and static RPF peer. 
[SwitchD] ip prefix-list list-a permit 10.110.0.0 16 greater-equal 16 less-equal 32 


[SwitchD] msdp 


[SwitchD-msdp] peer 10.110.1.1 connect-interface vlan-interface 103 
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[SwitchD-msdp] static-rpf-peer 10.110.1.1 rp-policy list-a 


[SwitchD-msdp] quit 


# On Switch G, configure Switch A as the MSDP peer and static RPF peer. 
[SwitchG] ip prefix-list list-a permit 10.110.0.0 16 greater-equal 16 less-equal 32 


[SwitchG] msdp 


[SwitchG-msdp] peer 10.110.2.1 connect-interface vlan-interface 106 


[SwitchG-msdp] static-rpf-peer 10.110.2.1 rp-policy list-a 


[SwitchG-msdp] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# Display the BGP peering relationships on Switch A. 
[SwitchA] display bgp peer 


No information is output, because no BGP peering relationship has been established between Switch A 
and Switch D, or between Switch A and Switch G. This means that the unicast topology is not changed. 


# Display brief information about MSDP peers on Switch A.  
[SwitchA] display msdp brief 


Configured   Established  Listen       Connect      Shutdown     Disabled 


2            2            0            0            0            0 


 


Peer address    State       Up/Down time    AS         SA count   Reset count 


10.110.3.2      Established 01:07:08        ?          8          0 


10.110.6.2      Established 00:16:39        ?          13         0 


# Display brief information about MSDP peers on Switch D.  
[SwitchD] display msdp brief 


Configured   Established  Listen       Connect      Shutdown     Disabled 


1            1            0            0            0            0 


 


Peer address    State       Up/Down time    AS         SA count   Reset count 


10.110.1.1      Established 01:07:09        ?          8          0 


# Display brief information about MSDP peers on Switch G.  
[SwitchG] display msdp brief 


Configured   Established  Listen       Connect      Shutdown     Disabled 


1            1            0            0            0            0 


 


Peer address    State       Up/Down time    AS         SA count   Reset count 


10.110.2.1      Established 00:16:40        ?          13         0 


# Verify that receivers in PIM-SM 1 and PIM-SM 3 can receive the multicast data from Source 1 and 
Source 2 to a multicast group. (Details not shown.) 


Anycast RP configuration 


Network requirements 
As shown in Figure 73, OSPF runs within the domain to provide unicast routes.  


Configure the Anycast RP application so that the receiver-side DRs and the source-side DRs can initiate 
a join process to their respective RPs that are topologically closest to them.  
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Configure the router IDs of Switch B and Switch D as 1.1.1.1 and 2.2.2.2, respectively. Set up an MSDP 
peering relationship between Switch B and Switch D. 


Figure 73 Network diagram 


 
 


Table 59 Interface and IP address assignment 


Device Interface IP address Device Interface IP address 


Source 1 — 10.110.5.100/24 Switch C Vlan-int101 192.168.1.2/24 


Source 2 — 10.110.6.100/24 Switch C Vlan-int102 192.168.2.2/24 


Switch A Vlan-int300 10.110.5.1/24 Switch D Vlan-int200 10.110.3.1/24 


Switch A Vlan-int103 10.110.2.2/24 Switch D Vlan-int104 10.110.4.1/24 


Switch B Vlan-int100 10.110.1.1/24 Switch D Vlan-int102 192.168.2.1/24 


Switch B Vlan-int103 10.110.2.1/24 Switch D Loop0 2.2.2.2/32 


Switch B Vlan-int101 192.168.1.1/24 Switch D Loop10 4.4.4.4/32 


Switch B Loop0 1.1.1.1/32 Switch D Loop20 10.1.1.1/32 


Switch B Loop10 3.3.3.3/32 Switch E Vlan-int400 10.110.6.1/24 


Switch B Loop20 10.1.1.1/32 Switch E Vlan-int104 10.110.4.2/24 
 


Configuration procedure 


1. Assign an IP address and subnet mask to each interface according to Figure 73. (Details not 
shown.) 


2. Configure OSPF on the switches. (Details not shown.) 


3. Enable IP multicast routing, IGMP, and PIM-SM: 


# On Switch B, enable IP multicast routing.  
<SwitchB> system-view 


[SwitchB] multicast routing 
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[SwitchB-mrib] quit 


# Enable IGMP on the receiver-side interface VLAN-interface 100. 
[SwitchB] interface vlan-interface 100 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface100] igmp enable 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface100] quit 


# Enable PIM-SM on the other interfaces. 
[SwitchB] interface vlan-interface 103 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface103] pim sm 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface103] quit 


[SwitchB] interface Vlan-interface 101 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface101] pim sm 


[SwitchB-Vlan-interface101] quit 


[SwitchB] interface loopback 0 


[SwitchB-LoopBack0] pim sm 


[SwitchB-LoopBack0] quit 


[SwitchB] interface loopback 10 


[SwitchB-LoopBack10] pim sm 


[SwitchB-LoopBack10] quit 


[SwitchB] interface loopback 20 


[SwitchB-LoopBack20] pim sm 


[SwitchB-LoopBack20] quit 


# Enable IP multicast routing, IGMP, and PIM-SM on Switch A, Switch C, Switch D, and Switch E 
in the same way Switch B is configured. (Details not shown.) 


4. Configure C-BSRs and C-RPs: 


# Configure Loopback 10 as a C-BSR and Loopback 20 as a C-RP on Switch B.  
[SwitchB] pim 


[SwitchB-pim] c-bsr 3.3.3.3 


[SwitchB-pim] c-rp 10.1.1.1 


[SwitchB-pim] quit 


# Configure a C-BSR and a C-RP on Switch D in the same way Switch B is configured. (Details not 
shown.)  


5. Configure MSDP peers: 


# Configure an MSDP peer on Loopback 0 of Switch B. 
[SwitchB] msdp 


[SwitchB-msdp] originating-rp loopback 0 


[SwitchB-msdp] peer 2.2.2.2 connect-interface loopback 0 


[SwitchB-msdp] quit 


# Configure an MSDP peer on Loopback 0 of Switch D. 
[SwitchD] msdp 


[SwitchD-msdp] originating-rp loopback 0 


[SwitchD-msdp] peer 1.1.1.1 connect-interface loopback 0 


[SwitchD-msdp] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# Display brief information about MSDP peers on Switch B.  
[SwitchB] display msdp brief 


Configured   Established  Listen       Connect      Shutdown     Disabled 
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1            1            0            0            0            0 


 


Peer address    State       Up/Down time    AS         SA count   Reset count 


2.2.2.2         Established 00:10:57        ?          0          0 


# Display brief information about MSDP peers on Switch D.  
[SwitchD] display msdp brief 


Configured   Established  Listen       Connect      Shutdown     Disabled 


1            1            0            0            0            0 


 


Peer address    State       Up/Down time    AS         SA count   Reset count 


1.1.1.1         Established 00:10:57        ?          0          0 


# Send an IGMP report from Host A to join the multicast group 225.1.1.1. (Details not shown.) 


# Send multicast data from Source 1 to the multicast group 225.1.1.1. (Details not shown.) 


# Display the PIM routing table on Switch D.  
[SwitchD] display pim routing-table 


No information is output on Switch D. 


# Display the PIM routing table on Switch B.  
[SwitchB] display pim routing-table 


 Total 1 (*, G) entry; 1 (S, G) entry 


 


 (*, 225.1.1.1) 


     RP: 10.1.1.1 (local) 


     Protocol: pim-sm, Flag: WC 


     UpTime: 00:15:04 


     Upstream interface: Register 


         Upstream neighbor: NULL 


         RPF prime neighbor: NULL 


     Downstream interface(s) information: 


     Total number of downstreams: 1 


         1: Vlan-interface100 


             Protocol: igmp, UpTime: 00:15:04, Expires: - 


 


 (10.110.5.100, 225.1.1.1) 


     RP: 10.1.1.1 (local) 


     Protocol: pim-sm, Flag: SPT 2MSDP ACT 


     UpTime: 00:46:28 


     Upstream interface: Vlan-interface103 


         Upstream neighbor: 10.110.2.2 


         RPF prime neighbor: 10.110.2.2 


     Downstream interface(s) information: 


     Total number of downstreams: 1 


         1: Vlan-interface100 


             Protocol: pim-sm, UpTime:  - , Expires:  - 


The output shows that Switch B now acts as the RP for Source 1 and Host A. 


# Send an IGMP leave message from Host A to leave the multicast group 225.1.1.1. (Details not shown.),  
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# Send an IGMP report from Host B to join the multicast group 225.1.1.1. (Details not shown.) 


# Send multicast data from Source 2 to the multicast group 225.1.1.1. (Details not shown.) 


# Display the PIM routing table on Switch B. 
[SwitchB] display pim routing-table 


No information is output on Switch B. 


# Display the PIM routing table on Switch D. 
[SwitchD] display pim routing-table 


 Total 1 (*, G) entry; 1 (S, G) entry 


 


 (*, 225.1.1.1) 


     RP: 10.1.1.1 (local) 


     Protocol: pim-sm, Flag: WC 


     UpTime: 00:12:07 


     Upstream interface: Register 


         Upstream neighbor: NULL 


         RPF prime neighbor: NULL 


     Downstream interface(s) information: 


     Total number of downstreams: 1 


         1: Vlan-interface200 


             Protocol: igmp, UpTime: 00:12:07, Expires: - 


 


 (10.110.6.100, 225.1.1.1) 


     RP: 10.1.1.1 (local) 


     Protocol: pim-sm, Flag: SPT 2MSDP ACT 


     UpTime: 00:40:22 


     Upstream interface: Vlan-interface104 


         Upstream neighbor: 10.110.4.2 


         RPF prime neighbor: 10.110.4.2 


     Downstream interface(s) information: 


     Total number of downstreams: 1 


         1: Vlan-interface200 


             Protocol: pim-sm, UpTime:  - , Expires:  - 


The output shows that Switch D now acts as the RP for Source 2 and Host B. 


SA message filtering configuration 


Network requirements 
As shown in Figure 74: 


• OSPF runs within and among the PIM-SM domains to provide unicast routing.  


• Set up an MSDP peering relationship between Switch A and Switch C and between Switch C and 
Switch D.  


• Source 1 sends multicast data to multicast groups 225.1.1.0/30 and 226.1.1.0/30, and Source 2 
sends multicast data to the multicast group 227.1.1.0/30.  


Configure SA message policies so that: 
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• Host A and Host B receive the multicast data only addressed to multicast groups 225.1.1.0/30 and 
226.1.1.0/30. 


• Host C receives the multicast data only addressed to multicast groups 226.1.1.0/30 and 
227.1.1.0/30.  


Figure 74 Network diagram 


 
 


Table 60 Interface and IP address assignment 


Device Interface IP address Device Interface IP address 


Source 1 — 10.110.3.100/24 Switch C Vlan-int300 10.110.4.1/24 


Source 2 — 10.110.6.100/24 Switch C Vlan-int104 10.110.5.1/24 


Switch A Vlan-int100 10.110.1.1/24 Switch C Vlan-int101 192.168.1.2/24 


Switch A Vlan-int102 10.110.2.1/24 Switch C Vlan-int103 192.168.2.2/24 


Switch A Vlan-int101 192.168.1.1/24 Switch C Loop0 2.2.2.2/32 


Switch A Loop0 1.1.1.1/32 Switch D Vlan-int400 10.110.6.1/24 


Switch B Vlan-int200 10.110.3.1/24 Switch D Vlan-int500 10.110.7.1/24 


Switch B Vlan-int102 10.110.2.2/24 Switch D Vlan-int104 10.110.5.2/24 


Switch B Vlan-int103 192.168.2.1/24 Switch D Loop0 3.3.3.3/32 
 


Configuration procedure 


1. Assign an IP address and subnet mask to each interface according to Figure 74. (Details not 
shown.)  


2. Configure OSPF on the switches in the PIM-SM domains. (Details not shown.) 


3. Enable IP multicast routing, IGMP, and PIM-SM, and configure PIM domain borders: 


# On Switch A, enable IP multicast routing. 
<SwitchA> system-view 


[SwitchA] multicast routing 


[SwitchA-mrib] quit 
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# Enable IGMP on the receiver-side interface VLAN-interface 100. 
[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 100 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface100] igmp enable 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface100] quit 


# Enable PIM-SM on the other interfaces. 
[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 101 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface101] pim sm 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface101] quit 


[SwitchA] interface vlan-interface 102 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface102] pim sm 


[SwitchA-Vlan-interface102] quit 


[SwitchA] interface loopback 0 


[SwitchA-LoopBack0] pim sm 


[SwitchA-LoopBack0] quit 


# Enable IP multicast routing, IGMP, and PIM-SM on Switch B, Switch C, and Switch D in the 
same way Switch A is configured. (Details not shown.) 


# Configure a PIM domain border on Switch C. 
[SwitchC] interface vlan-interface 101 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface101] pim bsr-boundary 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface101] quit 


[SwitchC] interface vlan-interface 103 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface103] pim bsr-boundary 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface103] quit 


[SwitchC] interface vlan-interface 104 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface104] pim bsr-boundary 


[SwitchC-Vlan-interface104] quit 


# Configure PIM domain borders on Switch A, Switch B, and Switch D in the same way Switch C 
is configured. (Details not shown.) 


4. Configure C-BSRs and C-RPs: 


# Configure Loopback 0 as a C-BSR and a C-RP on Switch A.  
[SwitchA] pim 


[SwitchA-pim] c-bsr 1.1.1.1 


[SwitchA-pim] c-rp 1.1.1.1 


[SwitchA-pim] quit 


# Configure C-BSRs and C-RPs on Switch C and Switch D in the same way Switch A is 
configured. (Details not shown.) 


5. Configure MSDP peers: 


# Configure an MSDP peer on Switch A. 
[SwitchA] msdp 


[SwitchA-msdp] peer 192.168.1.2 connect-interface vlan-interface 101 


[SwitchA-msdp] quit 


# Configure MSDP peers on Switch C. 
[SwitchC] msdp 


[SwitchC-msdp] peer 192.168.1.1 connect-interface vlan-interface 101 


[SwitchC-msdp] peer 10.110.5.2 connect-interface vlan-interface 104 


[SwitchC-msdp] quit 
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# Configure an MSDP peer on Switch D. 
[SwitchD] msdp 


[SwitchD-msdp] peer 10.110.5.1 connect-interface vlan-interface 104 


[SwitchD-msdp] quit 


6. Configure SA message policies: 


# Configure an SA accepting and forwarding policy on Switch C so that Switch C will not 
forward SA messages for (Source 1, 225.1.1.0/30) to Switch D.  
[SwitchC] acl number 3001 


[SwitchC-acl-adv-3001] rule deny ip source 10.110.3.100 0 destination 225.1.1.0 
0.0.0.3 


[SwitchC-acl-adv-3001] rule permit ip source any destination any 


[SwitchC-acl-adv-3001] quit 


[SwitchC] msdp 


[SwitchC-msdp] peer 10.110.5.2 sa-policy export acl 3001 


[SwitchC-msdp] quit 


# Configure an SA creation policy on Switch D so that Switch D will not create SA messages for 
Source 2.  
[SwitchD] acl number 2001 


[SwitchD-acl-basic-2001] rule deny source 10.110.6.100 0 


[SwitchD-acl-basic-2001] quit 


[SwitchD] msdp 


[SwitchD-msdp] import-source acl 2001 


[SwitchD-msdp] quit 


Verifying the configuration 


# Display the (S, G) entries in the SA message cache on Switch C.  
[SwitchC] display msdp sa-cache 


 MSDP Total Source-Active Cache - 8 entries 


 Matched 8 entries 


 


Source        Group          Origin RP       Pro  AS     Uptime   Expires 


10.110.3.100  225.1.1.0      1.1.1.1         ?    ?      02:03:30 00:05:31 


10.110.3.100  225.1.1.1      1.1.1.1         ?    ?      02:03:30 00:05:31 


10.110.3.100  225.1.1.2      1.1.1.1         ?    ?      02:03:30 00:05:31 


10.110.3.100  225.1.1.3      1.1.1.1         ?    ?      02:03:30 00:05:31 


10.110.3.100  226.1.1.0      1.1.1.1         ?    ?      02:03:30 00:05:31 


10.110.3.100  226.1.1.1      1.1.1.1         ?    ?      02:03:30 00:05:31 


10.110.3.100  226.1.1.2      1.1.1.1         ?    ?      02:03:30 00:05:31 


10.110.3.100  226.1.1.3      1.1.1.1         ?    ?      02:03:30 00:05:31 


# Display the (S, G) entries in the SA message cache on Switch D.  
[SwitchD] display msdp sa-cache 


 MSDP Total Source-Active Cache - 4 entries 


 Matched  4 entries 


 


Source        Group          Origin RP       Pro  AS     Uptime   Expires 


10.110.3.100  226.1.1.0      1.1.1.1         ?    ?      00:32:53 00:05:07 


10.110.3.100  226.1.1.1      1.1.1.1         ?    ?      00:32:53 00:05:07 


10.110.3.100  226.1.1.2      1.1.1.1         ?    ?      00:32:53 00:05:07 
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10.110.3.100  226.1.1.3      1.1.1.1         ?    ?      00:32:53 00:05:07 


Troubleshooting MSDP 


This section describes common MSDP problems and how to troubleshoot them. 


MSDP peers stay in disabled state 


Symptom 


The configured MSDP peers stay in disabled state.  


Analysis 


Possible reasons for the problem might include the following: 


• A TCP connection-based MSDP peering relationship is established between the local interface 
address and the MSDP peer.  


• The TCP connection setup fails if the local interface address is not consistent with the MSDP peer 
address configured on the peer router. 


• If no route is available between the MSDP peers, the TCP connection setup fails.  


Solution 


To resolve the problem: 


1. Use the display ip routing-table command to verify that the unicast route between the routers is 
reachable.  


2. Verify that a unicast route is available between the two routers that will become MSDP peers to 
each other.  


3. Use the display current-configuration command to verify that the local interface address and the 
MSDP peer address of the remote router are the same. 


4. If the problem persists, contact HP Support. 


No SA entries exist in the router's SA message cache 


Symptom 
MSDP fails to send (S, G) entries through SA messages.  


Analysis 
Possible reasons for the problem might include the following: 


• The import-source command controls sending (S, G) entries through SA messages to MSDP peers. 
If this command is executed without the acl-number argument, all the (S, G) entries are filtered out, 
and no (S, G) entries of the local domain are advertised.  


• If you do not use the import-source command, the system advertises all the (S, G) entries of the 
local domain. If MSDP fails to send (S, G) entries through SA messages, verify that the 
import-source command has been correctly configured.  


Solution 


To resolve the problem: 
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1. Use the display ip routing-table command to verify that the unicast route between the routers is 
reachable.  


2. Verify that a unicast route is available between the two routers that will become MSDP peers to 
each other.  


3. Verify the configuration of the import-source command and its acl-number argument, and make 
sure the ACL rule filters appropriate (S, G) entries. 


4. If the problem persists, contact HP Support. 


No exchange of locally registered (S, G) entries between RPs 


Symptom 


RPs fail to exchange their locally registered (S, G) entries with one another in the Anycast RP 
application.  


Analysis 


Possible reasons for the problem might include the following: 


• In the Anycast RP application, RPs in the same PIM-SM domain are configured to be MSDP peers 
to achieve redundancy backup among the RPs.  


• An MSDP peer address must be different from the Anycast RP address, and the C-BSR and the C-RP 
must be configured on different devices or interfaces.  


• If you configure the originating-rp command, MSDP replaces the RP address in the SA messages 
with the address of the interface specified in the command.  


• When an MSDP peer receives an SA message, it performs an RPF check on the message. If the 
MSDP peer finds that the remote RP address is the local RP address, it discards the SA message.  


Solution 
To resolve the problem: 


1. Use the display ip routing-table command to verify that the unicast route between the routers is 
reachable.  


2. Verify that a unicast route is available between the two routers that will establish an MSDP 
peering relationship.  


3. Verify the configuration of the originating-rp command. In the Anycast RP application 
environment, use the originating-rp command to configure the RP address in the SA messages, 
which must be the local interface address.  


4. Verify that the C-BSR address is different from the Anycast RP address. 


5. If the problem persists, contact HP Support. 


cache-sa-enable 


Use cache-sa-enable to enable the SA message cache mechanism to cache the (S, G) entries contained 
in SA messages.  


Use undo cache-sa-enable to disable the SA message cache mechanism.  


Syntax 


cache-sa-enable 


undo cache-sa-enable 
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Default 


The SA message cache mechanism is enabled, and the device caches the (S, G) entries contained in 
received SA messages. 


Views 


MSDP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Examples 


# Enable the SA message cache mechanism on the public network, so that the device caches the (S, G) 
entries contained in the received SA messages.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] cache-sa-enable 


Related commands 


• display msdp sa-cache 


• display msdp sa-count 


display msdp brief 


Use display msdp brief to display brief information about MSDP peers.  


Syntax 


display msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] brief [ state { connect | disabled | established | listen 
| shutdown } ] 


Views 


Any view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies an MPLS L3VPN instance by its name, a case-sensitive string 
of 1 to 31 characters. If you do not specify a VPN instance, the command displays brief information 
about MSDP peers on the public network. 


state: Specifies a state. If you do not specify this keyword, the command displays brief information 
about MSDP peers in all states. 


connect: Specifies the connecting state.  


disabled: Specifies the connection failure state.  


established: Specifies the session state. 
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listen: Specifies the listening state.  


shutdown: Specifies the shutdown state. 


Examples 


# Display brief information about MSDP peers in all states on the public network.  
<Sysname> display msdp brief 


Configured   Established  Listen       Connect      Shutdown     Disabled 


1            1            0            0            0            0 


 


Peer address    State       Up/Down time    AS         SA count   Reset count 


20.20.20.20     Established 00:00:13        100        0          0 


Table 61 Command output 


Field Description 


Configured Number of MSDP peers that have been configured. 


Established Number of MSDP peers in established state. 


Listen Number of MSDP peers in listening state. 


Connect Number of MSDP peers in connecting state. 


Shutdown Number of MSDP peers in shutdown state. 


Disabled Number of MSDP peers in disabled state. 


Peer address MSDP peer address. 


State 


MSDP peer status:  


• Established—A session has been established and the MSDP 
peer is in session. 


• Listen—A session has been established and the local device acts 
as the server in listening state. 


• Connect—A session is not established and the local device acts 
as a client in connecting state. 


• Shutdown—The session has been torn down. 
• Down—The connection failed. 


Up/Down time Length of time since the MSDP peering connection was established 
or torn down. 


AS 
Number of the AS where the MSDP peer is located. If the system 
could not obtain the AS number, this field displays a question mark 
(?).  


SA count Number of (S, G) entries in the SA cache. 


Reset count MSDP peering connection reset times. 
 


display msdp peer-status 


Use display msdp peer-status to display detailed status of MSDP peers.  


Syntax 


display msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] peer-status [ peer-address ] 
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Views 


Any view  


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies an MPLS L3VPN instance by its name, a case-sensitive string 
of 1 to 31 characters. If you do not specify a VPN instance, the command displays detailed status of the 
MSDP peers on the public network. 


peer-address: Specifies an MSDP peer by its address. If you do not specify an MSDP peer, the 
command displays the detailed status of all MSDP peers.  


Examples 


# Display detailed status of the MSDP peer 20.20.20.20 on the public network.  
<Sysname> display msdp peer-status 20.20.20.20 


MSDP peer 20.20.20.20; AS 100 


 Description: 


 Information about connection status: 


   State: Disabled 


   Up/down time: 14:41:08 


   Resets: 0 


   Connection interface: LoopBack0 (20.20.20.30) 


   Received/sent messages: 867/867 


   Discarded input messages: 0 


   Discarded output messages: 0 


   Elapsed time since last connection or counters clear: 14:42:40 


   Mesh group peer joined: momo 


   Last disconnect reason: Hold timer expired with truncated message 


   Truncated packet: 5 bytes in buffer, type: 1, length: 20, without packet time: 75s 


 Information about (Source, Group)-based SA filtering policy: 


   Import policy: None 


   Export policy: None 


 Information about SA-Requests: 


   Policy to accept SA-Requests: None 


   Sending SA-Requests status: Disable 


 Minimum TTL to forward SA with encapsulated data: 0 


 SAs learned from this peer: 0, SA cache maximum for the peer: 4294967295 


 Input queue size: 0, Output queue size: 0 


 Counters for MSDP messages: 


   RPF check failure: 0 


   Incoming/outgoing SA: 0/0 


   Incoming/outgoing SA-Request: 0/0 


   Incoming/outgoing SA-Response: 0/0 


   Incoming/outgoing Keepalive: 867/867 
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   Incoming/outgoing Notification: 0/0 


   Incoming/outgoing Traceroutes in progress: 0/0 


   Incoming/outgoing Traceroute reply: 0/0 


   Incoming/outgoing Unknown: 0/0 


   Incoming/outgoing data packet: 0/0 


Table 62 Command output 


Field Description 


MSDP peer MSDP peer address. 


AS 
Number of the AS where the MSDP peer is located. If the system could 
not obtain the AS number, this field displays a question mark (?).  


State 


MSDP peer status:  


• Established—A session has been established and the MSDP peer is 
in session. 


• Listen—A session has been established and the local device acts as 
the server in listening state. 


• Connect—A session is not established and the local device acts as a 
client in connecting state. 


• Shutdown—The session has been torn down. 
• Disabled—The connection failed. 


Up/Down time Length of time since the MSDP peering connection was established or 
torn down. 


Resets MSDP peering connection reset times. 


Connection interface 
Interface and IP address used for setting up a TCP connection with the 
remote MSDP peer. 


Received/sent messages Number of SA messages sent and received through this connection. 


Discarded input messages Number of discarded incoming messages. 


Discarded output messages Number of discarded outgoing messages. 


Elapsed time since last connection 
or counters clear Elapsed time since the MSDP peer information was last cleared. 


Mesh group peer joined Mesh group that the MSDP peer has joined. This field is not displayed if 
the MSDP peer does not join a mesh group. 
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Field Description 


Last disconnect reason 


Reason why last MSDP peering connection was torn down. If the 
connection is not terminated, this field does not display any value. 


• Hold timer expired without message—Hold timer expires and the 
receiving cache has no messages. 


• Hold timer expired with truncated message—Hold timer expires and 
messages in the receiving buffer are not intact.  
 bytes in buffer—Size of data in the receiving buffer when the 


connection was terminated. 
 type—Type of packets in the receiving buffer when the connection 


was terminated. 
 length—Length of packets in the receiving buffer when the 


connection was terminated. If the packet is too small in size, this 
field cannot be resolved and is not displayed. 


 without packet time—Length of time since packets were last 
processed. 


• Remote peer has been closed—The MSDP peering connection has 
been torn down.  


• TCP ERROR/HUP event received—Error/hup event received by the 
TCP socket when the MSDP peer sent messages. 


• Illegal message received—The MSDP peer received illegal 
messages. 


• Notification received—The MSDP peer received notification 
messages. 


• Reset command executed—The user executed the reset msdp peer 
command. 


• Shutdown command executed—The user executed the shutdown 
command. 


• Interface downed—The MSDP peer received the interface down 
event when connecting to the remote MSDP peer.  


Information about (Source, 
Group)-based SA filtering policy 


SA message filtering list information: 


• Import policy—Filter list for receiving SA messages from the specified 
MSDP peer.  


• Export policy—Filter list for forwarding SA messages from the 
specified MSDP peer.  


Information about SA-Requests 


SA request information: 


• Policy to accept SA request messages—Filtering rule for receiving or 
forwarding SA request messages from the specified MSDP peer. If SA 
request messages are not filtered, this field displays None.  


• Sending SA requests status—Whether the MSDP peer is enabled to 
send an SA request message to the designated MSDP peer after 
receiving a new join message. 


Minimum TTL to forward SA with 
encapsulated data 


Lower TTL threshold for the multicast packets encapsulated in SA 
messages. 


SAs learned from this peer Number of cached (S, G) entries learned from the specified MSDP peer. 


SA-cache maximum for the peer Maximum number of (S, G) entries learned from the specified MSDP 
peer that the device can cache. 


Input queue size Data size cached in the input queue. 
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Field Description 


Output queue size Data size cached in the output queue.  


Counters for MSDP message 


MSDP peer statistics:  


• RPF check failure—Number of SA messages discarded because of 
RPF check failure.  


• Incoming/outgoing SA—Number of received and sent SA messages.  
• Incoming/outgoing SA-Request—Number of received and sent SA 


requests.  
• Incoming/outgoing SA-Response—Number of received and sent SA 


responses.  
• Incoming/outgoing Keepalive—Number of received and sent 


keepalive messages. 
• Incoming/outgoing Notification—Number of received and sent 


notification messages. 
• Incoming/outgoing Traceroutes in progress—Number of received 


and sent traceroute-in-progress messages. 
• Incoming/outgoing Traceroute reply—Number of received and sent 


traceroute replies. 
• Incoming/outgoing Unknown—Number of received and sent 


unknown messages. 
• Incoming/outgoing data packet—Number of received and sent SA 


messages encapsulated with multicast data.  
 


display msdp sa-cache 


Use display msdp sa-cache to display (S, G) entries in the SA cache.  


Syntax 


display msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] sa-cache [ group-address | source-address | 
as-number ] * 


Views 


Any view  


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies an MPLS L3VPN instance by its name, a case-sensitive string 
of 1 to 31 characters. If you do not specify a VPN instance, the command displays (S, G) entries in the 
SA cache on the public network. 


group-address: Specifies a multicast group by its IP address in the range of 224.0.1.0 to 
239.255.255.255. If you do not specify a multicast group, the command displays (S, G) entries in the 
SA cache for all multicast groups. 
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source-address: Specifies a multicast source by its IP address. If you do not specify a multicast source, 
the command displays (S, G) entries in the SA cache for all sources.  


as-number: Specifies an AS number in the range of 1 to 4294967295. If you do not specify an AS 
number, the command displays (S, G) entries in the SA cache for all ASs.  


Usage guidelines 


You must execute the cache-sa-enable command before you execute this command. Otherwise, this 
command does not display any output.  


Examples 


# Display (S, G) entries in the SA cache on the public network.  
<Sysname> display msdp sa-cache 


Total Source-Active Cache - 5 entries 


Matched 5 entries 


 


Source          Group           Origin RP       Pro  AS         Uptime   Expires 


10.10.1.2       225.0.0.1       10.10.10.10     BGP  100        00:00:11 00:05:49 


10.10.1.2       225.0.0.2       10.10.10.10     BGP  100        00:00:11 00:05:49 


10.10.1.2       225.0.0.3       10.10.10.10     BGP  100        00:00:11 00:05:49 


10.10.1.2       225.0.0.4       10.10.10.10     BGP  100        00:00:11 00:05:49 


10.10.1.2       225.0.0.5       10.10.10.10     BGP  100        00:00:11 00:05:49 


Table 63 Command output 


Field Description 


Total Source-Active Cache  Total number of multicast sources in the SA cache. 


Matched Total number of (S, G) entries that match a multicast sources. 


Source Multicast source address. 


Group Multicast group address. 


Origin RP Address of the RP that generated the (S, G) entry. 


Pro 
Type of protocol from which the AS number of the origin RP 
originates. If the system could not obtain the AS number, this field 
displays a question mark (?).  


AS AS number of the origin RP. If the system could not obtain the AS 
number, this field displays a question mark (?).   


Uptime Length of time for which the cached (S, G) entry has existed. 


Expires Length of time in which the cached (S, G) entry will expire. 
 


Related commands 


cache-sa-enable  


display msdp sa-count 


Use display msdp sa-count to display the number of (S, G) entries in the SA cache.  


Syntax 


display msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] sa-count [ as-number ] 
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Views 


Any view  


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


network-operator 


mdc-admin 


mdc-operator 


Parameters 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies an MPLS L3VPN instance by its name, a case-sensitive string 
of 1 to 31 characters. If you do not specify a VPN instance, the command displays the number of (S, G) 
entries in the SA cache on the public network. 


as-number: Specifies an AS number in the range of 1 to 4294967295. If you do not specify an AS 
number, the command displays the number of (S, G) entries in the SA cache for all ASs.  


Usage guidelines 


This command displays the output only after you execute the cache-sa-enable command.  


Examples 


# Display the number of (S, G) entries in the SA cache on the public network.  
<Sysname> display msdp sa-count 


(S, G) entries statistics, counted by peer 


  Peer address       SA count 


  10.10.10.10        5 


 


(S, G) entries statistics, counted by AS 


  AS         Source count        Group count 


  ?          3                   3 


 


5 (S, G) entries in total 


Table 64 Command output 


Field Description 


(S, G) entries statistics, counted by peer Number of (S, G) entries on an MSDP peer basis. 


Peer address Address of the MSDP peer that sent SA messages. 


SA count Number of (S, G) entries from this MSDP peer. 


(S, G) entries statistics, counted by AS Number of cached (S, G) entries on an AS basis. 


AS AS number. If the system could not obtain the AS number, this 
field displays a question mark (?). 


Source count Number of multicast sources in this AS. 


Group count Number of multicast groups in this AS. 


(S, G) entries in total Total number of (S, G) entries. 
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Related commands 


cache-sa-enable  


encap-data-enable 


Use encap-data-enable to enable multicast data encapsulation in SA messages.  


Use undo encap-data-enable to restore the default.  


Syntax 


encap-data-enable 


undo encap-data-enable 


Default 


An SA message contains only (S, G) entries. Multicast data is not encapsulated in an SA message.  


Views 


MSDP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Examples 


# Enable multicast data encapsulation in SA messages on the public network.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] encap-data-enable 


import-source 


Use import-source to configure an SA message creation policy.  


Use undo import-source to remove the configured SA message creation policy.  


Syntax 


import-source [ acl acl-number ] 


undo import-source 


Default 


When an SA message is created, all the (S, G) entries within the domain are advertised in the SA 
message.  


Views 


MSDP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 
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Parameters 


acl-number: Specifies an IPv4 basic or advanced ACL number in the range of 2000 to 3999. If you 
specify an ACL, the command advertises only the (S, G) entries that the ACL permits. The command 
does not advertise any (S, G) entries when one of the following conditions exists: 


• You do not specify an ACL. 


• The specified ACL does not exist. 


• The specified ACL does not have any valid rules. 


Usage guidelines 


In an IPv4 basic ACL, the source keyword matches multicast group address in register messages. In an 
IPv4 advanced ACL, the source keyword and the destination keyword match the multicast source 
address and multicast group address in register messages, respectively. 


If you specify the vpn-instance keyword in an ACL rule, the rule does not take effect. The other optional 
parameters except the time-range keyword and the fragment keyword in the ACL rules are ignored. 


During ACL matching, the protocol ID in the ACL rule is not verified.  


This command controls the creation of SA messages. You can also use the peer sa-policy command to 
configure a policy to control forwarding or acceptance of SA messages. 


Examples 


# On the public network, configure an SA creation policy to advertise only the (10.10.0.0/16, 
225.1.0.0/16) entries when creating an SA message.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] acl number 3101 


[Sysname-acl-adv-3101] rule permit ip source 10.10.0.0 0.0.255.255 destination 225.1.0.0 
0.0.255.255 


[Sysname-acl-adv-3101] quit 


[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] import-source acl 3101 


Related commands 


peer sa-policy 


msdp 


Use msdp to enable MSDP and enter MSDP view.  


Use undo msdp to disable MSDP and remove the configurations in MSDP view to release the resources 
occupied by MSDP. 


Syntax 


msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 


undo msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] 


Default 


MSDP is disabled.  


Views 


System view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies an MPLS L3VPN instance by its name, a case-sensitive string 
of 1 to 31 characters. If you do not specify a VPN instance, the command applies to the public network.  


Usage guidelines 


You must enable IP multicast routing on the public network or for a VPN instance before you execute this 
command. 


Examples 


# Enable IP multicast routing and MSDP on the public network, and enter public network MSDP view.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] multicast routing 


[Sysname-mrib] quit 


[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] 


Related commands 


multicast routing 


originating-rp 


Use originating-rp to configure the originating RP of SA messages. 


Use undo originating-rp to restore the default.  


Syntax 


originating-rp interface-type interface-number 


undo originating-rp 


Default 


SA messages are originated by real RPs.  


Views 


MSDP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number.  


Examples 


# On the public network, configure VLAN-interface 100 as the originating RP of SA messages.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] originating-rp vlan-interface 100 
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peer 


Use peer to specify an MSDP peer.  


Use undo peer to remove an MSDP peer.  


Syntax 


peer peer-address connect-interface interface-type interface-number 


undo peer peer-address 


Default 


MSDP peers do not exist.  


Views 


MSDP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


peer-address: Specifies an MSDP peer by its IP address.  


connect-interface interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. The 
local device uses the primary IP address of the specified interface as the source IP address when setting 
up a TCP connection with the remote MSDP peer.  


Usage guidelines 


You must execute this command before you use any other peer commands. Otherwise, the system 
notifies you that the MSDP peer does not exist.  


Examples 


# On the public network, configure the router with the IP address 125.10.7.6 as the MSDP peer of the 
local router, and configure VLAN-interface 100 as the local connection port.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] peer 125.10.7.6 connect-interface vlan-interface 100 


peer description 


Use peer description to configure the description for an MSDP peer.  


Use undo peer description to delete the description for an MSDP peer.  


Syntax 


peer peer-address description text 


undo peer peer-address description 


Default 


An MSDP peer is not configured with a description.  


Views 


MSDP view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


peer-address: Specifies an MSDP peer by its IP address.  


text: Specifies a description, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 80 characters, including spaces. 


Examples 


# On the public network, configure the description for the device at 125.10.7.6 as CustomerA. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] peer 125.10.7.6 description CustomerA 


peer mesh-group 


Use peer mesh-group to assign an MSDP peer to a mesh group.  


Use undo peer mesh-group to remove an MSDP peer from a mesh group.  


Syntax 


peer peer-address mesh-group name 


undo peer peer-address mesh-group 


Default 


An MSDP peer does not belong to a mesh group.  


Views 


MSDP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


peer-address: Specifies an MSDP peer by its IP address.  


name: Specifies a mesh group, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 32 characters. A mesh group name must 
not contain any spaces. 


Examples 


# On the public network, assign the MSDP peer 125.10.7.6 to the mesh group Group1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] peer 125.10.7.6 mesh-group Group1 


peer minimum-ttl 


Use peer minimum-ttl to set the lower TTL threshold for multicast data packets encapsulated in SA 
messages.  
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Use undo peer minimum-ttl to restore the default.  


Syntax 


peer peer-address minimum-ttl ttl-value 


undo peer peer-address minimum-ttl 


Default 


The lower TTL threshold for a multicast packet to be encapsulated in an SA message is 0.  


Views 


MSDP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


peer-address: Specifies an MSDP peer by its IP address.  


ttl-value: Sets the lower TTL threshold in the range of 0 to 255. 


Examples 


# On the public network, set the lower TTL threshold of multicast packets to be encapsulated in SA 
messages for the MSDP peer 110.10.10.1 to 10. Only multicast data packets whose TTL values are larger 
than or equal to 10 can be encapsulated in SA messages and forwarded to the MSDP peer 110.10.10.1.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] peer 110.10.10.1 minimum-ttl 10 


peer password 


Use peer password to configure an MD5 authentication key used by both MSDP peers to establish a 
TCP connection. 


Use undo peer password to restore the default.  


Syntax 


peer peer-address password { cipher | simple } password 


undo peer peer-address password 


Default 


MSDP peers do not perform MD5 authentication to establish TCP connections.  


Views 


MSDP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


peer-address: Specifies an MSDP peer by its IP address.  
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cipher: Sets a ciphertext MD5 authentication key. 


simple: Sets a plaintext MD5 authentication key. 


password: Specifies a key string. This argument is case sensitive. If simple is specified, it must be a string 
of 1 to 80 characters. If cipher is specified, it must be a ciphertext string of 33 to 137 characters. 


Usage guidelines 


The MSDP peers involved in MD5 authentication must be configured with the same authentication 
method and key. Otherwise, the authentication fails and the TCP connection cannot be established.  


For security purposes, all keys, including keys configured in plain text, are saved in cipher text. 


Examples 


# On the public network, configure an MD5 authentication key in plaintext as aabbcc for the TCP 
connections between the local end and the MSDP peer 10.1.100.1. The configuration on the remote peer 
is similar.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] peer 10.1.100.1 password simple aabbcc 


peer request-sa-enable 


Use peer request-sa-enable to enable the device to send an SA request message to an MSDP peer after 
receiving a new join message.  


Use undo peer request-sa-enable to disable the device from sending an SA request message to an 
MSDP peer.  


Syntax 


peer peer-address request-sa-enable 


undo peer peer-address request-sa-enable 


Default 


After receiving a new join message, the device does not send an SA request message to any MSDP 
peers. Instead, it waits for an SA message.  


Views 


MSDP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


peer-address: Specifies an MSDP peer by its IP address.  


Usage guidelines 


You must disable SA message cache mechanism before you execute this command. Otherwise, the 
device does not send out SA request messages. 


Examples 


# On the public network, disable the SA message cache mechanism. 
<Sysname> system-view 
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[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] undo cache-sa-enable 


# Enable the device to send an SA request message to the MSDP peer 125.10.7.6 after it receives a new 
join message. 
[Sysname-msdp] peer 125.10.7.6 request-sa-enable 


Related commands 


• cache-sa-enable  


• display msdp peer-status 


peer sa-cache-maximum 


Use peer sa-cache-maximum to set the maximum number of (S, G) entries in the SA cache learned from 
an MSDP peer.  


Use undo peer sa-cache-maximum to restore the default.  


Syntax 


peer peer-address sa-cache-maximum sa-limit 


undo peer peer-address sa-cache-maximum 


Default 


The device can cache a maximum of 4294967295 (S, G) entries learned from any MSDP peer.  


Views 


MSDP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


peer-address: Specifies an MSDP peer by its IP address.  


sa-limit: Sets the maximum number of (S, G) entries in the SA cache, in the range of 1 to 4294967295. 


Examples 


# On the public network, set the maximum number of (S, G) entries in the SA cache learned from its 
MSDP peer 125.10.7.6 to 100.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] peer 125.10.7.6 sa-cache-maximum 100 


Related commands 


• display msdp brief 


• display msdp peer-status 


• display msdp sa-count  


peer sa-policy 


Use peer sa-policy to configure an SA incoming or outgoing policy.  
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Use undo peer sa-policy to remove the configured SA incoming or outgoing policy.  


Syntax 


peer peer-address sa-policy { export | import } [ acl acl-number ] 


undo peer peer-address sa-policy { export | import } 


Default 


All SA messages are accepted and forwarded.  


Views 


MSDP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


export: Specifies the outgoing direction.  


import: Specifies the incoming direction.  


peer-address: Specifies an MSDP peer by its IP address.  


acl-number: Specifies an IPv4 advanced ACL number in the range of 3000 to 3999. If you specify an 
ACL, the device accepts and forwards only SA messages that the ACL permits. The device discards all 
SA messages when one of the following conditions exists: 


• You do not specify an ACL. 


• The specified ACL does not exist. 


• The specified ACL does not have any valid rules. 


Usage guidelines 


In an IPv4 advanced ACL, the source keyword and the destination keyword match multicast source 
address and multicast group address in SA messages, respectively. 


If you specify the vpn-instance keyword in an ACL rule, the rule does not take effect. The other optional 
parameters except the time-range keyword and the fragment keyword in the ACL rules are ignored. 


This command controls the acceptance or forwarding of SA messages. You can also use the 
import-source command to configure a policy to control the creation of SA messages. 


Examples 


# On the public network, configure an SA outgoing policy to forward only SA messages that ACL 3100 
permits to the MSDP peer 125.10.7.6.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] acl number 3100 


[Sysname-acl-adv-3100] rule permit ip source 170.15.0.0 0.0.255.255 destination 225.1.0.0 
0.0.255.255 


[Sysname-acl-adv-3100] quit 


[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] peer 125.10.7.6 connect-interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname-msdp] peer 125.10.7.6 sa-policy export acl 3100 
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Related commands 


• display msdp peer-status 


• import-source  


peer sa-request-policy 


Use peer sa-request-policy to configure an SA request policy.  


Use undo peer sa-request-policy to remove the configured SA request policy.  


Syntax 


peer peer-address sa-request-policy [ acl acl-number ] 


undo peer peer-address sa-request-policy 


Default 


SA request policies are not configured.  


Views 


MSDP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


peer-address: Specifies an MSDP peer by its IP address.  


acl-number: Specifies an IPv4 basic ACL number in the range of 2000 to 2999. If you specify an ACL, 
the device accepts only SA requests that the ACL permits. The device discards all SA requests when one 
of the following conditions exists: 


• You do not specify an ACL. 


• The specified ACL does not exist. 


• The specified ACL does not have any valid rules. 


Usage guidelines 


In an IPv4 basic rule, the source keyword matches the multicast group address in SA request messages. 


If you specify the vpn-instance keyword in an ACL rule, the rule does not take effect. The other optional 
parameters except the time-range keyword and the fragment keyword in the ACL rules are ignored. 


Examples 


# On the public network, configure an SA request policy to process SA requests originated from the 
MSDP peer 175.58.6.5 with multicast groups in the range of 225.1.1.0/24.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] acl number 2001 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2001] rule permit source 225.1.1.0 0.0.0.255 


[Sysname-acl-basic-2001] quit 


[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] peer 175.58.6.5 sa-request-policy acl 2001 
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reset msdp peer 


Use reset msdp peer to reset the TCP connection with an MSDP peer and clear statistics for the MSDP 
peer.  


Syntax 


reset msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] peer [ peer-address ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies an MPLS L3VPN instance by its name, a case-sensitive string 
of 1 to 31 characters. If you do not specify a VPN instance, the command resets the TCP connection with 
the specified MSDP peer and clears statistics for the MSDP peer on the public network. 


peer-address: Specifies an MSDP peer by its IP address. If you do not specify an MSDP peer, the 
command resets the TCP connections with all MSDP peers.  


Examples 


# On the public network, reset the TCP connection with the MSDP peer 125.10.7.6, and clear all 
statistics for this MSDP peer.  
<Sysname> reset msdp peer 125.10.7.6 


reset msdp sa-cache 


Use reset msdp sa-cache to clear (S, G) entries from the SA cache.  


Syntax 


reset msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] sa-cache [ group-address ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies an MPLS L3VPN instance by its name, a case-sensitive string 
of 1 to 31 characters. If you do not specify a VPN instance, the command clears (S, G) entries from the 
SA cache on the public network. 


group-address: Specifies a multicast group by its IP address in the range of 224.0.1.0 to 
239.255.255.255. If you do not specify a multicast group, the command clears the cached (S, G) 
entries for all multicast groups from the SA cache.  


Examples 


# Clear the (S, G) entries for the multicast group 225.5.4.3 from the SA cache on the public network.  
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<Sysname> reset msdp sa-cache 225.5.4.3 


Related commands 


• cache-sa-enable  


• display msdp sa-cache  


reset msdp statistics 


Use reset msdp statistics to clear statistics for an MSDP peer without resetting the TCP connection with 
the MSDP peer.  


Syntax 


reset msdp [ vpn-instance vpn-instance-name ] statistics [ peer-address ] 


Views 


User view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


vpn-instance vpn-instance-name: Specifies an MPLS L3VPN instance by its name, a case-sensitive string 
of 1 to 31 characters. If you do not specify a VPN instance, the command clears statistics for the 
specified MSDP peer without resetting the TCP connection with the MSDP peer on the public network. 


peer-address: Specifies an MSDP peer by its IP address. If you do not specify an MSDP peer, the 
command clears statistics for all MSDP peers.  


Examples 


# On the public network, clear statistics for the MSDP peer 125.10.7.6 without resetting the TCP 
connection with the peer.  
<Sysname> reset msdp statistics 125.10.7.6 


shutdown (MSDP view) 


Use shutdown to tear down the connection with an MSDP peer.  


Use undo shutdown to re-establish the connection an MSDP peer.  


Syntax 


shutdown peer-address 


undo shutdown peer-address 


Default 


The connections with all MSDP peers are active.  


Views 


MSDP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 
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mdc-admin 


Parameters 


peer-address: Specifies an MSDP peer by its IP address.  


Examples 


# Tear down the connection with the MSDP peer 125.10.7.6 on the public network.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] shutdown 125.10.7.6 


Related commands 


• display msdp brief 


• display msdp peer-status  


static-rpf-peer 


Use static-rpf-peer to configure a static RPF peer.  


Use undo static-rpf-peer to remove a static RPF peer.  


Syntax 


static-rpf-peer peer-address [ rp-policy ip-prefix-name ] 


undo static-rpf-peer peer-address 


Default 


Static RPF peers do not exist.  


Views 


MSDP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


peer-address: Specifies an MSDP peer by its IP address.  


rp-policy ip-prefix-name: Specifies a filtering policy based on the RP addresses in SA messages. The 
ip-prefix-name argument is the filtering policy name, a case-sensitive string of 1 to 63 characters.  


Usage guidelines 


This feature prevents SA messages forwarded by the static RPF peer from undertaking the RPF check. 
This simplifies the RPF check mechanism for SA messages. 


Examples 


# On the public network, configure IP prefix list list1 to permit SA messages originated by RPs in the 
range of 130.10.0.0/16.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] ip prefix-list list1 permit 130.10.0.0 16 great-equal 16 less-equal 32 


# On the public network, configure the interface with the IP address 130.10.7.6 as the static RPF peer 
and reference IP prefix list list1. 
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[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] peer 130.10.7.6 connect-interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname-msdp] static-rpf-peer 130.10.7.6 rp-policy list1 


Related commands 


• display msdp peer-status 


• ip prefix-list  


timer retry 


Use timer retry to set the MSDP connection retry interval.  


Use undo timer retry to restore the default.  


Syntax 


timer retry interval 


undo timer retry 


Default 


The MSDP connection retry interval is 30 seconds. 


Views 


MSDP view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


interval: Sets an MSDP connection retry interval in the range of 1 to 60 seconds.  


Examples 


# Set the MSDP connection retry interval to 60 seconds on the public network.  
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] msdp 


[Sysname-msdp] timer retry 60 


New feature: NQA UDP tracert operation 


Configuring the NQA UDP tracert operation 


The UDP tracert operation determines the routing path from the source device to the destination device.  


Before you configure the UDP tracert operation, perform the following tasks: 


• Enable sending ICMP time exceeded messages on the intermediate devices between the source 
and destination devices. If the intermediate devices are HP devices, use the ip ttl-expires enable 
command. 


• Enable sending ICMP destination unreachable messages on the destination device. If the 
destination device is an HP device, use the ip unreachables enable command. 
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For more information about the ip ttl-expires enable and ip unreachables enable commands, see Layer 
3—IP Services Command Reference for 10500 switches. 


The UDP tracert operation is not supported in IPv6 networks. To determine the routing path that the IPv6 
packets traverse from the source to the destination, use the tracert ipv6 command. For more information 
about the command, see Network Management and Monitoring Command Reference for 10500 
switches. 


To configure the UDP tracert operation: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an NQA operation 
and enter NQA operation 
view. 


nqa entry admin-name 
operation-tag 


By default, no NQA operation is 
created. 


3. Specify the UDP tracert 
operation type and enter its 
view. 


type udp-tracert N/A 


4. Specify the destination IP 
address of UDP packets. 


destination ip ip-address By default, no destination IP address 
is configured. 


5. (Optional.) Specify the 
destination port of UDP 
packets. 


destination port port-number 


By default, the destination port 
number is 33434. 


This port number must be an unused 
number on the destination device, so 
that the destination device can reply 
with ICMP port unreachable 
messages. 


6. (Optional.) Set the payload 
size for each UDP packet. 


data-size size The default setting is 100 bytes. 


7. (Optional.) Enable the 
no-fragmentation feature. 


no-fragment enable By default, the no-fragmentation 
feature is disabled. 


8. (Optional.) Set the 
maximum number of 
consecutive probe failures. 


max-failure value The default setting is 5. 


9. (Optional.) Set the TTL value 
for UDP packets in the start 
round of the UDP tracert 
operation. 


init-ttl value The default setting is 1. 


10. (Optional.) Specify an 
output interface for UDP 
packets. 


out interface interface-type 
interface-number 


By default, the output interface for 
UDP packets is not specified. The 
NQA client determines the output 
interface based on the routing table 
lookup. 


11. (Optional.) Specify the 
source port of UDP packets. 


source port port-number By default, no source port number is 
specified. 
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Step Command Remarks 


12. (Optional.) Specify the 
source IP address of UDP 
packets. 


• Specify the IP address of the 
specified interface as the 
source IP address: 
source interface interface-type 
interface-number 


• Specify the source IP address: 
source ip ip-address 


By default, no source IP address is 
specified. The packets take the 
primary IP address of the output 
interface as their source IP address. 


If you configure both the source ip 
and source interface commands, the 
most recent configuration takes 
effect. 


The specified source interface must 
be up. The source IP address must be 
the IP address of a local interface, 
and the local interface must be up. 
Otherwise, no probe packets can be 
sent out. 


 


Command reference 


New command: init-ttl 


Use init-ttl to set the TTL value for UDP packets in the start round of the UDP tracert operation. 


Use undo init-ttl to restore the default. 


Syntax 


init-ttl value 


undo init-ttl 


Default 


The NQA client sends a UDP packet with the TTL value 1 to start the UDP tracert operation. 


Views 


UDP tracert operation view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


value: Specifies the TTL value in the range of 1 to 255. 


Examples 


# Set the TTL value to 5 for the UDP packets in the start round. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] nqa entry admin test 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test] type udp-tracert 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test-udp-tracert] init-ttl 5 
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New command: max-failure 


Use max-failure to set the maximum number of consecutive probe failures in a UDP tracert operation. 


Use undo max-failure to restore the default. 


Syntax 


max-failure value 


undo max-failure 


Default 


A UDP tracert operation stops and fails when it detects five consecutive probe failures. 


Views 


UDP tracert operation view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


value: Specifies the maximum number in the range of 0 to 255. If you set this argument to 0 or 255, the 
UDP tracert operation does not stop upon consecutive probe failures. 


Usage guidelines 


When a UDP tracert operation detects the maximum number of consecutive probe failures, the 
operation fails and stops probing the path. 


Examples 


# Set the maximum number of consecutive probe failures to 20 in a UDP tracert operation. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] nqa entry admin test 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test] type udp-tracert 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test-udp-tracert] max-failure 20 


New command: no-fragment enable 


Use no-fragment enable to enable the no-fragmentation feature. 


Use undo no-fragment enable to disable the no-fragmentation feature. 


Syntax 


no-fragment enable 


undo no-fragment enable 


Default 


The no-fragmentation feature is disabled. 


Views 


UDP tracert operation view 
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Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


The no-fragmentation feature sets the DF field to 1. Packets with the DF field set cannot be fragmented 
during the forwarding process. 


You can use this command to test the path MTU of a link. 


Examples 


# Enable the no-fragmentation feature for the UDP tracert operation. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] nqa entry admin test 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test] type udp-tracert 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test-udp-tracert] no-fragment enable 


New command: out interface 


See "New command: out interface." 


Modified command: reaction trap 


Old syntax 


reaction trap { probe-failure consecutive-probe-failures | test-complete | test-failure 
cumulate-probe-failures } 


undo reaction trap { probe-failure | test-complete | test-failure } 


New syntax 


reaction trap { path-change | probe-failure consecutive-probe-failures | test-complete | test-failure 
[ cumulate-probe-failures ] } 


undo reaction trap { path-change | probe-failure | test-complete | test-failure } 


Views 


DHCP/DLSw/DNS/FTP/HTTP/SNMP/TCP/voice operation view 


ICMP/UDP echo operation view 


UDP jitter operation view 


UDP tracert operation view 


Change description 


Before modification:  


• The path-change keyword is not available.  


• You must specify the cumulate-probe-failures argument if you specify the test-failure keyword. 


After modification:  


• The path-change keyword is available. Only the UDP tracert operation supports this keyword. This 
keyword enables the NQA client to send a trap when the client detects a path different than the 
last UDP tracert operation. 
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• The cumulate-probe-failures argument is not supported by the UDP tracert operation. For other 
types of operations, you must specify the cumulate-probe-failures argument if you specify the 
test-failure keyword. 


Modified command: type 


Old syntax 


type { dhcp | dlsw | dns | ftp | http | icmp-echo | path-jitter | snmp | tcp | udp-echo | udp-jitter | 
voice } 


New syntax 


type { dhcp | dlsw | dns | ftp | http | icmp-echo | path-jitter | snmp | tcp | udp-echo | udp-jitter | 
udp-tracert | voice } 


Views 


NQA operation view 


Change description 


Before modification: The udp-tracert keyword is not available. 


After modification: The udp-tracert keyword is available. 


New feature: NQA UDP template 


Configuring an NQA UDP template 


A feature that uses the NQA UDP template performs the UDP operation to test the following items: 


• Reachability of a specific port on the NQA server. 


• Availability of the requested service on the NQA server. 


In UDP template view, you can specify the expected data to be returned. If you do not specify the 
expected data, the UDP operation tests only whether the client can receive the response packet from the 
server. 


The UDP operation requires both the NQA server and the NQA client. Before you perform a UDP 
operation, configure a UDP listening service on the NQA server. 


To configure the UDP template: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create a UDP template 
and enter its view. 


nqa template udp name N/A 


3. (Optional.) Specify the 
destination IP address for 
the operation. 


• IPv4 address: 
destination ip ip-address 


• IPv6 address: 
destination ipv6 ipv6-address 


By default, no destination IP address 
is specified. 


The destination IP address must be 
the same as the IP address of the 
listening service configured on the 
NQA server. 
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Step Command Remarks 


4. (Optional.) Configure the 
destination port number 
for the operation. 


destination port port-number 


By default, no destination port 
number is configured. 


The destination port number must be 
the same as the port number of the 
listening service on the NQA server. 


5. (Optional.) Specify the 
payload fill string for the 
probe packets. 


data-fill string 
The default setting is the hexadecimal 
number 
00010203040506070809. 


6. (Optional.) Set the 
payload size for the probe 
packets. 


data-size size The default setting is 100 bytes. 


7. (Optional.) Specify the 
source IP address for the 
probe packets. 


• IPv4 address: 
source ip ip-address 


• IPv6 address: 
source ipv6 ipv6-address 


By default, no source IP address is 
specified. 


The source IP address must be the IP 
address of a local interface, and the 
interface must be up. Otherwise, no 
probe packets can be sent out. 


8. (Optional.) Configure the 
expected data. 


expect data expression [ offset 
number ] 


By default, no expected data is 
configured. 


If you want to configure this 
command, make sure the data-fill 
command is already executed. 


 


Command reference 


Modified command: nqa template 


Old syntax 


nqa template { dns | ftp | http | icmp | tcp } name 


undo nqa template { dns | ftp | http | icmp | tcp } name 


New syntax 


nqa template { dns | ftp | http | icmp | tcp | udp } name 


undo nqa template { dns | ftp | http | icmp | tcp | udp } name 


Views 


System view 


Change description 


Before modification: The udp keyword is not available. 


After modification: The udp keyword is available. 
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New feature: Output interface for NQA probe packets 


Specifying the output interface for NQA probe packets 


This feature is optional. If you do not configure this feature, the NQA client determines the output 
interface based on the routing table lookup. 


This feature is available for the DHCP, ICMP echo, and UDP tracert operations. 


To specify the output interface for an NQA operation: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Create an NQA operation 
and enter NQA operation 
view. 


nqa entry admin-name 
operation-tag 


By default, no NQA operation is 
created. 


3. Specify an operation type 
and enter its view. 


type { dhcp | icmp-echo | 
udp-tracert } 


N/A 


4. Specify the output interface 
for probe packets. 


out interface interface-type 
interface-number 


By default, the output interface for 
probe packets is not specified. 


 


Command reference 


New command: out interface 


Use out interface to specify the output interface for probe packets. 


Use undo out interface to restore the default. 


Syntax 


out interface interface-type interface-number 


undo out interface 


Default 


The output interface for probe packets is not specified. The NQA client determines the output interface 
based on the routing table lookup. 


Views 


DHCP operation view 


ICMP echo operation view 


UDP tracert operation view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Parameters 


interface-type interface-number: Specifies an interface by its type and number. 
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Usage guidelines 


For successful operation, the specified output interface must be up. 


If the next-hop command is configured for an ICMP echo operation, the out interface command does 
not take effect. 


Examples 


# Specify GigabitEthernet 3/0/1 as the output interface for probe packets in the UDP tracert operation. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] nqa entry admin test 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test] type udp-tracert 


[Sysname-nqa-admin-test-udp-tracert] out interface gigabitethernet 3/0/1 


New feature: MAC authentication requests carrying user IP 
addresses 


Including user IP addresses in MAC authentication requests 


This feature enables the device to add user IP addresses to the MAC authentication requests that are 
sent to an IMC server. The IMC server compares the user IP and MAC addresses in a request with its 
local IP-MAC mapping of the user. If a match is found, the IMC server verifies the user valid. If no match 
is found, the user fails the MAC authentication. For information about IMC user IP-MAC bindings, see 
HP IMC User Access Manager Administrator Guide. 


When you configure this feature, follow these guidelines and restrictions: 


• This feature takes effect only on MAC authentication users who use static IP addresses. It prevents 
those users from modifying their IP addresses to access the network. Users who obtain IP addresses 
through DHCP are not affected. 


• Do not configure this feature together with the MAC authentication guest VLAN on a port. If both 
features are configured, users in the MAC authentication guest VLAN cannot perform a new round 
of authentication. 


To include user IP addresses in MAC authentication requests: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
5. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


6. Enter Layer 2 Ethernet interface 
view. 


interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


7. Include user IP addresses in 
MAC authentication requests. mac-authentication carry user-ip 


By default, a MAC 
authentication request does not 
include the user IP address. 


 


Command reference 


mac-authentication carry user-ip 


Use mac-authentication carry user-ip to include user IP addresses in MAC authentication requests sent 
to an IMC server. 
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Use undo mac-authentication carry user-ip to restore the default. 


Syntax 


mac-authentication carry user-ip 


undo mac-authentication carry user-ip 


Default 


A MAC authentication request does not include the user IP address. 


Views 


Layer 2 Ethernet interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


mdc-admin 


Usage guidelines 


This command takes effect only on MAC authentication users who use static IP addresses. It prevents 
those users from modifying their IP addresses to access the network. Users who obtain IP addresses 
through DHCP are not affected. 


Do not configure this command together with the mac-authentication guest-vlan command on a port. If 
both commands are configured, users in the MAC authentication guest VLAN cannot perform a new 
round of authentication. 


Examples 


# Include user IP addresses in MAC authentication requests on GigabitEthernet 1/0/1. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface gigabitethernet 1/0/1 


[Sysname-GigabitEthernet1/0/1] mac-authentication carry user-ip 


Related commands 


mac-authentication 


New feature: Outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled 
interface 


Enabling outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled interface 


When you enable this feature on a portal-enabled interface, the device permits the interface to send the 
following packets: 


• Packets whose destination IP addresses are IP addresses of authenticated portal users. 


• Packets that match portal-free rules. 


Other outgoing packets on the interface are dropped. 


To enable outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled interface: 
 


Step Command Remarks 


1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 
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Step Command Remarks 


2. Enter interface view. 
interface interface-type 
interface-number 


N/A 


3. Enable outgoing packets 
filtering. 


portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter 
enable 


By default, outgoing packets filtering 
is disabled. The interface can send 
any packets. 


 


Command reference 


New command: portal outbound-filter enable 


Use portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter enable to enable outgoing packets filtering on a portal-enabled 
interface. 


Use undo portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter enable to disable outgoing packets filtering. 


Syntax 


portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter enable 


undo portal [ ipv6 ] outbound-filter enable 


Default 


Outgoing packets filtering is disabled. A portal-enabled interface can send any packets. 


Views 


Interface view 


Predefined user roles 


network-admin 


Parameters 


ipv6: Specifies outgoing IPv6 packets. If you do not specify this keyword, the command is for outgoing 
IPv4 packets. 


Usage guidelines 


When you enable this feature on a portal-enabled interface, the device permits the interface to send the 
following packets: 


• Packets whose destination IP addresses are IP addresses of authenticated portal users. 


• Packets that match portal-free rules. 


Other outgoing packets on the interface are dropped. 


Examples 


# Enable outgoing packets filtering on VLAN-interface 100. 
<Sysname> system-view 


[Sysname] interface vlan-interface 100 


[Sysname–Vlan-interface100] portal outbound-filter enable 


Related commands 


portal enable 
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Modified feature: Configuring an OSPF NSSA area 


Feature change description 


The translate-ignore-checking-backbone keyword was added to ignore checking for Full state 
neighbors in the backbone area during NSSA translator election. 


Command changes 


Modified command: nssa 


Old syntax 


nssa [ default-route-advertise [ cost cost | nssa-only | route-policy route-policy-name | type type ] * | 
no-import-route | no-summary | suppress-fa | [ translate-always | translate-never ] | 
translator-stability-interval value ] * 


New syntax 


nssa [ default-route-advertise [ cost cost | nssa-only | route-policy route-policy-name | type type ] * | 
no-import-route | no-summary | suppress-fa | [ [ [ translate-always ] 
[ translate-ignore-checking-backbone ] ] | translate-never ] | translator-stability-interval value ] * 


Views 


OSPF area view 


Change description 


The translate-ignore-checking-backbone keyword was added to the nssa command. 


Modified feature: Changing the maximum number of the value 
range for the payload size of NQA probe packets 


Feature change description 


The maximum number of the value range for the probe packet payload size changed to 65507 bytes in 
the following NQA operations: 


• ICMP echo operation. 


• UDP echo operation. 


• UDP tracert operation. 


• Path jitter operation. 


• UDP jitter operation. 


• Voice operation. 
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Command changes 


Modified command: data-size 


Syntax 


data-size size 


Views 


ICMP/UDP echo operation view 


Path/UDP jitter operation view 


UDP tracert operation view 


Voice operation view 


ICMP/UDP template view 


Change description 


Before modification: Available value ranges for the size argument include: 


• 20 to 8100 bytes for the ICMP echo, UDP echo, or UDP tracert operation. 


• 68 to 8100 bytes for the UDP jitter or path jitter operation. 


• 16 to 1500 bytes for the voice operation. 


After modification: Available value ranges for the size argument include: 


• 20 to 65507 bytes for the ICMP echo, UDP echo, or UDP tracert operation. 


• 68 to 65507 bytes for the UDP jitter or path jitter operation. 


• 16 to 65507 bytes for the voice operation. 
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This document describes the features, restrictions and guidelines, open problems, and workarounds for 
version R7150 & R7150-US. In the interest of brevity, any reference to R7150 is also applicable to R7150-
US for the remainder of this document.. Before you use this version in a live network, back up the 
configuration and test the version to avoid software upgrade affecting your live network. 


Use this document in conjunction with HP 10500-CMW710-R7150-US Release Notes (Software Feature 
Changes) and the documents listed in "Related documentation." 


Version information 


Version number 
Comware software, Version 7.1.045, Release 7150 


Note: You can see the version number with the display version command in any view. Please see Note
①. 


Version history 
Table 1 Version history 


Version 
number Last version Release 


date 
Release 
type Remarks 


10500-
CMW710-
R7150 


10500-
CMW710- 
R2111P06 


2015-03-
31 


Release 


• New Feature: MAC VLAN 
• New Feature: VOICE VLAN 
• New Feature: ip subnet vlan 
• New Feature: protocol vlan 
• New Feature: IRF3.0 
• New Feature: Default next hop 
• New Feature: Portal 
• New Feature: CoPP 
• New Feature: Hierarchical CAR 
• New Feature: IRDP 
• New Feature: MVRP 
• New Feature: RRPP 
• New Feature: PVST+ 
• New Feature: SMARTLINK 
• New Feature: MONITOR LINK 
• New Feature: VRRPE 
• New Feature: 6PE 
• New Feature: PIM SNOOPING 
• New Feature: BIDIR-PIM 
• New Feature: MSDP 
• New Feature: DHCPV6 Relay 
• New Feature: DHCPV6 Snooping 
• Fixes bugs 
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Version 
number Last version Release 


date 
Release 
type Remarks 


10500-
CMW710-
R2111P06 


10500-
CMW710-
R2111P05 


2014-12-
15 


Release • Fixes bugs 


 


Hardware and software compatibility matrix 
 CAUTION: 


To avoid an upgrade failure, use Table 2 to verify the hardware and software compatibility before 
performing an upgrade. 
 


Table 2 Hardware and software compatibility matrix 


Item Specifications 


Product family 10500 series 


Hardware platform 10504/10508/10508-V/10512 


Memory 


MPU: 8 GB 


LPU: 4 GB JH194A/JH202A (LSUM1TGS24EC0), JH195A/ JH203A 
(LSUM1QGS6EC0), and JH197A/JH205A (LSUM1TGS48SG0) 


1 GB (all other LPUs) 


Switching fabric module: 1 GB 


Flash 512 MB 


USB flash drive 


Kingston: 2 GB/4 GB/8 GB 


Sandisk: 16 GB (3.0)/8 GB 


HP: 16 GB 


PNY: 8 GB 


pq1: 1 GB 


STEC: 1 GB 


BootWare version 
Shipped with the switch. 


(Use the display version command in any view to view the BootWare 
version. See Note②) 


System software image 


10500: 10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin and 10500-CMW710-
SYSTEM-R7150.bin 


PEXs in an eIRF system with 10500 switches as parent devices: 5700PEX-
10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin and 5700PEX-10500-CMW710-
SYSTEM-R7150.bin 


 


NOTE: 


The software images for a 10500 switch are large in size. Make sure the 
switch has sufficient space for the upgrade images. 
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Item Specifications 


IMC version 


iMC EAD 7.1 (E0301) 


iMC-EIA (TAM) 7.1 (E0302) 


iMC-EIA (UAM) 7.1 (E0302) 


iMC MVM 7.1 (E0301) 


iMC NTA 7.1 (E0301) 


iMC PLAT 7.1 (E0302) 


iMC QoSM 7.1 (E0301) 


iMC RAM 7.1 (E0301) 


iMC SHM 7.1 (E0301) 


iMC UBA 7.1 (E0301) 


iMC VCM 7.1 (E0301) 


iMC VFM 7.1 (E0301) 


iNode version iNode PC 7.1 (E0302) 


SecBlade FW Enhance SECBLADEIII-CMW520-R3819 


LSU3WCMD0 WX6103-CMW520-R2308P29 
 


# Display the system software and BootWare version information: 
<10508> display version 


HP Comware Software, Version 7.1.045, Release 7150       ------Note① 


Copyright (c) 2010-2015 Hewlett-Packard Development Company, L.P. 


HP 10508-V uptime is 0 weeks, 0 days, 1 hour, 58 minutes 


 


LPU 0: 


Uptime is 0 weeks,0 days,1 hour,56 minutes 


BOARD TYPE:         LSUM1CGC2EC0 


DRAM:               1024M bytes 


FLASH:              0M bytes 


NVRAM:              0K bytes 


PCB 1 Version:      VER.A 


Bootrom Version:    511              ------Note② 


CPLD 1 Version:     001 


CPLD 2 Version:     015 


Release Version:    HP 10508-V-7150 


Patch Version  :    None 


 


MPU(M) 5: 


Uptime is 0 weeks,0 days,1 hour,58 minutes 


BOARD TYPE:         LSU1SUPB0 


DRAM:               8192M bytes 


FLASH:              500M bytes 


NVRAM:              512K bytes 


PCB 1 Version:      VER.A 


Bootrom Version:    121              ------Note② 


CPLD 1 Version:     000 
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CPLD 2 Version:     000 


CPLD 3 Version:     000 


Release Version:    HP 10508-V-7150 


Patch Version  :    None 


 


NPU 10: 


Uptime is 0 weeks,0 days,1 hour,54 minutes 


BOARD TYPE:         LSU1FAB08D0 


DRAM:               1024M bytes 


FLASH:              0M bytes 


NVRAM:              0K bytes 


PCB 1 Version:      VER.B 


Bootrom Version:    511              ------Note② 


CPLD 1 Version:     004 


Release Version:    HP 10508-V-7150 


Patch Version  :    None 


ISSU version compatibility matrix 
 IMPORTANT: 


HP 10500 switches only support IRF-based ISSU. In addition, compatibility with older software version 
varies and can lack support. 
 


Table 3 ISSU compatibility matrix 


Current version History version ISSU compatibility 


10500-CMW710-R7150 10500-CMW710-R2111P06 Not support 
 


Upgrading restrictions and guidelines 
None. 


Hardware feature updates 


10500-CMW710-R7150 
R7150 supports the following new hardware: 


• JH198A HP 10500 Type D Main Processing Unit with Comware v7 Operating System 


• JH191A HP 10500 44-port GbE(SFP,LC)/ 4-port 10GbE SFP+ (SFP+,LC) SE Module 


• JH192A HP 10500 48-port Gig-T（RJ45）SE Module 


• JH193A HP 10500 16-port 10GbE SFP+ (SFP+,LC) SF Module 


• JH194A HP 10500 24-port 10GbE SFP+ (SFP+,LC) EC Module 


• JH195A HP 10500 6-port 40GbE QSFP+ EC Module 
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• JH196A HP 10500 2-port 100GbE CFP EC Module 


• JH197A HP 10500 48-port 10GbE SFP+ (SFP+,LC) SG Module 


10500-CMW710-R2111P06 
None. 


Software feature and command updates 
See HP 10500-CMW710-R7150 Release Notes (Software Feature Changes). 


MIB updates 
Table 4 MIB updates 


Item MIB file Module Description 


10500-CMW710-R7150 
New None None None 


Modified None None None 


10500-CMW710-R2111P06 
None None None None 


None None None None 
 


Operation changes 


Operation changes in 10500-CMW710-R7150 
None. 


Operation changes in 10500-CMW710-
R2111P06 


None 


Restrictions and cautions 
1. Warning: The PEX code, used for the 5700, is not TAA compliant. 


2. The following LPUs are incompatible with the MDC feature. The MDC feature cannot work 
correctly when any of the following LPUs are installed. 
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 JC763A/JG347A (LSU1GP24TSE0 ). 


 JC621A/JG380A (LSU1GP24TXEA0). 


 JC626A/JG337A (LSU1GP24TXEB0). 


 JC617A/JG376A (LSU1GP24TXSE0). 


 JG381A/JC622A (LSU1GP48EA0). 


 JG384A/JC625A (LSU1GP48EB0). 


 JG378A/JC619A (LSU1GP48SE0). 


 JC623A/JG382A (LSU1GT48EA0). 


 JC618A/JG377A (LSU1GT48SE0). 


 JG383A/JC624A (LSU1TGX4EA0). 


 JC627A/JG386A (LSU1TGX4EB0). 


 JC620A/JG379A (LSU1TGX4SE0). 


 JC628A (LSU1TGS16SC0). 


3. In an IRF fabric with plenty of configurations, the system might take more than half an hour to 
collect the diagnosis information. 


4. On SF/EC LPUs, each four continuous interfaces (for examples, interfaces 1 through 4, and 
interfaces 5 through 8) are organized into a group. When one interface in a group is 
configured as an IRF physical interface, the other interfaces used as non-IRF physical interfaces 
in the group will go down. 


5. On JH193A/JH201A (LSUM2TGS16SF0) LPUs, among interfaces 3 through 14, each three 
continuous interfaces (for example, interfaces 3 through 5, and interfaces 6 through 8) are 
organized into a group. Interfaces 1, 2, 15, and 16 are organized into a group. When one 
interface in a group is used as an IRF physical interface, the other interfaces in the group 
cannot be used as non-IRF physical interfaces. 


6. When you apply a queue scheduling profile to an interface on an SF LPU, the unknown unicast 
packets are scheduled inaccurately. 


7. If the switch configured with multiport ARP entries is connected to an MS NLB server through an 
aggregate interface, the interface through which the traffic from a client enters the switch 
cannot be on the same LPU as any member of the aggregation group. 


8. After you set the switch-mode for a LPU, you must manually reboot the LPU. If you install a new 
LPU that does not operate in the default switch-mode, you must manually reboot the LPU. 


9. NTP in multicast mode supports only the multicast addresses in the network segment 
224.0.1.0/24. 


10. SC LPUs do not support MPLS. 


11. You must install a valid license to use the MDC feature. 


12. Switching fabric modules JC615A (LSU1FAB04A0) and JC616A (LSU1FAB08A0) are not 
compatible with the following LPUs: 


 JH196A/JH204A (LSUM1CGC2EC0). 


 JH195A/JH203A (LSUM1QGS6EC0). 


 JH194A/JH202A (LSUM1TGS24EC0). 


 JH197A/JH205A (LSUM1TGS48SG0). 


 JH191A/JH199A (LSUM2GP44TSSE0). 


 JH192A/JH200A (LSUM2GT48SE0). 
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 JH193A/ JH201A (LSUM2TGS16SF0). 


13. For JH191A/JH199A (LSUM2GP44TSSE0), JH192A/JH200A (LSUM2GT48SE0) LPUs installed 
on a 10504, 10508, 10508-V, or 10512 switch to operate correctly, make sure the first two 
switching fabric module slots of the switch have switching fabric modules installed. 


14. A LPU that uses BootWare 2.02 or an earlier version cannot be started if it is installed in slot 
13 of a 10512 switch. 


15. This version does not support configuring inward-facing MEPs for CFD. 


16. In a four-chassis IRF fabric, if the four chassis are started asynchronously, the IRF fabric might 
split. Make sure these chassis have similar card configurations, so that they can back up each 
other. Also, make sure the four chassis are powered on at the same time. If the four-chassis IRF 
fabric splits, reboot the IRF fabric with fewer devices, and assign these member devices to the 
other IRF fabric to form a new four-chassis IRF fabric. 


17. This version does not support the HIG monitoring feature of GOLD. 


18. In an IRF fabric, if the RRPP primary port and secondary port are on different chassis, you must 
configure the irf link-delay 1 command. 


19. JC756A/JG345A (LSU1TGS48SF0) LPUs do not support multicast. 


20. Port 28 on an JH197A/JH205A (LSUM1TGS48SG0) LPU cannot act as a Layer 3 Ethernet 
interface. 


21. The following LPUs each support a maximum of 4096 multicast forwarding entries. They will 
support more entries in later versions. 


 JH196A/JH204A (LSUM1CGC2EC0). 


 JH195A/JH203A (LSUM1QGS6EC0). 


 JH194A/JH202A (LSUM1TGS24EC0). 


 JH197A/JH205A (LSUM1TGS48SG0). 


 JH191A/JH199A (LSUM2GP44TSSE0). 


 JH192A/JH200A (LSUM2GT48SE0). 


22. The JH197A/JH205A (LSUM1TGS48SG0) LPU does not support uRPF. 


                                                        


Open problems and workarounds 
201501040490 


• Symptom: When you specify an .ipe package as the startup software image in the BootWare 
menu, the system prompts that the flash space is insufficient. 


• Condition: This symptom occurs when the switch uses LSU1SUPB0(JG496A) MPUs. 


• Workaround: Upload a .bin package, and specify the .bin package as the startup software 
image. 


201503130021 


• Symptom: Layer 2 loops exist in an RRPP network. 


• Condition: This symptom occurs if a switch in the RRPP network is configured with 4000 or more 
MSTIs. 
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• Workaround: Make sure the number of configured MSTIs is less than 4000 on any switch in the 
RRPP network. 


List of resolved problems 


Resolved problems in R7150 
201412270069 


• Symptom: An ISSU fails in an eIRF system. 


• Condition: None. 


201503230281 


• Symptom: The GigabitEthernet port goes up. 


• Condition: The optical module is plugged in, without fiber connected. 


201503180344 


• Symptom: The layer 2 multicast packets are flooded in the VLAN. 


• Condition: The VLAN-interface is bound to VRF. 


201503110349 


• Symptom: Patches cannot be installed for PEXs in an eIRF system with 10500 switches as parent 
devices. 


• Condition: None. 


201501230408 


• Symptom: The LPU where IRF physical interfaces reside reboots unexpectedly. 


• Condition: This symptom might occur when the following conditions exist in an eIRF system: 


• The IRF physical interfaces and PEX physical interfaces are on the same LPU. 


• The LPU is removed and then installed. 


201503020294 
• Symptom: CVE-2014-3571 


• Condition: A carefully crafted DTLS message can cause a segmentation fault in OpenSSL due to 


a NULL pointer dereference. This could lead to a Denial of Service attack. 


• Symptom: CVE-2015-0206 


• Condition: A memory leak can occur in the dtls1_buffer_record function under certain 


conditions. In particular this could occur if an attacker sent repeated DTLS records with the same 


sequence number but for the next epoch. The memory leak could be exploited by an attacker in 


a Denial of Service attack through memory exhaustion. 


• Symptom: CVE-2015-0205 


• Condition: An OpenSSL server will accept a DH certificate for client authentication without the 


certificate verify message. This effectively allows a client to authenticate without the use of a 
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private key. This only affects servers which trust a client certificate authority which issues 


certificates containing DH keys. 


• Symptom: CVE-2014-3570 


• Condition: Bignum squaring (BN_sqr) may produce incorrect results on some platforms, 


including x86_64. This bug occurs at random with a very low probability, and is not known to 


be exploitable in any way. 


• Symptom: CVE-2015-0204 


• Condition: An OpenSSL client will accept the use of an RSA temporary key in a non-export RSA 


key exchange ciphersuite. A server could present a weak temporary key and downgrade the 


security of the session. 


• Symptom: CVE-2014-3572 


• Condition: An OpenSSL client will accept a handshake using an ephemeral ECDH ciphersuite 


using an ECDSA certificate if the server key exchange message is omitted. This effectively 


removes forward secrecy from the ciphersuite. 


• Symptom: CVE-2014-8275 


• Condition: By modifying the contents of the signature algorithm or the encoding of the signature, 


it is possible to change the certificate's fingerprint. Only custom applications that rely on the 


uniqueness of the fingerprint may be affected. 


• Symptom: CVE-2014-3569 


• Condition: The ssl23_get_client_hello function in s23_srvr.c in OpenSSL 0.9.8zc, 1.0.0o, and 


1.0.1j does not properly handle attempts to use unsupported protocols, which allows remote 


attackers to cause a denial of service (NULL pointer dereference and daemon crash) via an 


unexpected handshake, as demonstrated by an SSLv3 handshake to a no-ssl3 application with 


certain error handling. 


201410240137 
• Symptom: CVE-2014-3567. 


• Condition: When an OpenSSL SSL/TLS/DTLS server receives a session ticket the integrity of that 
ticket is first verified. In the event of a session ticket integrity check failing, OpenSSL will fail to 
free memory causing a memory leak. By sending a large number of invalid session tickets an 
attacker could exploit this issue in a Denial of Service attack. 


• Symptom: SSL 3.0 Fallback protection. 


• Condition: OpenSSL has added support for TLS_FALLBACK_SCSV to allow applications to block 
the ability for a MITM attacker to force a protocol downgrade. Some client applications (such as 
browsers) will reconnect using a downgraded protocol to work around interoperability bugs in 
older servers. This could be exploited by an active man-in-the-middle to downgrade connections 
to SSL 3.0 even if both sides of the connection support higher protocols. SSL 3.0 contains a 
number of weaknesses including POODLE (CVE-2014-3566). 


• Symptom: CVE-2014-3568. 


• Condition: When OpenSSL is configured with "no-ssl3" as a build option, servers could accept 
and complete a SSL 3.0 handshake, and clients could be configured to send them. 
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201412310300 
• Symptom: CVE-2014-9295 


• Condition: Stack-based buffer overflows in ntpd in NTP before 4.2.8 allow remote attackers to 
execute arbitrary code via a crafted packet. 


201408290277 
• Symptom: CVE-2014-3508. 


• Condition: A flaw in OBJ_obj2txt may cause pretty printing functions such as 
X509_name_oneline, X509_name_print_ex et al. to leak some information from the stack. 
Applications may be affected if they echo pretty printing output to the attacker. 


201408290278 
• Symptom: CVE-2008-5161 


• Description: Error handling in the SSH protocol in several SSH servers/clients, including 
OpenSSH 4.7p1 and possibly other versions, when using Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) mode, 
makes it easier for remote attackers to recover certain plaintext data. 


201406130122 
• Symptom: CVE-2014-0224. 


• Condition: When Open SSL Server or Client is used. 


Related documentation 


Documentation set 
• HP 10500 Switch Series Installation Guide 


• HP 10500 Switch Series Configuration Guides 


• HP 10500 Switch Series Command References 


Obtaining documentation 
To find related documents, browse to the Manuals page of the HP Business Support Center website: 


http://www.hp.com/support/manuals 


Contacting HP 
For worldwide technical support information, see the HP support website: 


http://www.hp.com/support 


Before contacting HP, collect the following information: 


• Product model names and numbers 


• Technical support registration number (if applicable) 


• Product serial numbers 


• Error messages 



http://www.hp.com/support/manuals

http://www.hp.com/support
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• Operating system type and revision level 


• Detailed questions 


Subscription service 
HP recommends that you register your product at the Subscriber's Choice for Business website: 


http://www.hp.com/go/wwalerts 


After registering, you will receive email notification of product enhancements, new driver versions, 
firmware updates, and other product resources. 


 



http://www.hp.com/go/wwalerts
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Appendix A Feature list 


Hardware features 
Table 5 HP 10500 series hardware features 


Item Remarks 


Dimensions (H × W × D) 


(excluding feet and rack-mounting 
brackets) 


10504: 353 × 440 × 660 mm (13.90 × 17.32 × 25.98 in.) 


10508: 620 × 440 × 660 mm (24.41 × 17.32 × 25.98 in.) 


10508-V: 886 × 440 × 660 mm (34.88 ×17.32 × 25.98 in.) 


10512: 797 × 440 × 660 mm (31.38 × 17.32 × 25.98 in.) 


Weight 


10504: < 85 kg (187.39 lb) 


10508: < 125 kg (275.57 lb) 


10508-V: < 145 kg (319.66 lb) 


10512: < 165 kg (363.76 lb) 


Switching fabric module slots 4 


LPU slots 


10504: 4 


10508: 8 


10508-V: 8 


105012: 12 


MPUs 


JG496A: HP 10500 Type A Main Processing Unit with 
Comware v7 Operating System 


JH198A: HP 10500 Type D with Comware v7 Operating System 
Main Processing Unit 


LPUs 


JC615A: HP 10504 400Gbps Type A Fabric Module 


JC616A: HP 10508/10508-V 720Gbps Type A Fabric Module 


JC617A: HP 10500 16-port GbE SFP/8-port GbE Combo/2-
port 10-GbE XFP SE Module 


JC618A: HP 10500 48-port Gig-T SE Module 


JC619A: HP 10500 48-port GbE SFP SE Module 


JC620A: HP 10500 4-port 10-GbE XFP SE Module 


JC621A: HP 10500 16-port GbE SFP/8-port GbE Combo/2-
port 10-GbE XFP EA Module 


JC622A: HP 10500 48-port GbE SFP EA Module 


JC623A: HP 10500 48-port Gig-T EA Module 


JC624A: HP 10500 4-port 10-GbE XFP EA Module 


JC625A: HP 10500 48-port GbE SFP EB Module 


JC626A: HP 10500 16-port GbE SFP/8-port GbE Combo/2-
port 10-GbE XFP EB Module 


JC627A: HP 10500 4-port 10-GbE XFP EB Module 


JC628A: HP 10500 16-port 10-GbE SFP+ SC Module 
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Item Remarks 


JC629A: HP 10500 8-port 10-GbE SFP+ EB Module 


JC630A: HP 10500 8-port 10-GbE SFP+ EA Module 


JC631A: HP 10500 8-port 10-GbE SFP+ SE Module 


JC749A: HP 10512 1.52Tbps Type B Fabric Module 


JC750A: HP 10512 3.44Tbps Type D Fabric Module 


JC751A: HP 10504 880Gbps Type B Fabric Module 


JC752A: HP 10504 1.2Tbps Type D Fabric Module 


JC753A: HP 10508/10508-V 1.04Tbps Type B Fabric Module 


JC754A: HP 10508/10508-V 2.32Tbps Type D Fabric Module 


JC755A: HP 10500 32-port 10GbE SFP+ SF Module 


JC756A: HP 10500 48-port 10GbE SFP+ SF Module 


JC757A: HP 10500 4-port 40GbE QSFP+ SF Module 


JC763A: HP 10500 16-port GbE SFP/8-port GbE Combo SE 
Module 


JG337A: HP 10500 16-port GbE SFP/8-port GbE Combo/2-
port 10-GbE XFP EB TAA-compliant Module 


JG338A: HP 10512 1.52Tbps Type B Fabric TAA-compliant 
Module 


JG340A: HP 10504 880Gbps Type B Fabric TAA-compliant 
Module 


JG341A: HP 10504 1.2Tbps Type D Fabric TAA-compliant 
Module 


JG342A: HP 10508/10508-V 1.04Tbps Type B Fabric TAA-
compliant Module 


JG343A: HP 10508/10508-V 2.32Tbps Type D Fabric TAA-
compliant Module 


JG344A: HP 10500 32-port 10GbE SFP+ SF TAA-compliant 
Module 


JG345A: HP 10500 48-port 10GbE SFP+ SF TAA-compliant 
Module 


JG346A: HP 10500 4-port 40GbE QSFP+ SF TAA-compliant 
Module 


JG347A: HP 10500 16-port GbE SFP/8-port GbE Combo SE 
TAA-compliant Module 


JG372A: HP 10500/11900/7500 20Gbps VPN Firewall 
Module 


JG376A: HP 10500 16-port GbE SFP/8-port GbE Combo/2-
port 10GbE XFP SE TAA-compliant Module 


JG377A: HP 10500 48-port Gig-T SE TAA-compliant Module 


JG378A: HP 10500 48-port GbE SFP SE TAA-compliant Module 


JG379A: HP 10500 4-port 10GbE XFP SE TAA-compliant 
Module 


JG380A: HP 10500 16-port GbE SFP/8-port GbE Combo/2-
port 10GbE XFP EA TAA-compliant Module 


JG381A: HP 10500 48-port GbE SFP EA TAA-compliant Module 
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Item Remarks 


JG382A: HP 10500 48-port Gig-T EA TAA-compliant Module 


JG383A: HP 10500 4-port 10GbE XFP EA TAA-compliant 
Module 


JG384A: HP 10500 48-port GbE SFP EB TAA-compliant Module 


JG386A: HP 10500 4-port 10GbE XFP EB TAA-compliant 
Module 


JG387A: HP 10500 8-port 10GbE SFP+ EB TAA-compliant 
Module 


JG388A: HP 10500 8-port 10GbE SFP+ EA TAA-compliant 
Module 


JG389A: HP 10500 8-port 10GbE SFP+ SE TAA-compliant 
Module 


JG392A: HP 10500 8-port 40GbE QSFP+ SF Module 


JG393A: HP 10500 8-port 40GbE QSFP+ SF TAA-compliant 
Module 


JG394A: HP 10500 24-port 1/10GBASE-T SF Module 


JG395A: HP 10500 24-port 1/10GBASE-T SF TAA-compliant 
Module 


JG396A: HP 10500 4-port 40GbE CFP SF Module 


JG397A: HP 10500 4-port 40GbE CFP SF TAA-compliant 
Module 


JG639A: HP 10500/7500 20G Unified Wired-WLAN Module 


JG916A: HP 10500 2-port 100GbE CFP SE Module 


JH191A: HP 10500 44-port GbE SFP/4-port 10GbE SFP+ SE 
Module 


JH192A: HP 10500 48-port 1000BASE-T SE Module 


JH193A: HP 10500 16-port GbE/10GbE SFP+ SF Module 


JH194A: HP 10500 24-port GbE/10GbE SFP+ EC Module 


JH195A: HP 10500 6-port 40GbE QSFP+ EC Module 


JH196A: HP 10500 2-port 100GbE CFP EC Module 


JH197A: HP 10500 48-port GbE/10GbE SFP+ SG Module 
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Item Remarks 


Transceiver modules and cables 


JC784C: HP X240 10G SFP+ SFP+ 7m DAC Cable 


JD061A: HP X125 1G SFP LC LH40 1310nm Transceiver 


JD062A: HP X120 1G SFP LC LH40 1550nm Transceiver 


JD063B: HP X125 1G SFP LC LH70 Transceiver 


JD089B: HP X120 1G SFP RJ45 T Transceiver 


JD092B: HP X130 10G SFP+ LC SR Transceiver 


JD094B: HP X130 10G SFP+ LC LR Transceiver 


JD095C: HP X240 10G SFP+ SFP+ 0.65m DA Cable 


JD096B: HP X240 10G SFP+ SFP+ 1.2m DA Cable 


JD096C: HP X240 10G SFP+ SFP+ 1.2m DA Cable 


JD097B: HP X240 10G SFP+ SFP+ 3m DA Cable 


JD097C: HP X240 10G SFP+ SFP+ 3m DA Cable 


JD098B: HP X120 1G SFP LC BX 10-U Transceiver 


JD099B: HP X120 1G SFP LC BX 10-D Transceiver 


JD102B: HP X110 100M SFP LC FX Transceiver 


JD103A: HP X120 1G SFP LC LH100 Transceiver 


JD118B: HP X120 1G SFP LC SX Transceiver 


JD119B: HP X120 1G SFP LC LX Transceiver 


JD120B: HP X110 100M SFP LC LX Transceiver 


JG081C: HP X240 SFP+ SFP+ 5m DAC Cable 


JG234A: HP X130 10G SFP+ LC LH 40km Transceiver 


JG325B: HP X140 40G QSFP+ MPO SR4 Transceiver 


JG661A: HP X140 40G QSFP+ LC LR4 SM 10km 1310nm 
Transceiver 


JG709A: HP X140 40G QSFP+ MPO MM 850nm CSR4 300m 
Transceiver 


JG829B: HP X150 100G CFP LC LR4 10km SM Transceiver 


JG915A: HP X130 10G SFP+ LC LH 80km Transceiver 


Input AC voltage 100 to 240V AC; 50/60Hz 


Max. output power per power supply 
1200 W (110V AC) 


2500 W (220V AC) 


Operating temperature 0°C to 45°C (32°F to 113°F) 


Relative humidity (noncondensing) 10% to 90% 
 


Software features 
In this section, PEXs refer to PEXs in an IRF 3 system with S10500 switches as parent devices. 
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Table 6 Software features of the HP 10500 series 


Category  Features 


Layer 2 


Ethernet II 


IEEE 802.3/802.2 SNAP 


IEEE 802.3/802.2 


Long frame (1518 to 1536 bytes) 


Jumbo frame (1536 to 9216 bytes) 


VLAN (voice VLAN is not supported in an eIRF system) 


IEEE 802.1Q 


IEEE 802.1p 


RSTP (802.1w) 


MSTP (802.1s) 


LACP (802.3ad) 


Mirroring 


Storm suppression (broadcast/multicast/unknown unicast) 


QinQ (not supported on PEXs) 


PVST/PVST+ 


Layer 3 


ARP (proxy ARP, gratuitous ARP) 


IP datagram forwarding (RFC 791/1141/950) 


IP options (strict source route/loose source route/recording route/timestamp) 
(RFC 791/1122) 


TCP (RFC 793) 


UDP (RFC 768) 


ICMP 


RFC 1213-MIB (including IP, ICMP, TCP, UDP, IF, and SNMP) 


IPv6 ND 


IPv6 FIB 


IPv6 ACL 


IPv6 tunnel (manually configured tunnel/automatic 6to4 tunnel/ISATAP) 


Layer 3 routing interface (not supported on PEXs) 


BFD (not supported on PEXs) 


IRDP 


MVRP 
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Category  Features 


Routing 


IPv4 routing: 
• Static route management 
• RIP 
• OSPF 
• BGP 
• IS-IS(IS-IS MTR) 
• Policy based routing (PBR) 


IPv6 routing: 
• IPv6 static route management 
• RIPng 
• OSPFv3 
• BGP+ 
• IS-ISv6 


Multicast 


IGMP snooping 


IGMP 


MLD snooping 


MLD 


PIM-DM 


PIM-SM 


Bidirectional PIM (not supported in an eIRF system) 


ACL&QoS 


Remarking 802.1p, DSCP, IP precedence, and local precedence by ACL rule 


Mapping 802.1p, DSCP, IP precedence, or local precedence to output queue 


SP 


WRR 


Committed access rate (CAR) 


Basic ACL 


Advanced ACL 


Ethernet frame header ACL 


VLAN-based ACL 


Packet filtering 


Traffic redirecting 


Traffic shaping 


Rate limiting 


WFQ 


WRED 


Traffic accounting 


Flow-based mirroring 


Port priority 


PFC (not supported on PEXs) 


ECN (not supported on PEXs) 
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Category  Features 


Management 


SNMP v1/v2/v3 


Public MIBs 


Private MIBs 


Syslog/Debug 


IMC (not supported in an eIRF system) 


Local management 


CLI 


File management 


Dual-image 


RBAC 


MDC 


User access control 


Console login 


AUX login 


Telnet (VTY) login 


SSH login 


FTP login 


XMODEM 


Application protocols 


Ping 


DNS client 


DHCP server 


DHCP client 


DHCP relay 


DHCP snooping 


Telnet 


FTP client 


FTP server 


TFTP client 


NTP client/server 


Availability 


VRRP 


Dual fabric 


IRF 


Smart Link (not supported on PEXs) 


Monitor Link (not supported on PEXs) 


RRPP (not supported on PEXs) 


Security 


RADIUS 


TACACS+ 


802.1X 


Port security 
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Category  Features 


MPLS 


MPLS 


LDP 


MPLS L3VPN 


MPLS L2VPN (not supported on PEXs) 


SDN OpenFlow (not supported on PEXs) 
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Appendix B Upgrading software 
This section describes how to upgrade system software while the switch is operating normally or when 
the switch cannot correctly start up. 


Software types 
The following software types are available:  


• BootWare image—A .bin file that contains a basic segment and an extended segment. The 
basic segment is the minimum code that bootstraps the system. The extended segment enables 
hardware initialization and provides system management menus. You can use these menus to 
load application software and the startup configuration file or manage files when the device 
cannot start up correctly. 


• Comware image—Includes the following image subcategories:  


 Boot image—A .bin file that contains the Linux operating system kernel. It provides process 
management, memory management, file system management, and the emergency shell. 


 System image—A .bin file that contains the minimum feature modules required for device 
operation and some basic features, including device management, interface management, 
configuration management, and routing. To have advanced features, you must purchase 
feature packages. 


 Feature package—Includes a set of advanced software features. Users purchase feature 
packages as needed. 


 Patch packages—Irregularly released packages for fixing bugs without rebooting the device. 
A patch package does not add new features or functions. 


Comware software images that have been loaded are called "current software images." Comware 
images specified to load at the next startup are called "startup software images." 


BootWare image, boot image, and system image are required for the system to work. These images 
might be released separately or as a whole in one .ipe file. If an .ipe file is used, the system 
automatically decompresses the file, loads the boot and system images and sets them as startup software 
images. Typically, the BootWare and startup software images for the device are released in an .ipe file.  


Software file naming conventions 
Software image file names use the chassis-comware version-image type-release format, for example, 
10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin and 10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin. This document uses 
10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin and 10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin as boot and system 
image file names for simplicity. 


 


Upgrade methods 
You can upgrade system software by using one of the following methods: 
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Upgrade method Remarks 


Upgrading from the CLI 
• You must reboot the switch to complete the upgrade. 
• This method interrupts ongoing network services. 


Upgrading from the BootWare menu Use this method when the switch cannot correctly start up.  
 


Preparing for the upgrade 
Before you upgrade system software, complete the following tasks: 


• Configure routes to ensure that the switch and the file server can reach each other. 


• Run a TFTP or FTP server on the file server. 


• Log in to the CLI of the switch through the console port. 


• Copy the upgrade file to the file server and correctly set the working directory on the TFTP or FTP 
server. 


• Make sure the switch has sufficient storage space for the new software images. If the storage 
space is not sufficient, delete unused files. You might need to delete the old software image files, 
if necessary. 


• Make sure the upgrade has minimal impact on the network services. During the upgrade, the 
switch cannot provide any services. 


Upgrading from the CLI 
You can use the TFTP or FTP commands on the switch to access the TFTP or FTP server to back up or 
download files. 


Using TFTP to upgrade software 
This section describes how to upgrade system software by using TFTP. 


Backing up the running system software image and configuration file 


1. Execute the save command in any view to save the current configuration. 
<Sysname> save 


The current configuration will be written to the device. Are you sure? [Y/N]:y 


Please input the file name(*.cfg)[flash:/startup.cfg] 


(To leave the existing filename unchanged, press the enter key): 


flash:/startup.cfg exists, overwrite? [Y/N]:y 


Validating file. Please wait... 


Saved the current configuration to mainboard device successfully. 


<Sysname> 


2. Execute the dir command in user view to identify the system software image and configuration 
file names and verify that the flash has sufficient space for the new system software image. 
<Sysname> dir 


Directory of flash:/ 


 


   0     drw-         -  Jun 28 2011 14:41:16   logfile 
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   1     drw-         -  Jun 28 2011 14:42:56   diagfile 


   2     -rw-     16256  Jun 28 2011 14:43:40   a.tar 


   3     -rw-      1694  Jun 28 2011 14:47:12   startup.cfg 


   4     -rw-      3432  Jun 28 2011 14:47:10   diag.tar.gz 


   5     -rw-  183861744  Jun 28 2011 14:37:46   main.bin 


 


503808 KB total (323086 KB free) 


 


<Sysname> 


3. Execute the tftp put command in user view to upload the main.bin file to the TFTP server. 
<Sysname> tftp 192.168.1.1 put main.bin 


Press CTRL+C to abort. 


  % Total    % Received % Xferd Average Speed   Time    Time     Time  Current 


                                Dload  Upload   Total   Spent    Left  Speed 


 100 26.5M   0     0   100 26.5M    0   422k --:--:-- --:--:-- --:--:-- 426k 


 


<Sysname> 


4. Execute the tftp put command in user view to upload the startup.cfg file to the TFTP server. 
<Sysname> tftp 192.168.1.1 put startup.cfg 


Press CTRL+C to abort. 


  % Total    % Received % Xferd  Average Speed   Time    Time     Time  Current 


                                 Dload  Upload   Total   Spent    Left  Speed 


100  6549    0     0  100  6549      0   270k --:--:-- --:--:-- --:--:--  319k 


 


<Sysname> 


Upgrading the system software 


This section uses the 10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin and 10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin files 
as examples.  


1. Execute the tftp get command in user view to download the system software image files 10500-
CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin 10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin to the flash on the switch. 
<Sysname> tftp 192.168.1.1 get 10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin 


  % Total    % Received % Xferd  Average Speed   Time    Time     Time  Current 


                                 Dload  Upload   Total   Spent    Left  Speed 


100  26M  100  26M    0     0  1193k      0  0:00:21  0:00:21 --:--:-- 1127k 


 


<Sysname> tftp 192.168.1.1 get 10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin 


  % Total    % Received % Xferd  Average Speed   Time    Time     Time  Current 


                                 Dload  Upload   Total   Spent    Left  Speed 


100 182M  100 182M    0     0  1193k      0  0:02:10  0:02:10 --:--:-- 1127k 


 


<Sysname> 


 


2. Execute the boot-loader command in user view to load the files 10500-CMW710-BOOT-
R7150.bin 10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin and specify the file as the main startup 
software image file. 
<Sysname> boot-loader file boot flash:/10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin system flash:/ 
10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin slot 6 main 
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This command will set the main startup software images. Continue? [Y/N]:Y  


Verifying the file flash:/10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.bin on slot 6................. 


..................Done.  


Verifying the file flash:/10500-cmw710-system-r7150.bin on slot 6............... 


................................................................................ 


................................................................................ 


Done.  


The images that have passed all examinations will be used as the main startup so 


ftware images at the next reboot on slot 6. 


<Sysname> 


3. Execute the display boot-loader command in user view to verify that the file has been loaded. 
<Sysname> display boot-loader 


Software images on slot 6: 


Current software images: 


  flash:/10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.bin 


  flash:/10500-cmw710-system-r7150.bin 


Main startup software images: 


  flash:/10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.bin 


  flash:/10500-cmw710-system-r7150.bin 


Backup startup software images: 


  None 


<Sysname> 


4. Execute the reboot command in user view to reboot the switch. 
<Sysname> reboot 


Start to check configuration with next startup configuration file, please 
wait.........DONE! 


Current configuration will be lost after the reboot, save current configuration? 
[Y/N]:y 


Please input the file name(*.cfg)[flash:/startup.cfg] 


(To leave the existing filename unchanged, press the enter key): 


flash:/startup.cfg exists, overwrite? [Y/N]:y 


Validating file. Please wait... 


Configuration is saved to flash successfully. 


This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Now rebooting, please wait... 


<Sysname> 


System is starting... 


5. After the reboot is complete, execute the display version command to verify that the system 
software image is correct. 


Using FTP to upgrade software 
This section describes how to upgrade system software by using FTP. 


Backing up the running system software image and configuration file 


1. Execute the save command in any view to save the current configuration. 
<Sysname> save 


The current configuration will be written to the device. Are you sure? [Y/N]:y 
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Please input the file name(*.cfg)[flash:/startup.cfg] 


(To leave the existing filename unchanged, press the enter key): 


flash:/startup.cfg exists, overwrite? [Y/N]:y 


Validating file. Please wait... 


Saved the current configuration to mainboard device successfully. 


<Sysname> 


2. Execute the dir command in user view to identify the system software image and configuration 
file names and verify that the flash has sufficient space for the new system software image. 
<Sysname> dir 


Directory of flash:/ 


 


   0     drw-         -  Jun 28 2011 14:41:16   logfile 


   1     drw-         -  Jun 28 2011 14:42:56   diagfile 


   2     -rw-     16256  Jun 28 2011 14:43:40   a.tar 


   3     -rw-      1694  Jun 28 2011 14:47:12   startup.cfg 


   4     -rw-      3432  Jun 28 2011 14:47:10   diag.tar.gz 


   5     -rw-  183861744  Jun 28 2011 14:37:46   main.bin 


 


503808 KB total (323086 KB free) 


 


<Sysname> 


3. Execute the ftp command in user view to access the FTP server. 
<Sysname> ftp 192.168.1.1 


Press CTRL+C to abort. 


Connected to 192.168.1.1 (192.168.1.1). 


220 WFTPD 2.0 service (by Texas Imperial Software) ready for new user 


User (192.168.1.1:(none)): zhangsan 


331 Give me your password, please 


Password: 


230 Logged in successfully 


Remote system type is MSDOS. 


ftp> 


4. Execute the put command in FTP client view to upload the main.bin file to the FTP server. 
ftp> binary 


200 Type is Image (Binary) 


ftp> put main.bin 


227 Entering Passive Mode (192,168,1,1,194,82) 


150 "E:\main.bin " file ready to receive in IMAGE / Binary mode 


226 Transfer finished successfully. 


98742272 bytes sent in 28.822 seconds (3.27 Mbytes/s) 


 


ftp> 


5. Execute the put command in FTP client view to upload the startup.cfg file to the FTP server. 
ftp> put startup.cfg 


227 Entering Passive Mode (192,168,2,79,194,99) 


150 "E:\startup.cfg" file ready to receive in IMAGE / Binary mode 


226 Transfer finished successfully. 


5188 bytes sent in 0.001 seconds (9.46 Mbytes/s) 
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ftp> 


Upgrading the system software 


1. Execute the get command in FTP client view to download the system software image files 
10500-cmw710-boot-R7150.bin 10500-cmw710-system-R7150.bin to the flash on the switch. 
ftp> get 10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.bin 


 


227 Entering Passive Mode (192,168,1,1,194,82) 


150 "E: 10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.bin " file ready to send (26015744 bytes) in 
IMAGE / Binary mode 226 Transfer finished successfully. 


26015744 bytes sent in 19.822 seconds (3.27 Mbytes/s). 


 


ftp> get 10500-cmw710-system-r7150.bin 


 


227 Entering Passive Mode (192,168,1,1,194,82) 


150 "E: 10500-cmw710-boot-sytem.bin " file ready to send (182351872 bytes) in 
IMAGE / Binary mode 226 Transfer finished successfully. 


182351872 bytes sent in 129.822 seconds (3.27 Mbytes/s). 


 


ftp> 


 


2. Execute the quit command in FTP client view to return to user view. 
ftp> quit 


221 Windows FTP Server (WFTPD, by Texas Imperial Software) says goodbye 


 


<Sysname> 


3. Execute the boot-loader command in user view to load the files 10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.bin 
10500-cmw710-system-r7150.bin and specify the file as the main startup software image file. 
<Sysname> boot-loader file boot flash:/10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin system flash:/ 
10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin slot 6 main 


This command will set the main startup software images. Continue? [Y/N]:Y  


Verifying the file flash:/10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.bin on slot 6................. 


..................Done.  


Verifying the file flash:/10500-cmw710-system-r7150.bin on slot 6............... 


................................................................................ 


................................................................................ 


Done.  


The images that have passed all examinations will be used as the main startup so 


ftware images at the next reboot on slot 6. 


<Sysname> 


4. Execute the display boot-loader command in user view to verify that the file has been loaded. 
<Sysname> display boot-loader 


 Software images on slot 6: 


Current software images: 


  flash:/10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.bin 


  flash:/10500-cmw710-system-r7150.bin 


Main startup software images: 
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  flash:/10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.bin 


  flash:/10500-cmw710-system-r7150.bin 


Backup startup software images: 


  None 


<Sysname> 


5. Execute the reboot command in user view to reboot the switch. 
<Sysname> reboot 


Start to check configuration with next startup configuration file, please 
wait.........DONE! 


Current configuration will be lost after the reboot, save current configuration? 
[Y/N]:y 


Please input the file name(*.cfg)[flash:/startup.cfg] 


(To leave the existing filename unchanged, press the enter key): 


flash:/startup.cfg exists, overwrite? [Y/N]:y 


Validating file. Please wait... 


Configuration is saved to flash successfully. 


This command will reboot the device. Continue? [Y/N]:y 


Now rebooting, please wait... 


<Sysname> 


System is starting... 


6. After the reboot is complete, execute the display version command to verify that the system 
software image is correct. 


Upgrading from the BootWare menu 
You can use the following methods to upgrade software from the BootWare menu: 


• Using TFTP/FTP to upgrade software through a management Ethernet port 


• Using XMODEM to upgrade software through the console port 
 


 TIP: 


Upgrading through a management Ethernet port is faster than through the console port.  
 


Accessing the BootWare menu 
1. Power on the switch. 


The following information appears. 
RAM test successful. 


Press Ctrl+T to start five-step full RAM test... 


Press Ctrl+Y to start nine-step full RAM test... 


System is starting... 


Press Ctrl+D to access BASIC-BOOTWARE MENU... 


Booting Normal Extended BootWare 


The Extended BootWare is self-decompressing.........Done. 


 


**************************************************************************** 


*                                                                          * 
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*                         BootWare, Version 1.32                           * 


*                                                                          * 


**************************************************************************** 


Compiled Date         : Mar 11 2014 


CPU Type              : XLP316 


CPU Clock Speed       : 1200MHz 


Memory Type           : DDR3 SDRAM 


Memory Size           : 8192MB 


Memory Speed          : 667MHz 


BootWare Size         : 1536KB 


Flash Size            : 500MB 


BASIC CPLD Version    : 1.0 


EXTENDED CPLD Version : 1.0 


PCB Version           : Ver.A 


 


BootWare Validating... 


Press Ctrl+B to access EXTENDED-BOOTWARE MENU... 


2. Press Ctrl + B at the prompt to access the BootWare menu. 
Password recovery capability is enabled. 


Note: The current operating device is flash 


Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device. 


 


==========================<EXTENDED-BOOTWARE MENU>========================== 


|<1> Boot System                                                           | 


|<2> Enter Serial SubMenu                                                  | 


|<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu                                                | 


|<4> File Control                                                          | 


|<5> Restore to Factory Default Configuration                              | 


|<6> Skip Current System Configuration                                     | 


|<7> BootWare Operation Menu                                               | 


|<8> Skip Authentication for Console Login                                 | 


|<9> Storage Device Operation                                              | 


|<0> Reboot                                                                | 


============================================================================ 


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTENDED ASSISTANT MENU 


Ctrl+F: Format File System 


Enter your choice(0-9): 


Table 7 BootWare menu options 


Item Description 


<1> Boot System Boot the system software image.  


<2> Enter Serial SubMenu 
Access the Serial submenu (see Table 10 ) for upgrading system 
software through the console port or changing the serial port 
settings.  


<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu 
Access the Ethernet submenu (see Table 8) for upgrading system 
software through a management Ethernet port or changing 
Ethernet settings.  
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Item Description 


<4> File Control Access the File Control submenu (see Table 11) to retrieve and 
manage the files stored on the switch. 


<5> Restore to Factory Default 
Configuration 


Restore the switch to the factory default configuration. 


This option is not available when password recovery is enabled.  


<6> Skip Current System Configuration 
Skip the current system configuration. 


This option is not available when password recovery is disabled.  


<7> BootWare Operation Menu Access the BootWare Operation menu.  


<8> Skip Authentication for Console 
Login 


Skip authentication for login through the console port. 


This option is not available when password recovery is disabled.  


<9> Storage Device Operation Access the Storage Device Operation menu.  


<0> Reboot Restart the switch. 
 


Using TFTP/FTP to upgrade software through a management 
Ethernet port 


1. Enter 3 in the BootWare menu to access the Ethernet submenu. 
==========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Download Files(*.*)                                                   | 


|<5> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5): 


Table 8 Ethernet submenu options 


Item Description 


<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run 


Download an application program to the SDRAM 
and run the program. 


This option is not available when password recovery 
is disabled.  


<2> Update Main Image File 


Download a software image to the current storage 
medium as the main image (the file attribute is set to 
M). 


If a main system image already exists, the M file 
attribute of the original image is removed. 
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Item Description 


<3> Update Backup Image File 


Download a software image to the current storage 
medium as the backup image (the file attribute is set 
to B). 


If a backup system image already exists, the B file 
attribute of the original image is removed. 


<4> Download Files(*.*) 
Download files to the current storage medium. 


This option is not available when password recovery 
is disabled.  


<5> Modify Ethernet Parameter Modify Ethernet settings. 


<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the BootWare menu. 
 


2. Enter 5 to configure the Ethernet settings. 
==========================<ETHERNET PARAMETER SET>========================= 


|Note:       '.' = Clear field.                                            | 


|            '-' = Go to previous field.                                   | 


|         Ctrl+D = Quit.                                                   | 


========================================================================== 


PProtocol (FTP or TFTP) :ftp                                                      


Load File Name         :10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin                             


                       : 


Target File Name       :10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin                             


                       :  


Server IP Address      :192.168.36.1                                             


Local IP Address       :192.168.36.46                                            


Subnet Mask            :0.0.0.0                                                  


Gateway IP Address     :0.0.0.0                                                  


FTP User Name          :123                                                      


FTP User Password      :** 


Table 9 Network parameter fields and shortcut keys 


Field Description 


'.' = Clear field  Press a dot (.) and then Enter to clear the setting for a field.  


'-' = Go to previous field Press a hyphen (-) and then Enter to return to the previous field.  


Ctrl+D = Quit Press Ctrl + D to exit the Ethernet Parameter Set menu.  


Protocol (FTP or TFTP) Set the file transfer protocol to FTP or TFTP. 


Load File Name Set the name of the file to be downloaded.  


Target File Name 
Set a file name for saving the file on the switch. By default, the 
target file name is the same as the source file name.  


Server IP Address 
Set the IP address of the FTP or TFTP server. If a mask must be set, 
use a colon (:) to separate the mask length from the IP address. For 
example, 192.168.80.10:24. 


Local IP Address Set the IP address of the switch.  


Gateway IP Address Set a gateway IP address if the switch is on a different network than 
the server.  
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Field Description 


FTP User Name 
Set the username for accessing the FTP server. This username must 
be the same as configured on the FTP server. This field is not 
available for TFTP.  


FTP User Password 
Set the password for accessing the FTP server. This password must 
be the same as configured on the FTP server. This field is not 
available for TFTP.  


 


3. Select an option in the Ethernet submenu to download 10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin. For 
example, enter 4 to download file. 
==========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>==========================     


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        |     


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               |     


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                |     


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              |     


|<4> Download Files(*.*)                                                   |     


|<5> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             |     


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     |     


|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    |     


============================================================================     


Enter your choice(0-5): 4                                                        


Loading.....................................................................     


............................................................................     


............................................................................     


............................................................................     


............................................................................     


............................................................................     


............................................................................     


..................Done.                                                          


26015744 bytes downloaded!                                                      


Saving file flash:/10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin .............................     


..................................................Done. 


4. Enter 5 to configure the Ethernet settings. 
==========================<ETHERNET PARAMETER SET>========================= 


|Note:       '.' = Clear field.                                            | 


|            '-' = Go to previous field.                                   | 


|         Ctrl+D = Quit.                                                   | 


========================================================================== 


PProtocol (FTP or TFTP) :ftp                                                     


Load File Name         :10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin                              


                       :10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin                            


Target File Name       :10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin                              


                       : 10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin                           


Server IP Address      :192.168.36.1                                             


Local IP Address       :192.168.36.46                                            


Subnet Mask            :0.0.0.0                                                  


Gateway IP Address     :0.0.0.0                                                  


FTP User Name          :123                                                      
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FTP User Password      :** 


5. Select an option in the Ethernet submenu to download 10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin. 
For example, enter 4 to download file. 
==========================<Enter Ethernet SubMenu>==========================     


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        |     


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               |     


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                |     


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              |     


|<4> Download Files(*.*)                                                   |     


|<5> Modify Ethernet Parameter                                             |     


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     |     


|<Ensure The Parameter Be Modified Before Downloading!>                    |     


============================================================================     


Enter your choice(0-5): 4                                                        


Loading.....................................................................     


............................................................................     


............................................................................     


............................................................................     


............................................................................     


............................................................................     


............................................................................     


............................................................................     


............................................................................     


............................................................................     


............................................................................     


............................................................................     


.....................................Done. 182351872 bytes downloaded!             


Saving file flash:/10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin .............................     


..................................................Done. 


6. Enter 0 to return to the BootWare menu or 4 to set the type of a system software image. 
===============================<File CONTROL>=============================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Display All File(s)                                                   | 


|<2> Set Image File type                                                   | 


|<3> Set Bin File type                                                     | 


|<4> Delete File                                                           | 


|<5> Copy File                                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5):3 


                                                                                 


 'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP      'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED                          


============================================================================     


|NO. Size(B)   Time                 Type   Name                            |     


|1   41753600  Mar/19/2015 12:52:11 M      flash:/10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.b|     


|in                                                                        |     


|2   312322048 Mar/19/2015 12:52:33 M      flash:/10500-cmw710-system-r7150|     


|.bin                                                                      |     
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|0   Exit                                                                  |     


============================================================================     


Note:Select .bin files. One but only one boot image and system image must        


be included.                                                                     


Enter file No.(Allows multiple selection):1                                      


Enter another file No.(0-Finish choice):2                                        


Enter another file No.(0-Finish choice):0                                        


You have selected:                                                               


flash:/10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.bin                                              


flash:/10500-cmw710-system-r7150.bin                                            


                                                                                 


Modify the file attribute:                                                       


============================================================================     


|<1>+Main                                                                  |     


|<2>+Backup                                                                |     


|<0> Exit                                                                  |     


============================================================================     


Enter your choice(0-2):1                                                         


This operation may take several minutes. Please wait....                         


Set the file attribute success!                                 


7. Enter 0 to return to the BootWare menu or 1 to boot the system. 


Using XMODEM to upgrade software through the console 
port 


1. Enter 2 in the BootWare menu to access the Serial submenu. 
==========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>=========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Download Files(*.*)                                                   | 


|<5> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5): 


Table 10 Serial submenu options 


Item Description 


<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run 


Download an application program to the SDRAM 
and run the program. 


This option is not available when password 
recovery is disabled.  
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Item Description 


<2> Update Main Image File 


Download a software image to the current storage 
medium as the main image (the file attribute is set 
to M). 


If a main system image already exists, the M file 
attribute of the original image is removed. 


<3> Update Backup Image File 


Download a software image to the current storage 
medium as the backup image (the file attribute is 
set to B). 


If a backup system image already exists, the B file 
attribute of the original image is removed. 


<4> Download Files(*.*) Download files to the current storage medium.  


<5> Modify Serial Interface Parameter Modify serial port parameters. 


<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the BootWare menu. 
 


2. Enter 5 to access the baudrate set menu. Select an appropriate baud rate for the console port. 
For example, enter 5 to select 115200 bps. 
===============================<BAUDRATE SET>=============================== 


|Note:'*'indicates the current baudrate                                    | 


|     Change The HyperTerminal's Baudrate Accordingly                      | 


|---------------------------<Baudrate Available>---------------------------| 


|<1> 9600(Default)*                                                        | 


|<2> 19200                                                                 | 


|<3> 38400                                                                 | 


|<4> 57600                                                                 | 


|<5> 115200                                                                | 


|<0> Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5):5 


The following messages appear: 
Baudrate has been changed to 115200 bps. 


Please change the terminal's baudrate to 115200 bps, press ENTER when ready. 
 


 NOTE: 


If the baud rate of the console port is 9600 bps, jump to step 9. 
 


3. Select Call > Disconnect in the HyperTerminal window to disconnect the terminal from the 
switch. 


Figure 1 Disconnect the terminal connection 


 


4. Select File > Properties, and in the Properties dialog box, click Configure. 
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Figure 2 Properties dialog box 


 
 


5. Select 115200 from the Bits per second list and click OK. 
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Figure 3 Modify the baud rate 


 
 


6. Select Call > Call to re-establish the connection. 


Figure 4 Reestablishing the connection 


 
 


7. Press Enter. 


The following menu appears: 
The current baudrate is 115200 bps 


===============================<BAUDRATE SET>=============================== 


|Note:'*'indicates the current baudrate                                    | 


|     Change The HyperTerminal's Baudrate Accordingly                      | 


|---------------------------<Baudrate Available>---------------------------| 


|<1> 9600(Default)                                                         | 


|<2> 19200*                                                                | 


|<3> 38400                                                                 | 


|<4> 57600                                                                 | 


|<5> 115200                                                                | 


|<0> Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5): 
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8. Enter 0 to return to the Serial submenu. 
===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>=========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Download Files(*.*)                                                   | 


|<5> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5): 


9. Select an option from options 2 and 3 to upgrade a system software image. For example, enter 
2 to upgrade the main system software image. 
Please Start To Transfer File, Press <Ctrl+C> To Exit. 


Waiting ...CCCCC 


10. Select Transfer > Send File in the HyperTerminal window. 


Figure 5 Transfer menu 


 
 


11. In the dialog box that appears, click Browse to select the source file, and select Xmodem from 
the Protocol list. 


Figure 6 File transmission dialog box 


 
 


12. Click Send. The following dialog box appears: 
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Figure 7 File transfer progress 


 
 


13. When the Serial submenu appears after the file transfer is complete, enter 0 at the prompt to 
return to the BootWare menu. 
Download successfully! 


31911808 bytes downloaded! 


Updating File flash:/main.bin.............................................. 


.....................................................Done. 


 


===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>=========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Download Files(*.*)                                                   | 


|<5> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5): 


14. Enter 0 to return to the BootWare menu or 4 to set the type of a system software image. 
===============================<File CONTROL>=============================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Display All File(s)                                                   | 


|<2> Set Image File type                                                   | 


|<3> Set Bin File type                                                     | 


|<4> Delete File                                                           | 


|<5> Copy File                                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5):3 


                                                                                 


 'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP      'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED                          
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============================================================================     


|NO. Size(B)   Time                 Type   Name                            |     


|1   41753600  Mar/19/2015 12:52:11 M      flash:/10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.b|     


|in                                                                        |     


|2   312322048 Mar/19/2015 12:52:33 M      flash:/10500-cmw710-system-r7150|     


|.bin                                                                      |     


|0   Exit                                                                  |     


============================================================================     


Note:Select .bin files. One but only one boot image and system image must        


be included.                                                                     


Enter file No.(Allows multiple selection):1                                      


Enter another file No.(0-Finish choice):2                                        


Enter another file No.(0-Finish choice):0                                        


You have selected:                                                               


flash:/10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.bin                                              


flash:/10500-cmw710-system-r7150.bin                                            


                                                                                 


Modify the file attribute:                                                       


============================================================================     


|<1>+Main                                                                  |     


|<2>+Backup                                                                |     


|<0> Exit                                                                  |     


============================================================================     


Enter your choice(0-2):1                                                         


This operation may take several minutes. Please wait....                         


Set the file attribute success!                                 


15. Enter 0 to return to the BootWare menu or 1 to boot the system. 


16. If you are using a download rate other than 9600 bps, change the baud rate of the terminal to 
9600 bps. If the baud rate has been set to 9600 bps, skip this step. 


Managing files from the BootWare menu 
To change the type of a system software image, retrieve files, or delete files, enter 4 in the BootWare 
menu. 


The File Control submenu appears: 
===============================<File CONTROL>=============================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Display All File(s)                                                   | 


|<2> Set Image File type                                                   | 


|<3> Set Bin File type                                                     | 


|<4> Delete File                                                           | 


|<5> Copy File                                                             | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5): 
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Table 11 File Control submenu options 


Item Description 


<1> Display All File(s) Display all files. 


<2> Set Image File type Set the type of an .ipe file. 


<3> Set Bin File type Set the type of a .bin file. 


<4> Delete File Delete files. 


<5> Copy File Copy files.  


<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the BootWare menu. 
 


Displaying all files 
To display all files, enter 1 in the File Control submenu: 
Display all file(s) in flash: 


 'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP      'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED 


============================================================================ 


|NO. Size(B)   Time                 Type   Name                            | 


|1   4577      Feb/19/2013 13:07:54 N/A    flash:/labtop.cfg               | 


|2   141952    Feb/19/2013 13:07:54 N/A    flash:/labtop.mdb               | 


|3   341547    Feb/20/2013 12:00:15 N/A    flash:/logfile/logfile.log      | 


|4   0         Jul/29/2014 16:32:27 N/A    flash:/test.cfg                 | 


|5   1681      Jul/29/2014 17:34:42 N/A    flash:/vlan.txt                 | 


|6   8299      Jul/29/2014 17:36:00 N/A    flash:/test.txt                 | 


|7   27708416  Jul/31/2014 09:27:30 M      flash:/10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.b| 


|in                                                                        | 


|8   208249856 Jul/31/2014 09:28:27 M      flash:/10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150| 


|.bin                                                                      | 


|0   Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Changing the type of a system software image 
System software image file attributes include main (M) and backup (B). You can store only one main 
image and one backup image on the switch. A system software image can have any combination of 
the M and B attributes. If the file attribute you are assigning has been assigned to an image, the 
assignment removes the attribute from that image. The image is marked as N/A if it has only that 
attribute. 


For example, the file main.bin has the M attribute and the file update.bin has the B attribute. After you 
assign the M attribute to update.bin, the type of update.bin changes to M+B and the type of main.bin 
changes to N/A. 


To change the type of a system software image: 


1. Enter 2 in the File Control submenu. 
'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP      'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED 


============================================================================ 


|NO. Size(B)   Time                 Type   Name                            | 
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|1   27708416  Jul/31/2014 09:27:30 M      flash:/10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.b| 


|in                                                                        | 


|2   208249856 Jul/31/2014 09:28:27 M      flash:/10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150| 


|.bin                                                                      | 


|0   Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Note:Select .bin files. One but only one boot image and system image must 


be included. 


Enter file No.(Allows multiple selection):1 


2. Enter the number of the file you are working with, and press Enter. 
Modify the file attribute: 


============================================================================ 


|<1>+Main                                                                  | 


|<2>+Backup                                                                | 


|<0> Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-2): 


3. Enter 1 or 2 to set the attribute for the file. 


Deleting files 
When storage space is insufficient, you can delete obsolete files to free up storage space. 


To delete files: 


1. Enter 4 in the File Control submenu. 
Deleting the file in flash: 


 'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP      'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED 


Display all file(s) in flash: 


 'M' = MAIN      'B' = BACKUP      'N/A' = NOT ASSIGNED 


============================================================================ 


|NO. Size(B)   Time                 Type   Name                            | 


|1   4577      Feb/19/2013 13:07:54 N/A    flash:/labtop.cfg               | 


|2   141952    Feb/19/2013 13:07:54 N/A    flash:/labtop.mdb               | 


|3   341547    Feb/20/2013 12:00:15 N/A    flash:/logfile/logfile.log      | 


|4   0         Jul/29/2014 16:32:27 N/A    flash:/test.cfg                 | 


|5   1681      Jul/29/2014 17:34:42 N/A    flash:/vlan.txt                 | 


|6   8299      Jul/29/2014 17:36:00 N/A    flash:/test.txt                 | 


|7   27708416  Jul/31/2014 09:27:30 M      flash:/10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.b| 


|in                                                                        | 


|8   208249856 Jul/31/2014 09:28:27 M      flash:/10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150| 


|.bin                                                                      | 


|0   Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Enter file No.: 


2. Enter the number of the file that you want to delete. 


3. When the following prompt appears, enter Y. 
The file you selected is flash:/labtop.cfg,Delete it? [Y/N]Y 


Deleting...Done 
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Handling software upgrade failures 
If a software upgrade fails, the system runs the old software version. 


To handle a software failure: 


1. Verify that physical ports are correctly connected. 


1. If you are using the console port for file transfer, verify that the HyperTerminal settings 
(including the baud rate and data bits) are correct. 


2. Examine the file transfer settings: 


 If XMODEM is used, make sure you set the same baud rate for the terminal as for the 
console port. 


 If TFTP is used, make sure you enter the same server IP addresses, file name, and working 
directory as set on the TFTP server. 


 If FTP is used, make sure you enter the same FTP server IP address, source file name, 
working directory, and FTP username and password as set on the FTP server. 


3. Verify that the FTP or TFTP server software is running and has correct settings. 


4. Verify that the storage device has sufficient space for the upgrade files. 


5. If the message “Something is wrong with the file” appears, verify that the file is usable. 


 


Appendix C Using BootWare menus 


Accessing the BootWare menu 
The BootWare program is stored in the built-in flash. It consists of one basic segment and one extended 
segment. The basic segment enables the system to complete basic initialization, and the extended 
segment bootstraps the Comware software images. 


Table 12 lists the menus that each segment provides and the major tasks you can perform with these 
menus. You can access these menus only during system startup. 


Table 12 BootWare menus 


BootWare 
segment Menu Tasks Reference 


Basic BASIC-BOOTWARE 


• Modify serial port parameters. 
• Upgrade BootWare. 
• Start the primary or backup 


BootWare extended segment. 


Using the BASIC-
BOOTWARE menu 


Basic BASIC ASSISTANT Perform RAM test. Accessing the BASIC 
ASSISTANT menu 
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BootWare 
segment Menu Tasks Reference 


Extended EXTEND-BOOTWARE 


• Upgrade Comware software. 
• Manage files. 
• Access the system when the 


console login password is lost. 
• Clear user privilege passwords. 


Using the EXTEND-
BOOTWARE menu 


Extended EXTEND-ASSISTANT 
• Examine system memory. 
• Search system memory. 


Using the EXTEND-
ASSISTANT menu 


 


 NOTE: 


Availability of some menu options depends on the password recovery capability state. For more 
information about the feature and its relevant menu options, see "Disabling password recovery 
capability." 
 


BootWare provides the shortcut keys in Table 13. 


Table 13 BootWare shortcut keys 


Shortcut 
key Prompt message Function 


Ctrl+B Press Ctrl+B to access EXTENDED-
BOOTWARE MENU 


Accesses the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu 
while the device is starting up. 


Ctrl+C 


Please Start To Transfer File, Press <Ctrl+C> 
To Exit 


Stops the ongoing file transfer and exits the 
current operation interface. 


Info: Press Ctrl+C to abort or return to 
EXTEND-ASSISTANT MENU 


Returns to the EXTEND-ASSISTANT menu. If 
the system is outputting the result of an 
operation, this shortcut key combination 
aborts the display first. 


Ctrl+D 


Press Ctrl+D to access BASIC-BOOTWARE 
MENU Accesses the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu. 


Ctrl+D = Quit Exits the parameter settings menu. 


Ctrl+E Memory Test(press Ctrl+C to skip it,press 
Ctrl+E to ECHO INFO) 


Displays the test process. 


Ctrl+F Ctrl+F: Format File System Formats the current storage medium. 


Ctrl+T Press Ctrl+T to start memory test Starts a RAM test before the extended 
BootWare segment starts to run. 


Ctrl+U Access BASIC ASSISTANT MENU Accesses the BASIC ASSISTANT menu from 
the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu. 


Ctrl+V Press Ctrl+V to start heavy memory test Performs a memory pressure test. 


Ctrl+Z Ctrl+Z: Access EXTEND ASSISTANT MENU Accesses the EXTEND-ASSISTANT menu from 
the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. 
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Using the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu 
To access the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu: 


2. Power on the device. 


3. Press Ctrl + D within 4 seconds after the "Press Ctrl+D to access BASIC-BOOTWARE MENU" 
prompt message appears. If you fail to do this within the time limit, the system starts to run the 
extended BootWare segment. 
======================<BASIC-BOOTWARE MENU(Ver 1.10)>======================= 


|<1> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<2> Update Extend BootWare                                                | 


|<3> Update Full BootWare                                                  | 


|<4> Boot Extend BootWare                                                  | 


|<5> Boot Backup Extend BootWare                                           | 


|<0> Reboot                                                                | 


============================================================================ 


Ctrl+U: Access BASIC ASSISTANT MENU 


Enter your choice(0-5): 


Table 14 BASIC-BOOTWARE menu options 


Option Task 


<1> Modify Serial Interface Parameter 
Change the baud rate of the console port. 


Perform this task before downloading an image through the 
console port for software upgrade. 


<2> Update Extend BootWare 
Update the extended BootWare segment. 


If the corrupted extended segment has corrupted, choose 
this option to repair it. 


<3> Update Full BootWare 
Update the entire BootWare, including the basic segment 
and the extended segment. 


<4> Boot Extend BootWare Run the primary extended BootWare segment. 


<5> Boot Backup Extend BootWare Run the backup extended BootWare segment. 


<0> Reboot Reboot the device. 


Ctrl+U: Access BASIC ASSISTANT MENU Press Ctrl + U to access the BASIC ASSISTANT menu.  
 


Modifying serial port parameters 


When using the console port to access the system, make sure the port parameters are consistent with 
the serial port settings on the configuration terminal, including the baud rate, data bits, parity check, 
stop bits, flow control, and emulation. If the settings are inconsistent, communication will fail. 


With BootWare, you can change the baud rate. HP recommends that you change the default baud rate 
(9600 bps) to a higher baud rate for faster file transfer before downloading a Comware image file with 
XMODEM through the console port. 


To change the baud rate of the console port: 


1. Enter 1 in the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu. 
Enter your choice(0-5): 1 


===============================<BAUDRATE SET>=============================== 
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|Note:'*'indicates the current baudrate                                    | 


|     Change The HyperTerminal's Baudrate Accordingly                      | 


|---------------------------<Baudrate Available>---------------------------| 


|<1> 9600(Default)*                                                        | 


|<2> 19200                                                                 | 


|<3> 38400                                                                 | 


|<4> 57600                                                                 | 


|<5> 115200                                                                | 


|<0> Exit                                                                  | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-5): 


2. Enter the number that represents the baud rate you want to choose. For example, enter 5 to set 
the baud rate to 115200 bps. 


 


 NOTE: 


The baud rate change is a one-time operation. The baud rate will restore to the default (9600 bps) at 
reboot. To set up a console session with the device after a reboot, you must change the baud rate 
setting on the configuration terminal back to 9600 bps. 
 


Updating the extended BootWare segment 


If the extended BootWare segment has been corrupted, enter 2 in the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu to 
update it. 
Enter your choice(0-5): 2 


Please Start To Transfer File, Press <Ctrl+C> To Exit. 


Waiting ...CCCCC 


Updating the entire BootWare 


To update the entire BootWare, enter 3 in the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu. 
Enter your choice(0-5): 3 


Please Start To Transfer File, Press <Ctrl+C> To Exit. 


Waiting ...CCCCC 


Running the primary extended BootWare segment 


To bootstrap the Comware images with the primary extended BootWare segment, enter 4 in the BASIC-
BOOTWARE menu. 
Enter your choice(0-5): 4 


Booting Normal Extend BootWare. 


The Extend BootWare is self-decompressing................................... 


.......Done! 


 


**************************************************************************** 


*                                                                                        
* 


*                         BootWare, Version 1.10                                     
* 


*                                                                                        
* 


**************************************************************************** 


Compiled Date       : Jan  7 2013 
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CPU Type            : XLP316 


CPU Clock Speed     : 1200MHz 


Memory Type         : DDR3 SDRAM 


Memory Size         : 8192MB 


Memory Speed        : 667MHz 


BootWare Size       : 1536KB 


Flash Size          : 500MB 


BASIC CPLD Version  : 1.0 


EXTENDED CPLD Version: 1.0 


PCB Version         : Ver.A 


 


 


BootWare Validating... 


Press Ctrl+B to enter extended boot menu... 


 


Password recovery capability is enabled. 


Note: The current operating device is flash 


Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device. 


Running the backup extended BootWare segment 


To bootstrap the Comware images with the backup extended BootWare segment, enter 5 in the BASIC-
BOOTWARE menu. For information about backing up the extended BootWare segment, see 
"Managing the BootWare image." 
Enter your choice(0-5): 5 


Booting Backup Extend BootWare 


The Extend BootWare is self-decompressing................ 


Done! 


Accessing the BASIC ASSISTANT menu 
To access the BASIC ASSISTANT BOOTWARE menu, press Ctrl+U while you are in the BASIC-
BOOTWARE menu.  
===========================<BASIC ASSISTANT MENU>=========================== 


|<1> RAM Test                                                              | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-1): 


Table 15 BASIC ASSISTANT menu 


Option Task 


<1> RAM Test Perform a RAM test. 


<0> Exit to Main Menu Return to the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu. 
 


To perform a RAM test, press Ctrl+T within 4 seconds after the prompt message "Press Ctrl+T to start 
memory test" appears. 


To perform a RAM pressure test, press Ctrl+V within 4 seconds after the prompt message "Press Ctrl+V 
to start heavy memory test" appears. 
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If a RAM test is required, do that under the guidance of an HP technical support engineer. 


Using the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu 
To access the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu: 


1. Reboot the device or run the primary or backup extended BootWare segment from the BASIC-
BOOTWARE menu. 


2. Press Ctrl+B within 5 seconds after the "Press Ctrl+B to access EXTENDED-BOOTWARE 
MENU..." prompt message appears. If you fail to do this, the system starts decompressing the 
Comware software file. 
Password recovery capability is enabled. 


Note: The current operating device is flash 


Enter < Storage Device Operation > to select device. 


3. Press Enter at the prompt for password. 


The EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu appears. 
===========================<EXTEND-BOOTWARE MENU>=========================== 


|<1> Boot System                                                           | 


|<2> Enter Serial SubMenu                                                  | 


|<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu                                                | 


|<4> File Control                                                          | 


|<5> Restore to Factory Default Configuration                              | 


|<6> Skip Current System Configuration                                     | 


|<7> BootWare Operation Menu                                               | 


|<8> Skip Authentication for Console Login                                 | 


|<9> Storage Device Operation                                              | 


|<0> Reboot                                                                | 


============================================================================ 


Ctrl+Z: Access EXTEND ASSISTANT MENU 


Ctrl+F: Format File System 


Enter your choice(0-9): 


Availability of some options in this menu depends on the password recovery capability state 
(displayed on top of the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu). For more information about the feature, 
see "Disabling password recovery capability." 


Table 16 EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu options 


Option Tasks Reference 


<1> Boot System 


Run the Comware software without 
rebooting the device. 


Choose this option after 
completing operations in the 
EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. 


N/A 


<2> Enter Serial SubMenu 
Download files with XMODEM 
and upgrade Comware software 
through the console port. 


Upgrading Comware software 
through the console port 
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Option Tasks Reference 


<3> Enter Ethernet SubMenu 


Download files with FTP or TFTP 
and upgrade Comware software 
through the management Ethernet 
interface. 


错误！未找到引用源。 


<4> File Control 


• Display files on the current 
storage medium. 


• Set a Comware image file as 
the main or backup startup 
software image. 


• Delete files to free storage 
space. 


错误！未找到引用源。 


<5> Restore to Factory Default 
Configuration 


Restore the factory-default 
configuration. 


This option is available only if 
password recovery capability is 
disabled. 


Restoring the factory-default 
configuration 


<6> Skip Current System 
Configuration 


Start the device with the factory-
default configuration without 
loading any configuration file. 


This is a one-time operation and 
takes effect only for the first system 
boot or reboot after you choose 
this option. 


This option is available only if 
password recovery capability is 
enabled. 


Starting up without loading the 
configuration file 


<7> BootWare Operation Menu Back up, recover, and upgrade the 
BootWare image. 


Managing the BootWare image 


<8> Skip Authentication for 
Console Login 


Skip console login authentication. 


This option is available only if 
password recovery capability is 
enabled. 


Skipping console login 
authentication 


<9> Storage Device Operation 


Set the storage medium from 
which the device will start up. 


Set the storage medium where file 
operations are performed. This 
storage medium is referred to as 
the "current storage medium" in 
this chapter. 


Managing storage media 


<0> Reboot Reboot the device. N/A 
 


Disabling password recovery capability 
Password recovery capability controls console user access to the device configuration and SDRAM from 
BootWare menus. 


If password recovery capability is enabled, console users can do the following: 
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• If console users forget their user privilege level passwords, they can skip the current configuration 
file to configure new passwords. 


• If console users forget their console login passwords, they can skip login authentication or the 
current configuration file to configure new passwords. 


If password recovery capability is disabled, console users must restore the factory-default configuration 
before they can configure new passwords. Restoring the factory-default configuration deletes the next-
startup configuration files. 


To enhance system security, disable password recovery capability. 


To disable password recovery capability: 
 


Step Command Remarks 
1. Enter system view. system-view N/A 


2. Disable password recovery 
capability. undo password-recovery enable Enabled by default. 


 


 NOTE: 


To avoid version compatibility problems, use compatible Comware software and BootWare. 
 


Running the Comware software 
To run the Comware software after completing all operations, enter 1 in the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. 
Enter your choice(0-9): 1 


Loading file flash:/10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin....................... 


............................................................................ 


............................................................................ 


............................................................................ 


............................................................................ 


............................................................................ 


...................................................Done. 


Loading file flash:/10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin......................... 


............................................................................ 


...........................................Done. 


 


Image file flash:/10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin is self-decompressing..... 


............................................................................ 


...............Done. 


System image is starting... 


 


Waiting for StackBoard to insert, this process may occupy time up to 300 seconds 


. 


 


STM Init Start. 


User interface aux1/1 is available. 


 


Press ENTER to get started. 
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Upgrading Comware software through the console port 
You can upgrade the Comware software through the console port or modify the baud rate of the console 
port from the Serial submenu. 


To upgrade Comware software through the console port from the Serial submenu: 


1. Enter 2 in the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu to access the Serial submenu. 
Enter your choice(0-9): 2 


===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>=========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


Table 17 Serial submenu options 


Option Tasks 


<1> Download Image Program To 
SDRAM And Run 


Load and run a Comware software image in SDRAM. 


If password recovery capability is disabled, this option is not 
available. 


<2> Update Main Image File 


Download a Comware software image to the current storage 
medium as the main image (the file attribute is set to M). 


If a main system image already exists, the M file attribute of the 
original image is removed. 


<3> Update Backup Image File 


Download a Comware software image to the current storage 
medium as the backup image (the file attribute is set to B). 


If a backup system image already exists, the B file attribute of the 
original image is removed. 


<4> Modify Serial Interface 
Parameter 


Change the baud rate of the console port. 


The baud rate change is a one-time operation. The baud rate will 
restore to the default (9600 bps) at reboot. To set up a console 
session with the device after a reboot, you must change the baud 
rate setting on the configuration terminal to 9600 bps. 


<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. 
 


 NOTE: 


To set the current storage medium, see "Managing storage media." 
 


2. Enter 4 in the serial submenu to change the baud rate.  
===============================<BAUDRATE SET>============================= 


|Note:'*'indicates the current baudrate                                    | 


|     Change The HyperTerminal's Baudrate Accordingly                      | 


|---------------------------<Baudrate Available>---------------------------| 


|<1> 9600(Default)*                                                        | 
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|<2> 19200                                                                 | 


|<3> 38400                                                                 | 


|<4> 57600                                                                 | 


|<5> 115200                                                                | 


|<0> Exit                                                                  | 


========================================================================== 


Enter your choice(0-5):5 


3. Enter an appropriate baud rate option. For example, enter 5 to select 115200 bps. 


HP recommends that you change the default baud rate (9600 bps) to a higher baud rate for 
faster file transfer before downloading a Comware software image with XMODEM through the 
console port. 


4. Enter 0 to return to the Serial submenu. 


5. Choose an option from 1 and 2. For example, to upgrade the main Comware software image, 
enter 2. 
===========================<Enter Serial SubMenu>=========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Download Image Program To SDRAM And Run                               | 


|<2> Update Main Image File                                                | 


|<3> Update Backup Image File                                              | 


|<4> Modify Serial Interface Parameter                                     | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 


6. On the configuration terminal, configure the communication settings and transfer the upgrade 
file. For more information, see "错误！未找到引用源。." 


In this example, when the file transfer is complete, the system sets the file as the main Comware 
software image. The following is the sample output: 
Loading................................................................... 


.......................................................................... 


.......................................................................... 


..................................Done! 


77979456 bytes downloaded! 


Updating File flash:/test.bin.............................................. 


.......................................................................... 


.......................................................................... 


............................................... 


..Done! 


7. Enter 0 in the Serial submenu to return to the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. 


8. Enter 1 in the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu to run the new Comware software. 
 


Restoring the factory-default configuration 
 


 CAUTION: 


Performing this task can cause all next-startup configuration files to be permanently deleted. 
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To restore the factory-default configuration from the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu, make sure password 
recovery capability is disabled. If the capability is enabled, you cannot perform the task.  


Disabling password recovery capability can protect your system from unauthorized console access to 
configuration. However, if you have only console access to the system but you have lost the console 
login password, you can only access the system after restoring the factory-default configuration. 


To enable the system to start up with the factory-default configuration instead of a next-startup 
configuration file: 


1. Enter 5 in the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. 
Enter your choice(0-9):5 


2. Follow the system instruction to complete the task.  


 If password recovery capability is enabled, first disable the capability from the CLI, and 
then reboot the device to access the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. 
Password recovery capability is enabled. To perform this operation, first 


disable the password recovery capability using the undo password-recovery 


enable command in CLI. 


 If password recovery capability is disabled, enter Y at the prompt to complete the task. 
Because the password recovery capability is disabled, this operation can 


cause the configuration files to be deleted, and the system will start up 


with factory defaults. Are you sure to continue?[Y/N]Y 


Setting...Done. 


Starting up without loading the configuration file 
You can perform this task only if password recovery capability is enabled. 


To ignore all configuration files and start up with the factory-default configuration, enter 6 in the 
EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. This is a one-time operation, which takes effect only for the first system 
boot or reboot (option 1 or option 0 in the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu). You use this option when you 
forget the console login password. 


Enter your choice(0-9): 6 


Flag Set Success. 


Managing the BootWare image 
You can use BootWare Operation menu to back up, recover, and upgrade the BootWare image.  


To access the BootWare Operation menu, enter 7 in the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. 
Enter your choice(0-9): 7 


=========================<BootWare Operation Menu>========================== 


|Note:the operating device is flash                                        | 


|<1> Backup Full BootWare                                                  | 


|<2> Restore Full BootWare                                                 | 


|<3> Update BootWare By Serial                                             | 


|<4> Update BootWare By Ethernet                                           | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-4): 
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Table 18 BootWare Operation menu options 


Option Tasks 


<1> Backup Full BootWare 
Back up the entire BootWare image. When the BootWare 
image is corrupted, you could use the backup image for 
recovery. 


<2> Restore Full BootWare 
Recover the entire BootWare image. 


If the BootWare image has been corrupted, you can use a 
backup BootWare image to recover it. 


<3> Update BootWare By Serial Update the BootWare from the console port. 


<4> Update BootWare By Ethernet Update the BootWare from an Ethernet port. 


<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu.  
 


Skipping console login authentication 
 


 IMPORTANT: 


• To perform this task, make sure password recovery capability is enabled. If the capability is disabled, 
you cannot perform this task. 


• Skipping console login authentication applies only to console login users. 


• Skipping console login authentication is a one-time operation. It takes effective only for the first 
system boot or reboot (option 1 and option 0 in the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu) after you perform 
the operation. If you do not configure a new login password, the original setting continues to take 
effect for the subsequent reboot. 


 


If you cannot remember the console login password, enter 8 in the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu so you 
can log in to the device through the console port without login authentication. 
Enter your choice(0-9): 8 


Clear Image Password Success! 


Managing storage media 
To get information about available storage media, and set the storage medium you want to use for file 
operations, enter 9 in the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. 


Enter your choice(0-9): 9 


The following DEVICE CONTROL menu appears: 
==============================<DEVICE CONTROL>============================== 


|<1> Display All Available Nonvolatile Storage Device(s)                   | 


|<2> Set The Operating Device                                              | 


|<3> Set The Default Boot Device                                           | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-3): 
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Table 19 DEVICE CONTROL menu options 


Option Task 


<1> Display All Available Nonvolatile Storage Device(s) Display all available storage media. 


<2> Set The Operating Device 
Set the current storage medium. All file 
operations performed using BootWare menus 
are performed on the current storage medium. 


<3> Set The Default Boot Device Set the default storage medium from which the 
system will start up. 


<0> Exit To Main Menu Return to the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu. 
 


Using the EXTEND-ASSISTANT menu 
In the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu, press Ctrl+Z to access the EXTEND-ASSISTANT menu. 


==========================<EXTEND-ASSISTANT MENU>=========================== 


|<1> Display Memory                                                        | 


|<2> Search Memory                                                         | 


|<0> Exit To Main Menu                                                     | 


============================================================================ 


Enter your choice(0-2): 
 


Formatting the file system 
 


 CAUTION: 


Formatting the file system of a storage medium can cause the loss of all files. 
 


To format the file system of the current storage medium: 


1. Press Ctrl + F while you are in the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu.  


2. Enter Y when the prompt for confirmation appears.  
Warning:All files on flash will be lost! Are you sure to format? [Y/N]y 


Handling upgrade failures 
If an upgrade failure occurs, the switch operates using the original version. 


To handle upgrade failure: 


3. Check that physical ports are correctly connected. 


4. Check that the HyperTerminal settings are correct. 


5. Check the HyperTerminal output for errors.  


The following shows some possible errors.  


 You have selected a baud rate other than 9600 bps, but did not set to the corresponding 
baud rate on HyperTerminal. 


 You typed an incorrect TFTP server IP address, filename, or directory. 
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 You typed an incorrect FTP server IP address, filename, file directory, FTP username, or 
password. 


6. Verify that FTP or TFTP server software is running and has correct settings.  


7. Verify that the flash has enough memory to store the downloaded files. 


8. Verify that the versions of Comware software and BootWare are correct. For the compatibility 
between the Comware software and BootWare, see the hardware and software compatibility 
matrix in Release Notes. 


9. Verify that the BootWare image is applicable to the target cards.  


10. If a message “Something is wrong with the file” appears, check that the file is usable.  
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		13. For JH191A/JH199A (LSUM2GP44TSSE0), JH192A/JH200A (LSUM2GT48SE0) LPUs installed on a 10504, 10508, 10508-V, or 10512 switch to operate correctly, make sure the first two switching fabric module slots of the switch have switching fabric modules ins...

		14. A LPU that uses BootWare 2.02 or an earlier version cannot be started if it is installed in slot 13 of a 10512 switch.

		15. This version does not support configuring inward-facing MEPs for CFD.

		16. In a four-chassis IRF fabric, if the four chassis are started asynchronously, the IRF fabric might split. Make sure these chassis have similar card configurations, so that they can back up each other. Also, make sure the four chassis are powered o...

		17. This version does not support the HIG monitoring feature of GOLD.

		18. In an IRF fabric, if the RRPP primary port and secondary port are on different chassis, you must configure the irf link-delay 1 command.

		19. JC756A/JG345A (LSU1TGS48SF0) LPUs do not support multicast.

		20. Port 28 on an JH197A/JH205A (LSUM1TGS48SG0) LPU cannot act as a Layer 3 Ethernet interface.

		21. The following LPUs each support a maximum of 4096 multicast forwarding entries. They will support more entries in later versions.

		22. The JH197A/JH205A (LSUM1TGS48SG0) LPU does not support uRPF.
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		Related documentation

		Documentation set

		Obtaining documentation



		Contacting HP

		Subscription service

		Software types

		Software file naming conventions

		1. Execute the save command in any view to save the current configuration.

		2. Execute the dir command in user view to identify the system software image and configuration file names and verify that the flash has sufficient space for the new system software image.

		3. Execute the tftp put command in user view to upload the main.bin file to the TFTP server.

		4. Execute the tftp put command in user view to upload the startup.cfg file to the TFTP server.

		1. Execute the tftp get command in user view to download the system software image files 10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin 10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin to the flash on the switch.

		2. Execute the boot-loader command in user view to load the files 10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin 10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin and specify the file as the main startup software image file.

		3. Execute the display boot-loader command in user view to verify that the file has been loaded.

		4. Execute the reboot command in user view to reboot the switch.

		5. After the reboot is complete, execute the display version command to verify that the system software image is correct.

		1. Execute the save command in any view to save the current configuration.

		2. Execute the dir command in user view to identify the system software image and configuration file names and verify that the flash has sufficient space for the new system software image.

		3. Execute the ftp command in user view to access the FTP server.

		4. Execute the put command in FTP client view to upload the main.bin file to the FTP server.

		5. Execute the put command in FTP client view to upload the startup.cfg file to the FTP server.

		1. Execute the get command in FTP client view to download the system software image files 10500-cmw710-boot-R7150.bin 10500-cmw710-system-R7150.bin to the flash on the switch.

		2. Execute the quit command in FTP client view to return to user view.

		3. Execute the boot-loader command in user view to load the files 10500-cmw710-boot-r7150.bin 10500-cmw710-system-r7150.bin and specify the file as the main startup software image file.

		4. Execute the display boot-loader command in user view to verify that the file has been loaded.

		5. Execute the reboot command in user view to reboot the switch.

		6. After the reboot is complete, execute the display version command to verify that the system software image is correct.

		1. Power on the switch.

		2. Press Ctrl + B at the prompt to access the BootWare menu.

		1. Enter 3 in the BootWare menu to access the Ethernet submenu.

		2. Enter 5 to configure the Ethernet settings.

		3. Select an option in the Ethernet submenu to download 10500-CMW710-BOOT-R7150.bin. For example, enter 4 to download file.

		4. Enter 5 to configure the Ethernet settings.

		5. Select an option in the Ethernet submenu to download 10500-CMW710-SYSTEM-R7150.bin. For example, enter 4 to download file.

		6. Enter 0 to return to the BootWare menu or 4 to set the type of a system software image.

		7. Enter 0 to return to the BootWare menu or 1 to boot the system.

		1. Enter 2 in the BootWare menu to access the Serial submenu.

		2. Enter 5 to access the baudrate set menu. Select an appropriate baud rate for the console port. For example, enter 5 to select 115200 bps.

		3. Select Call > Disconnect in the HyperTerminal window to disconnect the terminal from the switch.

		4. Select File > Properties, and in the Properties dialog box, click Configure.

		5. Select 115200 from the Bits per second list and click OK.

		6. Select Call > Call to re-establish the connection.

		7. Press Enter.

		8. Enter 0 to return to the Serial submenu.

		9. Select an option from options 2 and 3 to upgrade a system software image. For example, enter 2 to upgrade the main system software image.

		10. Select Transfer > Send File in the HyperTerminal window.

		11. In the dialog box that appears, click Browse to select the source file, and select Xmodem from the Protocol list.

		12. Click Send. The following dialog box appears:

		13. When the Serial submenu appears after the file transfer is complete, enter 0 at the prompt to return to the BootWare menu.

		14. Enter 0 to return to the BootWare menu or 4 to set the type of a system software image.

		15. Enter 0 to return to the BootWare menu or 1 to boot the system.

		16. If you are using a download rate other than 9600 bps, change the baud rate of the terminal to 9600 bps. If the baud rate has been set to 9600 bps, skip this step.

		1. Enter 2 in the File Control submenu.

		2. Enter the number of the file you are working with, and press Enter.

		3. Enter 1 or 2 to set the attribute for the file.

		1. Enter 4 in the File Control submenu.

		2. Enter the number of the file that you want to delete.

		3. When the following prompt appears, enter Y.

		1. Verify that physical ports are correctly connected.

		1. If you are using the console port for file transfer, verify that the HyperTerminal settings (including the baud rate and data bits) are correct.

		2. Examine the file transfer settings:

		3. Verify that the FTP or TFTP server software is running and has correct settings.

		4. Verify that the storage device has sufficient space for the upgrade files.

		5. If the message “Something is wrong with the file” appears, verify that the file is usable.

		2. Power on the device.

		3. Press Ctrl + D within 4 seconds after the "Press Ctrl+D to access BASIC-BOOTWARE MENU" prompt message appears. If you fail to do this within the time limit, the system starts to run the extended BootWare segment.

		Modifying serial port parameters

		1. Enter 1 in the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu.

		2. Enter the number that represents the baud rate you want to choose. For example, enter 5 to set the baud rate to 115200 bps.



		Updating the extended BootWare segment

		Updating the entire BootWare

		Running the primary extended BootWare segment

		Running the backup extended BootWare segment



		Accessing the BASIC ASSISTANT menu

		Using the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu

		1. Reboot the device or run the primary or backup extended BootWare segment from the BASIC-BOOTWARE menu.

		2. Press Ctrl+B within 5 seconds after the "Press Ctrl+B to access EXTENDED-BOOTWARE MENU..." prompt message appears. If you fail to do this, the system starts decompressing the Comware software file.

		3. Press Enter at the prompt for password.

		Disabling password recovery capability

		Running the Comware software

		Upgrading Comware software through the console port

		1. Enter 2 in the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu to access the Serial submenu.

		2. Enter 4 in the serial submenu to change the baud rate.

		3. Enter an appropriate baud rate option. For example, enter 5 to select 115200 bps.

		4. Enter 0 to return to the Serial submenu.

		5. Choose an option from 1 and 2. For example, to upgrade the main Comware software image, enter 2.

		6. On the configuration terminal, configure the communication settings and transfer the upgrade file. For more information, see "错误！未找到引用源。."

		7. Enter 0 in the Serial submenu to return to the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu.

		8. Enter 1 in the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu to run the new Comware software.



		Restoring the factory-default configuration

		1. Enter 5 in the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu.

		2. Follow the system instruction to complete the task.



		Starting up without loading the configuration file

		Managing the BootWare image

		Skipping console login authentication

		Managing storage media

		Using the EXTEND-ASSISTANT menu

		Formatting the file system

		1. Press Ctrl + F while you are in the EXTEND-BOOTWARE menu.

		2. Enter Y when the prompt for confirmation appears.

		3. Check that physical ports are correctly connected.

		4. Check that the HyperTerminal settings are correct.

		5. Check the HyperTerminal output for errors.

		6. Verify that FTP or TFTP server software is running and has correct settings.

		7. Verify that the flash has enough memory to store the downloaded files.

		8. Verify that the versions of Comware software and BootWare are correct. For the compatibility between the Comware software and BootWare, see the hardware and software compatibility matrix in Release Notes.

		9. Verify that the BootWare image is applicable to the target cards.

		10. If a message “Something is wrong with the file” appears, check that the file is usable.









